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PREFACE

Th e experience of ATLA’s members and the other attendees at the ATLA 2009 Annual 
Conference in St. Louis proved to be a memorable one. Th e city provided a wealth of shopping, 
dining, and entertainment venues; the Local Host Committee worked hard to make sure that 
conference guests were well guided on all of their adventures—from the ballpark to the public 
library; visits to Concordia and Covenant’s campuses were well worth the trip (despite the 
bussing misadventure); and the Annual Conference and Education Committees lined up the 
high-quality sessions that are the hallmark of ATLA’s annual meetings. 

I hope you will enjoy reading this Summary of Proceedings. Th e document contains full text 
or summaries of papers, workshops, roundtables, and meetings, plus other items for general 
reference and record in the appendices. Although it provides a substantial history of the 
conference, it does not, of course, tell the whole story. Be sure to go online to view additional 
conference readings and presentations on the ATLA Member SharePoint Communities website 
(http://www.community.atla.com).

I am grateful to all the presenters, facilitators, and others who submitted the many items 
that comprise this offi  cial record of conference events and activities. I would also like to thank 
ATLA staff , who helped put together this publication, especially Denise McFarlin and Barbara 
Kemmis, for their assistance in assembling the many rosters, charts, and tables related to the 
association and its members. I also want to acknowledge Karen Kechaver for her proofreading 
skills, her patience, and her unwavering sense of humor.

Th e staff  now looks forward to seeing you June 16–19, 2010, when we will celebrate ATLA’s 
sixty-fourth annual conference in that “greatest” of American cities, Louisville, Kentucky, 
where local hosts TEAM-A (Th eological Education Association of Mid-America) assure us 
that “new things happen!”

Sara Corkery
Editor
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PROGRAM

American Th eological Library Association
63rd Annual Conference

June 17–20, 2009 • St. Louis, Missouri

TUESDAY, JUNE 16

12 PM–5:30 PM International Collaboration Committee
3–5:30 PM Education Committee
5:30–9 PM Board Orientation
7–9 PM Technical Services Interest Group
 “Student Workers in Technical Services”
 Lois Guebert

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 17 

8:30 AM–5 PM Board of Directors Meeting 
8:30 AM–12 PM Preconference Workshops
 “Planning and Managing the Digitization of Library and 

Archives Materials”
 John Weaver, Kim Abrams, M. Patrick Graham
 “Understanding MARC Format for Holdings Data”
 Christine Torbert 
1–4:30 PM “Subject Headings for Theological Resources”
 Jeff Siemon, Eric Friede
5:30–7 PM Choir Rehearsal
6–7 PM President’s Invitational Welcome
7–9 PM Opening Reception
8:30–10 PM Diversity Reception

THURSDAY, JUNE 18

7:30–8:15 AM New Member Breakfast
8:30–9:15 AM Exhibitor Showcase—ATLA Products and Services
8–9:30 AM Reference Module Task Force
8:30–9:30 AM Worship in the Roman Catholic Tradition
10–11 AM Plenary Address
 “What Does This Have to Do With Me? Challenges of 

Relevance in Theological Education” 
 Luther Smith, Jr.
11–11:30 AM Exhibits Opening 
11:30 AM–12:30 PM Papers
 “A Survey of Eastern Orthodox Libraries and Collections in 

the United States” 
 David E. Cassens
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 “Games in the Library”
 Susan Ebertz
 “On The Hermeneutics of Books: How Seminary Students 

Read and the Role(s) of Theological Libraries”
 Anthony J. Elia
11:30 AM–12:30 PM Roundtables
 “ATS Roundtable: Statistics Form Revisions”
 William C. Miller
 “CONSER Roundtable”
 Judy Knop
 “International Collaboration Committee Roundtable”
 Paul F. Stuehrenberg
 “Information Literacy for Ministry”
 Miranda Bennett, Patricia Gillespie
 “Koha: The Southeastern Experience”
 Joanna Hause
12:30–2 PM All-Conference Luncheon—Economic Discussion Panel: 

Navigating a Turbulent Economy? 
2–3 PM Business Meeting 
3–3:30 PM Break with Exhibitors 
3:30–4 PM Poster Sessions 
4–5:30 PM In-Conference Workshop
 “Enhancing Bibliographic Records (OCLC)”
 Elizabeth Madson
4–5:30 PM Interest Groups
 College and University/World Religions
 “Th e Forgotten South: African Religious Traditions and Th eir 

Global Impact” 
 Robert M. Baum 
 Cooperative Preservation for Archives and Libraries
 “Cooperative Preservation: Th e View from Archives and 

Pilgrim’s Progress”
 Marvin Huggins, Wayne Sparkman
4–5:30 PM Panels
 “Collaborative Training for Th eological Librarianship—Th e 

Library Practicum Approach”
 David R. Stewart, Jennifer Bartholomew, Sophie Schottler
 “Racial Diversity in the Library Staff : A Conversation on 

Recruiting, Supporting, and Savoring Its Gifts”
 Cait C. Kokolus, M. Patrick Graham, Sharon Taylor
 “Virtual Reference: Th e Good, the Bad, and the In-Between”
 Amy Limpitlaw, Chris Benda, Suzanne Estelle-Holmer
6–9 PM Endowment Dinner
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6:30 PM Baseball—St. Louis Cardinals vs. Detroit Tigers at Busch 
Stadium

FRIDAY, JUNE 19

8–9 AM Worship in the Pentacostal Tradition
  Diversity Committee Breakfast
8:30–9:15 AM  Exhibitor Showcases
9:30–10:30 AM Plenary Address
 “A Panoramic Potpurri of Library Trends” 
 Tracy Rochow Byerly
10:30–11 AM Break with Exhibitors
11AM–12 PM  Papers
 “Bookman Extraordinaire: Celebrating Samuel Johnson at 300”
 David R. Stewart
 “Th e Information Behavior of Th eologians and Social 

Epistemology: Toward a Collectivistic Approach in Information 
Behavior”

 Cindy S. Lu
 A Window to the Past: Jesuit History and the Midwest Jesuit 

Archives”
 David Miros
11AM–12 PM  Roundtables 
 “ATLAS® for Alum”
 Margot Lyon, Tami Luedtke, Laura Wrzesinski
 “ATS Roundtable: Economic Outlook”
 William C. Miller
 “Contemporary Religious Literature”
 Jennifer Ulrich, Donna Wells
 “Th e Open Library Environment Project”
 Luba Zakharov
 “Shelf-Ready for Real”
 Eric Friede
12–1:15 PM Lunch (on your own)
 International Collaboration Committee Luncheon
 Publications Committee Luncheon
 Professional Development Committee Luncheon
 Lesbian and Gay Interest Group Luncheon
 NACO Lunch Meeting
 SWATLA Lunch Meeting
12:15–1 PM Exhibitor Showcases
1:30–2:30 PM Town Meeting 
2:30–3 PM Dessert with Exhibitors
3–4:30 PM In-Conference Workshop 
 “RDA Update”
 Judy Knop
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3–4:30 PM Interest Groups 
 Collection Evaluation and Development
 “Gifts, Gifts, and More Gifts: How to Manage Gift Books in 

Your Library”
 Angela Morris, Russell Pollard, Paul Stuehrenberg, Kurt Berends
 Teaching and Learning
 Research Habits of MDiv Students: Th e Tools Th ey Use and 

What Th ey Value in a Text
 Ruth Gaba 
 “Student Learning Preferences and Memorable Training”
 Barbara Carnes
3–4:30 PM Panels 
 “Challenges for Directors of Small Libraries”
 Susan Ebertz, Carrie Hackney, Blake Walter
 “Next Generation Library Systems for Th eological and 

Religious Studies”
 John B. Weaver, Chris Benda, Beth Bidlack, Andrew Keck 
4:30–5:30 PM Denominational Meetings
 Anglican Librarians
 Baptist Librarians
 Campbell-Stone Librarians
 Lutheran Librarians
 Methodist Librarians
 Non-denominational Librarians
 Orthodox Librarians
 Presbyterian and Reformed Librarians
 Roman Catholic Librarians
 United Church of Christ Librarians 
6–8 PM Diversity Listserv Dinner
  

SATURDAY, JUNE 20

7:30–9 AM  Bus Service to Concordia Seminary
8–9 AM Memorials and Worship in the Lutheran Tradition 
10:30–11:30 AM Papers 
 “Massing Indexes: How Collected Information Can Help 

Collection Development and Reference”
 Tracy Powell
 “Real Time Ministry”
 Angela Morris, Carolyn Cardwell
 “Supporting the Modern Mystic: Collecting for the ‘New’ 

Spirituality”
 Beth M. Sheppard
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10–11:30 AM Roundtables
 “ATLA/Scarecrow Book Series”
 Dennis Norlin
 “ATS Roundtable: Collection Values”
 William C. Miller 
 “Personality Assessment Tools for Library Staff ”
 Eric Friede 
 “Second Annual NACO Roundtable”
 Judy Knop
11:30 AM–1 PM Lunch and Tours of Concordia Seminary
 Anabaptist/Mennonite Denominational Group Meeting
1:30–2:30 PM Paper
 “Faculty and the Library: Who Walks Th rough Your Doors 

and Into Your Website?”
 Patricia Yang
1:30–2:30 PM Interest Groups 
 Public Services
 “e-Reserves and Copyright”
 Lora Mueller, Bill Hook, Emily Knox
 Technical Services
 “How Can Cataloging and Catalogs Evolve and Respond to 

Expanded User Expectations for Search and Retrieval?”
 Lynn Fields
 World Christianity
 “Topics in World Christianity”
2:30–3 PM Concordia tours and free time
2:45–5 PM Covenant Seminary Tour
3–4 PM Bus Transfer Back to Millennium Hotel
6–8 PM Closing Banquet

SUNDAY, JUNE 21

8:30 AM–12 PM Board of Directors Meeting
8:30 AM–12 PM Annual Conference Committee Meeting
8:30 AM–12 PM Education Committee Meeting
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PRECONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

Digitization of Library and Archives Materials: A Multimodal Approach
by

Kimberly Abrams, M. Patrick Graham, and John B. Weaver 
Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University

Following an overview of ten digitization projects at Pitts Library since the 1990s and 
brief comments on their challenges and benefits, this preconference workshop focused on the 
strategic development and operational management of three digitization projects: 1) the Digital 
Image Archive (woodcuts from sixteenth- and seventeenth-century books and pamphlets), 2) 
the Digibooks Project (embrittled, pre-1923 materials), and 3) the SCILLA Project (full-text of 
special collections items for ILL access). Staff at Pitts Library have sought to build productive 
synergies with existing library digitization services (e.g., ILL and Reserves) in order to create 
new digital resources, especially online images and fulltext documents accessible through the 
library catalog. The workshop’s discussion of the management of these digitization projects 
included the following topics: Project Planning, Grant Writing, Equipment, Image Quality, 
Formats, Technology Standards, Quality Assurance, Quality Control, Metadata, Storage, 
and Marketing. Workshop participants reviewed existing NARA and NISO standards for 
digitization projects. The management and supervision of digitization projects at Pitts Library 
are distributed among all the library departments, including student assistants and library 
volunteers. 

In 2007, Emory purchased a Kirtas robotic book scanner. This machine can digitize as 
many as fifty books per day, transforming the pages from each volume into a PDF file. Before 
purchasing the Kirtas machine, a proposal process in which various university collections were 
considered concluded that Pitts Theology Library’s Wesleyana and the Theological Reference 
collection were to be the first two collections in the queue to be digitized. The primary 
determination for whether or not to digitize a volume is typically subject matter, but there 
are many other qualifications that the volume must meet. For instance, all works must be in 
the public domain, which is pre-1909 for non-U.S. titles and pre-1923 for U.S. publications. 
Other criteria that must be considered are the physical condition of the book, and whether 
or not the book fits the size constraints of the machine. All completed volumes are available 
through Emory’s online search system, DiscoverE. To browse through them, search “Emory 
Digital Library” as a keyword and you will find all the digitized titles in PDF format. Emory 
is also a partner with BookSurge, a subsidiary of Amazon.com, and is a leader in print-on-
demand services.  To purchase paperback versions of digitized texts, search Amazon.com for 
“Emory University Digital Library Publications.”
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Preconference Workshops

Subject Headings for Th eological Resources
by

Eric Friede, Yale University Divinity Library, 
and Jeff  Siemon, Fuller Th eological Seminary Library

The workshop covered LC subject headings for resources common in ATLA libraries. 
The workshop began with some basics of subject analysis and assignment and how to read 
subject authority records. Eric and Jeff alternated presentations, discussing subject headings for 
local church histories, religion and religious life as subdivisions. Next, the presenters clarified 
subject headings commonly used when cataloging D.Min. theses and materials related to the 
Bible. 

The group took a break to discuss how catalogs and “next-generation” catalogs use subject 
headings and keywords. These changes have an impact on choices of subject headings.

The concluding section addressed topics such as worship, music, spirituality, preaching, 
Christian education, biography, and ethnic groups. The handouts also included the topics 
missions, church and social problems, church history, theology, religions, ecumenism, and 
Christian philosophy.

Twenty-six people attended the workshop. Though most were catalogers, brave directors 
and public services librarians added to the mix and discussions.

The handouts are available from the presenters or will be available online at the Technical 
Services interest group portion of the ATLA website at http://www.communities.atla.com.

Well-chosen, accurate, and precise subject headings improve discovery. Catalogers add 
value to bibliographic records through careful subject analysis and assignment of headings.
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Understanding MARC Format for Holdings Data
by

Christina Torbert, University of Mississippi

Introduction
Short History of the Standards
(1980) Z39.42 concerned with display of holdings information at local level

– Did not require MARC or automation
– Did define how meaning of content would be conveyed

• Summary level of detail or specificity
• Punctuation as signifier

(1983) Z39.44 added more levels of detail or specificity to display options
– Allowed holdings to be compressed or expanded
– Allowed item level detail
– Work began on MARC Format for Holdings Data by separate group

(1989) Z39.57 added holdings statements for non-serial items, e.g., multi-volume sets
(1989) MARC Format for Holdings Data finalized as method of communicating data across 
different systems
(1999) Z39.71 one display standard for all bibliographic items

NISO Z39.71 Punctuation
  ( )  used around chronology
  -  between two volumes (etc.) or dates
   / a combined volume (etc.) or date (even when title page has a dash)
  , a gap
 ; a non-gap break (e.g., piece not published)
 = alternative number system (both systems are on each piece)
 : separates two levels of hierarchy within enumeration or chronology

Part 1: Structure of MFHD
• Leader and Directory
• Variable Control Fields (001-008): aid retrieval; encode library policy and 

processing information
• Variable Data Fields (010-880): include control numbers, notes and holdings data

– 010-099  numbers & codes
– 5XX  notes
– 8XX  holdings data and notes

Leader elements
Type Code (leader 06)

• x single-part item
• v multi-part item
• y serial
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Encoding level (leader 17)
• 1 record#, library symbol
• 2 record#, symbol, report date, optional policies
• 3 record#, symbol, policies, summary holdings
• 4 record#, symbol, policies, detailed holdings
• 5 record#, symbol, policies, detailed holdings, individual piece designations
• m mixed holdings
• z other holdings level

Holdings control fields
• 001 control number (system maintained)
• 003 control # ID (system maintained)
• 004 control number of related bibliographic record
• 005 date/time of latest transaction (system maintained)
• 007 physical description fixed field

008 elements
Receipt or acquisition status (008/06)

• 1 other (none of codes appropriate)
• 2 ceased or complete
• 3 on order
• 4 currently received
• 5 cancelled or not now receiving

Acquisition method (008/07)
• c consortial
• d deposit
• e exchange
• f free
• g gift
• p purchase
• u unknown
• z other

Intent to cancel (008/08-11)
• yymm date of expected last issue, or of cancellation of the order
• uuuu to be cancelled, date unknown
• [blank] no intention to cancel or not applicable

General retention policy (008/12)
• 0 unknown
• 1 other general retention policy
• 2 retained until updates rec’d (e.g., looseleaf )
• 3 sample issue retained
• 4 retained until replaced by microform
• 5 retained until replaced by cumulation (bound vol. or CD-ROM)
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• 6 retained for a limited period
• 7 not retained
• 8 permanently retained

Specific retention policy (008/13-15)
• [3 blanks]  no specific retention policy
• [pos.1]  l latest
• [pos.2]  1-9 number of units
• [pos.3]  m months
• [pos.3]  y years
• [pos.3]  e editions
• [pos.3]  i issues
• [pos.3]  s supplements

Completeness (008/16) - An estimate of institutional holdings for entire run
• 0 other [limited retention/no estimate of completeness]
• 1 complete [95% or more]
• 2 incomplete [50-94%]
• 3 scattered holdings
• 4 not applicable [e.g., single-part items]

Number of copies reported (008/17-19) - How many copies are represented by the holdings 
record?

• 001 one copy reported
• 002 two copies reported
• etc.

Lending policy (008/20)
• a will lend
• b will not lend
• c unknown

Reproduction policy (008/21)
• a will reproduce
• b will not reproduce
• c unknown

Language (008/22-24)
• Language of numeric and chronology display
• Uses standard language abbreviations

Separate or composite copy report (008/25)
• 0 separate copy report [each copy has separate holdings record]
• 1 composite copy report [holdings report is a consolidation of information 

about more than one copy]

Notes (copy or title level—note tags begin with 5 or 8)
• 541 Immediate source of acquisition
• 561 Ownership and custodial history
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• 583 Action note [used to report processing, reference and preservation actions;
 19 possible subfields]

• 842 Textual physical form designator [textual form of 007]
• 843 Reproduction note [like 533; when bib record describes original]
• 844 Name of unit
• 845 Terms governing use & reproduction note [e.g., special copying

 restrictions]

856 – Electronic location and access
• Used as hotlink to many resources
• Repeatable in both the bibliographic and holdings format when there are multiple 

access methods
• Though it often appears elsewhere, 856 is fundamentally holdings data
• By collocating electronic description and access, holdings placement of 856 would:

– Reduce confusion among formats in records
– Facilitate easy modification of dynamic information
– Aid use of “single-record option” in electronic resource cataloging

852 – Holdings location field
Chief data elements

• $a  Library symbol
• $b  Code for sublocation or collection
• $c  Shelving location
• $h  Call no. (classification part)
• $i  Call no. (item part)
• $j – m  Call no. prefixes, suffixes, etc.
• $z  Public note
• $x  Non-public note

Indicators
• 1st – shelving scheme: 0(LC); 1(DDC); 2(NLM); 3(Supt of Docs); 5(by title); 

6(classed separately); 8(other, e.g., electronic journal)

• 2nd – shelving order: 0 (classed separately); 
  1(by primary enumeration); 
  2(by secondary enumeration)

Example: Title: Index to Canadian Documents
 852 01 MUM $b MUMR $c Index Table $h Z1373 $i .I5 $k Ref. $z See Gov 
Docs for documents

Possible display:
 Location: Main Reference Room, Index Table
 Call no.: Ref. Z1373 .I5
 Note: See Gov Docs for documents
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Part 2: Holdings Records
How holdings are recorded
In MFHD, holdings are recorded in two different fields that are paired

• Fields 853, 854, 855 include the captions and publication patterns
• Fields 863, 864, 865 include the actual enumeration and chronology of an issue, 

volume, etc.
Different fields are used for:

• Basic units (853/863)
• Supplements to the basic units (854/864) [when not cataloged separately]
• Indexes to the basic units (855/865) 

 [but not serials with the title “index” that constitute a basic unit (e.g., Index 
 Medicus)

85X Field structure
85X _ _ $8 [#] $a v. $b no. $i (year) $j (month)

• $8 = field link
• $a-h = enumeration captions
• $i-m = chronology captions
• $o, $t = other captions (not shown)
• $u-y = publication patterns (shown later)

86X Field structure
86X _ _ $8 [#.#] $a 3 $b 1 $i 1999 $j 06

• $8 = field link and sequencing
• $a-h = enumeration data
• $i-m = chronology data
• $o, $t = other data (not shown)

Linkage and sequencing
Paired fields are connected by $8
 making one set of captions apply to many lines of data

853  $8 1 $a v. $b pt. [caption field]
  “1” = linking number

863  $8 1.1 $a 1 $b 1 [enumeration field 1]
  “.1” = sequencing number
 863 $8 1.2 $a 1 $b 2 [enumeration field 2]
  “.2” = sequencing number

 NISO display: v.1:pt.1
   v.1:pt.2
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Enumeration/Chronology subfield codes
  (enum.)  (chron.)
853 $8 1 $a - $h …  $i - $m
863 $8 1.1 $a - $h …  $i - $m

However:
• Extremely low levels (values $d-h and $l) are rare.
• Below first level, enumeration and chronology data subfields are routinely dropped 

when holdings are summarized (86X).
• But there is no need to drop the corresponding caption and pattern, particularly if 

you want to compress and expand your holding display in the future.

Example 1
On issue: June 15, 1998 volume 13 number 4 part 5
Coded as: 
853 -- $8 1 $a v. $b no. $c pt. $i (year) $j (month) $k (day)
863 -- $8 1.1 $a 13 $b 4 $c 5 $i 1998 $j 06 $k 15

• 3 levels of enumeration coded in subfields a,b,c; corresponding levels of chronology 
coded in subfields i,j,k.

• Parentheses () suppress the display of chronological captions
Possible display: v.13:no.4:pt.5(1998:June 15)

Example 2
On issue: May 1998 vol. 13 no. 14 (no. 2911)
Coded as:
853 -- $8 1 $a v. $b no. $g no. $i (year) $j (month)
863 -- $8 1.1 $a 13 $b 14 $g 2911 $i 1998 $j 05

• 2 levels of enumeration coded in subfields a and b.
• 2 levels of chronology coded in subfields i and j.
• Alternative numbering for specific piece in subfield g.

Possible display: v.13:no.14(1998:May)=no.2911
Example 3
On issue: New series B number 12
Coded as:
853—$8 1 $a (no.)
863—$8 1.1 $a n.s.B no.12-15

• The designation for a series is considered part of the caption.
Possible display: n.s.B:no.12-15

Special Problems: Dates as enumeration
If a title has issues designated only with dates, the date moves into the enumeration 
subfield(s).
On issue: 1998 Annual Report
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Coded as: 
  853—$8 1 $a (year)
  863—$8 1.1 $a 1998

Special problems: Gaps
Use $w in 86X field before the gap. Possible values: 

• g = gap, displays a comma
• n = non-gap break, displays a semicolon
• Non-gap breaks are caused when an issue is not published or when the title changes 

publication pattern without changing title.
Example
On Shelf: Annual reports, 1996, 1998, 2000 
  [note in bib record: 1999 not published]
Coded as: 
  853—$8 1 $a (year)
  863—$8 1.1 $a 1996 $w g
  863—$8 1.2 $a 1998 $w n
  863—$8 1.3 $a 2000
Possible display: 1996, 1998; 2000

Special Problems: Changes in captions
When captions or enumeration patterns change, a new 85X with a different linking number 
must be coded.
853—$8 1 $a bd. $i (year)
863—$8 1.1 $a 1-25 $i 1971-1996 $w n
853—$8 2 $a v. $i (year)
863—$8 2.1 $a 26- $i 1997-
Possible display: bd.1-25(1971-1996);v.26-(1997)-

Indicators for 85X and 86X
85X

• 1st indicator = compressibility and expandability [853, 854 only] – whether data 
can be compressed or expanded

• 2nd indicator = caption evaluation – did you look at the piece?
86X

• 1st indicator = level of specificity – detailed, summary, etc.
• 2nd indicator = form of holdings (compressed or uncompressed) – is it one, or 

more than one, physical volume?

Compression vs. E-x-p-a-n-s-i-o-n
• Compress: to display a range of holdings in terms of the enumeration and/or 

chronology of only the first and last parts held, e.g., v.1-13
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 Automated compression of holdings in more than one level is only possible by 
means of the publication pattern, acted upon by a computer algorithm

• Expand: to do the opposite!
 Expansion of compressed holdings results in an itemized, piece-by-piece or volume- 
by-volume display. It also employs the publication pattern if two or more levels are present.

85X First indicator: compressibility and expandability [853 and 854 only]
Values are

• 0 – cannot compress or expand
• 1 – can compress but not expand
• 2 – can compress or expand
• 3 – unknown

85X First Indicator 0—Cannot compress or expand
Example:
 853 00 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $i (year) $j (month)
 863 41 $8 1.1 $a 1 $b 3-4 $1 1994 $j 07-10
 863 41 $8 1.2 $a 2 $b 1 $i 1995 $j 01
Possible display:
 v.1:no.3-4(1994:Jul.-Oct.)
 v.2:no.1(1995:Jan.)
These holdings have no pattern present. Despite the detail given, they cannot be expanded or 
compressed.

85X First Indicator 1—Can compress but not expand
Example:
 853 10 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 4 $v r $i (year) $j (month)
 863 40 $8 1.1 $a 1 $b 3-4 $i 1994 $j 07-10
 863 41 $8 1.2 $a 2 $b 1 $i 1995 $j 01
Possible display: 
 v.1:no.3(1994:Jul.)-v.2:no.1(1995:Jan.)
Can compress because the pattern tells the computer that there are four numbers to a 
volume, so these parts are sequential. To expand, however, it would need to know frequency 
and point in the year when the new volume should begin.

85X First Indicator 2—Can compress or expand
Example:
 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 4 $v r $i (year) $j (month) $w q $x 01
 863 41 $8 1.1 $a 1 $b 3-4 $i 1994 $j 07-10
 863 41 $8 1.2 $a 2 $b 1 $i 1995 $j 01
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Possible displays:
 Compressed: v.1:no.3(1994:Jul.)-v.2:no.1(1995:Jan.)
 Expanded: v.1:no.3(1994:Jul.), v.1:no.4(1994:Dec.), v.2:no.1(1995:Jan.)
As the publication pattern now includes frequency and when the volume begins, the 
computer can interpret individual issues from the information given.

85X First Indicator 3—Unknown compressibility
• It is unknown whether enumeration and chronology data in the linked 863 or 864 

field can be compressed or expanded.
• This value is often the default value for the automated creation or conversion of 

holding data.

85X Second Indicator—Caption evaluation [853 and 854 only]
• Indicates the completeness and accuracy of the captions for the various levels of 

enumeration and chronology, and whether they have been verified from the pieces.
Values are

• 0 – captions verified; all levels present
• 1 – captions verified; all levels may not be present
• 2 – captions unverified; all levels present
• 3 – captions unverified; all levels may not be present

86X First Indicator—Level of specificity
Values are

• [blank]  No information provided
• 3  Summary holdings [only at the first (volume) level]
• 4 Detailed holdings [accurate to all levels of enumeration and chronology]
• 5 Detailed with piece designation [for barcoded or accessioned parts]

86X Second Indicator—Form of holdings
Values are

• 0 – compressed; display is generated
• 1 – uncompressed; display is generated
• 2 – compressed; use textual display
• 3 – uncompressed; use textual display
• 4 – item(s) not published

• Note: the only valid values for 865 (Index) are second indicators 1 and 3 
(uncompressed).

Commonly used indicator values
Currently received titles

853 1st indicator 2 (can compress or expand)
 2nd indicator 0 (captions verified; all levels present)
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863 1st indicator 4 or 5 (detailed holdings)
 2nd indicator 1 (itemized holdings)
 
Retrospective holdings

853 1st indicator 3 (unknown compression of expansion)
 2nd indicator 3 (captions unverified; all levels may not be present)

863 1st indicator 3 (summary holdings with missing issues, unspecified)
 2nd indicator 0 (range of volumes)

Part 3: Textual Holdings
• Textual holdings are single fields that combine captions (if any) with enumeration 

and chronology data. They are for display only. No manipulation by computer is 
possible.

• Depending on linking number used, textual holdings can:
– Display as sole holdings
– Display with coded holdings
– Replace display of coded holdings with same linking number

• Textual, or free-text, holdings use three tags: 
– 866 (basic bibliographic items)
– 867 (supplements)
– 868 (indexes)
– 

866-868 Field structure

866 _ _ $8 [linking no.] $a [captions and enumeration/chronology] $z [public note] $x 
[non-public note]

• Linking number meaning:
– 0   display as sole holdings
– [unique no.]  display in addition to 863-865 holdings
– [same as 863-865] display as substitute for the fields sharing 

linking number. 2nd indicators of 863-865 set 
to 2 or 3 (non-display)

First Indicator—Field encoding level
Values are

– [blank]  No information provided
– 3  Holdings level 3
– 4  Holdings level 4
– 5  Holdings level 5
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Second Indicator—Type of notation
Values are

– 0 Non-standard
– 1 ANSI/NISO Z39.71 (current standard)
– 2 ANSI Z39.42 (1980 superseded standard)

Examples
Textual holdings displayed alone
 866 31 $8 0 $a v.1-31(1899-1930) $z Some issues missing
 868 41 $8 0 $a v.1/25(1899/1924)
Possible display:
 v.1-31(1899-1930) <Some issues missing>
 Indexes: v.1/25(1899/1924)

Textual & Coded Holdings in combined display
 853 20 $8 2 $a v. $b no. $i (year) $j (month)
 866 41 $8 1 $a v.1-10(1990-1999),
 863 41 $8 2.1 $a 11 $b 2 $i 2000 $j 01/03
 863 41 $8 2.2 $a 11 $b 3 $i 2000 $j 04/06
Possible display:
 v.1-10(1990-1999),
 v.11:no.2(2000:Jan./Mar.)
 v.11:no.3(2000:Apr./Jun.)

Textual holdings to replace coded holdings
 853 03 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $i (year)
 863 32 $8 1.1 $a 3 $b 1-3 $i 2001 $w g
 863 32 $8 1.2 $a 4 $b 2-4 $i 2002 $w g
 863 32 $8 1.3 $a 5 $b 2-3 $i 2003
 866 31 $8 1.1 $a v.3-5(2001-2003) $z Some issues missing.
Possible display: 
 v.3-5(2001-2003) Some issues missing.

Part 4: Publication Patterns
• Most ILS systems make use of predictive check-in.
• Prediction is based on the pattern data from field 85X subfield u-y.
• Many systems do not fully accommodate all pattern provisions of the MFHD.
• Yet, on the other hand, the format also needs to recognize more patterns.
• Pattern information is used for two major purposes:

• Prediction of expected issues for check-in, and subsequent claiming of issues 
not received.

• Compression and expansion of existing holdings in the OPAC.
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• If compression and expansion will not be needed in the OPAC, a library 
may omit the pattern when inputting holdings retrospectively.

Patterns record:
• Number of units for each part below first level, per next higher level
• Whether numbering restarts or is continuous
• Frequency (monthly, annual, etc.)
• The calendar change, or the point in the calendar year when the highest unit 

increments
• Variations in intervals of publication

– All values are used for predicting a next expected issue IF the publishing 
pattern is regular in nature.

 
Patterns and compression
Patterns are

• Not required in 853/854 for compression or expansion when only the highest level 
of enumeration is present in the 863/864.

• Required in 853/854 for compression or expansion when subsequent levels of 
enumeration are present in the 863/864.

• This means that a computer should be able to compress v.1, v.2, v.3 into v.1-3, and 
then re-expand them, with the aid of a pattern. Some systems can.

Subfield Codes
• $u – Bibliographic units per next higher level
• $v – Numbering continuity
• $w – Frequency
• $x – Calendar change
• $y – Regularity pattern

Subfield $u—Bibliographic units per next higher level
• Specifies the total number of parts that comprise the next higher level of 

enumeration.
• Not used with subfield $a or $g (highest levels).
• Follows the caption subfield to which it applies.
• Values are: 

– [n]  number of parts
– var  varies
– und  undetermined 

Subfield $u Examples
On issue: May 1998 volume 12 number 4 [monthly]
Coded as: 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 12 $i (year) $j (month)

On issue: volume 12 number 4 part 5 [4 numbers in a volume, but a varying number of parts 
in each number]
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Coded as: 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 4 $c pt. $u var

Note: No prediction can be made on the basis of values var and und.

Subfield $v -- Numbering continuity
• One character code indicating whether the numbering of the described level 

continuously increments or restarts.
Values are

• c  numbering increments continuously
• r numbering of unit restarts at the completion of the unit next above it 

Subfield $v Examples
On issues: volume 1 part 12 
  volume 2 part 13 
  volume 2 part 14
Coded as: 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b pt. $u 12 $v c

On issue: volume 21 number 4 part 2
Coded as: 
 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 4 $v r $c pt. $u 2 $v r

Subfield $w—Frequency
• One-character code or a number indicating publication frequency.

Codes are used for regular frequencies:
 a – annual; b – bimonthly; c – semiweekly; d – daily 
 m – monthly; q – quarterly; x – completely irregular

A number is used to specify the issues per year when issues come regularly but there is no 
code established for the interval, e.g., 5/yr, 7/yr, 13/yr.

Subfield $w Examples
On issue: June 1999 volume 8 no.10 [monthly]
Coded as: 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 12 $v r $i (year) $j (month) $w m

On issue: volume 12 number 3 May 1996 [5 issues per year]
Coded as: 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 5 $v r $i (year) $j (month) $w 5

Subfield $x—Calendar change
• A two-character code indentifies the month or season of the calendar change.
• A four-character code (mmdd) identifies the month and the day of change. A 

month or day code of less than two digits is right justified and the unused position 
contains a zero.

• Month: 01-12  Day: 01-31
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• Season:   21(spring) 22(summer)
   23(autumn) 24(winter)
Subfield $x Examples
On issue: January 1999 vol. 6 no. 1 [monthly]
Coded as: 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 12 $v r $i (year) $j (month) $w m $x 01

On issue: volume 21 number 4 October 1996 [monthly, 2 v. per year]
Coded as: 853 20 $8 1 $a v. $b no. $u 6 $v r $i (year) $j (month) $w m $x 01,07

Subfield $y—Regularity pattern
• Indicates regular exceptions to a specific regular pattern (i.e., normalized irregulars).
• Describes the exceptions to the publishing pattern coded in subfield $w 

(frequency).
• Contains coding that specifies which issues are published or omitted.
• Codes are entered in this order:

 publication code, chronology code definition, chronology code
• First code indicates whether the subsequent codes refer to issues that are omitted or 

published.
 Values are o – omitted; p – published 

• Second code indicates the day, numeric month or month-and-day, season, or week 
that is omitted or published.

 Values are d – day; m – month; s – season; w – week 
• Third code or set of codes (chronology codes) indicates when the issues are or are 

not published.
 Values are: Days: mo,tu,we,th,fr,sa,su
  Days of the month: 1-31
  Weeks of the year: 01-53
  Months of the year: 01-12
  Seasons: 21 (spring), 22 (summer), 
   23 (autumn), 24 (winter)

Subfield $y Example
The Scuba Special Review is published five times a year, in June, August, October, February 
and April.

On issue: June 1999 volume 3 number 1
In 853: $y pm06,08,10,02,04
  p = published
  m = following codes are for months
  01,etc.= months when serial is published

Changes to patterns
• Like changes to captions, changes in pattern require a new 85X.
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• Close the old and open a new field anytime a change occurs that would require 
different coding in the subfields, for example:

– Frequency changes
– Issues start being combined or omitted
– Numbering becomes continuous rather than restarting

 A subfield $3 may be input to aid staff coders by showing the duration of the  
pattern, if this is not clear from the 86X fields.
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Business Meeting
Th e business meeting was convened by Board President David Stewart at 2:00 p.m., 

Th ursday, June 18, 2009.
Eileen Crawford presented the Secretary’s report. Th e Teller’s Committee was composed of 

Don Meredith, Sheila Owen, and Jane Williamson. Th ey received the election results via e-mail 
from Survey & Ballot Systems and verifi ed that 306 ballots were received. Th e membership 
elected Sandy Ayers, Carrise Berryhill, Carrie Hackney, and Laura Wood to the Board of 
Directors for the 2009-2012 term of offi  ce. Th e Secretary’s report was accepted.

Allen Mueller introduced the Board offi  cers for 2009/2010: Eileen Crawford (Secretary), 
Roberta Schaafsma (Vice President) and David Stewart (President).

President Stewart recognized and thanked departing Board members Cait Kokolus and 
Allen Mueller.

President Stewart awarded Dr. Martin E. Marty a Lifetime Membership to ATLA under 
the provisions of 1.7.b. in the Bylaws of the Association. Dr. Marty was present to receive his 
plaque and grace the assembly with a brief address.

President Stewart delivered his presidential address. 
Th e Business meeting adjourned at 2:35 p.m.

Board of Directors Meetings
Th e Board discussions included a review of the charges written for the Policy Governance 

and Audit committees and a conversation about how new policy is written, vetted and enacted. 
A revised draft of the Organizational Ends in the Board Policy Manual was reviewed and a 
timeline established to fi nalize the document in time to solicit input from the membership at 
the next conference. Reports were received on the work of the following committees: Audit, 
Endowment, Governance, and Special Committee of the Association for Diversity. A charge 
for a Task Force for Live History was approved and its members will be appointed by the 
ATLA President. Th e Board engaged in a review of the conference with the Education and 
Annual Conference Committees. Th e January Board meeting was set for January 15-17, 2010 
at ATLA Headquarters.

Eileen Crawford, Secretary
ATLA Board of Directors
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Presidential Address: “In Curious Company”
by

David R. Stewart 
Luther Seminary

As a smart, well-traveled group of people, I’d be surprised if you haven’t heard the following 
illustration, which is usually summoned into action towards the end of a motivational speech. 
Warming to his theme of hardship and how to overcome it, the speaker will say that he’s read 
somewhere that the Chinese character for “crisis” includes two symbols, one for danger and one 
for opportunity. Th is rhetorical move has often struck me as somewhat reckless, particularly if 
(as is nearly always the case) the speaker doesn’t know the fi rst thing about Chinese language 
and characters. Th ere’s a lot at stake in the conclusion of a talk like the one he’s giving, aiming 
to end on a note of uplift. And what if he’s dead wrong about that Chinese character? (In fact, I 
came across an intriguing website that disputes the claim.) What if during the Q&A afterwards 
someone who does know Chinese sets him straight and tells him that he’s sorry to have to say 
so, but the character stands instead for—I don’t know—Jeeves and Wooster, or Barnes and 
Noble, or fi sh and chips—or some other less poignant or timely pairing than the “danger” and 
“opportunity” he was counting on. Th is would sort of let the air out of his speech.

But, rather than deride our hypothetical dinner speaker, I feel a kind of kinship: we all have 
subjects, perhaps many of them, on which we are tempted to bloviate confi dently yet are wisest 
to acknowledge comprehensive ignorance and not press our luck. He helps remind me that if 
we are going to talk, there is never, ever a bad time to know what we are talking about. 

What do we not know, in June 2009, about life in general and this business we are in? 
Plenty. We don’t know who is going to win the All Star Game in a few weeks over the way 
at Busch Stadium, and we don’t know how soon Open Source ILSs are going to be a viable 
option for many of our libraries (though there are some good program items on the subject 
this week). We don’t know whether the Amazon Kindle will fi nally be the game-changer in the 
long-expected adoption of electronic books. We don’t know how the combination of declining 
acquisitions budgets and changes in serials pricing will play out. We really don’t know what 
the depth and duration of this economic downturn will be. And there is plenty more that we 
don’t know besides.

But if there are limits to what we know, there are also limits (thank God) to what we don’t 
know, and this is no time to be hesitant about them. A Leadership cartoon I saw once had a 
pastor sitting at his offi  ce desk with an attendance chart on the wall behind him. Th e trend 
lines were all precipitous, and his Board of Elders chair is off ering him the suggestion that 
“maybe it would help if you didn’t end each of your sermons by saying, ‘But then, what do I 
know, anyway?’” Let’s remind ourselves that we do know a thing or two.

I won’t say it happens frequently, but when I do get asked what makes my vocation as a 
theological librarian distinctive or interesting or unique, I prefer to off er something about 
being in the curiosity business. I love this work, and so do you, because of its eclecticism, being 
surrounded by people and resources who can help us pursue interests pretty well as far as 
we please, and—what’s more—helping other curious people (students, faculty, inquirers by 
phone or email) do likewise. Each to their own, but for many of us, that’s a very satisfying and 
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enriching way to earn a living (or endeavor to do so). And what’s more, we are entrusted with 
the privilege of marshalling all these resources in service of that overarching goal of building 
up our communities of faith.

As I said earlier, you are a smart, well-traveled group, and you hardly need me to defi ne 
curiosity, but since it has several possible meanings, here are some reminders:

Th e desire to learn or know about anything; inquisitiveness.
A curious, rare, or novel thing.
A strange, curious, or interesting quality.

 “Curiosity is one of the permanent and certain characteristics of a vigorous intellect,” said 
our man-of-the-year, Doctor Johnson (Th e Rambler, #103, March 12, 1751). It is the lifeblood 
of what we do, what we are very good at feeding, fostering, etc. Michael Gorman said someplace 
that every profession needs to be able to defi ne its claim to unique expertise, and I think he said 
that for librarians it was the organization and retrieval of information. Which, in my opinion, 
could be considered as the system or resources employed for the feeding of peoples’ curiosity. 
If people were not curious, all the organization and retrieval would not count for much. But 
one way or another, it seems that curious is what we always and unfailingly are, which, if you 
ask me, is a gift straight from our Creator. Towards the end of his new book (currently ranked 
#128 on Amazon) How the Mighty Fall, Jim Collins talks about companies which have been 
through the fi nancial wringer during recent months, who have to ask themselves the visceral 
question of “what would be lost, and how would the world be worse off , if we ceased to 
exist?”1 I’d say that this whole matter of curiosity and the endless quest to discover—and how 
best to foster such things—comes pretty close to the heart of the matter for us, however the 
circumstances around us may change.

Right, then: these are a few of the things we know.
But outside of what we don’t know, and outside of what we do know, there are all manner of 

other things which we need to pay close attention to, that we can make it our business to know 
a lot more about in the coming months than we do now. To enlist our own curiosity, if you like, 
in the service of our own vocation and the well being of our communities of faith. Th ese are 
some of the things that stand to reshape the contours of our work: 

Th e diff erence between the symbolic and functional priorities in what we collect: What 
do I mean? It’s not necessarily the case that the long-established (even cherished) pri-
orities in our schools’ curricula, programs, faculty appointments have gone through 
dramatic changes over the past one, three, ten years. But it’s not necessarily the case 
that they haven’t, either. Whatever trend applies, how closely do our collection de-
cisions refl ect this? If this were exclusively a library issue—collection development 
policies and the like—it’d be much simpler. But (see some of the ATS survey fi nd-
ings we discussed a few minutes ago) the issue of reducing or rationalizing programs 
is something administrations have not always been preemptive about. If there are 
going to be sudden moves to—what’s the euphemism here?—“sunset” programs 
which are not thriving, or launch new ones which it is hoped will thrive, how will 
what we spend our materials budgets on refl ect those moves? Which of our collection 
priorities authentically refl ect the school’s educational commitments now (functional 
priorities) and which are more or less vestigial, refl ecting educational commitments 

1)
2)
3)

1)
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of the past, which show no signs (follow the money) of being sustained (symbolic 
priorities)? A hard look at this is likely to surprise us, and warrants our curiosity.
Th e rescaling of libraries and collections: what is the right size, what are the right 
contours, for a collection? One rewarding development for our library this year has 
been the launch of a new blog, with the title “Behind the Library Mask” (a reference 
to the replica of the Martin Luther death mask which sits in a glass case just outside 
our rare books room). I’m sure it accomplishes other things as well, but it certainly 
helps us refl ect on our work and how it is changing. It happened to be my turn to 
post while on a trip back to the homeland last month, and from a place with free 
wi-fi  out on the Canadian Prairies, I raised the question of “how many libraries do 
we need?” I wasn’t thinking at all about how many physical library structures (the 
more the merrier!) but the relationship between people and their sources. In my case 
I could think of three “libraries”: the physical items I brought with me (must-haves) 
on a given trip, the online resources I could get to as and when I needed (a library on 
demand, from wherever), and the more familiar physical library (the mother-ship) 
for which I could rely on a limitless range of premier resources when I returned 
to work. Are we attached to the idea that only the latter constitutes a “library”? It 
looks to me as if fewer and fewer of our users are. What are the implications of this 
decentralization and distribution for what we spend, and how we spend it? Th is is 
worth being curious about.
Governance: because of our enduring interest in “the human record,” it’s almost 
inevitable that libraries take a longer range view of things in times like ours. But, in 
contrast, these are also the times when many administrations (for the best of rea-
sons) have to fi nd immediate effi  ciencies and reductions. Where are we as librarians 
to look for good models of how our libraries can be smart, savvy team players within 
the institution, without allowing the library to suff er disabilities from which it can’t 
recover? We’ve got some things to learn here, too.
A growing disdain for euphemism (our own and that of others). Let’s be sympathetic, 
rather than snarky about it, but during all this recent turmoil, the art of euphemism 
has risen to new heights (or plunged to new depths, if you prefer). When you hear a 
phrase like “entering into a time of discernment,” be very afraid. Th e thing is, people 
really want to know what’s going on—no spin, no obfuscation—but the straight 
goods is not always what they are getting. Not to be glib about it, but at a time like 
this, the value of clarity has never been higher. One of the things on my list as we 
come to end of this fi scal year is to write a narrative for our Dean (and for interested 
faculty) outlining where cuts have been made: which of those will be most visible, 
what criteria have been applied, and why. How can our libraries excel in telling our 
users what we won’t be doing, but equally what we will be able to do, and better 
than ever? 
Openness to new collaborations: I only met the late Bill Placher once, in 2004, but 
he remarked at that time for all anybody knows, there may have been more people 
studying theology than ever before, only a lot of them may have been doing so out-
side of accredited settings. And someone else off ered the suggestion that theological 

2)

3)

4)

5)
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education might be growing faster outside of ATS than inside. What does that have 
to do with us, as people in the curiosity business? And why? What if some of the 
potential need for and use of our resources lies with people outside our own com-
munities? Where would even an introductory conversation about this take place? 
Something else to wonder about!
Stronger relationships with publishers: the newest issue of Th eological Librarianship 
—our strongest yet—has many things to commend it. But let me just mention that 
one of the essays examines the recent publishing/unpublishing of the Encyclopedia of 
Christian Civilization. Publishers need in these times to know what our libraries are 
looking for, what they can aff ord; libraries, in turn, are more and more savvy about 
what new publications and products need to deliver to warrant consideration. We 
see occasional collaborations—a focus group at AAR-SBL here, the use of a librar-
ians’ advisory council there—but what is the venue for the broader conversation 
that is so long overdue? Where do we sign up? What a great time to be asking such 
a question.
Finally, what if the contours of how and where theological discussion takes place and 
how such discourse gets published are changing? Maybe it’s going to look less like the 
academe we are accustomed to. How adroit are we at incorporating this into our 
range of resources? A few years ago I gave a paper at the ATLA conference with the 
title “Does Jabez Have a Prayer in Your Library?” asking about how (or whether) 
we collect popular theological literature. It was a topic that continues to be absorb-
ing. But what I completely missed at the time was the interesting phenomenon of 
fi nding theology in unexpected places. My interest in this was piqued the other morn-
ing as I fi nished reading the Collins (“Good to Great”) book I mentioned earlier: 
How the Mighty Fall. So many of the critical questions seemed theological: the title 
itself (which sounds like something from the Psalms), the part played by hubris in 
Collins’ discussion of weakening leadership, a fourth chapter entitled “grasping for 
salvation” in charting the patterns of decline, and the fi nal, summary section called 
“Well-Founded Hope.” 2 What if, in their own way, books like this are helping ham-
mer out some of the big theological ideas of our times? And with a readership that 
extends far beyond what we are accustomed to in academia? Th is is a great time to 
wonder about what theological collections should look like: maybe a little less of the 
echo chamber, and a little more of the clamor of the marketplace.

Conclusion
What we don’t know, what we do know, and what we have reason to be relentlessly curious 

about. If any of these varied topics I have just touched on seem strange or unsettling, be not 
afraid—it’s because they are all at least minor moves into unfamiliar territory. An excellent 
argument could be made that one of the eff ects of all this turbulence we are experiencing is an 
acceleration of changes that have been stubbornly deferred and resisted for a long, long time.

Th ere is so much we don’t know, but our capacity to search these things out knows no 
bounds. Th is is one setting where we are poised to excel. And these are excellent times to be 
a curious person. At one point in his presidency, Th eodore Roosevelt hosted some reporters 
at his home in Oyster Bay on Long Island. After speaking to a broad range of political topics, 

6)

7)
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instead of waiting for their queries, he put some questions of his own to them: “Do not all of 
these things interest you? Is this not a great time to be alive? Isn’t it a fi ne thing to be alive when so 
many great things are happening?”3

Let me close with a quote from one of our illustrious forbears, who addressed an ATLA 
gathering very much like this one, several months before I was born, in a time which no doubt 
had its own set of challenges:

As this is a confession, I can now ask myself if I have ever been sorry that I am a 
librarian. I am sure of the answer: “No, not for one moment.” I am in the job that I 
want to be in. I cast no envious eyes at greener pastures. I do not want to teach, I do 
not want to preach, I do not want to crack rock in a quarry. I just want to be left where 
I am and I hope that I have the gumption to make the most of what can be done. It is 
all very challenging and worthwhile.4

Th ank you.

—DRS

Endnotes
1 Jim Collins, How the Mighty Fall, And Why Some Companies Never Give In (New York: 

HarperCollins Publishers, 2009): 111.
2 Ibid., vi.
3 Edmund Morris, Th eodore Rex (New York: Random House, 2001): 258.
4 Raymond P. Morris, “Th eological Librarianship as a Ministry,” American Th eological Li-

brary Association Summary of Proceedings, 7 (1953): 38.
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Comments upon Retiring
by 

Allen W. Mueller, Eden Th eological Seminary

Th ank you for this opportunity to say something about retiring. I have to admit, however, 
that I am in somewhat of a quandary. One person advised me not to say anything, another said 
that she wanted to hear everything about my career, and still another person suggested that I 
should sing a verse of “Th anks for the Memories,” and then sit down. I’ll ignore the advice to 
say nothing, I won’t tell you everything about my career, and I won’t sing. Instead, I want to 
use this time to recall certain occasions and persons, and in so doing, off er thanks for the ways 
in which I have been guided and supported in my calling as a theological librarian.

I could start in the year 342, but that might take too long. Instead, I’ll begin in the 1950s, 
when the St. Louis County Library began to send a bookmobile to my Lutheran elementary 
school and, in the summer, to the parking lot of a nearby grocery store. I remember the slanted 
shelves, the feel and color of buckram bindings, and the way in which books were checked out. 
Most of all, I recall the delight of choosing and borrowing books to take home. During those 
years, I also got to go a few times to the Carondelet branch of the St. Louis Public Library, 
a Carnegie building that off ered many more books than the bookmobile, plus an enormous 
reading room with people sitting at tables and studying in a hushed atmosphere.

In my junior year of high school, I wrote a term paper on the 1904 World’s Fair, which was 
here in St. Louis. I had to use resources at the Central Library of the St. Louis Public Library, 
which some of you visited this week. I was introduced to the wonders of the card catalog and 
to staff  who retrieved old books for me from behind closed doors. When I see the oak tables in 
that library, I can still picture myself spreading out materials and taking notes for my paper. 

I didn’t go to college right after high school. Instead, I went to the headquarters of the St. 
Louis County Library, where I was quickly hired to shelve and retrieve books. After a short 
time, I was transferred to the technical services department, where I did simple copy cataloging 
and eventually reviewed the work of other paraprofessionals, revised fi ling in the catalog, and 
was detailed to various projects in branch libraries.

Eventually, I took a night school course in a Washington University certifi cate program 
designed for persons working in libraries, but one day, the director of the County Library 
called me to his offi  ce and talked to me about getting a bachelor’s degree. I soon enrolled in a 
new community college, and, at fi rst, continued to work full time in the County Library and 
then, eventually, on a part-time basis as I completed my junior college work. I then transferred 
to Valparaiso University in northwest Indiana to earn a baccalaureate degree. Before leaving St. 
Louis, though, the pastor of my church asked me if I had ever considered going to seminary. 
A seed was sown.

At Valparaiso University, I enjoyed the opportunity to participate in worship leadership 
in the university chapel, serving as acolyte and lector on Sundays, and as a student liturgist at 
Wednesday evening vespers. In a historiography course, I was introduced to the use of primary 
resources, the reference librarian, specialized periodical indexes, and interlibrary loan. During 
the summer, when I stayed at Valparaiso to work in the library, I talked with the reference 
librarian about becoming a librarian. I also participated every week in the Sunday liturgies as 
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sacristan, acolyte, lector, and, eventually, as a communion assistant. As I began my senior year, 
my advisor asked if I had ever considered going to graduate school in library science. Yes, I 
had.

I received a fellowship from the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library and 
Information Science, and, towards the end of my studies, the dean successfully nominated me 
to be an intern at the Library of Congress in its six-month Special Recruit Program. At the end 
of the intern program, I became a reference librarian in the main reading room, where I stayed 
until becoming Deputy Chief of the U.S. Treasury Department Library, and then Chief of the 
Comptroller of the Currency/Administrator of National Banks Library. 

During my years as a Federal librarian, especially after I left the Library of Congress, I 
became very active at Augustana Lutheran Church in Washington, an inner-city parish with 
a rich liturgical life and a reputation for both its neighborhood ministries and the diversity 
of its membership. Both the pastor of the church and some members of the congregation 
asked me if I had ever considered going to seminary. Where had I heard that question before? 
Apart from a healthy paycheck, my work as a Federal librarian was somewhat unfulfi lling, 
and I had a growing desire to have a career related to the life of the Church. I discovered that 
David Wartluft, then librarian of the Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Philadelphia, was also 
president of ATLA. In a telephone conversation with David about seminary librarianship, he 
suggested that I might consider going to seminary, getting ordained, serving in a congregation, 
and then asking whether I still wanted to be a seminary librarian.

After fulfi lling certain denominational requirements, I began Master of Divinity studies at 
the Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Philadelphia. During my second year, as part of a group 
project in a seminar on St. Augustine, I used not only the large library of my own seminary, 
but also the libraries of Princeton University and Princeton Seminary. For other courses, I 
found my way to the libraries of St. Charles Borromeo Seminary and Westminster Th eological 
Seminary, both in the Philadelphia area.

After graduation, I received a call as part-time pastor of Bethel Lutheran Church in 
Frederick County, Maryland, about 50 miles northwest of D.C. I was ordained at Augustana 
Lutheran Church in D.C. on September 29, the Day of St. Michael and All Angels; and I was 
installed at Bethel the following day, September 30, the Day of St. Jerome. St. Jerome was born 
in 342, and he is the patron saint of librarians. 

While in Frederick, I enjoyed both my pastoral duties and part-time library work that I 
picked up, but when I learned about a full-time position at the library of Wesley Th eological 
Seminary in Washington, D.C., I wrote for an interview. After the interview, the director of 
the library, Roland Kircher, took me to lunch at a Chinese restaurant. My fortune read “Now 
is the time to make a change.” With the blessings of the congregation in Maryland, I accepted 
the appointment at Wesley, thus blending my library degree and career with my Master of 
Divinity degree and church work into the vocation of theological librarian. Two weeks after I 
started at Wesley, Roland Kircher took me to lunch again at the same Chinese restaurant. He 
told me that he was retiring and that he had advised the president and the dean to name me as 
his successor. My fortune that day read “Your position in life will improve.” I began to wonder 
if St. Jerome had anything to do with fortune cookies.

I stayed at Wesley for nearly fi fteen years as library director, and during those years, I was 
active in the librarians’ committee of the Washington Th eological Consortium, began attending 
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ATLA annual conferences, was on the local host committee for the annual conference in the 
D.C. area, and was part of a panel discussion at an annual conference. I got very involved again 
at Augustana Lutheran Church, participated in local clergy meetings, and preached and led 
worship from time to time in other congregations in the area, as well as at Bethel Church in 
Frederick. 

I think I got burned out at Wesley, having never had a sabbatical or study leave. When 
I learned about the opening for a library director of what was then called the Jesuit-Krauss-
McCormick Library in Chicago, I decided to apply. I received the appointment and moved 
to Chicago. I could say a lot about those years in Chicago, but in retrospect, I’ll mention only 
that in addition to facing the many challenges of the JKM Library, I met regularly with the 
librarians of the Association of Chicago Th eological Schools and became more involved in the 
work of ATLA by accepting an appointment to the Education Committee. I joined a Lutheran 
parish, but I did not participate much in the life of the congregation beyond Sunday mornings, 
nor did I join any local clergy group or preach and lead worship in other congregations. 

I considered returning to St. Louis when I learned about an opening as director of the 
Luhr Library at Eden Th eological Seminary. I was attracted by several aspects of the position: 
as Eden’s fi rst theologically-trained librarian in over twenty years, I would redevelop the library 
facilities, collections, services, and staff . I would also work on integrating the collections and 
services of a signifi cant archival collection at Eden with the library itself. In addition, I would 
be charged with continuing a long-standing cooperative library program with the nearby, but 
unrelated, Webster University by transitioning from a single library on Eden’s campus to a 
library system consisting of a library on each campus, each with its own director and with 
certain shared staff  and functions. Overall, these have been rewarding years in St. Louis in 
terms of addressing the challenges at the Eden Seminary library and in crafting a dynamic 
relationship with the Webster University library. Th ere have also been and continue to be a 
number of disappointments and unmet goals. Nonetheless, I am grateful that I have been able 
to off er my gifts and talents for the work of the Church as a theological librarian and to work 
with the staff  of the library at Webster University. I am also thankful that while at Eden I have 
been able to continue to support the mission of ATLA by chairing the Education Committee 
for an extra year, leading a roundtable discussion, being part of another panel discussion, 
serving on the ATLA Board of Directors, and being one of the hosts for our annual conference 
this year.

What will I do now? It’s no surprise that my immediate plans include theological 
librarianship and the Church. Th rough ATLA’s consultation program, I’ll be working with the 
library of a school as it moves towards full ATS accreditation. I’ll be serving as the librarian on 
an ATS accreditation team later this year, and I will teach a course in the adult forum at the 
church where I am now a member. I will also continue to read fortune cookies carefully and 
try to discern whether St. Jerome has anything else in store for me. More importantly, though, 
I will remember with gratitude those persons and events in my vocation that brought me to 
where I am now.

Th ank you.
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Collection Evaluation and Development

Contact Person:  Beth Bidlack
Address:  University of Chicago Library
  JRL 461
  1100 East 57th St.
  Chicago, IL 60637
Phone:  773.702.8442
E-mail:  bbidlack@uchicago.edu

Kurt Berends (executive director of Th eological Book Network [TBN]), Paul Stuehrenberg 
(Divinity Librarian, Yale University Divinity School), Russell Pollard (Collections Management 
Librarian, Andover-Harvard Th eological Library), and Angela Morris (Head of Public Services, 
Ernest Miller White Library, Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary) led a roundtable 
discussion on the topic “Gifts, Gifts, and More Gifts: How to Manage Gift Books in Your 
Library.” Th irty people attended the session. Stuehrenberg, Pollard, and Morris discussed 
the various methods they employ for handling the gifts that each of their respective libraries 
receive. Mr. Berends explained how TBN can be an important part of the gift book process. 

At the business meeting following the meeting, several topics were suggested for next year’s 
program. Angela Morris, Head of Public Services, Louisville Seminary, completed her four-
year term with the interest group with this meeting. Dennis Swanson, Director of the Library 
at the Master’s Seminary, will join the group as member-at-large. Beth Bidlack will chair the 
committee, Dan Kolb will be the vice-chair, and Russell Pollard will take over the secretarial 
duties. Logan Wright, St. Paul’s School of Th eology, will continue to maintain the CEAD web 
page, available at http://www.atla.com/cead/CEAD_home.htm.

Submitted by Angela G. Morris, retiring secretary of CEAD

College and University
Contact Person:   Michelle Spomer
Address:  Stamps Th eological Library
 Azusa Pacifi c University
 701 E. Foothill Blvd., Azusa, CA, 91702
Phone:  (626) 387-5777
E-mail: mspomer@apu.edu 

Th e College and University and World Religions interest groups participated in a joint 
session (planned by the World Religions Interest Group). Dr. Robert Baum presented “Th e 
Forgotten South: African Religious Traditions and Th eir Global Impact.” Th irty-fi ve people 
attended the session. Th e presentation was followed by a slide show of relevant images from 
West Africa.
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Seven people stayed for the CUIG business meeting. Four new people have agreed to serve 
on the Steering Committee. Th ree people will be continuing in their service on the Steering 
Committee. Michelle Spomer was elected Chair for 2009—10. Th rough post-conference 
emails, Saundra Lipton was elected Secretary for 2009—10.

Program ideas were discussed and there was general agreement with taking a more practical 
direction for the next conference. LibGuides was suggested as one possible topic area. Th e 
Steering Committee is welcome to provide more ideas for discussion after the conference.

Submitted by Michelle Spomer, Secretary

Cooperative Preservation for Archives and Libraries

Contact Person:  Tony Amodeo
 Loyola Marymount University
  Charles Von der Ahe Library
  One LMU Drive MC-8200
  Los Angeles CA 90045-
Phone  (310) 338-7681
Fax:  (310) 338-3006
E-mail  aamodeo@lmu.edu

CPAL was certifi ed in January by the ATLA Board as a new Interest Group.
Th e fi rst CPAL IG program, “Th e View from Archives, and Pilgrim’s Progress,” began 

with a panel of two archivists, Wayne Sparkman and Marvin Huggins, presenting on the 
possibilities for cooperation between archives and libraries in preserving denominational 
materials. Following their presentations, there were questions and discussion on relevant topics 
of interest to the members.. 

Next, Tony Amodeo presented a “Pilgrim’s Progress” report on this new Interest Group, 
beginning with a summary of written comments polled at the formative meeting in Ottawa. 
(see slide show at http://Community.ATLA.com ). Th e suggestions included clusters on being 
a clearinghouse, facilitating preservation of the physical object, creating resource directories, 
systemizing identifi cation of worthy materials/last copies, and in general, identifying sources 
of fi nancial support.

Mr. Amodeo then summarized the progress the CPAL IG has made to date, including
Obtaining ATLA Board certifi cation in January
Progress on the Atlanteans Preservation Exchange (APEX) wiki, which now includes 
23 members, and to which have been added or updated directory spreadsheets, a 
preservation events page, a Web directory of useful sites, and links to relevant guidelines 
within the Society of American Archivists
Creating an e-mail list of interested ATLA members from respondees and attendees at 
the Philadelphia and Ottawa conferences
Putting together the day’s panel program
Recruiting Dr. David Miros for Friday’s presentation on the Midwest Jesuit Archives

•
•

•

•
•
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Th e Chair then described what was needed now for the CPAL IG to progress, including an 
elected Steering Committee of four and a volunteer subcommittee to work on improving the 
APEX wiki to the point it can be moved to an ATLA platform (perhaps the new SharePoint 
software). Finally, CPAL needs individual members willing to contribute their time, knowledge 
and talent. He noted that many hands make light work.

Nominations were solicited for the Steering Committee. Th ose volunteering were:

Daniel Kolb (Archabbey Library, St. Meinrad’s)
Ruth Tonkiss Cameron (Burke Library, Columbia University at Union Th eological 
Seminary
Robert Presutti (Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University)
Tony Amodeo (Von der Ahe Library, Loyola Marymount University)

Th e four nominees were elected by acclamation. Later it was decided that Tony Amodeo 
would continue as Chair. Ruth Tonkiss Cameron was selected as Vice-Chair and will succeed 
to Chair in Louisville.

Volunteers were solicited for a subcommittee on the APEX wiki. Bruce Eldevik (Luther 
Seminary) was the single volunteer; Mr. Amodeo encouraged others to consider joining this 
subcommittee, helping Bruce revise the wiki and make its most useful information available to 
the whole ATLA community.

Mr. Amodeo thanked the outgoing formative Steering Committee for their help and 
assistance, with special thanks to Claudette Newhall, who gave critical support during this 
fi rst year. He then thanked the attendees, inviting them to contact him or the other Steering 
Committee members for entry into the private APEX wiki.

Submitted by Tony Amodeo, Chair    

Judaica

Contact Person:  James Dunkly
Address: University of the South Library
 School of Th eology
  735 University Ave.
  Sewanee, TN 37383-1000
Phone:  931.598.1267
Fax: 931.598.1702
E-mail:  jdunkly@sewanee.edu

Lesbian and Gay

Contact Person: Gillian McLeod
Address:  Vancouver School of Th eology
  6000 Iowa Dr.
  Vancouver, BC, Canada
Phone: 604.822.9427
E-mail:  gmcleod@vst.edu 

•
•

•
•
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Public Services

Contact Person: David Mayo
Address: 1900 Selwyn Avenue
 Charlotte, NC 28274
Phone:  704.337.2589
E-mail:  mayod@queens.edu

Th ere were three presentations given on the subject of e-reserves and copyright to about 45 
people. Lora Mueller, library associate from Pius XII Memorial Library, gave a presentation on 
the e-reserves program used by her library. Using PowerPoint, she demonstrated how it works 
and highlighted decisions surrounding e-reserves that impact copyright issues. Emily Knox, 
doctoral student at Rutgers University, gave a presentation on the moral and philosophical 
concerns that librarians face with copyright issues and e-reserves. Bill Hook, Director of the 
Vanderbilt Divinity School library, gave a presentation on the journey the Vanderbilt Divinity 
School library took and the institutional and legal challenges faced with instituting an e-reserve 
system.  After the presentations, there was a brief time for questions and discussion.  Summaries 
of their presentations can be found in the ATLA proceedings.

After the presentations and ensuing discussion, James Skypeck, outgoing chair of PSIG, 
presented the offi  cer and members for next year.  David Mayo agreed to serve as next year’s 
chair and Suzanne Estelle-Holmer agree to serve as vice chair. Th ree candidates were presented 
to fi ll three openings for the following year—Steve Perisho, Th eology/Humanities/Fine Arts 
Librarian at Seattle Pacifi c University agreed to serve as secretary; Derek Hogan, assistant 
professor of New Testament and theological/reference librarian for the Campbell Divinity 
School; and Leland Deeds, Librarian for Academic Computing Support at Union-PSCE were 
elected to fi ll the three open positions.  A brief discussion of future conference topics took 
place.

Submitted by David Mayo, Chair

Teaching and Learning

Contact Person: Christine Wenderoth
Address: Th e JKM Library
 1100 E. 55th St.
 Chicago, IL 60615
Phone:  773.256.0735
Fax: 773.256.0737
E-mail:  cwendero@lstc.edu

Th is year TALIG attendees heard from two speakers. Ruth Gaba, the Information Literacy 
Instruction/Reference Librarian at Concordia University in Wisconsin, presented an update 
to her research project, “Reading, Writing And Researching By MDiv. Students and What 
Role the Library Plays in Th ose Processes: A Study of Procedure and Environment.” More 
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information can be found at http://www.screencast.com/t/zurvrcjdoc/ 
Barbara Carnes, Ph.D., President of Carnes and Associates in St. Louis, was our second 

speaker. Dr. Carnes consults, teaches and trains in corporate and university settings. Her 
dissertation topic was training transfer. She shared an analogy of some teaching experiences 
being like washing your hands with soap, and while rinsing them you watch the soap go down 
the drain.

Dr. Carnes shared some techniques to integrate education, introduced methods which 
incorporate training buddies, support groups, and relapse prevention. She urged us to begin 
a Use it or Lose it Checklist. We also took a look at aspects of Learner Characteristics, the 
Organizational Environment and Support (both before & after), and Training Design.

More information on Dr. Carnes’ work can be found at http://www.maketrainingstick.
com. A new edition of her book, Making Training Stick, will be available later this year.

Business meeting: June 19, 2009 St. Louis
Forty-three members attended this year’s session. Steering Committee Chair Christine 

Wenderoth opened the business meeting with discussion of committee membership. Tolonda 
Henderson, former Vice Chair, resigned from the Steering Committee. She has accepted 
another job and will be leaving ATLA.

TALIG members approved a seven-member Steering Committee and elected Howertine 
Duncan, Jane Elder, Liz Leahy, Rebecca Miller, and Richard Reitsma to join Christine 
Wenderoth and Jennie Bartholomew.

Ideas for the group were shared. 
Compiling informal tips and best practices
Preconference workshops
Share instruction materials (Lib Guides, scripts, videos, fl ash tutorials)

Amy Limpitlaw identifi ed the new Sharepoint software as a way for members to share 
information. Th is software is on the ATLA website and will be opened to TALIG members. 

Steering Committee Meeting, Saturday, June 20, 2009 @ Concordia Seminary
Th e Steering Committee met: Howertine Duncan, Jane Elder, Liz Leahy, Rebecca Miller, 

Richard Reitsma, Christine Wenderoth and Jennie Bartholomew. We elected Liz Leahy as the 
new Vice Chair, and Jane Elder as Secretary.

Ideas to work on this year: 
Compile Best Practices, present these at a Poster Session (LL)
Plan a brainstorming session for the annual conference where attendees can meet in 
small groups to share their struggles and ideas related to an instruction topic. (RM)
Services for distance learning students (off -campus students), look at how to teach 
them, document how and what they are learning
Set goals for the Interest Group
Share documents (via SharePoint)
Take a look at Social Networking and address boundary concerns/violations
Technology: how to use it, what does the university support, what does IT support?
Work on the next conference program

Submitted by Jennifer Bartholomew, Secretary 

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Technical Services Interest Group
Chair/Contact:  Joanna Hause
  Head of Technical Services
  Southeastern University 
  1000 Longfellow Blvd.
  Lakeland, FL  33801
Phone: 863-667-5062
Fax:  863-669-4160
Email:  samkimo@hotmail.com
Other Steering Committee Members:
Vice Chair: Tammy Johnson
Secretary: Lois Guebert
Others:  Michael Bradford, Alice Runis, Armin Siedlecki, Jeff  Siemon, Judy 

Knop (ex offi  cio), Paul Osmanski (ex offi  cio)

World Christianity
Contact Person: Cheryl Miller Maddox
Address:  Christian Th eological Seminary
 1000 West 42nd Street
 Indianapolis, IN 46208
Phone:  317-931-2367
Fax:  317-931-2363
E-mail:  cmaddox@cts.edu

Twenty-two people attended the World Christianity Interest Group meeting on Saturday, 
June 20, 2009, from 1:00–2:30 p.m. Th e session, Topics in World Christianity, was divided 
into three parts: 1) a discussion of resources pertinent to World Christianity; 2) a discussion 
facilitated by Ron Crown and David Stewart, managing co-editors of Th eological Librarianship, 
of ideas for and possible contributors to a “global” issue; and 3) the business meeting. A 
bibliography resulting from the discussion of resources will be posted on the WCIG web page: 
http://www.atla.com/wcig/.

All attendees stayed for the business meeting, which focused on fi lling two places on the 
Steering Committee. For 2009–10, Curt LeMay (Saint Paul Seminary School of Divinity) 
will serve as Chair, Elyse Hayes (Seminary of the Immaculate Conception) as Vice-Chair, and 
Stephen Sweeney (Saint John Vianney Th eological Seminary) as Secretary. Th e group’s by-laws 
were edited and approved earlier this year and posted on the Interest Group web site.

Submitted by Cheryl Miller Maddox, 2008-09 Chair
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World Religions

Contact Person: Laura Harris
Address: Iliff  School of Th eology
 1100 E. 55th St.
 Denver, CO 80210
Phone:  303.765.3179
E-mail:  Lharris@iliff .edu

Th e World Religions Interest Group met on Th ursday June 18, 2009 from 4:00–5:30 
p.m. Dr. Robert M. Baum, Associate Professor and Chair of the Department of Religious 
Studies, University of Missouri, Columbia, spoke before the combined World Religions 
and College and University Interest Groups. His fascinating presentation was entitled: Th e 
Forgotten South: African Religious Traditions and Th eir Global Impact. He began with a general 
overview of indigenous African religions, their common and disparate traits, and how their 
concepts of reality and the divine diff er from those in western religions. He then discussed 
in more detail the Diola religion and people of southwestern Senegal. Over more than 30 
years time, Dr. Baum has spent long periods living with the Diola, conversing with them, 
and participating in some of their rituals. As the Diolas’ trust in him grew over time, they 
gradually revealed more and more of the depths of their religious beliefs and practices to him. 
Th us he has become keenly aware of the limitations of the usual year to year-and-a-half of fi eld 
research. Dr. Baum’s publications include Shrines of the Slave Trade: Diola Religion and Society 
in Precolonial Senegambia (Oxford 1999) and a number of articles. “Crimes of the Dream 
World: French Trials of Diola Witches in Colonial Senegal” (International Journal of African 
Historical Studies 37, 2, 2004, pp 201-228) explains how the French colonizers mistakenly 
came to believe that the Diola were practicing cannibalism. 

A brief business meeting followed the presentation. Th e group confi rmed next year’s 
presenter, discussed possible ideas for a 2011 program and methods of obtaining ideas and 
new steering committee members through the World Religions E-Discussion List. Offi  cers of 
the Steering Committee are: Chair: Laura Harris (2007-2011), Vice Chair: Jared Porter (2009-
2012), Secretary: Cheryl Adams (2007-2009), members: Ellen Frost and Denise Hanusek. 
Five were in attendance at the business meeting.

Submitted by Cheryl Adams, Secretary
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Gifts, Gifts, and More Gifts: How to Manage Gift Books in Your Library
(Collection Evaluation and Development Interest Group)

by
Russell Pollard, Andover-Harvard Th eological Library, 
Paul F. Stuhrenberg, Yale University Divinity School

Angela Morris, Louisville Seminary Library, 
Kurt Berends, Th eological Book Network

Most libraries accept donations of books, and these gifts are often a mixed blessing. Th is 
round table was led by three librarians from diff erent types of institutions and a representation 
of Th eological Book Network. Th ey discussed how their libraries process gifts, the tax 
implications of gifts, and ideas for being good stewards of these donations.

Russell Pollard, Andover-Harvard Th eological Library
Information about the tax implications of gifts, in the form of an IRS cheat sheet (with 

apologies to non-U.S. CEAD members):

Important point: do not give appraisals or estimates of value.
Best practice: provide the donor with a letter of acknowledgment. Th e donor has 
a record for tax purposes and the documentation protects a library’s right to use or 
dispose of donations.
A donor claiming a deduction of $250 or more for a non cash donation: the donor 
must provide written acknowledgment or a formal deed-of-gift 
If a donor’s non-cash contribution total for the year is more than $500:

the donor must fi le IRS form 8283 and attach library’s acknowledgment.
the library must retain gift for three years. If the library disposes of the gift, or 
portions of it, the library must fi le IRS form 8282, which reports a reduction in 
the value of the original gift and aff ects the donor’s original deduction.

If a donor claims contributed property is worth more than $5000:
the donor is responsible for an appraisal to determine fair market value.
the donor must fi le IRS form 8283 after submitting it to the library to complete 
part IV, donnee acknowledgment. Part IV must be signed by an authorized 
signer.

Again, the library must retain the gift for three years. If the library disposes of the gift or 
portions of it, the library must fi le IRS form 8282, which reports a reduction in the value of 
the original gift and aff ects the donor’s original deduction.

How do you know if a donor is claiming a tax deduction? Ask, especially if there is any 
reason to presume a value over $500, since in that case, the library must retain the gift for 
three years, or if not retained, fi le IRS form 8282. Some libraries require the donor to fi ll out 
a donation form that includes a check-off  for a donor’s intention to claim a deduction, so that 
this information is gathered up front.

1)
2)

3)

4)
–
–

5)
–
–
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Angela Morris, Ernest Miller White Library at Louisville Seminary 
When books are donated to this library, donors are told that we will add the titles we need 

to the collection, and all other titles will be included in the library’s annual book sale at modest 
prices so students can build their libraries. 

Th e library receives approximately 3,000–4,000 gift volumes per year. A very small number 
of these are added to the library’s collection. Roughly 1,000 are sold in the annual library book 
sale, leaving several thousand volumes to be dealt with. What is the best way of dealing with 
the remaining books?

We contribute to other organization’s book sales. Currently, books in good shape that don’t 
normally sell at our sale are given to a local historical society for their book sale.

Since 2005, we have given about 1,000 volumes per year to Th eological Book Network 
(TBN). Th ey focus on getting materials to seminaries in need overseas. Plus, they provide free 
pick up of boxed books. 

It took me a while to realize this, but a certain number of books need to be euthanized. 
Th ey have no value, so they are boxed up and thrown away.

After reading the article “Th e Internet Connection: How the Internet is Changing the 
Disposal of Books” by John R. Clark, Behavioral & Social Sciences Librarian, 26:2 (2007): 
677-68, we tried a number of other avenues. Th e article outlines a group of Internet-based 
businesses that focus on used books and details a librarian’s experience in using each of them 
to dispose of unneeded books.

Better World Books (BWB)—we sent a number of books to this organization and 
received a check for a small amount in return. Th e organization pays for shipping, 
which is a savings for the donating library. However, BWB has changed their terms for 
accepting books, and pre-screening is now a part of the process. Pre-screening involves 
inputting each book’s ISBN number to see if the book is wanted by BWB. Th e pre-
screening will indicate if they will accept the title as a donation, pay something for the 
title, or aren’t interested in that book. Th ey will accept many items as a donation and 
pay a little for some. Th ey provide free shipping for both sold and donated items. 
Book Prospector—another on-line book site. It requires setting up an account then 
inputting the ISBN and condition of the book to receive a price quote for the title. 
Th at quote is often zero. Free shipping with UPS is provided for the books that you 
sell to them. Th is process is labor-intensive. It might be a good task for volunteers or 
students with some free time at the desk, since it can generate a bit of income. 

Th ere are other organizations listed in the article that we haven’t tried that other institutions 
might fi nd worth investigating, such as the book exchange site Half.com, a counterpart to 
eBay, and Bookmooch.

Is all this work worth it? It was worth trying several of these options to get a feel for what 
is involved and to see if we were overlooking a useful avenue for disposing of unneeded titles 
and generating some income. Given the changes at Better World Books, we will probably 
stop using them. For certain kinds of books, we’ll continue to use Book Prospector. TBN will 
continue to be a valuable partner in getting our unneeded gift books to other libraries.

•

•
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Paul F. Stuehrenberg, Yale University Divinity School
Th e Yale Divinity Library became what it is because of gifts. Th e library was founded in 

1932 when the Divinity School moved to its current location. No books were transferred 
from the central library. Instead, three small special collections were brought together to form 
the core of the Divinity Library, two-thirds of which were in the Day Missions Collection. 
Raymond Morris, the Divinity Librarian from 1932 to 1972, soon recognized that in order 
to support the work of the Divinity faculty, the Divinity Library would have to support their 
research as well as their teaching. But he didn’t have the funding to build such a collection. 
Instead, the early collection was built by gifts from the Divinity faculty. Among those that 
formed the core of the Divinity Library’s research collections were the libraries of Charles R. 
Brown, Benjamin W. Bacon, Frank C. Porter, Douglas Clyde Macintosh, and Henry Hallam 
Tweedy. So important were these faculty gifts that we continue to include their names in the 
Library listing of the Yale Divinity School bulletin.

In recent years, we have continued to accept gifts from faculty, alumni/ae, and others. I 
believe there are four reasons for doing so.

Gifts often augment the collection, either by fi lling in lacunae, by providing an 
added copy for heavily used titles, or by replacing lost volumes.
Gift books can provide some supplemental income, either from sales to dealers or 
to the community.
Accepting gift books helps to transmit the books from one generation of scholars 
to the next.
Accepting gift books is good for public relations; many people don’t like throwing 
books out, and are thankful for someone to take them off  their hands.

We used to have book sales at which books were sold for a few dollars a volume, with 
income going to pay the student assistants who processed the gifts. Our new library lacks 
the space to process gift books, so now we give the titles not added to our collection to the 
Th eological Book Network, who sends them to libraries overseas. Donors are more than happy 
to learn that some of their books will fi nd a new life helping to educate pastors in Africa or 
Asia. In my “thank you” letter, I always provide TBN’s website, so they can fi nd out more 
about TBN’s work, and, perhaps, contribute to support their work.

Kurt Berends, Executive Director, TBN
Mr. Berends explained the mission of Th eological Book Network (TBN), which is to provide 

quality academic books and journals to the libraries of seminaries, colleges and universities in 
Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East that provide theological 
training toward the development of leaders, teachers, and clergy in the Christian Church. 
He explained how TBN can be a valuable partner with libraries to move their unwanted gift 
books from their library to libraries around the world that desperately need those books. 
Th e TBN website has full information about donating to the organization at http://www.
theologicalbooknetwork.org.

Several comments from the discussion following the presentation:
Th e Friends group at one library organizes and runs the annual library book sale that 
generates a signifi cant amount of money each year through their three-day sale.

1)

2)

3)

4)

•
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Another library has generated a surprising amount of income by selling unwanted 
books on e-Bay
One library director suggested that, rather than spending such a large amount of time 
on gift books, why not donate them to TBN so that they will go to areas of the world 
that desperately need these titles.

Conclusion
Th e general consensus was that there isn’t any one perfect method for processing gift books 

eff ectively. Most libraries host a book sale, send materials to TBN, and keep searching for the 
best way to dispense of what remains.
Submitted by Angela Morris, Secretary CEAD

•

•
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Th e Forgotten South: African Religious Traditions and 
Th eir Global Impact

(College and University Interest Group and World Religions Interest Group)
by

Robert M. Baum, Religious Studies, University of Missouri

As we approach the end of the fi rst decade of the twenty-fi rst century, it continues to 
surprise me how many religious studies departments, dedicated to the comparative study of 
religions, fail to include within the canon of specialties their departments off er the study of 
indigenous African religions: those religious traditions created by African peoples that are 
closely linked to their sense of ethnic identity and provide a spiritual connection to the land, 
to the supreme being, to lesser spirits, and to their ancestors. To the extent that this fi eld exists 
at all within the Western university, it is usually relegated to departments of anthropology that 
have their roots in Western expansion into the Forgotten South of the Americas, Asia, and 
Africa. It is indeed curious that our students learn about theoretical approaches to the study 
of religions by examining the work of anthropologists and historians of religion who studied 
African religions, but they seldom have the opportunity to study African religions on their own 
terms, in order to understand some of the oldest and still dynamic and vital religious traditions 
in human history. Indeed, if physical anthropologists are correct and human beings fi rst came 
into being on the African continent, then it stands to reason that religions themselves began 
in Africa, as well.

 If that is the case, then why this profound neglect? Why the forgotten South? What I will 
try to do today is address the origins of this neglect, the stereotypes of African religions, and 
some sense of the rich diversity of African religious traditions. I will conclude with some brief 
remarks about their encounter with Christianity and Islam, as well as the future of indigenous 
African traditions.

Th e distinguished philosopher and novelist, Valentin Mudimbe has demonstrated the 
remarkable persistence of two fundamental assertions about Africa in the Western imaginings 
of the continent. Th ese have had a profound impact on the place of African Studies within 
our universities. Since the time of Herodotus, he notes, Western travelers and scholars have 
imagined Africa as a place without history and without religion. Herodotus described Africa 
as populated by a host of bestial creatures, most notably the Troglodytes, none of whom 
possessed a sense of history or a religious system. Th is distinguished Africans from the Greeks 
and Egyptians, and eventually, the Romans, with their emphases on civil religions and civic 
histories.1 Th is discourse of disparity persisted into the modern era, most infl uentially in Georg 
Friedrich Hegel’s, Philosophy of History:

Africa proper . . . the land of childhood, which lying beyond the day of self-conscious 
history, is enveloped in the dark mantle of night . . . But even Herodotus called the 
Negroes sorcerers: now, in sorcery we have not the idea of God, of a moral faith . . . 
At this point we leave Africa . . . For it is no historical part of the world: it has no 

1 Valentin Mudimbe, Th e Invention of Africa: Gnosis, Philosophy, and the Order of Knowledge, 
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988, p. 70.
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movement or development to exhibit . . . What we properly understand by Africa is 
the unhistorical, undeveloped spirit, still involved in the conditions of mere nature 
and which had to be presented here only as on the threshold of the World’s History.2

Th ese images fi nd their way into accounts by travelers and slave merchants during the 
era of the Atlantic slave trade, conveniently echoing these ideas of non-historical peoples 
without religion as a way of describing Africans as people who ought, by their very natures, 
be enslaved. Had not Plato once described peoples without history or religions as brutes for 
whom enslavement could be justifi ed?3 Th ese images found their way into the travelogues 
of intrepid explorers like Sir Samuel Baker, who, despite the fact that he spoke no African 
language and was continually on the move in his quest for the source of the Nile, wrote 
confi dently about his encounters with various peoples without religion. Less than a century 
later, British anthropologists wrote some of the fi nest analyses of African religions based on fi eld 
research among Baker’s peoples without religion.4 If, however, the slave traders and explorers 
of the sixteenth through the nineteenth century were correct, then I would fi nd myself as both 
a historian of Africa and a student of African religions as a person who has spent his entire 
professional career studying the history of peoples without history and the history of religions 
of people without religions. So I can stop now. It is only a short trip back to Columbia. But, 
alas, I will not have met my task.

Where did these images that dominate Western imaginings of Africa come from? I think 
they are rooted primarily in four phenomena. First, is the long-standing continuity of the 
nature of interaction between peoples of the Mediterranean and European worlds with Africa. 
Since the time of the pharaohs, people from the North have purchased the lives and labor 
of African peoples from south of the Sahara. Th eir legitimation of such practices and their 
eventual sale of African slaves to other peoples helped created these images of barbarians 
without history and religion. Such images persisted in the Islamic world where non-Abrahamic 
religions were seen as simply forms of “unbelief ” and whose adherents could be subject to 
enslavement. As the Portuguese explored the African coasts seeking sea routes to Asia, they 
discovered the utility of employing unfree African labor on sugar cane plantations off  the 
coasts of North Africa and Iberia. Th e idea of bringing religion to people without religion 
and putting Africans into history became a justifi cation of the Atlantic slave trade endorsed 
by French, British, Portuguese, Spanish, Danish, Dutch, and Baltic slave traders. A second 
reason for this idea that Africans had no religions, apart from Islam and Christianity, was that 
Europeans associated “religion” with houses of worship. Th ey looked for church-like dwellings, 
mosque-like dwellings, and temples, and, not fi nding many, this reinforced their image of 
Africa as a place without religion. 

Similarly, they thought of religions having some kind of scriptural foundation, a practice 
common not only to the Abrahamic religious communities, but to most of the Asian religious 

2 G.W.F. Hegel, Th e Philosphy of History, New York: Dover, 1956, pp. 91, 93, 99.
3 David Brion Davis, Th e Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, Ithaca: Cornell University 

Press, 1966, pp. 66-67.
4 Samuel Baker, cited in Benjamin Ray, African Religions: Symbol, Ritual, and Community, 

Englewood Cliff s, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1976, p. 3. E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Nuer Religion, New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1956 (1974). Godfrey Lienhardt, Divinity and Experience.
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traditions that, since the eighteenth century, they were beginning to study. African religious 
traditions relied primarily on oral traditions handed down from teacher to student, from father 
to son, and mother to daughter. Th ese traditions were inaccessible to European travelers, not 
only because they did not understand African languages, but because of the fourth reason for 
European unawareness of African religions, the only one that came from African traditions 
themselves. Th e focus on oral transmission of knowledge, the idea that knowledge is power and 
that one must demonstrate one’s ability to handle the power being off ered through education, 
has served to reinforce the esoteric nature of African religious education. Only people with 
the right to know, who had demonstrated their ability to handle the power of religious 
knowledge, would be taught. Travelers for short periods of time, missionaries who sought 
to revolutionize African societies through the introduction of Western forms of Christianity, 
colonial administrators, and even eager graduate students funded for a year of the fi eld research 
experience, did not qualify. In many cases, they were told what village elders wanted them to 
know, the kinds of stories they told their children, stories devoid of the central paradoxes of 
their religious traditions. And dutifully, in accordance with the intent of their informants, 
missionaries, travelers, and anthropologists wrote about child-like beliefs, practices, and 
superstitions, never suspecting that they were being kept at arm-length and were being told 
the equivalent of Bible Stories for Children. 

Although there were occasional vivid and accurate descriptions of African religious practices 
during the era of the Atlantic slave trade, it was only with the arrival of missionaries, primarily 
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with their vocational focus on religious phenomena 
and the work of conversion, that we began to get reports on African concepts of the supreme 
being, of lesser gods or spirits, and the rituals they performed to worship them. Th ey wrote 
reports back to their missionary and/or geographical societies, to popular magazines and 
newspapers, and what became known as “arm-chair” anthropologists wove them together 
into encyclopedic studies of the non-Western world, arranged according to the dominant 
paradigms of the time, evolutionary schema that saw Africa and other “primitive” parts of 
the world as living laboratories for the study of the origins of religions. Various theorists came 
up with diff erent ideas about the origin of religions, ranging from Sir Edward Burnett Tylor’s 
animism (the belief in souls in everything), Charles de Brosses and James Frazer’s concept 
of fetishism (the worship of powerful objects), polytheism (the worship of many gods), etc. 
African religions were always placed at the bottom of the evolutionary schema and either 
monotheism or atheism, both most infl uential in the West, were placed at the apex. Evans-
Pritchard describes a standard “recipe” for these types of descriptions of African religions:

a reference to cannibalism, a description of Pygmies (by preference with a passing 
reference to Herodotus), a denunciation of the inequities of the slave trade, the need 
for the civilizing infl uence of commerce, something about rain-makers and other 
superstitions, some sex (suggestive though discreet), add snakes and elephants to taste; 
bring slowly to the boil and serve.5

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, only Father Wilhelm Schmidt suggested 
the possibility of an initial monotheism, suggesting that all religions can be traced back to 

5 Edward Evans-Pritchard, cited in Benjamin Ray, African Religions, p. 3.
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Adam and Eve and their primal revelations in the Garden of Eden.6 It is interesting to note that 
when Christian missionaries began to proselytize in earnest in the mid-nineteenth century, 
each African religion they encountered had a word for a supreme being that missionaries saw as 
roughly equivalent to the Christian concept of God. Now, they occasionally had problems with 
interpreters and translation. Okot P’Bitek described an early encounter of missionaries with the 
Acholi of Uganda in which they asked some elders about who created them. Th e interpreter, 
however, chose a term for create that meant “mold” with the implication of “deform.” Th e 
elders replied that Rubanga was that deity. Th e missionaries said that this was their god. Th e 
Acholi elders thought that this was strange, that they usually try to keep Rubanga out of 
their lives, but perhaps the Europeans knew something that they did not. Nevertheless, the 
missionaries had few converts in the years before they discovered the error of their translation 
and switched to the term that was used by the Acholi to describe the supreme being.7 

Systematic anthropological research on the subject of African religions began in the 
1920s and original research by historians of religions on African religions had to await the 
conclusion of the Second World War. Not surprisingly, many of the early religious studies, 
i.e., Geoff rey Parrinder and Placide Tempels, were written by former missionaries with many 
years experience in African societies.8 By the 1950s a number of African scholars, largely 
Christian in religious practice, began to write on their own communities’ religious systems, 
often attempting to demonstrate strong parallels between Christianity and African religions.9 
From the late 1960s, scholars like Charles and Jerome Long and Benjamin Ray began to study 
African religions within the framework of the history of religions.10 By the late 1980s, African 
religions scholarship had created a small but critical mass, which led Rosalind Hackett and 
Robert Baum to create an African Religions Group at the American Academy of Religion.11

So, based on this gradual expansion of research on African religious traditions, what do they 
entail? First, I would suggest two strong cautionary statements: there are over one thousand 
diff erent African cultures, each of which have their own distinct religious practices. Th eir 
diff erences refl ect diff erent linguistic groups, ecological zones, political systems, interaction 

6 Father Wilhelm Schmidt cited in Ray, African, pp. 6-7.
7 Okot P’Bitek. African Religions in Western Scholarship, Nairobi: East African Publishing 

House, 1970.
8 Geoff rey Parrinder, West African Religion, Second Edition, New York: Barnes and Noble, 

1970. Father Placide Tempels, Bantu Philosophy, Paris: Presence Africaine, 1946.
9 J. B. Danquah, Akan Concepts of God, London: Franck Cass, 1968. E. Bolaji Idowu, 

African Traditional Religion: A Defi nition, London: SCM Press, 1973. John Mbiti, African 
Religions and Philosophy, Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1970. Okot P;Bitek is a major 
exception. He emphatically rejected the imposition of Christian categories on African 
traditional religions, preferring to use African categories to describe African religions. See 
African Religions in Western Scholarship.

10 Charles Long, Alpha: . Benjamin Ray, Myth, Ritual and Kingship in Buganda, New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1991. ______, African Religions, op, cit.

11 For a discussion of the history of the study of African religions in Britain, see James 
Cox, From Primitive to Indigenous: Th e Academic Study of Indigenous Religions, Aldershot, 
England: Ashgate, 2007. 
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with other cultures, including those of Muslims and Christians, the impact of the Atlantic 
slave trade, and the infl uence of disease. Th us, there are signifi cant diff erences between African 
religions of the Sudanic and Sahelian regions of West Africa in comparison with traditions of 
Upper Guinea and with Lower Guinea. Both are signifi cantly diff erent from the religions of 
Bantu-speaking Equatorial, East, and Southern Africa, as well as from the Nilotic religious 
traditions of East Africa. Second, the term “religion” has a distinct meaning within Western 
religious discourse; terms associated with “religion” in African languages may not convey an 
exact parallel. As Jonathan Z. Smith challenged historians of religion to do, we must stipulate 
what we mean by “religion” in the societies in which we work. Th us, in my own work on 
Diola “religion,” I associate four terms with the English term: makanaye “what we do” or 
tradition; boutine, a path; kainoe, thought; and huasene or ritual. Th us, Diola think about what 
Westerners identify as “religion” in terms of tradition, following a path, thought, and ritual.12

Next, I would suggest that in every case in which I am familiar, African religions have at 
their center a concept of a supreme being, who is seen as eternal and the source of all power 
in the universe. Many have suggested that the supreme being is relatively remote and inactive, 
what has often been called a deus otiotus, the source of all life power, but relatively inaccessible 
to ritual supplication. In fact, the importance of the supreme being diff ers dramatically from 
one religious tradition to another. As we turn to specifi c religious traditions, one should keep 
in mind that these supreme beings are not all-knowing; they make mistakes and they allow 
emotions to cloud their judgement.13 Among the Dogon, for example, the supreme being, 
Amma, rapes mother earth because of his profound loneliness as the sole being in the universe. 
Th ese supreme beings are considered to be male in some religious traditions, female in others, 
and androgynous in some. When I asked Diola elders about whether their supreme being, 
Emitai (Of the Sky) was male or female, the response I got was “You are from America. Th ey 
have sent someone up to Emitai (to the moon). You tell us if God has male parts or female 
parts.” In short, they thought it was an inane and prurient question about the anatomy of the 
supreme being. One could consider my asking of this question as a refl ection of an American 
culture where the gender of God was a matter of considerable contestation in the 1970s and 
1980s. 

In every case, this supreme being begins the process of creation and is seen as the source 
of life. In the ecological zones where adequate rainfall can make the diff erence between feast 
or famine, the supreme being is often identifi ed as the source of rain. Finally, the supreme 
being judges the behavior of people when they die and determines their initial destination 
in the afterlife. Only those people who have lived in ways that helped their families and 
communities become ancestors. Th ose who violated community norms through violence, 
sexual improprieties, theft, or witchcraft are sent to various kinds of punishments, but they, 
along with the ancestors, are eventually reborn. As one Diola Catholic said, even though he 
had learned in catechism that people stay in Heaven or Hell for all eternity, “Th e priest was a 
white man. He could not see the spirits of the dead, returning to the living. We do not believe 

12 Jonathan Z. Smith, Imagining Religion: From Babylon to Jonestown, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1982, p. xi. Robert M. Baum, Shrines of the Slave Trade: Diola Religion and 
Society in Precolonial Senegambia, New York: Oxford University Press, 1999, pp. 34-35. 

13 Th is is not unique to Africa. Witness the “failure” of God’s initial creation in Genesis and 
Its decision to repopulate the world after the fl ood. 
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that God could hate anyone so much as to condemn them to Hell forever.” In many African 
religions, the supreme being is neither remote nor inactive, but controls the creation of life, the 
distribution of rain, and determines one’s fate in the afterlife. In describing African religions, 
I avoid the sterile debate about whether African religions are monotheistic or polytheistic, a 
debate that Okot P’Bitek accurately suggests has far more to do with polemical debates about 
the founding of Christianity in the ancient world than the religious realities of African farmers 
and herders.14 I prefer to describe African religions as monocentric; there is a supreme being, 
of varying degrees of importance, at the center of each African religious system.

In most African religions, there are also lesser deities or lesser spirits. Among the Yoruba of 
Nigeria, Benin, and Togo, they are known as orisha and there are 401 of them, many of whom 
were, at one time or another, incarnate among human beings. Th ey have rich theographies, or 
bodies of myth, which describe their diff erent powers and their interactions with other gods 
and humans. In other cases, like that of the Diola of Senegal, Gambia, and Guinea-Bissau, 
these spirits are not described in very specifi c personal terms, but more in terms of their specifi c 
functions on behalf of Diola communities. Th e lesser spirits or lesser gods control many aspects 
of daily life. Among the Yoruba, there are orishas associated with women’s fertility, the fertility 
of the land, kingship, various forces of nature, iron, and war (recently expanded to include 
chauff eurs, factory workers, etc.) and disease (the smallpox god, Shopona has become associated 
with a new disease, AIDS, since the elimination of smallpox from the human disease-scape). 
Among the Diola, lesser spirits, known as ukine, govern many aspects of life from male and 
female initiation and fertility, to rain rituals, blacksmithing, and even the decisions of the 
town council as they set wages, prices, and collective labor obligations—all of which must be 
enforced with the authority of a specifi c spirit cult, called Hutendookai. 

Some would say that the existence of such lesser spirits represent a kind of arrogance, 
in which people create gods or spirits and associate them with the supreme being. As the 
distinguished novelist, Chinua Achebe, has noted, however, the Igbo have a proverb: “God is 
like a rich man, you approach him through his servants.” Rather than arrogance, it is a sign 
of humility. Nuer liken the distance between the supreme being and humans as like that of 
humans and ants. Diola suggest that it would blasphemous to pester the supreme being about 
things of minor importance like winning a ball game or a wrestling match. Th ere are lesser 
spirits for that.

In many cases, these spirits or lesser deities represent distinctly gendered forms of spiritual 
power. In the case of the Igbo goddess of wealth, Idemili, male devotees wear women’s clothes 
and hairstyles as a way of showing their devotion to this goddess, and women priests are 
common.15 In the case of the Diola, there was a priestess of a woman’s fertility shrine with 
whom I continually sought to conduct interviews. Th is is not something that men and 
women would normally discuss, however. Participation in the rituals at the shrine is strictly 
limited to women who have given birth to children. Exasperated by my continued attempts 
to interview her about this, she would point to my lack of knowledge of women as the cause 
of my inappropriate behavior. One day, she told me that the day I give birth to a child, she 

14  Okot P’Bitek, African Religions in Western Scholarship, Nairobi, East African Publishing 
House, 1969.

15 Ife Amadiume, Male Daughters, Female Husbands: Gender and Sex in an African Society, 
London: Zed Books, 1987. 
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would explain everything to me. Th at night, I dreamt that I was pregnant—dreams are very 
important in Diola traditions—and I told her about it the very next day. She smiled and said 
no, that was not good enough. I never did get an interview with that powerful priestess, though 
I eventually came to know what men are allowed to know about this powerful women’s fertility 
shrine.16

In addition to lesser deities or lesser gods, ancestors play an important role in African 
religious systems. Th is is particularly true in Equatorial, Eastern, and Southern Africa, where 
ancestors play an important role as intermediaries between the realm of spirits and deities and 
the human world on behalf of specifi c individuals and families. Ancestors appear to their living 
descendants in dreams and visions, giving them advice and providing them with warnings about 
foolhardy actions or the neglect of familial obligations. Th ey represent the most personalized 
form of spiritual power. In Buganda, the royal ancestors represent the spiritual authority of the 
kingdom. In some cases, like that of the Diola, the ancestors settle in a spiritual dimension 
right within the township, near special trees or in sacred forests. On a calm night, it is said that 
you can feel the warmth of their cooking fi res along footpaths throughout the township. I have 
felt such warm spots on a calm evening. As the West African poet, Birago Diop, noted: 

Th ose who are dead are never gone,
they are in the breast of the woman,
they are in the child who is wailing
and in the fi rebrand that fl ames.
Th e dead are not under the earth:
they are in the fi re that is dying,
they are in the grasses that weep,
they are in the whimpering rocks,
they are in the forest, they are in the house,
the dead are not dead.17

Th ese various types of spiritual beings make their presence known in a number of ways. 
In the case of the supreme being, most African religious traditions include a description of 
an ancient time when the supreme being was in regular contact with humans. For various 
reasons, ranging from human disobedience and ingratitude to the spiritual pranks of trickster 
deities, the supreme being withdrew into the heavens, leaving the task of communicating 
with the supreme being far more diffi  cult. Still, some individuals received instructions from 
the supreme being through dreams, visions, or spiritual journeys. Th is is the basis of a Diola 
prophetic tradition, about which I am currently writing a book, in which over sixty diff erent 
men and women claim authoritative communications from the supreme being accompanied 
by a commandment to teach. Some of them are active today. Others, usually women, became 
possessed by the supreme being, spoke in Its voice, which was then interpreted by shrine priests, 

16 For a discussion of my experience conducting ethnographic research on women, see: 
Robert M. Baum, “From a Boy Not Seeking a Wife to a Man Discussing Prophetic 
Women: A Male Fieldworker among Diola Women in Senegal, 1974-2005,” Men and 
Masculinities, Vol. 11, #2, December, 2008, pp. 154-163.

17  Birago Diop, cited in Albert Rabouteau, Slave Religion: Th e “Invisible Institution” in the 
Antebellum South, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979, p. 3.
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usually male, as a way of indicating the wishes of the supreme being. Th is was particularly 
important in the case of the Igbo’s Aro Chukwu oracle and the Mwari shrine of the Shona of 
Zimbabwe.

Lesser deities and spirits, as well as ancestors also appeared to humans through dreams and 
visions and they possessed human hosts in order to communicate with their devotees. Both 
the Hausa and the Yoruba describe spirits as riding their human hosts like horsemen ride their 
horses. Still others claim to have powers of the head or of the eyes that allow them to see in 
the realm of the spirit and actually see and communicate with lesser deities, lesser spirits, and 
ancestors. Th ese communications from the realm of the spirit, from supreme beings and lesser 
deities, and from lesser spirits and ancestors provide the basis for the creation of specifi c spirit 
cults, the style of ritual, and the ethical imperative imposed both on the devotees and the 
community at large.

Th is brings me to what many think they are most familiar with about African religions—
the concept of witchcraft. African forms of witchcraft have very little to do with the Western 
imaginings of witchcraft in their own cultures or with the neo-Pagan revival of self-identifi ed 
“witches.” Th e term was applied to Africa by anthropologists, based largely on the stereotypes 
of witches that permeate Western popular traditions. In an African context, witches are often 
described as people whose souls leave their bodies at night and attack the spiritual essence of 
other people, their souls, or a portion of their bodies, or they attack the spiritual essence of 
property, including livestock, grain, fruit, etc. In societies with chronic shortages of protein, 
witches are said to “eat” other people in the night, but it is not their fl esh that they eat, but their 
spiritual essences. In the case of the Diola, the supreme being was said to have given witches the 
power to consume the spiritual essence of other people when their times had come for them to 
pass into the land of the dead. Some men and women, however, abused this power for personal 
gain or out of gluttony. Th ey wanted to consume other people or seize property that would give 
them more than their fair share in a society with limited resources. Th ey were also said to be 
organized in strictly hierarchical societies, in sharp contrast to the extremely egalitarian nature 
of ordinary Diola society. In contrast to a certain Diola reticence about showing aff ection in 
public, witches were said to hold orgies, often involving sex with lepers and other unattractive 
partners. Among the BaKongo, witches are said to have the same powers as healers and chiefs; 
the primary diff erence is that they wield their power on behalf of individual, selfi sh interests 
rather than the family or the community as a whole. In BaKongo society, people whose souls 
had been eaten by witches could be kept alive as zombies (a KiKongo term), to work as slaves 
on plantations in Africa, or in the Haitian tradition of Vaudou, in the New World. Among 
the Yoruba, where only women possessed the power of witchcraft, the power of “the Mothers” 
could be turned on men who abused women and it could result in what has recently been 
labeled as “genital theft,” in which the spiritual essence of male genitalia, their animating force, 
was stolen and consumed by women who were witches.

As this brief description shows, witchcraft represents the inversion, the nightmare of 
many African religious systems, occupying a position more akin to Satanism in the Western 
imaginings of nefarious forces. Witches are selfi sh, gluttonous, jealous, and vindictive. Th ey 
sell the lives of their relatives to the society of witches in order to continue to participate. 
Th ey hoard wealth. In Diola society, where there is strong emphasis on the sharing of wealth, 
one of the terms for a wealthy person (ousanome) means “give me some” in the imperative, 
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the West is seen as a place that is rife with witchcraft. Indeed, Westerners are said to attend 
Diola meetings of witches in the salt water marshes near the Diola townships, riding special 
witch cars in the night and carrying all the goods associated with a Western consumer culture. 
Among the Yoruba, witches represent the uncontrolled power of women.

African religious traditions used to be labeled as “primitive,” which originally meant 
“unschooled.” Th is would be an inaccurate description of African religions, where not only do 
young people seek out their elders to learn about their religious traditions, but they participate 
in initiation schools that often involve several months of rigorous religious instruction before 
they make the transition from childhood to adulthood. Other periods of intensive religious 
training may occur when men and women become parents for the fi rst time, or when they are 
initiated into various ritual societies, or when they take on priestly roles in a particular spirit 
cult. Since independence, several schools have been created for formal training in African 
religious traditions, especially in relation to healing cults.

Africa is not just a home for African religious traditions. Some claim that Judaism has 
existed in Africa since the days of Solomon and Sheba, and while that claim is vigorously 
debated, there is clear evidence for the presence of Bet Israel, Ethiopian Jews, since the time 
of the conversion of the Ethiopian kings to Monophysite Christianity, in the fourth century 
of the Common Era. A Christian presence has been celebrated in Egypt since the days when 
Joseph and Mary fl ed with the infant Jesus from the persecutions of the Roman-appointed 
King Herod. Th eir route through Egypt was carefully marked in 2000, when I visited there, as 
part of the celebration of the 2000th anniversary of Jesus’s fl ight to Egypt. Similarly, Islam has 
existed in Ethiopia for seven years longer than it existed in Medina. 

Both Islam and Christianity are missionizing religions. Christianity was an important 
force in North Africa in the ancient world and remains important in modern Egypt and 
is the majority tradition in Ethiopia. For the rest of Africa, however, Christianity did not 
enjoy rapid growth until the end of the Atlantic slave trade and the European partition of 
Africa. Islam had more initial success, becoming the dominant religion of North Africa by the 
eighth century and beginning a slow penetration of West Africa, south of the Sahara, and the 
Indian Ocean littoral by the ninth century. Today, approximately half of Africa’s 800 million 
people identify themselves as Muslims. Approximately 250-300 million identify as Christian. 
Indigenous religions account for the remainder, though these are not mutually exclusive 
categories. As someone said about the Yoruba, “Th ey are 40% Muslim, 40% Christian, and 
100% practitioners of Indigenous Religions.” 

Th e idea that there is only one correct path to God, while common within the Abrahamic 
religions, is rare within an African context, where the supreme being is seen as creating many 
religious paths, each of which is particularly appropriate in certain contexts. Although many 
Christian and Muslim groups worked hard to convert me to their specifi c interpretative path, 
Diola traditionalists just assumed that, since I was living in their community, I would follow 
the rules and obligations of Diola religion. Th e reasons why Christianity and Islam have 
enjoyed signifi cant success—indeed this is the area of the world where both are expanding at 
the most rapid rate—are too complex to go into today, but African Muslims and Christians are 
making these traditions their own, creating new Islamic orders like the Muridiyya in Senegal 
and several thousand new African Initiated Churches, throughout the continent. Th e largest 
of these Independent Churches, the Church of Jesus Christ on Earth as Revealed by Simon 
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Kimbangu, now commands several million adherents in both Congos, Angola, and in Europe. 
Several years ago, I attended a seven-hour-long service of the Kimbanguist Church on the 
outskirts of Lisbon, Portugal.

Th is brings me to another issue which has largely eluded the attention of practitioners of 
religious studies in the academy: the globalization of African religions. Th is had its origins in 
the slave trade across the Sahara and across the Indian Ocean, but has been better documented 
for the Trans-Atlantic slave trade, a process that endured for nearly half a millennium and 
resulted in the largest forced migration of people in the history of the world. Africans who were 
enslaved, however, crossed the Atlantic with some knowledge of their religious traditions, with 
memories of dreams and visions that provided direct experience of the spiritual beings that 
inhabited their religious universes. Lesser deities and spirits who possessed people in Africa, 
continued to possess people in a strange land. Th ey drew on these traditions, creating new 
religious traditions that relied heavily on the diversity of African traditions brought by a variety 
of Africans and also drew on European Christianities and a wide range of Native American 
traditions. Th is successful transplantation of African religions to American soil demonstrates 
that African religions are not limited to specifi c local areas. 

From these sustained interactions, and considerable innovation on their part, uprooted 
Africans created new religious traditions, a second wave of African religions moving beyond 
Mother Africa, creating traditions like Vaudou in Haiti, Santeria in Cuba, Candomblé and 
Macumba in Brazil, and Conjure and Hoodoo in the United States. Th ese new religious 
traditions successfully explained the horrors of slavery and provided their adherents with a 
sense of self-worth that allowed them to sustain themselves in slavery. A third wave of African 
globalization occurred, primarily since the Second World War, as the capitals of the soon-to-be 
former empires developed signifi cant African communities of immigrants who brought with 
them African spirit cults: of Diola and Manjaco in Paris, of BaKongo and Papel in Lisbon, of 
Yoruba and Shona in London. Many of them reached American urban centers as well. So, here 
at the end of the fi rst decade of the new millenium, African religions are now practiced on four 
continents, yet they are still not regarded as “world religions.”

Let me close with a sense of concern about the future of African religions, religions that 
emphasize a sense of community in ways that I have never encountered elsewhere; that are 
profoundly instrumental in orientation, seeking practical solutions to human problems; and 
this-worldly in focus, where even the concept of a blessed after-life is to be involved with your 
living descendants, as ancestors. Th ese religions are under siege. Christianity and Islam are 
both active proselytizing religions, seeking converts as part of their basic religious obligations 
and out of a profound concern for the spiritual welfare of others. Th ey are backed by powerful 
international communities with the economic resources to build schools and health clinics 
and provide money for development projects and scholarships for advanced study at expensive 
overseas institutions. Adherents of indigenous African religions have little overseas support 
to fi nance schools, clinics, scholarships, or development projects. Th ey are on their own and 
they are fi nding it diffi  cult to compete. It is startling that since African states began to achieve 
their independence after the Second World War, not a single African head of state has been an 
adherent of an indigenous African religion. Th e vast majority have been Christians or Muslims. 
Now, in many parts of Africa—most tragically in Sudan and Nigeria—people are mobilizing 
in competing factions of Muslims and Christians. International groups in both the Christian 
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and Muslim communities are funding this competition for political and religious dominance. 
Indigenous religionists are being squeezed out of the halls of power. Moreover, given the deeply 
rooted stereotypes of African religions among Muslims and Christians, much of the world 
does not regret the marginalization of African religions within Africa. Oddly enough, they are 
thriving within small communities in Europe and the Americas, where African religious leaders 
have successfully transplanted African religions from Brooklyn to Buenos Aires. And they are 
reaching out successfully to people who have no historic link to Africa. Perhaps these religious 
diasporas, regardless of their ethnic origins, will help to revitalize these African religious paths 
that point to unique ways of knowing and acting out what it means to be human.
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Cooperative Preservation: Th e View from Archives, and Pilgrim’s Progress 
(Cooperative Preservation for Archives and Libraries Interest Group)

Panelists: Marvin Huggins, Associate Director for Archives and Library, Concordia 
Historical Institute; Wayne Sparkman, Director, Historical Center of the 
Presbyterian Church in America

Convener: Tony Amodeo, CPAL IG Chair

Mr. Amodeo introduced the speakers to the audience of some 23 attendees.
Wayne Sparkman spoke fi rst. Th e PCA was formed by Southern Presbyterians in 1973. 

Th e Archives have been on the Covenant Seminary campus since 1985, holding records of six 
diff erent conservative Presbyterian denominations, 146 individuals, and over 700 congregations. 
Th e Historical Center has a modest research library and anticipates having its own facility 
someday. Mr. Sparkman referred to Tyler Walters’ “Special Collections Repositories” article 
in American Archivist [Spring 1998], which informs on still-current practices in collections 
management, and is useful for a situation where books and archives are in one repository.
Bringing the skills of archivists (e.g., use policies, appraisal, staff  time estimates) and librarians 
(e.g., disaster recovery, reformatting, conservation treatment) together through program 
planning and evaluation would make things better; we should identify opportunities to 
improve processes so that preservation management works well. We can cooperate on housing 
materials, loans for exhibits and conservation. Mr. Sparkman related an anecdote about a 
book that held written notes by Francis Schaeff er, evidencing his early theological ideas. He 
strongly suggested going through donated books to look for annotations or ephemera that 
might be inserted. He suggested that when a patron’s library is donated to your institution, 
it’s a signal that there might be other papers to get from the person or estate. Creating a 
list of denominational archives could be among our priorities, as well as creating access to 
a duplicate exchange list. He will make a list of denominational archives with location and 
address available to enhance our wiki.

Marvin Huggins started his remarks by giving some details about the Concordia Historical 
Institute, which shares the campus of Concordia Seminary. Th e Institute holds records of the 
Missouri Synod of the Lutheran church going back to the 1830s, including materials that 
document the activities and correspondence leading up to the organization of the church body 
in 1847. Th e Missouri Synod was organized 160 years ago and has been one organization since 
the 1847 constitution. In 1926, the Concordia campus was constructed on the present site. It 
was understood then that archives and manuscripts are diff erent from a library. Eventually the 
church brought the Historical Institute in as the offi  cial archive of the Missouri Synod; they 
also have other records, including records of congregations, institutions, and organizations. 
Interchurch agencies represented in the collections include schools and social ministries 
(recognized service organizations); personal papers of individuals are also held. Each of the 35 
districts has responsibility for its own archives, and some institutions keep them locally. One 
factor is that local bodies and institutional ministries don’t have a formal arrangement with 
archival repositories. For example, there had been a church identity hospital for which records 
were lost when the hospital was bought by a corporation.
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Rev. Huggins raised two vital questions that need to be considered: Who is going to have 
the resources to care for denominational collections? What are we able to properly receive, care 
for, and make accessible for reference services?

He then commented on the draft guidelines on transfer of materials posted on the APEX 
wiki: 

Get pre-approval of receiving institutions. Don’t just pack and send unannounced, as 
sometimes happens.
Th e donating institution is responsible for organizing the materials. He cautioned that 
this may not be possible in every case, though collections pre-organized by record 
would be very helpful. 
Th e donating institution should provide full metadata [i.e., description, provenance, 
who assembled the materials, who gave it, if someone had intermediate custody…]. 
Rev. Huggins noted that this was important.
Any bibliographic records should be included. He contrasted the processing of 
collections by archivists (creation of a fi nding aid based on general contents, only 
later done in more detail) to the processing by librarians via creation of a MARC 
record. MARC and EAD records diff er, but a way has been worked out to convert 
information from one format to the other.
Th e receiving institution is responsible for providing an environmentally safe and 
adequate space, and caring for the materials.
Th e receiving institution is responsible for making materials accessible for research. He 
reiterated the importance of fi nding out if there were any access restrictions placed 
on the material at the time of donation, and if copyright issues might complicate 
access.

Th e Chair then invited questions and responses from the members present.
Q: What about “born digital” documents? Does anyone have a policy? What should be 

kept in archives? In what format should materials be preserved? Must they be printed? Who 
migrates materials as the technology changes? An example: What was being said on our Web 
site in 2003? Who pays the costs to archive our Web sites?

A: (Huggins) Even “transferring to archives” is debatable; a system needs to be built to deal 
with these.

A. (Sparkman) Archives are way behind on this; money is needed to pay for this to be 
done.

A: Emory is working on electronic records management. Luciana Duranti and Terry 
Eastwood (both at U. of British Columbia) and Terry Cook (U. of Manitoba) have produced 
literature exploring issues of electronic records and post-custodial archival management. 

A: TIFF is one possible format. Th e National Archives of Canada suggests jpg2000 
exchange as a preservation format. An interim hybrid solution is to print out and arrange a 
server for transference in perpetuity.

A: United Methodist Church Archives prints out conference newsletters, but not everyone 
has the space or money to print out such materials.

Q: What to do with records delivered in either paper and an electronic format—or both 
—from institutions?

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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A: (Sparkman) Records management policies should be developed within institutions by 
administrative departments, aided by conversations and training sessions with the archivist. 
Departments need to take the responsibility of creating policies and schedules for archiving 
their products. Appraisal for electronic retention must happen up front so that resources for 
migration may be sought.

A: We will have to deal with dynamic databases, audio, and videos as well.
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e-Reserves and Copyright
Part I: A (Very Short) Overview of Copyright

(Public Services Interest Group
by Emily Knox, Rutgers University)

Copyright Law
Th e term copyright refers to the sum of its parts: who has the right to copy a work. Th e 

United States Code does not defi ne “work” but this term means the “intellectual creation of an 
author” where “author” is broadly defi ned as the originator of the creation (Svenonius, 2000, 
p. 9). Copyright law is primarily concerned with “fi xed” works. Works are “‘fi xed’ in a tangible 
medium of expression when [their] embodiment in a copy or phonorecord, by or under 
the authority of the author, is suffi  ciently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived, 
reproduced, or otherwise communicated for a period of more than transitory duration.” (U.S.C 
17, §101). Certain things, including ideas and concepts, cannot be copyrighted. Works do not 
have to be registered with the U.S. Copyright Offi  ce (www.copyright.gov) to be protected by 
copyright law. Works that are fi xed but not covered by copyright law are in the public domain 
and may be copied freely.

Copyright generally belongs to either the creator of a work or its publisher. It exists for two 
reasons that can sometimes come into confl ict: for the benefi t of society and for the protection 
of creators. Copyright law is based on the idea that society gains when creators can profi t from 
their work. It is similar to rights attached to property but not as easy to grasp since the works 
are not always as tangible as real property. By discouraging people from exploiting works, 
copyright encourages creators to write, compose, sculpt, paint, etc. In the library setting, for 
example, patrons often request articles for scholarly research or educational purposes and these 
might be considered to be motivations that work for the benefi t of society. 

History of Copyright
Copyright law originated in Renaissance Italy where printers held the right to copy works. 

With the development of the printing press, copyright law spread across Europe, eventually 
reaching England. Th e Licensing Act of 1662 gave printers in the kingdom monopoly over 
publishing. Th e act lapsed in 1665, but in 1710 Parliament passed the Statute of Queen Anne. 
Th is statute, which is the basis of modern copyright, transferred copyright ownership from 
printers to authors and established a fi xed term for copyright protection (Gilmer, 1994). 

Th e English colonies in North America followed the Statute of Anne until the Revolution. 
Article I, Section 8 of the U.S. Constitution provides for copyright protection: “Th e Congress 
shall have Power . . . To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for 
limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and 
Discoveries.” However, from the end of the Revolutionary War until 1790, each state passed 
its own laws, which were often diffi  cult to enforce. In that year, the First Congress passed the 
Copyright Act based on the Statute of Anne. Th is law has been revised four times, in 1831, 
1870, 1909, and 1976. 

Th e copyright law of the United States is Title 17 of the United States Code. Th e various 
amendments to the law change the actual words of Title 17. Another area of United States 
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law is the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Th ese are administrative laws that describe 
how the various agencies of the executive branch will enforce the United States Code. Th e 
Copyright Code is found in Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Both statutory and 
administrative laws are legally binding. When a lawsuit is brought before the courts, it is 
judged on the basis of both types of law. 

A diff erent type of copyright law, emphasizing the rights of the author, developed in 
continental Europe. Th e Berne Convention of 1886 “established mutually satisfactory uniform 
copyright law to replace the need for separate registration in every country” (American 
Research Libraries Timeline, 2007). Th e United States did not sign the treaty until 1988. In 
1893, two small bureaus, one of which grew out of the Paris Convention to Protect Industrial 
Property and the other out of the aforementioned Berne Convention, combined to form the 
United International Bureaux for the Protection of Intellectual Property (BIPRI). In 1967, 
BIPRI became the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and was absorbed by the 
United Nations in 1974. WIPO administers 24 treaties, one of which, the WIPO Copyright 
Treaty was signed by the United States as the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) of 
1998.

As mentioned above, both the DMCA and the Sonny Bono Act have been instrumental 
in bringing copyright law to the forefront of information ethics research. Under the 1976 law, 
copyright was held by a creator for a term of life plus 50 years. Th e 1998 Copyright Term 
Extension Act, also known as the Sonny Bono Act, extended copyright to life plus 70 years. 
Th e Act also extended copyright for works published before January 1, 1978 by 20 years for a 
total of 95 years (U.S.C 17, §302-304). Th is standard determines the timeline for when works 
move into the public domain. 

Th e 1976 Copyright Act
Th e copyright code of the United States is contained in Title 17 of the U.S. Code and its 

most recent revision is the 1976 Copyright Act. Th e revision, which was under consideration 
for over 20 years, was the direct result of advancements in photocopying technology. Sections 
101-108 of the Code are the most pertinent for libraries. Th e Code has been amended, but 
not revised, several times since 1976 by the passage of laws such as the Digital Millennium 
Copyright Act and the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988. It is diffi  cult to revise 
the entire code since copyright issues involve so many stakeholders with competing interests.

Th ere are seven sections of the 1976 copyright law that pertain to libraries—four directly, 
and three more indirectly: Section 106 states that the owner of the copyright has the exclusive 
right to reproduce his or her work. Section 107 describes the fair use doctrine. Reproduction 
by libraries and archives are described in section 108. Section 109(a) contains the right of fi rst-
sale without which libraries would not be able to exist. Section 109(c), 110(1), and 110(2) 
describe the public display, face-to-face teaching, and distance learning exceptions. Th is paper 
will focus on the fair use and library reproduction exceptions. 

According to Gilmer, the laws pertaining to photocopying for interlibrary loan were the 
most controversial part of this section, since some publishers worried that photocopying would 
lead to a reduction in sales. Th is was one of the motivations for Congress to convene the 
National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works (Gilmer, 1996). 
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National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works (CONTU)
Sometimes when Congress develops new laws or amendments, the committee responsible 

for the law will organize a group of advisers, often called a commission, to discuss the provisions 
of the new bill. In 1976, during the development of the new Copyright Act, Congress assembled 
the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works (CONTU) to 
formulate guidelines for the new law. Unlike statutory and administrative laws, these guidelines 
are not legally binding.

Th e CONTU Guidelines work according to a general rule of thumb known as the “Rule 
of Five” Guideline:

1- One calendar year
1- One periodical title
5- Five articles
5- Five Years

During one calendar year, a library may request and receive fi ve articles from one periodical 
title published within the last fi ve years. Th ere are several major limitations to the guidelines, 
but two deserve special mention. First, the Rule of Five does not cover periodicals older than 
fi ve years. Second, the guidelines only address articles in periodicals, not chapters in books or 
other materials.

Th e commission’s fi nal report consisted of several recommendations for changing the 
sections of the U.S. Code that related to libraries and archives. It also developed specifi c 
guidelines for interlibrary loan related photocopying. Even though the CONTU Guidelines 
do not have the force of law, following the recommendations helps librarians remain within 
the boundaries of fair use when requesting photocopies. Th is report might also be considered 
to serve as a list of ethical guidelines; however, as will be noted below, the guidelines are very 
limited in scope.

Th e various sections of Title 17 that pertain to libraries are explained in depth below. 
Th e descriptions show how nebulous copyright law can be when trying to apply it to real life 
situations that might arise in the library.

Section 106: What Does Owning Copyright Mean?
Section 106 of the Code describes what the copyright owner can do with a copyrighted 

work. He or she can reproduce it, make derivative works, and perform or display the work 
publicly. Th e provisions described in Sections 107 and 108 are exceptions to the rights 
outlined in Section 106. Even though it is not mentioned in the code, authors of journal 
articles usually transfer all rights of ownership to the publisher. Th is transfer of copyright raises 
ethical dilemmas for many librarians, since royalty fees paid to the publisher are not passed on 
to the creator of the work.

Th e following sections of the copyright code provide for limitations to the exclusive rights 
of copyright owners. Section 109 describes the right of fi rst-sale, without which libraries could 
not exist: “the owner of a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully made under this title, or any 
person authorized by such owner, is entitled, without the authority of the copyright owner, 
to sell or otherwise dispose of the possession of that copy or phonorecord” (U.S.C 17, §109). 
Th is allows libraries to lend materials to patrons. Section 107 describes one of the limitations 

•
•
•
•
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to exclusive rights that is available to all individuals and institutions, known as the doctrine of 
fair use. Section 108 contains an exclusion that is only available to libraries and archives.

Section 107: Fair Use
Fair use is one of the most diffi  cult areas of copyright law to understand. It is almost 

impossible to work in a library setting and not hear the term used from time to time. Fair use 
refers to a very specifi c provision of the copyright law which states:

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted 
work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other 
means specifi ed by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news 
reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or 
research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of 
a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include— 

the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial 
nature or is for nonprofi t educational purposes; 
the nature of the copyrighted work; 
the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copy-righted 
work as a whole; and 
the eff ect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copy-righted work. 
Th e fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a fi nding of fair use if such 
fi nding is made upon consideration of all the above factors (U.S.C 17, §107).

Th e doctrine of fair use is guided by the four factors enumerated in Section 107: purpose, 
nature, amount, and eff ect. Th e code attempts to clarify the limitations on the exclusive 
ownership rights of a copyright holder and determines when it is permissible for an institution 
to reproduce a copyrighted work. As noted above, the CONTU Guidelines were developed to 
help libraries remain within the boundaries of the law; however, many requests fall outside of 
the Guidelines.

Th e doctrine is not always easy to understand and its application is often cause for 
controversy. Th e explosion of new formats in the past 30 years has made the CONTU 
Guidelines somewhat obsolete. In 1997, the Conference on Fair Use (CONFU) failed to reach 
a consensus on fair use and electronic documents. Convened by the Clinton Administration’s 
National Information Infrastructure initiative in 1995, CONFU consisted of talks involving 
varied copyright stakeholders including librarians, teachers, publishers, and creators who 
divided into fi ve subgroups. Th e failure of the CONFU means that there continues to be no 
agreement on a defi nition of fair use. In the most general terms, “users thought the Guidelines 
were overrestrictive and copyright owners thought they were giving away too much” (Harper, 
CONFU Background, 1997). 

Th ere are other guidelines for various situations that librarians may use, including the 
Fair Use Guidelines for Electronic Reserve Systems and the Model Policy Concerning College 
and University Photocopying for Classroom, Research and Library Reserve Use. In his book 
on copyright, Copyright Law for Librarians and Educators, Kenneth Crews notes that these 
guidelines often have many problems, including a tendency to both narrowly construe the 

1)

2)
3)

4)
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law and to create rigidity in its application. Th is comes out of a need for the guidelines to be 
acceptable to many diverse groups with competing interests. 

Th ere are several steps involved in determining fair use that individuals and librarians 
must follow in order to remain within the boundaries of the law. It should be noted that the 
following discussion refers to reproduction of copyrighted work. As mentioned above, other 
uses that pertain to libraries are covered in other sections of the code. As with everything else 
regarding intellectual freedom and copyright, the steps for determining what libraries may 
copy are imprecise and not particularly helpful. 

Determining Copyright
Determining copyright should be straightforward, but often it is not. As mentioned above, 

the Sonny Bono Act (also known as the 1998 Copyright Term Extension Act) radically changed 
the timeline for moving works into the public domain. Most libraries use the ninety-fi ve year 
rule: “if an item was fi rst published more than ninety-fi ve years ago, it is fairly safe to assume 
it is in the public domain” (Hilyer, 2006:43). Once an item is determined to be covered by the 
copyright law, librarians must then decide if it can be copied under the doctrine of fair use or 
under Section 108 of the law which is described below.

Fair Use Factors
Fair use is determined by the four factors described in section 107 of the copyright code: 

purpose, nature, amount, and eff ect. Purpose simply means “What will the patron do with the 
copied item?” Will it be used commercially or in a non-profi t setting for education or research? 
According to Kenneth Crews in Copyright Law for the American Educator and Librarians, the 
law clearly favors nonprofi t, educational use. However, the nature of the institution (i.e., 
whether or not the institution is a nonprofi t public or academic library) does not mean that 
the item can be requested under fair use law even if the “purpose” factor is fulfi lled. All four 
factors must be weighed together. 

Th e second factor, the nature of the work, refers to the “characteristics and qualities” of the 
work (Crews, 2005: 46). Interestingly, Crews notes that courts tend to be more lenient with 
works of non-fi ction rather than fi ction. Th is is due to the belief that non-fi ction works are 
“exactly the types of works for which fair use can have the most meaning” (Crews, 2005, p. 
46). Inhibiting their wider dissemination would impede research and creativity.

Th e third factor discusses how much of a work can be copied. Th ere are certain occasions 
when an entire work can be copied, but these usually relate to the availability of a copy of the 
work and other extenuating circumstances. Th e discussion of Section 108 of the copyright 
code below mentions two circumstances where this might be permissible, including copying 
entire works for preservation and copying entire works for private study. 

Th e fourth factor, eff ect, refers to whether or not the library should simply buy the item 
rather than requesting it through interlibrary loan. Th is factor does not take willingness or 
ability to pay into account. By “eff ect,” the law means the eff ect on the market and, by extension, 
on the creator of the work. Crews notes that “eff ect” is closely linked to “purpose” but the rules 
are less clear in the area of education. “Th e hard reality is that even some educational uses have 
direct and adverse market consequences” (Crews, 2005, p. 50). Th is is particularly true when 
copying chapters in a book. 
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Section 108: Reproduction for Libraries and Archives
Section 108 describes the situations in which a library may copy a copyrighted work. 

Gilmer notes that Sections 107 and 108 are related but not identical. Section 107 pertains to 
everyone, while section 108 is only for libraries and archives (Gilmer, 1996). In order to be 
protected under this provision, libraries and archives must be open to the public and available 
to researchers—private libraries and constituent-only libraries are not covered (U.S.C. 17, 
§108(a)(2)). Th e employees of these public institutions are also specifi cally protected under 
Section 108. 

Crews divides the provisions for photocopying delineated in section 108 into three diff erent 
types of copies a library may make: copies for preservation, copies for private study, and copies 
for interlibrary loan (Crews 2005). Section 108 also states that libraries may not participate in 
interlibrary loan as a substitute for purchasing a subscription to a journal or ordering a copy of 
a book (U.S.C. 17, §108(g)(2)).

Several of the administrative laws in the Code for Federal Regulations clarify the statutory 
laws listed in Section 108 of the Copyright Law. Libraries may not copy musical works 
(interpreted as a musical compositions), materials generally considered to be fi ne art such as 
pictures or sculptures, or motion pictures and audiovisual works. Libraries may copy items that 
are not specifi cally prohibited including “audiovisual new programs” (U.S.C., §108(f )(3)). 

Copyright, Ethics and Librarianship
Copyright law and fair use seem to provide more questions than answers for information 

ethics. Issues regarding the meaning of intellectual property, moral rights, and the application 
of ethics to copyright law are discussed throughout library and information science literature. 
Th is section explores recent scholarship that specifi cally focuses on copyright, ethics, and 
librarianship. Th e fi rst two articles explore terms that are important to this area.

In a 2005 article, Roel provides a brief introduction to the idiosyncrasy of the term 
“intellectual property.” She notes that “intellectual activity and its ‘products’ cannot directly 
translate into capital in the less complex ways physical material objects produced from physical 
labor can” (Roel, 2005, p. 61). It is diffi  cult to give value to intellectual property. Do you 
account for the amount of time it takes to think of an idea? Th e pleasure a piece of artwork 
gives to people in a museum? Roel writes that the current system used to value intellectual 
property places too much weight on individual accomplishments and does not take the societal 
structures that surround the creator into account (Roel, 2005). It is easier for our capitalist 
system to view intellectual property as private property and “not credit the giants on whose 
shoulders the thinkers producing ‘new thought’ may stand” (Roel, 2005, p. 62). Th is is an 
issue for which librarians must account when paying royalty fees. Does it make sense to pay for 
private information whose fi ndings were funded by public monies?

Another term that appears often in discussions of intellectual property is moral rights. 
Th is comes from the French tem droit moral and provides the basis for copyright. It gives 
creators the power to control their work (Rosenblatt, 1998). In his article on copyright and 
the internet, Seadle provides two case studies regarding attribution (who created the work) 
and integrity (the work is what the author intended). Th ese are considered to be “rights of 
personality.” “Some part of the creator’s personality has gone into each original work, and 
that . . . element of personality cannot be sold or transferred any more than a human being 
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can be today” (Seadle, 2002, p. 124). Even though laws regarding moral rights are weak in 
the United States, the concept still raises ethical issues for librarians and should be considered 
when balancing the rights of creators against the rights of users.

Many articles on copyright and ethics in the library give advice on what professionals 
should do when faced with dilemmas or to protect themselves from copyright infringement 
claims. In an article for professional database searchers, an anonymous author writes about 
ethical quandaries that many document delivery services encounter: “who on the chain is 
responsible for payment to the [Copyright Clearance Center]? What procedure should we 
follow when a journal is not covered by the CCC? . . . And what do you do when you know full 
well that if you don’t deliver the protected document, someone else will?” (Anonymous, 1996). 
Th e author recommends that the searcher err on the side of caution by doing everything in his 
or her power to deliver the copyright fee to the copyright holder.

Good copyright policy is one of the easiest ways for libraries to protect themselves from 
copyright infringement lawsuits. Amen, Garrison, and Keogh’s article on developing policy 
notes that many institutions of higher education do not have campus-wide copyright policies. 
Th is is an area where librarians can provide leadership on their campuses and help bring all 
concerned parties together to create such a policy. Amen, et al., found the process of developing 
a copyright policy for their university diffi  cult and off er recommendations and resources in 
their article (Amen, Garrison and Keogh, 2001). In particular they note that institutions must 
maintain constant vigilance regarding copyright law. Th e importance of publicly available 
copyright policies and current awareness is also mentioned by Schneider in another article on 
copyright and ethics in academia (Schneider, 2001). 

In a 2003 article on copyright law and interlibrary loan, Nixon discusses a little known 
law that might have grave consequences on current library practice. Th e Uniform Computer 
Information Transactions Act (UCITA) is a model state law that enforces the shrink-wrap 
and click-wrap licensing agreements that are often found on computer software. Th e UCITA 
“validates the egregious license agreement terms . . . and allows license terms to override 
copyright fair use, library exemptions and other Copyright Act provisions” (Nixon, 2003, 
p. 76). Th is increases the threat of lawsuits against libraries. Clearly licensing issues are yet 
another area of ethical concern for librarians.

One of the most comprehensive articles on fair use and copyright notes that librarians 
are ethically obligated to comply with fair use; however, in a similar stance to Hauptman, the 
author writes that sometimes librarians should follow professional rather than legal standards. 
Pressman lists three areas in which librarians should not follow legal obligations. First, when 
institutions use sovereign immunity defense in cases of copyright infringement, librarians 
should not accept this unfair legal defense strategy. Second, librarians should always model 
fair use for their patrons. Finally, librarians should always be aware that technology is often far 
ahead of the law and should always argue in favor of fair use for their users (Pressman, 2008). 

Further Research
Ethics and copyright in the library setting is an area of intense interest for scholars. Issues 

regarding intellectual property and copyright are constant fi xtures in the day-to-day work of 
most information settings. Librarians and other information professionals are sensitive to the 
fact that while technology changes rapidly, the law does not. When the law does change, as 
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in the case of the Sonny Bono Act and the DMCA, it is often reactionary. Further research 
is needed on how librarians anticipate these changes. What do they do when current law or 
policy does not cover a given situation? How do librarians maintain awareness of current law? 
Librarians do have a Code of Ethics to follow, but as Pressman writes, it “does not explain how 
an LIS professional should interpret a provision in day-to-day practice” (Pressman, 2008, p. 
100) and does not help in the cases of confl icting values.

“Balance is key, and it is always the fundamental consideration in copyright” (McCord 
Hoff man, 2004, p. 113). Understanding how to maintain balance between the needs of the 
user and the rights of copyright owners is often diffi  cult but it is essential to the work of an 
LIS professional today. 
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e-Reserves and Copyright
Part II: Electronic Reserves Using Blackboard Course Management 

Software At Vanderbilt Divinity School 
(Public Services Interest Group)

by Bill Hook, Director, Divinity Library

Background
Slide 1: Session Title:* Several years ago the Vanderbilt University Library sought the 

advice of the University Counsel’s offi  ce about Fair Use vs. seeking copyright clearance with 
Electronic Reserves. While librarians generally hoped that the password-restricted access in 
Blackboard was suffi  cient to  negate the need for copyright clearances, the Counsel’s offi  ce took 
what (at the time) seemed an excessively conservative position: if it is mounted electronically, 
even in the controlled access of Blackboard, copyright fees must be paid (unless it is previously 
licensed for full-text access on campus).

Th is decision, disseminated to the campus as the university policy, put the library 
in the position of educating faculty about (and in some cases enforcing) this policy when 
participating as course-builders. It created a disincentive for the library to pro-actively seek 
such involvement, and encouraged a ‘don’t ask-don’t tell’ policy if faculty managed their Oak 
courses by themselves.

In this presentation, I will show some examples where MAT Trotter (our Public Services 
Coordinator) has been functioning as course-builder for several courses. Over the past two 
years, we have been seeking to expand our involvement with Blackboard and investigating 
what costs would be incurred when the library is present in the course. Six years ago, when 
the policy was fi rst implemented, we participated as a course-builder for ONE course, and the 
copyright costs incurred were $3,000—for that one course. At that point, the Dean directed us 
to back away from electronic reserves, solely due to the fi nancial implications. We decided two 
years ago to re-enter the fray, in an agreement with the Dean that the costs would be borne by 
the library budget rather than charged to the Dean (as is the standard practice).

*To view the PowerPoint presentation that accompnanied this session, visit www.atla.communities.com
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Th is fi rst example is a course where MAT had approached the faculty team off ering the 
course to see if they wanted her to assist with it. Initially they said no, they would manage 
it themselves. Some weeks into the semester they reversed themselves and asked MAT to 
assist. Upon establishing her connection as course builder with that course, she discovered 
that the faculty had mounted multiple PDF fi les constituting two entire books. She gently 
communicated to them that such large (indeed complete) sections of the text would not be 
approved by the copyright holders. We dismounted those fi les, and purchased two copies of 
these texts as e-books. (Fortunately both were available electronically.)

Slide 2: Oak Login page: Oak is the Vanderbilt local ‘brand’ name for Blackboard’s course 
management system. Students use their VUNET ID/password combination to login to their 
OAK access. Provisions are available to create passwords into OAK for community members/
auditors who may be enrolled in a course but are not VU students.

Slide 3: Upon Login, the student will see a page similar to this, listing all of the courses 
in which they are enrolled. MAT’s login page shows the courses for which she was a Course-
Builder, but the login listings students will see are very similar.

Slide 4: Just to illustrate, this slide is my own login page in OAK. Blackboard can create 
‘courses’ for a variety of functions, for example we use one to disseminate dissertation proposals 
for review, documents for review for faculty meetings. ‘OTH’ courses have been created for 
library system committees, with the listing illustrating that on some I am a committee member 
(student); on others I was a “course builder” as a committee leader.

Slide 5: Recap to Slide 3: Pointing to the course Readings in Liturgy and Preaching 
Course. One clicks on the course link, [goes to slide 4]. Here is the introductory course page: 
Announcements.

By and large our faculty does not actively using announcements. Th is page could be used 
to communicate last minute assignments, room changes, events in the community relevant to 
the course . . . but not much is done with this.

On the left of the screen, note the list on left side: Announcements, Instructor, Syllabus . . . 
Th is is the navigation pane to various elements of the course. If we click on Syllabus:

Slide 6: It is reasonably easy to construct a detailed syllabus in OAK – but again the 
practice for our faculty seems to favor creating their syllabus in Word, then just uploading that 
document, as we see here. Students upon clicking the link here, can view the word document, 
save it to their computer, print it out or just read it in OAK. [Click to open syllabus document. 
Scroll Word document to display MEETING 1: readings. Switch back to OAK display.]

Slide 7: Click on Course Documents to display the folders that correspond to the topic 
for each day of class.

Click on “Roots of Preaching” [go to slide 8]
Slide 8: Here we see the readings for the fi rst class session. [Toggle back and forth with 

syllabus]
 Note there are two readings on the syllabus that are NOT listed in OAK. One is a required 

text book, the other an 83 page reading -- “Holy Th ings”. Both of these are on paper reserve, 
at the Service Desk.

Note also there is one reading online, “Measures to Promote Revivals” that is not listed 
on syllabus . . . All of these readings in OAK are PDF fi les that were scanned and uploaded. 
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By university policy all such materials are funneled through the copyright clearance offi  ce (in 
VUL this function resides in the ILL department). Th is unit will request permissions and assess 
copyright charges against each class as directed by the copyright holder (typically based on the 
number of pages and the number of students in the class).

[Click on SYNAXIS.pdf link to illustrate how the PDF fi les appear in OAK]
Slide 9: Th e PDF fi le displays within the OAK interface. It can be printed (VUPrint 

charges $.04/page ) or saved locally, either to the student’s own computer or if on a library 
workstation to their USB disk.

Slide 10: Th is slide shows the Course Builder menu. Note at the top of the screen it 
indicates which course she is in. To add another article to the course, one would click on 
“COURSE DOCUMENTS”

Slide 11: Th is shows the edit page for the various folders that have already been created 
in the course. To add an item, she would click on the “Item” icon [arrow pointing to it on 
slide].

Slide 12: Note the breadcrumb trail at the top shows which course and folder in which 
she is working. Th e form asks for information about the document to be added, area 2 on the 
form shows where content is coming from, either by attaching a local fi le (browse to identify 
and upload), or link to licensed content with a URL.

Slide 13: Th is slide is from editing one of the existing readings, to illustrate how the brief 
title, and more expanded description are entered, then at the bottom of the screen it indicates 
the pdf fi le that was uploaded and is attached.

Slide 14: Let’s transition to another course, just to briefl y illustrate a diff erent way to 
structure the course, and also to show some links to licensed resources. Th is course has a 
minimalist structure/

Slide 15: Th e Syllabus is again uploaded as a Word fi le.
Slide 16: Th e Course Documents are more generically presented as folders for week 1, 

week 2 etc.
Slide 17: Th e readings for Week 1 show just two items. One is a Word document, not a 

PDF. As it was a forthcoming publication one of the faculty had written, no copyright fees 
would be needed here. Th e second is a relatively rare example of a reading where we have 
licensed online access to that journal. Rather than uploading a PDF, here she entered the URL 
for the link.

In this case the link is to a citation record in EBSCOHost from ATLA RDB; the full-text 
is from an ATLAS title, delivered within the OAK framework [move to Slide 18]

Slide 18: As before, the student can print or download the article to save locally. Th ey can 
email it to themselves or someone else. 

Slide 19: Here we switch to the readings for Week 5. Th e last entry in the list links to a 
NetLibrary e-book.

Slide 20: As before, the Netlibrary link is displayed within OAK. Again, as this is licensed 
content, no copyright charges apply here. One problem we’ve experienced with Netlibrary 
books in Oak is that (at Vanderbilt) these Netlibrary e-books were purchased through a regional 
consortia. In this purchase one single simultaneous user is all that is available (across the entire 
consortia). When put on course reserves, we fi nd that the book is usually “checked out” and 
unavailable to other students the day or so before the reading is due. As a practical matter then, 
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we’ve found that single user e-books do not work well for e-reserves. It has become our policy 
to purchase only e-books that allow multiple simultaneous users.

Slide 21: Financial costs are considerable 
In all the Divinity Library supported three courses in OAK for the 2008 fall semester. In 

the three courses there were a total of 27 students. Th e copyright costs assessed (to date as of 
June 2009) were $2,400. Th ese fees represent costs for only 44% of the 148 documents posted 
on OAK for these courses. Th e average cost/page comes to $1.37. Th e overall approval rate 
from rights holders was 68%, including both CCC and direct to publisher/rights holders. 
Th ese cost fi gures were obtained for this presentation by special inquiry, the Fall 2008 semester 
charges had not yet been billed as of end of the Spring Semester.

Our copyright clearance policy is clear, though the practices are problematic. Th e unit 
responsible for seeking clearances is overwhelmed by the volume of requests (for both e-reserves 
and classpaks). Priority is given to classpaks, since they are sold at the beginning of the semester 
in the university bookstore, so e-reserve clearances are not even close to contemporaneous.

In our environment, where copyright fees are to be paid for ANY document not licensed; 
scalability beyond a handful of courses/semester just does not seem feasible. We are supporting 
three of perhaps 45 courses/semester taught in the Divinity School. Th e cost per course is 
prohibitive on a larger scale.

e-Reserves and Copyright
Part III: Summary of Presentation on E-Reserves and Copyright 

(Public Services Interest Group) 
by Lora Mueller

Th e presentation* was given as part of a panel discussion along with two other presenters, 
Emily Knox from Rutgers University and Bill Hook from Vanderbilt University. Emily discussed 
ethics and copyright law and Bill discussed how his library builds courses for electronic reserves 
and the limitations of their budget for copyright permissions. Th eir budget for permissions 
and the university’s conservative stance on copyright and fair use limits the extent to which 
their library provides electronic reserves to the faculty that they serve.

Lora presented Pius XII Memorial Library of St. Louis University as having an electronic 
reserves department that serves diverse departments which includes the Th eological Studies 
Department and Aquinas Institute of Th eology. Aquinas Institute is a separate institution that 
enjoys a partnership with Pius XII Memorial Library.

During the 2009 fi scal year, 19% of the total electronic reserves course pages created by 
Pius XII Memorial Library were for the Th eological Studies Department and the Aquinas 
Institute. 14.1% of the total copyright fees were for the Th eological Studies Department and 
the Aquinas Institute.

Pius Library works to reduce copyright permission fees for electronic reserves. Some 
methods include: using more links to electronic journal articles and working closely with 
faculty in order to follow fair use guidelines.

*To view the PowerPoint presentation that accompnanied this session, visit www.atla.communities.com
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Th e SLU libraries use Docutek ERes Software to manage their electronic reserves. Th e 
advantages are: Access 24/7 / user friendly / course pages are password protected / ability to 
link from Blackboard (Learning Management System) / instructors can learn to use Docutek 
to post their own materials. Copyright Advantages: click directly through to CCC (Copyright 
Clearance Center) for permissions or Docutek generates permission letters to send to the 
publisher

Th e course management software at SLU is Blackboard, but because it was previously 
WebCT and that was absorbed by Blackboard a few years ago, we do not have the Blackboard 
e-reserves module. Our Center for Teaching Excellence supports Blackboard and strongly 
encourages faculty to use Docutek ERes for posting copyrighted materials for their courses. 
Advantages: Link from Blackboard to Docutek / fair use compliance /  
copyright permissions.

Th e Docutek ERes homepage for St. Louis University Libraries was shown on a slide and 
the various items accessed from that page were discussed briefl y.

Submitting materials for electronic reserves was presented with the following points:
Fair use guidelines must be followed
Fill in a request form and checklist for fair use
Submit source information with each item : from books: author, title, publisher, year 
For journals, journal title, article title, author, vol., issue, date and page numbers

Guidelines for determining fair use were discussed only briefl y because Emily had already 
presented these in her presentation.

the purpose and character of the use
the nature of the copyrighted work
the amount and substantiality of the portion used 
the eff ect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work. 

Some examples of fair use include but are not limited to: journal article, one or two chapters 
of a book, not more than 10% of the total work, a short poem, an excerpt, etc. 

We suggest using traditional reserves if there is a possibility that posting something would 
cause a copyright infringement.

Pius Library’s Electronic Reserves Request form and the Checklist for Fair Use developed 
by Kenneth D. Crews were briefl y discussed.

Th e password protected course page was presented with the copyright statement that 
students must agree to abide by when accessing course materials. Th e course password must be 
typed in for students to access the course page. Th is is one way to ensure that course materials 
are more within fair use guidelines.

An example of a course page was given and some of the documents that can be attached to 
a course page were discussed.

Some of the management aspects of Docutek ERes were introduced and boundaries such as 
visibility dates and passwords for course records help to keep materials posted to the electronic 
reserves website within the fair use guidelines.

Document management was discussed along with using Docutek ERes to click through to 
Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) to obtain permissions for the document. If CCC cannot 
give permissions, Docutek can generate a letter for a particular document that can be sent to 

•
•
•
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a publisher. An example of a CCC request was given, along with general follow up procedures 
for permissions.

Some problems with copyright permissions which were discussed included:
Publishers sometimes do not respond to permission requests.
It can be diffi  cult to fi nd the copyright holder especially within the short period of a 
semester.
Faculty request that materials be placed on E-Reserves as soon as possible.

Materials are posted as Request Pending.
Copyright permission is requested
If the request is denied, faculty have to be notifi ed, and the materials have to be 
removed from the course page within the semester.

Some faculty don’t realize that if a book is “out of print” it can still have a copyright 
holder and therefore be protected under copyright law. 
Faculty submit materials that exceed “fair use”. Th is can sometimes be a result of the 
previous mentioned item: the material is out of print, but it is still of value to the 
instructor’s course teachings.
Traditional reserves can be an option, but it can be tricky if the instructor only has one 
copy of the “out of print” book.

An example was given “When Permission is Denied”:
Two chapters of the book were posted. 
Th e two chapters used exceeded 10% of the total work. CCC recommended removing 
one chapter and resubmitting the request.
Th e instructor was notifi ed and told that we ordered a copy of the book. 
Th e instructor agreed to have us remove one chapter. 
We resubmitted permission request for the other chapter and informed the instructor 
that the book would be placed on traditional reserves as soon as it arrived in the library. 
Reserves can always request RUSH orders for faculty so that items will be available as 
soon as possible.
Although permission denials can cause a sticky situation with instructors, most 
instructors are very cooperative and work with us for a solution to the copyright 
permission dilemma. 

Some questions that were asked:
Password protection—Students do have to type in a password before accessing the 
course page.
How do we keep track of diff erent departments in order to bill them for copyright 
permission fees? We pay all copyright permission fees, so we don’t have to worry about 
that.
How do we keep track of repeated course materials? Docutek allows us to archive 
course pages and we keep the course pages archived for one year. When an instructor 
asks to have a course page repeated, we pull the page out of archives and make it visible 
for any student with the password. We copy a list of the documents on the course page 
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and then go into the course record and request permissions for all repeated documents 
that are copyrighted.
Why do we have to pay permissions for chapters from a book if they are authored by 
our faculty? Th e faculty sold their copyright to the publisher.

•
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Part 1—Research Habits of MDiv Students: 
Th e Tools Th ey Use and What Th ey Value in a Text

(Teaching and Learning Interest Group)
by Ruth Gaba, Concordia University,

In May of 1804, the Corps of Discovery left St. Louis and headed out to uncharted territory 
towards the Pacifi c Ocean. On the way, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark described about 
180 plants and 125 animals that scientists had not heard of before. In describing them, they 
drew pictures and noted behavior, but they did not scientifi cally estimate population, note 
internal anatomy, or study the impact each species had on its environment. 

I mention this in order to draw attention to what my study is and what my study is 
not. My study is one of discovery. I’m merely describing what Master’s of Divinity students 
say about their study methods and habits. And, for the sake of theological librarianship, I’m 
logging what has not been logged before. But this is a fi rst step—not a thorough scientifi c 
inquiry with quantitative results—so while I may be able to say that 28% of participants 
indicated that they regularly write in the library, the sample is much too small to generalize 
to seminary populations as a whole, and no steps have been taken to assure that this is a 
completely representative sample. 

Last year in Ottawa, I spoke mostly about my methods and goals. You can read about 
that in the ATLA Proceedings from 2008. Th is past April, I was privileged to speak at the 
Chicago Area Th eological Librarians Association’s spring conference, which focused on library 
as place. Th ere I spoke about students’ preferred environments for reading and writing, and 
what motivated them or discouraged them from using the library for such activities. A video 
of the power point with the live audio recording of that session is available online at http://
www.screencast.com/t/zurvrcJdOC. It is about 45 minutes long. In that presentation, I also 
provided a demographic snapshot of the students.

So far I have interviewed 68 students. I have 20 standard questions that I ask, covering four 
areas: reading, researching, writing and perception of their own institution’s library. 

Today I plan to focus on just two of those questions both in the area of research:

Starting with your fi rst step after getting an assignment explain your research process 
for a paper or presentation—this is after panicking after procrastinating, when you are 
actually ready to begin getting stuff  together.

Do you make use of Human Resources such as librarians, professors, or peers?

For the sake of clarifi cation—and this is what I tell students in the group who ask—a 
research paper is any assignment where it is up to the student to identify two or more resources 
for the purpose of writing or speaking on a topic. Th is is not book reviews, personal refl ections, 
or assignments where they need to compare and contrast readings they are assigned in their 
course materials. 

In looking at these questions I am going to consider the following:
What tools or people do they use to identify resources?
What do they value in a text when they are selecting it for use?

•

•

1)
2)
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Th e tools they use:
Th ey do use internet search engines: Google, Yahoo, etc., but they are fairly sophisticated 

in their use of them—unlike the freshman that I get to teach where I have to explain how to 
search more critically. Seminary students are already pretty critical about it. As one student 
put it: 

I start, I Google important search terms or criteria that I’m unaware of, and after I’ve 
read enough stuff  that actually has no credibility what so ever, about what I’m going to 
be doing, I at least think I have a basic understanding of what people think about what 
it is that I’m doing, even if it’s like random people. So that kind of gives me an idea of 
how to better do my research . . . I might even be able to tell from this what publishers 
or types of organizations are best suited to do the type of research that I want to do.

Th ey will also make use of book sellers like Amazon and Barnes & Noble online. A lot 
of them are looking at things that let them search in the book. Google Scholar and Google 
Books they would use not just to identify resources, but when they are drilling down in the 
research. Some will go there to fi nd something current and then will mine the bibliography of 
those works online. So what they are searching in Google Books is the bibliography of a book 
they may not even use, but they want to see what that author used. A lot of them make use of 
citation-chasing.

Th e library catalog is used extensively. Th ey start almost uniformly with keyword searching, 
but some will go from the keyword searching and look at the subject headings. Th ey will do 
sideways searching, where they click on the subject heading and bring together other sources 
that are there. Catalogers are still vital to the research process, and I’m believing this more and 
more as I’m listening to the students, though one student noted: 

Th e online card catalog really kind of has limited ability as far as the value of the 
source. I think you fi nd that more in looking at books and then articles to see what 
citations they use and you can fi nd good stuff  that way.

So there is that critical thinking that is there. 
Article databases are not used as much as the catalog. It depends a lot on the culture of the 

school. One focus group had eight people around the table and almost every one of them went 
on like this: “I fi nd the ATLA Religion Database to be completely unnecessary at this level. I 
mean, I’m basic enough I don’t need to use articles.” Some of them said it was diffi  cult to use; 
some of them said they couldn’t stand it. One student said:

I didn’t remember it existing my entire junior year. I’m sure it came up in orientation, 
but I got to this year and I fi gured, as long as I haven’t needed it . . . I haven’t really 
looked at it.

Two months later, at another school, a student said: “I love, love the ATLA religion 
database.” So it depends on the school, the perspective of the students, and what the professors 
require. I’m fi nding, by and large, that students prefer books. And their favorite way to fi nd 
useful books is to locate one or two sources in the catalog, or, if they know enough about how 
the collection is organized, to go straight to the shelves. Th is is especially true of exegetical 
research. As one student from Concordia Th eological Seminary in Ft. Wayne said:
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I’ll go and grab commentaries. I’ll try to do like three diff erent Lutheran commentaries, 
two that are confessional one that is kind of off  color, and then I’ll grab a couple ones 
that I know defi antly aren’t Lutheran and are off  the wall, so that way I have something 
to argue against in my paper.

Th is student doesn’t even bother with the catalog, he goes straight to the shelves, knowing 
from his bibliographic instruction that the books are placed in canonical order.

Th ere are some who will actually make use of library reference books. At one school, a 
lot of the students had come from the undergraduate program in the school and were taught 
that these resources were available. Now, as seminary students, they will go to the biblical 
dictionaries and religious encyclopedias and they will use the outlines to help them form their 
paper and they will chase the citations from there. 

Another tool that students will use is the course materials themselves. Several students 
cited reading lists provided by their professors, bibliographies in their primary textbooks, 
and recommended reading lists included in the syllabuses as tools they use to locate more 
resources.

I seldom ever go past the syllabus ‘cause the professors are familiar with those books, 
and he or she would not have had those books on the syllabus if they didn’t think they 
were valuable, and I’m sitting here thinking overload, overload, overload—all this stuff  
is available, you get all this information, and how do you put it all together where your 
syllabus tends to limit you and yet you can write a satisfactory paper within the limits 
of that syllabus? So it saves a lot of work where I’m concerned, because they have done 
part of the work for you.

Th e professors themselves: For several students, the fi rst step will be to ask the professor 
directly: “What is the best resource you have read on this topic that I want to do?” Th ey will 
take that resource and chase the bibliography to enhance the paper. Some of them caution that 
talking to professors can be risky because they will take you down their path. Some will do it as 
an absolute last resort. Th ey will talk to peers fi rst, but if all their peers are confused, too, then 
they will ask their professors. As one student put it:

I’ll ask my professors—it’s their topic. And some of my peers that I trust, if they are 
working on the same topic; and when I’ve had recourse, the library staff  who are most 
helpful.

Th is international student had a unique perspective on seeking help from human 
resources:

Being new to the culture, what I think can happen sometimes is that my professor lets 
me feel as if I’m incompetent to handle the subject and will cause me to get a lower 
grade, so I don’t usually venture that route. I’ll ask priests from the congregation I will 
send out a few e-mails from my congregation.

I’ve found when students mentioned talking to librarians, it tended to be more to the 
point of locating a resource. Th ere is a good deal of writing that has been done about what 
freshmen do when looking for information. One of the studies points out that one of the fi rst 
things you need to do with freshman students is separate the ideas of identifying a resource 
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and locating that resource. Point out that these are two diff erent steps. We tend to think as 
reference librarians in that we are here to help students identify resources, but many of the 
students think that we are only there to help them locate what they have identifi ed. Th ere is a 
disconnect between our professional self-image and the image that students have of us.

Th ose are the tools students use. At this point I can’t really say which tools are more popular. 
Th at will come in the next phase of research.

As far as what students value in a text, this fall into two categories: convenience and trust.
For many students, it is convenient to use the texts that they own. For example, in the 

seminaries students are encouraged to buy required texts. One seminary I went to was a Catholic 
seminary, and the students had a class on Mariology. Th ere were nine required textbooks for 
that class. Often the dioceses paid for their books, so most felt no burden in buying the nine 
books. Later, when they take another class and need to say something about the Virgin Mary, 
why on earth would they go to the library when they already own nine books on the topic? As 
one student said:

I have a book-buying problem, which is great for research, because sometimes I already 
have lots of theology books.

Another convenience factor is whether or not the library owns the book. A lot of students 
like to browse the stacks. Th ey are not going to go beyond what is found on the shelves. What 
is on the shelf is satisfactory and good enough. When you are thinking of acquisitions, this is 
something to consider. Most of your students do not want to do Interlibrary loan. Th ey are 
not going to go the extra mile. You will have some of those students, but for the typical MDiv 
student that is just trying to knock out papers, whatever is on the shelf is what they are going 
to use. As one student put it:

If I have to order 10 or 12 ILL books for a topic, it probably isn’t worth the trouble.

Th ere is a minority who value what they can get in full-text online. If they own a Libronix 
library collection and are doing an exegetical paper, whatever they have in Libronix is what 
they use fi rst, because they can copy the text into their paper for quotes and the citations come 
with it. What could be easier?

Th e second actor in valuing a text is a matter of trust. Some of the earlier quotes addressed 
this issue. Is the text that they came across cited in a trusted source like the primary textbook 
or a reading list? Is it recommended by the professor, either personally or in the course reading 
material? Th ey will look at the church affi  liation of the author or the publisher to decide if 
this something they can use. For the more conservative church bodies, the students have a fear 
of using a resource that their professor isn’t going to accept. Students may select a text that is 
off -the-wall to argue against in their paper, but they are very conscience of the fact that they 
have to have sources that are in accord with their own church doctrines. Th is is more vital to 
them than currency or ease of accessibility. Students will look for primary sources. Currency is 
considered but seems to be less important to theological students.

Here is one last quote to spur some thinking. Sometimes people will say things in group 
interviews that will confound you, and this is one of those. Th e student is describing his 
searching method:
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I’ll do a keyword search in the catalog. Th en I’ll go see which of the books are there. 
I’ll try and go with more current resources, and then, depending on how that is going, 
I might talk to another professor or student and see what they have for suggestions. In 
my ideal world, I would never have to fi nd sources. I just much prefer reading what’s 
there than trying to fi gure out what is there. Maybe I’m not particularly good at using 
the resources we have . . . I totally understand that that’s not totally realistic and that 
that will probably never happen, but I think that is probably the hardest part about 
doing research, is trying to get a sense of what resources exist and how good they are 
and how they relate to each other.

When I heard this I thought, that’s not the hardest part about research . . . that is research! 
But perhaps, in the student’s mind, it is a lot for them to just absorb what their churches are 
teaching, to get a grasp on church history and practice, and to keep up with the readings. Th e 
idea that they have to go out and hunt for resources seems like an extra burden to them. I don’t 
know what you want to do with that thought. I leave that entirely to you. But it is something 
to think about.

I’m not sure that I feel quite ready to make conclusions, but I will tell you what the next 
steps are in my research process. I will take this qualitative data and turn it into some sort of 
survey where we can get a broad scope of what students value, how many value it, and how 
important they think it is. Is it important in every case, or just some of the time? Th is would 
be done again in CATLA, because they are sponsoring this study. Th ey are my study fi eld 
and I have not ventured beyond the Chicago area. At this time, I’m leaning towards my fi nal 
outcome being a book.

As I’ve been listening to students, a few thoughts have come to mind. In the realm of 
how are librarians most useful to students, the reference librarian seems to be less and less of 
that vital resource we all think it is. Instead, it’s the cataloger who puts those subject headings 
together and makes sure that all the similar books are found together on the shelf. Catalogers 
are so important to students, though most students don’t know you are there. But they do rely 
on subject headings and similar things being put together on the shelf.

Instruction is important. So if you can give them instruction, it will help. But there are 
some diffi  culties. Young, fresh-out-of-college seminary students tend to think that a required 
bibliographic instruction class is a waste of their time. Th ey think, “I just got a degree I should 
know how to do research,” so they miss out on some of the important tools. Th e second-
career students come in a little more hungry. Th ey kind of feel like fi sh out of water; for 
some of them, the last time they wrote a paper, it was on a typewriter. Th ey seem to be more 
accepting of those required bibliographic courses. Th e required courses still have infl uence. 
Older students specifi cally mentioned wanting to learn how to drill into a bibliographic record 
and use subject headings.

Another thing is, if they are talking more to peers and professors, maybe our eff orts need 
to go in two places. Th e more we can sell the faculty on what the library has to off er, the more 
they will send the students there. I realize that this is a diffi  cult thing in a lot of institutions, to 
get that relationship with the faculty, but it may direct more of the students to the library.

Th e other thing, and I think they are highly undervalued, are your own student workers. 
Th ey act as your library ambassadors. If you take the time to teach them about services available 
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and how to use the databases, and even some basic reference things, their peers are going to be 
more likely to go to them than to a professional who is behind the desk, who didn’t sit in class 
with them the last hour. 

Part 2—Make Learning Stick: Memorable Learning
(Teaching and Learning Interest Group) 

by Barbara Carnes, Carnes and Associates, Inc. and Webster University

Introduction
 One day, a fellow trainer, Dora Johnson, and I were sharing our frustrations because our 

trainees so often forgot what they learned and didn’t use it. We did some research and wrote a 
book that’s now classic: Making Training Stick, which was closely followed by a second book, 
Making Training Stick: A Training Transfer Field Guide. Dora passed away 3 years ago, and I 
have now written one by myself, Making Learning Stick, which will be published in December 
of this year.

I have been a consultant for 20+ years now, and I’m also a university professor. While I 
think there’s been some improvement, a lot of times what gets learned in the classroom never 
makes it past the door (or the electronic portal, for online classes). But I’ve found from my 
research—as well as my own experience—there are some things we can do to increase the 
chances that learners will use what they learn. 

Th e purpose of this presentation and paper is to provide research-confi rmed, user-friendly, 
low-cost transfer-enhancing techniques with step-by-step instructions, so that when librarians 
conduct training on various topics, they can easily increase the value of what they provide and 
learners will put to use more of what they learn.

Training Transfer 
Transfer of training is defi ned as the application on the job of knowledge, skills, and 

attitudes learned from training and the subsequent maintenance and use of them over a certain 
period of time. 

A lot of empirical research studies have been conducted, and certain factors that play 
a signifi cant role in the transfer of training have been identifi ed. Th ere is a need for more 
research on other factors that may also play a role. Th e majority of factors mentioned in my 
book are supported by multiple empirical research studies. Th ese factors are grouped into 
three key categories: Learner Characteristics, Organizational Environment and Support, and 
Training Design. 

Th e following model shows the training transfer process: before, during, and after the 
learning event. Th is model is a modifi cation of a model fi rst presented by Baldwin and Ford 
(1988) with later modifi cations proposed by various other researchers (Machin and Fogerty, 
2003; Kontoghiorghes, 2004). Th e categories in the model have been modifi ed slightly from 
those proposed by Burke and Hutchins in their recent integrative review of research on training 
transfer (2007). 
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Each of the factors in the model increases or accelerates the likelihood that transfer will 
occur. It should be noted, though, that in theory and in practice, some training transfer 
can occur irrespective of each factor in the model. Even the worst training design, the most 
unsupportive environment, and learners without characteristics supportive of transfer may still 
result in the transfer of learning to the job. Th e more factors that are present, however, the 
more likely it is that more of the learning will be used on the job. Th e spiral arrows attempt to 
show this acceleration factor. 

Here is a brief explanation of what is meant by each factor: 

Trainee Characteristics
Most workplace learning professionals tend to think of the trainee as a blank slate, with 

lots of prior experience and knowledge but without other signifi cant distinguishing qualities 
and characteristics. Yet, considerable research indicates that trainees with certain characteristics 
are more likely to transfer their learning to their jobs. A survey of 170 workplace learning 
professionals (Hutchins and Burke, 2007) found that the factors listed here are not widely 
recognized as being linked with training transfer, but research shows that they are. 

Cognitive ability refers to general mental ability. People with higher cognitive ability are 
better able to retain the information and therefore transfer it to the workplace.

Self-effi  cacy is the belief an individual has about their ability to perform a particular task. 
Closely related to self-confi dence, individuals with higher levels of self-effi  cacy are more likely 
to believe that they can perform new skills and are more likely to use supportive behaviors so 
that they do transfer more skills learned in training to their jobs. 

Pre-training motivation refers to the learner’s interest before the training in learning the 
training content and applying it to his or her job. Internal motivation to learn and apply the 
learning is more likely than external motivation to result in transfer. External motivators such 
as rewards and incentives have not been found to produce higher levels of transfer to the 
job. Note: Performance appraisals are an aspect of the Accountability factor, another Trainee 
Characteristic, and so are not an aspect of this factor. 

Some learner personality characteristics were found to be related to better training transfer. 
Learners with positive mental emotional states (commonly referred to as positive attitudes) 
were more likely to transfer learning to their job, and learners with negative mental emotional 
states were less likely to do so.

Trainees who were open to new experiences were found to be better able to capitalize on 
learning successes, to acquire skills faster, and to transfer the new skills to their jobs. 

Extroversion, or rather the specifi c aspect of extroversion that involves the tendency to 
verbalize thoughts and feelings, seems to be related to training transfer. Th is is not necessarily 
to say that only extroverts are more likely to transfer learning to the job, however. Trainees 
who tend to be more introverted benefi t from having extroverts in training with them because 
the extroverts tend to increase verbalization of strategies and applications, leading to more 
“cognitive sharing” so that all training participants benefi t. Th ere is a need for more research 
on this factor, but it does seem reasonable. 

Learners are more likely to transfer learning to the job when they believe that the new skills 
will be useful to them in their jobs. Put another way, when trainees perceive that they need to 
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improve their job performance in areas related to the new skills being taught, they are more 
likely to transfer their training to the job.

Trainees with personal career plans that they update regularly are more likely to transfer 
their learning. Th ey are able to see potential benefi ts of the training, long-term as well as short-
term, more acutely. 

Learners who identify with workplace groups (departments, work units) and are committed 
to the organization tend to transfer their learning to their jobs. Th ere is a relationship between 
identifi cation with workplace groups and the desire to gain and use new work-related 
knowledge. 

Training Design
Instructional designers and trainers have intuitively known that certain elements of a good 

training design lead to better learning in the classroom. Research studies indicate that these 
elements have also consistently been found to lead to higher levels of training transfer to the 
job. 

Objectives or goals for the learning that are explicitly communicated to trainees shows 
them what performance is expected. When these are present in the learning, there are higher 
levels of training transfer. When trainees receive the objectives in advance of the training, they 
are likely to have even higher levels of transfer. 

When the learning content is relevant and specifi c to the trainee’s job duties, it is more 
likely to be applied to the job. Th e goals, the materials, and the skill practices should be 
adapted not only for the industry and the employer but also for specifi c job titles/duties. 

 When participants have opportunities to practice skills in the training and receive feedback 
on their practice, they are more likely to transfer the training to their jobs. Specifi cally, mental 
rehearsal (“what would you do if ” scenarios) and behavioral practice strategies (role playing) 
have the strongest correlations with transfer. Distributing practice sessions throughout the 
training rather than concentrating them in one part of the learning event also results in higher 
levels of transfer.

Behavior modeling, that is, showing participants the desired performance or behavior 
either via audiovisual or in-person demonstration, enhances transfer. Transfer is increased even 
more when key aspects of the demonstrated performance are described to the trainees. 

Error-based examples are the fl ip side of behavior modeling. In an error-based example, 
participants are shown ineff ective behaviors or they are shown demonstrations of desired 
and undesired performance mixed together. Trainees who participate in these types of 
demonstrations are more likely to transfer their learning to the job.

Certain self-management instructional strategies have been found to increase training 
transfer. Two main types of strategies have the most research support: goal-setting and the self-
management model called relapse prevention. With both strategies, close to the conclusion 
of the training, participants envision how they will use the skills learned and they develop a 
strategy for doing so. 

Organizational Environment and Support—Before and After Training
Before and after training, the support of key individuals and the overall climate or culture 

of the organization, including certain organizational practices, are linked with higher levels of 
training transfer. 
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Trainees who understand how the strategic direction and goals of the organization are 
linked with the training content seem to be more likely to use on the job what they have 
learned in training. More research is needed on this factor, though.

Trainees’ supervisors who show their support for the training both before and afterwards 
infl uence trainees’ transfer of skills to the job. Certain specifi c activitie—discussing the learning 
with the trainee, participating in the training or a shortened version of it, and providing 
encouragement and coaching—have been shown to lead to better transfer. Other supervisor 
activities may also play a role and are being researched. 

Accountability refers to the extent that management, including the trainee’s boss, other 
members of management, and/or the organizational culture, expects learners to use what they 
learn and holds them responsible for doing so. Th is can be accomplished through performance 
expectations and reviews, requiring learners to report afterwards on their experience and their 
learning, and, conversely, providing sanctions for failure to use learned skills on the job. More 
research is needed on this factor, however. 

Trainees’ peers exert a strong infl uence on their transfer of skills and knowledge. Networking 
with peers prior to a learning event helps them understand the value of the learning and specifi c 
ways it can be utilized on the job. Sharing ideas afterwards about course content, applications, 
challenges, and successes exerts strong infl uence on trainees’ use of skills and knowledge on 
the job.

Th e opportunity to perform new skills very soon after returning from training has a strong 
infl uence on whether trainees consistently use their learning. What we use, we remember. 
Several studies have found that this factor is the strongest transfer infl uence and the absence of 
it is the greatest impediment to transfer. 

A climate within the organization that supports training transfer is more likely to produce 
individuals who transfer their learning to their jobs. Cues and reminders such as job aids, 
strategically placed posters, newsletter reminders, and so on prompt trainees to use their new 
skills. Feedback and encouragement provided by supervisor and peers, positive consequences 
for using skills correctly, and remedial assistance when the skills are not used also play a part 
in a positive transfer climate. 

Future research will undoubtedly reveal other factors that infl uence training transfer. Some 
research has been conducted on motivation to learn and motivation to transfer, as well as 
extrinsic vs intrinsic motivation. More research is needed, however, to determine the exact role 
these factors may play in training transfer. Over-learning and cognitive overload show some 
relationship to training transfer, but more research is needed here as well. 

Locus of control, that is the extent to which a participant believes he or she has control of 
his or her own destiny and outcomes, has been found in some studies to be related to transfer 
of training; however, other studies have found no relationship. 

Techniques To Integrate Education (TIEs)
TIE is an abbreviation for Technique to Integrate Education. TIEs are easy to use with 

new learning programs and with already-developed training. Th e purpose of each TIE is to 
increase the transfer of the participants’ learning to their jobs, so the learning sticks. All of the 
TIEs are based on research. All of the TIEs are low-cost, low-budget. Th e description of each 
TIE contains step-by-step instructions, the “downside” when the TIE might not be eff ective, 
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variations, and other TIEs that could easily be combined with it. Th e detailed instructions will 
be a quick reference to minimize prep time for the workplace learning professional. Use the 
TIEs in this book as-is, adapt them, or use them as a springboard to create new TIEs. 

To summarize, Ties are:

Step-by-step instructions to make the learning stick
Easy to use
Low-cost or no-cost
Used with new or existing learning
Used regardless of training topic
Adaptable for classroom, e-learning, webinar, teleclass, coaching session 

Th ere are over 100 TIEs. Following are four that seem to be a good fi t for the training that 
ATLA members are likely to conduct.

A PowerPoint fi le containing information on four TIEs that are suited to librarian-provided 
training is available to ATLA members at http://communities.atla.com. For more information 
on this topic, please see: http://www.MakeTrainingStick.com, and/or the references listed 
below.
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How Can Cataloging and Catalogs Evolve and Respond to Expanded 
User Expectations for Search and Retrieval?

(Technical Services Interest Group)
by

Lynnette Fields, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

Th e world of information is changing at an unprecedented rate. Th is could be an alarming 
time for catalogers, or an exciting time. Catalogs and cataloging are changing to embrace the 
new information world we live in, but not fast enough for many of our users. Th e 2003 OCLC 
Environmental Scan: Pattern Recognition identifi ed the 21st century “information consumer” 
and stated the three characteristics that “information consumers” share: self-suffi  ciency, 
satisfaction, and seamlessness. 

Our world is becoming increasingly self-suffi  cient. People of all ages are spending more 
time online doing things for themselves that used to be done for them, for example, online 
banking, online shopping, and using Expedia instead of a travel agent. Th is self-suffi  ciency 
spills over to the library. Many patrons now use Google instead of asking a reference librarian 
for help.

Studies by OCLC and other groups confi rm that “information consumers” are happy with 
the information they fi nd themselves on the Internet. A 2002 study by Outsell found that 
78% of those surveys said the Web provides ‘most of what they need’. As librarians, we know 
that all information on the Web is not credible, and it is very likely that they might be missing 
out on valuable information, but the bottom line is that our patrons are happy with what they 
fi nd on their own.

Today’s college students grew up with computers. Computers are not technology to them, 
they are a way of life. College students do not divide their day up into study, work and play, as 
older generations did and still do.  Many college students regularly play video or online games 
anytime and anyplace. Libraries are the opposite of this seamless world. Many libraries still 
have banks of computers designated for certain functions, for example computers dedicated 
to the OPAC, computers to access the libraries electronic content, computers for email, word 
processing, etc. (OCLC 2004)

In 2005 OCLC did another study focused on college students’ perspective of libraries: 
College Student’s Perspectives of Libraries and Information Resources. Some of their fi ndings were: 
college students usually use search engines to begin an information search, not the catalog; 
93% were satisfi ed with their search results; they like self-service, they don’t want to ask the 
librarians for help; and many college students are not using the electronic resources off ered by 
their libraries. (OCLC 2006)

Th e most recent user study by OCLC, Online Catalogs: What Users and Librarians Want, 
looked at what librarians want in an online catalog in addition to our users want. One of the 
key fi ndings was that users want a seamless fl ow from discovery to delivery. Th ey want to know 
immediately if the item is available, and if it is available, how to obtain it. For online materials 
users want direct links, or easy access to the online content. Th e study also found that users rely 
on and expect enhanced content including covers, summaries/abstracts and tables of contents. 
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Another interesting fi nding was that although users want to be able to do a simple Google-like 
search and get results that exactly match what they are looking for, they also want to be able to 
do advanced guided searches to narrow the results to a more manageable size.

Another key fi nding from Online Catalogs: What Users and Librarians Want, was that 
users and librarians approach catalogs purposefully. Users use the catalog to fi nd and obtain 
information and library staff   use the catalog to carry out work responsibilities. Th e study also 
pointed out that library staff  and users have diff erent perceptions of data quality. Library staff ’s 
perceptions about data quality are infl uenced by classic principles of information organization, 
while user’s expectations of data quality are infl uenced by their experiences on web sites. 
(OCLC 2009)

It is a general consensus that what our users really want is information now, all in one place, 
and they don’t want to have to go to the library to get it. Catalogs and cataloging can’t solve 
this; it can only be accomplished if everything is digitized. We are certainly not there yet, but 
until we get there, we can try to make our catalogs a little easier for our users.

Currently Google and Amazon handle misspelled words much better than most of our 
online catalogs. If a user was looking for works by Jane Austen, but spelled it Austin instead, 
Google and Amazon know they are looking for Austen, and return those search results, without 
even a “Did you mean Austen?” But unfortunately, if a user was really looking for Jane Austin, 
neither Google or Amazon give them results. If the Austen search spelled ‘Austin’ is done in 
most OPACs, the works of Jane Austin will be retrieved, but not the works of Jane Austen.

As librarians, we know that libraries need to move toward interfaces that users like to use 
and interfaces that they understand. Change is underway, but it is progressing very slowly. 
Many libraries are looking at ‘Next Generation Catalogs’. Most ‘Next Generation Catalogs” 
run on top of the existing ILS, and have interfaces that look more like Google and Amazon 
than traditional online catalogs. 

Some features of most ‘Next Generation Catalogs’ are: keyword searching; relevance 
ranked search results; ‘Did you mean’ prompts; item recommendations; RSS feeds; display 
user feedback; enhanced content such as cover art, table of contents, reviews, and user tagging. 
(Singer 2007)

Th ere are several ‘Next Generation Catalogs’ currently in development. We will take a brief 
look at four: Endeca, VuFind, OCLC’s WorldCat Local, and the eXtensible Catalog (XC).

Endeca works with an existing ILS system. Some of its most notable features are: a simple 
uncluttered interface, faceted search results, and search results ranked by relevance. North 
Carolina State University went live with their Endeca catalog in January 2006. (Pennell 
2008)

VuFind is open source software developed by Villanova University. Its features include: 
faceted search results; ‘more like this’ suggestions; author biographies; persistant URLs that 
allow users to bookmark their queries; and translations in Brazilian Portuguese, Chinese, 
Dutch, French, German, Japanese and Spanish. (VuFind)

OCLC’s WorldCat local has been billed as a “complete discovery-to-delivery tool”. Some 
of its features are: a single search box; language interfaces in Chinese, Dutch, English, French, 
German and Spanish; direct links to electronic content, circulation activities and resource 
sharing options; user contributed reviews, ratings and lists; and navigation links to local 
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services such as OpenURL resolvers and virtual reference.  Unlike most other ‘Next Generation 
Catalogs’, WorldCat Local does not sit on top of the ILS.  And, the record being searched is 
the record in the WorldCat database, not the record in the local online catalog. Th is may cause 
problems if local records have extensive edits, enhanced content, corrections, etc.

For examples of these “Next Generation Catalogs” please see the link to the Powerpoint 
presentation that was presented at the conference.

Th e eXtensible Catalog (XC) began development at the University of Rochester. Th e XC 
team is in the fi nal stages of making the XC software available. (Extensible) Th e eXtensible 
Catalog is a suite of open-source applications that will run along-side a library’s ILS to allow 
seamless connections to other web applications. Th e eXtensible Catalog should provide easy 
access to all resources; the ‘one-stop shopping” our users are looking for. Th e eXtensible 
Catalog will not only present the ‘discovery layer’, it will also convert legacy MARC metadata 
into XML. (Bowen 2008) Th is will help us get to RDA’s Scenario 1, an object-oriented, linked-
data, Semantic Web approach to the library catalog.

In the end, proper functionality comes down to the metadata underneath. No matter what 
front end you have, if the cataloger leaves off  an access point, makes a typo, etc., the user won’t 
fi nd everything they are looking for.

Th ere are a number of ways that cataloging can evolve to respond to expanded user 
expectations for search and retrieval:

Spend less time on cataloging the easy stuff : 
Th is can be done by getting more records from outside sources such as publishers, 
vendors, jobbers, etc.

Spot check the records we get from outside sources, focusing on access:
We no longer have the luxury of looking closely at every record, but we do need to 
make sure that things like FRBR relationships and appropriate access points are in 
records when needed.

Work toward RDA Scenario 1.
Spend more time on:

Ensuring that the indexing and displays are correctly set up in our traditional or 
“Next Generation” catalogs
Automated authority control
Working with system vendors to provide links to cover art, links to tables of content, 
summaries, reviews, and searchable links to user metadata.
Cataloging unique local works
Cataloging ‘collected’ websites
Cataloging hidden non-print material
Preparing for RDA and whatever the ‘next metadata carrier’ will be to replace 
MARC

Be open to new things
Research new ideas as they are developed
Continue to have standards and follow those standards
Remember that we are cataloging for our users.
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Topics in World Christianity
(World Christianity Interest Group

Th e session was divided into three parts: 1) a discussion of resources pertinent to World 
Christianity; 2) a discussion facilitated by Ron Crown and David Stewart, managing co-editors 
of Th eological Librarianship, of ideas for and possible contributors to a “global” issue; and 3) 
the business meeting. A bibliography resulting from the discussion of resources will be posted 
on the WCIG web page: http://www.atla.com/wcig/.
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“What Does Th is Have to Do With Me?”
Challenges of Relevance in Th eological Education

by
Luther E. Smith, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Church and Community

Candler School of Th eology, Emory University

Th irty-eight years ago, as a second-year student at Eden Th eological Seminary, I faced 
Eden’s academic assessment process that determined if and how a student would be permitted 
to complete the fi nal year of his or her M.Div. degree. Th is was called the second-year oral 
exam. By its name, it sounds as if Eden was concerned about students’ dental health. Believe 
me, the students’ anxiety about this assessment of a student’s readiness to complete theological 
studies was much higher than the anxiety most of us have about going to the dentist.

Each student met with two faculty members and a third-year student to answer any 
questions the committee might pose about any and all aspects of one’s theological education to 
that point in time. Th e committee could ask a student to demonstrate knowledge about specifi c 
courses or to demonstrate the ability to integrate their course knowledge with professional 
identity and practices. Anxiety was fueled by the fact that this was not a perfunctory process. 
Some students failed, often with severe requirements that had to be met before another chance 
at the exam. Or, in their failure, they were dismissed from the school. Some students passed, 
but with the conditions that they enroll in specifi c courses or receive counseling or both. And 
the rest of the students passed without requirements.

In preparation for this exam, I reviewed all my class notes and books. I felt ready to engage 
the exam committee in a discussion about this material and its signifi cance to ministry. And 
the fi rst hour and fi fteen minutes of this process was splendid. Th en came the question that 
I anticipated, but was not prepared to answer adequately. One of my professors noted that I 
had talked about Bible, theology, and ethics courses, but that nothing was said about church 
history. Looking at my transcript, except for the required course in church history and an 
elective on the history of the black church, I had not chosen church history as a subject that 
was vital to my theological education. And they wanted to know what I had to say about 
this.

Remember, I said that I anticipated this question. My answer was the honest conviction 
that I could not see the relevance of most church history courses to my ministry in the Christian 
Methodist Episcopal Church (from 1870 to 1954, the “C” in the initials of this predominantly 
African American denomination stood for “Colored”). I felt that matters of race primarily 
defi ned my world. I felt that my ministry would address issues of racial and social injustice. I 
did not fi nd myself as a black person in the church history off erings in Eden’s curriculum, so I 
did not feel that I was missing anything that would be fundamental to my professional identity 
and service. And I felt that black church history was rich and deep enough to provide me 
everything I would need to serve as a minister. Knowing that it’s a sensitive matter to faculty to 
dismiss a whole fi eld of the curriculum, I concluded by saying I realized that I needed to know 
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about the Reformation and John Wesley, and that I would make such areas of church history 
part of my continuing education plan.

As I said, it was an honest answer that refl ected my true feelings about church history 
off erings. However, what I came to discover over the succeeding years is that my answer 
refl ected my impoverished perspective on what church history had to off er me. Th e years since 
then have been given to discovering the wonder of church traditions, being embarrassed and 
inspired by the witness of church authorities, exploring the challenges and contributions of 
various traditions of mystical consciousness, seeing the church as prophetic and pathetic in 
the midst in social injustice and oppression, and coming to appreciate what is at stake in the 
theological and doctrinal debates. All that I discovered about church history is not just prelude 
to my rich black church heritage. All this is my church heritage.

Still, the questions that fueled my doubts about church history stand as authentic 
challenges to the content and pedagogy of theological education. Are my history and who I 
am taken seriously as part of theological education? Do I count in the theological scholarship 
of faculty? How can I and why should I trust a discipline, books, courses, teachers that fail to 
acknowledge and take my history seriously? If they do not acknowledge my distinctive history, 
how many other realities are being ignored? What biases inform this failure to be considered? 
If my history and I are irrelevant to faculty, how can they be relevant teachers to the present 
and future that await me? 

Th e questions beg for the assurance that I am giving my mind and heart to an educational 
process that is relevant to who I am and to my becoming. To be clear, this is not a self-centered 
posture toward an educational process. But it is about taking the educational process seriously 
and being taken seriously by the educational process. I think Howard Th urman has it right 
in his article entitled “What Can I Believe In?” Th urman asks: “How can I believe that life 
has meaning if I do not believe that my own life has meaning?” Th e demand for relevance 
in theological education can emerge from the profoundest desire to pursue God with the 
assurance that a theological education is sensitive and responsive to my meaning so that I 
might pursue God with all my heart, soul, strength, and mind.

I began with a personal example that relates to the relevance of theological education to 
the racial diversity of its students and the larger society. And we all know how this matter of 
relevance in theological education is also related to women, diff erent ethnicities, international 
students, and sexual orientation. But I do not want us to hear the question “What Does Th is 
Have To With Me?” as just a question from those whose race, gender, ethnicity, national 
identity, and sexual orientation seem muted in the curriculum. Th is is the question of all 
students. Some may feel that the answer to this question is obvious and positive in all the 
brochures, catalogs, and curriculum that a school produces. But others may doubt the relevance 
of their theological education even as they are graduating.

Candler School of Th eology had a Professional Assessment process that required a student 
to start the assessment with an act of ministry. A student, who for the purposes of confi dentiality 
we will call “Jimmy,” was a white male, second-career student serving a small country church. 
As his act of ministry, he began with a sermon. It was one of the most superfi cial and uninspiring 
sermons I had heard. I asked him if he had drawn upon any of the exegetical methods and 
insights from his Bible courses in his engagement of the sermon’s text. Jimmy responded, “No 
sir, I didn’t.” I then asked, “Jimmy, is there anything in your theological studies that you are 
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utilizing in your ministry to your congregation?” He responded, “No sir, I can’t say that there 
is.” 

At fi rst I was astonished that a student could complete two years of theological education 
without perceiving its relevance to the practice of ministry. Th en I was frustrated and angry 
that this student was wasting this educational opportunity—a waste that cheated those he 
served, the church, and himself. And fi nally in bewilderment I asked myself, “How could this 
happen?” Is Jimmy the problem? Is the problem with the faculty? Is it the curriculum? Or is 
it a problem of pedagogy where we fail to respond to this question of relevance (“What does 
this have to do with me?”) even when we have motivated students, a superb faculty, and a 
comprehensive curriculum?

I believe we make more of an impact upon students, and therefore upon the persons, 
churches, and communities they serve, when our pedagogy is conscious of and informed by 
this question of relevance. To repeat, this is the question that most students are asking and all 
students need answered. Students should hear us answering this question of relevance: when 
they are being recruited; in their student orientation; in their orientation to a library; in every 
beginning to a class and throughout a class; in conversations and meetings when students are 
discussing their class experiences; and in times of academic advising.

Our acute attention to this question is most likely to occur if we hear this as not only the 
students’ question of relevance, but also as our question of relevance. Our question could 
therefore be asked as: What do the students’ need for relevance have to do with me and my 
commitment to theological education?

How are you thinking about this question as you are proposing or revising a course? Or 
as you order periodicals, books, audio and video resources, and decide upon new technologies 
for your library? How are you thinking about this question as you note the large numbers of 
theological students who never use the theological library or who only make limited use of the 
library?

Even though most faculty, librarians, and administrators believe they and their institutions 
are relevant, we can too readily diminish or dismiss the signifi cance and urgency of relevance as 
a guiding principle. One basis for resisting the call to relevance is the conviction that students 
demand relevance when they are unwilling to do the hard work of research, critical thinking, 
and writing that take them to unfamiliar territory. Here, the call to relevance is perceived 
to be a deft avoidance tactic to limit the requirement that one engage fully the rigors of the 
intellectual life. Relevance, under this perception, is interpreted as “focusing on what one 
already knows” rather than “what one needs to work hard to know.” Relevance is therefore 
perceived as less intellectually demanding. Such dismissive caricatures of students may provide 
an explanation, but they also fail reality. 

Several years ago I was in the Nashville, Tennessee, area where they have a full-scale replica 
of the original Parthenon in Athens, Greece. Images of the gods adorn the outside and inside 
of the building. Th e educational displays tell the complex stories of these gods and their 
interactions with one another and humans. At fi rst I was fascinated by the stories of the gods. 
And then I was overwhelmed, as I felt my head spinning as it tried to keep up with not only 
the major gods depicted in the Parthenon, but also all the other lesser deities. And then it came 
to me: “Maybe monotheism was fi rst proposed by a lazy seminarian.” It makes perfect sense to 
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me—to every question on an exam about the god who acted, a seminarian would then answer: 
“God.” My conclusion is a caricature of lazy students that ends up trivializing the emergence 
of monotheism. And similarly, caricatures of students are developed that end up trivializing 
their calls for relevance.

 Faculty and administrators sometimes perceive the call to relevance as diminishing the 
true mission of a theological education. Over the years I have heard relevance characterized as 
the eff ort to make the seminary or university department into a trade school where complex 
theological, philosophical, and theoretical insights are over-simplifi ed to fi t practices of 
ministry. A “how to” mentality of ministry then dominates faculty and students’ engagement 
with ideas. Th is perspective is reinforced by students’ question, “Will it preach?” 

Th e counter to demands for relevance is often stated: It is imperative that students learn 
how to move into unfamiliar times, cultures, traditions, and values—to learn about them and 
appreciate their complexity—without requiring some immediate translation into a practice of 
ministry. Th ere are powerful ideas, events, and understandings that can seem quite alien to 
doing the work for ministry, but they in fact enrich one’s awareness of history and its gifts that 
should inform and form religious leadership.

Listen carefully to this argument, and you can surmise that it is not an argument against 
relevance, but really an argument about what constitutes relevance. Considerable weight is 
given to traditions of biblical interpretation, theological debate, and historical analysis in 
the eff ort to provide excellence in theological education. Considerable weight is given to the 
importance of the past.

At this point, I want to be clear that I support arguments that a rigorous engagement with 
the past is essential to excellence in theological education. For example, every eff ort to take 
sacred scriptures seriously as a source of faith must prepare students with the skills to discover 
and be in conversation with a vital past.

In the movie “Th e Sixth Sense,” the actor Bruce Willis portrays a psychologist who tried 
to help a boy who seemed morose. He is unsuccessful in understanding what troubles the 
boy, until the boy says (one of the most memorable lines in the movie), “I see dead people.” 
I believe one of the major objectives of theological education is to help its students see dead 
people. Th ey have so much to show us and tell us and to demand of us.

G.K. Chesterton argued the importance of tradition in the Christian faith. In terms of 
understanding the present and future meanings of faith, he said:

Tradition means giving votes to the most obscure of all classes, our ancestors. It is 
the democracy of the dead. Tradition refuses to submit to the small and arrogant 
oligarchy of those who merely happen to be walking about . . . tradition objects to [the 
ancestors] being disqualifi ed by the accident of death.

I believe that Chesterton is right. Th e ancestors get a vote. Th e past is not a barrier to 
relevance, but is essential to authentic relevance. And emphasizing present realities is not a 
denial of the past, but is essential to fulfi lling what the past demands of us. Relevance depends 
upon engaging traditions that fl ourish in the present and traditions of history.

At times academics’ resistance to calls for relevance has less to do with academics failing 
to see the value of such demands and more to do with academics’ own biases and fears that 
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limit responding to a student’s question: “What does this have to do with me?” Two of the 
most common responses of resistance that I have heard from academics over the years are 1) 
“My educational preparation and scholarship are not related to the issues of race, gender, class, 
social confl ict, and congregational dynamics that students identify as matters of relevance” and 
2) “I fi nd it impossible to customize a course and class lectures for all the diverse interests that 
students have in a class.”

To the fi rst explanation about one’s preparation and background I say, “Th is may be 
true, but it does not justify remaining uninformed or ill-informed about matters of how 
one’s discipline relates to race, gender, class, social confl ict, and congregational dynamics.” 
Within many disciplines, these are not just students’ questions, these are the questions of other 
academics. Th ese are not just matters of satisfying students’ wishes, but they are also matters 
of scholarly integrity. Here is an opportunity for faculty to stretch beyond their comfort zones 
of academic authority and discover new voices or discover the absence of voices that reframe 
research and insights. Just like they encourage their students to be open to new perspectives in 
a course, here is an opportunity for faculty to be open to new angles of vision.

To the second response about the seeming impossibility to customize a course for the 
diverse matters of relevance in a class I say, “Yes, it can be diffi  cult, but not impossible.” For 
example, this is not a matter of demonstrating how social class can be the hermeneutical lens 
for every theological inquiry. But it would be meaningful for students to hear how social 
class biases inform some theological perspectives. Students do not expect all the particular 
perspectives of relevance to be explored on all topics. But they desire to hear perspectives at 
some point in a class that relate to their identities and professional commitment.

Many paths take us to relevance. First, I believe the journey begins by asking and answering 
the question, “What do these students have to do with me?” I’ve already spoken about the 
multiple contexts (beginning with recruitment) in which academics need to ask this question. 
Th e corollary question for us is, “How do I enhance my relevance to the preparation of students 
for their professions?”

Second, the journey to relevance could be assisted greatly through libraries providing 
information on best practices at ATLA institutions—practices with syllabi, bibliography, 
pedagogy, and programs. What teachers throughout ATLA institutions are addressing the 
matters of relevance in their courses, and what resources and insights might they have for 
others? Are insightful approaches occurring with international students, the diversity of 
Christian traditions, living in interfaith communities, or attention to gender issues? Th is would 
be consistent with the third undertaking of the ATLA mission statement: “To promote quality 
library and information services in support of teaching, learning, and research in theology, 
religion, and related disciplines and to create such tools and aids (including publications) as 
may be helpful in accomplishing this.” 

Th ird, the journey to relevance does not just go through the classroom. Students can be 
directed to resources related to their particular needs and contexts by making them aware of 
guest speakers on campus, notices of events in the larger community, fascinating articles you 
have come across, and library exhibits. Who in ATLA is doing such exhibits, and how might 
the exhibits be available to others? What collections do your libraries have that could be loaned 
for exhibits? How have you encouraged faculty and students to optimize the use of library 
resources, and how might other ATLA libraries be instructed by your eff orts?
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And fourth, all that I have been saying about relevance may also rely upon the cultivation 
of caring relationships with students. Most of our schools emphasize the formation of students 
through increasing their intellectual engagement with scholarship and through their expanded 
sense of self as persons engaged with individuals, groups, institutions, and systems. We realize 
that knowledge of others and knowledge of self are inseparable in both personal and professional 
formation. Remember the Howard Th urman statement from earlier in this lecture: “How 
can I believe that life has meaning if I cannot believe that my own life has meaning?” Th is 
conviction is also evident in a line from Kabir, a fi fteenth-century poet of India:

Here is the truth! Go where you will,
to Benares or to Mathura; if you
do not fi nd your soul, the world is
unreal to you.

Students are in search for the relevance of their own meaning to life and to their theological 
education contexts. We can play a major role in this search.

Research on the diff erence in black student educational performance when black students 
are in predominantly white colleges and when they are in predominantly black colleges 
concluded that students had better grades in predominantly blacks colleges, not because 
the courses were easier, but because they felt a relationship with faculty who cared about them 
and their performance in courses. Th is relationship helped them to overcome the feelings of 
separation, alienation, and disorientation that occur with many college students.

As a freshman at Washington University, I was often in large classes of over 200 students 
where the professor lectured and graduate students led small discussion groups (under the 
professor’s direction). I came to class and joined the mass of students without raising my hand 
to ask a question or doing anything that would distinguish me among my classmates. I was a 
member of the herd. And then one day, in one of these large introductory classes in sociology, 
as the professor walked down to the lecture podium in the amphitheater classroom, he looked 
over at me and said, “Good afternoon Mr. Smith.” I was stunned that he knew my name. And 
it changed my whole perspective about who I was in that course. I was no longer anonymous. 
And although I cannot explain all the factors involved, I know that I had a whole diff erent 
understanding of myself as a student. My work improved. I ended up making sociology my 
undergraduate major. In some ways today I believe I have an academic career because that 
professor knew my name.

Several years ago I met with an African-American student at Candler who felt that one of 
my white colleagues, who was his teacher, must not like him. Th e student believed that the 
grades he received and the teacher’s attitude were evidence of his teacher’s racial bias. Soon after 
this conversation I had the opportunity to address the Candler faculty about the importance 
of relationships to black students. In addition to in-depth relationships, students are sensitive 
to matters of eye contact and speaking in even casual meetings. Later that semester the student 
appeared at my offi  ce, smiling, and declaring that all was now fi ne with his professor. When 
I asked what occurred to eff ect such a change, he answered: “When I was on the elevator, he 
stepped in, called my name and asked how I was doing.”

We should not underestimate the importance of relationships in addressing students’ 
hunger for relevance. Students whose race, nationality, and background are diff erent than 
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that which characterizes their theological institutions may be struggling with pivotal questions 
that must be answered before they can devote themselves fully to the educational process. 
Questions such as: Am I invisible here? Do I exist in the commitment of the faculty and 
school? Is there contempt for my being here?

How do you engage the students in the libraries where you serve—those who come to the 
library and those who seldom come? Do you wait for them to show up in the library, or do you 
fi nd ways to get to know students in the settings where they are? How do you endeavor to help 
students with the new and wonderful technologies of your library that can be intimidating if 
one even tries to use them? How do students come to experience the library not only as a place 
to know more, but also as a place where one is known? To experience the library as a place of 
resources, and as a place with a caring heart. How have librarians taken the initiative in working 
with faculty and students to be certain that students come to experience the library and its 
librarians as relevant to their theological education? How might the collaborative purpose of 
ATLA assist its member schools to communicate best practices on these matters? 

When we take seriously how students are motivated by relationship to overcome their 
resistance to or intimidation by theological education, we no longer just see them on a scale 
between “smart and slow,” or “energetic and lazy.” We see them as our companions, who are 
encouraged by our active and caring presence in their journey.

Old Testament scholar Walter Brueggemann was one of my professors at Eden Th eological 
Seminary. Early in the course he told us that even as beginning students we could learn the 
basic research methods that would enable us to discover insights that were as valid as (if not 
better than) what could be found in many commentaries. Brueggemann’s assertion produced 
a fundamental shift in our identity as students. We were not just recipients of knowledge; we 
were scholars. In our student groups we argued with texts, with one another, and even with the 
ideas of Brueggemann. Our excitement about the material being studied had much to do with 
Brueggemann’s defi ning of our identities and thus our relationship with him. Brueggemann 
invited us to be a colleague. Relationships matter in addressing relevance and excellence in 
theological education.

In closing, we are uncertain about what to expect in the coming years in theological education. 
Some schools are just trying to survive in this economic climate. Some denominations are 
trying to survive in what is often considered a post-denominational epoch. New technologies 
raise both exciting and unsettling possibilities for classroom teaching, research, and distance 
learning. Th e role of theological education on matters of interfaith understanding and 
relationships and the cultural debates over the moral issues of our times is unclear. 

None of us fully knows how the changes in society and our religious institutions will 
shape our theological institutions and their programs. I believe, however, that our ability to 
move into this future faithfully and eff ectively will depend on our ability to be relevant to the 
students, our religious institutions, and the society. And this is a relevance borne of caring 
companionship with those with whom we journey.

In the late 1960s and 70s, when the country experienced major social upheaval, “relevance” 
was the word used to describe the antidote to social ills. “If you’re not part of the solution, 
you’re part of the problem” was the Eldridge Cleaver statement that became the slogan for 
activists.
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Many mispronounced the word “relevant” and said “revelant.” I heard this time and time 
again. Since then, I’ve corrected it in many student papers. I’ve come to fi nd out that it is a 
common error of both speech and writing. Th e word “revelant” does not exist in the dictionary. 
Th e more I look at the word, it seems closer to the word “revelation” than “relevance.” I’m 
coming to hear this error as a possible expansion on the meaning of relevance. Relevance 
reveals. It lays bare, makes known, eliminates invisibility, and enables seeing. And as we know, 
revelation transforms. Perhaps relevance prepares us for an uncertain future where we are not 
only experiencing new realities, we also see one another more clearly, fully, and respectfully. 
Th rough a commitment to relevance, we are learning to transform ourselves and others for 
these new and coming realities. Ultimately, we pray that our transformations increase our 
relevance to God’s call upon us and our institutions.
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A Panoramic Potpourri of Library Trends
by

Tracy Rochow Byerly
Executive Director, Missouri Library Network Corporation (MLNC)

Good morning and thank you! It is a thrilling and humbling experience to be with so 
many dedicated librarians and on an agenda of impressive speakers. Perhaps some of you 
will remember an OCLC Update session and a separate training session I gave at the ATLA 
conference held several years ago in Kansas City. I am happy to be back, and in an entirely 
diff erent role. Today I hope to entertain some of you, provoke some of you, and keep all of you 
awake. “A Panoramic Potpourri of Library Trends!” Perhaps the subtitle of my presentation 
should be “Alliteration Run Amuck!” In fact, I could have just titled my presentation “Tracy’s 
Trends,” but here are the trends I’ve decided to cover for you today: OPACs, OCLC, and 
Openness. A panoramic view for sure. And a potpourri in its own way! 

OPACs—what are some of the problems and some possible solutions?
OCLC—I have to thank Dennis [Norlin, ATLA’s Executive Director] for this idea—he 

suggested it when he fi rst called and asked if I would consider speaking here today. Th ere is a 
lot going on with OCLC and I think I can give you some solid information.

Openness—perhaps openness is the psychological trend that I mentioned in this session 
description! Or maybe you’ll decide it’s the potpourri part of the presentation. Let’s leave that 
‘til we get there. 

OPACs
In 2006, Karen Schneider wrote three related blog entries on “How OPACs Suck,” starting 

with how relevancy ranking makes search engines easier to use, then moving on in her second 
posting to “Th e Checklist of Shame”—key features common to most search engines (even 
the least expensive), features often missing in online catalogs such as sort fl exibility, duplicate 
detection, faceting, and human suggestions. 

In her fi nal entry in the series, “Th e Big Picture,” she tackles other issues with online catalogs 
much bigger and more problematic than search results—problems that can’t be addressed by 
improving relevance ranking or adding spell-check (however valuable those features are to 
OPACs). She stated, “Th e fundamental problem with today’s library catalog is that it suff ers 
from severe literalism. Even with a few bells and whistles, today’s OPAC is a doggedly faithful 
replica of the card catalog of yore. Th is isn’t a failure of any one vendor; by and large they’re 
delivering what librarians think they want. It’s a larger failure of vision.” Karen then goes on 
to suggest new ways to envision the library catalog.

More evidence on the problems of OPACs is given by Lorcan Dempsey in his article “Th e 
Library Catalogue in the New Discovery Environment” (Ariadne, 48). He states, “Information 
is abundant; attention is scarce: As resources, tools, and environments proliferate so does the 
attention available for any single one of them decline. Th e implication here for libraries is clear: 
readers and writers have many choices, so convenience of use is really important.”

In his blog posting on December 13, 2008, he expands on this thought, saying “Discovery 
happens elsewhere: People discover items of interest in a variety of ways: on search engines, in 
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their RSS aggregators, in the resource networks created on social network sites, in consumer 
recommendations, on collaborative bookmarking sites, in reading and course lists, and so on. 
Increasingly, we cannot expect users to seek out individual Web sites or resources.”

So how are libraries responding to these criticisms? Marshall Breeding, in “Next-Generation 
Library Catalogs (Library Technology Reports, July/August 2007), says “Many libraries, with 
the goal of modernizing their web presence, are racing to deploy a ‘next generation catalog.’ 
Next generation catalog applications typically off er a mix of these features: faceted navigation, 
keyword searching, relevance-ranked search results, ‘did you mean?’-style search revisions, 
item recommendations, RSS feeds, and mechanisms to collect and display user feedback.”

Should you delve into purchasing a next generation discovery layer? I don’t have an answer 
for you on this one today. I just have more questions!

Do you want one search box to provide fast and convenient access to all of your 
resources regardless of format?
Do you want to address the disjointed library experience?
Do you want to attempt to remain relevant to web-savvy users? Not just current 
users, but the users of the future—the next generation of students! And remember, it’s 
that next generation of web-savvy students who will become the next generation of 
faculty and administrators. A scary thought, isn’t it? Th is next generation is used to an 
environment rich in resources, making their attention to any one resource relatively 
scarce!
Do you want to react to challenges on the commercial internet?
Are there consortial considerations that will infl uence your decision? 

OCLC
Th ere are three recent, newsworthy OCLC-related issues in particular that I’d like to tell 

you about—the record use policy, WorldCat, and the changing relationship between OCLC 
and the regional service providers.

Last fall, OCLC announced that the “Guidelines for the Use and Transfer of OCLC-
Derived Records” had been updated to become the proposed “Policy for Use and Transfer of 
WorldCat® Records.” Libraries were given around 90 days to put the new policy into place. 
Th e proposed “Policy for Use and Transfer of WorldCat® Records” is intended to foster such 
use while protecting the investment OCLC members have made in WorldCat, and ensuring 
that use of WorldCat records provides benefi t to the membership. 

Th is announcement did not go over well with OCLC users. After reading many blogs and 
listserv postings and receiving letters and study papers from organizations such as Cheif Offi  cers 
of State Library Associations (COSLA) and the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), 
OCLC created the Review Board on Principles of Shared Data Creation and Stewardship.

Th e Review Board was charged to:
Review reports, letters and comments including blog and listserv messages from the 
global library community regarding the proposed Policy 
Consult with librarians and member representatives as appropriate 
Recommend principles of shared data creation and changes in the proposed Policy 
for Use and Transfer of WorldCat Records that will preserve the community around 
WorldCat infrastructure and services, and strengthen libraries
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Th e Review Board will submit a fi nal report to the OCLC Board of Trustees by June 22. 
Some of the preliminary recommendations that were heard at the recent OCLC Members 
Council meeting include:

Revisit the social contract between OCLC and its members—on what principles is it 
based, what are our respective rights and obligations, how can the collaborative work 
with others in the information ecosystem?
Discuss the role and value of WorldCat in the information ecosystem, and ways in 
which it can be leveraged
Identify threats to the sustainability of WorldCat and strategies for protecting it against 
unreasonable use 
Devise a process for drafting and maintaining a new policy that:

Includes formal participation by members of the Global Council, the OCLC Board, 
and the OCLC Strategic Leadership Team
Incorporates input from the broader community
Recognizes the complexity of the information ecosystem in which OCLC and its 
members operate
Develop a process for ongoing review and updating using the same principles of 
consultation and transparency. 

WorldCat—WorldCat.org, WorldCat Local, Web Scale Library Management Services
WorldCat.org is, in its broadest sense, Worldcat on the web, for the users of the web. It 

provides features such as a single search box, relevancy ranking of search results, results sets 
that bring multiple versions of a work together under one record (Functional Requirements for 
Bibliographic Records, or FRBR), faceted browse capability, citation formatting options, cover 
art, reviews, ratings and lists, and additional evaluative content. You can build a bibliography, 
create lists, click through to a library, and put WorldCat on your iPhone. 

WorldCat Local off ers the same feature set as WorldCat.org, but each custom installation 
of WorldCat Local, however, goes much further toward personalizing the search experience 
for the users of a particular library and/or group by connecting with your individual or group 
library catalog and providing item level status. It has confi gurable options for interface, systems, 
and content; local library resources displayed fi rst in search results; single search box; faceted-
browse search refi nement; unifi ed record display of descriptive information, shelf locations/
status, and fulfi llment options; article-level records from well-known databases with links to 
full text where available; and user contribution of reviews, ratings, and lists. 

WorldCat Local “quick start” is included at no additional charge with a subscription 
to WorldCat on FirstSearch. WorldCat Local “quick start” off ers many of the benefi ts of 
WorldCat Local.

Web-scale Library Management Service
Just recently OCLC announced that “it is connecting the content, technology, and expert 

capabilities of its member libraries worldwide to create the fi rst Web-scale, cooperative library 
management service.”

OCLC plans to release Web-scale delivery and circulation, print and electronic acquisitions, 
and license management components to WorldCat Local, continuing the integration of library 
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management services to create the Web-scale, cooperative library service. OCLC will begin 
piloting the Web-scale management service components this year.

Th is new library service design will support library management for print, electronic and 
licensed materials built on a new, Web-scale architecture that provides streamlined workfl ows 
and cooperative solutions. Th is Web-scale solution will not only include the functionality 
of disparate systems, it will inter-operate with third-party business process systems, such as 
fi nance and human resources, and will reduce the total cost of ownership for libraries. OCLC 
will work with the more than 1,000 libraries and partners that are currently using OCLC 
relationship with networks.

As some of you may already be aware, OCLC has decided to make major changes in its 
relationships with both its members and the existing networks. Th ey took about two years 
to study the existing distribution model. Th en, at a special meeting of network directors last 
fall, OCLC revealed its new Partner Program and timeline. Under the program networks 
submitted proposals to become Partners within the limits of three basic levels: Billing, 
Marketing, and Training. All telephone and e-mail support of OCLC’s products and services 
will be taken over by an OCLC Support Center. All existing regional service providers have 
negotiated new contracts with OCLC except for NEBASE, the division of the Nebraska State 
Library that provided OCLC services for libraries in the state. Th ey reached an agreement with 
Bibliographical Center for Research (BCR) to provide OCLC billing, training and marketing 
for the libraries in the state of Nebraska. Th e changes will take eff ect July 1, 2009. 

OCLC is organizing a national training calendar that will show workshops from all their 
certifi ed training partners. In addition, all the former regional service providers (with the 
exception I noted of NEBASE) have become OCLC billing partners. Th is is good news! Your 
OCLC invoices will still fl ow through their usual channels. Order and billing support is part 
of this as well—if you have trouble ordering an OCLC product, you can call your network. If 
you have trouble using it, you will call OCLC. 

Th e impact of this change is varied across the organizations but it is signifi cant! Just look 
at the changes refl ected on this map—PALINET and SOLINET completely merged to form 
Lyrasis, a library cooperative serving many, many states. NELINET members just voted to 
merger with Lyrasis as well. In March, Michigan Library Consortium announced it had signed 
a letter of intent to enter into merger negotiations with their neighbors to the south, INCOLSA. 
Change is clearly all around us and OCLC is infl uencing the world you all work in. 

Th is change in the contractual relationship between OCLC and the regional service 
providers is having a fi nancial impact on all of the networks. Wherever you work, this change 
will aff ect you. It may be just that you have to learn a new phone number for technical support 
of WorldCat Resource Sharing, it may be that your local consortia is able to off er fewer 
products and services that your library needs and uses. It may be that consolidation of these 
organizations continues. 

Openness
An article in a recent issue of Yoga Journal got me thinking about Library 2.0, social 

networking, and the general theme of openness that pervades much of professional library 
literature these days. Th e article talked about the Yoga Sutra by Patanjali—the Yoga Sutra is a 
foundational text of yoga, outlining steps to quiet one’s mind. It outlines a set of attitudes and 
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behaviors. Th e article was terrifi c, but one explanation caught my eye—it was the explanation 
of santosha—contentment. Judith Lasater, author and yoga teacher, said you can’t run after 
contentment. All you can do is create the space for it. Th e idea of creating space for being open 
to something really resonated with me. So I began to think about libraries. And what we do. 
And what we are being told to do with Web 2.0, library 2.0 and ways to respond to threats in 
our information environment. 

How do we open ourselves to fulfi lling a basic mission of providing learning resources and 
information services—how do we make space for that to happen? Look at it from the fl ip side, 
what are we putting in the way of those things happening? If in order to receive contentment, 
I have to make space for it, wouldn’t it follow that in order to eff ectively provide learning 
resources and information resources we have to be open to them, to make space for them? 
In other words, we have to remove all the stuff  that gets in the way of providing information 
resources, stuff  that gets in the way of providing excellent services to students! What can we do 
to make ourselves open to quality provision of information resources? 

To answer this I will borrow three points from a session of the MLNC Speakers Series in 
August 2007 by known library speaker, blogger and teacher Dr. Michael Stephens of Dominican 
University. We can Evolve, Let Go of Control and we can Be Visible. I want to appropriately 
attribute those three approaches to Michael; I’ve put my own twist on how we can take those 
three steps. We can evolve, let go of control and be visible to achieve openness. 

We can evolve our space to be open, inviting, and useful. Does your reference desk look 
like a fortress? Th ere may not be battlements, but we all remember librarians who had warrior-
like attitudes. What a better way to get out of the way to create openness than to get out from 
behind our desks, get up from our desks. Does the space combine virtual convenience and 
physical comfort? 

In August 2008, the Council on Library and Information Resources released “No Brief 
Candle: Reconceiving Research Libraries for the 21st Century.” It is composed of a series 
of provocative essays, the proceedings from a lively and informed symposium and a set of 
recommendations extrapolated from both. Participants at the symposium suggested that the 
library of the 21st century will be more of an abstraction than a traditional presence. Rather 
than reaching a consensus on the future, participants off ered a range of perspectives from 
exploiting the potential of embedability of the library to how the library will be a laboratory 
for understanding how a new generation of faculty and students do their work. Th e library will 
not necessarily be a physical space, and it may not be a collection. It might take the form of a 
distributed project. It’s a thought-provoking report that suggests some serious evolving of our 
spaces and our services. 

Th at sounds to me like the ultimate in evolving our space.
Another way we can make room for a great patron experience is to let go of control.
Instead of greeting a patron with a plethora of “No” signs—cell phones, talking, food, 

drink, etc., how about this sign instead—a sign in the stacks with the reference desk phone 
number, encouraging users to ask for help? How about a sign that was seen at a library: “Respect 
others, respect the space, respect yourself”? Th at seems to cover the bases pretty well to me. 

How about letting some of your reference librarians hang out at the student union or local 
coff ee shop with a laptop and a big sign that says “Library”? In striving to be visible, we have 
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to ask ourselves, do we provide them with all their preferred ways of communication—instant 
message, text messaging? Do we meet them where they are—the web? Are the services you 
provide available to them wherever they are? Remote access to your catalog and databases is 
vital in the information age. Studies show that only 1% of information searchers on the web 
start at a library home page! OCLCs Perceptions of Libraries and Information Agencies survey 
showed evident trends toward increased information self-service and seamlessness. 

Are we where our users are? Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, YouTube? 
Facebook has more than 200 million active users. More than 100 million users log on to 

Facebook at least once each day. More than two-thirds of Facebook users are outside of college. 
Th e fastest growing demographic is those 35 years old and older —what’s the demographic of 
your students?

My Facebook page is a prime way that I stay in touch and connected with my members. 
Th ey can see what I’m doing, what I’m thinking, and they can comment. And comment they 
do! When we announced the cessation of an in-state project, I received nine messages via 
Facebook vs. one via email. It is a relationship tool.

A talk on library trends, particularly one that has just preached about openness, would 
not be complete without mentioning open source software and its adoption by libraries. 
Open source software is both a software development process as well as a software distribution 
process. It is simply software in which the developer shares the code with others to make 
their own changes and enhancements. Th ey then share these changes and enhancements and 
so on. Th e software code is distributed with no charge—except for possibly putting it on a 
medium, or to install, or to provide support—but the software itself is free. And it is free for 
modifi cation by others.

Open source appeals to libraries for a variety of reasons. In an essay by Eric Lease Morgan 
from the University Libraries of Notre Dame, the author says that both open source software 
and librarianship value the peer-review process. Both put few restrictions on how their content 
is used. Both value the concept of free—it is not about money as much as it is about service.

I’d like to encourage you to keep the idea of openness by evolving, letting go of control and 
being visible with you throughout the day today. You provide an important service, you work 
at an outstanding organization and what you do matters to many, many people everyday. I 
once heard Joe Janes, LIS professor, speaker and author say “Librarianship is a profession fi rst 
among equals—everyone is better because we are around. We make humanity more human. 
We allow us to better ourselves collectively and individually.” I believe this applies to everyone 
who works at the library.
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Bookman Extraordinaire: Celebrating Samuel Johnson at 300

by
David R. Stewart, Luther Seminary 

I never like it when a presentation begins with disclaimers—when the speaker starts by 
wondering out loud whether attendees are sure they have made a wise choice in choosing this 
session, or by apologizing for their own uncertain grasp of the subject at hand, or by suggesting 
the allotted time might be better spent elsewhere. Let’s not have any of that this morning. I’m 
not an academic student of English Literature, certainly no authority on Johnson, but hasten 
to add that I’m pleased so many of you have chosen this session, because Johnson is a fi gure 
who never fails to interest us. And it makes perfect sense that a gathering like ATLA’s annual 
conference—with its interest in books, publishing, theology, and other topics with which the 
Great Man is associated—should fi nd time to mark the tercentenary year of his birth. We will 
give our time this morning to an outline of Johnson’s life, his accomplishments, and what 
continues to make him absorbing and memorable.

Johnson’s Life in Outline
Samuel Johnson was born on the 18th of September 1709 in Lichfi eld, a cathedral town 

in Staff ordshire. Michael, his father, was a bookseller who, while well-respected as a citizen, 
had a shortage of business sense which eventually got him in trouble. Johnson’s mother, Sarah, 
came from a family of some means, but what money she brought into the marriage did not last 
long. Samuel was a sickly child from the start, suff ering from tuberculosis, which aff ected the 
lymph nodes on his neck. Scrofula was popularly known as “the King’s Evil,” and was thought 
to be curable by a touch from the reigning monarchy. His mother took him to London for this 
supposed remedy, which was completely ineff ective. So, Johnson began his life precariously, 
and surprised some by surviving at all.

Johnson’s father was not a shrewd businessman, but his trade did give Samuel access to 
plenty of reading material, and he demonstrated early on that he was a precocious student. His 
schooling in Lichfi eld was uneven: pedagogy included a lot of corporal punishment, and it was 
a challenge for him to avoid boredom among students who were not as bright as he. His health 
issues at this time continued to worsen, and he began to exhibit nervous tics and mannerisms 
that have in more recent years been explained as Tourette’s syndrome. During his adolescence 
he left Lichfi eld for a time and resided with members of his mother’s family, whose library he 
made excellent use of.

Johnson was at various times a trial to his teachers, but his brilliance as a student got 
him a place at Pembroke College, Oxford, where he traveled with his father in late October 
of 1728. It is commonly believed that Johnson’s time there was cut short by lack of money, 
but his own carelessness and lack of discipline seem to have contributed as well. In any case, 
it was a cause of great personal shame for him to leave after 13 months. Th e fact that he left 
behind books borrowed from his father may indicate that he hoped to return. It is worth our 
noting a couple of points at this juncture: fi rst, that while Johnson is remembered universally 
as “Doctor Johnson,” he in fact never completed even his undergraduate course of studies: all 
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of his degrees were honorary. Second, that, at least as the term is understood now, Johnson 
experienced his fi rst extended bout of depression around the time he left Oxford. His father’s 
fortunes were in decline, and since his own prowess as a scholar seems to have been about the 
only ray of hope, leaving Oxford early was bound to be even more discouraging. 

It was shortly after this that Johnson romanced and eventually married Elizabeth (“Tetty”) 
Porter, the widow of an acquaintance of his. She brought into Johnson’s life some needed 
companionship (even by this stage he was considered an awkward fi gure) as well as a sum of 
much-needed money, much of which Johnson had soon spent on an unsuccessful attempt 
to start a school for boys. Th e only signifi cant benefi t of this failed venture was Johnson’s 
befriending one of his very few students, David Garrick, whose fortunes soon became closely 
linked with Johnson’s own.

On the second of March, 1737, Johnson and his younger friend Garrick set out on foot for 
London to seek their fortunes there. And, given how brilliantly this move eventually paid off  
for both of them (Johnson as the legendary man-of-letters, Garrick as the foremost actor of his 
time), it is easy to forget that, especially for Johnson, it was a venture of complete desperation. 
As he set out, it was more in the spirit of turning his back on the shame of his indiff erent 
accomplishments than reaching toward a bright future.

From the perspective of 300 years, we naturally base our estimation of Johnson on his 
major accomplishments—the Dictionary, his poems, his Lives of the Poets, etc. But none of 
these would have proven possible had he not demonstrated in these earliest times in London 
a particular genius for what we might call hack writing. I don’t think we should hesitate 
to describe it this way, since it is more or less how he saw it himself. “Hack writing” does 
not describe the caliber or intelligence of the work so much as the conditions in which it is 
produced. “No one but a blockhead ever wrote, except for money,” Johnson said at some point 
in his career, and here is where he began to show a remarkable talent for writing on demand, 
often on absurdly short deadlines, almost always late and after much procrastination, but 
almost always with the desired result of cash-in-hand. Within a few months of arriving in 
London, Johnson made the acquaintance of Edward Cave, who was editor of the Gentleman’s 
Magazine, for which Johnson soon began to contribute short pieces. His work at this point 
served the dual purpose of keeping him housed and fed and of helping him make connections 
in London as a basis for producing more substantive literary work.

Johnson was still an unknown when he produced his fi rst signifi cant literary work, London: 
A Poem¸ published anonymously in May of 1738. One way or another, word began to get 
out that its still-obscure author was a writer of remarkable skill and promise, and, along with 
his Life of Richard Savage, this work provided the fi rst foothold Johnson was able to gain for 
himself. His relationship with Tetty began to show signs of strain: their shared life began to 
fray, as his work, his style of living, and his shame at still relying on her fi nances intensifi ed his 
embarrassment. 

It was during the mid-1740s that Johnson’s career intersected with the great literary venture 
that, more than any other, defi ned him. A number of entrepreneurs approached him to discuss 
a project to produce something like a defi nitive national dictionary for the English language, 
comparable to what the French had produced not too long before. Johnson saw the potential 
of the idea, and rashly claimed that he could complete the project in three years’ time. (It had 
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taken forty French scholars four decades to complete their dictionary). Th e Dictionary ended 
up taking him nine years instead, and its completion had to overcome numerous false starts, 
missed deadlines, etc. But even if the income it generated did not permanently resolve all of 
Johnson’s fi nancial diffi  culties, it brought him the success and acceptance he always craved even 
more than fi nancial ease. Between its publication in 1755 and 1928, Johnson’s Dictionary was 
the most heavily used in English. It included 43,000 entries, and made use of 114,000 literary 
quotations. Remarkably, during the lengthy dictionary project Johnson was also contributing 
regularly to an occasional literary journal called Th e Rambler, writing poems, and composing 
sermons for a friend who was a clergyman. Which makes this period the ideal place to remark 
on Johnson’s curious and remarkable lifelong sense of underachievement. In spite of what 
most of us would consider astounding productivity, Johnson seems never to have felt satisfi ed. 
Th is perpetual sense of not living up to his potential, of not having fulfi lled his duty, never left 
him. So we hear him praying at one point “that in this undertaking Th y Holy Spirit be not 
withheld from me, but that I may promote Th y glory, and the salvation of myself and others.” 
And much more in the same vein. Th is tendency towards introspection and self-examination 
tells us something important about Johnson’s faith and piety. Th e spell of depression that 
overtook him after his short stay at Oxford brought about a spiritual crisis as well, and during 
that time he came under the infl uence of Methodist piety, specifi cally William Law’s A Serious 
Call to a Devout and Holy Life. If, like me, you fi nd Johnson’s introspection and continuous 
self-judgment puzzling, read a few pages of Law, and Johnson’s self-criticism will make perfect 
sense. As an aside, one of my own fi rst contacts with Johnson was in the process of my writing 
a review of the Blackwell Dictionary of Evangelical Biography, which was published in the late 
1990s. I was caught off  guard at fi nding an entry on Johnson in such a work, and have stayed 
interested ever since.

If the Dictionary and Rambler brought Johnson a growing stature as public man-of-letters, 
this period was also tinged with personal sadness, as his wife Tetty died in 1752. Yet another 
curious thing about Johnson is his tendency to store up love for those closest to him until after 
they have died. So it was with Tetty, with his father, and with his mother: in each case the 
outpouring of grief after their passing was out of proportion to the amount of attention and 
aff ection he showed them while they were still alive. 

I mentioned above that acclaim and public regard were worth more to Johnson than fi nancial 
success, and it is worth noting that even after the Dictionary and other accomplishments, he 
was in occasional fi nancial diffi  culty, even arrested briefl y a couple of times for debt. Th ere 
were always friends at hand who were willing to step forward with their assistance.

Th roughout his life, but especially after his wife’s death, Johnson exhibited a tendency 
to befriend younger women—Hill Boothby, Hannah More, and later Hester Th rale. It’s an 
interesting question why someone who was renowned for his delight in dining, drinking, and 
engaging in conversation with his male friends sought out these other relationships as well. 
His younger women friends tended to be pious and intellectually precocious, and he did a fair 
amount to advance their literary careers when he was able. During the period following Tetty’s 
passing, he contributed to another magazine, Th e Idler; composed introductions to the works 
of Shakespeare; and wrote a well-received fable, Rasselas¸ in the space of a week, because he 
needed money to pay for his mother’s funeral.
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Th e later period of his life is known to us more fully because of his relationship with his 
biographer, the Scots lawyer James Boswell, whom Johnson only met in the spring of 1763. 
It is Boswell’s Life that established the popular version of Johnson, including, for example, the 
conversations of Johnson and Boswell during their shared excursion to the Hebrides. A major 
part of the task of contemporary biographers is to round out the portrait off ered by Boswell. 
One way of accomplishing this is to explore more fully Johnson’s long-time relationship with 
the household of Henry Th rale, a wealthy brewing tycoon. Th e relationship with Mrs. Hester 
Th rale may have been the closest of any he enjoyed, though the nature of that relationship is 
diffi  cult to fathom completely. 

For me, one of the most compelling images from the early stages of Johnson’s odyssey is 
of him setting off  on foot for London with David Garrick as company: an uneven prospect of 
hope and opportunity and uncertainty stretching before them. Another picture from his later 
life that might serve as a “bookend” is of Johnson standing before a bonfi re in an alley, burning 
his personal papers, correspondence, and journals as quickly as the fl ames will consume them. 
Th is ensures that while Johnson is a giant of a fi gure who will never fail to interest succeeding 
generations, there will always be parts of him that will remain mysterious and obscure, and he 
would not have had it otherwise.

Conclusion 
Th is overview has given us an outline of Johnson’s life and accomplishments, but let’s ask 

ourselves what makes him worth remembering—and even celebrating—300 years later.
Here are a few suggestions:

We are a gathering of librarians, and his association with books, reading, and the love 
of learning is unmistakable. Th ere was, in fact, a short span when he served as a sort of 
librarian, hired to catalog the book collection of Lord Harley, though anecdotes from 
that time do not suggest that it was work to which he was well-suited. As with his 
hack-writing, “he did it for the money.”
Johnson is memorable for his expansiveness: he talked a lot (and loudly), he wrote a 
lot (and variously), he read a lot (with voraciousness), he had strong opinions (about 
everything), he befriended many (and in great variety), and so on.
He is supremely quotable. No English author other than Shakespeare is quoted as 
often.
His capacity for conversation, and the company in which he conversed, is almost 
without parallel. One surviving portrait of his Literary Club includes Garrick, 
Goldsmith, Reynolds, Boswell, Paine, etc. Even so, Dr. Johnson is clearly at the 
center.
He is memorable for his complexity of character. In Johnson we have a mixture of 
brilliance and boorishness, of prodigious accomplishment and a perpetual sense of sloth 
and underachievement, of personal charity to the unfortunate and a tendency to bully 
in conversation, of fi erce intellectual energy and a lifelong struggle with procrastination, 
of superior intelligence and a devotion to everyman. Here’s one quote from the new 
Meyers biography: “Johnson nourished and cared for a number of life’s casualties who 
found with him a sane but sorrowful retreat from the evils of the world . . . ” (Meyers, 
279-80). 

•

•

•

•

•
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It’s all there; something for everyone. We can never read Johnson without fi nding something 
new, and without learning something about life, or about ourselves, that’s as good a reason as 
any for marking his three-hundredth birthday.
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Pinozzi, Hester Th rale. Anecdotes of the Late Samuel Johnson. (Oxford: G. Birkbeck, 1897) 

Trueblood, Elton. Dr Johnson’s Prayers (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1947)
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Challenges for Directors of Small Libraries Panel Discussion
with

Susan Ebertz, Wartburg Th eological Seminary
Carrie Hackney, Howard University School of Divinity

Blake Walter, Northern Seminary

Introduction (Carrie)
Welcome to our panel presentation, “Challenges for Directors of Small Libraries” 
Our panel consists of

Susan Ebertz, Director, Reu Memorial Library at Wartburg Th eological Seminary in 
Dubuque, Iowa. Susan is a director of a small library of a stand-alone seminary. 
Blake Walter, Director, Brimson Grow Library at Northern Seminary in Lombard, 
Illinois. Blake is also a director of a small library of a stand-alone seminary.
and myself, Carrie Hackney, Howard University School of Divinity, Washington, 
DC. I am the librarian of a small branch library of a medium-sized historically Black 
university.

As stated in the description for this panel—“we have noticed that small libraries have 
particular issues that larger libraries do not have. Th e small student body creates interesting 
challenges. Financial matters become more acute when there are not as many students to 
support library expenses. Decisions about collection development and online resources are 
more critical. [Both public and technical] library staff  [in a smaller library] have a much larger 
variety of duties. In fact, some small libraries do not have any staff  besides the director and 
the director must do everything.” While library managers of small libraries experience many 
professional rewards, there are many times they can feel exhausted, isolated, and alone. In this 
panel we will talk about some of our experiences, some of the challenges and share some of the 
solutions and work-arounds and practical tips that we have discovered while working in these 
small settings. 

We will each give a description of our libraries, after which we will each describe the staffi  ng, 
budget, collection development and consortia agreements as they exist for our particular 
libraries. After each topic, we will open the fl oor for your questions before we proceed to the 
next topic.

 Description of School and Library
Carrie: Th e Howard University School of Divinity Library is a small branch library 

connected to a medium-sized historically Black university. Howard University was founded 
in 1867, with the founding of Howard University School of Divinity following in 1870. Th e 
library was established in 1935.

Accredited in 1940, HUSD is one of the oldest fully accredited theological schools—and 
the oldest historically Black school—affi  liated with the Association of Th eological Schools in 
the United States and Canada. Additionally, it is the only African-American theological school 
connected to a comprehensive category I research institution. Th e library is located in the 
School of Divinity, which is located approximately 7 miles from the main campus, and is open 
72 hours per week. 

•

•

•
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As one of the University’s twelve schools and colleges, HUSD enrolls students from diverse 
backgrounds and denominations in pursuit of their Master of Arts in Religious Studies, Master 
of Divinity or Doctor of Ministry degrees. Th e student body in the School of Divinity consists 
of about 224 (head count: 118 female, 106 male) and 145 FTE. 

Th e School of Divinity has historically remained non-denominational. It enjoys healthy 
and mutually benefi cial relationships with many Protestant denominations—mainline and 
sectarian.

Susan: Wartburg Th eological Seminary is in Dubuque, Iowa and is one of the eight 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America seminaries. Wartburg was founded in 1852 and is 
accredited by ATS. Th ere are about 200 students (head count) with an FTE of about 180. 
Th e male-female ratio is about equal. Most of our students live on campus. Almost 100% of 
our students are ELCA Lutherans and most are in the Master of Divinity program. We have 
an STM degree program but no doctoral programs. We have several Master of Arts programs. 
In the 1970s, Wartburg was a part of the Schools of Th eology in Dubuque, which included 
a Catholic seminary and a Presbyterian seminary. Th e library at one point was a joint library 
for the three schools. Since that time, the consortia has broken apart and the libraries are now 
separate.

Th e Reu Memorial Library has approximately 93,000 volumes. Th e library shares a single 
online catalog with the University of Dubuque (UD, the Presbyterian seminary in town). UD 
maintains the software and servers and Wartburg pays a fl at fee for that service. Until June 1, 
UD also cataloged all acquisitions and was responsible for our hard-copy periodicals.

Blake: Northern Seminary, also known as Northern Baptist Th eological Seminary, is a 
stand-alone seminary founded in 1913. It is affi  liated with American Baptist Churches (USA). 
Like a number of the Chicago-area seminaries, it was founded in the city of Chicago but 
relocated to the suburbs in the 1960s. A signifi cant factor aff ecting both the seminary and the 
library was the close partnership with Bethany Th eological Seminary from the 1960s through 
the early 1990s. Northern and Bethany shared side-by-side campuses and eventually a common 
library serving both schools. It was a major project, then, in 1994 when Bethany relocated to 
Indiana, to divide the shared collection, retaining roughly 45,000 volumes out of the 120,000 
volume shared library to form the new library collection for Northern. Today, the Brimson 
Grow Library collection is around 55,000 volumes.

Ever since Bethany left for Indiana and the Brimson Grow Library collection was formed, 
the library has had between four to six full-time employees. When I agreed to be part of 
this panel back in the fall, I did not realize at the time just how small my library was going 
to become. Due to fi nancial pressures from the economy and reduced enrollment, we went 
through a substantial staff  reduction in February that included terminating the other two full-
time positions in the library. Today, I fi nd myself to be the only full-time employee, assisted by 
a part-time cataloger and a staff  of student workers.

Staffi  ng
Blake: Library staffi  ng is probably one of the best indicators of library size. For most of us, 

when we think of a small library, we are not primarily thinking about collection size but about 
staff  size. While collection size will aff ect the availability of resources for a campus community, 
libraries are fi rst and foremost service organizations. Th e level of service that can be provided 
is directly tied to staff  size. 
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As with most things in life, there are both good and bad aspects to running a small library 
with a small staff . While there are probably very few libraries out there that would claim to 
have enough staff  to meet all their needs, the scarcity of staff  in the small library is a constant 
challenge. You might have departments of one person each, but many times each librarian is 
carrying out multiple duties in overlapping areas requiring a breadth of skills and familiarity 
with all library processes. Add to that any faculty or other administrative responsibilities for 
the institution and there never are enough hours in the day to tend to all the needs of a library 
collection.

On the positive side, many of us in small libraries relish the diversity of tasks that we perform 
each day. Smaller numbers on staff  can contribute to a more informal work environment 
resulting in close working and mentoring relationships with other colleagues in our libraries. 
When the small library is also part of a small institution, we have the blessing (many times a 
decidedly mixed blessing) of being able to contribute to the overall institution at a level not 
available to most librarians in a large organization. Librarians have long been known to make 
excellent faculty secretaries, but we also do our share of everything from overseeing campus 
receptionists and computer labs to heading up self-studies or faculty search committees, to 
sharing in academic administration or the development of campus strategic plans.

As the director of a small library, I have always felt that one of my key roles is to be an 
advocate for the rest of the library staff . By actively speaking for the needs of the staff , whether it 
is better workstations, more fl exible work hours, better pay, or more opportunities for training 
and education, I am (for better or worse) the single largest factor aff ecting my library work 
environment. Librarians in a small library need to be fl exible and able to work in ways that are 
not dictated solely by their job descriptions. Advocacy for the needs of the library staff  is one of 
the best ways to build a library team that works together fl exibly and well. Th e tone of library 
staff  relationships in turn greatly aff ects the tone of service we off er to our patrons and makes a 
night or day diff erence in whether the library is experienced as a welcoming place on campus.

Closely tied to that is the signifi cant role of staff  selection. In a large staff  setting, there is 
sometimes the possibility of escaping the occasional diffi  cult co-worker by adjusting offi  ce or 
work assignments. In a small staff  setting, you have to either get along or be miserable. Th e best 
résumé does not always translate into the best fi t with existing staff , so sometimes living longer 
with a position unfi lled is better than fi lling it with the wrong person. 

One area where I have to admit to a certain amount of skepticism is the area of library 
volunteers. I have felt that a good volunteer program takes a fair amount of time to administer, 
so unless there is another offi  ce on campus able to coordinate volunteers, I usually fi nd that I 
do not have the time to schedule and train volunteers except for limited and specifi c projects. 
One exception to this, though, has been opportunities for cross-training with staff  from other 
departments. Th ere have been times, particularly in the summers, when some offi  ces on campus 
have not had as much work as they do when classes are in session. I have received assistance 
in the past from administrative assistants who have typed table of contents notes for me and 
part-time staff  who have helped us process back-logged book donations.

Carrie: As a component of the University Library System, the Divinity Librarian (me) 
reports to the Director of the University Libraries. Being a small branch of a larger university 
library system has it advantages where staffi  ng is concerned. Our Divinity Library staff  consists 
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of one librarian (me) and two full-time technicians. Also, because we are a part of a larger library 
system, we can redeploy staff  whenever there is a need—meaning a staff  person in the School 
of Divinity Library can be reassigned to another unit if there is a staff  shortage; if there is a 
staff  shortage in the Divinity Library, a staff  person from another unit can be reassigned to the 
Divinity Library. We also rely heavily on work-study students, temporary help, or persons paid 
on wages. Th e University Libraries System also has its own Information Systems and Services 
Department that is responsible for providing information technology resources—equipment, 
software, services, and staffi  ng. Th is means that we have to wait our turn if we need the services 
of this department. Th e Divinity Library does not staff  the Media Center even though it is 
located in the Divinity Library. Th e Media Center is under the jurisdiction of the School of 
Divinity. Th e Media Center is responsible for all of the media equipment, while the library is 
responsible for ordering the media to support teaching and learning. 

What I have just described is the way staffi  ng will be up until June 30. After that, “only the 
Good Lord knows what will happen and he ain’t telling.” Th e University off ered an incentive 
package to reduce staffi  ng and as a result the staffi  ng in the University Libraries will be at a 
minimum, with some units reduced to one or two persons. I am positive that this will have an 
impact on the Divinity Library—what that impact will be is too soon to tell. 

Susan: In May 2008, our library staff  FTE was 3.8. Since then it has been reduced so 
that today it is 1.8 (.2 of which is actually not being covered since a staff  member left). As 
I mentioned, our responsibilities have also increased since we will now be doing our own 
cataloging and serials. Th is spring, it seemed like things were running smoothly considering 
we only had 1.8 FTE staff . However, I am not sure how things will go with the added 
responsibilities. We depend heavily on the library student assistants to actually do work while 
sitting at the circulation desk. Th ey have taken on many of the job responsibilities of the 
staff  that have left. I am imagining that one of the students will be copy cataloging in the 
evenings. We have done several things this summer. One of the ways in which we are coping 
is to ask for volunteers. We have had several staff  members who had completed their work 
in their department come in and help with our yearly inventory. Several students have also 
volunteered. Another thing which we have done—and which was very diffi  cult for me to 
do—is that we are open only eight hours per week while there is no school in session. We have 
two intensive weeks and then Greek starts in late July. Th e rest of the time we are open only on 
Tuesday and Th ursday mornings. We use the time when we are closed to do all the back room 
sorts of tasks that cannot be done when we are repeatedly interrupted. Th e other thing that has 
happened is that I’ve taken on a lot more responsibility. I am realizing that I need to say the 
“N” word more and need to prioritize services.

[Discussion on staffi  ng with attendees followed.]

Consortia
Susan: Joining a consortium is one way in which a small library can survive. We belong 

to several consortia: the state library for databases; the Iowa Private Academic Libraries 
organization for other databases; several consortia for interlibrary loan; and the Dubuque 
Area Library Information Consortium for open access borrowing, professional development 
events, and mutual support. We could not aff ord to have the databases that we have without 
these other organizations. I have also noticed that the Dubuque group has provided help to 
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each other when needed in all sorts of circumstances. As I mentioned, our online catalog is 
with the UD library. We could not aff ord the system without the UD library. Our collection 
development is also in conjunction with the UD library. We try not to duplicate our holdings. 
We have a daily shuttle to the UD library which delivers the books from the other library.

Blake: One thing that makes running a small library successful is a good network of 
regional consortia. Th ere was a time when local consortia, including regional ATLA networks, 
fi lled a need for reciprocal interlibrary loan agreements. I can remember as a student worker 
in the 1980s keeping paper lists of institutions who would loan us articles or books for free. 
Th e development of OCLC’s Resource Sharing via WorldCat has changed the interlibrary 
loan landscape to the point where local consortia are not necessarily needed for inexpensive 
interlibrary loan, but they still fi ll a vital need in other areas.

In the Chicago area, we are blessed with a great consortium called ACTS, the Association 
of Chicago Th eological Schools. ACTS includes nine seminary libraries, four clustered in 
Chicago around the Hyde Park neighborhood, and fi ve in the surrounding suburbs. ACTS 
also provides a cross-registration agreement among our schools so students can easily receive 
credit for courses taken at any other ACTS school. Th e ACTS Library Council has been active 
both in reciprocal borrowing as well as cooperative collection development among our schools. 
In a time when all of our acquisitions budgets have been shrinking, we have had to increasingly 
rely on cooperative purchasing arrangements to make sure that we are not duplicating each 
others’ collections.

Northern Seminary is also a member of CARLI, the Consortium of Academic and 
Research Libraries in Illinois. Th rough CARLI, Northern Seminary students have access to 
the collections of 75 other academic libraries that form the I-Share network. I-Share provides 
reciprocal borrowing privileges as well as a shared library system. As a result, we do not need 
to maintain our own server, and we benefi t from the support and software development done 
by the CARLI staff  at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. CARLI also manages 
the ILDS courier system providing 24-hour turn-around in the delivery of library materials 
between Illinois libraries. Th e ACTS consortium used to hire their own courier to deliver 
materials between our seminaries. Th anks to the state-wide ILL delivery service, though, we no 
longer have to share what used to be a fairly large expense among a small number of schools.

Carrie: Th e comprehensive resources of the Washington Th eological Consortium (WTC), 
which includes nine local universities and seminaries, help to augment the library resources. 
We also have an agreement with the Chesapeake Information and Research Library Alliance 
(CIRLA). Eight research institutions in the Chesapeake Bay region formed the Chesapeake 
Information and Research Library Alliance in 1996. Our consortium does not share in the 
acquiring of databases, so helping with reduction in pricing is not an option. 

So what are your questions or suggestions about consortia? [Discussion on consortia 
followed. At this point we did not have enough time to fully cover another topic. We instead 
opened it up to questions and comments. Attendees of the panel asked for a listserv to be 
created so that we could continue the discussion online. Susan volunteered to seek ways to set 
it up. Th e following are the prepared comments which were not presented.]

Budget
Carrie: Th e materials budget has fl uctuated over the past several years and has never 

been adequate. For the past few years, we have seen budget cuts the likes as not seen before. 
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Everything is frozen. Book budgets are frozen. Positions are frozen, travel and other expenses 
have been cut back and of course collection development has been impacted. 

Susan: Th e library budget, except for staffi  ng, has remained about the same. However, since 
costs have gone up, the amount we can subscribe to and purchase has gone down. I think that 
in this economy most libraries are feeling this pinch. However, I think that smaller libraries are 
feeling it more than others. For example, a database may only cost $3000 but if that is divided 
up by the 200 students at the school, the amount comes out to $15 per student which doesn’t 
sound so bad until you fi gure out the number of databases and serial subscriptions needed and 
then the amount adds up. Also, at a larger school of perhaps 500 students, that amount would 
be $6. I think the smaller budget makes us evaluate more our need for certain resources. 

Blake: Everyone today feels the pressure of fl at or even decreasing budgets. For the small 
library, price increases due to infl ation or the crazy serials spiral are particularly diffi  cult to 
absorb. I continue to be very interested in ATLA’s eff orts to bring enough attention to bear on 
the problems of small, in-house journals selling out to large publishers. As a small library, my 
voice is not loud enough to be heard; as a professional organization, maybe we can get some of 
these publishers to pay attention to us. 

On the positive side, you can sometimes build relationships with donors who will look 
out for specifi c library needs. In Northern’s case, we have been able to replace computers and 
start building a collection of materials for a new academic program thanks to individual donor 
support.

Th is is another area where I feel advocacy is a particularly important role for the director. 
Library materials budgets and campus maintenance budgets are often seen as two easy targets 
for ongoing programs of cuts that do not require making the diffi  cult decision to terminate 
staff  positions. Prolonged reduction of spending in either of these areas, however, is short-
sighted and causes similar eff ects. Deferred maintenance on buildings and grounds is often 
one of higher education’s dirty little secrets that, in the long term, almost always costs more 
to correct in the end than if the maintenance had been paid for on an annual basis. Deferred 
maintenance on library collections has a similar, though less visible, eff ect. Th e cost of fi lling in 
missing materials or suspended standing orders is always higher than purchasing the items as 
they are published. As we are learning all too well in the ACTS schools in the Chicago area, we 
can share responsibility for collecting in diff erent areas, but when all of our budgets decrease 
together, we end up with areas where no one is doing any purchasing. As I frequently remind 
my administrators, a consortium is only as good as we make it; if we are not contributing to 
the overall needs of the consortium, what reason do we have to believe that any of the other 
schools are doing so either?

Collection Development
Blake: Collection development —Th e importance of good standing order and approval 

programs to meet the needs of your curriculum. My time for fi rm ordering is at a premium, 
plus I have very limited dollars with which to do it. I continue to fi nd Amazon.com an attractive 
option to traditional library jobbers. We have been able to average just over a 16% discount 
with them, and we never pay shipping.

Carrie: With escalating prices in published materials over the last few years, it has been 
increasingly diffi  cult to maintain current levels of collections. We have had to cancel journal 
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subscriptions, and sacrifi ce monograph purchases to maintain core journal collections. We 
purchase only the most pressing monograph titles. We refer patrons to other libraries and 
encourage use of ILL.

Susan: We are trying to decrease the number of standing orders. We are fi nding that some 
of our standing orders are erratic when they are published, so it is diffi  cult to keep track of our 
budget. We are also discovering that, with the decreased purchasing power of our materials 
budget, the number of fi rm orders have decreased. What is required by classes, faculty requests, 
and Lutheran items takes up most of our materials budget. We use addall.com to fi nd out the 
cheapest price for books and also check whether anyone in Dubuque owns the book before 
we buy. We group orders so that they are within the free shipping dollar amount. We also use 
Amazon.com a lot.

Relationship with Faculty and Students
Susan: I have faculty status and faculty responsibilities. I have advisees, participate in 

the candidacy process, am on committees, am involved with chapel, and teach. Th e faculty 
responsibilities increase my work load. On the plus side, the faculty status has enhanced my 
relationships with the other faculty. Th ey are very supportive of me and the library.

A small library and a small seminary mean that I know all the students by name. I am 
involved in their lives and am very much enriched by this. Because of these relationships and 
the way I see my impact on their lives, I feel called to this ministry.

Relations with staff  can be tricky since staff  often see only the out-front tasks and do not 
see any of the behind-the-scenes activities that the library staff  are involved in.

Blake: Relationships with other seminary departments—I fi nd that I am directly responsible 
now for those areas where library functions overlap other departments—student accounting, 
new student registration, academic planning, Information Technology, maintenance.  Everyone 
I interact with is pretty much in the same situation as the library—one- or two-person 
departments that have to prioritize library needs among their own. Interpersonal confl ict can 
be particularly problematic as you don’t have the option of dealing with someone else in the 
department.

Closer relationships with students—I have been at Northern for 7 years now, and this year’s 
commencement felt diff erent (in a positive way) for me.  I have been here long enough that I 
know all the students graduating, and now that I handle ILL and all fi ne negotiations, I have 
many more opportunities to interact directly with students.

Carrie: Because librarians at Howard do not have faculty status, and also because of the 
history of previous experiences with other librarians before I came to the School of Divinity, I 
have had to work at building the faculty’s respect and confi dence in what librarians do. While 
I have always had “a place at the table,” and the faculty knew that I was a “librarian,” I was 
regarded as everybody else in the library because professional librarians in small settings spend 
their time shelving, circulating materials, and collecting overdue fi nes. Th ey not only function 
as clerks but begin to look like clerks to their users. Faculty see librarians at HU as people who 
help them fi nd articles and help their students to learn how to do library research. Th ey don’t 
see us as teachers, as creators of knowledge, and as experts in our particular fi eld (librarianship). 
In spite of our degrees and knowledge, we exist to support students and faculty. Th rough 
much work and prayer, and also because of longevity, I have convinced most of our faculty 
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that librarians and teaching faculty have many mutual goals and concerns. Both want students 
to develop a greater understanding of and respect for books, journals, and other intellectual 
property. Both want to enhance student literacy, particularly information literacy, and help 
students become writers, problem solvers, critical thinkers, and self-directed lifelong learners. 

Because the population served is smaller, you see the same students over and over and get 
to know the students on a personal basis. Building relationship with students is very easy to 
accomplish. Th ere are many opportunities to develop close relationships with your clientele 
and anticipate their needs.

Concluding Remarks
Susan: We’ve touched very briefl y on a few topics. I think our discussion could have gone 

on for a while! We would like now to give some concluding remarks.
I know there are a lot of economic challenges with a small library but there are also many 

positive points which keep me going: 

• I am not a maintenance sort of person and really thrive on trying to fi nd solutions. 
So I enjoy what I do.

• I have gotten to know all of our students and some very well. I have found great 
satisfaction in this.

• I have very good relations with all the faculty members and have their support.
• Since we are small, we can change quicker. We can try new ideas and implement 

them rapidly.

Carrie: Being a university-based theological librarian off ers:

• the opportunities for interdisciplinary and inter-professional discourse. 
• independence that calls for little supervision or interference—you can make your 

own mistakes and celebrate your own successes. You are free to try new things and 
to be creative when solving a problem.

• cataloging and acquisition activities that are centralized.
• the challenge of defi ning one’s role when one is the only librarian.
• a real opportunity to leave a little corner of the world better than you found it, to 

strengthen a library and enhance its reputation as its primary representative. 
• change (you become used to it).
• the opportunity to learn new skills and apply them.

Summary
Carrie:

Basic challenges that could apply to all of us:

• Not having enough time to do it all or to do it well.
• No reference coverage in the library when we are away from the library.
• We have to learn to juggle time for clerical, research, reference, management, and 

marketing.
• Finding the time to defi ne ourselves within the new technologies.
• Remaining motivated.
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• Th e many demands of the job could make it increasingly diffi  cult to explain our 
unique function within the organization.

• Remaining strong, articulate, informed, dedicated. 
• Position oneself in the vanguard as a leader, not a follower.

Some basic solutions that could apply to all of us:

• Become expert at time management.
• Become expert at reference interview to fi nd the shortest path to the correct answer. 
• Learn how to delegate some tasks to others (i.e., teach them how to fi nd the answer 

for next time).
• Develop good organizational skills.
• Keep your focus.
• Set goals and try to achieve them.
• Stay passionate about work. 
• Don’t sweat the small stuff .
• Don’t try to be perfect, just work for your users.
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Collaborative Training for Th eological Librarianship Panel Discussion
with

Sophie Schottler, College of Saint Catherine
Jennifer Bartholomew, Luther Seminary

David R. Stewart, Luther Seminary

Th is session examines the broad question of how people get to be theological librarians. We 
will consider this phenomenon in a general way, but will be paying particular attention to one 
model of orientation and training for theological librarianship, which we think has the merits 
of being very eff ective, within reach of many of our ATLA member institutions, and mostly 
under-utilized at present.

Our presenters are

Sophie Schottler, who will soon be graduating from the MLIS program at the College 
of Saint Catherine. Sophie has a degree in English from the College of Saint Benedict, 
and was a student in the MLIS class taught by David (“Reference Sources in the 
Humanities”) at the College of Saint Catherine in 2008. Sophie did a practicum at 
Luther Seminary this past semester, and right after the conference will begin a new 
position as a cataloger with Mackin Library Media in Burnsville, MN; 
Jennie Bartholomew, who has been Electronic Services Librarian at Luther Seminary 
since 2005. Jennie did an undergraduate degree in cartography from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, and the MLIS from Dominican University. She did a practicum 
at Luther in the Spring of 2004.
David Stewart, Director of Library Services at Luther Seminary since 2005, who is 
also an adjunct instructor in the MLIS program at the College of Saint Catherine, St. 
Paul, MN.

Introduction: How Th is Practicum Came About
After taking David’s class at Saint Catherine, Sophie had some questions regarding how to 

gain more hands-on experience, and discussed with David a practicum as one option.
It made a big diff erence that Luther’s library had supervised a successful practicum a few 
years previously, and that David was aware from prior experience how important it was to 
enlist the support of the staff  before moving forward.

Th ere are several familiar routes by which people fi nd theological librarianship as their 
vocation. Th ese include pastors who are looking for a diff erent venue in which to serve the 
church, serendipity, fi nding out about theological librarianship while a student in the MLIS/
MLS program, etc.

We have observed through this experience that a well-run practicum is an excellent means 
of orientation to Th eological Librarianship, of training for Th eological Librarianship, and for 
a student’s evaluation/consideration of Th eological Librarianship as a vocational path. It is our 
purpose today to off er three very diff erent angles on this one particular practicum, to help you 
give the practicum option fresh consideration as an opportunity for your library. Sophie (as 
student); Jennie (as former practicum student, current staff , with a particular sense of what 
makes for a good practicum); David (as the person who had to “sell” the idea to staff , and 

•

•

•
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negotiate with Sophie regarding her interests in the library’s needs, to make sure the practicum 
has some shape to it, and generally keep things on track).

Part I: Th e Student’s Perspective (Sophie Schottler)
My cohort of practicum students consisted of about nine people, and the range of experiences 

was very diverse. We met four times throughout the semester to discuss issues in the workplace, 
mentoring and networking, and the job search process. Here are some examples:

One student worked on a large art exhibition in the Minneapolis Central Library.
One student worked closely with the systems librarian at a small private college. 
Another student was extremely interested in information literacy and actually helped 
teach a course at a community college along with regular reference desk shifts in the 
library. 
Another student had a very project-based practicum in which he worked on classifying/
cataloging seeds at an arboretum. 

My point is that there is a wide range of options for students to explore in setting up a 
practicum. My experience looked a little bit diff erent from everyone else’s. I approached Luther 
Seminary because I knew David from class, and he talked about his staff  as being second-to-
none—really knowledgeable professionals—so I decided to conduct my practicum there in 
order to learn from some really special people, including David. I was also interested in the 
special collection or special library aspect of Luther, and it was a challenge in itself to prepare 
to learn how to adapt to content with which I was not familiar.

It might be surprising, but the theological nature of the library was almost secondary to 
me. I didn’t know how much I would be required to know about theology research or students, 
and never having worked in a library before, a lot of what I wanted to learn was simply about 
what it was like to work in any library. Again, in this regard, my experience and needs may be 
very diff erent from that of other practicum students. 

David and I talked a few times before the semester began to establish expectations, goals, 
and practical scheduling matters. 

Th e area of the library in which I was most interested was reference, so we decided that 
I would plan and conduct a bibliographic instruction session (as part of an ongoing 
lunchtime series), along with working at the reference desk every week.
In between shifts at the desk and meeting with each library staff  member, I was given 
a list of questions to research from David. He can say more to how he came up with 
these ideas, but it seems to me that this practicum would have been a lot less interesting 
had it not been for his personal curiosity and ability to assign research topics. Th ese 
included Google Analytics, comparing PDF viewers, evaluating the potential of the 
Amazon Kindle, reviewing the concept of the “Embedded Librarian,” and what other 
theological libraries were off ering for online tutorials.
Since I had no library experience, it was even more necessary for me to spend some 
time in the early stages with each staff  person, to see what they do and try to fi gure out 
how it fi ts into the larger picture.

Th is will give you an overview of the shape of this particular practicum. Jennie will spend 
the next few minutes giving her observations on her practicum experience. 

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
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Part II: Th e Perspective of a Former Practicum Student and Current Staff  Member 
(Jennifer Bartholomew) 

Five years ago I did a practicum at Luther Seminary which had a tremendous impact on 
my professional life. I had gotten to know the library through projects undertaken for other 
classes in Dominican University’s MLIS program at the College of Saint Catherine. In my 
Introduction to Library Science class, I attempted to fi nd out whether one could have written a 
chapter of William Dalrymple’s From the Holy Mountain using solely books and materials from 
the collection at Luther. Later, in a class on theological librarianship, we analyzed the age of 
Luther’s collection and the concentration of books in various Library of Congress call numbers. 
Among the things I liked about Luther were its open, expansive Reading Room, stacks that 
were full of fascinating books, and a staff  that was both hospitable and helpful. My own resume 
was a little on the thin side. Th e only practical experience I’d had in libraries was as a patron, 
on the borrowing and studying side. I wanted to experience as many aspects of library work 
as possible. 

I contacted Bruce Eldevik, Reference Librarian, and asked if a practicum would be possible 
at Luther. After discussing it with the other staff  members, he let me know that I could begin 
in January of 2004. 

Th e practicum elective was organized in two parts. Each student worked 10 hours per 
week for 12 weeks. We met regularly with the MLIS Program Director and with other 
practicum students. Every few weeks we discussed our projects: how they were progressing, 
were our expectations being met, etc. Our experiences diff ered widely. Projects included 
special collections in a museum, an archive at the University of Minnesota, academic libraries 
(Minneapolis Community and Technical College, and Metropolitan State University), and a 
public library in southern Minnesota. Luther was both an academic and a special library.

My fi rst day at Luther began with a wonderful tour given by our catalog librarian. She 
has been at Luther for a number of years and knew very well both the academic and cultural 
sides of the institution. Th is helped to orient me. I then spent one to two days with each staff  
member, learning about cataloging, acquisitions, circulation, interlibrary loan, reference, and 
electronic services. I also spent time in the classroom, fi rst observing, then teaching skills 
sessions for the ATLA Religion Database® and BibleWorks software. I enjoyed both the teaching 
experience and the chance to get to know the students a little better.

One of the best parts of spending time with all the staff  members was getting to see the 
diff erence between what goes on behind the scenes and the services we provide out in the 
public areas of the library, at the circulation and reference desks. Th ere’s a rhythm to each job 
and it varies depending on the week, the semester, and the time of year. I learned fi rsthand that 
certain skills and preferences can make a job more or less appealing. I loved teaching but wasn’t 
so keen on going through the box of gift books and magazines. I liked picking up each book 
in the reference collection and taking a closer look at it, but was less enthusiastic about fi shing 
the paper out of a jammed printer.

Th e practicum came at a good time. I had pursued an MLIS, not really intending to work 
in a library. I loved trying out diff erent jobs and, over the course of the semester, realizing that 
I did want to work in a library like this one. I am very fortunate to work now at Luther in the 
area of electronic services. 
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Another opportunity for professional development came after the end of the practicum, 
when I was able to attend the ATLA Annual Conference in Kansas City. Th e acquisitions 
librarian drove down and I tagged along. I met many members and attended a number of 
good sessions.

Looking back, I am amazed at how things have unfolded. My practicum experience 
allowed me to take a close look at how a library staff  works together successfully. I got to know 
some great people. I got a little experience before I graduated. Currently, I’m about half way 
through an MA in Old Testament studies at Luther. I can see already how this will balance my 
computer skills, acquired during my freelance career as an editor and desktop publisher, and 
strengthen my ability to help the students who are called to Luther Seminary. 

Part III: Th e Perspective of the Library Director (David Stewart)
In setting up this practicum with Sophie, we were guided by a number of criteria:

What the MLIS program guidelines at the College of Saint Catherine 
required

What Sophie was interested in 

What the library needed

I am very pleased that we got started with the planning side of the practicum as early as 
we did. Some unforeseen medical issues on my part in January could have presented a major 
setback had we not had the basic shape of the practicum set up ahead of time.
Th e critical elements for this practicum, as I saw them, included:

Sophie’s need for an overview of library work generally. Each of our staff  members had 
agreed to spend a block of time with Sophie outlining their work and how it related to 
the work of other staff . Th is turned out to be invaluable as a foundation for everything 
else.
A substantial list of subjects—library issues, trends, opportunities—that I personally 
wanted to explore, but lacked the time to do so. Th ese included Amazon Kindle, 
Google Analytics, Online Tutorials, Library Blogs, the “Embedded Librarian” concept, 
a webpage I maintain on the ATLA server, developing a presentation template for a 
library instruction series, a new handout for our ATLA Religion Database presentation, 
and developing a library current awareness service. 
Sophie’s desire to develop new skills in presentation and teaching.

It is vital for a library that is considering a practicum to ask not only how such a substantial 
commitment might benefi t the student, but also what it might add to the life of the library. In 
our experience, I would note the following benefi ts to us:

Th e opportunity to explain what we do. All of us are busy, and over the course of time 
it is easy to forget the “why” of what it is that keeps us busy.
Th e opportunity to fi eld good questions: a good practicum student has an exceptionally 
high motivation to be curious about how a library works. 
Th e opportunity to teach: few complaints are more common among library school 
students than the lack of integration between the classroom and the life of the library, 
and a well-coordinated practicum off ers an unequaled venue for correcting that.

a)

b)

c)

•

•

•

•

•

•
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A new infusion of talent, an outsider’s perspective, an attitude of teachability, etc.
Let me off er a few general impressions on what makes for a mutually benefi cial 

practicum:
Accept that not all students are equally well-suited to a practicum. It made not only my 
own responsibilities, but the process of gaining staff  support, a great deal easier to have 
a student who was intelligent, motivated, curious, congenial, teachable, dependable, 
and a good writer. To put it diff erently, the absence of qualities like these provides 
excellent reasons for not agreeing to a practicum.
Frame the practicum as a teaching and learning experience for the staff  collectively, 
rather than for a few.
Keep in mind that a well-run practicum provides an excellent window into the talent 
pool of the next generation of librarians. Our library could not have known, when 
Jennie was a practicum student, that a few years later she would join the staff , for 
example.
Th e support and goodwill of the staff  is priceless. It worked to our advantage that 
we had turned down an earlier practicum request from a student, as it established 
the principle that this is not something we are obliged to do. It would not be fair, 
for example, for the director to recommend for a practicum project a student whose 
presence in the library for ten hours a week would be a burden, an annoyance, etc. 
Have at least the outline of a plan, including both learning objectives and suitable 
activities, set out well in advance. It’s likely that there will be good reasons for departing 
from this plan at various points, but it’s to everyone’s benefi t to avoid week-to-week (or 
even day-to-day!) improvisation.
Find ways to respect the student’s boundaries: a practicum student is not the same 
as a staff  member, or as a student worker. Everything revolves around professional 
development.
Negotiate a wise balance of what is known and unknown to the student, with a view to 
developing confi dence and new skills. Th is will vary greatly from one practicum (and 
practicum student) to another.

Finally, it needs to be said that from the Director’s standpoint it is a tremendous privilege 
not only to work with good people, but to work and plan in a way that helps develop good 
people. A library practicum can be an excellent venue for pursuing such things.

IV: A Final Word from the Student on the Value of the Practicum Experience 
(Sophie Schottler)

Th roughout the semester, I continually returned to my learning objectives for the practicum 
to make sure we were on track with what I needed and wanted to learn about. My goals were, 
broadly, to expand my knowledge of daily library work and to develop and enhance my skills 
in reference. 

Did I achieve my goals? Absolutely, and I learned some other things along the way:

From my cohort, I discovered that at each practicum site the practicum student’s goals 
should be complementary. If I were to change one thing about my time at Luther, it 
would be to let go of the idea that reference service occurs only at the reference desk. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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I was given the opportunity to work as a graduate reference assistant in the library at 
Saint Catherine’s in the fall of 2008, and I had a successful time there working only at 
the desk in the afternoons. I attempted to migrate what I had learned there to Luther, 
not realizing that each reference desk has its own personality. My slot at reference 
at Luther, I discovered, did not fall into the time when things tended to be busy, so 
looking back I could have worked on other aspects of public service, such as more BI 
sessions or helping to develop a web presence for distance learners. 
Another goal was to get a feeling for the daily work of all members of a library staff , 
and I certainly accomplished that through visiting with each person. Something as 
fundamental to the library operation as ordering and processing new materials was 
foreign to me. It was instructive to see simply the process from collection building to 
acquiring a new item, to cataloging it and preparing it for the shelf – I learned not only 
that these tasks can be learned, but the importance of their being done well.
As for my fear coming into the practicum – how do I provide services if I don’t have 
a lot of experience with theology – I think the practicum has off ered me a lot in that 
regard. I’ve received an introduction to the specifi c and unique language of theological 
studies, and to the resources, students, library issues, and culture of a theological 
studies campus. Finally, some minor lessons on collection development and the scope 
of a special library were gained through conversations with reference staff . Th ese all 
seem like simple things that one could get from studying theology, but for a librarian 
with no previous exposure to such a setting, they are invaluable.

I believe a practicum lays the groundwork for future professionals to continue learning 
confi dently.

•

•
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Faculty and the Library: Who Walks Th rough Your Doors and Into Your 
Website? Perception and Use of the Library by Full-Time and Adjunct 

Faculty at Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary
by

Patricia J. Yang, Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary
Faculty members, students, and administrators all agree upon the importance of the role of 

the library in higher education. Traditionally, the library is a place to study, read, do research, 
and socialize, but with the advent of the internet, online catalogs and databases, library 
resources are available twenty-four hours a day. It is accepted that academic faculty members 
have the greatest infl uence on student use of the library and its resources. In the past 35 years, 
there has also been a change in the makeup of the faculty at most academic institutions. Th e 
National Center for Education Statistics shows the number of adjunct faculty has increased 
from 22% of total faculty at post-secondary institutions in 1970 to 48% in 2005, as seen in 
fi gure 1.1 What impact, if any, has the increased percentage of adjunct faculty had on total 
faculty use of the academic library?
Figure 1: Graph of Growth of Faculty, by Type, in Post-Secondary Institutions in the United States1
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1Source: National Center for Education Statistics, “Number of instructional faculty in degree-granting institutions, by 
employment status and control and type of institution: Selected years, fall 1970 through fall 2005,” Digest of Education 
Statistics: 2007 (2007), Table 238 http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d07/tables/dt07_238.asp?referrer=list, (accessed 
March 31, 2008). 

Literature Review
Th ere is a rich literature on general faculty use of academic libraries, but little that 

specifi cally addresses how adjunct or part-time faculty at colleges, universities and graduate 
schools use the library. Four major databases2 were searched for surveys of how faculty use and 
perceive the library. Researchers have examined how academic faculty search for information, 
interact with library resources and staff , and perceive the library, but only a few research 
projects included statistics for adjunct faculty. Th is literature review focuses on faculty use of 
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the library in general, their use of space and internet resources, their interaction with library 
staff  and whether or not adjunct and full-time faculty use the library diff erently. 

Hart found that faculty surveyed in 1990 mainly used their personal collections and their 
academic libraries, with some use of other library collections.3 One third never used interlibrary 
loans (ILL). His research found that a faculty member’s use of information sources was aff ected 
by his goal, whether it was teaching or research. Teachers relied more on their personal and 
academic library collections, while researchers made greater use of ILL and faculty colleagues.4 
More recently, Houghton, Steele and Henty’s study of Australian research faculty confi rmed 
that the internet has changed the way faculty do research. Online databases, email and search 
engines are now as essential as books and print journals.5 Th e library at the University of the 
West Indies surveyed their faculty on their knowledge of current library services in 1995. Th ey 
found faculty respondents were aware only of the most obvious library activities: use of local 
collections, getting help from library staff  members, and local ILL.6 Washington-Hoagland 
and Clougherty had similar results at the University of Iowa in 2002, where they found that 
faculty members used library resources more than other university staff  members did.7 A 2005 
survey at Ireland’s Waterford Institute of Technology libraries showed that full-time faculty 
used library resources and staff  regularly and used the library’s online resources more than 
students did.8

It may be assumed that adjunct faculty have no offi  ce and may use the physical library for 
class preparation and research. A recent study on faculty study space in the library by Engel and 
Antell found that many academic libraries had faculty waiting lists for study spaces and that 
faculty valued these study spaces.9 In a separate study, Antell and Engel learned that faculty value 
the library as a physical space, even if they do not have dedicated faculty study space in it.10

Th e impact of the internet on library services is well documented. As periodical indexes 
were digitized, faculty information needs focused on document access and skill development.11 
Adjunct faculty members participated in a survey of faculty at a college in Greece on the use 
of online databases. Th e results were not broken down by faculty status, but the survey showed 
that faculty who did not feel comfortable using computers had more problems accessing 
and using the library’s online resources.12 Additional studies focused on the eff ects of faculty 
members’ age, academic discipline, faculty rank and on those teaching distance classes.13 Th ese 
studies show, in general, that the longer a person is a faculty member, the less comfortable they 
are using the library’s internet resources, including the online catalog.14

Th e performance and attitude of librarians can infl uence use of the library. Many researchers 
found faculty have a high regard for the eff ectiveness and abilities of the library staff  they work 
with, although faculty and staff  do not always agree on what is most important to them about 
the library.15

Working with adjunct faculty, as a librarian, is complicated because they may not teach 
every semester, are not on campus every day, and may teach only one course in the semesters 
they do teach. Several of the studies mentioned above attempted to include adjunct faculty 
in their participants, but Whitlatch’s 1983 study of library usage among full- and part-time 
faculty and students at San Jose State University is one of the few that specifi cally looked at 
diff erences in full-time and part-time faculty use of the library. Whitlatch discovered that less 
than 20% of full-time faculty and over 40% of adjunct faculty seldom or never use the library, 
as shown in fi gure 2.16
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Figure 2: Library Use Patterns Among Faculty at San Jose State University 
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Th is review of related literature shows a large gap in knowledge about the use and perception 
of the academic library among adjunct faculty. New research is needed in this area, especially as 
the percentage of adjunct faculty continues to increase in higher education.

Study Setting
Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary (Golden Gate) is a graduate school with fi ve 

campuses located in four states. Th ere is a library and at least one full- or part-time librarian at 
each campus. Th e library has a unifi ed integrated library system, and library resources circulate 
among the fi ve campuses using an intercampus loan system (ICL). In the 2007-2008 school 
year, Golden Gate had 1452 students (699 Full-Time Equivalent [FTE]), 22 full-time faculty, 
fi ve administrators with faculty status and 80 adjunct faculty members (total of 39 FTE 
faculty).17 While most full-time faculty seem connected to the library, the same is not true for 
adjunct faculty. Th is research project seeks to discover whether there are diff erences in the way 
full-time and adjunct faculty use the library for research and class preparation.

Methodology
Th e goals of this research project were 1) to learn what library resources are used by faculty 

members and why they are used; 2) to discover faculty members’ perception of library resources 
and staff  in general; 3) to measure faculty members’ comfort level in using the online catalog, 
databases and other library resources; and 4) to fi nd out the perceived usefulness of the online 
catalog, databases and other library resources for faculty members’ research and teaching.

Th e research took place in March and April 2008, among full-time and adjunct faculty who 
taught during the 2007-2008 academic year. Quantitative and qualitative data were collected 
via a mix of open and closed questions in an eight-page questionnaire. Th e questionnaire 
consisted of 31 structured open-ended and closed questions divided into four sections: 
demographic information, general library usage, preferred types of library materials (print 
versus electronic), and library staff  and services. Each section began with closed questions and 
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ended with an open-ended question for additional comments by participants. Most of the 
closed questions used a six-point scale to measure usefulness of, or satisfaction with, a library 
resource. Questions about online databases used a three-point scale because of space issues 
in the questionnaire, and a few questions used smiley faces in a four-point scale instead of 
numbers.

Th e questions measured the importance placed by faculty on a variety of library resources, 
their preferences for how resources are provided (online versus print), the attitude and abilities 
of the library staff , physical and electronic facilities, and concerns and wishes for changes in the 
libraries at Golden Gate’s fi ve campuses. Th e questionnaire began with demographic questions 
on current faculty status, gender, terminal degree level, areas of teaching responsibility, home 
campus, faculty rank (for full-time only), and number of years in academic teaching. It ended 
with several general open-ended questions, to learn what the faculty members felt were major 
problems, successes or needs for the future in the campus library they were most familiar 
with. 

All eligible faculty members were contacted about the research project. Of the 107 
questionnaires emailed to eligible faculty members on March 25 with follow-up email reminders 
on March 31 and April 7, 49 faculty members (46%) returned completed questionnaires by 
April 9, 2008. Upon receipt of the completed questionnaires, all data were entered into an 
Excel fi le and analyzed for quantitative statistics.

Findings
While the survey collected data on several demographic features, this study focuses on 

whether faculty status, full-time or adjunct, aff ects the participants’ use of and perception of 
the importance of the library for personal research and class preparation. Th e results show 
that 1) 95% of the 20 full-time faculty participants use the library and its resources regularly, 
most feel very comfortable using both the in-house and online resources, and almost all feel 
that most library services are very useful in their research and class preparation; 2) 72% of 
the 29 adjunct faculty participants use the library and its resources, but the majority of them 
do not feel comfortable using the catalog and online resources, are more likely to ask library 
staff  for help while in the library, need help using the databases, want internet and electrical 
access for their laptops and want quiet study space in the library; 3) most adjunct faculty did 
not complete the survey as thoroughly as the full-time faculty, and when they did answer, 
it was more likely to be ‘not applicable’ or ‘never used’ (0%-86% on any given question for 
adjuncts and 0%-60% for full-time); 4) adjunct and full-time faculty hold similar views on 
special features of the online catalog, preferences for book and journal format for research and 
class preparation (online or print), perceptions of library staff  attitude, the current state of the 
library and its future needs.

Survey Demographics
Th e demographics of the research participants do not match those of the faculty, as seen 

in table 1. Seventy-four percent (n=20) of Golden Gate’s full-time faculty and 36% (n=28) 
of the adjunct faculty completed the questionnaire. Survey completion by gender was 72% 
(n=10) of the female pool and 42% (n=28) of the male pool. Of the participants, 90% (n=9) 
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of the females and 51% (n=19) of the males are adjunct faculty. When examined in relation 
to Golden Gate’s fi ve campuses, the returns show that approximately equal numbers of full-
time and adjunct faculty at each campus participated in the survey, although two-thirds of 
the faculty members at each campus are adjuncts. Nine participants (eight adjuncts, one full-
time) completed the demographic section and stated that they do not use the library or its 
resources. Of these, three answered some additional questions and one left the question on 
gender unanswered.

Table 1: Characteristics of Survey Pool and Actual Participants

 Gendera   Faculty Status
 Men Women Adjunct Full-Time
Survey Pool (n=107) 91 16 80 27
Returns (n=49) 38 10 29 20

aOne participant did not answer the question on gender

General Library Usage
Th e questions in this section have a six-point scale measuring the extent to which diff erent 

library services are useful for the faculty member’s research and class preparation, with 6 being 
the most useful and 1 being least useful. Table 2 shows the ranking by full-time and adjunct 
faculty members of these library services, from most to least important. Eighty percent (n=16) 
of the full-time faculty participants give a 5 or 6 to the online catalog, checking out books, 
asking the staff  for help, books for class preparation and the use of databases for research. 
Adjunct faculty participants give a 5 or 6 to the availability of library staff  (52%), books 
for research and class preparation (45%) and checking out books (45%). Use of the online 
catalog is helpful for 38% of adjunct faculty, study space for 37% and the use of databases 
for research, 24%. Th is trend of adjunct faculty having lower usefulness of library resources 
continues throughout the questions on library usage except for the copy machine, which 24% 
of adjunct faculty give a 5 or 6, while only 20% of full-time faculty do. 
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Table 2:  Ranking of Usefulness for Research and Class Preparation

All 
Surveys Full-Time Adjuncts NA and 

NRa

Ask staff  for help 1 3 1 10
Check out books 2 2 2 13
Online catalog 3 1 6 12
Books for research 4 6 3 12
Books for class prep 5 4 4 12
Course reserves 6 7 5 12
Databases for research 7 5 8 18
Intercampus Loan (ICL) 8 11 10 16
Study space 9 10 7 18
Browse books 10 8 11 11
Browse periodicals 11 9 12 13
Laptop computer access 12 13 9 18
Databases for class prep 13 12 13 19
Print journals 14 15 14 14
Library computers 15 14 12 17
Interlibrary Loan (ILL) 16 18 16 24
Copy machines 17 16 17 19
Databases for reading 18 17 18 13
Ereserves 19 19 19 24
Use other library catalogs 20 20 20 27
Newspapers 21 21 21 29

aNA stands for a Not Applicable response, NR for No Response. Most of the responses in this column 
are adjunct faculty. Note: Th e top fi ve and bottom fi ve library services, in terms of usefulness for each 
demographic group, are bolded.

Th e diff erence between adjunct and full-time faculty in how much library resources are 
used is evident in the usage of the 51 databases and e-reference suites available through the 
library website. Faculty were asked to rate each database on how much they use it for research 
and class preparation (“often,” “sometimes,” or “never” for each), and whether or not it is easy 
to use (happy or sad face). Ninety percent (n=46) of the library’s databases are used by one or 
more faculty members, with 55% (n=16) of adjunct faculty & 75% (n=15) of full-time faculty 
using at least one database or e-reference suite. Eighteen participants (37%) have never used 
any of the library’s databases, including 20% (n=4) of the full-time faculty and 48% (n=14) of 
the adjunct faculty. One full-time faculty member mentioned that he uses databases heavily, 
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but could not pick out the names from the list given. Two adjuncts mentioned that they would 
use the online databases if training were available. Table 3 shows which databases the full-time 
and adjunct faculty members use the most or encourage their students to use. Th e top ten 
databases for each group are included in this table. Th e complete list is available in Appendix 1.

Table 3:  Ranking of Most Frequently Used Databases by Faculty Type Who Use Th em

Name All Surveys Full-Time Adjunct

ATLA Religion Database® (OCLC) 1 1 1

ATLASerials® (OCLC) 2 3 2

Old Testament Abstracts (EBSCO) 3 4 8
Dissertations and Th eses (ProQuest) 4 11 4
ProQuest Religion (ProQuest) 5 10 3
Religion and Philosophy Collection (EBSCO) 6 6 6
Dissertations (OCLC) 7 12 7
New Testament Abstracts (EBSCO) 8 5 12
WorldCat (OCLC) 9 8 10
Oxford Reference Online (OXFORD) 10 16 5

Ebooks (OCLC) 11 7 14
ATLAGroupCatalog (OCLC) 12 15 9
ArticleFirst (OCLC) 13 9 15
PerAbs (OCLC) 18 2 21

Note: Th is table includes all databases that either demographic group ranked in their top ten. Database 
ranking is according to the number of participants who say they use or encourage students to use that 
database. In case of a tie, the number of “often” and “sometimes” answers were counted, with “often” answers 
receiving two points and “sometimes,” one point. Bolded numbers portray a database or e-reference suite that 
either the full-time or the adjunct faculty rank ten or more places higher than the other does.

Sixty-fi ve percent of all survey participants use ATLAReligion Database, the oldest 
theologically oriented database with the deepest back fi les. Sixty-three percent use EBSCO’s 
Religion and Philosophy, and 57% use ATLAS and Periodical Abstracts (PerAbs). Th e percentages 
drop quickly after this. Only fi ve databases are among the top ten of both adjunct and full-
time faculty, showing a wide variance in preference between the groups. Th e most noticeable 
variance in perceived importance within this list is for PerAbs, which the full-time faculty place 
second, while the adjunct faculty place it twenty-fi rst.

Th is question also addresses ease of database use. Of the 31 participants who answered 
this question, 25% (n=4) of adjunct faculty and 6% (n=1) of full-time faculty members have 
diffi  culty with one or more database interfaces. Th ese participants mention diffi  culty working 
with all of Golden Gate’s library’s database aggregators.
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Questions on knowledge of, facility of use and satisfaction with the online catalog were 
answered on a numeric scale of 6 to 1, designated as always (6), most of the time (5), half of the 
time (4), sometimes (3), seldom (2) or never (1) and not applicable (NA). Th e adjunct faculty 
participants’ answers to these questions show they have less satisfaction with the online catalog 
and a greater willingness to ask for help than the full-time faculty have. Table 4 provides a 
combined number of “always” and “most of the time” responses.

Table 4:  Online Catalog Satisfaction and Usage

Aspect of Online Catalog All Surveys Full-Time Adjuncts NA or 
NR

Find items easily 21 (43%) 12 (60%) 9 (31%) 14
Satisfi ed w/search results 20 (41%) 11 (55%) 9 (31%) 14
Ask for help 11 (22%) 3 (15%) 8 (28%) 21
Use catalog alert feature 5 (10%) 2 (10%) 3 (10%) 35

Ask ‘where’s the catalog?’ 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 1 (3%) 38

NA stands for a Not Applicable response, NR for No Response. Most of the responses in this column 
are adjunct faculty. A bolded number means the majority of respondents did not answer this 
question. Note: Th e number of respondents is followed by percentage of total for that status group. 

Full-time faculty say they use more library resources and services more frequently than 
adjuncts do when asked if they use the resources on a daily, weekly, monthly or infrequent 
basis, with “never” and “not applicable” as possible answers (table 5). Seventy percent of full-
time faculty and 31% of adjunct faculty use ICL or ILL. Th e library catalog has an ‘Ask Dr. 
Fred!’ link in the catalog and library website, which goes to a web form for reference help. 
Forty percent of full-time faculty use this email reference choice and 14% of adjunct faculty 
do, but only 28% (n=14) of all respondents have used it. Sixteen adjunct and seven full-time 
faculty members have never used it and an additional nine adjunct and three full-time faculty 
members did not answer this question.
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Table 5:  Frequency of Use of Library Resources

All Surveysa Full-time Adjunct No 
Responseb

Visit physical library Weekly (49%) Weekly 
(65%)

Weekly/
Monthly (31%) 7  (14%)

Online catalog Monthly (33%)
Weekly/
Monthly 
(85%)

Weekly/
Monthly (52%) 9 (19%)

Online databases Weekly/Monthly 
(45%)

Weekly/
Monthly 
(70%)

Monthly/
Infrequent 

(38%)
10 (20%)

ICL Infrequent (39%) Infrequent 
(50%)

Infrequent/
Never (66%) 11 (23%)

ILL Infrequent (37%) Infrequent 
(45%)

Infrequent/
Never (69%) 10 (20%)

Print indexes Infrequent (35%) Infrequent 
(50%)

Infrequent/
Never  (59%) 13 (27%)

Microfi lm Never  (59%) Never 
(60%) Never (59%) 12 (25%)

Ask Dr. Fred Never  (49%)
Infrequent/

Never 
(87%)

Never (62%) 13 (27%)

aTh e percentages in this column are of the total number of respondents
bNR stands for No Response. Most of the numbers in this column represent adjunct faculty.

Note: Th e type of use (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) stated by the highest number of respondents in 
each category (full-time and adjunct) is given here. Th e percentage following the type of use shows 
how many of the full-time or adjunct faculty gave that answer.

Preferred Types of Library Materials
Sixty-one percent of faculty members say they are satisfi ed with the book and periodical 

collections in their discipline areas, and 59% with the reference collections in their discipline 
areas, but less than 19% are very satisfi ed in any of these areas. Twelve percent or more of the 
faculty are dissatisfi ed with the state of the current collection. Full-time and adjunct faculty 
answered this question in similar frequencies.

Th e participants use books and articles for the same reasons, regardless of faculty status, but 
have diff erent access preferences when asked about online versus print. Most participants put 
equal emphasis on the use of books and journal articles in their research and class preparation. 
Adjuncts who answered this question have a greater preference for online or a combination 
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of print and online access for books and journals, whereas full-time faculty prefer print or a 
combination of print and online access, as seen in table 6.

Table 6:  Preferences for Book and Journal Article Format

No Answer Full-time Adjunct
Print Online Combo Print Online Combo

Books 8 adjuncts 6 
(30%)

6 
(30%)

8
(40%)

4 
(14%)

5 
(17%)

12 
(41%)

Journal 
Articles

8 (7 adjuncts, 1 full-
time)

12 
(60%)

1
(5%)

6
 (30%)

10 
(35%)

3 
(10%)

9 
(31%)

Note: Th e number of responses is followed by the percentage of the status group it represents.

Regardless of faculty status, those who completed the open-ended questions on why they 
used books or journal articles said that books “provide in-depth research” and “synthesis of 
ideas,” while articles are “cutting edge material,” “show future trends,” and are “current.” 
Reasons for preferring print include: “I’m old fashioned” or “old school” (four participants), 
“better readability,” “it’s a habit,” and “prefer hard copy for books.” Th ose preferring online 
like the “vast resources,” “convenience,” “ease of cut and paste for class presentations” and “ease 
of scanning for relevance.” Reasons for preferring both access methods are “articles are easier 
online,” “class preparation,” “use online in offi  ce and print in the library,” “more available 
online,” “convenience,” “books are transportable,” “learning to use online because it has more 
resources,” and “online is easily accessed.”

Perception of Library Staff  and Services
It is known that the library staff ’s attitude and job performance can aff ect the attitude 

and use of the library by patrons,18 so two multi-part questions were asked in this area. 
Measurement was on a four-point scale, with 4 being “very satisfi ed” and 1 being “totally 
dissatisfi ed.” Most full-time faculty (65%) are “very satisfi ed” with the way the library staff ’s 
performance and ability in reference, circulation, orientation, reserves, ILL and ICL support 
the faculty’s research and class preparation needs, and are satisfi ed with the copy services. Th e 
69% of adjunct faculty who answered this section ranked all services much lower, with nothing 
over 45% “very satisfi ed,” and reserves, copy services, ILL and ICL receiving a “very satisfi ed” 
rating less than 30% of the time.

Faculty judged the attitude of the library staff  they work with on a 4-point smiley face 
scale. Sixty-fi ve percent or more (n=13-15) of full-time faculty express high satisfaction in their 
interactions with the circulation and reference staff , student workers and regional librarians, 
while 25%-50% (n=9-16) of adjuncts rated them that highly. One full-time and two adjunct 
faculty members (6%) give the staff  at two diff erent campuses poor marks for attitude and 
express frustration in the open-ended question on the staff . Four full-time and 14 adjunct 
faculty did not answer one or more parts of this question.
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Overall Evaluation and Future Hopes
Four questions on the future of the library in terms of changes needed in resources, space, 

hours of service, staff , and anything else allowed participants to express concerns and ideas 
not mentioned in other places. Forty-seven percent (n=23) of the participants answered these 
questions, with adjunct and full-time faculty responses being similar for the most part. Following 
these, the last three questions allowed the faculty to share their concerns, appreciation and 
future hopes for the library. While examining the data for these two sets of answers, answers 
to the open-ended questions at the end of each section of the survey was referenced and often 
confi rmed what participants expressed here.

Table 7:  Changes Th at Would Encourage Faculty Use of the Library—Optional Question

Area Needing Change All 
Surveys Full-Time Adjuncts Priorities(# of answers)a

Materials 17 9 8 1(5); 2(1); 3(2)
Databases 7 4 3 1(2); 4(1)
Better computers & 
peripherals 5 2 3 1(1); 2(1); 3(1)

Faculty study space 5 1 4
Quieter study space 4 1 3 2(1)
Training/tours/ classes 3 1 2 1(2)
More computers 3 1 2 2(2)
Group study space 2 … 2 2(1)
Copiers 2 1 1 2(1)
Better/faster ILL 1 1 … 2(1)
More study space 1 … 1 3(1)
Added Requests:

• Faster ICL 1 1 …
• Assistance w/

library computers 1 1 …

• More time 1 1 …

aPriorities were encouraged, but not required for this question.  If given, they are shown in the 
Priorities column, as ‘priority number.’ (Th e number of participants giving this item that priority 
is in parentheses.)  Faculty members ranked up to four priority levels.

Th e faculty were asked what changes in the library would cause them to be more eff ective 
users of the library. Table 7 shows additional areas for improvement asked for by the faculty 
in this question. Eleven faculty members prioritized their suggested changes to the library, 
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including 24% (n=7) of the adjunct faculty respondents and 20% (n=4) of the full-time 
faculty respondents.

More than 50% of the participants, both adjunct and full-time, believe that the library’s print 
and online resources need to be increased. Five faculty members give collection development 
a number one priority, the highest of any item in this area. Th irty-one percent of the adjunct 
faculty participants (n=9) versus 15% of the full-time faculty (n=3) say more study space, 
whether faculty, quiet or group, would encourage them to use the library more. 

Th e majority (69%) of the survey participants are satisfi ed with the current library hours 
of service at their campus. Eighteen percent (n=9) did not answer this question. Eight faculty 
members (22%) request specifi c changes in this area, including fi ve to ‘stay open later on 
weekdays,’ two to ‘stay open later on Saturdays,’ and three to have a ‘reference librarian available 
in the evenings.’ Write-in responses included the need for more ebooks, a more complete 
library orientation and better promotion of library resources.

Full-time faculty members (25%) see a greater need for change in the library than adjunct 
faculty (8%) do. Five full-time (29%) and four adjunct faculty (21%) answered the open-
ended question on what those changes should be at specifi c campuses. Th e answers include 
fi ve requests for more library space, and one each for self-checkout, better internet service, a 
change of décor, and security gates. 

Many faculty members shared what they like best and least about the library. Most full-
time faculty members say the library is easy to use, has great online resources, and has great 
customer service. Adjuncts appreciate the electronic resources and access to library services. 
Th e faculty’s least favorite aspect is the size of the library print collection, with over 50% of the 
responses calling for a larger collection. Several faculty members mentioned that space is an 
issue in the library at their campus. Additional issues were mentioned by only a few people.

Th e most frequent suggestions by faculty for future needs of the library include increased 
print and online resources, more space for both collection and study areas, Wi-Fi and improved 
technology, better orientation for faculty, professional librarians at all campuses, an easy way 
to request books for the library, and more ebooks. Th e need for increased resources and space 
were mentioned at all fi ve campuses. Th e fi ve most frequent suggestions are in Table 8.

Table 8: Faculty Suggestions for Changes to Th eir Campus Library

Suggestion Total Adjunct Full-Time
Increase print & electronic resources1 23% 8 3
More space for collections & study1 16% 6 2
Wi-Fi & updated technology 6% 1 2
Better library orientation for faculty 6% 2 1
Staffi  ng issues 4% 1 1

1One or more faculty members at all fi ve campuses expressed need in this area.
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Discussion
Th e 49 participants in this study hold similar views on preferred format of library resources 

and what needs to change in the library. Th ey share similar concerns about library collection 
size, space needs, and technology needs. Th eir views diff er by faculty status on the importance 
of library resources to their research and class preparation. Full-time faculty members know 
about and use all library resources more than adjunct faculty do.

Full-Time Faculty
While 0%-25% (n=0-5) of the full-time faculty participants left some survey questions 

unanswered, 74% of the 2007-2008 full-time faculty responded to the survey, so the results 
should accurately refl ect Golden Gate’s full-time faculty’s use and perception of the library for 
this school year. Golden Gate’s Director of Library Services attends the monthly faculty meeting 
for all full-time faculty members, and library staff  members send them e-mail reminders about 
new resources on a weekly or biweekly basis.19 Most full-time participants use many of the 
library’s resources and view them as relevant to their research and class preparation. However, 
25% or more either did not answer questions about, or stated they did not use, ICL (25%), 
ILL (30%) and the online catalog alert feature (60%). Th is may show ignorance of available 
services, an unwillingness to try new library services, a feeling that these services are not helpful 
or a lack of perceived need of the services.

Adjunct Faculty
Twenty-eight percent to 55% (n=8-16) of the adjunct faculty participants left some survey 

questions unanswered, except for the demographic section, which everyone completed except 
for the one person who did not state his or her gender. Of the eight adjunct participants who 
do not use the library, only three say they own all the books needed for their classes, while two 
use internet resources, one uses another seminary’s library and one specifi cally mentioned not 
knowing about the library’s online resources. Only 36% of the 2007-2008 adjunct faculty 
members completed any part of the survey, so it is diffi  cult to say if this is a true representation 
of the adjunct faculty’s use and perception of the library, although email surveys typically have 
10%-25% completion rates.

No information was available about how adjunct faculty members receive information 
about the library, or how faculty members in general are oriented to the library when they start 
teaching at Golden Gate. While full-time faculty visit the main library during their orientation 
to Golden Gate, adjunct faculty usually relate only to the campus where they are located. Most 
adjuncts are on campus once a week to teach, and may only stay for the length of the class 
period, leaving no time to visit the physical library.

Forty-fi ve percent of the adjunct participants do not use any online databases, and 55% 
either did not answer the question about library catalog use or say they never use it (even 
though 62% answered a question about the importance of the online catalog). In addition, 
52% do not check out any books during the semester. Th is means that almost half of Golden 
Gate’s adjunct faculty are either not using the library at all, or are not aware of the variety of 
library resources and services available to them. Possibly, they are thinking of the library as 
a physical place, as it was when some of them completed their degrees, and so do not take 
advantage of the library’s website and online resources. Further research might show if there is 
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a lack of knowledge about available library resources, as one adjunct mentioned, lack of a felt 
need or something else that is causing this non-use of the library.

Adjunct faculty rated the library staff ’s performance and attitude lower than full-time 
faculty did, which is disturbing. Th is could have several interpretations. Th e staff  may not 
know the adjuncts or may be preferential toward full-time faculty. Adjuncts may not know 
the library staff  very well, if at all, considering that many do not use the library at all (31% of 
adjuncts did not answer the questions in this section), and may not be as comfortable around 
the staff  as full-time faculty members are. Other possibilities are 1) because full-time faculty 
members use the library and see the staff  more often than adjunct faculty they rate the staff  
higher and 2) the lack of a library orientation program for adjunct faculty does not provide an 
opportunity to be introduced to library staff  members.

Th e statistics seem to suggest that the library staff  may be treating full-time faculty diff erently 
than adjuncts. No patron should feel that they are less important, or receive less consideration 
when asking for help of any kind in the library. Th is discrepancy in perception may be partially 
resolved by working with library staff  to help them treat all patrons equally, and by raising 
awareness among adjuncts of how the library staff  can help them in their research and class 
preparation.

Recommendations
How can the use and perception of the library among adjunct faculty be changed, so that 

all faculty members take full advantage of the resources available to them through the library? 
From the data received through this research project, a four-pronged program is suggested: 1) 
library orientation for all new faculty members, 2) focused library outreach to adjunct faculty, 
3) increased promotion of specialized library services to all faculty members and 4) library staff  
training on customer service. Work on these four areas should make a diff erence in faculty 
perception and use of the library. It has been assumed for too long that the faculty will ask 
when they have a question, but this is not always true, especially for adjunct faculty who may 
not even know who or what to ask. If faculty do not ask when they have a question, how likely 
is it that they will encourage their students to use the library at all?

Library orientation for Golden Gate’s new students is held at every campus every semester. 
Th ere may be a need for a similar orientation for all new faculty members, whether full-time 
or adjunct. Th e changes most libraries have undergone in the past ten years mean many new 
faculty members may not understand how to locate needed materials, whether in print or 
online. Library orientation needs to take place for adjuncts soon after they accept a teaching 
assignment, so that they have access to library resources during preparation for the course. 
For full-time faculty, orientation may occur after they move to the area or at a prearranged 
time. Orientation may happen on a one-to-one basis for adjunct faculty, and may need to be 
available online.

Th ere is currently no coordinated outreach by the library to adjunct faculty. During this 
research project, it took several weeks to secure email addresses for the entire current faculty, 
and it is unclear if there had ever been a complete list kept before on a systematic basis at 
Golden Gate. During that process, several emails were received from adjuncts who said that 
they would not complete a survey as they were ‘only adjuncts,’ or ‘didn’t count,’ or ‘do not 
use the library as much as full-time faculty.’ Th e library could use this current email list to 
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reach out to adjunct faculty. If nothing else, giving them the information shared with the full-
time faculty would be helpful. Even better would be to include them in plans for purchases 
of resources in their teaching disciplines and reminders about training opportunities on new 
resources.

Th ere is a need to increase awareness among all faculty of specialized services the library 
has, and newer features of the library catalog and online databases. A single item could be the 
focus each month using email announcements, library seminars for faculty, and possibly a 
library email list-serve or wiki for faculty members to ask questions and make suggestions.

Lastly, customer service training emphasizing that each patron is equally important may 
help the library staff , including student workers. While some of this training is done at the 
yearly staff  meeting, the student workers at each campus are often the fi rst library staff  person 
someone sees when they enter the library. All staff  should help patrons in the order they arrive 
and with the same amount of respect and attention. 

Many faculty members expressed concern about the small size of the collection and lack of 
study space in the library at their campus. While this is a budgetary issue not easily addressed, 
the library staff  should consider these as valid needs. It is possible that education on the use of 
ICL and ILL books will help alleviate the concern about the size of the collections. Additional 
study space means having more space in the library itself, requiring capital funds expenditures 
and fundraising. Th e library staff , seminary administrators, and campus directors need to work 
together on these long-term issues.

Conclusion
During the research process, some problems with the survey tool and statistical analysis 

became evident. Th e library website and special features of the online catalog and online 
databases are not mentioned anywhere in the survey. With the surveys distributed by email, 
it is probable that the majority of responses came from faculty who are more comfortable 
with technology. Th e researcher is weak in the area of statistics, so there may be errors in 
some of the rankings. Most importantly, the survey covered much more material than the 
researcher realized, making it diffi  cult to condense into one report. Th erefore, the focus of 
this paper is only on the faculty status demographics. Demographical information on campus, 
gender, terminal degree, teaching discipline and years of teaching experience was obtained, but 
was not discussed here. Th e library and seminary administration will receive the additional 
information, and more reports in these areas may develop from the current data.

While completing the research, several new questions arose, which could lead to further 
investigation in this area. Why don’t most adjunct faculty fi nd the library helpful? Conducting 
a follow-up survey or phone interview with some adjunct faculty who did complete the survey 
and some who did not might provide a better understanding of their information and research 
needs and how the library could help them.

It would be helpful to have Golden Gate’s library staff  members complete a similar 
survey on the way they think the faculty members at their campus use the library, and then 
compare those with the faculty results to see if there are gaps between faculty expectations and 
perceptions, and what the library staff  think the faculty expects and perceives of the library.

Some of the concerns and ideas mentioned in the data need further discussion with 
the faculty. Talking with small groups of adjunct and full-time faculty about those ideas 
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and concerns would give the library staff  a better understanding of exactly what the faculty 
members meant by their comments. Th ese include the need for larger collections, more study 
space, better technology, diffi  culty with online databases and more.

A reminder is in order that this research project took place at one seminary, Golden Gate, 
large by seminary standards, but a relatively small graduate school, which focuses on a specifi c 
population of students and faculty. To discover whether the results are applicable in other 
settings, this survey needs to be conducted at other graduate schools. If the diff erences in use 
and perception of the library by full-time and adjunct faculty do hold true for other graduate 
schools, further work could focus on the survey’s applicability to higher education in general.
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Appendix

Ranking of All Databases by Faculty Status and Usage1

Name All 
Surveys Full-Time Adjunct

ATLAReligion Database (OCLC) 1 1 1
ATLASerials (OCLC) 2 3 2
Old Testament Abstracts (EBSCO) 3 4 8
Dissertations and Th eses (ProQuest) 4 10 4
ProQuest Religion (ProQuest) 5 7 3
Religion and Philosophy Collection (EBSCO) 6 8 6
Dissertations (OCLC) 7 11 7
New Testament Abstracts (EBSCO) 8 5 12
WorldCat (OCLC) 9 12 10
Oxford Reference Online (OXFORD) 10 15 5
Ebooks (OCLC) 11 9 14
ATLAGroupCatalog (OCLC) 12 14 9
ArticleFirst (OCLC) 13 6 15
ECO (OCLC) 14 13 16
BooksInPrint (OCLC) 15 17 13
WorldCatDissertations (OCLC) 16 16 17
Infotrac Religion & Philosophy (Gale) 17 18 11
PerAbs (OCLC) 18 2 21
Gale Virtual Reference Library 19 23(3) 18
ERIC (OCLC) 20 22(4) 20
Routledge Reference Online 21 22(4) 24(4)
WilsonSelectPlus (OCLC) 22 23(3) 19
NewsAbs (OCLC) 23 20 24(4)
ABI_INFORM (OCLC)  24 19 25(3)
Library Information Science & Technology Abstracts 
(EBSCO) 25 25(1) 22
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AHSearch (OCLC) 26 23(3) 24(4)
Patrologia Latina (ProQuest LLC) 27 21 27(1)
Education Research Complete (EBSCO) 28 25(1) 23
WorldAlmanac (OCLC) 29 25(1) 25(3)
CWI* (OCLC) 30(4) NA 24(4)
MEDLINE (OCLC) 30(4) 24(2) 26(2)
PsycFIRST (OCLC) 30(4) NA 24(4)
SIRSResearcher (OCLC) 30(4) 22(4) NA
Child Development & Adolescent Studies (EBSCO) 31(3) 25(1) 26(2)
ClasePeriodica (OCLC) 31(3) NA 26(2)
Proceedings* (OCLC) 31(3) 23(3) NA
PapersFirst* (OCLC) 32(2) 24(2) NA
BusIndustry (OCLC) 32(2) 25(1) 27(1)
AGRICOLA (OCLC)  33(1) NA 27(1)
BioDigest (OCLC) 33(1) 25(1) NA
BusDateline (OCLC) 33(1) 25(1) NA
BusinessOrgs (OCLC) 33(1) 25(1) NA
BusManagement (OCLC) 33(1) 25(1) NA
Disclosure (OCLC) 33(1) 25(1) NA
GEOBASE (OCLC) 33(1) 25(1) NA
Worldscope 33(1) 25(1) NA
AltPressIndex (OCLC) NA NA NA
AltPressIndexArchive (OCLC) NA NA NA
BasicBIOSIS (OCLC) NA NA NA
EconLit (OCLC) NA NA NA
GPO (OCLC) NA NA NA

1Databases used by fewer than fi ve people are listed with the number of people using them in 
parentheses after the rank.  All databases that have the same number of people using them (when 
fewer than fi ve) are given the same rank.
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Games in the Library
by

Susan Ebertz, Wartburg Th eological Seminary
Blake Walter made an interesting comment at the New Member/First Time Attendee 

Welcome last night. He said that it was the ethos of the conference for us to leave during 
a session if it gets too boring or does not fi t our needs. Someone leaving in the middle of a 
session is somewhat disconcerting for me because of my low self-image. So I want to start 
off  with a disclaimer. Th is is an exploratory session for newbies. I will not be talking about 
complicated gaming theories or in-depth discussion of pedagogies. So if this is what you are 
expecting, this may be a good time for you to leave.

What I will be doing is talking a little bit about my background and how I came to this 
topic. We will also be dissecting a game and discovering the components that may be used 
in learning. We will also look at ways in which we can use a variety of kinds of games in the 
library. 

Questions asked of the audience: 1) How many of you play computer or video games? 2) 
What are the games that you play?

Th e 2008 Essential Facts About the Computer and Video Game Industry put out by the 
Entertainment Software Industry reports that 65% of American households play computer or 
video games, and that the average game player age is 35. Interestingly, I have noticed that this 
number has risen each year. I would imagine that many of our students play computer or video 
games and have been doing it for some time. Th is is why I think it is important for us to begin 
to understand games and how we can incorporate them into the library. 

My mentor in all of this is Paul Waelchli, who was the Assistant Director at the University of 
Dubuque library, located in the same town I am in. He is now at a college library in Wisconsin. 
A lot of what I will be talking about is from Paul. Th is is his blog—http://researchquest.
blogspot.com/—and he has a lot of good information about gaming. Paul has been working on 
ways in which the elements of gaming may be used in teaching information literacy. 

Before I met Paul, I played the simple computer games that come with Windows. I have 
also played a few more complicated computer games like Myst and Sim. Because of my 
conversations with Paul, I bought an XBox 360 and some games. And I spent some time 
playing games. I mean doing research. I found that these games took a lot of time. I also 
discovered how involved I became in them. I quit playing one game because of the moral angst 
I felt after one mistake. I had clicked “no” instead of “yes” when asked if I wanted to free some 
people who had been unjustly imprisoned. 

How many of you have played Freecell? Why do you like playing Freecell? Why don’t you 
like Freecell? Let’s look at it now. We open the game. Who hasn’t played Freecell before? What 
do we do now? Why? 

[Th e group then played a game of Freecell. We took turns making moves and discussing 
why we chose to do the move that we made and what elements of researching we noticed. 
Much of the session was spent this way in order to demonstrate how to use games in teaching 
research. Some of the elements that I wanted the participants to discover were 1) clear goals, 2) 
practice, 3) feedback, 4) trial and error, 5) asking for help, 6) teaching/learning, 7) motivation, 
and 8) collaboration.]
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Paul mentions in his PowerPoint presentation on games and information literacy the 
following points: 

Continuous Feedback
Cross-Functional Teams
Collaboration necessary for success

Individual Adjustment
Explore, Th ink, Rethink

Multiple routes 
Just-in-Time Learning

New skills introduced when needed
Provide context for skills

Motivation
Pleasantly Frustrating

Edge of abilities
Agency

Personalization
Identity

 Create personal investment 
“Captures” a player

Infi nite Patience
Risk-Taking1

 Chad F. Boeninger, in his blog  Library Voice, mentions that “one of the core fundamentals 
of gameplay . . . (is) Playing games is all about choice.”2 Th ose who play games like the freedom 
of choice. Th is is also an important element in using gameplay in library teaching. 

He comes up with his own list of what he has learned from playing games. 

So how can I take what I have learned about this game and about myself and apply it 
to my daily life as a librarian? Here are a few initial thoughts:

Recognize that research is a game. Th e goal may be a dissertation, an address of a 
long-lost friend, or a statistic for a speech. Trial and error helps the researcher un-
lock the information that they need, and each researcher may approach the process 
diff erently.
Recognize the need of the patron. Like the game, we need to realize that not every 
single researcher wants to spend enormous time to unlock every single nugget of 
content. Sometimes they just want three articles. And that’s it.
Wait for users to drive the research process. If after showing the patron how to fi nd 
three articles, and he asks “How do I know which one is good?”, then you can show 
him how to evaluate the resources. We should not expect that all users will want to 
master research in the same way. Just like the example from Syphon Filter, if they are 
left wanting more, they’ll let you know if they need more hidden evidence.
Understand that it takes time to hold the controller correctly. When I fi rst picked up 
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a PlayStation controller, it took me forever to fi gure out where all the buttons were. 
For each game, the buttons are assigned to diff erent purposes. However, gamers 
eventually fi gure out which buttons do what. Likewise, we need to understand that 
each interface (Google, OPAC, EBSCO, etc.) are likely to have the same buttons, 
but perhaps slightly diff erent functions.
Encourage mastery. Th is may be as simple as saying, “If you need more help or get 
stuck, come back and see me.” As librarians, we hold the key to unlockable content 
that can help complete the researcher’s story. It’s our job to let them know we are 
available to be their guide.3

How can all this be used in teaching? [Discussion followed.]
Th e format we use in teaching may be informed by an understanding of gaming. One 

could create a game to teach information literacy. It need not be a complicated game needing a 
computer programmer or coding. It can be simpler. For example, when Paul teaches information 
literacy, he uses a clicker. Students make choices on which avenue to take. His PowerPoint is 
built so that it is like a simple game. Th is engages the students in the material. 

When I taught the introduction to research workshop this fall to all new students, I used a 
game format. I divided the 50 students into teams. I asked a series of questions and each team 
who correctly answered the question received a point. Th e winning team received a prize. I was 
actually surprised how many students could answer the questions correctly. 

During Th eological Libraries Month, we had a scavenger hunt game which took students 
to diff erent parts of the library and diff erent resources. 

We had a gaming night so that non-traditional students could play video games and begin 
to understand the younger culture.

Ameet Doshi, in his article “How Gaming Could Improve Information Literacy,” says, “By 
integrating a gaming element into the library skills classroom, it is possible to improve learning 
in this critical area while also portraying libraries and librarians in a better (i.e., less ‘boring’) 
light.”4 I try to create a fun atmosphere in the library so that students will feel comfortable to 
come into the library and not see me and the library as boring.

Another way is in our own approaches to teaching. I think Chad’s comments are especially 
important in this. His fi ve points would also resonate with our students. And if we listen to his 
advice we will be more in tune with our students.

An interesting study which I read, “Exploring Academic Library Users’ Preferences of 
Delivery Methods for Library Instruction: Webpage, Digital Game, and Other Modalities” 
by Michael J. Robertson and James G. Jones, looks at the use of a paper-based pamphlet, an 
audio-only communication medium, a 2D webpage and a 3D immersive GUI. Th e researchers 
discovered that students preferred a 2D webpage in providing information about library layout 
and in information literacy. Th e researchers were expecting that the 3D immersive GUI (game) 
would be preferred because most of the student subjects were millennials.5 I am not sure how to 
incorporate this information but assume that we expect to receive certain kinds of information 
via particular media. I also think that many feel like educational game is an oxymoron much 
in the same way as educational TV. I do not think this study is saying that gaming could not 
improve information literacy.

What are ways in which you make the library less boring and teach in a less boring way? 

5)
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[Discussion followed.]

Web resources
Chad F. Boeninger
http://libraryvoice.com/archives/2008/11/13/games-research-and-hidden-evidence/

Mary Broussard
http://gamesinlibraries.blogspot.com/2009/03/progress.html

Scott Nicholson
http://www.gamesinlibraries.org/course/

Nicholas Schiller
http://www.informationgames.info/blog/?p=120

Paul Waelchli
http://researchquest.blogspot.com/

Games and gaming are important elements of today’s culture and the library in its need to 
stay relevant to our students should consider ways to incorporate them into our services.

[Questions?]

Endnotes
1 Waelchli, Paul, “How Do Games Teach?” Research Quest blog, entry posted October 

2008, http://docs.google.com/present/view?id=dgr9m8f8_1055cvr2kvfd (accessed June 
8, 2009).

2 Boeninger, Chad F., “Games, Research, and Hidden Evidence.” Library Voice blog, entry 
posted November 13, 2008, http://libraryvoice.com/archives/2008/11/13/games-
research-and-hidden-evidence/ (accessed June 8, 2009).

3 Ibid.
4 Doshi, Ameet, “How Gaming Could Improve Information Literacy,” Computers in 

Libraries 28, no. 5 (May 2008): 15.
5 Robertson, Michael J. and James G. Jones, “Exploring Academic Library Users’ Preferences 

of Delivery Methods for Library Instruction,” Reference & User Services Quarterly 48, no. 
3 (Spring 2008).
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Th e Information Behavior of Th eologians and Social Epistemology:
Toward a Collectivistic

Approach in Information Behavior
by

Cindy S. Lu, Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey

I. Introduction

In 1952, Egan and Shera proposed the idea of “social epistemology,”1 but this concept 
has gone unnoticed until recent years. In fact, social epistemology is increasingly needed 
more than ever as a theoretical framework for information science in this digital era.2 
For example, Talja (2002) explores how scholars in diff erent disciplines interact with e-
text and share information in the electronic environment.3 Th e present study uses social 
epistemology as the theoretical framework to study the information behavior of theologians. 
Instead of focusing on their individual information behavior, this study emphasizes the 
collectivistic aspects of their information behavior. Using the Domain Analysis approach, 
the information behavior of Karl Barth is taken as a case study to demonstrate that 
social epistemology can shed new light in the research on the information behavior of 
theologians. Heilprin’s statement in 1968 serves as a reminder of the signifi cance of social 
epistemology in information studies: “Lack of knowledge of epistemology is possibly the 
greatest barrier to improving library and information science.”4 

II. Purpose

Th is study integrates social epistemology and the theories of information sciences with 
the existing literature on the studies on the information behavior of theologians. This 
creates a more theoretically informed framework by which to understand how and why 
theologians use and produce religious knowledge. Th e ultimate goal is to fi nd out how 
theological librarians could better meet the needs of theologians and further facilitate their 
knowledge acquisition and production. 

III. Signifi cance

Th e study of the information behavior of theologians has been understudied, except for a 
few empirical studies on the information-seeking behavior of individual theologians. Th e 
present study attempts to explore the factors that infl uence the information behavior of 
theologians from the perspective of social epistemology. In doing so, it facilitates more 
user-centered library services in theological libraries.

IV. Research Objectives

Th e defi nitions of the key concepts in this study are suggested as follows: 

Conceptualizing “Information Behavior”: 

Information behavior here refers to knowledge-acquiring behavior and knowledge-
production behavior, that is, the expression of an individual’s knowledge through 
writing and publication.

A.
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Conceptualizing “social epistemology”: 

Egan and Shera defi ne social epistemology as “the study of those processes by which 
society as a whole seeks to achieve a perception or understanding in relation to 
the total environment.” Social epistemology refers to the systematic study of how 
knowledge impacts society, while also emphasizing how society in turn infl uences 
knowledge.

Hjorland’s concept of knowledge-domains and discourse community:

Proposed by Hjorland and Albrechtsen in 1995 and based on the assumptions of 
social epistemology, knowledge-domains are thought or discourse communities 
whose members share the similar types of thought, or are in a particular discipline. 
A discourse community is a community where bounded communication process 
takes place among its members. Th erefore, the knowledge organization, cooperation 
patterns, communication forms, and information systems are refl ections of the 
work of these communities. Hjorland argues that knowledge is formed through a 
dialectical relationship between a community and its members, mediated by language 
and impacted by the history of the specifi c domain group. Hjorland says, “What a 
person knows or does not know, are demonstrated by a familiarity with his social 
role and work tasks, his educational background, and disciplinary connections.” 5 

Th e objective of this study is to examine the acquisition and production of 
religious knowledge of theologians from the perspective of social epistemology. 
Specifi cally, it explores the relationship between “domain community” and the 
information behavior of theologians. Hence, this study tests whether the Domain 
Analysis approach can integrate traditional theories of the information behavior of 
theologians and social epistemology. In doing so, I develop a theory and model to 
describe and explain these phenomena, which have been understudied for decades. 

V. Previous work

On the information behavior of theologians:

Th ere has been limited research that has examined the information behavior of the 
clergy. For example, Robert Phillips’s dissertation in 1992 examined how work roles 
of the pastors in Texas infl uenced their choices of information channel. Furthermore, 
Donald Wicks’s book in 1997 investigates the information behavior of 378 pastoral 
clergy in Canada, attempting to recognize how work worlds and work roles aff ect 
the information behavior of the pastoral clergy.

Gorman’s fi nding in a survey conducted among seven theological seminaries in 
Australia in 1990 lays the foundation for the study on the information behavior 
of theologians. Based on his research, he concludes that the characteristics of the 
information behavior of theologians have fi ve aspects:6

Th eologians basically rely on the informal networks of colleague contacts to 
exchange ideas;

Th ey are frequent users of libraries, but also rely on personal collections; 
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Th ey prefer to seek information independently of librarian assistance;

Th ey believe library collections need improvement;

Th ey primarily gather information by browsing the content of journals.

In 2007, Bronstein studied how diff erent stages of the research impact the 
information-seeking processes of students pursuing doctoral Jewish studies.7 
Likewise, Wenderoth8 (2007) and Milas (2008)9 use survey and bibliometric 
analysis respectively to analyze the patterns of information behavior in theological 
research. However, their research found similar patterns of information behavior 
among theologians without providing a theoretical framework to explain why and 
how these phenomena happen.

On social epistemology in LIS and religion:

Epistemology underlies the framework of both LIS and the sociology of religion. In 
the fi eld of LIS, the major advocates of social epistemology are Shera, Budd, and 
Hjorland. Weber, Berger and Luckmann, on the other hand proposed the social 
epistemology of religion. 

In 1970, Shera attempted to clarify what he meant by social epistemology 
by saying that “epistemologists have studied the origins, growth, and 
development of knowledge . . . with reference to the individual . . . Focus of 
social epistemology should be upon the production, fl ow, integration, and 
consumption of all forms of communicated thought throughout the entire 
social fabric.”10

In 1986, Dervin and Nilan proposed “user-centered” library services to help 
shift the focus of library studies from the library system to users. In addition, 
Dervin demonstrates  that information seeking and the use of information are 
essential human behaviors that help us make sense of the world around us.11 

Chatman adopts Luckmann's terminology "life-worlds" to substantiate 
Dervin's idea of sense-making. She proposed the idea of “life-world” in 
1996 to study information-seeking behavior within a frame of social norms 
which includes traditions, values, rules and other criteria. She emphasizes that 
social norms in one's life-world will determine the selection of information 
sources.12 

Hjorland and Albrechtsen formulated a new approach to information science 
in 1995, domain-analysis, which focuses study on knowledge domains as 
discourse communities. Within these communities, members have diff erent 
information needs and information behavior. Th us, the individual’s knowledge, 
psychology, and information are essential foci of analysis.13 

Budd’s social epistemology: Budd argues the use of social epistemology as 
the framework for library and information studies, pointing out that “this 
framework should have individual, social, historical, and textual elements.”14
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Max Weber: Max Weber was the fi rst sociologist to explore the signifi cant 
interaction between sociology and theology. In Th e Sociology of Religion, 
Weber takes the Lutheran Protestantism as a case study, and suggests that 
Lutheranism is relatively indiff erent to the world. Th e conception of salvation 
by faith and the doctrine of predestination had a tremendous impact on a 
Christian’s life style. For example, they generated a tendency of inwardness, 
anti-intellectualism, as well as a sense of absolute certainty.15 

Peter Berger: Berger defi nes religion as a human projection by which a sacred 
cosmos is built. Berger maintains that both the world-building activity 
of man and the functions of social world itself work in a collective way. 
Institutions, roles, and identities are some of the elements of this objective 
reality of society. More importantly, these elements in the objectivated world 
are able to shape the subjective structures of individual consciousness.16 

Berger’s theory of the sociology of religious knowledge is similar to Dervin’s 
sense-making methodology, and the cognitive theory of Belkin (anomalous 
states of knowledge)17 and Kuhlthau (stage of uncertainty).18 On the other 
hand, Chatman’s use of Luckmann’s concept suggests the possibility of the 
integration of information science and sociology for advanced research on 
the information behavior of theologians. Th erefore, this study attempts to 
integrate the social epistemology in both fi elds of LIS and religion, as well 
as the theories of information sciences, to build a model on how and why 
theologians acquire and produce religious knowledge. 

VI. Th eoretical framework

Th is study aims to synthesize social epistemology and Domain Analytic (DA) approach 
to examine the information behavior of theologians from a collectivistic standpoint, 
particularly in terms of their acquisition and production of religious knowledge. Th e 
theoretical framework is mainly based on the social epistemology proposed by Shera and 
Budd in the fi eld of LIS, as well as the sociology of religious knowledge suggested by 
Weber and Berger. Shera and Budd maintain that social epistemology is necessary in the 
theory-building of LIS, and the sociology of religious knowledge proposed by Weber and 
Berger further substantiates the concepts of religious epistemology.

Th e sociology of religious knowledge

Weber: “Th e metaphysical needs of the human mind as it is driven to refl ect 
on ethical and religious questions, driven not by material need but by an inner 
compulsion to understand the world as a meaningful cosmos and to take up 
a position toward it.”19

Berger: “Religious faith . . . always  involves  one  fundamental assumption—
namely, that there is a reality beyond the reality of ordinary, everyday life . . . 
Religion implies that reality ultimately makes sense in human terms.”20 
(Berger, 2004, p. 1)
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From the sociological perspective, the social structure of a group of people 
aff ects the production, ordering, and presentation of "information." Th is 
would also be true of particular individuals (intellectuals, scientists, teachers, 
etc.) since their social and professional characteristics aff ects how they think 
and what they think about. In other words, the social organization of a 
particular society will aff ect the form that knowledge will take in that society.  
Of course, the phenomenon of the individual psyche also has a place in the 
determination of  knowledge.

Halbwachs on collective memory:

As Middleton and Brown have noted, “Th ere is scarcely a single text on social 
remembering that does not begin by invoking the work of Maurice Halbwachs 
(1877-1945).”21 Halbwachs’s idea of collective memory is incorporated in the 
framework as it is essential for the exploration of theologians’ information behavior 
in a socio-historical context. Doing so allows the researcher to explain the social 
sources of theologians’ opinion, belief, and attitudes. 

Halbwachs’s concepts can be summarized as follows:

Th e past is not preserved but is reconstructed on the basis of the present. One 
of the contributions of Halbwachs’s concept of collective memory is that it 
provides the spatial conception of time; namely, time is divisible in terms of a 
series of events, so we can select a past event out of its place and relocate it into 
another place to suit the needs of the present. 

Figure 1
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Concerning Christian collective memories, Halbwachs says, “In each period 
the collective Christian memory adapts its recollections of the details of Christ’s 
life and of the places where they occurred to the contemporary exigencies of 
Christianity, to its needs and aspirations.”22 

Diff erent groups of people have distinctive collective memories, which give 
rise to diff erent patterns of behavior.

VII. Methodology

Th is paper applies the Domain Analytic approach (DA) to demonstrate how social 
epistemology can help explain how and why theologians acquire and produce religious 
knowledge. Th is method marks the point of departure from methodological individualism 
(e.g., Kuhlthau) to methodological collectivism. Hjorland explains his methodology in 
the following statement: “From a methodological collectivistic point of view, IS does 
not take as its starting point the individual’s knowledge structure, but instead looks at 
knowledge domains, disciplines, or other collective knowledge structures.”23 Domain 
analysis focuses on the analysis of the ways of thinking, patterns of behavior of a group of 
people in particular specialties, disciplines, environments. Th ese discourse communities 
have particular characteristics—philosophy, language, and communication patterns—
that refl ect the unique epistemological presumptions, the special needs, and the active 
exchange of information in the domain.24 Th is approach shifts attention from individual 
knowledge structures to ‘knowledge-producing, knowledge-sharing and knowledge-
consuming communities.’”25 

Th is method is especially appropriate in the study of Karl Barth because it combines 
both the individual and the social aspects of his life and works. Th e information behavior 
of Barth, the most prolifi c theologian since Th omas Aquinas, is taken as a case study to 
demonstrate how Domain Analysis can illuminate the relationship between theologians’ 
information behavior and social epistemology. Specifi cally, Barth’s commentary on 
Th e Epistle to the Romans published in 1919 and 1922 is analyzed because it addressed 
the problem of the knowledge of God.26 Based on the eleven approaches suggested by 
Hjorland,27 my research design combines three methods to study his communicative 
behavior: epistemological study of Barth’s religious knowledge, historical studies of the 
life of Barth, and the analyses of reception history of Barth’s works. Specifi cally: 

Domain analytic approach: Analysis of Barth’s epistemological positions in 
the theological fi eld examines his information practices, especially his way of 
knowing God and his writing on this particular religious knowledge. 

Historical study: By examining the interpretation of Barth’s correspondence, 
manuscripts, and the texts he produced, the focus is to determine the nature 
of his information behavior and how it infl uenced his knowledge acquisition 
and production. Barth’s habit in acquiring and producing religious knowledge 
will be examined based not only on his works and some record of his life, but 
also on the broader context of the tradition of theological writing drawing on 
the theories of the history of the book. 
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Analyses of the reception history: Citation of Barth’s works as well as document 
analysis will be performed in order to understand the varying infl uence of 
Barth on his readers. Bibliometrical analysis will be applied to the reception of 
his work, particularly his commentary on Th e Epistle to the Romans published 
in 1919 and 1922. 

VIII. Analysis

 Th e analysis of Barth’s information behavior in the acquisition and production of 
religious knowledge is illustrated in the following fi gures and tables: 

Barth’s informational needs and the acquisition of knowledge: 

Historical analysis on how Barth acquired religious knowledge was conducted using 
information inducted from several resources, including the books written by Busch,28 
McCormack,29 and Selinger.30 In Busch, letters and autobiographical texts provide 
fi rst-hand information about the life of Barth, including his correspondence with 
his contemporary theologians. McCormack examines the development of Barth’s 
theology during 1909-1936 and identifi es major stages of his life and thoughts. 
From the feminist’s perspective, Selinger describes the intellectual collaboration 
between Charlotte von Kirschbaum and Barth. 

Epistemological study of Barth’s acquisition of religious knowledge: 

Barth presupposes the primacy of God in his revelation, and this makes 
it possible to review everyday reality through the principle of God’s 
word.31 For Barth, God mediates knowledge of himself to human beings 
through certain media such as the humanity of Jesus, the witness of the 
Bible, and preaching that is based on the Bible. However, God remains 
ontologically “other” than these media. McGrath puts it rightly that for 
Barth, knowledge is recognition, and thinking is “thinking after-wards,” 
namely contemplation.32 Th e knowledge of God is a special kind of 
knowledge which requires faith to understand God’s reality in history, 
namely, the life and Word of Christ.33 

Source of religious knowledge: the Bible and the newspaper. Barth 
recalls that he advised young theologians “to take your Bible and take 
your newspaper, and read both. But interpret newspaper from your 
Bible.”34 Th is practice is based on the heritage of Protestant reading, as 
Chartier has said: “Reading means returning to the same books again 
and again—the Bible and a few others.”35 

In addition to systematic self refection on the Bible and other books, 
Barth acquired religious knowledge mainly through conversations 
with colleagues such as Eduard Th urneysen, as well as his assistants 
Charlotte von Kirschbaum and Busch. Th is historical study signifi es 
the importance of communication channels for theologians in their 
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acquisition of religious knowledge, be it direct personal communication, 
or journal and the mass media. 

Dialogical partner: Barth often talked with a trusted intellectual friend 
as he conceptualized and wrote. In a sense, Th urneysen pushed Barth 
through the journey of his revolutionary theology; they are conference 
companions as well as comrades in transitional stage of life. For example, 
during the Sagenwil-Leutwil years (1911-1921), Barth went to many 
conferences with Th urneysen to meet other theologians, pastors, and 
social thinkers.

Th e use of an intermediary to obtain information about rival 
theologians: Barth’s assistant Charlotte von Kirschbaum sometimes acted 
as a spy and gathered information about Barth’s opponents and their 
works for Barth. 

Barth’s production of religious knowledge: 

Drawing on the correspondence between Barth and Rudolf Bultmann,36 as well as 
the Bibliographie on Barth’s Epistle to the Romans, it appears that some theories of 
the history of the book, particularly the concept of interpreting community, can be 
applied to explain Barth’s production of religious knowledge: 

Writing as way of social communication and vehicle of power:37 

Inheriting the reverence towards the sacred nature of the written and spoken 
word in Jewish tradition, Christianity used both oral and written word to 
develop and establish a unifi ed set of Gospel and doctrines that facilitates 
the spread of the authority of the church. As Noegel points out, “An accurate 
memory is everything, copying is sacred, and knowledge of the associative sub-
tleties embedded in a text is tantamount to secret knowledge of the divine.”38 
Halbwach also found that the writings of the early Christian church created a 
collective memory that helped unify the newly established faith community. 
Further, writing as a way of communication often plays a signifi cant role in 
supporting or resisting contemporary cultural formations.39 Barth’s prolifi c 
writings off ers a case in point. Th ough expelled from Germany by the 
Nazi regime, Barth was able to use writing to break through the restricted 
boundaries and reached out to international audiences. Th e following brief 
reception history of Barth’s Th e Epistle to the Romans demonstrates the varying 
infl uence of Barth on his readers.

Reception history of Barth’s Th e Epistle to the Romans:

Up to 1992 there are 46 book reviews of his fi rst edition of Commentary on 
the Romans; the reviews for the 2nd edition are 85 items.40 Th e international 
impact of this book is manifested in its translation into 15 languages: for 
example, Dutch (1926), English (1933), Italian (1941), German (1942), 
Japanese (1952), French (1953), and Chinese (1998) and so on.
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Figure 2
Reception History of Barth’s Th e Epistle To the Romans

Person Year Nationality 
Emil Brunner 1919 Germany

 Rudolf Bultmann 1922  Germany
 Paul Tillich 1922  Germany
 Dirk Tromp 1926  Holland 
 Sydney Cave 1933 England

 Piero Martinetti 1941  Italy
 Jean-H. Rilliet 1942  Switzerland 

 Japanese translation 1952 Japan
 Jeanne-Marie de Haller 1953 France

 N. Stufkens 1956 Holland
 Paul Sevier Minear 1972 Canada
 Jurgen Moltmann 1978 Germany

 Cornelis can der Kooi 1986 Holland
 Setsuro Osaki 1987 Japan

ChineseTranslation 1998 Hong Kong

Interpretive communities: Fish’s theory of “interpreting communities” can 
apply here to explain how Barth used information to produce religious 
knowledge: “Interpretive communities are made up of those who share 
interpretive strategies not for reading but for writing texts, for constituting 
their properties and assigning their intentions . . . It also explains why there are 
disagreements and why they can be debated in a principled way.”41 

Th eological collaboration with Eduard Th urneysen: In two volumes of 
sermons, published in 1917 and 1924, Th urneysen served as his fi rst 
reader. Barth mentioned the collaboration and intellectual agreement 
between Th urneysen and himself in the preface to the second edition 
of Th e Epistle to the Romans, writing that, “So close has been our co-
operation that I doubt whether even the specialist could detect where the 
one leaves off  and the other begins.”42 

Intellectual communion with Charlotte von Kirschbaum: Together, they 
produced, edited, and published thirteen volumes of Church Dogmatics, 
along with a few other books. 

Barth needed the insightful contributions of others, for example, Barth 
often asked his second assistant Eberhard Busch for “key-words” while 
he was writing his Dogmatics.43 He relied on the editorial assistance from 
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the publishers, too. However, he used their comments to produce work 
that was truly original.44 

Figure 3

Findings:

Correlation between discourse community and the information behavior of 
theologians: Th is study fi nds that the fi eld of theology is a fi eld with highly 
specifi ed topics, standardized task procedures and closely knitted church 
organization, hence, theologians tend to communicate and coordinate 
research, even across geographical boundaries. 

Th eologian’s acquisition of religious knowledge: Reading and the self-refl ection 
on the revelation of God in word-the Bible, is the fi rst step in reviewing and 
making sense of everyday reality. However, the interaction with the interpretive 
communities increases refl ection and communication, debates. 

Th eologian’s production of religious knowledge: Writing has been a way of 
social communication and vehicle of power since the beginning of church 
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history. Th eologians’ interactions with the interpretive communities further 
facilitate the production of religious knowledge.

Social epistemology is an essential factor in understanding the uniqueness 
of the information behavior of theologians, because theological refl ection is 
mainly focused on the problems of how to arrive at the knowledge of God. 

IX. Conclusion

Th is research synthesizes the social epistemology of Shera and Budd, as well as that of 
Weber and Berger, then adopts Hjorland’s Domain Analysis approach to study the 
information behavior of Karl Barth. Th e conclusion can be summed up as follows: 

Th eoretical framework: It is evident that social epistemology is able to provide 
a collectivistic framework to explain how and why theologians seek and 
use information to produce religious knowledge in their specifi c discipline. 
Th eorists in both the LIS fi eld and theological fi eld emphasize the signifi cance 
of social epistemology, for example, Peacocke points out the integration of 
theology and social science lies in the epistemology or theory of knowledge 
which underlies each fi eld of endeavor.45 

Methodology: Th is study also confi rms that the socio-cognitive oriented 
Domain Analysis approach can integrate traditional theories of the 
information behavior of theologians and social epistemology. Instead of 
studying the individual’s knowledge structure, it is more fruitful to study the 
knowledge-domains and the knowledge producing and sharing as proposed by 
Hjorland: “Typical domain analyses might examine the information structure 
of a discipline, including the size of its literature, the distribution of the 
literature on various publication forms, its national/international structure, its 
citation patterns, . . . diff usion, diff erent paradigms, knowledge organization, 
interdisciplinary exchange, etc.” 46

Redefi ning the information behavior of theologians:

 Apparently, Weber’s description of theologians’ characteristics as “inwardness” 
is irrelevant in this digital age. In the case of Barth, it is obvious that theologians 
tend to seek and produce religious knowledge in a collective way. Interpreting 
communities are crucial in the process of Barth’s knowledge acquisition and 
production.

 X. Implications

Redefi ning the “user-centered” library services in theological libraries: Th e library services 
in theological libraries should be shifted from individualism to collectivism; that is, the 
development of theological library services should start from the understanding of the 
knowledge-domains and the epistemology of theologians in their discourse community, 
instead of from the information structure or psychology of individual theologian. A 
holistic model for the research on the information behavior of theologians is described in 
the following fi gure.
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Figure 4

Several practical implications for the theological librarians can be drawn from this 
model:

Subject knowledge of the theological librarians: It is necessary for the 
theological librarians to master subject knowledge, in order to better serve the 
information needs of theologians.

Collection development: Collection development should be based on the 
librarians’ subject expertise, instead of on the general user’s surveys. 

Presentation of the theological resources: Cataloging and shelving system 
should provide as many access points as possible. 

Designing of the databases and library services: To facilitate scholarly 
communication among theologians, innovative communication channels 
such as instant and text messaging, blog, wiki and so on can be integrated into 
the library website.

Th e librarian should become the producer of knowledge: It has become more 
common that librarians often produce literature guides, subject gateways, 
especially when they provide information literacy or teach research methods.
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Massing Indexes: How Collected Information Can Help Collection 
Development and Reference

by
Tracy Powell, Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University

We have all heard talk of libraryland silos. OPACs, databases, even reading habits that 
don’t extend into the broader conversation of discussion about the landscape of education 
and the place of the library in it. Th is silo-ization also occasionally extends into what we 
know about the sources we use in our work and to which we refer library users. In this study I 
attempted to combine information from multiple index sources in order to see if and how my 
understanding of the information changed once it was collected together, and if and how that 
collection changed, what I could do with the information I had.

Introduction
In 1997, Ruth E. Fenske and Nevin J. Mayer published a comparison of seven indexes 

to religious periodicals in Reference and User Services Quarterly.1 Using title lists from 1994, 
the study intended to determine the extent of overlap among these indexes as a means of 
considering how many and which combination of religion indexes a library should hold to 
ensure good coverage. Th e indexes examined were Religion Index One and Religion Index Two, 
considered as one index by the authors; Religious and Th eological Abstracts (RTA); Old Testament 
Abstracts (OTA); New Testament Abstracts (NTA); Christian Periodical Index (CPI); Catholic 
Periodical and Literature Index (CPLI) ; and Index to Jewish Periodicals (IJP). Fenske and Mayer 
found that 1082 periodicals were indexed regularly by at least one of these indexes.2 Th ey also 
found that many of the indexes overlapped titles; at the time 94% of the titles in RTA were also 
indexed by another of these indexes, while IJP had the lowest overlap rate, of 23.5%.3 Overall, 
483 of the 1082 titles included were covered by more than one of the indexes evaluated. Fenske 
and Mayer went on in their article to examine how well specifi c database combinations would 
meet the needs of diff erent kinds of libraries, including public libraries, parochial schools, and 
diff erent levels of academic libraries.

Since I could not fi nd a comparable study to that of Fenske and Mayer conducted in the past 
decade, which saw the mass movement of print indexes to online index databases, I decided to 
perform an analysis of index coverage that followed some similar procedures, but also focused 
more on the collection I work with each day. Motivated also by a desire to get a good overall 
sense of the periodicals collection I manage for Pitts Th eology Library, which actively collects 
more than 1300 titles, I decided that I would also compare these titles indexed to those to 
which we subscribe. Serving as both a periodicals and reference librarian means that I am in 
the fortunate position of both looking at the data related to our subscriptions as well as the way 
students interact with the article databases we provide in the course of reference transactions. 
If journals are not indexed in an easily accessible online form or expressly recommended or 
required by a faculty member, it is increasingly unlikely that most students will notice them. 
For this update, then, I focused on the electronic database holdings of the indexes considered. 
Th is seems a more appropriate consideration for our time, when only a few individuals prefer 
print indexing, and when several formerly print indexes, like the Australasian Religion Index 
and Religious and Th eological Abstracts, have ceased off ering print copies.
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Th e current study has several aims. First is to collect data regarding the titles covered and 
the degree of overlap and uniqueness in each of the indexes examined. Second is to compare 
the holdings of my library’s periodicals collection with these fi ndings in order to determine how 
well and where our current subscriptions are indexed. Both of these goals impact collection 
management decisions. Finally, collecting this information in one location allows me to answer 
reference questions that would have previously taken more time to research, if I had been able 
to off er a defi nitive answer at all. I have titled this study “Massing Indexes” in recognition of 
the power that collected information plays. After presenting my fi ndings, I will suggest some 
future directions for this research.

Method
Developing a method for this study took several iterations due to diff erences in title lists 

and coverage goals among the indexes examined. For the current study, I examined those 
considered by Fenske and Mayer in 1997: ATLA Religion Database® (ATLA); Old Testament 
Abstracts (OTA); New Testament Abstracts (NTA); Christian Periodical Index (CPI); Catholic 
Periodical and Literature Index (CPLI); Religious and Th eological Abstracts (RTA); and Index to 
Jewish Periodicals (IJP). I also considered the Australasian Religion Index (ARI), Index Th eologicus 
(IxTh eo), and the ProQuest Religion collection (ProRel). At a broader level, I also looked for 
overlap in databases not generally considered core theological databases, including Academic 
Search Complete, RILM, Philosophers Index, and Humanities International Complete. My fi rst 
eff ort is captured by this graphic depiction: 

Figure 1. Mapping index coverage by title.
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Driven by the goal of achieving a single-glance visual approach, I listed a diff erent title in 
each row, a diff erent index in each column, and used a diff erent color to mark when a particular 
title was marked in a particular index. Th is approach has promise, and I am still fond of using 
a format like this to note holdings outside of core religion indexes, but I abandoned this 
approach in the current study as I began to consider coverage issues. At that point of setting 
this aside, I had collected information for twelve indexes. Th e numbers and titles need to be 
reworked in order to provide more accurate results that account for things like diff erences in 
current and past coverage, but it does currently provide a skeleton for determining availability 
of our subscriptions outside of core religion databases. It also provides a sense of which titles 
are indexed in core religion databases and also in other subject areas, which together can begin 
to provide a sense of cross-disciplinary content or central titles in particular sub-disciplines. In 
compiling this list, I began to realize how challenging these comparisons can be.

For the numbers presented here, I focused on the ten religion indexes just mentioned. I 
encourage others to add to this study, as there are other titles that I would like to consider but 
have not yet had time to add: Index Islamicus and EBSCO’s Religion and Philosophy collection 
are two, in addition to print-based indexes like the Elenchus Bibliographicus and the Elenchus 
of Biblica. I welcome others who have any interest in assisting with this. By massing this 
information, both in adding to and amending one another’s work, we will develop a collection 
of information that holds the most value for each of our libraries and institutions.

Enter the caveats. It is important at the outset to emphasize that, akin to the “fuzzy logic” 
used in artifi cial intelligence and related fi elds, the numbers I present here are best understood 
as “fuzzy numbers”—that is, they present the approximate picture of what’s happening, 
but I wouldn’t cite them in my tax return. Th e diffi  culty of determining exact numbers in 
database comparisons has a lot to do with varying standards used by the indexes considered. 
At what point is a title considered “fully indexed”? Some of these databases explain how 
comprehensively articles are added, but most do not. Some do not provide ISSNs in their 
title lists or bibliographic information that distinguishes similarly titled periodicals from one 
another. Some index only a few articles from a few issues of a title, but still consider the 
title “indexed.” In order to eliminate some of the fuzziness, I used the following criteria and 
processes:

I used the title lists provided by the indexes on their websites. Th ese lists were 
collected in the summer of 2008. A June 2009 scan of the lists showed that they had 
not been updated since. Most lists dated from 2006-2008.
I removed all titles listed as “scanned” by ATLA Religion Database and focused on 
those that receive selective or full indexing, as ATLA no longer has a scan category 
for indexing.4 I also included the titles that ATLA began indexing in 2007 and 
2008, an addition of 44 titles that are listed in a separate place from the title list on 
the ATLA website.5 
My intent was to focus on current title lists (as close to 2009 as provided by each set 
consulted). I shaded records that clearly identifi ed themselves as past holdings to al-
low for expansion of this comparison at another time. For ATLA Religion Database, 
I calculated the numbers for titles marked “current” in the master spreadsheet, but 
left the more than 400 other titles indexed at some point. In practice, my results 

1)

2)

3)
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refl ect some overlap of titles no longer in print, as I chose to prioritize capturing 
overlap in cases where some indexes clearly identifi ed current coverage and others 
did not
I focused on databases that are more or less up-to-date, that is, that provide indexes 
within a year or so of an article’s publication. Additional sources used in theologi-
cal studies can be added at another time. As just mentioned, there are several print 
indexes regularly consulted by scholars that routinely run a few years behind in their 
indexing and do not guarantee comprehensive indexing of titles included. As of yet, 
those indexes have not been added to this comparison.

Even using these criteria for comparing data, fuzziness remained. Some index title lists 
include titles from which only a few articles have been included. Some also include abbreviated 
title entries as separate titles from those spelled in full. As I discovered these discrepancies, I 
placed the abbreviations next to the full titles in the spreadsheet in order to facilitate cleanup. 
Based on the hours I spent scanning title lists and cross-referencing with my spreadsheet, 
I think that most of the undeclared indexing errors proceed from unclear coverage in New 
Testament Abstracts and Old Testament Abstracts. For example, I found several instances in NTA, 
in particular, where the same periodical was indexed using two or more titles or abbreviations. 
When I found these, I noted this information in my spreadsheet as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Noting multiple forms of the same title in religion databases.

I poured all of the title lists into a single spreadsheet and then highlighted overlap, marking 
titles that showed up in more than one index with an “r” for “repeated” and those that showed 
up in the list only once with an “o” for “original.” As noted before, this does not account for the 
depth with which these titles are indexed in each database; at this point, I am relying on the list 
compilers to determine the point at which a title is considered indexed. For most titles, this is 
not a problem, but it might skew numbers a little higher than is accurate for others.

Another issue raised is that databases diff er in how completely they identify ceased titles 
and titles no longer indexed. Discrepancies in this area mean that my current numbers present 
a mixed case. For instance, short of going through each of 1000+ titles listed in NTA and 
OTA one by one to eliminate titles that index only two or three articles, it is diffi  cult to create 
a defi nitive list. Because of this gap in practice, I used all 999 titles that ATLA has indexed 
selectively or in full, not just the 505 listed as current titles, when performing my counts and 
comparisons. I did this as a way of preventing an unnecessarily high number of uniques for 
OTA and NTA, as the degree of overlap between these three databases is fairly high. Similarly, 

4)
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IxTh eo and RTA do not indicate previous or past titles on their base title lists. When any of 
these titles also overlapped with CPI and CPLI, databases that provide more information from 
their title lists about currently versus previously indexed titles, I also included them in the 
counts. I indicated these inclusions with highlighted squares on my spreadsheet. Th is means 
that journals in ATLA, NTA, OTA, IxTh eo, and RTA are displayed comprehensively, while 
numbers for ARI, IJP, CPI, CPLI, and ProRel emphasize current holdings, but do include 
some past coverage when compared to a ceased title indexed in one of the indexes that used 
a comprehensive list. Th is also means that the numbers presented for overlap are most likely 
somewhat higher than they are in actuality, as there are cases where a title was highlighted 
in one database in the past and is highlighted in another database at present; based on these 
current numbers, that occurrence would show as an overlap. Cleaning up this data with more 
precise coverage information is one of the next steps to undertake. I have come to think of 
index comparisons the same way that I think of librarianship; that is, there is a science, or 
process, to it, but it is an artful process that requires multiple decisions of proportion and 
context.

So, having stated my cautions, let us wander through the dense woods of indexing data to 
the clearing on the other side. What did I fi nd?

Results
Individual indexes

I will fi rst provide some information about each individual index examined. Having this 
information in mind helps to place some of the numerical data in context, particularly when 
the questions arise regarding how much overlap is appropriate and at which point duplication 
becomes problematic for libraries making collection management decisions.

ATLA Religion Database. Th e ATLA Religion Database® (ATLA) is published by the 
American Th eological Library Association. It indexes “journal articles, book reviews, and 
collections of essays in all fi elds of religion”.6 Coverage areas include “Bible, archaeology, and 
antiquities; human culture and society; church history, missions, and ecumenism; pastoral 
ministry; world religions and religious studies; and theology, philosophy, and ethics.”7 Journals 
covered are selected for their scholarly merit and cover all major religions and multiple 
languages. Th e eleventh edition of Robert Balay’s Guide to Reference Books noted that the ATLA 
Religion Database is “Protestant in viewpoint, but indexes some Catholic and Jewish titles and 
titles from other religions.”8 It has also added several more titles that address Islam, Hinduism, 
and neo-pagan religions since Fenske and Mayer’s study.

A total of 999 journals were marked as being indexed in full or selectively in the ATLA 
Religion Database as of the last coverage update on the website, which is a title list from 2006. 
Forty-four titles were added in 2007 and 2008, for a total of 1043.9 Of these 1043, 549 were 
marked as “current.” Of those 1043 indexed, 335, or 32%, are unique among the databases 
examined. Among the 549 marked as current, 114, or 20.8%, were unique. Th e tables below 
show the amount of overlap between ATLA and each of the other databases examined.

Australasian Religion Index. Th e Australasian Religion Index (ARI) is produced by members 
of the Australian and New Zealand Th eological Library Association. It indexes “over eighty 
religious and theological serials published in Australia or New Zealand and representing all 
religious traditions. Related areas of study such as history and sociology are also covered.”10
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Eighty-one journals are indexed in ARI, including 57 (70.3%) unique to that database.
Catholic Periodical and Literature Index. Th e Catholic Periodical and Literature Index 

(CPLI) is produced by members of the Catholic Library Association. It indexed 169 titles, 66 
(39.1%) of which were unique among the databases examined.

Christian Periodical Index. Th e Christian Periodical Index (CPI) is produced by the 
Association of Christian Librarians. It “[c]overs major doctrinal positions within evangelical 
Christianity” and includes a broad spectrum of titles that address issues related to “science, 
literature, medicine, music, philosophy, history, sociology, nursing, and education.”11 It 
indexed 265 titles, 74 (27.9%) of which were unique among these databases.

Index to Jewish Periodicals. Th e Index to Jewish Periodicals (IJP) covers English-
language periodicals and is “intended for students of Jewish thought and others interested in 
contemporary Jewish and Middle Eastern aff airs.”12 Periodicals come from the United States, 
Canada, England, Israel, South Africa, and Australia. IJP indexed 235 titles, 165 (70.2%) of 
which were unique.

Index Th eologicus. Index Th eologicus (IxTh eo) is sponsored by the University of Tübingen. 
It is a continuation of the Zeitschrifteninhaltsdienst Th eologie (ZID), which was a current 
awareness publication created monthly at the University of Tubingen Libraries since 1975. 
Over time, the ZID adopted an online format, and was renamed the Index Th eologicus in 2002. 
Th e library has received funds for this project from the German Catholic Episcopal Conference 
since 1998.13 IxTh eo indexed 816 titles, 331 (40.6%) of which were unique.

New Testament Abstracts. New Testament Abstracts (NTA) is produced by the American 
Th eological Library Association in partnership with Boston College. It covers “New Testament 
general, Gospels-Acts, Epistles-Revelation, biblical theology, and world of the New Testament.”14  
NTA indexed 1005 titles, 266 (26.5%) of which were unique. Th is index is more likely than 
others in this survey to index only a few articles from many of the titles it includes.

Old Testament Abstracts. Old Testament Abstracts (OTA) is produced by the American 
Th eological Library Association in partnership with the Catholic Biblical Association. It 
covers “antiquities, archaeology, biblical theology, and philology.”15 OTA indexed 515 titles, 89 
(17.3%) of which were unique.

ProQuest Religion Index. Th e ProQuest Religion Index (ProRel) is produced by a database 
company, ProQuest LLC. It is targeted toward students of religious studies and general library 
collections, and covers “details on doctrines and philosophies, reports on religious history, and 
related archeology.”16 ProRel indexed 147 titles, 22 (15%) of which were unique among the 
indexes examined.

Religious and Th eological Abstracts. Religious and Th eological Abstracts (RTA) is a volunteer 
publication that provides English-language abstracts for articles in multiple languages. It covers 
the areas of religion and theology, and includes periodical literature that is from “Christian, 
Jewish, and other World religions.”17 RTA indexed 693 titles, 101 (14.6%) of which were 
unique.

Comparison to the previous study
Using the broad numbers, a total of 2514 periodicals are included in these ten indexes. 

Removing titles not currently indexed by ATLA, NTA, and OTA would drive down this 
number considerably (for example, the ATLA list includes 494 titles not currently indexed), 
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but would still keep it above the 1082 titles covered by the seven indexes examined by Fenske 
and Mayer. Th e inclusion of three additional indexes (ARI, IxTh eo, and ProRel) accounts for 
a good portion of this higher number. Removing the 494 titles not currently indexed in the 
ATLA Religion Database along with the 412 titles indexed solely in these three sources (as there 
are no pairings just with one another) leaves 1608 titles.

Fenske and Mayer’s numbers are lower overall than those I collected, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Overall titles indexed compared to Fenske and Mayer’s (1997) fi ndings.

Looking at the discrepancies in these number sets caused me some anxiety; can it really be 
that indexes are indexing so much more material in 2008 than they were in 1995? I can off er a 
few hypotheses about why this is so, but further examination is necessary:

With the passage of time, more dead titles are showing up in these numbers, which 
increases the fi nal count.
Th e depth at which a journal is indexed in any particular index also aff ects the 
overall count. Most indexes are reviewing more journals than they were thirteen 
years ago, but they are not necessarily providing full indexing of these titles, as those 
decisions are made in light of each index’s scope. Having only a few articles from 
a journal indexed in a particular database still drives up the number of journals in 
this list. 
It is also possible that more people are doing the indexing than there might have 
been thirteen years ago. Th e number of volunteers and staff  members working on 
these processes is not something about which I have collected information.

In a next step, I will remove the titles of which fewer than fi ve articles are indexed, and 
compare those numbers with those collected presently. Examining the spreadsheet results, 
however, leads me to believe that the overall proportions will not change signifi cantly following 
that clean-up.

Overlap
Overlaps can be considered in several forms: in pairs, and in overall combinations. In total, 

these ten indexes cover 2539 titles. Table 2 presents each database’s total coverage, overlaps, 

1)

2)

3)
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and unique titles, both as a percent of all of the databases in combination and with respect to 
each database’s contents.
Table 2. Total database (N=2514): Coverage, Overlaps, Uniques

Th e table shows the most unique databases to be the Index to Jewish Periodicals, which also 
ranked as most unique in Fenske and Mayer’s study, and the Australasian Religion Index. Both 
indexes provide over 70% unique information access among the titles examined. Th e least 
unique services were Religious and Th eological Abstracts and the ProQuest Religion Database, 
both of which provided only around 15% unique access to titles. Th ese results are very similar 
to those found by Fenske and Mayer in 1997, when 93% of RTA’s contents were non-unique, 
and more than 70% of IJP’s contents were.18 Th e two largest databases examined are the ATLA 
Religion Database and the Index Th eologicus.19 Of the two, Index Th eologicus contains slightly 
more unique content, 40.6%, most likely due to its greater inclusion of foreign-language 
materials than either ATLA Religion Database or RTA. Approximately one-third of ATLA 
Religion Database’s coverage is not duplicated in any of the other databases considered.

Once this overall comparison has been established, we can consider which combinations 
yield the greatest amount of unique coverage. For this, we will turn to pairs overlap data.

Pairs overlap
Table 3. Pairs overlap among ten religion databases.

Th e above table color codes overall overlap by pairs. Red cells have the greatest degree of 
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overlap, while green cells show the least. Th is graphic provides a quick way to get a sense of 
where the greatest overlap can be found in terms of raw numbers; further examination can 
pull out diff erences in coverage dates or content. From this chart, it appears that the overlap 
between ATLA Religion Database and RTA as well as between ATLA and NTA presents the 
greatest amount of duplication. Th is is similar to what Fenske and Mayer found in 1997. 
Other high-overlap databases include NTA with RTA. While NTA and OTA show a high 
degree of title overlap, their specifi c coverage overlap is not high due to the diff ering emphases 
of these two biblical studies databases; an article indexed in NTA has a lower chance of also 
being indexed in OTA than it does of also being indexed in ATLA or RTA.

While this chart is good for a broad sense, it does not account for diff erences in the number 
of titles each database indexes. For this reason, it’s necessary to provide more focused data on 
overlap pairs. A bar graph gives a better sense of the overall proportion of each index’s overlap 
with other indexes:

Figure 3. Pairs overlap by database as a percentage of all overlap in each database examined.

Th e large red bars show the high degree of overlap between items in the ATLA Religion 
Index and other databases. Blue bars represent New Testament Abstracts, and the pink bars 
represent Religious and Th eological Abstracts. In contrast, the almost invisible lavender bar and 
the small light yellow bars show the low amount of overlap between titles indexed in the 
Australasian Religion Index and the Index to Jewish Periodicals, respectively.

Overlap itself does not necessarily pose a problem. As each index defi nes its scope for 
selecting articles, many articles fi t within the scope of more than one database. A potentially 
larger problem is posed when multiple databases claim the same scope and show a large degree 
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of duplication; in this case, joining forces might allow for both greater coverage and reduced 
costs for subscribing libraries. In their 1997 study, Fenske and Mayer concluded that while 
scholars hold varying views about the value of overlap, at least in some cases (specifi cally, in 
their estimate, concerning the overlap between Religion Indexes One and Two and Religious and 
Th eological Abstracts) joining forces would allow both more content and faster coverage, with 
one body specializing in fast inclusion and the other contributing abstracts for value-added 
content.20 Based on the results here, this suggestion makes sense to me. I would also suggest a 
uniform engine for sharing article metadata that would better ensure accuracy in each database 
and also allow more focused eff ort on the abstracts that provide value-added content to each 
index collection.

Combination Overlaps
Examining direct overlap combinations provides another way to examine this information 

in a way that can provide useful collection management decisions. I have not performed the 
database combination comparisons performed by Fenske and Mayer, in which they sought 
to determine the ideal database subscription coverage for various libraries. Examining this 
combination overlap information in combination with the overall pairs overlap information 
above yields that information. I’ve chosen to present information this way because it also 
reveals the indexing combinations that are most unique and most overlapped in comparison. 
To double-check this information before making any acquisition decisions, one should also 
examine the dates of coverage in cases of overlapping titles. 

As I scanned the spreadsheet of titles, I noticed that many titles were indexed in three or 
four or even more databases. Table 4 explores this degree of overlap.

Table 4. Combination overlaps among ten religion databases.

Th e most common combination is that a title is indexed in only two databases; this occurred 
for 428, or 41.0%, of the titles that saw overlap. Combined with the 1509 titles indexed in 
only one of these ten databases, this means that 76.5% of the titles contained in this study are 
indexed in only one or two of these databases. Th at speaks both to the advantage of providing 
multiple databases and to the breadth of periodical materials available for the study of religion. 
Included are thirty-one variations of pair overlap, in which a periodical title is indexed by 
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exactly two indexes. Th e number of titles indexed in any two indexes ranged from one title in 
four cases to more than fi fty titles apiece, in the cases of ATLA/NTA (59), ATLA/RTA (71), 
IxTh eo/NTA (55), and NTA/OTA (56).

Most of the titles examined aren’t being indexed again and again in each of these databases. 
Yet 328 titles are indexed by four or more databases. Th is seems to me like the point at which we 
should begin examining this degree of overlap; while 287 titles are indexed by three databases, 
the simple combination of indexing in two biblical databases and one general religion database 
would account for this overlap. In fact, most of the combinations of three databases consist of 
one or two biblical studies databases and one or two general religion databases. For the 328 
titles indexed at least four times, however, it might be worth asking index providers to consider 
how much duplication is necessary, and for librarians to consider how much additional coverage 
they are gaining with each additional indexing database license they sign. 

Comparing the lists to a library collection
My main purpose in this project was to determine how well our current subscriptions were 

indexed, in order to determine the visibility of these titles and so that I would know where 
to fi nd them when questions arose. Once I had mapped our titles to those that are indexed, 
I could begin to determine how well our collection was being covered and where to go in the 
case of questions about particular titles. 

Table 5. Mapping library holdings to ten religion databases.

Th is chart remains a work in progress. In its current iteration, it focuses exclusively on 
our current subscriptions; that is, if a title ceases publication or we cancel our subscription, I 
remove it from our library-specifi c sheet while retaining it on the general list of index inclusions. 
Developing a sense of where our many ceased subscriptions are indexed remains a project for 
another time, and will add much to the ease of fi nding titles outside of these databases. But 
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having this list has helped me several times in collecting basic information about a title and 
pointing toward where to look for more complete information.

Furthermore, compiling this list helps me identify patterns to titles that are not indexed 
in any of these sources. Titles that cannot be found are of limited value to our students and 
library researchers. Finding patterns in these unindexed titles can suggest special collections for 
which other fi nding aids should be considered. For example, two of our collection strengths 
at Pitts are sub-Saharan African periodicals and Methodist materials. As might be expected, 
both of these collections are heavily represented among the 600+ titles we collect that are 
not indexed in any of these databases. Materials related to our hymnody collection are also 
included, although these are more likely to be indexed in RILM Abstracts of Music Literature.

Another aspect of this work is identifying subscribed titles that are indexed in databases 
to which Emory subscribes, but which are not indexed in databases primarily concerned 
with religion. For example, we have a number of subscriptions that are indexed in sociology 
databases or in Academic Search Complete, a database heavily used by undergraduates. Due to 
our hymnody collection and supporting periodical subscriptions, we also have a number of 
titles that are indexed in music databases but not in religion indexes. Lifting up these titles and 
ways to search them can better help us support church musicians and scholars who may not 
have searched these databases previously.

One indexing gap that surprised me and that I believe needs to be remedied is a body of 
literature aimed at helping religious professionals and lay members prepare for the functions 
of communal worship: preaching, liturgy, and arts. At Pitts, we collect a number of homiletic 
titles that are used by our patrons—I spend enough time fi elding questions about them and 
watching them go through our re-shelving cycle or being left on the tables in the periodicals 
room to know that they do see use. Some of them are also titles in which our faculty members 
publish homiletic and theological essays. And yet they are not indexed in any of these sources 
dedicated to indexing the literature of religion.

Some of the titles include:

Biblical Preaching Journal
Children’s Ministry
Church Music Quarterly
Homiletics
Journal of Adult Th eological Education
Journal of Christian Education and Information Technology
Journal of Th eological Interpretation
Lectern Resource
Lectionary Homiletics
Pulpit Resource
Worship Works

Th e titles on this list represent a range of denominations, theological perspectives, and 
Christian religious practices. Th ey hold types of information that those learning ministry and 
those regularly engaged in its practice want to know—and none of it is indexed in the places 
library users are most likely to check. Th ese titles do show up in our catalog, and a user might 
fi nd references to some of them on textweek.com or another preaching website, but there is 

•
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no index that lists their collective contents. It would be a great service to our populations if 
we could develop resources that included these kinds of resources, particularly for alumni. 
Now that I have found this hidden collection of liturgical materials, I am thinking about ways 
to raise awareness of these titles and their contents for library users. Are the catalog records 
suffi  cient, or are there other tools, like a reference guide, that could help individuals fi nd these 
materials at the point of need? Th is question brings me to my next topic: how maintaining this 
kind of information can assist with reference provision.

Reference Connections
One of the benefi ts of this project has been how it has allowed me to answer reference 

questions for which I could previously at best off er an educated guess. For example, fairly often 
we are asked to track down the proper form of an incomplete citation. Being able to track the 
journal of interest to a database which lists it makes this process much easier. Several expansions 
to this project will make it more useful. For example, now that I’ve got basic data for many of 
the religion databases that our library patrons use most often, I can expand this list to provide 
information about other database indexes that either index titles to which we subscribe, like 
our music periodicals, or that provide complementary materials for our students. Focusing on 
our titles serves collection management goals to gain increased understanding of usage and 
provision, while focusing on complementary materials serves more of a reference aim. Working 
on these two sides in tandem would provide greater overall information provision.

Other reference connections include the ability to tell patrons in which database a 
periodical is examined, as has been requested several times, as well as the ability to scan quickly 
to determine which titles are not indexed. Expanding the chart of colored squares for coverage 
can further enhance this process. 

Since raising the visibility of holdings is also part of our reference responsibilities, collecting 
this information enables us to make decisions about how we might like to promote the titles we 
deem important to hold that individuals are not likely to fi nd if they start in article databases. 
Is a catalog record suffi  cient, or do we want to provide additional ways to search for these 
materials, such as using a web page to describe them and linking that to specifi c holdings, or 
developing an exhibit of titles, or some other tool?

Forward Movement
Th e more I think about the various meanings of the word “mass,” the more appropriate 

I fi nd the title of this project. Th ere are the physical connotations: a grouping together that 
remains somewhat inexact, like a mass of clay, or the majority fi nding, as in where the mass of 
a party might be. Th ere are the religious connotations: that body of people who come together 
for worship, Eucharistic celebration, and sending forth. And there is the collective recognition 
of how people come together and create new information. 

Multiple useful ways exist to add to this knowledge. While working on this project has 
helped me as a newer librarian to gain much more knowledge about our periodicals collection 
than I might otherwise have had, those with more years of experience probably have additional 
ideas for how this information can be made more useful. Opportunities I’ve imagined range 
from the relatively minor, such as eliminating titles from this list for which only a few articles 
are indexed, or adding historic coverage for a database, to the more ambitious, like creating 
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a database that uses standard entry keys to allow the inclusion of all of this information plus 
other related databases in a type-and-reveal response. 

A comparison of the databases where historical titles of interest are compiled would be one 
possible expansion. For example, in Pitts, where students come from many denominations, we 
receive questions about defunct Methodist periodicals, but also about periodicals from other 
denominational traditions. In each case, fi nding a 19th century periodical can be a hunt, even 
if I deeply suspect that it is indexed in one of the databases to which our university subscribes. 
Compiling a list of historically signifi cant denominational periodicals and places of inclusion 
would provide another useful list with both collection management and reference signifi cance. 
One master list, either focused by century or containing both present and deceased titles, 
can serve as a fi rst stopping point in locating known items. Another option would be to add 
information about indexing to each catalog record for a title, both adding to the information 
already displayed to users while making a searchable list more accessible. Users desire one-stop 
shopping for title information; if this information can be fed into a system already in use, so 
much the better.

Another potential project that could grow from this study would be to index a larger 
collection of preaching and liturgical materials. Outside of our special collections in Methodist 
and sub-Saharan African periodicals, liturgical periodicals contribute the largest number to our 
un-indexed periodical titles. Indexing these materials would not only provide greater access to 
our current students, but it would also provide a great service to our thousands of ministerial 
alumni who engage with these materials perhaps more than any other.

My numbers and processes should be reviewed and refi ned. Th is is one eff ort to give a 
sense of how these bodies of information relate to one another and to our libraries. I’m sure 
many of you could off er additional takes on this information, and add a piece or an experience 
that would increase our collective knowledge. I’ve placed the general title information online 
(http://www.pitts.emory.edu/MassingIndexes/) so that any of you who are interested can adapt 
this for use in your library, add information about another index’s coverage, and refi ne the 
numbers I’ve provided. I’m comfortable with the general trends I’ve described, but the nagging 
perfectionist in me can fi nd limitless ways to tweak and expand the information—which is 
why having a deadline to work to is helpful!
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Next-Generation Library Systems for Th eological and Religious Studies 
Panel Discussion

with
John B. Weaver, Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University

Chris Benda, Divinity Library at Vanderbilt University
Beth Bidlack, University of Chicago Library

Andrew Keck, Divinity School Library at Duke University

In recent months, libraries in North America and around the globe have implemented 
“next-generation” interfaces for online search and discovery of information resources. A number 
of ATLA libraries are early adopters of these technologies, and are gaining valuable insights 
into a variety of the leading products (e.g., Aquabrowser, Endeca, and Primo), including their 
implications for research and librarianship in theological and religious studies. Th is panel 
discussion addressed a number of issues to help theological and religious studies librarians 
understand and assess the value of these new technologies.

John Weaver reported on the marketing of the Ex Libris product, Primo, which is the next-
generation system implemented at Emory University in 2007-08. An initial customer analysis 
at Emory University made a number of strategic observations about the expectations of our 
library users:

Users think current library systems are too diffi  cult to use.
Users expect improved navigation capabilities for our systems, including enabling 
technologies.
Users want a single discovery point with a rich interface with many options.
Users expect access to expanded resources and content in multiple formats.
Users want dynamic, value-added content.
Users expect library access to be distributed, ubiquitous, and pushed to where they 
are working.
Users expect personalization, customization, and recommendation features.
Users want to discover information with other users.

A review of the marketing literature used by Ex Libris and Emory University demonstrates 
a focus on the needs and desires of the “next-generation” library user. Th e experience of 
marketing the Primo product at Emory raises three signifi cant questions for other libraries 
reviewing and/or implementing “next-gen” systems: 1) Do the three search systems discussed 
during this ATLA panel provide the preferred online experience of a “next-gen user”? 2)  If 
the primary “next-gen” features of a library system are inoperable after implementation (as is 
largely the case at Emory), how should we market it? 3) Who or what, in reality, is this “next-
generation” that libraries might be trying to refl ect and/or serve with these search systems?

Initial usage statistics of the Primo product at Emory suggests that the system is more 
important and satisfactory to undergraduates than graduate students, but graduate students 
in theology rank the system signifi cantly higher than do graduate counterparts in the schools 
of business, medicine, and law. Additional usage data should help librarians to analyze the 

1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
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appeal of the new systems among our diff erent constituencies. Additional study of the “next-
gen” user through the lens of generational historiography (e.g., the writings of Neil Howe and 
William Strauss) may help librarians to conceive and develop library services and resources that 
genuinely appeal to the “millennial generation.” 

Chris Benda gave an overview of the next-generation system at Vanderbilt University and 
discussed the implementation process. Vanderbilt’s next-generation library system is Ex Libris’s 
Primo, locally christened “DiscoverLibrary.” DiscoverLibrary gives access to the following types 
of materials: 1) local resources, including MARC records from our library catalog (Acorn) and 
Dublin Core records from two local resources (TV News Archive and Global Music Archive); 
and 2) remote resources, including records from a variety of remote databases (through use of 
Ex Libris’s metasearch product, MetaLib, which is integrated with Primo). Th e default search 
for local resources returns records from all local resources, not simply the library catalog. Chris 
discussed and demonstrated a number of DiscoverLibrary’s features, including integration of 
authority data to make searches more powerful, deduplication and FRBRized display, extra 
content (e.g., book covers), relevance ranking, and personalization (tagging, alert service, RSS 
feeds).

After presenting this overview, Chris summarized the process by which Vanderbilt has 
been implementing DiscoverLibrary. Vanderbilt’s situation is atypical, since it is a partner 
with Ex Libris in developing Primo. Chris noted some of the reasons Vanderbilt was selected 
to be a partner: non-Aleph site with experience using the Unicorn API (to develop a non-
Aleph USMARC pipe), large non-MARC digital collection (TV News), which allowed for the 
development of a generic Dublin Core pipe; and expertise in authorities and cataloging work. 
He included a timeline and a list of some of the teams that were involved and also indicated the 
roles that he has played in the implementation process. He concluded by refl ecting on some 
of the issues that have arisen in Vanderbilt’s deployment of DiscoverLibrary: implementing 
DiscoverLibrary has taken, and continues to take, a lot of staff  time; DiscoverLibrary—Primo 
in general—is still very much in development; there is some confusion among users about the 
relationship between DiscoverLibrary and the traditional catalog; and there is disagreement 
among library staff  over the philosophy behind DiscoverLibrary (particularly the fact that the 
default search of local resources does not privilege catalog data). Finally, DiscoverLibrary is not 
yet Vanderbilt’s default catalog interface.

Beth Bidlack gave an overview of the Aquabrowser implementation (called Lens) at the 
University of Chicago Library. She began by describing what is indexed and included in this 
implementation: MARC records, EAD fi nding aids, metadata from images from selected 
digital projects (University of Chicago archival photo fi les and the First American West), links 
to Oxford Dictionary of National Biography entries, the Library’s website, and links to Google 
Books and HathiTrust. In order to explain the system, she performed some searches in the fi eld 
of religious studies: biblical commentaries (e.g., “Ezekiel commentaries”), which demonstrates 
Aquabrowser’s stemming feature; Journal of Biblical Literature, which demonstrates the use 
of SFX records; “Mircea Eliade,” which demonstrates the indexing of EAD fi nding aids; 
“Rabbinics,” which demonstrates the indexing of the Library’s website. She also showed how 
the Library is loading content from Syndetics (e.g., tables of contents, cover art, reviews, and 
fi rst chapters). Th e University of Chicago Library has also implemented Web 2.0 features via 
“My Discoveries,” which includes the ability to tag, create lists, and write reviews.
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After her brief overview of Aquabrowser, Beth talked about her roles in assessing it. In 
addition to a “tell us what you think” web form on the Aquabrowser (Lens) welcome page, the 
Library performed usability testing with users. Th e Library uses Bugzilla (by Mozilla) to track 
specifi c issues and problems. Beth chairs the Library’s Reference Advisory SubCommittee, 
a group which works to assess and improve the OPAC and reference tools (e.g., MetaLib). 
Currently, the group is making recommendations regarding Aquabrowser. Beth has written 
a report on library staff  perspectives on Lens, as well as brief reports on other OPAC options 
(Koha, Evergreen, and WorldCat Local). Right now, the Library is determining what 
improvements and fi xes can be done in-house and what can only be done by Medialab. Beth 
concluded by sharing some “lessons learned”:

• Implementation is just the beginning . . . 
• Many libraries no longer invest long term in systems; three-year contracts are more 

the norm.
• While there is a culture of change and ambiguity, there is also a culture of 

improvement. 
• Librarians need to rethink metadata—how it is created, what standards are used, 

and how it is mapped in next-gen systems. 
• What are the ongoing costs in terms of both human and fi nancial resources?
•  How does Aquabrowser relate to the Library’s integrated library system (ILS) and 

how will it interface with the new automated storage and retrieval system software?
• One size does not fi t all libraries.
• Th ere are many diff erent user personas. How do we meet the needs of these 

diff erent personas?

Andy Keck discussed the Endeca implementation at Duke University. Endeca started out as 
a search tool for corporate websites like Home Depot, but was developed with North Carolina 
State University into a next-generation library catalog. Th e Triangle Research Library Network 
(including North Carolina State, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina Central University, and Duke) decided to use Endeca to form a union 
catalog of the network’s four libraries, but to develop the catalog to be “skinnable” for 
each institution. A short time frame, the realities of coordinating eff orts among four 
institutions, and certain limitations of the Endeca product itself resulted in qualifi ed 
support from most librarians. Andy said that “in our use of this next generation catalog,  
we have appreciated the faceted browsing, the union catalog, the added metadata 
(tables of content, summaries, and fi rst chapters), and advanced web tools. We miss 
the ability to browse authorized headings and use boolean operators, both of which 
negatively impact our ability to search for known items. We have found the Endeca-
based catalog to be a useful tool but not one that fully replaces the classic library catalog.”
Andy concluded the discussion with a few thoughts on the future of library catalogs. While so-
called next-generation catalogs are useful, most people would characterize them as transitional. 
Th ey are not fully at library catalog 2.0. Th ree central questions have yet to be resolved:

Are there ways of exposing and leveraging the integrity of metadata to reduce am-
biguity? 

1)
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What can be done with all the non-bibliographic data such as full text, EADs, digi-
tal collections, institutional repositories, and subscription databases?
Will there be an integrated library catalog or will the future catalog be discovery 
layer or series of discovery tools that can be applied to any library system?

A brief question and answer period followed.

2)

3)
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On Th e Hermeneutics of Books: How Seminary Students Read and the 
Role(s) of Th eological Libraries

by
Anthony J. Elia, JKM Library, Lutheran School of Th eology at Chicago

Prologue: Babbitt’s Historical Moment
In 1908, Dr. Irving Babbitt,1 Professor of French Literature at Harvard University, published 

his fi rst book Literature and the American College. Babbitt’s scholarship was a commentary 
on higher education in early twentieth-century America, taking aim at the distinctions made 
between classical and romantic, ancient and modern, and conservative and liberal thinking, all 
leading to the construction of a cultural history of American education at that time. He was, as 
some have called him, a “declinist,” one who preached the deterioration of culture, society, and 
humanity since the time of Rousseau (as evinced in his 1918 book Rousseau and Romanticism). 
And he was considered the leading proponent of the New Humanism of the early twentieth 
century, which was foundational for the reevaluation of classic literature and the Great Books 
programs at Columbia and the University of Chicago a generation later. But I begin today with 
Dr. Babbitt as a pivotal fi gure in American thinking because he exhibits a unique twist in the 
American intellectual discourse of the early twentieth century that is apropos to our situation 
in the early twenty-fi rst century.

On a philosophical level, Babbitt’s extirpations of traditional thinking about literature, 
history, academia, and the world in general—at the time, often misunderstood—represented 
a solitary opinion amid the tumult of poetic conjecture and overwrought journalism. Babbitt’s 
approach is conveniently relevant to the contemporary discourses on textuality, specifi cally 
the discussions of physical vs. electronic textuality. As Babbitt was critiquing what he saw 
as an unfi ltered digression of education and learning in the academy, as a direct result of 
Rousseau’s legacy of so-called Romanticism, so, too, are we critiquing an unfi ltered digression 
of a narrative and belief that textuality is irrevocably transformed by an electronic text and that 
books are passé. 

In the past decade since the exponential viralization of digital media and the internet, 
both the general populace (including the news media) and the various echelons of academic 
institutions in the United States have been in a digital intoxication over the potential of online 

1  I want to thank my friend and colleague Nathan Dorn at the Library of Congress, 
who fi rst introduced me to the magnifi cent and tumultuous life and thought of Irving 
Babbitt, of which now many hours of fruitful discussion have passed between us; and to 
Martin Marty, who told me that upon the recommendation of his doktorvater Daniel J. 
Boorstin, he was introduced to the writings of Babbitt in 1955—and came to a clearer 
understanding of the idea of Humanism through Babbitt’s work and thought. Apropos 
to this discussion: it was in the pocket-cover of a library book from the University of 
Chicago, where a borrowers-slip still resided, that I discovered M. Marty had checked 
out Babbitt’s Democracy and Leadership in late 1955—at which point I contacted Marty 
to verify this and ask him about his thoughts on Babbitt. Surely, this sort of historical 
research and artifact trail shall be dead in the future of e-textual cataloguing and 
borrowing.
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environments, e-texts, and the mere word “digital,” sending some into orgasmic fi ts of digital 
anticipation. But for what? Statements like “in twenty years every book will be online,” or “we 
should fear the Kindle, because it’s going to change reading forever,” seem to be trite, simple, 
and undisciplined statements, without any substantive documentation to support such claims. 
Attempts at bolstering these claims have increased in the recent economic downturn, where 
claimants off er new or used book shop closings as evidence that people aren’t reading books 
any more, rather than recognizing other market factors, such as the idea that people aren’t 
buying as many books, but are borrowing them from libraries or friends.

Th e Kindle has done little to reading practices, despite the attempts by its makers to say that 
it will revolutionize reading; very few studies—serious or otherwise—have been conducted on 
“what readers want” in terms of tactility of reading objects, and the market developers appear 
to be only assuming that the public wants a Kindle or eReader or some other electronic-
reading object, because it is “technological.”2 But they continue to fail at the real psychology of 
the matter, and the major part of this failure is the misunderstanding of the human reader, who 
is supposedly understood by Amazon.com as wanting books quickly, rather than substantively 
(or tactilely). We are enchanted by speed, access, and technological gadgetry, so think the 
marketers. 

So, too, did Professor Babbitt live in a complex era ripe with technological advancement, 
a time which prompted humanity to question itself, its time, its ethics, its responsibilities, and 
this required new modes of interpreting the self and the world. Th e early twentieth century 
yielded literary characters like H.G. Wells, Rudyard Kipling, and James Joyce, all of whom 
reacted to the technological advancements and ruptures of the nascent global society of the 
twentieth century. And in these reactions were the chief components of a heuristic coming-
of-age for writers, teachers, philosophers, and librarians alike. Fundamentally, these reactions 
or responses have at their very core, the idea of interpretation: interpreting history, literature, 
theology, philosophy, linguistics, and more. Interpretation is both complex and imperative to 
anything we do, because it is part of the interactive process of basic living and being in the 
world, and it is the foundation for our understanding of hermeneutics today.

For our project at hand, I want to discuss the idea and experience of hermeneutics and 
inherent interpretive cycles, in relation to our understanding of books as objects (or book-
objects). And I wish to integrate the confl uent nature of human experience with the roles that 
book-objects play and achieve in society, while diagnosing how these interactions of human 
and book aff ect the real essence of the modern theological library. Th e hermeneutic of our 
present is to see the value of the book in philosophical, theological, historical, and cultural-
social ways as a departure in the traditional interpretation of the book. Th is interpretation in 
reading, then, especially by seminary youth, aff ords us a new understanding of the relationships 
that exist between readers and books.

It is the purpose of this paper (above all) to bring into focus a discussion on “the study 
of interpretation” of the book, as well as its readers. Th us, I will present historical and 

2 Th ere are two items that come to mind when considering what the Kindle can do that 
may be important to some readers: a) it can change font sizes, which appeals to people 
with sight problems, and b) it can search a text for terms, if you are looking for something 
specifi cally. 
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philosophical examples of hermeneutics, while integrating a score of interviews with seminary 
students about their reading habits as related to books (as objects) and the role that books 
and students’ reading habits play in the role and experience of the modern, contemporary, 
and future theological library. Specifi cally, I will begin with discussing topical areas related to 
hermeneutics—including phenomenology, semiotics, approach, and encounter. Th en in part 
II, I will provide a statistical off ering and speak about the specifi c data of students’ reading 
habits and their opinions about theological libraries; lastly, in part III, I will briefl y revisit the 
theology of books in light of the present research on hermeneutics.

PART I: Hermeneutics of Books
1. Hermeneutics, Phenomenology, and Semiotics 

Hermeneutics may be defi ned in a handful of ways, though most succinctly as “the study 
of interpretation.” Th is, of course, has been administered and discoursed through multiple 
iterations by philosophers, theologians, and historians. Th e fi eld of study is too broad and 
complicated to explicate in full today, but I will attempt to elucidate the practical issues 
involved with hermeneutics, the book-object, and the relationship with the participant readers 
of this study and the roles played by theological libraries. 

Modern hermeneutics begins with Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834), who suggested 
that human readers’ “understanding” of text was integral to textual “interpretation” itself. Th is 
understanding, which is measured by “symbols” and “language” in society, is imperative. In 
his notebooks from 1805-6, Schleiermacher begins to discuss his theories of interpretation 
and understanding through the examination of what “language” and “understanding” mean 
philosophically.3 Th rough this discourse, he gives us a better view of how we approach and 
experience language and our world of understanding.

Approach and experience also fi nd a home in phenomenology, and how we come to perceive 
the world around us. For this may be not just texts and textuality, but in the medium of a book-
object, which as we come to recognize is an emblem of not simply phenomenological importance 
(i.e., we see, recognize, experience books), but of semiotic and ontological importance (i.e., 
the book-object is encoded with variant and dynamic symbolic meanings based on individual, 
cultural, and social indicators, which in turn provide us as readers or those in company with 
books a meaning toward constructing our identity).4 Phenomenology and semiotics are thus 
imperative to understanding hermeneutics, because “perception” and “symbolism” are keys to 
our cognition and recognitions and, thus, constructions of interpretation.5 How we recognize 

3  See Hermeneutics: Th e Handwritten Manuscripts, by Friedrich Schleiermacher, edited by 
Heinz Kimmerle (Scholars Press/AAR: Missoula, Montana), 1977.

4  See A. Elia “Beyond Barthes . . . ” conversation on “Individual and Cultural Reception 
Histories,” pp. 107, ATLA Summary of Proceedings, 2008.

5  Husserl writes in his book Ideen zu einer reinen Phänomenologie und phänomenologischen 
Philosophie that even with the importance of perception, there is another realm of 
understanding that is part of how we construct our realities. He writes: “For me real 
objects are there, defi nite, more or less familiar, agreeing with what is actually perceived 
without being themselves perceived or even intuitively present. I can let my attention 
wander from the writing-table I have just seen and observed, through the unseen portions 
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that which infl uences is part of the hermeneutical development of the individual. And when 
we live in a world where book-objects have philosophical, historical, theological, cultural, and 
social signifi cance, so, too, do they have signifi cance in how the book-object has formed us 
through these branches of knowledge.

Th e main tension in the modern historical discourse of hermeneutics is among the thinking 
of the nineteenth-century schools of Friedrich Schleiermacher and Wilhelm Dilthey, for both 
of whom interpretive intent of the author was in contrast to the interpretive angles of the 
reader, and the twentieth-century thinkers, who brought an ontological shift to this argument, 
specifi cally Heiddegger, who suggested Being (or Sein) as central to our basic interpretive 
functions, and then his student, Hans-Georg Gadamer, who critiqued at length the historical 
hermeneutical enterprises of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries in his Truth and Method. 
Truth and Method, in broad terms, outlines the confl ict between “the truth of our (individual) 
being” and the multiple understandings of what is meant by method (specifi cally scientifi c 
method); it also focuses on the optimal act of hermeneutics to be “mutualized” conversation.6 
How this fi ts our project today is this: recognition of the very idea of interpretation—not just 
interpretation of texts, but interpretation of textual media and interpretation of environments, 
dimensions, and locales, which surround us and form us from infancy—must be acknowledged 
in multiple layers, iterations, and circumstances. It is about understanding and defi ning the self 
through understanding and defi ning environments. By making hermeneutics an ontological 
issue, Heiddeggar and Gadamar also make it phenomenological, because we are developed 
through experience to understand both texts and textuality—and ultimately ourselves. 

Ultimately, when we speak about hermeneutics, we are speaking about the confl uence of 
self, experience, symbols, and social objects, which create the narratives of ourselves and others. 
And with these narratives we conduct our lives, profess our beliefs, and construct our societies. 
It is no diff erent then when we consider our hermeneutical, phenomenological, and semiotic 
imaginations in this regard.

Th e hermeneutical imagination is what we construct around our ideas and beliefs about 
interpretation of objects of experience, such as books, and these imaginations are very present 
in our seminary students. Two questions which I asked students in this study relate this 
imagination—a) what comes to mind when you hear the word “book” (and is it positive or 
negative)? And b) what do you think about books in the contexts of history . . . such as the 
nineteenth, twentieth, twenty-fi rst centuries, and the future? By off ering a free-association of 
the word “book” itself, and then a temporal contextualization, I hoped for (and found) an 
introduction to seminary students’ thinking about the book-object. Th e fi rst question yielded 
a 100% positive response: books were positive, extremely positive, or even more superlatively 
attributed, whereas some students indicated negative responses or feelings toward electronic 
texts (Murray 2009). Th e second question found a broader response, showing that some 

of the room behind my back to the verandah, into the garden, to the children in the 
summer-house, and so forth, to all the objects concerning which I precisely ‘know’ that 
they are there and yonder in my immediate co-perceived surroundings—a knowledge 
which has nothing of conceptual thinking in it, and fi rst changes into clear intuiting with 
the bestowing of attention . . . ” (Husserl, Ideen . . . : 91-2.

6  See Misgeld, pp. 153-159.
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students constructed their imagination of books historically, while others did not (Semmler 
Smith 2009). One participant considered the historicity of books since the nineteenth century 
as becoming more interactive with technology—where in the twenty-fi rst century, an e-book 
could aff ord interactivity with other fans of a theological text (Fry 2009). Another student 
astutely observed that “all centuries are necessary to put the other ones in context” (Eichler 
2009). One student noted the utility of textual media over the course of the centuries, saying 
that the book in the nineteenth century was “one of the few forms of media for transmitting 
complex information,” while in the twentieth century it was “an increasingly ‘optional’ form of 
media, often casualties of television,” and in the twenty-fi rst century it has become “an almost 
entirely optional form of media.” He did add, though, that in the future “the day will come when 
we run out of fossil fuels. [And] the physical book will never die” (Saler 2009). One participant 
noted that our attitudes to books changes through the ages (Li 2009). Th ree participants had 
specifi c physical attributes that they associated with books from diff erent periods, which 
include the following: a) nineteenth century: smelly, but intriguing (Lindahl 2009), stodgy, 
European, dusty (Ballan 2009), bad paper that gets a lot of brown spots (Tsakiridis 2009); 
b) twentieth century: old and funny to look at (Lindahl 2009), eclectic, rich, deep, exciting, 
(Ballan 2009), and “the kind that I have fi lled my collection with” (Tsakiridis 2009); c) twenty-
fi rst century: interesting (Lindahl 2009), glossy, in multitudes (Ballan 2009), and “paperback, 
crisp covers, clean books” (Tsakiridis 2009). And for the future of books, the responses included 
“I hope there still are books!” (Lindahl 2009), digital [and] cheap (Ballan 2009), and “digital 
books . . . maybe Kindle-type stuff ” (Tsakiridis 2009). What we have captured in this exercise is 
the historical imagination of students’ regarding books and what they understand contextually 
of the book in history, as well as how they have been infl uenced to perceive the future of the 
book. Now that we have conquered the imagination of students . . . let us look at the idea of 
approach and encounter.

2. Approach and Encounter: Leschetizky’s and Breithaupt’s Piano Th eories and the Book
In his groundbreaking theory of piano technique and pedagogy, Th eodor Leschetizky 

(1830-1915) gave a whole new meaning to a foundational understanding of the piano: the idea 
of “approach” and “encounter.” According to music historian Reginald R. Gerig, Leschetizky 
was Polish by birth and moved to Vienna with his family, where he became a student of Carl 
Czerny at the age of eleven (Gerig, 271). Leschetizky absorbed much of his musical technique 
from observing the performers in Vienna in the 1840s and 1850s, as well as from his experience 
in Russia, where in 1862 he “became head of the piano department of the St. Petersburg 
Conservatory where [Anton] Rubinstein was director” (Gerig, 272). But as Gerig writes, even 
though much has been written about the famed “Leschetizky method,” it is not easily defi ned, 
most notably because Leschetizky himself denied a specifi c method, saying “I have no method 
and I will have no method . . . Write over your music-room the motto: “NO METHOD!” 
(Gerig, 273). Yet despite this insistence, Leschetizky had profound infl uence on approaching 
and encountering the piano—an object as instrument—for all succeeding generations of 
pianists and teachers. His theories resound deeply with our understanding of hermeneutics as 
an enterprise of preparedness, as well as how we mentally, physically, and spiritually encounter 
an object that is destined to give us a product from that encounter—whether piano or book. 
It is not so much that we must take literally his ideas of positioning before an object, such as 
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when he says, “Sit at the piano unconstrained and erect, like a good horseman on his horse, 
and yield to the movements of the arms as far as necessary, as the rider yields to the movements 
of his horse” (Gerig, 280). Rather, it is that we are part of a continued approach, continued 
encounter, continued learning experience, and phenomenological event(s). 

Another German theorist, Rudolf Maria Breithaupt (1873-1945) expanded the limits 
of the Leschetizky method of approach and encounter, developing what is called the Weight 
or Weight-Touch Technique. In this approach and encounter with the piano, Breithaupt 
revealed a kinesthetic and cognitive relationship between the person and the instrument-
object that emphasized the motions basic to performative actions. As historian Gerig writes, 
“For Breithaupt and his followers it was almost entirely arm activity, free falling weight, and 
super-relaxation. Weight and relaxation became a passion, a cult, the very atmosphere pianists 
breathed” (Gerig, 329). 

Now the appropriate question to ask at this point is, what does any of this have to do with 
books or the hermeneutics of books? What Leschetizky and Breithaupt accomplished in their 
theories of piano technique to develop a greater pianism was to renegotiate and completely 
rethink the ontological role of the human character in relation to the piano, and understand 
what the entire hermeneutical structure of not just instrumental performance was, but what 
the engagement of mental (or cognitive) and bodily (or kinethestic) motion and execution 
were as interpretive actions. Now, a book is not a piano. And to draw any parallels, I believe, 
would not be completely successful. But the parallels to be drawn are simply the existing 
and changing hermeneutical engagements between human and objects. In this study, I asked 
students if they approached a book like they approached an instrument like a piano. For most, 
the answer was no, but these answers were not cut-and-dry. Students had a variety of opinions 
about this question (and its answers), and gave thought-provoking responses that ultimately 
give us a sense of how the utility of a book-object relates to its performative functionality. It 
also underscores the relevance of the hermeneutical shifts brought about by both Leschetizky 
and Breithaupt. 

One participant (Fry 2009) responded by saying that approaching a book gave him a sense 
of “anticipation and relaxation,” which heralds back to the language describing Breithaupt’s 
weight-technique of anticipatory relaxation. Yet, others make the claim that the approach 
to a book is not like approaching an instrument, but like approaching a person (Luft 2009). 
And this could bring up endless interpretations about the role of book as less of an object and 
more of an anthropomorphized entity, as we spoke about briefl y in last year’s paper. Another 
response gives a diff erent dimension to the question, where the respondent noted, “Th e act of 
reading is certainly a performance—bringing critical skills to bear” (Saler 2009). Yet another 
student suggested, “I approach books with anticipation especially if it’s a well worn, loved copy 
. . . but I don’t relate to approaching a book as a performative act” (Lindahl 2009). Another 
variation on this is from a student who notes, “I derive more comfort from reading than from 
playing [an instrument]. Th ere is something passive about my experience of reading that does 
not feel performative. I like to take breaks and look about when I read, something that I can’t 
really do as I play the guitar” (Ballan 2009). We shall talk about this briefl y in a latter section 
in a discussion on the public vs. private act of reading as performance. Another student began 
by saying that “I cannot compare reading books with playing instruments,” but later suggested 
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that reading “poetry or classical literature” was or could be similar to playing or listening to 
music (Li 2009). So for her, it depends on context. Yet another (Semmler Smith 2009) said 
the approach to books included “anticipation,” the desire to learn something, and the hope of 
being entertained (Semmler Smith 2009). One of the most interesting responses, though, in 
comparing an instrument to a book was from one student who said, “I approach my musical 
instruments the same as I do a book because they both serve a purpose and function . . . and 
have a fi nal purpose within life” (Murray 2009). Another student noted that the approaches to 
instrument and text were quite diff erent, in that one approaches a text with “an anticipation 
of [the] unknown,” while that may not be the case with an instrument (Freier 2009). Th e fi nal 
participant had a very descriptive comment, saying, “When I play my guitar, I usually do so 
because I fi nd it to be a peaceful, joyful, spiritually nourishing experience. I read for the exact 
same reasons. Both experiences take me away from the moment and inspire me” (Gilbert 
2009).

Th e comparison of book to instrument may not always work, but the responses from 
students evoke a certain understanding of approach and encounter, where some students 
found a connection and others did not. But the most important part of this discussion is the 
recognition that a) our relationships with specifi c objects (whether books, instruments, or 
perfomative utensils) are based on our social and cultural understandings of these objects; b) 
our approach and encounter are thus constructed and re-constructed by our experiences; and 
c) these are the foundations of the hermeneutical reinventions that individuals like Heidegger, 
Gadamar, Leschetizky, and Breithaupt all contributed to, either on a philosophical or practical 
level.

PART II: Statistical Off ering—Readers and Th eir Libraries
 1. Readers

One of the important aspects of this study that I’d like share with you today is the statistical, 
as well as the qualitative, data for this study. Answers to the 31-question set in the survey 
include details of age, gender, and educational background of students; what type of readers 
the students describe themselves as; where and how they read; what percentage of reading 
is done with physical vs. electronic texts; and how necessary it is for a student to physically 
browse theological library stacks. Of over three dozen surveys sent out to students, only 20 
were completed and returned. Th ough this does not equate to parity by percentage to the 
number of faculty whom I interviewed in 2007, it does equal in number. I hope these data will 
add to our continuing conversation in a productive way. 

 a. Age—Gender—Educational Background
Th e age, gender, and educational background of participants follow: 13 women responded; 

7 men responded. Th e categories include: Ages 20-24= 2 Total (1 M, 1 F); Ages 25-29= 11 
Total (3 M, 8 F); Ages 30-34= 4 Total (2 M, 2 F); Ages 35+= 3 Total (1 M, 2 F). Th e largest 
group of those answering the survey consists of students between 25-29 years of age, who 
comprised over 50% of the respondents. Of those surveyed, 65% were under 30 years of 
age. All students were graduate students; 85% were working toward MDiv. degrees or had 
an MDiv. degree and were furthering their education, and 25% percent (5 students) were 
working on a Ph.D.
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 b. Types of Readers
In order to fi nd some consistency in identifying how readers might describe themselves, each 

participant was off ered a choice of eight options with the question “How would you describe 
yourself as a reader?” Respondents were allowed to choose more than one of the options. Th ere 
probably could have been other options, as one participant noted. He selected “Enjoy reading, 
both in and outside of school,” but then noted that he didn’t always actually like what he read 
in school (Tsakiridis 2009). Th e categories that were given to students included: a) Don’t read 
at all; b) Read sometimes, if necessary for school or work; c) Enjoy reading, both in and outside 
of school; d) Enjoy school reading only; e) Enjoy personal reading only; f ) Love reading; g) 
Voracious reader; h) Read even in my sleep. Responses were very interesting and I have listed 
them below. Remember, there are more responses than participants, because participants were 
allowed to choose more than one option:

Type of Reader  Number of 
Respondents 

a) Don’t read at all  0
b) Read sometimes, if necessary for school or work 0
c) Enjoy reading, both in and outside of school 11
d) Enjoy school reading only 1
e) Enjoy personal reading only 1
f ) Love reading 11
g) Voracious reader 5
h) Read even in my sleep 2

According to these numbers, most respondents considered themselves people who either 
enjoy or love reading. One respondent said they “enjoy school reading only,” one said they 
“enjoy personal reading only,” and 25% of respondents (fi ve students) called themselves 
voracious readers; of those fi ve students, two also chose (h—that they “read even in my sleep” 
to distinguish the hyper-voracity of their reading desires.

 c. Where and How Students Read
Students, like most readers, have a variety of places where they read, either for pleasure, for 

school, or for work. When asked where students read, the responses included home, school, 
libraries, coff ee shops, and outside. Perhaps the most interesting places for reading included “on 
swings,” “while walking” (Nelson 2009), and “in cars” (Gilbert 2009). To some extent, these 
data demonstrate that those who participated in the study were overwhelmingly “omnilocal” 
readers. Yet their localities had specifi c needs of comfort, light, and sound.7

Th e number one place where students read is home—100% of the respondents answered 
with “home” or some specifi c room or on a piece of furniture. Seventeen of twenty students 
(or 85%) read in the library. Seven of twenty readers (or 35%) prefer coff ee shops—for reasons 

7  Note work done by Ruth Gaba.
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that include the access to beverages and the opportunity to be both studying and reading and 
to see or be seen by others.8 Comfort is important for most when reading, but for some, a desk 
is preferred if they need to stay awake. For those who said they read anywhere (four of twenty 
or 20%), this included on buses and places outside of libraries and coff ee shops. Th e “where” 
and “how” students read may indicate the amenability of certain reading environments, as well 
as the specifi c reading habits and abilities (distraction vs. non-distraction) of readers, as well as 
the psychology of these habits, which I will discuss briefl y next. 

 d. Reading Valence and Hybridity
Part of the issues explored in this section touch upon another idea that I have encountered 

recently, and that deals with the values of semiotic character of books not just on shelves, but 
books in transport; that is, whether or not readers show off  their books in public. Do people (in 
this case, students) read books in public to make a statement about what they are reading, thus 
showing what they “are knowing?” Despite the acknowledgements or admittance that students 
do this, what is factual is that the book continues to carry a semiotic value by demonstrating a 
“fact” or “symbolic artifact” between social humans; it must be recognized that on one side of 
the social symbiosis is the “reader” and the other is the “observer.” Th e “reader” is by defi nition 
either a “social reader” (reads in public), “solitary reader,” (reads in private), or “hybrid reader” 
(reads both in public and private). A “social reader” enjoys the company of others, and is not 
only able to read in public, but is consciously aware of what reading in public means, entails, 
and contributes to social symbiotic behaviors—such as how what they are reading will attract 
or detract the presence of the observers in a social setting. Th e “solitary reader” is a person who 
enjoys complete solitude for reading (and in some cases, this translates into learning), someone 
who values the intimacy of the individual relationship between human reader and book, and 
does not wish to be “observed” or “seen” by others in this most intimate of activities (note R. 
Luft response). Th e “hybrid reader,” then, is the reader who has a place somewhere between 
the “social” and “solitary” reader. 

On the other side of this symbiosis is the “observer.” It is really in the case of the “social 
reader” that the observer comes into play. But it is also true for the “solitary reader” as well, 
because the “solitary reader” is trying to escape the prying eyes of the “observer.” Th is brings 
to mind the illuminating photos of Hungarian photographer Andre Kertesz, in his work “On 
Reading,” which in many cases secretly captures readers in action—many of them are in the 
process of “solitary reading,” but the voyeur captures them with his camera in an almost erotic 
pose. Still, most of the student respondents were hybrid readers; only two of twenty (#14, #17) 
said they were “solitary” readers, seeking quiet, silence, and solitude, and no one said they were 
exclusively a “social reader.”

 e. Percentage of Physical vs. Electronic Reading: Tactility and Physicality Issues
In this study, I asked a handful of questions about the tactility and physicality of books. 

Th e fi rst of these (#7) asked, “What percentage of your daily reading materials are physical 
texts (books, magazines, newspapers) vs. e-texts (such as reading on your laptop)?” 

Of the twenty respondents, only sixteen answered, with percentages ranging from 50% 
physical text to 100% physical text reading. (Th e remaining four did not give percentages, 

8  Ibid.
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but all explicitly noted that they overwhelming preferred to read physical texts.) Th e median 
is therefore 75% of physical text reading, while the average of the sixteen respondents is 
75.5625%. Th is would surely be higher if the four participants who did not give percentages 
would have done so. Additionally, I do not see any clear indication of percentages correlating 
to type of reader, though there may be something to be discovered in this, as most readers 
giving higher percentages of reading physical texts did consider themselves as people who 
either “love reading” or are “voracious readers.”

Th e next question (#17) asked: “How do you approach books?—do you imagine them as 
objects or abstractly or both? How does this compare with reading electronic texts?” 

As one participant noted, the importance of books is rooted in identity and the extension 
and embodiment of the self in the book-object; he writes that “this becomes a sort of legacy—a 
tangible proof of my existence” that does not exist in or with electronic texts (Tsakiridis 2009). 
Respondents considered books as “objects,” as “abstract,” as “both object and abstract,” and 
as “phenomena and/or experiences.” Only one respondent specifi cally called e-texts “abstract” 
(Robinson 2009), though this was more commonly expressed in last year’s study. Twelve of 
twenty respondents (60%) said they thought of books as “objects” only (1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10-12, 
14-15, 18-19). Only one participant said that books were “abstract” (9). Four of twenty (20%) 
said books were both “objects” and “abstract” ideas, and nine of twenty (45%) said that books 
were phenomena or experiences. 

When students were asked about how they felt when they saw a damaged book vs. an e-text 
carrier (such as a computer), there was a uniform response. Th e responses to the same question 
we asked last year were nearly identical to what faculty said in the previous study. Nearly all 
participants (90%+) felt a sense of sadness when seeing a damaged book. In fact, “sad” or 
“sadness” was used almost exclusively by participants to describe their feeling. Th e feelings 
that were evoked regarding broken computers or e-readers was one more of dismay and upset 
about how the earth would be aff ected—especially as a pollutant of the earth. Almost nowhere 
else did the ideas of ecology, recycling, and ethical responsibility toward our planet come into 
discussion than with this question.

Question 31 asked how students would best describe their intimacy with texts, specifi cally 
books. Th e answers ranged from “tactile” to “dramatic,” “revelatory,” and “enlightening,” but, 
most interestingly, a term used to describe human-book intimacy was “sacred.” Perhaps no 
surprise from seminarians, but as one student noted, the relationship and intimacy of book-
objects is “more real than online texts” (Lindahl 2009). One participant wrote, “Who cares 
about a computer?” (Eichler 2009), while another person noted that computers are “designed 
to be outdated and discarded in short order” (Saler 2009). One student did note that damaged 
books make her feel “sad,” but that she was also concerned with how these “dead objects” were 
disposed of—again a concern for the environment (Semmler Smith 2009). Another participant 
off ered therapeutics as an answer regarding their tactile relationship with books—specifi cally 
the comfort of a hymnal during worship (Fry 2009). Th e palliative nature of book-objects for 
some can be observed in a statement like “comforting companionship” used by one participant 
(who described herself as an only child of older parents), where the book was not simply an 
object-as-friend, but something perhaps even greater (Nelson 2009).
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 f. How Necessary is it to Browse the Stacks: Kinesthetics and Spatiality
In an attempt to elucidate the kinesthetic, spatial, and tactile needs of students and their 

books, I asked the following question: “How necessary is it for you to browse the stacks . . . 
either for research/course work or for your own interests?” Th e motive in asking this question 
was to elicit an understanding about kinesthetic learning and cognitive psychology. Th e 
results show that the physicality of books is still integral to how we interact with textual 
environments. Th e statistics broke down as follows for the twenty participants: On a scale of 
1-10 (1=completely unnecessary to browse; 10=absolutely necessary to browse), the average for 
research/courses was 8.5; the median was 7. Th e average for one’s own interests was 6.83, while 
the median was 5.5. Eight respondents gave a score of 10/10 for research/course work, and three 
respondents answered 9/10. Th us, eleven out of twenty participants said 9/10 or higher. For 
pleasure reading or own’s own interest, eight of twenty gave a score of 8 or better (10/10=four 
respondents, 9/10=one respondent, 8/10=three respondents). Th e result of this statistic shows 
that—at least when it comes to research and course work—the physical apparatus of the book-
object, its location on shelves, and its proximity to human reach is still very important to the 
way we work, interact, and perform our intellectual duties and research. 

2. Th eological and Seminary Libraries
Now that we have come to know what seminary students’ reading practices are, I will 

briefl y detail their thoughts about seminary libraries. Several questions were designed to elicit 
student opinions about the uses and meaning of theological and seminary libraries, but also to 
understand how they might envision future theological libraries. One of the most telling and 
extraordinary comments was from a young woman who believed the future theological library 
should emphasize openness more than technology, or, as she put it, “basically a public library 
with a strong emphasis on Bible, faith, and church life.” (Nelson 2009).

Th e basic questions for this section included: 1) What do you use the seminary library 
for? 2) What do you see the role of the theological/seminary library to be? 3) Do you think 
theological or seminary libraries are old fashioned, outmoded, or in need of change? and 4) 
What might the library of the future look like in seminaries?

Question 1: Th e reasons given by students for using the library include reading, studying, 
writing, emailing, working, and resting. All participants (save one, who did not answer the 
question) named the library as the place where they access resources—mostly books in regular 
circulation, reserve, or reference collections (100%). Eight of twenty (or 40%) specifi cally 
noted “reference” or “reference librarian” as why they utilize the library. Only three of twenty 
(or 15%) said they used the library for email or computing, which is a surprisingly low statistic. 
Five of twenty (or 25%) specifi cally cited “writing” or a related action (e.g., “translating”) as 
a use of the library. Ten of twenty (or 50%) use the library as a place to study or read. Two of 
twenty (or 10%) use it as a place of employment. Two of twenty (or 10%) use the library as a 
place to rest or take a nap, and one of twenty (or 5%) cited it as a place to meet other people 
of like interests to speak to, though this number is likely higher, as other students mentioned 
this elsewhere in the study.

Question 2: When asked what the role of a theological library should be, students responded 
collectively, in a single voice, with three specifi c ideas: a) resources, especially multicultural and 
cross-disciplinary, from diff erent perspectives; b) professional and dedicated staff  to teach and 
navigate those resources; and c) adequate and amenable space for study and relaxation. 
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Question 3: When students were asked if they thought theological libraries were old-
fashioned, outmoded, or in need of change, the responses were also very interesting. Seventeen 
of twenty (or 85%) said “No, theological libraries are not old-fashioned or outmoded,” 
presumably making their claim based on their own seminary library. Of course, with these 
“no” answers, there were just a few recommendations to expand seating, lighting, and more 
coff ee. Two of twenty (or 10%) said “Yes,” also making a value judgment based on their 
specifi c library rather than theological libraries in general. Th e qualms for these respondents 
were about the aesthetics of the library and parts of the collection that they wanted to see 
expanded (e.g., theology and art). One participant answered “Maybe,” saying “If libraries are 
not outdated, they will be soon . . . there will be no need of searching for a book on the shelves” 
(Li 2009). Th is is an interesting statement, especially having noted the tactile needs of students 
in browsing and searching the stacks. Perhaps she is mistaken?

Question 4: Finally, when asked about the future of theological libraries, the students’ 
answers were quite varied. Perhaps my favorite among them was from one young woman who 
said, “Let me put it this way, I would die if the library didn’t exist” (Eichler 2009). Another 
which made me pause was from a Ph.D. student, who noted, “I hope it looks very much like 
it does now. Th eological education should resist the trendiness that infects other areas of our 
collective culture” (Saler 2009). One student said, “I fear that there will be fewer books and 
more computers. I hope for the opposite!” (Ballan 2009). Or, most bluntly, “I’d be happy if it 
looked similar to how it looks now” (Carson 2009). Yet with this, ten of twenty of the students 
(or 50%) specifi cally mentioned technology, even if that technology was something they 
believe would NOT make the library necessarily better. Th ree of twenty (or 15%) commented 
on a fusion of technology and more books. Four of twenty (or 20%) spoke about physical 
space. Only one person said that not much will change, since theological libraries are so slow 
to change in general. 

PART III: Th eological Categories and Hermeneutics
 1. Revisiting a Th eology of Books in Light of Hermeneutics

Last June, in the cavernous halls of the Ottawa Westin, I completed my paper on Th e 
Th eology of Books in the Digital Age and was immediately tossed the most auspicious question 
(by John Weaver): “Where’s the theology of books in all of this?” Th e implications of this 
question unfolded in many ways over the remaining hours of the conference, but also over the 
past year. And in the answers given by participants in this study, it was clear that many seminary 
students think in terms of a “theology of books.” Specifi cally, Trinitarian theologies, theodicy, 
hamartiology, demonology, sacramentology (or “book as Eucharist”), and idolatry were all 
off ered as companionable experiences of books. Students diff erentiated between experiencing 
books “spiritually” and “of the Spirit” or as specifi cally pneumatological, while others evoked a 
Paterological experience with books, noting that “typically [in the] fi rst Person of the Trinity—
there’s always the possibility of creation with books” (Nelson 2009). Two students specifi cally 
expressed a Christology of books, one noting that this experience is derived from topics of 
incarnation (Gilbert 2009). Further studies in embodiment, textuality, and extension of the 
human found in the book-object, as noted by one student (Tsakiridis 2009), may elucidate 
the Christological nature of human experiences with the book-object, as with the example of 
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Ricouer’s ideal of heaven, which I discussed in last year’s paper. As for theodicy, hamartiology, 
and demonology, one student suggested that books can not only be friends, as many 
suggest, but enemies that should be destroyed—books that contain bad, incorrect, or worse, 
infl ammatory and hateful information. He writes, “I do not hold them as sacred, [but . . . ]
as demonic” (Tsakiridis 2009). Sin in the world, our relationship to sin, and the temptations 
of sin are bundled up in the capsule of the book-object in these specifi c circumstances. One 
student compared reading books to taking the Eucharist, thus expressing a “sacramentology of 
books,” where a sacred object becomes part of you as you metaphorically and metaphysically 
ingest the text (Carson 2009). Another student cautioned against book idolatry—noting that 
the message is more important than the book carrying it (Semmler Smith 2009). (Of course, 
if the book is not being worshipped, and instead is a pathway to God, Christ, and the Holy 
Spirit, then we mustn’t have to worry about any bibliolatry!) Nonetheless, topics for theologies 
of books are alive among the younger generations of users and are worth examining further, 
and, in fact, may give us a better understanding about future readers and libraries. 

2. Book-Object and Content-Object: A Clarifi cation
In the course of this research, I have discovered that there are subtle distinctions made 

between our perceptions of and encounters with books. Specifi cally, the distinction between the 
so-called ‘book-object’ and what I’d like to call a ‘content-object’ (and I don’t particularly like 
saturating you with neologisms!). But this distinction is pertinent, and can be described simply 
as follows: 1) A book-object experience describes the phenomenon when you encounter books, 
any books—such as when you discover a new bookstore or enter a bookshop or library and 
you feel a sense of (presumably!) delight, excitement, anticipation, or other visceral reaction. 
2) A content-object experience describes the phenomenon when you encounter a specifi c book, 
a specifi c title.  Th e content-object IS still a book-object, but it is a distinct experience with our 
holistic—and perhaps organic—understanding of books as objects.

Epilogue: Henry Conrad Brockmeyer and the St. Louis Hegelians 
I cannot end today without speaking about an event that occurred in this glorious city 

of St. Louis 142 years ago, in 1867. It was in that year, upon the banks of this thriving river 
town along the mighty, serpentine, and muddied Mississippi, that the fi rst major journal of 
American philosophy was established. Th e publication of the Journal of Speculative Philosophy 
(JSP), according to American philosopher Morris Raphael Cohen, was the beginning of secular 
philosophy in America. But what makes this story remarkable, both in 1867 and for us today 
in 2009, is that this journal wasn’t founded “by university professors, but by ‘practical men who 
believed they had found [a] superior point of view, fruitful insight into the fi elds of religion, 
art, history, education, and even practical politics’” (Good, James Allen, 62). Th ese individuals 
were called the St. Louis Hegelians. One of the main characters in this coterie was Henry 
Conrad Brokmeyer, a man so philosophically anguished by the Civil War that he “sought to 
reconcile his Th oreauean sense of personal liberty with his Hegelian sense of social obligation” 
(Good, 68). And so, the St. Louis Hegelians, professionals in their own fi elds, sought to instill 
the thinking with the practical. Like ATLA’s new journal, Th eological Librarianship, we as 
professionals in our fi elds may continue to pursue our interests while combining the intellectual 
with the practical. We may uncover the historical, the archival, the hermeneutical . . . but we 
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may hope to discover among all of these discourses and examinations a practical purpose that 
will strengthen and enliven our libraries and professions, so that in a hundred years we’ll still 
be talking about the need for books, libraries, and librarians while actively cultivating those 
technological needs in the hybridity of global media and community.
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Surveys-Interviews (# indicates the order in which the surveys were received. All surveys 
were conducted by A. Elia at Lutheran School of Th eology at Chicago.)

Anonymous (#1). 2009. February 16.

Ballan, Anna (#17). 2009. March 9. 

Binder, Jeff  (#5). 2009. February 16. 

Brink, Nathan (#2). 2009. February 16. 

Carson, Emily (#19). 2009. March 11. 
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Eichler, Honna (#8). 2009. February 25. 

Freese, Gretchen (#3). 2009. February 17. 

Freier, Amanda (#12). 2009. February 16. 

Fry, Richard (#4). 2009. February 18. 

Gilbert, Melissa (#20). 2009. March 13. 

Li, Natalia (#14). 2009. February 16. 

Lindahl, Katie (#15). 2009. March 9. 

Luft, Rebecca (#7). 2009. February 24. 

Miyamoto, Arata (#13). 2009. February 16. 

Murray, Christopher (#11). 2009. February 27.

Nelson, Angela (#6). 2009. February 24.

Robinson, Janai (#16). 2009. March 9. 

Saler, Robert (#9). 2009. February 27. 

Semmler Smith, Sarah (#10). 2009. February 27.

Tsakiridis, George (#18). 2009. March 10.
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Racial Diversity in the Library Staff : A Conversation on Recruiting, 
Supporting, and Savoring Its Gifts

Panel Discussion with
Cait Kokolus, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary

M. Patrick Graham, Emory University
Sharon Taylor, Pittsburgh Th eological Seminary

Each of the panelists gave a short personal statement about the meaning of diversity in 
each of their lives.

Pat described his environment at home, workplace, and church. His is the only Caucasian 
family in a subdivision of African-Americans. His wife has taught in and his children attended 
majority African-American public schools. Emory’s EOP offi  ce monitors hires at the university, 
and the Pitts Library has often hired African-American, African, Asian-American, and Hispanic 
staff . One of its programs over the years has been to off er summer internships to high school 
students, in which African-American and Native American students have participated. His 
church includes a diverse membership of African-Americans, Africans, and Hispanic members. 
While it is incumbent upon us all to be careful to follow the law and our institution’s policies, 
it is also important for this to be supported by our religious commitments to justice and love 
for the other. 

Sharon grew up in the South before and during the Civil Rights era. Her introduction to 
diversity issues came at a Christian youth camp during her junior high years and since that time 
her faith has driven many of her questions and actions, particularly regarding race. Her high 
school was integrated during her senior year and the lone black woman student became her 
homeroom friend. University also broadened her perspectives on race and equality. Her fi rst 
seminary library job was in Jackson, Mississippi, where she experienced fi rsthand the broad 
spectrum of issues facing African Americans in a diff erentiated society. She served as a campus 
Christian staff  worker at an all-Black university and felt for the fi rst time what it was like to be 
a boundary person in a somewhat alien culture. Th is has made her much more aware of the 
culture issues that persons of diverse backgrounds face in a white majority context that most 
of us fi nd in our libraries. She has courted persons of diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds 
to various library positions—and she has managed to maintain contact and friendships with 
those she worked with over the past thirty years. She has been privileged to be befriended by 
people from a variety of nations, cultures, and races, and they continually enrich her life and 
her vocation as a theological librarian

Cait’s journey began in earnest when an African-American member of her staff  suggested 
that she was a racist. In taking that remark to heart, she realized that as a child she had come 
in contact with only one man of color, a piano player whom she met when she was four years 
old. He called her “Miss Cait” and she called him “Sammy.” When the opportunity came for 
a representative from the Board to be on the Special Committee on Diversity, she volunteered. 
As background work, all members of the Committee watch a movie called Mirrors of Privilege: 
Making Whiteness Visible,1 and read a book entitled “Why are All the Black Kids Sitting Together 
in the Cafeteria?”2 Although both experiences were worthwhile, it was in hearing her colleagues’ 
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stories that helped Cait to understand that her experience diff ered remarkably from theirs. She 
has learned and is continuing to learn about racism in her life.

Many people ask the question, “What is diversity?” For the purpose of the panel, the 
presenters chose the following defi nition:

Diversity is any signifi cant diff erence that distinguishes one individual from another. 
Researchers organize diversity characteristics into four areas: personality (e.g., traits, 
skills, and abilities), internal characteristics (e.g., gender, race, ethnicity, intelligence, 
sexual orientation), external characteristics (e.g., culture, nationality, religion, marital 
or parental status), and organizational characteristics (e.g., position, department, 
union/non-union.).3 

In addition, the panel put forth a defi nition on workplace diversity: Workplace diversity 
is a “comprehensive managerial process for developing an environment that works for all 
people.”4 Cait Kokolus emphasized the idea of “process,” because diversity is not a once-and-
done endeavor.

Pat Graham discussed three questions that an institution could ask itself to help it get 
started with diversity. Why do we want diversity? If so, what kind? If so, how much?5 In 
answering these questions, a library staff  also needs to be aware that the diversity goals for the 
larger institution may be in confl ict with those of the library. For example, a library with a staff  
of six might have a Hispanic woman working in circulation, but the university of which it is 
a part may need to hire another Hispanic woman to reach its larger diversity goals. Th e result 
would advance the university’s goals but create a local imbalance.

Th e panel agreed that there are many diffi  culties in establishing a diverse staff , not the 
least of which is that humans prefer to work in homogeneous groups and avoid change.6 
Robert Putnam’s paper E Pluribus Unum7 (http://www.utoronto.ca/ethnicstudies/Putnam.
pdf ) maintains that people put in diverse groups initially “hunker down” and avoid social 
interaction. Th is reaction, however, may dissipate after a time. 

Diversity may not be fi nancially profi table. Th e panel found very little about the fi nancial 
benefi ts of having a diverse environment in the literature, and concluded that, if profi tability 
could be proved, it would have been. But even if diversity is uncomfortable, even if it causes us 
to hunker down and may not be profi table, is it worth the eff ort? How does our commitment 
to God as theological or religious studies librarians infl uence our commitment to diversity? We 
know that structures must be changed in order for diversity to thrive, but the structure that 
needs to change the most is the human heart.8 But permanent change comes with a change of 
heart. Can we do this work, just because it is the right thing to do?

Certainly, our accrediting agency, the Association of Th eological Schools, values diversity, 
and expresses that in three of its standards, emphasizing diversity in collections, in staff , and 
in admissions procedures:

a. 5.1.2  To ensure eff ective growth of the collection, schools shall have an 
appropriate collection development policy. Collections in a theological 
school shall hold materials of importance for theological study and 
the practice of ministry that represent the historical breadth and 
confessional diversity of Christian thought and life. Th e collection 
shall include relevant materials from cognate disciplines and basic texts 
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from other religious traditions, and demonstrate sensitivity to issues 
of diversity, inclusiveness, and globalization to ensure that theological 
learners and researchers have access to the variety of voices that speak to 
theological subjects.9

b. 5.5.2 Th e professional and support staff  shall be of such number and quality 
as are needed to provide the necessary services, commensurate with the 
size and character of the institution. Professional staff  shall possess the 
skills necessary for information technology, collection development 
and maintenance, and public service. Insofar as possible, staff  shall be 
appointed with a view toward diversity in race, ethnicity, and gender. 
Where appropriate, other qualifi ed members of the professional staff  
may also have faculty status. Institutions shall affi  rm the freedom of 
inquiry necessary for the role of professional librarians in theological 
scholarship.10

c. 7.2.4 Schools shall give evidence of eff orts in admissions to encourage 
diversity in such areas as race, ethnicity, region, denomination, or 
gender.11

Environmental Scan
Th e panel reported on some troubling statistics that emphasize the diffi  culties of fi nding 

and hiring librarians of color. According to the U.S. Census of 2000, African Americans are 
13.4% of the total population, Hispanics are 14.8%, Asian and Pacifi c Islander are 14.5% and 
American Indians are 0.68%. Th ese percentages contrast with the possible pool of candidates 
available for professional positions in a library. LIS graduates are 5.2% African American, 
3.1% Asian or Pacifi c Islander, 2.6% Hispanic, and 0.5% American Indian.12 In addition, 
ATLA’s 2007 individual membership survey found that 3.1% of the membership was Asian, 
3.1% were African American, and 1% was Latina/o.

Not only are librarians of color few and far between, the ALA Diversity Counts study found 
that they are older and will reach retirement age in greater numbers than whites in the next 
two decades. While academic libraries lost 2.3% of credentialed librarians from 1990–2000, 
African Americans decreased by 4.4% during the same time period. Of African-American 
librarians, 66% are over the age of 45.13

In addition, our system of favoring the children of graduates in admissions to colleges and 
universities handicaps people of color. While white from white enjoys a 25% advantage in 
admissions processes at selective institutions, blacks receive an 18% advantage.14

Not only are there fewer candidates to hire, there are also subtle ways that candidates may 
be excluded. For example, names that signal another ethnicity or a negative stereotype can 
signal a prejudiced employer. Freakonomics15 has a chapter on names and the ways that names 
can hinder persons from employment opportunities. In the current hiring situation in France 
there are enormous negative implications for persons with North African names.

In addition, one way that theological schools and their libraries hire is by attracting people 
from their denominations. If a seminary’s denomination has few African American members 
(e.g., about 1% of the ELCA membership is African American), it is likely that this will impact 
the pool of applicants from the denomination. Similarly, regional diff erences in population 
also may impact institutional eff orts to hire a racially diverse staff . 
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Recruiting a Diverse Staff 
How does a library go about recruiting a minority librarian? Several ways were suggested by 

the panel. Th e fi rst recommendation was to advertise on the ALA ethnic caucus websites. Th ese 
include the Asian Pacifi c American Librarians Association (APALA), www.apalaweb.org; the 
Black Caucus of ALA (BCALA), www.bcala.org; the Chinese American Librarians Association 
(CALA), www.cala.org; the National Association to Promote Library and Information Services 
to Latinos and the Spanish Speaking (REFORMA), www.reforma.org; and the American Indian 
Library Association (AILA), www.ailanet.org. Advertisements can be placed by members of 
the ATLA Special Committee on Diversity: Diana Brice, Serials and Acquisitions Librarian 
at JKM Library; Dennis Norlin (Executive Director, ATLA); Susan Ebertz, Director of the 
Rau Memorial Library at Wartburg Th eological Seminary; Cait Kokolus, Director of Library 
Services, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary; and Mayra Picos-Lee, Instructional Librarian at 
Palmer Th eological Seminary.

Another way to attract diverse staff  members is to mentor minority student workers and 
non-professionals. Support and encouragement from a professional can make a big diff erence in 
a worker’s vision for a diff erent future. Libraries that supported a post-degree fellowship, where 
a newly degreed librarian of color gained needed experience by rotating every two months 
through various library departments, often had the fellow choose permanent employment at 
the host library. Internships for minority library school students can also help the diversity 
bottom line. One- or two-week non-paying internships for high school students can excite in 
these students a desire for a career in theological librarianship. Th eological schools sometimes 
attract students who are very interested in theology, but do not wish to be pastors. Recruiting 
one of these as a theological librarian could be a winning result all around. Some other ways to 
recruit minority staff  would be to follow those students who won ethnic scholarships to library 
school and off er them employment when they graduate. Placing an ethnically diverse person 
on the search committee can help to ensure a fair hearing for minorities, as well as encourage 
minority applicants to accept a position with the thought that not only employment but 
advancement is possible at this institution.

More suggestions for attracting and hiring a diverse staff  came from Darby’s article in Rural 
Libraries (“Abolishing Stereotypes: Recruitment and Retention of Minorities in the Library 
Profession.” 25 [2005] 9–11). Darby suggests that we vocalize what librarians do to those we 
interact with daily—who are our best recruits. Librarians should make a personal commitment 
to recruitment and diversity, develop a positive vision, and think creatively in a way that 
excites potential students. Darby is a proponent of mentoring, asking librarians to reach 
out, encourage, coach, and counsel potential students and provide ongoing professional and 
emotional support to library school students. He also suggests that once you hire a minority 
employee, provide fl exibility to accommodate her needs.

Supporting the Diverse Worker
One of the “best practices” to support an employee of color is to make diversity an 

organizational priority by including it in the institution’s strategic plan. Commit human and 
fi scal resources to the diversity agenda and develop institutional allies for diversity in areas 
beyond the library. It is also important in supporting the minority employee to develop, focus, 
share, and practice one’s vision of diversity and to set concrete goals for both the library and 
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the library managers by setting benchmarks and identifying where organizational change is 
needed. Document progress and realign diversity programs and actions with goals. Th ese goals 
could be to hire and retain a racially diverse workforce, to foster a work environment where 
all employees are valued for their uniqueness and personal contributions, and/or to provide 
services and collections that meet the library user’s individual and diverse needs. 16 

Another best practice is to create a succession plan that encourages leaders to consider 
non-white staff  members who qualify as library directors. All staff  members need opportunities 
for professional development and diversity training and a positive environment in which 
employee’s values, opinions, and voices are honored.17 Mentoring has been mentioned earlier. 
It is good to remember that libraries are often the most diverse place on campus.

Savoring the Gifts of Diversity
Th e gifts of a diverse library staff  can be richly savored. First, these gifts may include 

enhanced customer service, as students fi nd others behind the circulation desk who look 
like them and with whom they speak more comfortably. Th ese staff  members may, through 
language and cultural awareness, support diverse student populations more eff ectively than 
whites. For example, they may be able to target information literacy classes geared to the 
cultural or linguistic needs of a student group. Collection development may also be altered 
to include titles that would be of more interest and more refl ective of the student body. 
Recruitment of diverse library student workers may be much easier, and these, in time, may 
lead to more diverse librarians. 18

Finally, decreased incidences of discrimination and stereotyping in the library may result. 
Accepting one kind of diversity may lead to accepting other kinds of diversity. Becoming 
comfortable with African Americans on the library staff  may lead to a higher comfort level 
with Gays or Lesbians. 

Sticky Wicket Questions
Now that the panel has studied the value of diversity to a library and its parent institution 

and made suggestions on how to recruit minorities and savor their presence, it fi nds this 
study incomplete. Diffi  cult questions emerged for which the panel had no answers. Th ese 
questions are listed below with the hope that refl ection may indicate the diffi  culties such a 
panel encounters.

Are we giving ourselves more power than we really have to enact change? 
Is it legal to favor minorities in hiring?
When does support equal favoritism? 
How do we “celebrate diff erence” when not all “others” want to be reminded that they 
are diff erent?
How do we keep from pigeon-holing our diversity hires into being the de facto 
spokespersons for their religious, racial, ethnic or national group  —or making them 
responsible for diversity? 
When does diversity happen just to make our libraries or institutions look good? What 
do we do about that? 
What happens when an under-functioning staff  person plays the race card?
What happens when people refuse to give demographic information on applications?

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
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When an institution has diversity quotas that do not fi t in with a library’s diversity 
needs, how should the library react? 
Can you successfully have a culture of diversity within the library if diversity is not 
valued or a part of the larger institution? 
How does hiring “the very best” aff ect diversity?
Would celebrating a diversity day for an ethnic group be seen as favoritism? 
How do we distinguish between doing something for diversity that makes us feel good 
vs. something of substance? 
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Real Time Ministry
by

Angela Morris and Carolyn Cardwell, 
Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary 

“It was the single most practical class I took during my entire seminary career.” 

“Th is is a great course that truly meets the goal of preparation for ministry!” 

“I would almost go so far to say that this should be a required course for all fi rst year 
seminary students!” 

“I pray that the class continues, especially for those of us who are not computer savvy.”

Th ese comments were off ered by students who have taken the Practices and Skills to 
Support a Parish Ministry class taught at Louisville Seminary since 2002. Th e content of the 
year-long course focuses on those things that students encounter once they leave seminary, that 
they might not have covered while at seminary. Topics that might fall under the heading “real 
time ministry.”

Th e intent of the class is to foster a rhythm for students’ future ministry, where the care of 
souls in the parish is 

Constantly refreshed by the best biblical and theological insight of the community of 
faith;
Eff ected in a skillful manner; and
Informed by a practice of piety that refreshes and deepens the spirit’s understanding of 
the good news that is the church’s life spring.

How is a course designed so that it encompasses these important objectives? Th e emphases 
were threefold: lectio divinia, research anywhere, and technology tools.

“A practice of piety that refreshes and deepens . . . ” 

Th is objective is met by introducing students to the practice of lectio divinia. Students 
covenant, to engage with scripture for 30 minutes a day six days a week. Th e fi rst four days they 
read, contemplate and respond to the text privately; on the fi fth day, in addition to their lectio 
practice, students post a refl ection based on their lectio for that week to the class Blackboard 
site. On the sixth day they respond to their classmates’ posts on the previous day, again on 
the Blackboard site. Having them use Blackboard in this way moves the practice from purely 
private to a shared experience of scripture. 

Th e hope is that by engaging in this practice for two terms it becomes a part of the student’s 
daily life and that their practice of lectio will continue in their full-time ministry and provide 
constant spiritual renewal. 

Th ese are comments from students who took the class about the impact of the lectio divinia 
portion: 

•

•
•
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“I do a version of the on-line lectio divina with a friend in another state. Th at has been a 
great blessing. Th anks for the idea!” 

“I was looking forward to the Lectio Divina portion of the class, but hadn’t imagined the 
practice or the small group aspect of the practice would become so meaningful!” 

“Th e computer skills learned were important, but my favorite thing was learning how to do 
Lectio Divina and experience that practice over a long period of time.” 

“Constantly refreshed by the best biblical and theological insight of the community of 
faith . . . ”

Research anywhere—one of the biggest adjustments for students leaving seminary is the 
shift from having a theological library at their disposal to often doing ministry without a well-
stocked library nearby. Th e second part of the class recognizes this and teaches students how 
to fi nd resources for their teaching, preaching, and worship responsibilities as well as keeping 
current in contemporary theological discussion.

Peter Briscoe’s essay “Reading the Map of Knowledge” organizes knowledge in four 
rings.1

Th is diagram is used to help students understand the diff erent types of resources and why 
that is important for any user of information. Indexes and encyclopedia are tools that condense 
large amounts of information that is found in the Canon and the Archive. Th e Canon is the 
material that has stood the test of time. Th e Archive is everything else. Th e Canon and the 
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Archive are made up of texts. Th ings can move from the Canon to the Archive. 
Libraries are organized with a similar principle in mind. If you consider what is in the 

reference collection, the reserve area, and the stack area, you should see a parallel to Briscoe’s 
model. Th is model can also be used for understanding information on the Internet. Too often 
students wander around in the archive of material because they don’t use the tools in the inner 
rings to direct them to the right spot in the vast archive. Th ey start in the archive and never 
fi nd what they really need.

David Stewart’s book Th e Literature of Th eology: A Guide for Students and Pastors2 is used as 
an example of such a tool. Students use content from this book in an assignment to help them 
understand how guides like this function and how they can benefi t users in locating the best of 
certain types of resources on a particular topic.

A common thread through much of this part of the class is the need to constantly be 
evaluating resources. We undertake simple tests that can be applied on diff erent types of 
resources, so that the user can determine if those resources actually deliver what is needed. Th e 
importance of bibliographic essays, book reviews, journal selection, and software evaluation 
are discussed, with the goal of enabling students to intelligently and systematically build their 
library and to intelligently locate the information that they need at a given moment.

Students have found this approach eff ective, as these comments indicate: 

“Identifi cation of web based resources for sermon writing.” 

“How we developed our library of resources was incredibly helpful. I have actually just 
fi nished my second year of purchases designed in that project.” 

“How to search and narrow internet search results to get reliable sources . . . for book 
reviews, sermon illustrations, commentaries . . . all kind of things!”

“Eff ected in a Skillful Manner  . . . ” 

What technology tools can help a minister do their work?

In this part of the class students are introduced to:

Church management software
PowerPoint/Multimedia
Excel
Web searching
Reading a budget
Blogging
Twitter
Wikis
Survey software
Website evaluation
Worship software
Del.icio.us 

Th ey explore each of these topics and its usefulness for ministry. 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Comments from students about the technology part of the class also indicate how helpful 
this part of the course is for them:

“As a solo with no administrative support, I know what's available for outsourcing (through 
technology, etc.) so I can focus on what I'm ordained to do.” 

“Th e ability to blog, use Facebook and fi nd web based resources has saved my sanity over 
the last two years.” 

“PowerPoint. I never dreamed I would be in a church that wanted to explore the use of 
PowerPoint.” 

Th e year-long course wraps up with a fi nal project that encourages students to use material 
from class in a way that would help them in their ministries. Th ey have several options for this 
project.

An annotated, evaluative bibliography of resources (print, electronic and web-based) 
available to religious leaders without immediate access to a theological library that 
could nourish a designated aspect of pastoral practice.
A presentation employing print and electronic resources for a church educational 
event (a church school class, session retreat, new member class, etc.)
A content analysis and improvement plan for a congregational web site chosen in 
consultation with an instructor submitted in document form and presented to the 
class. 
Plan for a Pastor’s Library. Develop a plan for collecting resources for a pastor’s 
library.
A project developed by a student that incorporates topics covered in the course that 
would enrich their work as a pastor. 

Th e fi nal projects have ranged from a web site for a church, PowerPoint educational 
programs, and a wiki for church administrators to plans for developing a pastor’s library. 

Th e feedback from students who have taken the class has been very positive and we continue 
to get comments about how they continue to use things learned in the class in their ministry. 
URL of the syllabus for the class: http://bit.ly/gfRrX

URL for the presentation given at the conference: http://bit.ly/g96QR

Endnotes
1 Peter Briscoe, “Rings of Knowledge: Another Way of Seeing the Library.” In Reading the 

Map of Knowledge: Th e Art of Being a Librarian. Grand Terrace, CA: Palo Verde Press, 
2001, 13-18.

2 David R. Stewart, Th e Literature of Th eology: A Guide for Students and Pastors. Louisville, 
Westminster, 2003.
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Supporting the Modern Mystic: Collecting for the “New” Spirituality
by

Beth M. Sheppard, Th e United Library, Garrett & Seabury Seminaries 

Th e church is in a time of transition as traditional modes of worship, liturgy, ecclesiology 
and theology are being redefi ned or even circumvented by new generations of Christians. 
Th e thesis will be tendered that this Christian counter-culture, which fi nds expression in the 
Emerging Church movement and other groups and practices, is a modern form of mysticism, 
a characteristic of which is individualistic encounters with God. To demonstrate the value 
of collecting materials with religious themes that are published in the secular or for-profi t 
realm, the evidence to support the thesis will be drawn from materials produced by the 
popular music industry. In particular, data will be presented relating to the use of individual 
or plural pronouns in song lyrics within the hymnals of the United Methodist and Episcopal 
denominations as well as within an anthology of contemporary Christian music. Th e fi nal 
portion of the presentation will include practical insights related to collecting and processing 
contemporary Christian music media and scores for the Th eological Library.

Introduction
Th e mission of the United Library is to meet the information needs of the communities it 

serves, specifi cally one that is United Methodist and one that is Episcopal. So, when Seabury-
Western, the fi rst of the two schools involved with the library, declared exigency in 2008 and 
subsequently reorganized itself as an institution that would exist within an emerging church 
context, the library was forced to reinterpret how it might support the new endeavors of 
Seabury-Western, while still addressing the traditional educational format of the other partner 
institution, Garrett-Evangelical. Th e fi rst step, of course, was to fi nd out precisely what the 
emerging church movement might be. For that, the library turned to the writings of Phyllis 
Tickle, an Episcopalian who had consulted with the Seabury-Western board of trustees during 
its restructuring and who is scheduled to lead additional workshops on the emerging church 
at Seabury-Western for current students and interested parties from the lay and ecclesiastical 
communities during the fall of 2009. 

Within her short and concise book, Th e Great Emergence: How Christianity is Changing 
and Why1 Tickle describes a great paradigm shift that is impacting social, cultural, intellectual, 
political and economic structures worldwide, a shift that is driven by technological advances 
and globalization. In the realm of religion, and particularly North American Christianity, 
according to Tickle, this has triggered one of the semi-millennial epochal changes in the 
church, or a “re-formation.”2 While drawing parallels with the current era and that which 
characterized the Reformation of the 16th century, she describes several characteristics of the 
change in Christianity which she herself never fully summarizes succinctly, but might be 
simplifi ed into a list of four characteristics as follows:3 

Th ere is an emphasis on “ . . . the experiences and values that are internal to the individual” 
(36), or in other words, “…the direct contact of the believer with God . . . ” (85)
Th ere is no sense of an ecclesiastical authority to arbitrate correct belief or action (45) 
and also no need of an ordained clergy for pastoral functions (92-93)

•

•
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Th ere is a redefi nition and acceptance of the role of women (87, 107-117)
Th ere is a perception that the movement is anti-intellectual (159)

Oddly enough, these characteristics, although designed to elucidate Tickle’s description of 
the emerging church movement, might also serve to recapitulate the basic qualities of medieval 
mysticism as described in an article by Michael Lauwers and Marie-Hèléne Congourdeau in 
the Encyclopedia of the Middle Ages.4 To condense this article into its salient points, the two 
authors remark that medieval mysticism in the West during the 12-15th centuries: 

“ . . . came to designate the direct experience (and knowledge) of God . . . ” in 
accordance with a defi nition advanced by Jean Gerson.
“ . . . its adherents formed informal circles on the margin of ecclesiastical institutions, 
whose members, lay and clerical, met or wrote to each other to share their experiences.” 
Further, “ …being a personal adventure whose ultimate aim consisted in merging with 
God in a vision excluding any intermediary, the priestly ministry was no longer of 
much use to the believer who underwent such an experience . . . ”
Due to the prevalence of women in the movement it was described by several Anglo-
Saxon historians “ . . . as a sort of refuge for women who felt alienated in a Church 
controlled by men.”
Engendered mistrust and severe criticism in some quarters of the church as evidenced 
by the condemnation of Meister Eckhart for pantheism and the re-writing of several 
of the works of the female mystics on the grounds that they needed to edit the works 
of “ . . . the emotive and unlettered woman”

Th e parallels between Lauwers’ description of medieval mysticism and Tickle’s formulation 
of the characteristics of the emerging church movement are almost eerie. And indeed, Tickle 
herself does acknowledge that there is a mystical quality to the emerging church movement. 
She writes, “Both in its secular and its religious forms, emergence thinking has a mysticism . . . ”5

the nature of which is related to the fact that its adherents are post modern and believe in 
paradox.

Th e parallels, as striking as 
they are, require attention to 
Lauwers’ and Congourdeau’s 
fi nal point in their article. 
Th ey comment, “It has been 
said of the last centuries 
of the Middle Ages that 
they underwent a veritable 
‘mystical invasion,’” and they 
add that the ubiquity of this 
movement amongst the laity 
profoundly changed the 
institutional church. Might 
it just be possible that what 
Tickle is observing is not yet 

•
•

•

•

•

•

Chief Characterstics shared by 
“Mysticism” 

and the 
“Emerging Church”

Primacy of Personal Experience
No need for ecclesiastical authority
Heightened role for women
Disparaged or marginalized by existing 
institutional leaders
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a “re-formation” of the church proper, but rather a resurgence of mysticism in the modern 
era? Granted, the current emergents (the term used to describe participants in this movement) 
are not necessarily experiencing dormition, stigmatatization or other phenomena as did their 
counterparts a half a millennium ago, so the parallels between the emerging church movement 
and Lauwers’ article only represent a bare sketch of surface similarities. No doubt there are 
some very real theological diff erences6 that such a simplistic presentation as this is not designed 
to cover. Nevertheless, the parallels are striking enough so that one might label the current 
phenomenon “modern mysticism.” Th is descriptor might serve as a synonym for the tag 
“emergent church.” But how to test the hypothesis that the current phenomenon is, like that 
of the Middle Ages, at least characterized by personal experience and open to the contributions 
of women? 

Th e Experiment
Overall Design

All Christian religious interactions with the divine are experiential, so any experiment 
must take into account writings or other artifacts that capture this element. Within worship, 
one avenue for human/divine communication, the practice of singing has long been a mode 
in which believers have given expression to their experiences of the divine within their lives. 
Indeed, scripture itself bears witness to this not only with the book of Psalms, but also though 
a variety of hymns scattered throughout the corpus like Miriam’s ebullient song on the banks 
of the Red Sea in celebration of God’s intervention on behalf of the Israelites by drowning 
Pharaoh’s army. If indeed hymns and songs refl ect the core theological presuppositions and 
give voice to how faith is experienced by believers, then it is logical to assume that the lyrics 
collected by worshipping bodies in their hymnals and praise books should be instructive. 

Certainly, music plays as vital a part in the emerging church as it does within traditional 
institutions. During the course of her exposition within her book Th e Great Emergence, for 
instance, Tickle comments on the central role of music when she writes, “Perhaps no other 
single thing has so threatened and changed the hegemony of formal Christian worship as (the) 
shift in our general aff ection from performed to participatory music.”7 By participatory music 
she references the dissemination of the Walkman and the iPod which provide 24x7 access to 
music on demand in personalized mixes of favorite songs. Th is is contrasted with traditional 
church music, which, due to being accessible only at its appointed hour and evidencing limited 
instrumentation, might seem “bland.” Tickle’s adjective “bland” is actually a loaded word, 
implicit in which is the contrast between the hymns long cherished by the institutionalized 
church and the rather snappy and/or melodic praise-worship-rock-rap-folk-country-
hip hop-alternative and the myriad of other genres of songs that collectively are known as 
Contemporary Christian music. Although long-established mainline denominations do stick 
their toes in the water of CCM, as Contemporary Christian is often abbreviated, with services 
that make use of praise bands and overhead projectors, they have not as fully embraced it as 
has the emerging church. It is ironic, perhaps, that the headquarters of the United Methodist 
denomination is located in Nashville, arguably one of the great music centers of the U.S., yet 
that denomination does itself not have a recording studio. Th us, for purposes of this paper, 
an underlying assumption is that the contemporary Christian music movement has a close 
association with the emerging church.8 
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Having identifi ed CCM with the emerging church and traditional-style published 
hymnbooks as the domain of denominations like the Episcopal and United Methodist as served 
by the United Library, the next task is to determine what information might be profi tably 
mined from such collections in relation to the assertion that just as mysticism evidenced a 
focus on personal, individualistic experience and a more prominent role for women, so too 
does the emerging church. 

One sign of whether the experience of the divine is predominantly communal, occurring 
within the context of Christians worshipping together, or intimate, focused on personal 
experiences that characterize each believer’s own interaction with the divine, involves the words 
chosen in the texts of hymns and songs. Specifi cally, the nature of these two poles, corporate or 
individualistic, should be refl ected to some extent in the lyricists’ use of pronouns, particularly 
fi rst-person pronouns. In particular, plural pronouns such as “we,” “us,” “our,” when sung by a 
group, would highlight common experiences and invite singers within the worshipping body to 
join in the sentiment being expressed by the larger group. An example is a hymn such as Francis 
of Assisi’s All creatures of our God and King. St. Francis employs not only the plural possessive 
pronoun “our,” which indicates a common experience relating to the acknowledgement of 
God’s kingship, a metaphor that resonated with Francis’ medieval feudal context, but then 
enjoins the congregation, “let us sing, Alleluia.” By using the exhortation with the pronoun 
“us,” the group is urged to a common action. By contrast, singular pronouns like “I,” “me,” 
and “my” when appearing in lyrics likely refl ect a more personal and private encounter with 
God akin to the individualized aspect of mysticism. For instance, on the opposite end of the 
spectrum from the Franciscan founder’s sentiment, the hymn In the Garden written by C. 
Austin Miles in 1913 opens with the phrase, “I come to the garden alone”9 and closes its refrain 
with the idea that the joy experienced in that moment “none other has ever known.” Th us, the 
hymn In the Garden records an intimate, exclusive experience that encourages introspection 
and self-refl ection. 

If indeed the presence of pronouns within hymn texts refl ects individualistic or communal 
modes of faith experience and mysticism is associated with the former, then collections of 
worship songs that contain higher percentages of songs with singular pronouns like “I,” “me,” 
“my” might be indicative of a mystical bent amongst those who sing them. Th e task is simply 
to begin counting pronouns and then compare the resultant percentages of singular versus 
plural within each collection and then across the three—Episcopal, United Methodist, and 
Contemporary Christian.

Th e Individual experiential relationship with the divine, however, was only one characteristic 
of medieval mysticism. Th e other was a heightened role for women. Testing whether or not 
women within the contemporary church movement, like the women of the medieval mystic 
era, have a more prevalent role in their worship experiences than do those in the traditional faith 
expressions of the United Methodist and Episcopal denominations should be relatively easy to 
accomplish. Just counting the number of women who serve as songwriters or lyricists should 
result in quantitative data that would allow a comparison to be made between the “emergents” 
or “contemporary Christians” and the mainline United Methodists and Episcopalians. Th ere is 
a caveat, though, in how one proceeds. In the contemporary Christian music world creation of 
lyrics and tunes occurs simultaneously. Further, the song texts and music both, in many, many 
cases, are attributed to the collaborative eff orts of two or more individuals. For purposes of this 
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analysis, if a woman was involved in the crafting of the words of a Contemporary Christian 
song, either as an individual or within a collaborative eff ort, that song will be “counted” as 
one associated with a female lyricist. On the other hand, should a female simply serve as a 
translator, the gender of the original lyricist, hymnist or poet would be the determining factor 
for inclusion.10 As a further consideration, care will be taken not to confuse the performing 
artist and the individual or group creating the verses. For instance, “Point of Grace” is a 
women’s trio that consistently wins Christian music awards. Yet, many, many of the songs that 
they record are actually written by men. In order to make certain that the comparison between 
the hymns of traditional denominations and the Contemporary Christian music is one of 
apples to apples, the only concern will be with the gender of those writing the words. 

Methodological Considerations
Prior to commencing the experiment and plunging into counting either the number of 

female hymnists or singular vs. plural fi rst-person pronouns, a few additional parameters on 
how the study will be designed must be put into place. Th ese fall under three basic categories: 
determining limits regarding languages and foreign words, making some determinations at the 
level of semantics and selecting the specifi c corpus of hymns/songs that would be studied for 
each worshipping body. 

First, although collections of church music are prone to include words, phrases, and even 
songs in foreign languages, be they ecclesiastical Latin or a tongue of the modern world, fi rst-
person pronouns are only analyzed in those hymns rendered in English. If multiple languages 
are present, only those stanzas presented in English translation are studied for their pronoun 
usage. Th is is due in large part to the underlying grammatical constructs in individual languages. 
Limiting the study to English assists in consistency, particularly when also attempting to apply 
a few rules regarding how pronouns are used within a text, an activity that involves word 
meaning, or semantics.

Certainly, if hymn and song texts should be available in scanned version with OCR, 
statistical analyses such as that proposed here might be accomplished easily. But, in a sense, 
manually executing the project does provide an opportunity not merely to “count” pronouns, 
but also to examine their contexts. With personal pronouns attention to semantics is fairly 
important and is the second area in which specifi c methodological decisions were made. First, 
given that possessive pronouns such as “my” or “our” can be applied, as it were, to a human’s 
interactions with the world rather than merely with the divine, the decision was made to only 
count “my” or “our” when the referent was the deity. Hence, “my savior,” “my God,” “my 
redeemer” and similar expressions were included, but other possessives such as “My country tis 
of thee”11 or the “my” of the sentence, “Th ere are waterclour ponies on my refrigerator door,”12 
which occurs in a contemporary Christian hymn written in 1987 by Wayne Watson, would 
be excluded. Along slightly diff erent lines, when the song writer takes on the “persona” of a 
Biblical character, the personal pronouns were excluded. Th e assumption is that in many cases 
the fi rst-person pronouns are being used like the “historical present” to make the narrative of 
the biblical story vivid rather than as a means for focusing on community. So, for instance, 
“We three kings of Orient are” is eliminated, as were a few songs regarding Mary birthing the 
Christ child. Furthermore, care was taken not to count the words, “I Am,” which is a personal 
name for God rather than a reference to an individual believer. With these semantic guidelines 
established, all that is left is to select the hymns and song collections that are to be studied. 
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In the case of both the Episcopal Church and the United Methodist church there are 
main hymnals as well as supplementary songbooks. To illustrate, since it published the United 
Methodist Hymnal in 1989, the denomination has also produced a 2000 hymnal supplement 
entitled Th e Faith We Sing which boasts the addition of new songs written in the twenty-one-
year interval between the two and includes music from Taizé, old-time favorite hymns, and 
praise/worship songs. Th ere are also special collection songbooks, like the 2007 Zion Still Sings, 
which, in addition to traditional spirituals, includes gospel songs, hip hop, and a smattering 
of urban rap. With regard to the Episcopal Church, the most recent hymnal, entitled Th e 
Hymnal 1982, was copyrighted in 1985. Since 1985, the Offi  ce of Black Ministries of the 
Episcopal Church has issued its own denominational collection of spirituals and gospel hymns 
(though the description on the Church Publishing website does not mention urban rap). 
It is entitled Lift Every Voice and Sing II. Th ere have also been various hymnal supplements 
including Wonder Love and Praise (1997) and the women’s hymnal Voices Found (2003). In 
short, the musical world and tastes are changing, and this is impacting the music used in 
congregations. Nevertheless, despite the presence of supplements and special interest collections, 
their use amongst congregations is a matter of budget and local preference. Th erefore, the 
most consistently used and thereby normative hymnals present amongst worshippers in the 
denomination are the primary hymnals. And thus, for this investigation, those are the hymn 
collections that will be analyzed. 

Th ere are, though, a few additional methodological considerations with regard to using 
these two denominational hymnals. First, repeated hymn texts within the respective hymnals 
were de-duplicated. Indeed, both denominations have issued a fair number of hymn texts 
multiple times with alternate hymn tunes. While the Episcopal hymnal tends to present these 
sequentially one after the other, in the case of the United Methodist hymnal, some hymns 
appear pages apart, such as is the case with Come Sinners to the Gospel Feast, which is printed 
on pages 339 and 616, the fi rst being within the section on invitation and the second nestled 
amongst other hymns relating to communion. In any event, the texts were just counted once. 
Another factor relating to the total number of hymns presented involves the fact that the 
United Methodist hymnal intersperses canticles and prayers within its section on hymns. 
Indeed, the Serenity Prayer, number 459, and other worship aids similar to it were removed lest 
they skew the statistical analysis. Likewise, the Psalter was not included. As a result of the de-
duplication and the elimination on non-hymn worship aids, the working totals were roughly 
equivalent—609 for the Episcopal and 576 for the United Methodist.13 

In the case of the contemporary church movement, however, there is no “offi  cial” 
ecclesiastical body to collect songs. Th is is itself stark evidence that the modern movement neither 
cedes authority to nor employs the structures and strictures established by denominational 
institutions, again, a characteristic that is markedly similar to the mystical outpouring in the 
Middle Ages. Individual artists now produce not only CDs via independent and commercial 
distributors but also the printed music of the tunes and lyrics on single albums which number 
only a dozen or so songs. Further, the secular music industry is intertwined with the Christian 
recording business in ways which add complicated wrinkles as some songs may “cross over” 
from Christian charts to mainstream listening audiences. For instance, EMI records, which 
produced recordings for performers like Pink Floyd and Iron Maiden, now, under its subsidiary 
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EMI CMG (Christian music group), represents Christian songwriters such as Steven Curtis 
Chapman and tobyMAC. Consequently, it has the marketing know-how and distribution 
network fi repower to propel its artists in both the Christian and secular music arenas. So, in a 
world driven by album sales and hit singles, what is the most equivalent music format to the 
traditional hymnal? Th e answer is the Christian music anthology, or fake book. 

Anthologies, when they exist, are comprised of titles selected by publishers without regard 
to theological content. Since “fake books” in particular are designed for use by praise bands 
rather than congregations, the songs are arranged in strict alphabetical order14 for ease in 
locating the songs on the music stand. And, the praise band is presumably selecting songs 
based on musical ability, practice time, or other criteria. Th e assumption is that hymn words 
will be projected for use by the congregation under arrangements such as those provided by a 
Christian Copyright License15 and thus the lyrics are seen in isolation from the entire collection. 
Th is is dramatically unlike the United Methodist hymnal, for instance, which is described as 
a formative resource and an instrument “with which the spiritual heritage received from the 
past is celebrated in the present and transmitted to future generations.”16 To help elucidate 
theological and denominational interpretations of the music, the United Methodist hymnal 
groups and labels hymns in accordance with their applicability to liturgical events and cycles in 
the life of the church as well as with specifi c theological precepts such as “grace.” Th is theological 
and thematic grouping enables a hymn with individualistic pronouns, like the aforementioned 
In the Garden, to fi t within the overarching formative context of the community. To be sure, 
rather than encourage the mental image of an individual believer privately encountering Christ 
in a quaint walled kitchen garden, the United Methodists deliberately set In the Garden within 
a section related to “Christ’s gracious Life”—specifi cally his “resurrection and exaltation.” 
Imagining the empty tomb and the Easter garden while singing that hymn lends it quite a 
specifi c interpretation. 

Since they are not particularly given to prefaces, the collections of contemporary Christian 
Music produced by secular publishing houses are assembled according to unstated aims. Th ese 
might include the popularity of particular songs, merit obtained by the winning of awards such 
as the “Dove” award, or even by practical concerns relating to royalties and permissions. Th e 
user of the anthology does not know. Rather than become bogged down with hidden or non-
extant theological agendas as refl ected in the anthologies, selecting one for this pronoun analysis 
project was based on simplistic standards. First, the goal was to fi nd a body of “Christian” 
songs that spans several decades given that the emerging church movement did not spring 
upon the world fully formed, but has been developing for quite some time. Th e collection 
also had to represent a wide selection of distributors, and include, if not a comprehensive 
list of genres, at least a fairly broad variety. To this end, the anthology chosen was the Best of 
Contemporary Christian published in 2002 co-jointly by Hal Leonard and Word Music. Word 
Music is owned by Warner Music Group, and Hal Leonard is the print music distributor for 
many record labels. Th us, the anthology, which contains 421 songs, ranges from an Andraé 
Crouch song copyrighted in 1966 by Manna Music, Inc., to a Marc Byrd/Steve Hindalong 
work entitled God of Wonders copy written in 2000 by New Spring Publishing. Of course, 
EMI and Sony/ATV are represented too.17 As an added bonus, this particular anthology is 
fairly ubiquitous. According to WorldCat as of June 2009, it was held in 107 libraries across 
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the country. As if to underscore, though, how marginalized Contemporary Christian Music 
is from the mainline denominations, virtually all holdings were in public libraries rather than 
seminaries, the notable exceptions being Oral Roberts University, Southern Baptist Th eological 
Seminary, and the United Library of Garrett/Seabury. 

With these weighty considerations of how to treat texts in foreign languages, watching for 
specifi c items at the “meaning” level of pronoun analysis, and ultimately selecting the three sets 
of printed music to be used, all that is left is to present the resultant data and determine if it 
does support the presupposition that, like the phenomenon in the Middle Ages, the emerging 
church is in a sense a modern form of mysticism that bears commonalities with its medieval 
forebear in terms of focus on personal experiential relationships with God and signifi cant 
participation by women. 

Data and Observations
Overall Use of Pronouns 

It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. Th at is certainly true when statistical 
data are presented in chart form, and, thus, this section of the paper will contain several. 
Th e de-duplicated Episcopal hymnal of 1984 was, by chance, the fi rst hymn collection to be 
subjected to analysis. It contained 609 unique hymn texts. Of those, 471 or 77% included at 
least one fi rst-person pronoun, whether singular or plural. Th is was roughly similar to those 
of the other two bodies of faith songs. Th e United Methodist hymnal had 576 unique hymns 
with 481 or 83% with fi rst-person pronouns, and the Contemporary Christian anthology 
weighed in with 421 unique titles, 375 or 89% containing at least one fi rst-person pronoun. 
Th e remaining hymns in each of these collections, as one would expect, featured second person 
generally in the form of admonitions; or third person, which often involved songs that narrated 
Biblical stories. One surprising element was that rather than individual hymns containing 
either singular or plural fi rst-person pronouns, a number of hymn texts contained both. For 
purposes of this analysis, those were labeled “mixed” texts. Examples of mixed hymns were 
those like “Amazing Grace,” which though using fi rst-person singular in the portion written by 
John Newton, is often printed with a fi fth verse attributed to an anonymous writer who added 
a plural pronoun. In addition to songs where the authorship was a collaborative enterprise, 
mixed pronouns also showed up in instances where the song involved two characters. A 
hymn like “In the Garden,” which was used earlier in this paper and appears in the United 
Methodist hymnal, includes the phrase, “and the joy we share as we tarry there.” In that hymn 
the “we” includes both “Jesus” and the “I” who experienced his presence amongst the fl owers. 
Th e contemporary Christian music anthology was not without mixed hymns as well. A very 
large percentage of songs written by Steven Curtis Chapman, for example, begin with one 
of Chapman’s personal observation about life expressed with a singular pronoun and then 
have fi nal stanzas or choruses that make use of plural pronouns. Th is is used so frequently 
in Chapman’s writing that it probably is a device for establishing a relationship between the 
individual performer (Chapman performs his own compositions) and the audience. In terms 
of rhetoric, it would be described as a technique of “identifi cation.”

Th at being said, of the songs in the three respective collections, the percentage breakdowns 
of use of fi rst-person pronouns were as follows: 
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Episcopal: 19% (89) singular, 76% (361) plural, and 5% (22) mixed.
United Methodist: 36% (171) singular, 58% (281) plural, and 6% (29) mixed.
Contemporary Christian: 51% (190) singular, only 22% (84) plural, and 27% (101) mixed.

Figure 1

•
•
•
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Since the task was to identify the use of “singular” personal pronouns as a sign of personal 
relationship with the divine and a characteristic of mysticism, the mixed hymns/songs may be 
counted with the singular fi rst-person texts. At that point, the percentages of singular fi rst-
person hymns in comparison with plural may be graphed thus: 

Figure 2

Th e results are dramatic. Th e use of fi rst-person singular in songs within the contemporary 
Christian anthology far outstrips the percentages in the hymnals of the two long-established 
denominations. Th e results are conclusive. Th e emergent church as refl ected in contemporary 
Christian music places a higher emphasis on personal experiences of the divine in a way similar to 
the mystics of the Middle Ages, than do the Episcopal and United Methodist denominations. 

Participation by Women
But what of the role of women? As was true with the mystics of the Middle Ages, are 

women playing a greater role in the hymn writings of the emerging church than are women 
of the two traditional denominations analyzed here? Th e statistics for each group reveal the 
following participation percentages by women lyricists in writing hymns that contained fi rst-
person pronouns (whether singular or plural):

Episcopal: 7% (33) women/ 93% (439) men
U Methodist: 14% (66) women / 86% (415) men
Contemp Christian: 35% (132) women / 65% (243) men

•
•
•
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Figure 3

When graphed comparatively amongst the three groups, the results clearly show that 
women have had a hand in writing many more of the lyrics in the Contemporary Christian 
collection than in the two “organized” religious denominations: 
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Figure 4

Further, proof that the “theology” and underlying precepts are related to denomination 
rather than gender is provided by the fact that when hymn texts written by women alone are 
considered, the percentages of singular vs. plural fi rst-person pronouns mirror the percentages of 
the larger body of works almost perfectly amongst contemporary Christians and Episcopalians 
and deviates by only 8% in the case of United Methodists. Gender is not what determines 
whether one is more inclined to include singular vs. plural pronouns in the text.

Figure 5
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Clearly, if women’s involvement was another characteristic of the mysticism of the Middle 
Ages then the emerging church, as represented by the writings of the Contemporary Christian 
Music movement, is more akin to that episode in the history of faith than are the other two 
denominations. Indeed, the women expressing their faith within popular Christian music is 
more than double that of even the United Methodist Church, which is known for having 
accepted women into ordained ministry decades before their Episcopal counterparts.

While there is much that is diff erent between the emerging church and the mysticism in the 
Middle Ages—certainly, Julian of Norwich was not known to play an electric guitar or pound 
out a driving back beat on a trap set—nonetheless, both the emerging church (as refl ected in 
the statistics relating to contemporary Christian music) and the mysticism of the West in the 
centuries prior to the reformation were characterized by increasing participation by women and 
a focus on personal or individual experiences of the divine. Th us, it is possible to describe the 
emerging church trend as a recurrence of the mysticism and to label its practitioners “modern 
mystics.” 

Implications and Directions for Further Study
So where does one go from here? Anthropologists and sociologists of religion might take an 

analysis of contemporary Christian lyrics a few steps deeper. While both the United Methodist 
and Episcopal hymnals were arranged thematically, a study that focuses on the recurring motifs 
found within the lyrics of contemporary Christian music would be of value. Indeed, although 
not the subject of this particular study, reading the lyrics of the CCM anthology revealed 
many songs centered on friendship, marriage, the requirement of being a role model for one’s 
children, spiritual battles, and Christ’s death on the cross for individual fallen believers. A 
formal analysis of these topics within the CCM movement would be instructive. If traditional 
Protestant denominations are shrinking in membership, perhaps it is because they are out of 
touch with or not adequately addressing the sort of themes and religious questions that are of 
interest to the boarder U.S. populace. Further, testing for the existence of “intimacy” should be 
expanded from a study of “pronouns” to other language and images that refl ect individualistic 
encounters with the divine. In addition, a study such as this might be expanded to take into 
consideration the hymnal supplements or even the songbooks of other denominations. 

In terms of direct implications for the United Library, the percentages relating to fi rst-
person singular pronouns and the prevalence of women lyricists showed that should Seabury-
Western Th eological Seminary fully align itself with the emerging church, our current 
collection would, at best, be of marginal interest or deemed not relevant by that student body 
and faculty. One remedy was to change our collection development strategy. Since records of 
the mystics of the Middle Ages are now worthwhile primary sources for those studying the 
history of Christianity, one might assume that eventually the same might be true of items that 
are currently missing from the United Library’s collection related to the emergent church or 
“modern mysticism” including Christian fi ction, Contemporary Christian music, and videos. 
So, while satisfying Seabury’s current interest in the emergent church, collecting at least some 
of these materials was identifi ed as a means of preserving them for future study. Th e staff  of the 
United Library decided fi rst to concentrate on Contemporary Christian music, despite the fact 
that no one amongst the staff  is actually familiar with it. Th e fi rst decision to make was that 
of “format.” Anyone who had an old cassette collection or, heaven forbid, a reel-to-reel tape 
collection lingering unused in a dusty corner of the collection knows that formats are fl uid. 
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Hence the preferred mode is for “digital” performed music and printed music scores. Yet the 
vendors for the stuff  were not easy to fi nd. Unlike print book publishers who fl ood mailboxes 
with new book release circulars and postcards, the mail bins of the United Library remain 
strangely devoid of advertisements for Christian music. Likewise, vendors such as Hal Leonard 
and Word are missing from the exhibit halls of ATLA. So, the library seeking to collect these 
sorts of resources must be deliberate and self-directed. 

With regard to streaming music, the library provides access to the Naxos music database18 
for access to classical tracks, but has not found an equivalent subscription database for 
Contemporary Christian music. We continue to search. CDs are plentiful and available 
through a wide array of outlets. Within one year we have added over 200 of these to the 
collection. We did, of course, let our student population guide us in our choices. By means of a 
simple “suggest a group” sheet, students provided the names of over 50 of their favorite artists. 
Th e number of genres is bewildering: everything from pop to “Christian Jazz” to rap to hard 
rock. With raised eyebrows, we gamely purchased albums such as Stryper’s 1986 album, To hell 
with the devil. Th e cover depicts several fellows dressed in yellow and black bumble-bee striped 
costumes with shoulder-length teased hair. Listening to the CD was not on our to-do list. We 
simply cataloged it and took comfort in the fact that STRYPER is an acronym for Salvation 
Th rough Redemption, Yielding Peace, Encouragement and Righteousness. 

To take into account the diff erent genres and the fact that the goal was for albums of 
similar genre to sit together on the shelf, we modifi ed the M1630.18 call number by extending 
it one more digit to indicate the various genres. Th e name of the group was then cuttered and, 
ultimately, so was the title of the album. In this method, the CDs appear on the shelf roughly 
in the way that patrons are accustomed to browsing them in music stores. 

To determine genre, we turned to sources on the web in order to classify artists. Th ese 
include sites like Contemporary Christian Music Magazine, Group’s contemporary Christian 
Music charts, and the Dove awards.19 Also, in acquisitions we have found it helpful to keep 
track of what we are buying by purchasing a group or performer at a time so that we might 
easily see compilations of songs from earlier albums, which we wish to avoid collecting.

Unlike CDs, printed music is quite hard to ferret out using sites like Amazon.com unless 
one has the ISBN. Th e site www.worshiptogether.com, though, has a link for printed music 
that is quite helpful in identifying the main Christian music publishers. 

In any event, collecting for the modern mystic is at once entertaining and challenging. 
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A Survey of Eastern Orthodox Libraries and Collections in the United States
by 

David E. Cassens, Pius XII Memorial Library, St. Louis University
Among the many research libraries in the United States that specialize in Slavic and East 

European studies, there are only a few that can be considered stand-alone Eastern Orthodox 
Th eological library collections. In each case, these libraries are associated with the Orthodox 
Church, and, as a result, many times pass under the radar of students and scholars who are 
interested in the history of Eastern Christianity. Each of the libraries surveyed have similar 
origins, in that they were initially formed through the donations of the personal libraries of 
Orthodox priests and scholars. From the core of these donations, each of the libraries began 
expanding their collections to support the respective curricula and research needs of their 
institutions. Th e purpose of this introductory survey is to bring the attention of those outside 
the Orthodox Church to these special libraries and their rich and special collections on Eastern 
Christianity and Orthodoxy in the United States. 

Archbishop Iakovos Library and Learning Center
Th e Archbishop Iakovos Library and Learning Center, located in Brookline, Massachusetts, 

is the academic library for the Hellenic College and the Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of 
Th eology. It is also the repository of the personal archives of Archbishop Iakovos (1911‒2005), 
the late Primate of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of North and South America, whose 
episcopate ran from 1959 until his resignation in 1996. Th e Iakovos Archives document the 
history of the Greek Orthodox Church in the Western Hemisphere. Th e Library and Learning 
Center also serves the general academic and religious community of Hellenic College and Holy 
Cross by supporting the curricula of the undergraduate college and the master’s program in 
theology at Holy Cross Seminary. 

In addition, the holdings of the library include a rare book collection in Orthodox, Greek, 
and general religious studies, as well as an archive of materials related to the history of the 
school and the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America. 

At the time of the formation of the Holy Cross Th eological School in Pomfret, Connecticut, 
in the late 1930s, there was a concerted drive among the clergy and laity to create a research 
library to support the school and seminary. By the second anniversary of the school, the 
library’s collections numbered over 1,500 volumes; however, this collection was destroyed in a 
fi re during November 1943, and rebuilding the collection became a priority. 

When the school moved to Brookline, Massachusetts, in 1947, the library was established 
on the ground fl oor of a building next to the school’s dinning hall. As the school grew and 
expanded, it quickly became apparent that there was a need for a larger library. After a 
successful fundraising campaign, the Cotsidas-Tonna Library was built in 1960. Prior to 1950, 
the library’s collection numbered nearly 5,000 titles with 18 current periodical titles. By 1960 
when the Library moved into a new facility, its catalog reported holdings of more than 25,000 
items.1 By 1976 the collection had grown to 60,000, and in 1989 it numbered more than 

1 Very Rev. Dr. Joachim Cotsonis, “Th e Archbishop Iakovos Library and Learning Center,” 
Th e Greek Orthodox Th eological Review, 45, Nos. 1‒4, (2000): 308‒309.
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104,000 items. By the early 1980s, space for collections again became acute. A new fundraising 
campaign was undertaken to construct a new library and learning center.

Th e groundbreaking for the school’s new Library and Learning Center, which was to be 
named for Archbishop Iakovos, took place on April 1, 1996, the thirty-seventh anniversary of 
the Archbishop’s assumption as head of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of North America. In 
June 1998, the collection moved into the Archbishop Iakovos Library and Learning Center and 
was formally opened and dedicated on September 12, 1999. Th e new facility has four fl oors 
with approximately 25,000 square feet. It quickly became the focal point of academic studies 
for everyone who studied or worked at Holy Cross/Hellenic College and for those interested in 
the history of the Eastern Orthodox Church and its development in North America.

At the present time, the Library’s monographic collection contains more than 117,000 
titles, and there are 750 serials, 860 microforms, and more than 2,700 multimedia titles.2 With 
its move into the new Archbishop Iakovos Library facility in 1998 and the installation of the 
SIRSI system, an LC conversion project for the entire collection was begun and is still being 
completed, although most titles that were in Dewey have been converted into LC. However, 
there were a signifi cant number of volumes that had been cataloged in a classifi cation scheme 
based on the letter of the Greek alphabet that was devised for Eastern Orthodox books in the 
Greek language. Th ese materials are being converted into LC. Th e artifacts within the Iakovos 
exhibit and collection include personal objects of the Archbishop that span his 37 years as 
Primate of the Greek Archdiocese. In addition to his personal papers and archives, Archbishop 
Iakovos donated his extensive collection of rare books to the library. Th is collection constitutes 
a signifi cant contribution of early printed books of classical authors, biblical texts, patristic 
commentaries, lexica, liturgical books, and canonical works which date from the sixteenth 
to the nineteenth century. One of the earliest volumes in the collection is a 1539 edition of 
Dionysius the Areopagite’s Ecclesiastical Hierarchy.3 

Th e library’s rare book collection also includes seventeenth-century Greek histories and 
travel books and early studies of Byzantine music of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Some of the most notable titles include Photios’ Bibliotheca (1610) in both Greek and Latin; 
Historiae ecclesiasticae scriptores greeci (Cologne 1686); Sancti Gregorii Nazianzeni opera in 
Greek and Latin (Paris 1609); a Greek New Testament (Paris 1549); St. Isaac the Syrian’s 
Eurethenia Asketika (Leipzig 1770); P .Gyllii de Constantinopoleos topographia (Lyons 1632); a 
Greek description of the Pilgrimage Site of Jerusalem (Vienna 1807); and an original edition 
of the volumes of the Acta Sanctorum (Antwerep 1643‒Paris 1940). Th ere are also several 
manuscripts in this collection; two of the oldest belong to the Byzantine period: a copy of the 
liturgical prayers of the Liturgy of Basil the Great dated from the fourteenth century and a 
Horologion, which dates from the fi fteenth century.4

Th e library’s theological collection represents religious studies and the philosophy of religion. 
Th is collection includes scholarly literature in scriptural studies, dogmatic theology, church 
history, spirituality, liturgics, ecclesiology, religious education, pastoral psychology, homiletics, 
monasticism, ecumenical relations, canon law, sacramental theology, and hagiography. Th is 

2 Cotsonis, 313.
3 Cotsonis, 314‒315. 
4 Cotsonis, 315. 
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collection is concentrated on Eastern Orthodox studies, but there is also signifi cant material 
dealing with other religious traditions. In addition to the Iakovos Archives, the library has 
a signifi cant number of archival collections related to the history of the Greek Orthodox 
Church in the United States and the Greek-American experience. Th e offi  cial Archives of 
the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese are located on 79th Street in New York City. Th ere is also a 
large pamphlet collection, which includes scholarly off -prints that deal with various theological 
issues. Included in the archives are early faculty publications of the school and the archives of 
Hellenic/Holy Cross.

Father Georges Florovsky Library at St. Vladimir’s Seminary
St. Vladimir’s Seminary Library, founded in 1938, is located in Yonkers, New York, and 

represents the largest of three Orthodox seminaries of the Orthodox Church in America, 
known as the Metropolia prior to the granting of its autocephaly in 1970 from the Moscow 
Patriarchate. Th e library currently has more than 140,000 volumes, of which a quarter are in 
English. It receives 350 serial titles; the collection refl ects the research needs of the faculty and 
students of St. Vladimir’s Seminary. Th e current collection development policy of the library 
seeks to acquire all available materials on contemporary Eastern Orthodoxy, with an emphasis 
on Orthodoxy in North America. A signifi cant part of the collection predates the founding 
of the seminary library and was acquired by the library as gifts from seminary scholars and 
friends.5 

Of special signifi cance in the development of the seminary library was the donation of several 
large personal libraries, especially that of Fr. Georges Florovsky, one of the most prominent 
Orthodox Christian priests, theologians, and scholars of the twentieth century. He was also 
Dean of St. Vladimir’s Seminary from 1949 to 1955. Afterwards, Florvosky taught at Harvard 
Divinity School from 1956 to 1964, teaching patristics and Russian religious thought, and 
later went to Princeton University 1964 to 1972, teaching Slavic languages and literatures. 

In addition to Florovsky’s library, the Kolchin Collection of late nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century liturgical music materials and the personal libraries of Fr. Basil Rapella, a 
noted scholar in Orthodox theology and dogmatics, Fr. John Kivko, a specialist in Orthodox 
liturgy and history, and Michael Czap, whose library specialized in liturgical and theological 
works, were donated to the seminary to form the nucleus of the library.6 

Other important collections donated to the seminary library include the personal library of 
Paul Anderson, one of the founders of St. Vladimir’s Seminary and a founder of the St. Sergius 
Th eological Institute and the YMCA Press located in Paris, France; the library of Fr. Paul Lutov, 
a linguist and the founder of the Russian Christian Student Movement, which includes not 
only theological, historical, and reference works, but a unique collection of nineteenth- and 
early twentieth-century pamphlets; the collection of Fr. Alexander Doumouras, a specialist in 
Orthodoxy in America; and the personal library of Biblical and Scriptural scholar Fr. Georges 

5 Alexis Liberovsky, “Historical Resources of the Orthodox Church in America,” in 
Tracking the Diaspora: Émigrés from Russia and Eastern Europe in the Repositories,” ed. 
Anatol Shmelev (Binghamton, NY: Th e Haworth Information Press), 78‒79.; Robert 
Whitaker, “Two New York Collections for the Study of Eastern Christianity,” St. Vladimir’s 
Th eological Quarterly, 34, Nos. 3‒4. (1990): 223‒224.

6 Whitaker, 224.
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Barrios. Together these holdings form a unique resource, and may be one of the best in the 
United States relating to Eastern Orthodoxy in North America and the religious culture and 
philosophy of early twentieth-century Russian émigrés in Europe and America.7

St. Vladimir’s Seminary Library is also particularly rich in materials related to the history 
and development of Eastern Orthodoxy in North America. Among its collections are extensive 
parish documents, which include yearbooks and parish histories and regional Church 
periodicals in English and various Slavic languages. Th e library, too, possesses periodicals in 
Slavonic, Spanish, and Portuguese from South and Central America, particularly from Sao 
Paulo and Buenos Aires.8 

Important historical Russian items include valuable collections in late nineteenth- and 
early twentieth-century dogmatics, textbooks from pre-Russian 1918-revolution seminaries, a 
number of popular religious publications, liturgical and homiletic texts, and various catechisms. 
Rare books and manuscripts include a copy of the Ostrog Bible, one of the earliest and the fi rst 
complete printed edition of the Bible in Church Slavonic, published in 1581, and a number 
of eighteenth-century liturgical works, including Epistolairies (1702), a Euchologion (1742), 
a Triodion (1777), and a Psalter (1778). Th e library also possesses a late sixteenth- and early 
seventeenth-century manuscript copy of the Lives of Sts. Zosima and Savvaty, founders of the 
monastery of the Solovki Island, and an early seventeenth-century copy of the Old Believers 
Pomorskie otverty by Andrei Denison.9

Holy Trinity Seminary Library
Holy Trinity Monastery, located in Jordanville, New York, was founded as a men’s monastic 

community in 1930 under the jurisdiction of the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia 
(ROCOR). Holy Trinity Seminary and Library opened in 1948. Th e library is divided between 
the collections of the monastery and seminary. Like Holy Cross and St. Vladimir’s, Holy 
Trinity monastery and seminary collections were developed out of private library collections, 
particularly that of Elena Alexander, wife of the fi rst Dean of Holy Trinity Seminary, Nikolai 
Alexander, and Archbishop Averky Taushev, rector of Holy Trinity Seminary from 1952 
to 1976. At the present time, no public online catalog exists for the monastery collection, 
although a project is underway to add these holdings to the seminary library’s OPAC.10 Most 
of its holdings are pre-revolutionary titles in the areas of religious studies, theology, history, and 
literature. A large number of Russian imperial imprints can be found in this collection.11 

Th e collection of rare nineteenth-century theological and devotional serials has been moved 
to the seminary’s library from the monastery collection. Th ese titles are being cataloged and 
inter-shelved with the seminary’s holdings, and are available to users. Th e seminary library 
serves the monastery and seminary, as well as the wider Russian, Eastern Orthodox, and 

7 Whitaker, 224.
8 Whitaker, 223.
9 Whitaker, 223-224.
10 Vladimir A. von Tsurikov, “Hidden Slavica: Collections of Slavic Religious, Ethnic, and 

Cultural Materials at Holy Trinity Seminary and Monastery,” in Tracking the Diaspora: 
Émigrés from Russia and Eastern Europe in the Repositories,” ed. Anatol Shmelev 
(Binghamton, NY: Th e Haworth Information Press), 35; Whitaker, 226.

11 Tsurikov, 31.
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scholastic communities. Researchers are welcome to make appointments to visit the library, 
and interlibrary loan is available. Specifi c attention has recently been given to collection 
development, and the library can now fully support the curriculum of the seminary, which 
off ers a fi ve-year accredited program leading to the degree of Bachelor of Th eology. 

Since 2002, the seminary library has been working to complete retrospective conversion 
into LC. Th e project includes the transliteration of titles previously cataloged only in Cyrillic 
and materials in Dewey. All processed records can be viewed on WorldCat as well as on the 
seminary’s own OPAC. 

Protodeacon Vladimir von Tsurikov, the Director of the Holy Trinity Library and Archives, 
reported that, in preparation for a conference held at Holy Trinity Seminary which dealt with 
the signifi cance of the Trinity-St. Sergius Lavra in Russian history and culture, he made a 
search of the OPAC of related titles to the conference theme. Compared with other WorldCat 
libraries, Holy Trinity’s holdings on this and related topics displayed titles that were 67 percent 
unique. Th e majority of these titles were published from 1877 to 1916. A more extensive 
search of Holy Trinity’s entries in WorldCat shows that out of 13,784 records, 1,667 were 
unique, while 1,893 were listed in only two to four other libraries. In addition, 1,573 other 
titles were found in only fi ve to nine other WorldCat libraries. Regarding serial titles, among 
ninety-eight sample periodicals held by Holy Trinity Library, fi fty-two were not listed in the 
National Union Catalog.12

In 2007, Holy Trinity Seminary and the Hoover Institution of War, Revolution, and Peace 
successfully collaborated on a grant application to the National Endowment for the Humanities 
for an eighteen-month-long project to preserve, process, and microfi lm a number of signifi cant 
collections of Holy Trinity Seminary’s archival holdings. Th e primary goal of this project is to 
preserve the materials and make them accessible to researchers in the reading rooms of both 
the Hoover Institution and Holy Trinity Seminary. Th ese materials had previously not been 
generally available to outside researchers.13 

Important aspects of the history of the Russian Diaspora and the history of the Russian 
Orthodox Church are included in these archival collections. Th e activities of ROCOR in 
the United States and its role in the lives of émigrés are especially represented in the papers 
of several important fi gures. Among them, Archbishop Apollinarii (Koshevoi) occupies a 
central place. As Archbishop of North America and Canada, his assignment coincided with 
diffi  cult jurisdictional controversies and infl uential movements within Russian Orthodoxy on 
the North American continent. Scholars should fi nd his correspondence of great signifi cance 
in their research, as well as the several other collections of well-known church historians and 
theologians.14 

Of particular interest are the papers of Vladislav Albionovich Maevskii, church historian 
and theologian. His scholarship deals with the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 

12 Tsurikov, 44.
13  “Hoover Institution awarded NEH grant to process and microfi lm collections of 

Holy Trinity Seminary Archive,” Center for Russian and East European Studies, Stanford 
University, http://creees.stanford.edu/events/tsurikov.html (2007). 

14  Vladimir A. von Tsurikov, “Archives: Holy Trinity Orthodox Seminary Microfi lm 
Collections,” Holy Trinity Orthodox Seminary, http://hts.edu/findingaids/index.html (2009).
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history of the Eastern Orthodox Church, especially Russian Orthodoxy, Mount Athos, and 
the Orthodox Church in the United States. His papers also include important correspondence 
of Church hierarchs of the Russian Orthodox Greek Catholic Church of America and the 
Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia as well as council minutes, epistles, and other 
related documents. 

According to von Tsurikov, the Holy Trinity Seminary Library is truly a very special 
collection library and shares many of the complexities of a major research library, yet faces 
many daunting problems familiar to smaller special collection libraries. In particular, library 
automation and cataloging software requirements remain an issue given the fi nancial costs 
associated with them and the size and unique nature of Holy Trinity’s collection. Tsurikov 
states that, in many cases, vendor software is not designed for a small catalog whose proportion 
of transliterated records is equal to or greater than that in large research libraries.15 Preservation 
needs are also paramount, owing to the age of the collection and the type of paper (highly 
acidic) on which most of the titles were published.16 Th e long-term goal for the library is to 
build a new modern facility for the collections and users.

St. Tikhon’s Orthodox Th eological Seminary Library
St. Tikhon’s Orthodox Th eological Seminary Library, located in East Canaan, Pennsylvania, 

was founded in 1938 and dedicated to the Archbishop and late Patriarch St. Tikhon 
Belavin (1865–1925). It is a seminary of the Orthodox Church in America, but smaller 
than St. Vladimir’s. Its holdings number just under 50,000 items and 200 serial titles that 
are concentrated in the history of Orthodox Christianity, church history, patristic, and 
hagiography. Its Slavic collection numbers more than 12,000 monograph titles that date from 
the seventeenth century. St. Tikhon’s also has an extensive collection of monographs dealing 
with pre-1917 Russian theological and devotional topics.17 

Th e library also includes the John S. and Lucille J. Guzey collection of Icons and Antiquities, 
which are housed in the Monastery Icon Repository and Museum. Th e collection includes 
icons from Russia, the Ukraine, and the Balkan states, as well as the Middle East. Th ere are also 
several rare gospel books exhibited that date from 1636. 

Th ree smaller Orthodox libraries need to be mentioned: St. Sophia’s Ukrainian Orthodox 
Th eological Seminary Library, St. Herman’s Seminary Library, and the Th eodore J. George 
Library of the Greek Orthodox Annunciation Cathedral.

St. Sophia’s Ukrainian Orthodox Th eological Seminary Library, located in South Bound 
Brook, New Jersey, is affi  liated with the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the United States and 
supports the information needs of the Seminary’s faculty and students. While its collection is 
relatively small—just over 8,000 volumes in English, Ukrainian and Slavonic—it has important 
special collections in liturgical music, the Ukrainian Famine of 1932–1933, and rare theological 
books. Th e collection is available to all parish priests and members of the Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church of the USA. Special arrangements can be made for use by scholars and researchers. 

St. Herman’s is located in Kodiak, Alaska, and is the smallest of the three seminaries of the 
Orthodox Church in America. It is an undergraduate seminary off ering a four-year program of 

15 Tsurikov, 45–46.
16 Tsurikov, 46.
17 Liberovsky, 79.
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theological, liturgical, patristic, and Biblical studies and awards a Bachelor of Sacred Th eology 
and Associate of Arts in Th eological Studies. Th e seminary has a library of just over 7,000 
titles, which supports its curriculum. While the library holdings are impressive for a small 
school, it is not a research collection. It receives support from St. Vladimir’s and St. Tikhon’s in 
the development of its curriculum and library collections.18 

Founded in 1959, the 14,000-plus-volume Th eodore J. George Library of the Greek 
Orthodox Annunciation Cathedral in Baltimore, Maryland, is the largest—and one of the 
oldest—parish libraries in the Greek Archdiocese. Th e collection is also a lending library as 
well as a research center on Eastern Orthodoxy and the Greek American experience, housing 
books and movies for adults and children in English and Greek, along with many titles in 
Russian and French. Its mission is to make books and audiovisual materials available to the 
parish, to other Orthodox parishioners, and to the scholarly community at large. 

In addition to the libraries described above, there are only a few libraries not affi  liated 
with the Orthodox Church which have large and unique collections in Eastern Orthodoxy 
and actively collect specifi cally in this subject. Of course, many of our large university libraries 
which collect in theology or in Russian and Eastern European studies have a signifi cant number 
of materials on Eastern Orthodoxy. However, these institutions below are specifi cally involved 
in the collection and preservation of Eastern Orthodox Th eological resources.

Th e Eastern Church Resource Center at the Clara Fritzsche Library of Notre Dame College 
in South Euclid, Ohio (Greater Cleveland), affi  liated with the Roman Catholic Church, has 
a small but growing collection on the Eastern Churches, including the so-called Oriental 
and Unia Eastern Churches. Th e Resource Center was developed by Fran Babic, former 
Director of the Lifelong Learning Center at NDC, and her colleague Eleanor Malburg in the 
College’s Pastoral Th eology Offi  ce. Th rough their graduate work and independent study in 
Soviet and Eastern European history and culture, they were introduced to the priests of many 
local Orthodox Churches, who willingly shared their libraries and papers on Orthodoxy and 
Orthodoxy in America. 

Th ree special-collection libraries all affi  liated with state or private universities have large 
and unique collections in the theology or history of the Eastern Orthodox Church as well 
as signifi cant preservation programs dealing with Eastern Orthodox Manuscripts and rare 
books. Well known to scholars is the Dumbarton Oaks Research Center at Harvard University 
and its collection in Byzantine Studies. Th e second is the Hilandar Research Library at Ohio 
State University, which holds millions of folia of manuscript material on microform, much of 
which deals with Eastern Orthodoxy. Th is includes several thousand from several monasteries 
on Mount Athos, including the entire Slavic manuscript collection of the Serbian Hilandar 
Monastery on Athos.19

Finally, there is the Hill Museum and Manuscript Library at St. John’s University in 
Collegeville, Minnesota, which since 1970 has actively been photographing collections of 

18  Liberovsky, 79.
19  Hilandar Research Library and Resource Center for Medieval Slavic Studies, http://cmrs.osu.

edu/rcmss/ (2009).
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eastern Christian manuscripts, with an emphasis on the Oriental Orthodox (e.g., the Armenian, 
Syriac, and Coptic Churches). Th e holdings in these collections even surpass the number of 
manuscripts in the world of the British Library, the Vatican Library, and other major state 
institutions. Hill also has the world’s largest collection of Ethiopian manuscripts preserved 
on microfi lm and in digital form. In 2003, Hill began using digital imaging technology to 
preserve manuscripts at the Antiochian Orthodox monastery of Our Lady of Balamand, which 
is the fi rst in a series of Hill’s Eastern Christian manuscript digitization projects.20  

20 “Eastern Christian Manuscripts,” Hill Museum and Manuscript Library, http://www.
hmml.org/about06/about.htm (2009).
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Virtual Reference: Th e Good, the Bad, and the In-Between
Panel Discussion with 

Chris Benda, Divinity Library, Vanderbilt University 
Suzanne Estelle-Holmer, Yale University Divinity Library 

Amy Limpitlaw, Yale University Divinity Library

Th e decision to implement some kind of virtual reference service raises numerous questions 
for librarians. Should the service entail some sort of immediate chat-based system or is an email 
service suffi  cient? What about text-messaging? Panel members at this session spoke about their 
particular experiences in the world of virtual reference.

Virtual Reference at Vanderbilt
Th e session began with a defi nition of virtual reference drawn from the ALA/RUSA 

document “Guidelines for Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Reference Services” (http://
www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/resources/guidelines/virtrefguidelines.cfm):

1.1    Virtual reference is reference service initiated electronically, often in real-time, 
where patrons employ computers or other Internet technology to communicate with 
reference staff , without being physically present. Communication channels used 
frequently in virtual reference include chat, videoconferencing, Voice over IP, co-
browsing, e-mail, and instant messaging.

1.2    While online sources are often utilized in provision of virtual reference, use of 
electronic sources in seeking answers is not of itself virtual reference.

1.3    Virtual reference queries are sometimes followed-up with telephone, fax, in-
person and regular mail interactions, even though these modes of communication are 
not considered virtual.

Vanderbilt University’s own experience with virtual reference was the subject of the rest of 
the fi rst segment of the presentation. Vanderbilt began using e-mail in the late 1980s. In the 
late 1990s, when the Library of Congress developed its Collaborative Digital Reference Service 
(CDRS), Vanderbilt participated in a pilot version, which was chat-based, but the service was 
not terribly successful at Vanderbilt for various reasons (e.g., it was not heavily used, possibly 
because it was only off ered on weekday afternoons; the technology was not always cooperative; 
etc.). In 2002, QuestionPoint was launched, and staff  at Vanderbilt began training on the 
system in the latter part of the year. It went into operation at Vanderbilt as the “Ask Us” service 
in spring 2003 and is still being used. In 2004, AskASERL developed a cooperative chat 
proposal, but Vanderbilt chose not to participate, partly because of experiences with the CDRS 
pilot. Currently, then, Vanderbilt uses the e-mail portion of QuestionPoint for system-wide 
virtual reference, though of course individual libraries (of which there are ten) continue to use 
e-mail, and some libraries and library staff  have experimented with instant messaging (Meebo) 
for virtual reference.

In the Divinity Library specifi cally, virtual reference questions arrive in three ways: through 
QuestionPoint, through a comments form on the library Web pages (https://secureforms.
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library.vanderbilt.edu/divinity/comments.phtml), and in direct e-mails to staff . Questions that 
come through QuestionPoint are fi rst handled by the Central Library, the arts and sciences 
library on campus. If a Central librarian believes that the question would be more helpfully 
answered by someone in one of the other libraries, the question is forwarded to that library. 
Both QuestionPoint and comments form questions go to a group mailbox to which multiple 
staff  have access. In the case of QuestionPoint, a question will arrive in the group mailbox with 
a link to the QuestionPoint Web site. Th e library staff  member will log into the QuestionPoint 
site, retrieve the question, write an answer in a form provided for that purpose, and send it to 
the patron. 

Th e library receives questions from anywhere and will attempt to provide an answer to 
questions no matter their origin. Many of the questions have to do with the Revised Common 
Lectionary, an online resource which is heavily used by people around the world (in fact, it’s 
one of the most used resources on the Vanderbilt Library Web site). Most questions seem to 
come from people not formally affi  liated with Vanderbilt and include queries from people 
looking for a specifi c Vanderbilt resource, people doing focused research on a topic (with topics 
not necessarily connected to Vanderbilt or its collection), or general questions from people 
where the reasons behind the question are not always known (e.g., “Why did the Documentary 
Hypothesis come into existence?”).

Vanderbilt’s experiences have led to some perceptions regarding virtual reference, and it was 
with those perceptions that this segment of the presentation concluded. Perceptions included 
the following:

Virtual reference seems best for brief, factual questions (though it has been noted that 
users increasingly are able to answer such questions on their own through Internet 
searches).
Virtual reference may require extra staffi  ng, depending on how interactive the 
transaction is, since it can be diffi  cult to help an online patron and a physically present 
patron at the same time.
Th e quality of assistance might be questionable: users might expect quick answers, 
though the question may require a more involved response; there may be a limit to 
the kinds of answers one can provide (pointing a physically present patron to a print 
encyclopedia article fi ve feet from a reference desk may be hard to replicate online); 
the back-and-forth of a reference interview might be diffi  cult (especially with e-mail).
Technology can be problematic, both in terms of software diffi  culties and staff  
discomfort with new technologies.
Th e answer to the question “If you build it, will they come?” is “Not always.” Th is 
can be for a number of reasons: the virtual reference options (e.g., on a Web page) 
may not be obvious to patrons; patrons who use the service may be disappointed at 
any perceived slowness in response to their questions; and (this is particularly the case 
with instant-messaging virtual reference) initial staff  enthusiasm about the service is 
followed by lack of participation by users, which leads to frequent “offl  ine status” for 
library staff , thus resulting in even fewer users of the service.

Virtual Reference at the Yale Libraries
Th e Reference Group, a standing committee composed of representatives from Sterling 

Memorial Library and the school and departmental libraries is responsible for implementing 

•

•

•

•

•
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and administering Yale’s virtual reference program. In 1998 this group was formed and charged 
with “planning, implementing and overseeing a coordinated program of reference assistance.” 
Th e result was a shared virtual reference service staff ed by approximately 25 librarians from 
throughout the library system. Yale began using QuestionPoint software for virtual reference, 
but soon discovered its technical limitations. Th e chat function was slow, librarians had to 
update their browser settings before each session, and co-browsing seldom worked. In 2006 
the decision was made to abandon QuestionPoint and to implement a new service using 
Meebo Instant Messaging. Yale was anticipating the opening of a new undergraduate library 
and wanted to implement a service that would appeal to young adults. Numerous surveys 
showed the popularity of IM among teen-agers, especially for homework help. Th ere were 
several advantages to using Meebo:

It is free and Web-based.
Th ere is no need to download an IM client. Th is was an important consideration for 
the IT department. 
Users with multiple instant messaging accounts (Yahoo, AIM, and MSN) can monitor 
them all and communicate from a single Web-based interface.
Th e Meebo Me widget, an instant messaging window, can be embedded into any web 
page, making it easy for patrons without IM accounts to access the service.

Th e Meebo widget is available from Yale’s Ask!aLibrarian webpage and patrons can type 
their question directly into the widget. Th e librarian logged onto the library account is alerted 
that a question has arrived and can read and respond to the query via the widget. Librarian 
and patron can continue to “chat” back and forth until a satisfactory answer or resolution of 
the problem is reached.

Librarians need to adapt to a diff erent rhythm when doing IM. Patrons often “wander off ” 
in the middle of a transaction, perhaps to explore a suggested resource, and librarians need 
to be patient when the patron returns for further information. Yale librarians, accustomed to 
answering questions in their area of specialization, are called upon to expand their knowledge 
of other disciplines and other library collections and services. Th ere are many specifi c questions 
without a lot of background information, making the need for a thorough reference interview 
obligatory. Th ere are questions from experienced researchers about citations and the availability 
of electronic journals. Most patrons are willing to leave their email address for a more in-depth 
response to a complex query. 

One of the drawbacks to Meebo is that only one librarian can be logged into the library 
account at a time and often has to manage multiple questions at once. Other disadvantages 
include the anonymity of messages that come in via the widget, the lack of co-browsing and the 
lack of central archiving of transcripts or statistics. At Yale the Reference Group has developed 
a number of independent systems to allow for the collection of statistics, staff  training, and 
assessment. Virtual reference statistics are recorded in a comprehensive reference tally database 
and a knowledge base and shared scripts are kept and updated on a wiki.

In addition, a link to a patron survey was embedded in the Ask!aLibrarian webpage. It is 
diffi  cult to get patrons to stay online long enough to ask them to respond to a survey, so the 
responses are by no means a representative sample. However, among those who complete the 
survey, positive responses out-number the negative. Most respondents fi nd the widget easy to 
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use, are likely to use the service again and are satisfi ed with the answers they receive to their 
questions. Th e largest group of satisfi ed users is graduate and professional students. Th e major 
complaint is that no one was available to respond to their question. Th is may be the result of 
having to hand over the service to another librarian at the end of a shift or librarians forgetting 
to log-in for a shift. On the whole, however, the Meebo experience has been a success. Patrons 
enjoy the ease of accessing the library at the point of need from wherever they are working and 
the ease of using Meebo has cut down on training time and frees librarians to concentrate on 
off ering the best possible reference service. 

Virtual Reference at the Yale Divinity School Library: Meebo, Mosio and Twitter
Following the lead of the university library, the Divinity Library created their own Meebo 

account with the name YaleDivLib along with Meebo widgets that were placed on a number 
of library web pages, including on the library’s libguides. Automatic login and alert is available, 
so that Divinity librarians monitoring the service don’t have to have the Meebo page open 
to know when a question has been received. Th e Meebo service also allows the librarian to 
indicate when he or she is temporarily away from the service. 

More recently, the Yale University Library has also investigated the possibility of adding 
a text messaging service to their reference services. Text messaging—also known as SMS (for 
short message service)—refers simply to messages sent from mobile telephones. One reason to 
consider adding an SMS option to reference services is that text messaging is rapidly becoming 
the communications method of choice for many people. More than 260 million Americans 
use mobile phones and 98% of those are capable of sending and receiving text messages. Young 
people in particular use text messaging extensively. Moreover, while students don’t always have 
access to a computer from which they can send email or instant message; many do carry their 
cellphones around with them at all times. Th e popularity of texting has expanded at a rapid 
pace over just the last few years: from 2005 to 2008 the number of text messages sent increased 
10-fold, to upwards of 75 billion text messages sent a month. And while SMS is not yet used 
extensively for reference, librarians need to anticipate how changing modes of communication 
will aff ect patrons’ expectations of service.

Th ere are some disadvantages to be considered with respect to text messaging as a mode of 
communication for reference services. One issue is the limitations of space: most text messages 
are limited to 160 characters maximum, and so preclude in depth responses to questions. Th e 
shorthand conventions of texting may not be familiar to library staff . Texting may require 
the purchase of expensive equipment (i.e., a cellphone). A shared cellphone might work for a 
single library, but it is diffi  cult for a larger library with multiple locations. Staff  also may not be 
comfortable or adept at typing on the phone keyboard to compose messages. 

Yale recently decided to implement an SMS service by participating in beta testing with 
Mosio. Mosio is a startup company that off ers libraries a service in which text messages (sent 
by cellphone) can be responded to via a web interface, rather than through a cellphone. More 
detailed information on Mosio’s text a librarian service is available at http://www.textalibrarian.
com. Th e advantages for Yale of partnering with Mosio to provide SMS are that there is no need 
for the library to purchase mobile telephones for staff  use, and staff  from diff erent departments 
can easily monitor the service from their own computer workstations. Another advantage was 
that the service could be synchronized with the Meebo instant messaging service already in 
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place. Text messages come in via the Meebo interface and each text message includes a URL 
that takes the librarian to the Mosio interface. 

Yale began off ering the service on Monday, April 13, 2009. Th e service was advertised 
initially to freshmen in the college via the personal librarian program. Information about the 
service was also made available on the AskLive page. 

So far the service has not been in place for long enough to determine whether it is a 
success or not. Because the service was launched toward the end of the second semester of the 
academic year, not much time to assess its eff ectiveness. So far, only fourteen messages in total 
have been received since, during a period in which the AskLive service was off ered for a total 
of 314 hours. Mosio, however, has been extremely helpful to Yale in responding to librarians’ 
feedback about the system. However, some disadvantages of the program should be noted. Th e 
service requires patrons to enter the library specifi c user name in their messages (Yalelib). Th e 
interface for the service does not automatically refresh, so new messages may be missed. And 
the service does not off er the option to convert web addresses to tiny URLs to allow for more 
in depth responses.

Th ere has been little feedback from patrons, either positive or negative, so far. Th e trial of the 
service with Mosio runs through spring 2010, and at that point the Yale Library will evaluate 
whether we want to continue or not. Th e fi nal experiment in virtual reference undertaken 
by the Divinity Library at Yale has been the implementation of a Twitter account. Twitter 
is a “micro-blogging” service that allows users to send brief (140 character) text messages to 
all their “followers” at once. Depending upon the follower’s permission settings, individual 
messages may also be sent and received. Twitter was launched at the Divinity Library on April 
17, 2009. Currently the library has 42 “followers.” A number of other Yale libraries, as well 
as individual librarians and various Yale departments, also have Twitter accounts. Because the 
service is so new, it is still being assessed. 

However, so far its strength appears to lie mainly in providing another method to 
communicate library services and events; it seems less advantageous for reference interviews 
and responding to specifi c questions from patrons.

Conclusion
Th e session concluded with opening up the fl oor to the audience for discussion. Th ere 

was some discussion of libraryh3lp (libraryhelp), an integrated IM/web-chat system designed 
specifi cally for libraries.
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A Window to the Past: Jesuit History and the Midwest Jesuit Archives 
by

David P. Miros, Midwest Jesuit Archives

Introduction
Today I will discuss the Society of Jesus’ history in the middle United States and our eff orts 

in conserving its history at the Midwest Jesuit Archives. My paper, fi rst, considers the City 
of Saint Louis as a new frontier and off ers glimpses of Jesuits in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. Th is establishes an historical context, gives insight into our collections, 
and represents the trajectory of the work by Jesuits. Second, I briefl y discuss the Society of 
Jesus today. Th is connects their history to the present historical context. Th ird, I describe our 
responsibilities at the Midwest Jesuit Archives. Th is sheds light on our work and the challenges 
of administering the collections. I conclude with a brief reassessment of my topic and suggest 
areas for further work in the archives. Before moving into my paper, however, I would like to 
off er a few observations and comments about the Society of Jesus. 

Th e Society of Jesus is the largest religious order of men in the Roman Catholic Church, 
with over 18,000 members working in 112 nations. Members of the order are commonly 
known as Jesuits. Governed by their superior general in Rome and appointed by him, the local 
provincial superior administers a specifi c geographic area known as a province. Th ere are 91 
Jesuit provinces in the world today, but the number fl uctuates with shifting demographics. Th e 
provinces are united by local conferences. Th e Jesuit Conference of the United States facilitates 
shared responsibilities and coordinates common initiatives. 

Th e Midwest Jesuit Archives serves as the collective memory of the Chicago, Detroit, 
Missouri, and Wisconsin Provinces. Th e archives likewise functions as the documentary 
repository for the Jesuit Conference. Our archives preserve the records of remarkable journeys 
and makes them available for research.

St. Louis: A New Frontier
St. Louis symbolized the gateway to the American frontier in the nineteenth century. 

Th ousands of people moved to the burgeoning river city in this period and constructed the 
basic elements of today’s American communities.1 St. Louis originally represented “both a 
commercial venture and an ideological statement” in being “chartered with a stated purpose 
of bolstering defense, Christianizing natives, and furthering trade along one edge of a vast 
frontier.”2 Fur trappers and traders Auguste Chouteau (1749–1829) and Pierre Laclède 
(1724–1778) had settled the city and region in the late eighteenth century. Trapping and 
trading stimulated the St. Louis economy into the nineteenth century.3 A great boon occurred 
when the 1804 Louisiana Purchase expanded the country and stirred an “eagerness to see 
their [American] sovereignty expand across a politically uninterrupted continental landscape.”4 
Th is American spirit—“a kind of manifest destiny”—came particularly alive in St. Louis as 
“its citizens actively engaged the challenge of redefi ning themselves in the image of the new 
republic.”5 Th e city’s new American cast was especially apparent in the 1822 renaming of 
streets with European (French) names—“Rue Royale, Rue de l’Eglise, Rue des Granges.”6 
Th ey were changed in keeping with an arboretum theme reminiscent of the Americanized 
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city of Philadelphia.7 Immigrants, migrants, religiously motivated people, and the infl uence 
of eastern capital with its attendant fi nancial institutions poured into the city and helped St. 
Louis eclipse the growth of other river cities such as Alton and Kaskaskia in Illinois. People 
from around the world “recognized St. Louis’s important place in the unfolding story of a 
hybrid and original American culture” and helped this emerging American city to develop 
into the “fi rst major urban center of the trans-Mississippi region.”8 Outsiders and their wealth 
principally represented the city’s commercial, social, and religious dimensions structure.9 

St. Louis assumed the image of a commercialized East Coast city in the nineteenth century 
as more and more easterners fl ocked to the region.10 City residents secured a steady fl ow of 
capital and provided for the establishment of fi nancial centers. “Th e blocks of the original city 
had acquired the unmistakable appearance of a successful urban business district,” according 
to Eric Sandweiss, “not unlike those of the cities from which St. Louis’s capital fl owed.”11 Th e 
commercial connections between St. Louis and its parent fi nancial markets in the Eastern 
United States, though, had both positive and negative eff ects. On the one hand, they provided 
much-needed capital for supplying household wares and constructing buildings. On the 
other hand, when rural Missourians in the General Assembly “forbade indigenous fi nancial 
institutions and discouraged internal improvements, corporations, and capital accumulation in 
order to reduce foreign infl uence,” they de facto nurtured a fi nancial dependence on fi nanciers 
in the East.12 Th ese tensions organized St. Louis into an Eastern-looking city, hamstrung by a 
Southern-tilting rural electorate who undoubtedly slowed the overall growth of Missouri and 
St. Louis well into the nineteenth century.13

Th e nineteenth-century American economy was inextricably linked to the social values 
associated with slavery. Where people aligned themselves politically on the issue of slavery 
eventually aff ected frontier St. Louis. Eastern investors and settlers grew leery of the potential 
unrest on the country’s frontier at mid-century. Ideologically, St. Louis emerged as one of the 
nation’s many battlegrounds.14 Eastern investors grew weary of a city that increasingly became 
“culturally, politically, and economically tied to its hinterland” and shifted their attention 
to Chicago.15 Th ey were unwilling to inject capital into a potentially volatile and unstable 
economy, and, as a result, more people fl owed into Chicago.16

Immigration was another thread in St. Louis’s social fabric. Th roughout most of the 
nineteenth century, St. Louis off ered a “fl uid social structure and a heavily ethnic character.”17 
German immigration in the 1840s added to this complex mixture when failed crops and 
political revolutions brought many to the United States and the frontier state of Missouri.18 
Th e St. Louis population jumped from 16,439 in 1840 to 77,860 in only ten years, with 
foreign-born Germans accounting for nearly thirty-three percent of the city’s population.19 
St. Louis’s German population continued to grow, and, towards the end of the century, it 
approached a majority status. 

Similar to the infl ux of social and commercial interests, religious issues likewise aff ected St. 
Louis and formed an additional layer of complexity in the city’s nineteenth-century history. 
Religious debates had been raging among Protestant Christians on the East Coast for over two 
centuries, dating back to the early colonial period. A manifestation of diff ering theological 
positions, moreover, appeared in the forms of proselytizing and missionary zeal on the new 
frontier. Th is missionary spirit, coupled with the growing interest in the Mississippi valley, 
focused attention on St. Louis. 
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Protestant writers penning stories for their East Coast audience presented St. Louis as an 
opportunity to Americanize the Native Americans and to shape the hearts and minds of local 
residents who might fall victim to papists.20 Th eir stories outlined the prospect for America’s 
future in drawing stark contrasts between good and evil. American Protestant authors like 
Lyman Beecher presented frontier communities as important Protestant missionary territory. 
Jeff rey S. Adler wrote, “In A Plea for the West, Beecher likened Catholicism in the region to 
the locusts of Egypt. Popery, he proclaimed, had grand designs on the West; the threat was 
both immediate and dire. Religious writers warned New England and New York readers that 
the papist presence in the West posed a direct challenge to the destiny of America.”21 Beecher’s 
misguided fear was not, however, completely unfounded. Immigrants poured into the United 
States at an increased rate, exceeding one percent of the total population, in each year between 
1847 and 1854.22 In appealing to Protestant religious convictions, contemporary authors 
explained how a strong Yankee spirit improved an American West fi lled with “[o]vercrowded 
boardinghouses, Catholic immigrants, German beerhalls, Mormon pilgrims, cholera, uneven 
sex ratios, brothels, and rowdy levee workers.”23 In hoping to redirect misguided Christians and 
to confront objectionable behavior, Protestant easterners off ered catechesis in Sunday schools, 
urged participation in movements such as the Know-Nothing Party, discouraged people from 
drinking, supported the antislavery movement, and took an interest in higher education.24 

Commercial, social, and religious issues thus shaped the frontier in St. Louis. It stood as a 
city marked by “extraordinary contention,” where trappers explored the area for fi nancial gain, 
fi nancial markets grew around the local economy, and Jesuits welcomed the opportunity to 
minister in a distant land.25 

Jesuits and the New Frontier
Jesuit missionaries had been living in the Americas for centuries. Th ey had worked in 

the Reductions among the Guarani in the South and with the Iroquois in the North in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the nineteenth century, they repeatedly expressed 
a willingness to serve the diff erent Native American communities in frontier America. Th e 
Jesuits’ interests eventually gained the attention of Bishop Louis W. DuBourg (1766–1833). 
DuBourg had been in desperate need of priests and religious to work among the Catholic and 
non-Catholic population in a vast geographical area inclusive of St. Louis and New Orleans.26 
An arrangement took shape on 19 March 1823 between DuBourg and Jesuit Charles Neale 
(1751–1823). Neale had been serving as the de facto American Jesuit superior in the United 
States. DuBourg requested the Jesuits 

to promote, as much as possible, the temporal as well as spiritual welfare of the 
numerous savage tribes inhabiting the shores of the Missouri and tributary streams, 
by conferring on them the benefi ts and comforts of civilization and at the same time 
instructing them in the ways of God and opening their eyes to the truths of His holy 
Religion, as taught by Jesus Christ His Divine Son and proposed by the Church.27

Among the twelve Belgians who traveled to St. Louis in 1823, establishing the foundation 
for the Missouri Province of the Society of Jesus, were Jesuits Charles Van Quickenborne 
(1788–1837), Peter DeSmet (1801–1873), Peter Verhaegen (1800-1868), Maurice Gailland 
(1815–1877), and Adrian Hoecken (1808–1851).
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Recognizing the many challenges awaiting them in a far-off  land and covering a territory 
between the Allegheny and Rocky Mountains, the Jesuits labored among unfamiliar Native 
American traditions, political instability, economic hardship, violence, educational demands, 
and a general lack of European food, dress, and religious customs.28 Th ey seized upon, 
however, one important missionary activity: education. Th ey immediately began work among 
the natives and later assumed responsibility for DuBourg’s Saint Louis College in 1829.29 Van 
Quickenborne ministered to the Osage, Kickapoo, and Potawatomi tribes. Gailland created 
a Potawatomi-English dictionary. Hoecken preached to the Potawatomi at Notre Dame 
in Indiana. His familiarity with their language and customs won him the respect of their 
community. DeSmet was perhaps the most recognized name among Jesuit missionaries in 
North America. He worked among several tribes, including the Flatheads, and later brokered 
an 1868 peace accord between Sitting Bull and the government of the United States. DeSmet’s 
obituary in the Jesuits’ privately circulated serial publication, Woodstock Letters, reads:

Another of Missouri’s pioneer Jesuits has gone to his reward, another of its early lights 
has disappeared forever from the horizon, another of its best known champions has 
fi nished the struggles of his eventful life . . . Th e learned and the wealthy, the politician 
and the statesman, courted his friendship and bowed before him as before a superior. 
Not a few among our non-Catholic friends looked up to him as the great representative 
of religion in the West, or even the United States . . . It is no exaggeration to say that 
very few ecclesiastics in any age of the Church’s history have enjoyed so wide-spread 
and so fair a fame as Father DeSmet.30

Jesuit missionaries forged personal relationships with the various native communities 
and engaged them in hopes of fi nding similarities between the diff erent traditions. Th eir 
commitment to inculturation was part of the larger Jesuit tradition dating back for centuries, 
when Jesuits such as Roberto de Nobili (1577–1656) and Mateo Ricci (1552–1610) dedicated 
themselves to learning and serving cultures—Indian and Chinese—far diff erent than their 
own in Europe.31 Jesuits in the middle United State admittedly hoped to Christianize the 
natives, but understood and respected the indigenous peoples’ social and religious landscape 
in accomplishing their goal.32 

Jesuits of the Missouri Province likewise pioneered a Catholic presence in frontier America 
by opening doors at institutions such as Saint Louis University, Detroit College, Marquette 
College in Milwaukee, Saint Xavier in Cincinnati, Saint Ignatius in Cleveland, and Loyola in 
Chicago.33 Th eir fl exibility in education, as well as their work among the Native Americans, 
testifi ed to the Jesuits’ capacity to assimilate, to fi nd points of convergence, and to engage those 
who lived with them on the new frontier. 

Jesuit Educational Vision and Directives
Missouri Jesuits considered education an indispensable means for transforming American 

culture. Jesuit administrators and instructors shared the responsibility of awakening their 
students’ sense of God and a proper relationship to the created world. Jesuit Rudolph J. Meyer, 
an educational leader in the province, explained that every graduate of a Jesuit school should 
“have a scientifi c training in sound Catholic philosophy and, if possible, even in theology, 
so that, as far as practicable, their religious knowledge may keep pace with their secular 
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requirements.”34 Th is foundation, equipping students with an educated religious perspective 
and a fi rm knowledge of their secular world, cultivated a culture of belief and played a central 
role in the Society of Jesus’ educational and theological strategy at the turn of the century.

Th e Jesuits’ educational and theological outlook was at once forward looking, yet deeply 
rooted in the spirituality, writings, and approach of the Society of Jesus’ founder, Ignatius of 
Loyola. Th e Missouri Jesuits’ thinking and what developed at Saint Louis University stemmed 
from a particular model of education, outlined by Ignatius himself in the Constitutions and 
later crafted into the Ratio studiorum. Important features in  Ignatius’ Constitutions, developing 
out of his personal educational experience, included his interests in educating laypersons, a 
high degree of openness and fl exibility, and a concern to serve the common good through a 
liberal education.35 

Nineteenth-century Missouri Province Jesuits had been motivated by Ignatius’ spirit of 
education when they accepted Bishop DuBourg’s invitation to administer St. Louis College.36 
Following in their train, Jesuit leaders aggressively carried forward  Ignatius’ outlook in 
subsequent generations as they approached educational concerns at other institutions within 
the province.37 Jesuit leaders expressed their founder’s vision in two important respects. First, 
they recognized the importance of a structured, yet fl exible, approach to solving educational 
questions. Second, they grasped the importance of educating laypersons through a liberal 
course of studies. Missouri Jesuits read the signs of the times and charted a path for those who 
followed in  Ignatius’ educational tradition. 

Structure and Flexibility in the Jesuit Tradition
Th e commitment by Jesuits at Saint Louis University, the most important and one of 

the Jesuits’ earliest educational works in the middle United States, stood at the forefront 
of their attention. Jesuits equipped students for engagement with their culture by guiding 
them through a progressive course of studies. Nikola Baumgarten’s research showed how this 
manifested itself: 

It was evident that the Society made conscious eff orts to adjust to American conditions 
in order to interest native-born students and secure a legitimate place in the city’s 
educational landscape . . . By realizing the ideals of universal education and unifying 
the community behind American principles the Jesuits proved that as Catholics they 
too could be democrats and as such deserved the recognition and respect of fellow-
Americans.38

Th e treatment of Protestant students at the university likewise proved interesting. Th ese 
students, for example, “did not have to learn catechism, they were exempt from Mass, and, 
unlike their Catholic classmates, were not required to do monthly penance.”39 Nineteenth-
century Jesuits adopted the spirit of fl exibility and order that had been characteristic of their 
earlier companions. 

In addition to questions about student life at Saint Louis University, Jesuit leaders 
expressed concern about a lack of standards and disorganized curricula in Jesuit schools in 
the United States.40 Edward J. Power has discussed the growing leadership role taken by Saint 
Louis University at the turn of the century. Power writes, “Experiments with reorganized 
curricula were conducted over a thirty-year period from 1890 to 1920, and when we look for 
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leadership among the colleges for this movement toward curricular reform we fi nd that for 
once Georgetown was not in the vanguard setting the pace; its place of traditional leadership 
was relinquished to St. Louis University.”41 

Jesuit Rudolph J. Meyer (1841–1912) featured prominently in these discussions. He had 
begun addressing educational questions as early as 1879 when he was appointed President of 
Xavier College in Cincinnati, Ohio. He remained at Xavier for two years before being selected 
to serve as President of Saint Louis University in 1881. Meyer became more fully engaged in 
reforming the problems besetting Jesuit schools in 1884 when he participated in the revision 
of curriculum planning for theological studies.42

Meyer also carried forward his interests in the Society’s educational reforms during two 
terms as provincial superior. He invited members of the Missouri Province in 1886 to address 
questions relating to the classical course, commercial course, scientifi c course, post-graduate 
course, and public lectures. Th e impetus behind his remarks had been a series of meetings of 
Jesuits in the 1880s where they endeavored “to preserve the Ratio studiorum in its entirety and to 
ensure that Ours are solidly instructed in the letters and in the sciences,” while acknowledging 
the need for Jesuits to understand the secular world and encouraging provincials to select 
young Jesuits for this ministry.43 

Meyer took a straightforward approach, following the resolutions at various meetings 
by commissioning committees from the province’s various educational institutions. His 
introductory letter to the committees indicated an interest in standardizing the length of 
time in school, the names assigned to the various educational stages, academic exercises or 
themes, and matters related to the natural sciences.44 Meyer and his fellow Missouri Jesuits 
developed separate, standard four-year Jesuit high school and college curricula out of these 
reforms. Th ese standards for advancement and curricular distinctions remained in place as 
Saint Louis University added law and medical schools at the turn of the century. In considering 
the Ratio studiorum to be the best way to engage and transform American culture, the Missouri 
Jesuits produced a template for other Catholic and Jesuit schools in the United States. Th ey 
remained as faithful to the spirit and letter of the Ratio studiorum as practical exigencies would 
permit.45

Educated Laity and Liberal Education in Ignatius’ Tradition
Th e Missouri Jesuits’ educational philosophy grew out of their understanding of Ignatius’ 

principle about the universal good, that is, a commitment to do more good for more people 
through educational initiatives in the liberal arts. Underpinning Ignatius’ spirit to create and 
maintain schools was a belief that universal principles, or those bringing about the greater 
good, more authentically witness to God’s love for the world. Th is was evident in Part VII of 
the Constitutions where he advised Jesuit superiors to choose those ministries which served 
God in a greater capacity and were considered more universally good.46 Ignatius later moved 
to apply this principle when, in the Constitutions, he explained how Jesuit schools should be 
administered.47 

Ignatius’ willingness to accept control of the Roman College in 1551 from Pope Julius III 
presented him with an opportunity to provide a liberal, classical education through topics in 
grammar, rhetoric, poetry, history, logic, physics, metaphysics, ethics, mathematics, philosophy, 
and theology.48 
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Th e Jesuits adapted for its turn-of-the-century context in the Missouri Province what 
Ignatius had outlined early in the Society’s history. Th ey considered  Ignatius’ educational 
tradition to be the most eff ective mechanism for responding to the challenges and needs of 
American culture. Th is was not a time for Jesuits to remain idle, to rest on their previous 
successes, or to maintain the status quo. Th e circumstances demanded action, and they seized the 
opportunity to confront straight away the challenges facing Jesuit institutions. Th eir energetic 
spirit and sense of immediacy is perhaps best captured in an article by Jesuit Rudolph J. Meyer 
from the American Catholic Quarterly Review where he explained, “If, then, we desire to arrest 
their [those who show no respect for the Christian tradition] course headlong, we must not be 
satisfi ed with refuting the false principles of a rationalistic philosophy or the assumptions of 
atheistic science; we must encourage Catholic literature, cultivate Catholic art, and build up a 
Catholic society.”49 Meyer expected that those Jesuits who labored alongside him would share 
his interests in boldly engaging American culture through the Society’s institutions.50

Th e Jesuits enthusiastically engaged a discussion of educational ideas with people who were 
connected to the Society’s schools. Th eir participation in and support of the post-graduate 
lectures at Saint Louis University, for example, clearly demonstrates this point. Th e post-
graduate courses took shape through the initiative of Jesuit Th omas A. Hughes in 1879 and 
continued until 1888. Th e courses treated topics on Christian morality, the church in a civil 
society, history, psychology, and anthropology.51 

Missouri Jesuits valued an educated laity, just as Ignatius had done centuries earlier. Part IV 
of  Ignatius’ Constitutions described the formation of both Jesuit scholastics and laypersons in 
a university of the Society.52 Th e inclusion of laypersons in  Ignatius’ directives was signifi cant 
because it revealed that Ignatius was conscious of the need for an educated laity. Moreover, 
it demonstrated that Ignatius was aware of and responding to the new conditions in which 
the Society was immersed.53 Jesuit Henry Moeller’s (1847–1915) lecture on studious habits, 
for example, best captured the goal of the lecture series as a whole and Jesuit education at the 
university. Moeller wrote, 

Studious habits off er us Americans greater benefi ts than either enjoyment or 
consolation. Th ey will give us mental strength and robustness, a general intellectual 
health and greater endurance under strain. Th e stronger we are the more work we 
can perform. One mentally robust man is equal to many puny ones, and in point of 
quality, one genius, one strong, robust and well cultivated mind can produce what 
an army of less gifted and less trained men cannot accomplish . . . Moreover, we are 
living in an age of transition; we are passing into a new intellectual era. Th ere are 
daily fresh developments in science, revolutionary movements in social life, boldly 
subversive theories in philosophy. We should be men of the times; not men holding 
every false doctrine that has an advocate, or seconding every scheme that is proposed, 
but men who keep themselves well informed on all important movements, and pass 
an intelligent, prudent judgment on the agitations that are in progress. We should be 
able to sit in judgment on our time, we should be able to exert a moderating, directing 
infl uence.54 

According to Moeller, people had a responsibility to study and engage these signifi cant 
developments. 55 
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Th e Jesuits’ lecture series met with success. It attracted people of all religious perspectives, 
gathering the respect of St. Louis residents. William G. Eliot, a Unitarian minister and President 
of Washington University in St. Louis, praised the Jesuits for their “thoughtful and scholarly 
treatment” of relevant topics of the day.56 Graduates of the courses likewise paid tribute to the 
Saint Louis University Jesuits: 

You have shown us, Rev. Fathers, that the wider true science opens her portals, the 
brighter is the vista of faith that spreads before us. You have taught us that the truths 
of science forbid unbelief; for not only can He who made the ear here, and he who 
made the eye see, but the intelligence whence emanated our faculties of perception and 
thought, must be above all our faculties in the consciousness of pure intelligence.57

Th e President of Saint Louis University, Rudolph J. Meyer, gratefully acknowledged this 
student’s praise. He then seized the opportunity to outline the Society’s expectations for the 
graduating class of 1882. He encouraged these future lay leaders to “develop a taste for self-
improvement among our citizens” and to dedicate themselves to acquiring a liberal philosophic 
mind capable of handing diffi  cult questions.58 Concerning what sort of philosophic mind their 
nineteenth-century world required, Meyer wrote: 

[N]ot a philosophy, which is understood by none but the initiated—not a philosophy, 
which delights only in subtleties and abstractions and busies itself with questions of no 
practical utility—not a philosophy, which deals in quibbles and conceits and misleads 
by well disguised sophisms and fallacies: but a genuine, common sense philosophy—a 
philosophy, in brief, which is worthy of the name and without which all scientifi c 
knowledge is a delusion . . . It is our endeavor, by means of the Post-Graduate Course, 
to advance the cause of science and of higher education generally, to awaken a spirit of 
philosophic inquiry and, without becoming aggressive, to apply the unchanging and 
eternal principles of right and wrong to the living questions of the day.59

Meyer thus engaged his world and enjoined the laity to do the same. He called on people 
to pay careful attention to intellectual developments in American culture and inject their 
religious worldview into the discourse. Some lay graduates of the program, with the help of 
series founder Th omas A. Hughes, carried out his call and formed the Post-Graduate Society 
as a means for engaging the wider public.60 Th eir success even prompted Princeton’s James 
McCosh to request details about the curriculum.61 Just as Ignatius had committed himself 350 
years earlier, for the greater glory of God, the dedication of Missouri Jesuits in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries aimed at serving communities like St. Louis throughout the middle 
United States by their commitment to a structured, yet fl exible, approach in education, a 
liberal approach courses of study, and an educated laity. 

Th e Society of Jesus Today
What began in 1823 in the Missouri Province continues today at Jesuit universities, colleges, 

high schools, middle schools, parishes, and retreat houses throughout the middle United States. 
Th ey continue to serve in many of the early foundations such as Saint Ignatius High School 
in Cleveland, Saint Louis University, Marquette University, Holy Rosary Mission-Red Cloud 
Indian School in South Dakota, as well as works begun more recently such as Cristo Rey Jesuit 
High School in Chicago and Nativity Jesuit Middle School in Milwaukee. 
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Developments in Colorado represent a microcosm of what is happening in the Society of 
Jesus throughout the United States: Sacred Heart College eventually matured into present-day 
Regis University. Th e university reaches out to the adult population at campuses that extend 
throughout Colorado and into adjoining states; it also off ers “distance learning” with courses 
available through the internet. Seventeen years ago Regis Jesuit High School moved from the 
university campus and relocated in southeast Denver. In 2002, it expanded to include a Girls 
Division. In the following year, Jesuits established Arrupe Jesuit High School, a school in the 
Cristo Rey model that allows students to earn their tuition and gain work experience in local 
businesses. Loyola Parish remains a landmark in central Denver and has off ered over eighty 
years of continual ministry to the families of the area. It now serves a substantial African-
American population. Sacred Heart Jesuit Retreat House, founded in Sedalia in 1957, off ers 
preached and individually directed retreats from its location in the foothills overlooking the 
city of Denver. Jesuits have thus taken on new works, and their more established institutions 
have evolved through the decades. Th e experiences of Jesuits and their lay colleagues at various 
institutions in Colorado occur throughout the United States today. Alongside lay partners, 
Jesuits are sharing their work, worldview, history, traditions, and wisdom. 

Midwest Jesuit Archives
Records Management

Having discussed the City of St. Louis and the Jesuits on the new frontier and having 
spoken about the Society of Jesus today, I now wish to turn our attention to the Midwest Jesuit 
Archives and specifi cally address records management and our mission. 

Th e order’s growing membership through the years necessitated the separation of the 
territory of the Missouri Province into four sections. Th e Chicago Province originated in 1928, 
and the Detroit and Wisconsin Provinces formed in 1955. Th e four provinces today include the 
states of Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 

Th e Society of Jesus formally recognizes and mandates record keeping and archives. Th e 
Practica Quædam (1997), the Manual for Juridical Practice (1997) and the Instruction on 
Temporal Administration (2005) authorize and provide guidelines for the permanent retention 
of records in provincial archives. Practical Proposals Regarding Archives of Provinces, Houses and 
Apostolic Works expands these guidelines with a more thorough listing of types of documents, 
organizing them according to where, how, and why they were generated.62

Th e provinces in the United States and Canada understand the importance of archives 
to chronicle their history and assist their ongoing governance. As a model of inter-province 
collaboration and as a means of eff ectively sharing their journey with friends and colleagues, 
the Chicago, Detroit, Missouri, and Wisconsin Provinces combined their separate archives 
in 1997 in order to establish the Midwest Jesuit Archives in St. Louis. Th e Jesuit Conference 
materials arrived in 2000.

It is the responsibility of administrators, as users and custodians of records, to collect and 
organize materials of the various province offi  ces, apostolic works, houses and communities. 
While the Society of Jesus formally identifi es the role and responsibility of archives, a policy on 
records management and retention schedules remains to be implemented. It has been a personal 
priority to outline an accessible, standard policy on records for Jesuits in the United States. I 
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developed a document, following Practical Proposals (2003), and shared it with colleagues at 
Jesuit archives in the United States and Canada. My refl ections took a more developed form 
when the Jesuit Conference invited me to its April 2007 meeting of province executive assistants 
(socii) from the United States and Canada. I also moved forward the project in September 
2007 at the fi rst-ever gathering of archivists at Jesuit archives in the United States and Canada. 
Archivists then gathered again in June 2008 to refl ect on the document’s development and 
to incorporate recommendations of a senior records analyst from the National Archives and 
Records Administration. Th e fi nal draft is being used on a trial basis at the Chicago Province 
Offi  ce, Missouri Province Offi  ce, and Saint Francis Xavier Parish in Kansas City. Province 
offi  cials plan to discuss and implement the document at their upcoming meetings.

Mission of the Midwest Jesuit Archives
It is the mission of the archives to collect, identify, appraise, describe, organize, and 

preserve the Jesuits’ historical records. Th e records are then made accessible, following our 
access policy, to researchers. Th e archives is separated into fi ve major collections: Chicago, 
Detroit, Jesuit Conference, Missouri, and Wisconsin. Th ousands of papers and photographs 
found in these consolidated archives testify to the early history of towns and churches where 
Jesuits had been active. Items such as diaries, house histories (historia domus), annual letters 
(litteræ annuæ) to the superior general, artifacts, biographical records, memorabilia, personal 
papers, manuscripts, photographs, and records of Jesuit institutions provide windows into the 
origins, development, spirit and charism of the Society of Jesus in the United States. Much 
of what I have been discussing in the sections, Jesuit and the New Frontier, represents the 
Missouri Province Collection. Th e four other collections will likely serve as valuable resources 
in the upcoming years.

Missouri Jesuit Gilbert J. Garraghan (1871–1942) played a signifi cant role in conserving 
and communicating the stories in the historical records of the four provinces.63 Garraghan 
held many posts throughout his life as a Jesuit. He served as executive assistant (socius) to 
the provincial and as an instructor for Jesuit seminarians (scholastics). In addition to his 
responsibilities internal to the Society of Jesus, he held administrative, research, and teaching 
posts at Xavier College in Cincinnati, Creighton University in Omaha, Loyola University in 
Chicago, and Saint Louis University. 

Garraghan published nearly one hundred articles, books, and reviews. He is perhaps most 
well known for his three-volume Th e Jesuits of the Middle United States. An accessible and 
searchable version on our website (www.jesuitarchives.org) allows online patrons to keyword 
search his research. Originally published in 1938, the work is an indispensable resource for 
researchers of Catholic, Jesuit history in the United States. 

Th e archives maintains several special collections, including the Nicolas Point Gallery and 
the Moses Linton Album.

Nicolas Point Gallery
Th e Nicolas Point Gallery introduces you to the missionary activities of the Society of Jesus 

among Native American in the Northwestern and Midwestern United States. Pencil sketches 
and watercolor drawings by Jesuit Nicolas Point (1799–1868) depict the encounter between 
the various groups. 
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Moses Linton Gallery
Moses Lewis Linton served at Saint Louis University’s School of Medicine for nearly 30 

years. Th ere he met Jesuit Peter John DeSmet, priest and missionary to Native Americans, and 
the two became close friends. After Linton received an album as a Christmas gift from a patient 
in 1850, DeSmet began his work on it as a personal scrapbook for his friend.

Th e Moses Linton Album chronicles DeSmet’s work and travels from 1821 to 1871. Th e 
album principally consists of personal letters, verses of poetry, hymns, and prayers, including 
DeSmet’s collection of the Lord’s Prayer translated into 18 diff erent Native American languages. 
Photographs, artwork, sketches, and maps illustrate the activities described in the text. 
Additionally, the album contains tributes and obituary notices for 14 Jesuits, all of whom were 
companions and friends of both DeSmet and Linton. Th e Moses Linton Album provides an 
historical resource on the missionary activities of Jesuits in the Northwestern and Midwestern 
United States in the 1800s.

Conclusion
American Catholics struggled to establish their identity in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries, and the Society of Jesus in the United States confronted social, intellectual, and 
religious challenges on several fronts. Saint Louis represented their new frontier. Missouri 
Province Jesuits off ered various perspectives on how Catholics should relate to broad cultural 
issues. Th rough an Ignatian framework, they spoke prophetically to the people of their age. 
Where their written works expressed a humanistic outlook, their institutional engagement 
exhibited a commitment to service for the greater glory of God. Saint Louis University’s 
post-graduate lectures series exemplifi ed both the intellectual and institutional commitment 
of these Jesuits. As they drew together Catholics and non-Catholics alike in their courses, 
they addressed matters of Christian morality, the church in society, history, psychology, and 
anthropology. Th e favorable remarks of respected educational leaders such as Washington 
University’s William G. Eliot and Princeton University’s James McCosh confi rmed the success 
of these Jesuit educators. Just as Roberto de Nobili and Mateo Ricci had done centuries earlier, 
Jesuits sought points of convergence with their culture and encouraged Catholics to participate 
in rather than withdraw from it. Catholics could thus submit a unique perspective to emerging 
issues of their respective historical contexts. 

Th e Midwest Jesuit Archives captures their stories and makes them available for research. 
Th e challenge today for us, along with other archives as well as our predecessors, is to make our 
collections more visible and accessible for research. Th e archives, though, remains an untapped 
resource. Th e words of the late Edward R. Vollmar, librarian at Saint Louis University, speak to 
my experience as an archivist and an historian: 

Th e History of the Catholic Church in the United States remains largely unpublished. 
It is more accurate to say ‘unpublished’ rather than ‘unwritten’ because there is 
much that remains hidden away in the archives of the various dioceses and religious 
communities, both in the United States and in Rome. Only the colonial period has 
been fairly well exploited.64

Vollmar’s words ring as true today as they did in 1968. Th e Society of Jesus remains 
fortunate to be guided by the wisdom of its late Super General, Pedro Arrupe: “God has 
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blessed the Society with an incomparable fund of documents which allow us to contemplate 
clearly our origins, our fundamental charism.”65
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Century-Crofts, 1972), 245. Philip Gleason disagreed with Power’s favorable assessment 
of Meyer and of developments at Saint Louis University. In claiming support from 
Garraghan’s historical analysis, Gleason saw little value in a course of studies devoid 
of an elective system and lacking any correspondence with what had developed in the 
public school system. Gleason correctly measured the lack of electives and the diff erences 
between Jesuit and public education. Th e Society’s schools, however, suff ered in areas 
of curricula and standards in light of the educational tradition outlined in the Ratio 
studiorum, a shortage of trained teaching Jesuits in the United States, and fi nancial 
burdens directly aff ecting the hiring of lay persons to staff  the schools. Garraghan’s 
obituary of Meyer indeed sympathetically noted Meyer’s organizational skills in bringing 
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an end to the turmoil in the Missouri Province schools. It seems, then, that Gleason 
might have considered the entirety of Garraghan’s remarks about the schools and Meyer. 
Further, questions about education in general and the elective system in particular were 
ripe for debate in the period. Even assuming the Society’s schools had emulated the 
public school curriculum and the elective system, there would have been few qualifi ed 
Jesuits to staff  the school. Th e fi nancial solvency of the Society’s schools would have 
become questionable. Th e historical record showed many schools operating at a defi cit 
even when staff ed primarily by Jesuits. Meyer instead remained unwilling to sacrifi ce 
the Jesuit educational traditions for unproven results and followed a pattern of gradual 
reform. See Gleason, Contending with Modernity: Catholic Higher Education in the 
Twentieth Century, 54–55. See also Garraghan, vol. 3, 428. 

42 Th e initiative for the committee on theological studies began at General Congregation 
Twenty-Th ree (16 September to 23 October 1883). Th e congregation unanimously 
asked individual provinces to evaluate their current course of studies, draft an updated 
plan, and submit it to the superior general for his approval. Th e principal issues on 
this topic centered on the content (e.g., scripture, church history, exegesis, moral 
theology, and scholasticism), order, and method of teaching theology to young Jesuits. 
Th e congregation anticipated a resulting document to provide a uniform plan for 
studies around the world, while leaving room for choices on nonsubstantive concerns 
to the discretion of the superior general. See John W. Padberg, Martin D. O’Keefe, 
and John L. McCarthy, eds., For Matters of Greater Moment: Th e First Th irty Jesuit 
General Congregations, 467–468. A letter dating from 1 July of that year, while serving 
as president of Saint Louis University, read: On the fi rst day of July, in the year 1884, 
met in the College of Saint Louis, Fathers Rudolph J. Meyer, Th omas O’Neil [1822–
1899], Henry Calmer [1847–1900], and Edward Higgins [1838–1902], having been 
designated by Reverend Father Leopold Bushart [1833–1909], Provincial Superior, in 
order that they might decide on putting into eff ect what is prescribed in the Letter of 
Father General [Pieter Beckx] about a plan for theological studies. To this deputation 
Reverend Father Rudolph J. Meyer, Rector of the College of Saint Louis, who briefl y 
explained what [studies] and in what order they have to be considered. ́ “Die 1 Julii, anni 
1884, convenerunt in Collegio Sti. Ludovici, PP. Rudolphus J. Meyer, Th omas O’Neil, 
Henricus Calmer et Eduardus Higgins, deputati a Rev. P. Leopold Bushart, Præposito 
Provinciali, ut exucationi mandarent quæ præscripta sunt in Epistola, A.R.P. Generalis 
de studiis theologicus ordinandis. Huic deputationi Rev. P. Rudolphus J. Meyer, Rector 
Colegii Sti. Ludovici, qui paucis exposuit quænam et quo ordine essent consideranda.” 
Translation Mine. Midwest Jesuit Archives, Education Papers, “Acta Deputationionis in 
Provincia Missouriana Pro Studiis Th eologicus Ordinandis, 1884.” Meyer was perhaps 
assigned to the committee because of his showing at the Grand Act. 

43 General Congregation Twenty-Th ree and the 1886 provincial congregation. General 
Congregation Twenty-Th ree stood behind Meyer and the province’s reform eff orts 
in matters of the Ratio studiorum. Th e expressed wishes of the general congregation 
framed subsequent conversations, as well as Meyer’s view, about the Ratio studiorum 
and operated until General Congregation Twenty Five (1 September to 18 October 
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1906). Th e 1906 congregation understood the increasing diffi  culty in implementing a 
uniform plan of studies for institutions in the worldwide Society. See John W. Padberg, 
Martin D. O’Keefe, and John L. McCarthy, eds., For Matters of Greater Moment: Th e 
First Th irty Jesuit General Congregations, 470; 496–497. A directive fl owing from a 
meeting in 1886: Th at Reverend Father Provincial [Rudolph J. Meyer], either himself 
or through a committee to be approved by him, would establish for all colleges of this 
province a uniform curriculum of studies, at least for schools in the classical course; 
so that it would name authors and [course] studies, and authoritatively apply it to all 
colleges, in such a way that no one may lawfully depart from that uniformity . . . “Ut R.P. 
Provincialis vel per se vel per deputationem a se probandum, constituat pro omnibus 
colleges hujus provinciæ curriculum Studiorum uniforme, saltem pro scholis in cursu 
classico; ut auctores et studia pro singulis nominet, et auctoritate sua omnibus imponat, 
ita ut nemini liceat ab hac uniformitate defi cere . . . ” Translation mine. Midwest Jesuit 
Archives, Province History, Government, and Congregations, 1831–1978.

44 Included among some of his preparatory questions to the committees were: Whether fi ve 
or six years should be prescribed for all the colleges; or whether the Rector and Prefect 
of Studies should be allowed the option permitted by the Ratio . . . By what names the 
classes should be designated in the college catalogues, i.e., whether they should be styled 
Rhetoric, Poetry, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Humanities, Rudiments—Rhetoric, Poetry, Humanities, 1st, 
2nd, 3rd Academic—or Rhetoric, Poetry, Humanities, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Grammar, etc., etc.; by 
all of which names they are called in diff erent colleges of the Society in the country . . . 
Whether any of the ordinary branches of study should be left optional, at least in the 
higher classes . . . [W]hether they would recommend Exercise-books (such as Arnold’s) 
or require the Professor himself to make out the themes . . . How many years, and how 
many hours a week should be given to the Natural Sciences, and what classes should 
study them.” Midwest Jesuit Archives, Education Papers, “1893 Course of Studies for 
the Colleges of the Missouri Province of the Society of Jesus.”

45 Power, 245–246.
46 Ignatius of Loyola, Constitutions, §§ 622–623. 
47 Ignatius wrote, “Th e same consideration of charity by which colleges are accepted, in 

which public classes are held for the improvement in learning and in living both of our 
own members and even more of those outside the Society, can extend also to accepting 
charge of universities in which these benefi ts may be spread more universally, both 
through the subjects which are taught and the numbers of persons who attend and the 
degrees which are conferred so that the recipients may teach with authority elsewhere 
what they have learned well in these universities for the glory of God our Lord.” Ibid., 
440. John W. O’Malley briefl y addressed the issue of “charity” in connection to Jesuit 
schools. He claimed that  Ignatius’ use of the term should be identifi ed with the spiritual 
and corporal works of mercy and was consistent with his attitude to “help souls.” John 
W. O’Malley, Th e First Jesuits (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1993), 208. 

48 Th ere were 300 students studying humane letters in 1552. Th e Society received papal 
approval in 1553 to add theological and philosophical faculties, and it enrolled about 900 
students by 1561–62 with nearly 80 people studying theology. Th e Jesuits directing the 
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Roman College evidently applied  Ignatius’ principle of the universal good: a commitment 
to do more good for more people in a university setting. See Michael J. Buckley, Th e 
Catholic University as Promise and Project: Refl ections in a Jesuit Idiom (Washington, DC: 
Georgetown University Press, 1998), 64. See also George E. Ganss, Th e Jesuit Educational 
Tradition and Saint Louis University: Some Bearings for the University’s Sesquicentennial, 
1818-1968 (St. Louis: Th e Institute of Jesuit Sources, 1969), 39. Ganss off ered slightly 
diff erent fi gures for this period. He estimated 750 students in 1561, with 252 in the 
higher arts and theology, 130 in rhetoric, poetry, and history, and 368 in grammar. 
Buckley’s numbers result from more recent research, and, as a result, I have chosen his.

49 Rudolph J. Meyer, “Nature Worship, the New Religion,” American Catholic Quarterly 
Review 11 (1886): 596.

50 Th ough perhaps attributable to the expiration of Meyer’s term as provincial and his 
subsequent appointment as assistant to the Superior General’s curia, it would take nearly 
seven years after the drafting of his introductory letter before the “Course of Studies for 
the Colleges of the Missouri Province of the Society of Jesus” would be published in 
1893.

51 Faherty, 175.
52 Th e early chapters focus on the scholastics’ education, while chapters seven and eleven to 

seventeen more clearly relate to those people outside the clerical state. Ignatius of Loyola, 
Constitutions, §§ 307–445.

53 O’Malley, 200–242. Th is demonstration of  Ignatius’ interest in education was nowhere 
clearer than in a letter to Jesuit Peter Canisius (1521–1597): “Another excellent means 
[in addition to writing a catechism] for helping the Church in this trial [the eff ects 
of heresy in France and upper and lower Germany] would be to multiply the colleges 
and schools of the Society in many lands, especially where a good attendance could be 
expected.” See Letters of St. Ignatius of Loyola, ed. William J. Young (Chicago: Loyola 
University Press, 1959), 346.

54 Pius Archives, Post-Graduate Lecture Series of Saint Louis University, 1887-1888, series 
2, part 2, pages 71–72. Moeller’s emphasis.

55 Meyer shared Moeller’s worldview. Meyer had himself nurtured a similar commitment, 
which likely developed out of the lecture series, when he published his refl ections about 
religion, literature, art, civil society, science, and matters of church and state in the late 
1890s. He also tackled topics in history, the middle ages, and the nature of a university 
in the lecture series. Comparing universities and libraries in the middle ages to his own 
historical period, he presented the church as a teacher and protector of learning. He 
adopted what Newman had written about universities: “If I were asked to describe as 
briefl y and is popularly as I could, what a University was, I should draw my answer 
from its ancient designation of Studium Generale, or school of Universal Learning…. A 
University is a light upon a hill, a sort of ecumenical doctor on all subjects of knowledge, 
human and divine.” Pius Archives, Post-Graduate Lecture Series of Saint Louis University, 
1881–1882.

56 Faherty, 176–177.
57 Midwest Jesuit Archives, Saint Louis University, Saint Louis University Books, “St. Louis 

University, Th ird Annual Commencement.” 
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58 Ibid.
59 Ibid.
60 Faherty, 177–178. 
61 Ibid., 178.
62 Although largely concerned with documents for permanent retention, it also addresses 

records for temporary retention. Practical Proposals encourages consistency of practice for 
provinces of the Society of Jesus. Practical Proposals Regarding Archives of Provinces, Houses 
and Apostolic Works, Acta Romana (Rome: Curia of the Superior General, 2004). Practical 
Proposals provides attention to coordinating the functions of province archives, and the 
role of the province archivist, within the broader context of provincial administration. 
Proposal 72 instructs the province archivist “to insure that the archives of the province 
and of the houses and works be established and maintained adequately, that as much as 
possible they be organized in a homogenous manner, and that the archives contain what 
they should conserve and eliminate what is not essential.” An explanatory footnote reads, 
“Th is homogeneity is desirable between archives of the same region or culture.” Practical 
Proposals Regarding Archives of Provinces, Houses and Apostolic Works, 392.

63 Garraghan was born on August 14, 1871, in Chicago. He attended St. Ignatius High 
School and College before entering the Jesuit novitiate in Florissant, Missouri, on 
September 1, 1890. He studied philosophy and theology at Saint Louis University and 
was ordained to the priesthood at the university’s St. Francis Xavier (College) Church on 
June 29, 1904. He later earned a Ph.D. in history from Saint Louis University. Gilbert 
J. Garraghan died in Chicago on June 6, 1942.

64 Edward R. Vollmar, “Th e Archives of the Missouri Province of the Society of Jesus,” 
Manuscripta, vol. 12, no. 3 (1968): 179.

65 Practical Proposals Regarding Archives of Provinces, Houses and Apostolic Works, Acta 
Romana (Rome: Curia of the Superior General, 2004), 378–379.  
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Th e ATLA/Scarecrow Press Books Series
Facilitator: Dennis A. Norlin (ATLA)

Fourteen people attended the ATLA/Scarecrow Roundtable on Saturday, June 20, 2009. 
Chair Dennis Norlin reported on the history of the relationship between Scarecrow and ATLA 
and distributed the Scarecrow Press Manuscript and Disk Preparation Guide for authors. Elmer 
O’Brien discussed his current contract and book project with Scarecrow, and other roundtable 
participants shared summaries of their own proposed writing projects.

ATLAS® for Alum Program
Facilitators: Margot Lyon (ATLA), Tami Luedtke (ATLA), Laura Wrzesinski (ATLA)

Approximately fi fty people met for this overview and discussion of the ATLAS for ALUM 
program. Margot Lyon initiated the discussion by providing an overview of the ATLAS for 
ALUM Collection, along with details of the grant funding made available through the Lilly 
Endowment Inc. She explained that the grant was available to ATS-accredited schools that are 
also ATLA Institutional Members.

Laura Wrzesinski gave an overview of the new “ATLAS for ALUM Resource Guide” website, 
which is available at http://www.atlasalum.com. She discussed the ATLAS for ALUM program 
information, promotional tools, and application materials that can be found on the website 
and the various audience members that the new site is meant to target. She also discussed 
ATLAS for ALUM Success Stories, and suggested ways that these stories could provide other 
librarians with useful techniques for reaching out to their alumni/ae.

Tami Luedtke went over some of the more technical issues surrounding ATLAS for ALUM, 
including login and authentication options on the various aggregator platforms. 

Participants raised questions about how to work together with the presidents/deans and 
alumni/development offi  cers at their institutions, and how this could benefi t the library’s 
ability to reach out to alumni. Th ey also discussed the cost of ATLAS for ALUM, both with 
and without the grant funding. While this roundtable initiated discussion about ATLAS for 
ALUM, participants were provided with materials to contact Laura Wrzesinski for personalized 
assistance. 

CONSER Roundtable
Facilitator: Judy Knop (ATLA)

Ten people gathered to discuss the requirements for CONSER membership and the 
logistics of organizing a funnel. Five of the attendees have already had NACO training and 
therefore meet the prerequisite for CONSER membership. Next step is to discuss the forming 
of a funnel and prospects for training with the CONSER coordinator at LC. 
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Contemporary Religious Literature
Facilitators: Jennifer Ulrich (Eastern Mennonite University) and Donna Wells (Southeastern 

Baptist Th eological Seminary)

Th e Contemporary Religious Literature Roundtable meets to share what ATLA members 
have been reading and found interesting, intriguing, and just plain fun. Th is year the group 
spent a bit of time discussing Th e Shack. Th is book, which has been recommended in some 
of the attendees’ congregations, received mixed reviews by the group. Some persons read 
through it quickly, while others had a hard time getting through it. We discussed other forms 
of literature; a few blogs are included in this list. 

“Books & Culture: A Christian Review.” Carol Stream, IL: Harold L. Myra.

Brooks, Geraldine. People of the Book: A Novel. New York, N.Y.: Viking, 2008.

Goldstein, Jonathan. Ladies and Gentlemen, the Bible! 1st Riverhead trade pbk. ed. New 
York: Riverhead Books, 2009.

Hood, Ann. Th e Knitting Circle. 1st ed. New York: W.W. Norton, 2007.

Howe, Katherine. Th e Physick Book of Deliverance Dane: A Novel. New York: Hyperion, 
2009.

Jacobs, A. J. Th e Year of Living Biblically: One Man’s Humble Quest to Follow the Bible as 
Literally as Possible. New York: Simon & Schuster, 2007.

Jacobs, Kate. Th e Friday Night Knitting Club. New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 2007.

King, Laurie R. Justice Hall. New York: Bantam Books, 2002.

___. Th e Language of Bees: A Mary Russell Novel. New York: Bantam Books, 2009.

___. Locked Rooms: A Mary Russell Novel. New York: Bantam Books, 2005.

Palmo, Rocco, “Whispers in the Loggia.” http://whispersintheloggia.blogspot.com/.

Perrotta, Tom. “Th e Abstinence Teacher.” New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2007.

Pullman, Philip. Th e Amber Spyglass, His Dark Materials. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
2000.

___. Th e Golden Compass, His Dark Materials; Bk. 1. New York: Alfred A. Knopf: 
Distributed by Random House, 1996.

___. Th e Subtle Knife, His Dark Materials. New York: Alfred A. Knopf: Distributed by 
Random House, 1997.

“Renegade Rebbetzin.” http://renegaderebbetzin.blogspot.com/.

Rice, Anne. Christ the Lord: Th e Road to Cana: A Novel. 1st ed. New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 2008.

Salzman, Mark. Lying Awake. New York: Alfred A. Knopf: Distributed by Random House, 
2000.
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Schaeff er, Frank. Crazy for God: How I Grew Up as One of the Elect, Helped Found the 
Religious Right, and Lived to Take All (or Almost All) of It Back. 1st Carroll & Graf ed. 
New York: Carroll & Graf, 2007.

Shaff er, Mary Ann and Annie Barrows. Th e Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society. 
New York: Th e Dial Press, 2008.

Tickle, Phyllis. Th e Great Emergence: How Christianity Is Changing and Why. Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Books, 2008.

Whitaker, Kent. Murder by Family: Th e Incredible True Story of a Son’s Treachery and a 
Father’s Forgiveness. 1st ed. West Monroe, La.: Howard Books, 2008.

Wroblewski, David. Th e Story of Edgar Sawtelle: A Novel. 1st ed. New York: Ecco, 2008.

Young, William P. Th e Shack: A Novel. Newbury Park, Calif.: Windblown Media, 2007.

ICC Roundtable

Facilitator: Paul F. Stuehrenberg (Yale Divinity School)

Th e program for the International Collaboration Roundtable was a discussion in small 
groups of two questions: 1) What international collaboration is your institution currently 
involved with? and 2) What other collaboration would be desirable?

Among the types of international collaboration currently under way:
Sending books overseas
Attending international conferences
Providing ILL services in return for publications
Supporting the work of the Th eological Book Network
Staff  exchanges

Additional collaboration mentioned:
Staff  training
Develop regional theological library associations (e.g., Caribbean)
Improved access to materials published in the non-Western world

Th e International Collaboration Committee will review these comments at its next 
meeting.

Paul Stuehrenberg, Chair, ATLA International Collaboration Committee

Information Literacy for Ministry
Facilitators: Miranda Bennett (University of Houston Libraries) and Patricia Gillespie (St. 

Mary’s Hospice and Palliative Care)

Th e roundtable discussion began with an introduction of the facilitators—Miranda Bennett, 
Program Director for Collections at the University of Houston Libraries, and the Rev. Patricia 

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Gillespie, Spiritual Care Coordinator for St. Mary’s Hospice and Palliative Care in Virginia, 
Minnesota—followed by a request that attendees think of a scenario in which a graduate of 
their school might need information literacy while working in some type of ministry. Several 
participants told the group about their scenarios, which included a pastor facing a crisis in 
the congregation, such as a suicide or a child’s death, and needing pastoral care and worship 
resources; a minister needing how-to information about demographic research to learn more 
about his church’s community; and a pastor confronting a parishioner’s abuse situation and 
looking for local resources to help her. We also contributed scenarios from hospice chaplain 
work, such as a situation in which a chaplain needed to fi nd information very quickly about 
Conservative Jewish views on organ donation. 

 Th ese scenarios all made clear the underlying motivation behind the session: information 
literacy needs in the ministry fi eld can be very diff erent from those in the seminary 
classroom.

 We provided a brief overview of information literacy as a concept, based on the Association 
of College & Research Libraries (ACRL) Information Literacy Competency Standards for 
Higher Education. We noted that some library organizations, such as the Literatures in 
English Section, the Science and Technology Section, and the Anthropology and Sociology 
Section (all of ACRL), have developed discipline-specifi c information literacy standards, which 
include such features as naming specifi c resources in the discipline, discussing the “structure of 
information” or information production in the discipline, describing methodologies used in 
the discipline, and citing specifi c examples of information use in the discipline. Attendees were 
referred to the specifi c information literacy standards for further information (see resource list 
below).

 We also off ered a brief literature review, with no claim that it was comprehensive. Attendees 
received a short bibliography (see below), which featured studies of the information use and 
habits of pastoral clergy, as well as articles advising how to implement information literacy 
programs in seminaries and other theological education programs. Neither the articles nor the 
book list really brings together the idea of information literacy and the practical exigencies of 
ministry.

 Th e remainder of the session was spent discussing the fi ve basic parts of the ACRL 
information literacy standards (identify an information need, fi nd and access information, 
evaluate information, use information, and observe ethical principles in information use) in 
terms of practical ministry scenarios.  

 In the conversation about identifying information needs, we talked about how ministers 
need information for specifi c purposes (broadly categorized as preaching, pastoral care, and 
administration) and to maintain current awareness, both of theology and ministry and of 
general news. Participants were also interested in working on eff ective ways to help people in 
ministry address information needs related to religious and cultural diversity.

 Th e discussion of ministers’ needs to fi nd and access information brought up a signifi cant 
issue: the information environment of a seminarian is likely very diff erent from that of a pastor, 
chaplain, or missionary. Participants contributed useful suggestions for addressing this issue, 
such as pointing students to resources that will remain available to them after graduation (e.g., 
ATLAS® for Alums or databases provided by a state library consortium) and creating online 
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guides to fi nding such resources. Also related to this element of information literacy is the 
importance of a minister’s personal library, so we talked about the possibility of working with 
both students and local or denominational clergy on personal collection development and 
management skills.

 Evaluating information is a key part of information literacy and raises some interesting 
questions for librarians helping students prepare for ministry. In particular, because they will 
likely rely heavily on online resources in their professional lives, ministers need skills and 
tools for fi nding reliable information on the internet. We also introduced the question of how 
commitment to religious truth could change the way one evaluates information.

Th e use of information and the question of ethics, the fourth and fi fth parts of the ACRL 
standards, blurred together in our discussion, and participants talked in particular about how 
the ethical use of information fi gures into preaching. Because preachers communicate through 
the spoken rather than the written word and seldom include formal footnotes in their sermons, 
the issue of appropriate attribution is complicated. Additionally, some pastors have no problem 
with others using their work but are unaware of how to indicate that, as with, for example, a 
Creative Commons license. We also discussed how a clergy person’s authority infl uences—or 
ought to infl uence—how he or she uses information.

We hope the lively discussion in this session will inspire many interesting and worthwhile 
projects, perhaps including:

Working with faculty to make current syllabi and bibliographies available online and 
publicizing these resources to alumni/ae and other interested groups.
Adding discussion of the post-seminary information environment to instruction 
sessions.
Conducting surveys, focus groups, or other information-gathering projects of alumni/
ae and/or other clergy groups to determine their information needs and interests.
Developing online resource guides (e.g., LibGuides or a wiki) on topics of special 
interest to ministers (e.g., pastoral care, preaching).
Setting up and maintaining a blog about information resources for pastoral clergy 
(could be a group blog maintained by several librarians or by librarians and clergy; 
could also include guest postings from clergy).
Collaborating with faculty to incorporate information literacy instruction into practical 
ministry courses and assignments.
Facilitating discussion programs for students or other groups about ethical use of 
information in ministry.
Providing workshops for students or other groups about collection development and 
management of personal or congregational libraries.
Off ering outreach or continuing education programs (such as those described above) 
to denominational or local groups or conferences (e.g., community ministerial 
organizations, clergy conferences, diocesan conventions).
Working with vendors to enable aff ordable access to resources for individual ministers 
or denominational organizations.
Creating online tutorials for information literacy skills and knowledge needed by 
ministers.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Beginning a process within ATLA to defi ne formal information literacy standards for 
prospective ministers.

Selected Bibliography
Brown, Lyn. “Th e Design of an Information Literacy Program at a Non-Traditional 

Seminary.” Journal of Religious & Th eological Information 3.1 (2000): 39-83.

Gragg, Douglas L. “Information Literacy in Th eological Education.”  Th eological Education 
40.1 (2004): 99-111.

Tanner, Th omas M. What Ministers Know: A Qualitative Study of Pastors as Information 
Professionals. Metuchen, NJ, and London: Th e American Th eological Library 
Association and Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1994.

Teske, Boris. “Introducing ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards to Graduate 
Schools of Th eology.” Journal of Religious & Th eological Education 5.3/4 (2002): 29-57.

Wicks, Donald A. “Th e Information-Seeking Behavior of Pastoral Clergy: A Study of the 
Interaction of Th eir Work Worlds and Work Roles.”  Library & Information Science 
Research 21.2 (1999): 205-26.

Information Literacy Resources
ACRL  Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education: http://www.

ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/standards/informationliteracycompetency.cfm

Information Literacy Standards for Science and Engineering/Technology: http://www.ala.
org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/standards/infolitscitech.cfm

Research Competency Guidelines for Literatures in English: http://www.ala.org/ala/
mgrps/divs/acrl/standards/researchcompetenciesles.cfm

 Information Literacy Standards for Anthropology and Social Science Students: http://
www.acrl.org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/standards/anthro_soc_standards.cfm

ACRL Instruction Section Information Literacy in the Disciplines: http://www.acrl.org/
ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/about/sections/is/projpubs/infolitdisciplines/index.cfm

Medical Library Association Health Information Literacy: http://www.mlanet.org/
resources/healthlit/

Facilitator Contact Information
Miranda Bennett: mhenry4@uh.edu
Pat Gillespie: pat@motherfl ash.com

Koha: the Southeastern Experience
Facilitator: Joanna Hause (Southeastern University) 

Southeastern University migrated from Horizon to an open source ILS, Koha, in July 
2008. Th e library closed at 8:30 p.m. on Sunday and reopened Monday morning at 7:30 a.m. 

•
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with a completely new catalog. We migrated approximately 100,000 bibliographic records and 
all the authority records associated with those records. Th e online catalog and staff  functions 
operated as we expected they would. Th e MARC records were instrumental in this process, 
allowing us to go from a legacy system to an open source system.

Th e catalog and staff  functions are completely web-based and hosted by LibLime. We 
do not require any support from our campus IT department. [Th is was a requirement 
of any ILS that we would choose.]
Our ongoing annual fee is slightly lower than our annual Horizon fee had been. 
Migration costs were signifi cantly lower.
Technical support is provided by LibLime as part of our contract. Th ere is an 800 
number and email access. Email works best: we receive an acknowledgement email 
within an hour with a work number, then another email within 24 hours letting 
us know the status of the issue. We have two people assigned to us that handle the 
majority of our issues.
Online help manuals are written by Nicole Engard and are excellent (http://koha.
org/documentation/manual/3.2).
Koha doesn’t contain “modules” like other systems. All functions are included as part 
of the total package.
Th e cataloging functionality is very poor. Since we catalog in OCLC and batch load 
our records, we decided before implementation that this was not an issue for us. Th ere 
is a new product, Biblios, which was supposed to be available to us in October 2008. 
It is now in beta testing and should be incorporated into Koha possibly by the end of 
2009. 
Batch loading of OCLC records works very well. Th ere is also an “undo import into 
catalog” function which will delete an entire batch if necessary. We’ve used it several 
times. 
Th ere is no “batch delete” function for deleting multiple individual items from the 
catalog.
Th ere is no capability to import authority records into our catalog. (We can manually 
enter them if we choose.) Th is is supposed to be fi xed in an upgrade scheduled to 
be released in December 2009. We’re not sure how we will address this for name or 
subject headings that have been added since July 2008 that don’t have authorities in 
our system. 
If there is an existing authority, new names or subjects do not automatically link to 
it unless we manually manipulate the data. Clicking on a hyperlinked heading in a 
record will only fi nd those records that were part of the initial migration. A specifi c 
search will fi nd all records with a particular heading, even if they’re not linked to the 
authority.
Overlays do not work effi  ciently.
Editing records is okay, although the display screen is very cumbersome and requires 
multiple mouse clicks to get through an entire record. Saving the record is slow and 
requires multiple clicks on the “save” button before it actually saves. LibLime can 
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duplicate the problem but can’t fi gure out what’s going on because all other “save” 
functions in the system work as they should.
Currently the only subject headings that display in the OPAC are the 650s. So any 
600s, 610s, 630s, 651s, etc. do not display, although they are searchable and materials 
can be found. Th is was reported to LibLime in September 2008; it is still not fi xed. 
Th e serials function has not worked well for us. We discontinued its use and are waiting 
on a future upgrade. We do import bib records for our journals but our holdings 
information is limited to a date range rather than individual issues.
Acquisitions does not work in a way that is helpful to us. We are waiting for a fi x on 
this as well. 
We have been able to utilize the 449 local series note much better in Koha than in 
Horizon (we shared Horizon with eight other libraries; it was a complicated process 
for us and often either did not work or was never indexed). New 449s are indexed into 
our catalog within fi ve minutes of entry.
We have not been able to track withdrawn materials because we lost this ability when 
we left Horizon. We are experimenting with a new process this summer to see if we 
can fi nd a way to track withdrawals. [We did write a report to get this information 
and it does work.]
Reports are done in SQL. However, the way SQL works in Koha is diff erent from 
standard SQL queries. We spent 90 minutes one morning trying to write a report 
to fi nd the one item we had withdrawn; we never did get it right. Th e three Florida 
libraries share any successful reports we’re able to write with the others because it takes 
so long to design them.
We looked briefl y at the OPAC displays for Southeastern, Florida Southern, and 
Clearwater Christian. Th ey can be customized by the local librarians and don’t require 
IT assistance. 

Th e Open Library Environment Project
Facilitator: Luba Zakharov (Duke University Divinity School Library)

Th e Open Library Environment Project is a Mellon-funded project meant to convene 
the academic library community in a design of an open library management system built on 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). 

Th e discussion began with an introduction to the SOA approach to designing an integrated 
library system (ILS). SOA is an approach that provides access to functions and data that are 
appropriately exposed to other components (applications, devices, networks). It does this 
by using open interoperability protocols with the goal of connecting simple and complex 
systems. Th is is new for libraries. Why make this kind of change now? Several reasons: 1) the 
inadequacies in the current ILS; 2) the ways that patrons use the library collections is changing; 
3) the collections are changing—many are now born digital. 

Th e OLE Project stands in the gap between the current ILS systems and the Open Source 
options like Koha. Th e OLE Project will use interoperability protocols in a way that will 
connect both simple and complex systems. Th is interoperability is central to OLE’s approach 
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to leveraging enterprise systems (the business systems that are part of a larger university) with 
library content. Th e fi nal goal is to develop a system that integrates enterprise systems (like 
campus identity management systems) with, for example, student service systems, fi nancial 
and purchasing systems and other institutional enterprise systems with library functions. 

On the library side, OLE seeks to curate and preserve library content, making it more 
openly accessible. In doing this, the OLE project hopes to redefi ne the old catalog by defi ning 
new functionality. A short comparison between the OCLC WorldCat Local library system and 
OLE Project was presented as part of the discussion. 

Th e questions we considered included how this open access might aff ect workfl ow. 
Th e concerns raised included questions of control over institutional records, and how the 
library would present this kind of large-scale project to the college, university, or seminary 
administration. Th e twenty-three people that attended the session provided a wide array of 
perspectives, and the session ended with referring those who were interested in the project to 
the OLE Project website: http://oleproject.org/.

Personality Assessment Tools for Library Staff  
Facilitator: Eric Friede (Yale University Divinity Library)

Eric Friede opened the session by reviewing the experience of the Yale University Divinity 
Library staff  with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) personality assessment tool. 
He described the experience of the seventeen staff  at the library who took the test and who 
discussed the results at a retreat in 2007. Th e retreat focused on the application of the MBTI 
in the workplace and how the results applied to working on teams. He also described a second 
retreat in 2008 where the same staff  focused on the MBTI as it applied to communication. 
He anonymously presented the results of the test and showed how the library staff  had mostly 
tested as types that are uncommon among the general population. Mr. Friede made the point 
that a library using any personality assessment tool must have a trained consultant available 
to facilitate the use of the tool and the subsequent discussion and analysis. He described his 
experience as a manager and how the MBTI had or had not been useful in his management 
of library staff .

Th e session continued with a lively discussion of the experience of attendees with the MBTI 
and with other personality assessment tools used in the workplace. People shared their opinions 
about which tools worked for their library. Th ey also shared ideas about resources that might 
be helpful to anyone interested in understanding more about how various personality types 
play out in the workplace. Seventeen people plus the facilitator attended the roundtable.

Second Annual NACO Roundtable
Facilitator: Judy Knop (ATLA)

Fourteen people met to discuss the current NACO Funnel program. Requirements and 
benefi ts of the program were described for the benefi t of those who were not current NACO 
members. Talk then turned to the new members’ website and how the NACO group site 
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could be used to help NACO members. Suggestions included a list of useful resources, with 
annotations suggesting how that resource could be used, and a compilation of answers from 
LC to questions posed by members of the NACO funnel.

Shelf Ready for Real
Facilitator: Eric Friede (Yale University Divinity Library) 

Th e facilitator, Eric Friede, opened the session by reviewing the experience of the Yale 
University Divinity Library with two diff erent vendors of shelf-ready services over eight years. 
He also presented in detail the workfl ow for the shelf-ready books from YBP used at the 
library for both fi rm orders and approvals. He described how the implementation of shelf-
ready had aff ected the work of staff  in the technical services department at the library. Mr. 
Friede concluded that the Yale University Divinity Library’s experience with shelf-ready books 
from YBP was predominantly positive. He also recommended that attendees considering shelf-
ready services do a pilot study to determine if the vendor would be able to meet their library’s 
specifi c needs. Th e session continued with a lively discussion of the pros and cons of shelf-
ready services. Mr. Friede also fi elded a number of questions about the specifi c procedures put 
in place at his library and the value of the services as a whole. Seven people plus the facilitator 
attended the roundtable.
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Enhancing Bibliographic Records 
by

Elizabeth Madson, Member Services Librarian, Missouri Library 
Network Corporation 

Summary
An overview of OCLC’s Enhance Program was presented to encourage catalog librarians to 

contribute to the quality control of OCLC’s WorldCat database as a rewarding responsibility. 
Terminology was reviewed to highlight diff erences between cataloging options and subscription 
costs. Cataloging authorization levels were defi ned to emphasize related record actions based 
on those levels, including Search, Limited, Full, and the Specialized authorization level, under 
which OCLC’s Regular Enhance Program operates. 

Examples of changes to master bibliographic records were shared, noting diff erences in the 
four functions of Edit, Upgrade, Enrich, and Enhance. Additionally, attention was given to 
the diff erences in bibliographic record Encoding Levels, specifi cally Abbreviated-level records, 
Minimal-level records, Core-level records, and Full-level records. 

OCLC’s Fiscal Year 2010 credits were highlighted to inform catalog librarians of the off set 
to their subscription costs when creating original bibliographic or Level 3 records, or Enriching, 
Enhancing, or Upgrading master bibliographic records.

OCLC’s history of the Enhance program was reviewed to emphasize continued eff orts at 
improving the quality of the WorldCat database, including the current Expert Community 
Experiment. Diff erences between the Experiment and the Enhance Program were 
communicated. 

Th e session ended with a lively discussion amongst attendees when several Enhance Program 
participants shared their positive experiences, from the ease with which the Enhance process 
became part of their cataloging workfl ow to the increased sense of professional contribution 
and satisfaction that was gained by participating in OCLC’s Enhance Program. 

Resources
OCLC Cataloging Authorization Levels for Record Actions and Upgrades: http://www.

oclc.org/support/documentation/connexion/client/catalogingauthorizationlevels.pdf

OCLC Bibliographic Formats and Standards 2.4: http://www.oclc.org/bibformats/en/
onlinecataloging/default.shtm#BCGGBAFC 

OCLC Enhance Requirements and Application Instructions: http://www.oclc.org/
support/documentation/worldcat/records/enhancerequirements/default.htm

OCLC Enhance Evaluation Procedure: http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/
worldcat/records/enhanceevaluation/default.htm

OCLC Enhance Training Outline: http://www.oclc.org/support/training/worldcat/
enhanceoutline/default.htm
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RDA Update
by

Judy Knop, ATLA Representative to CC:DA

After reviewing the principles of the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records 
(FRBR) and its embodiment in Resource: Description and Access (RDA), the group debated 
which elements of the description belonged on an expression record and which belonged on a 
manifestation record. This discussion led to an examination of what constituted a new related 
work rather than a new expression of the existing work. The group then heard about the 
differences from the current cataloging code, AACR2, and tried their hand at applying those 
new guidelines.
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Digitally Conserving a Cultural Heritage—
Th e Museum of the Nigerian Baptist Th eological Seminary

Presented by Margaret Tarpley, Senior Associate in Surgery, Vanderbilt 
University; Shirley Gunn, Director of Publications, Nigerian Baptist 

Convention; D’Anna Shotts, Library Director, Kaduna Baptist 
Th eological Seminary 

Th e poster depicted the process involved in photographing, digitizing, and then adding 
this Nigerian Baptist Th eological Seminary special collection of West African religious artifacts 
to the Aluka database that is dedicated to conserving the African cultural heritage.  

E-portfolios: Tools for Assessment
Presented by Pat Ziebart, Reference and Electronic Services Librarian, 

Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University; Jennifer Bartholomew, 
Electronic Services Librarian, Luther Seminary Library

Th e new ATS Handbook of Accreditation speaks of collecting information related to 
achieving the school’s stated curricular goals. “Collecting information” includes gathering 
artifacts of student work and observations of student behaviors as well as having students take 
special tests or respond to surveys.” (21) Artifacts suggested might be class papers or projects, 
personal reading lists, observations of team work, performance on ordination reviews, etc. In 
the world of digital scholarship, artifacts might also include Powerpoint presentations, videos 
of preaching, or personal blog entries. How is it possible to “collect” this signifi cant evidence 
that our schools are eff ectively helping students mature as religious leaders? One possibility is 
electronic portfolios.

Th is study sought to survey the current and near future adoption of e-portfolios in 
theological schools and to gain information related to their goals and implementation.

Th e Study Method
Survey through Survey Monkey (online)
Invitation to ATS Ed Tech list and ATLANTIS listserv
Collected responses in April and May, 2009
Questions on:

use
goals
administration
tools
implementation process
benefi ts and challenges

Forty-eight responses received  
Eliminating errors and combining responses from same school left 38

•
•
•
•
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Nine follow-up telephone interviews
Not formally coded, but raised important points to consider (See Issues and 
Questions frame)

E Portfolio Use (38 institutions responded)
Currently Using 8
Coming Soon 8
Want to Learn More 17
No Interest 5

What e-port platform do you 
use/plan to use? School

Blackboard Content System Regent University School of Divinity
CAMS Northern Seminary
CAMS Covenant Th eological Seminary
ClassesV2, Yale’s Blackboard-like platform Yale Divinity School
Exabis e-portfolio within Moodle Graduate Th eological Union
In-house system / Homegrown Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary
Internally created software Central Baptist Th eological Seminary
LiveText Kenrick-Glennon Seminary
Moodle Asbury Th eological Seminary
Moodle Saint Paul School of Th eology
Sakai Gordon-Conwell Th eological Seminary
Sakai United Th eological Seminary
TaskStream Trinity International University
WordPress MultiUser with Changes/
Additions Grand Rapids Th eological Seminary

Who administers the e-port process?
Faculty decides, web administrator builds, sets up
Webmaster
Online Instructional Support (OIS) Offi  ce
Professor
MTS Coordinator, faculty who want to use it
TaskStream, though our primary account holder for TS works within our Education 
Dept.
ITS, Academics and Faculty 
Possibly hiring someone to work with this project

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Our programmers
IT Dept in conjunction with the Dean’s Offi  ce.
Likely Ministry Formation faculty (as they care for the capstone course)
IT, faculty and students
Director of Assessment
Individual instructors for specifi c courses
To Be Determined

Who trains students in their use?
Faculty in an fi rst semester required course
I do, with webmaster’s help
OIS and tutorial videos
Student Workers
Individual advisors
TaskStream
Diverse people and programs
Info Commons and Student Advisors
We don’t know yet!
Likely Ministry Formation faculty, with the assistance of Electronic Communications
Ed tech and/or Distance Learning Department
Coordinator of Instructional Technology
Individual instructors
No one
To Be Determined

Who answers questions and troubleshoots?
Web administrator/usually registrar offi  ce or individual campus AA/faculty, web 
administrator, library staff 
Webmaster
Staff  member at Central’s main campus
OIS and University IT Helpdesk
Supervisor & Student Workers
Individual advisors or online learning instructor, librarian
TaskStream
Same as those who administer
Info Commons (student support center)
IT Dept.
Likely the Director of Electronic Communications
Help Desk, IT, ED Tech and distance learning help
Coordinator of Instructional Technology
Individual instructors
No one
To Be Determined

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Benefi ts
Useful in accreditation process 
Time and money have been saved in using e-portfolios, and with the ability to 
create templates for the programs, the transition has been relatively easy. As with 
any technology, some people learn quickly, while others have diffi  culty. We have 
been fortunate in having very few who needed repeated assistance with building a 
portfolio. 
Th e benefi ts are 

student assessment of their work,
documentation of course work, 
opportunity for peer evaluation and collaboration, and
shared responsibility for learning between instructor and student.

I think the benefi t is that we have one for those who want to use it.
Students like it, faculty…like it; it seems to work.

Challenges
Th ey take a lot of time to set up and require some creative planning if you are using a 
system that was not designed specifi cally for e-portfolios (such as Moodle).
Problems occur when students assume that online learning is optional or when 
students poorly manage their time.
Getting total faculty buy-in has been a challenge. Keeping students involved in the 
process throughout their learning process has been a challenge. Utilizing the data for 
assessment has been a real challenge.
Student adoption...  Faculty adoption...  Correct posting/uploading of content...
Th e biggest problems are lack of school-wide use and the fact that Exabis isn’t the 
best e-portfolio package.
Pulling out the data (locally developed tool)

Issues and Questions

A. Conceptual Development
What are the goals? Who is responsible to design?
Is the content academic and/or spiritual development? What balance?
Will artifacts be uniformly required and/or chosen freely by students?
Is there ongoing benefi t to students? e.g., Showcase for employers or Record of 
lifelong learning?

B. Software Development
Commercial or Open Source? If Open Source, who will code & install?
What’s the cost and to whom?
What fi le formats are supported? Is there a quota?
What provisions for security? For FERPA compliance?
How is access provided to advisors, assessors, others?
Can the e-port be taken by the student upon graduation?
How will data be aggregated and analyzed for institutional assessment?

•
•

•
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C. Implementation
Who will communicate with and train all stakeholders?
Who will trouble shoot?
Who will update software and maintain server?

Examples of E-portfolios
http://eportfolio.grts.cornerstone.edu/adrielmorgan/
http://eportfolio.grts.cornerstone.edu/ericschlukebir/
ηττπ://επορτφολιο.γρτσ.χορνερστονε.εδυ/ϕασονμψερσ/
Grand Rapids Framework for Assessment (see graphic, page 266)

Resources on Electronic Portfolios (E-ports)
Th ere are so many articles, websites, and tools available on electronic portfolios that an up-
to-date, comprehensive bibliography has yet to be compiled, even by e-port’s most ardent 
supporters. Listed below are three websites that serve as portals for helpful information and 
three specifi c articles with tips for the success of an e-port implementation.

Websites 
Association for Authentic Experiential and Evidence-Based Learning (AAEEBL)
http://www.aaeebl.org/
Th is new professional organization “is a global academic association working toward new 
designs in learning and assessment, increasing connections among the portfolio community, 
and building the new learning enterprise.”  Th eir website has a good list of resources.

e-port consortium • http://www.eportconsortium.org/
“Th e Electronic Portfolio Consortium, or ePortConsortium, is an association of individuals 
from 68 countries and more than 800 higher educational and IT commercial institutions 
from around the world, a group of people interested in the development of academic 
ePortfolio software systems and the establishment of interoperability standards for such 
systems.”  Th ough this organization has transitioned some of its work to AAEEBL,  it still 
has many helpful resources on the website and a newly instituted listserv with RSS feed for 
communication purposes.

Helen Barrett • http://www.electronicportfolios.org/
Dr. Helen Barrett, is an emerita education professor from the University of Alaska and an 
early advocate of e-ports who continues to be an important voice.  Her site has helpful 
general information, including a list of available commercial tools.

Articles 
Himpsl, Klaus, and Baumgartner, Peter. “Evaluation of E-Portfolio Software” International 

Journal of Emerging Technologies in Learning (iJET) [Online], Volume 4 Number 1 (26 
February 2009): 16-22. Th is study is a thorough, structured analysis of the top tools 
and platforms available. http://online-journals.org/i-jet/article/view/831/840 (accessed 
June 11, 2009—requires registration) or http://online-journals.org/i-jet/article/
viewArticle/831 

•
•
•

•
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•
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Jafari, Ali. “ Th e “Sticky” ePortfolio System: Tackling Challenges and Identifying 
Attribute” EDUCAUSE Review [Online], vol. 39, Number 4 (July/August 2004): 
38–49. Th is article discusses three essential focuses for a successful e-port project: 
conceptual design; software design; and implementation plan.  Th is is a very good place 
to start for those considering an e-portfolio implementation. http://www.educause.
e d u / E D U C AU S E + Re v i e w / E D U C AU S E Re v i e w Ma g a z i n e Vo l u m e 3 9 /
TheStickyePortfolioSystemTackl/157912 (accessed June 12, 2009) 

Ring, Gail, Barbara Weaver, and James H. (Jim) Jones.  “Electronic Portfolios:  Engaged 
Students Create Multimedia-Rich Artifacts” Journal of the Research Center for Educational 
Technology [Online]. Volume 4 Number 2 (Fall, 2008): 103-114. Th ough not from a 
theological education context, this article broadens ideas of the types of artifacts used 
in e-ports and discusses factors infl uencing student participation. http://www.rcetj.
org/?type=art&id=90071& (accessed June 12, 2009)

ICT Literacy and Library Anxiety
Presented by Terry Robertson, Seminary Librarian, Andrews University; Lauren 

Matacio, Instruction Librarian, Andrews University 

Within the Seminary student population, there is a dramatic range of ICT literacy 
competencies. Th e poster graphically displayed the range of competencies, and compared 
Seminary students with other student groups. Th e poster also graphically displayed the 
correlation with Library Anxiety survey fi ndings. Implications for library instruction methods 
were suggested. 

Integrating Electronic Journals into a Th eological Library’s Collection 
Presented by Lisa Gonzales, Electronic Resources Librarian, Catholic Th eological Union 

Opportunities for integrating electronic resources into OPACs have grown in recent years, 
and the development of open URL off ers the possibility of more seamless access to electronic 
journals across the Internet. Th is poster described how Catholic Th eological Union’s library 
implemented the SFX link resolver while also trying to integrate electronic journal holdings 
into the OPAC. Th e goal of this ongoing project is to prevent either print or electronic journal 
holdings from being viewed in isolation by library patrons, and to make it easier to fi nd the 
actual text of an article from whatever access point a patron might start. Besides the technical 
aspects of implementing a link resolver like SFX, the library had to consider what kinds of 
policies and procedures would be needed to make the process of selecting electronic resources 
and making them accessible a regular part of the library’s work.
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Lutheran Librarians

Contact Person: Bruce Eldevik
Address:  Luther Seminary Library
   2481 Como Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55108
Phone:  651.641.3226
Fax:   651.641.3280
E-mail:  beldevik@luthersem.edu

Th e Lutheran Librarians meeting was held Friday, June 19, in the Jeff erson D meeting room 
of the Millennium Hotel. Seventeen librarians representing ten ATLA institutions attended. 
Eric Stancliff , Public Services Librarian, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, served as convener. 

Initial discussion revolved around the inclusion of Lutheran journals in the Religion 
Database. Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, announced that the retrospective indexing and the 
inclusion of full text of Concordia Journal has been completed back to its fi rst issue in 1975 
and now appears in its entirety in the RDB. Dennis Norlin reviewed ATLA’s policy regarding 
retrospective indexing and past support from ATLA member libraries. ATLA is evaluating 
older, ceased journals as candidates for inclusion in ATLAS.

Th e remainder of the meeting was devoted to customary round robin reporting by attendees 
of news and events of interest from their respective institutions. Highlights included ground 
breaking for the construction of a new library on the campus of Concordia Seminary, Ft. 
Wayne and the completion of fi lming of Lutheran mission material at Yale Divinity Library. 
At the conclusion of the meeting, Robert Roethemeyer indicated he would serve as convener 
for the 2010 meeting in Louisville.

 Submitted by Bruce Eldevik

Presbyterian and Reformed Librarians

Contact Person: Jeff  Siemon
Address:  McAlister Library, Fuller Th eological Seminary
   135 N. Oakland Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91182
Phone:  626-584-5221
Fax:   626-584-5627
E-mail:  jsiemon@fuller.edu
Contact Person: Sara J. Myers
Address:  John Bulow Campbell Library, Columbia Th eological Seminary
   Box 520, Decatur, GA 30031-0520
Phone:  404-687-4547
Fax:   404-687-4687
E-mail:  myerss@ctsnet.edu
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Twenty-three members attended the annual meeting which was held on Friday, June 19, 
2009 at 4:30 PM in the Millennium Hotel, St. Louis, MO. Th e group was pleased to welcome 
several new members who were appointed to positions during the past year.

Jeff  Siemon was elected chair for the 2009 meeting; Sara Myers was elected secretary for 
2009. Sara Myers will serve as chair for the 2010 meeting.

Members exchanged information about what has been happening in their libraries and at 
their seminaries recently. Many reported about the impact of budgetary conditions and how 
they are dealing with the resulting challenges. Other news included: Covenant is serving as one 
of the offi  cial hosts for the 2009 ATLA conference; Fuller dedicated a new library building; 
McCormick is trying to sell their administrative building; McCormick placed its rare book 
collection on permanent loan at the Newberry Library in Chicago; Union is converting tapes 
by Tillich and Niebuhr to MP3 format; and Columbia purchased special software to process 
the archival collections received from Montreat.

Everyone was encouraged to subscribe to the Presbyterian and Reformed Denominational 
Group List on the ATLA website. (See www.atla.com/member/atlantis_dicussion groups/p-
rlibrarians/html.) 

Roman Catholic Librarians

Contact Person: Laura P. Olejnik
Address:  Cardinal Beran Library
   University of St. Th omas Graduate School of Th eology
   9845 Memorial Drive, Houston, TX 77024-3407
Phone:  713.686-4345 x248
Fax:   713.681-7550
E-mail:  olejnik@stthom.edu

In attendance: Alan Krieger, Ron Crown, Phil O’Neill, Lisa Gonzalez, Lorraine Olley, 
Zach Ott, Kristof Decoorne, Andre Paris, Angela Morris, Sara Baron, Jan Malcheski, Tony 
Amodeo, Carissa Creed Hernandez, Stephen Sweeney, Clay-Edward Dixon, Curt LeMay, Cecil 
R. White, Lois Guebert, Michael Bradford, Pat Lyons, Cait Kokolus, Elyse Hayes, Melody 
McMahon, Dan Kolb, Laura Olejnik. Members new to the Atlarc list: Kristof Decoorne, 
Zach Ott, Sara Baron, Angela Morris

Th e meeting was called to order by the chair, Laura Olejnik, at 4:30 p.m. Th e fi rst order 
of business was a presentation by Melody McMahon on the project to create an updated, 
digital version of James Patrick McCabe’s Critical Guide to Catholic Reference Books. Copyright 
permission for the project has been obtained from McCabe, who is the copyright holder. 
A wiki has been created for the project. Th e fi rst stage of the project will be to get multiple 
persons to volunteer to upload and correct a digital copy of the 3rd print edition of McCabe. 
(Th anks to Cait Kokolus for getting text scanned.) Members of the ATLA RC group were 
asked to volunteer to be responsible for a section of the text. Melody distributed instructions 
which have since been posted to the Atlarc list. Th e deadline for completing the fi rst part of 
the project is September 1. 
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After Melody’s presentation and the discussion of the McCabe project, attendees 
introduced themselves. Alan Krieger reported on the progress of the Catholic Portal over the 
last year. Th e Catholic Portal is the leading project of the Catholic Research Resources Alliance 
(CRRA). CRRA is a collaborative eff ort initiated by 8 or 9 Catholic colleges and universities to 
promote the discovery of resources electronically by librarians, archivists, researchers, scholars 
interested in the Catholic experience, and the general public. Th e Catholic Research Resources 
Portal provides access to rare, unique or infrequently held materials in academic libraries and 
seminaries’ special collections and archives. Recent CRRA developments include adopting 
VuFind as the archive indexer and hiring Pat Lawton (plawton@nd.edu) as digital projects 
librarian. Alan mentioned that VuFind is limited to Marc records. CRRA is also proposing that 
all libraries and archives wishing to have material included in the Portal digital collection pay a 
fee to do so. Th e amount and nature of such fees has yet to be determined.

Cait Kokolus reported on developments with CPLI. CPLI board has approved indexing 
appropriate online only publications. Problems with getting journals to share free copies of 
their issues with CPLI was discussed, as were prospects and problems of indexing foreign 
language journals, especially those published in Latin America. Th e possibility of securing 
grant money to support indexing was also discussed. Lorraine Olley volunteered for a two-year 
term as chair of the ATLA RC group, and Laura was thanked for her work as chair over the 
past two years. All group members were encouraged to sign up for and use the Atlarc list.Th e 
meeting adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 

Submitted by Daniel Kolb

United Church of Christ Librarians

Contact Person: Rev. Richard R. Berg
Address:   Philip Schaff  Library, Lancaster Th eological Seminary
   555 West James St., Lancaster, PA 17603
Phone:   717.290.8704
E-mail:   rberg@lancasterseminary.edu

Eight persons gathered for the United Church of Christ Librarians denominational meeting 
during the 2009 ATLA annual conference in St. Louis. Discussion centered around current 
activities and programs at each library and institution including implications of the current 
economic situation and its eff ect on budget. Among issues discussed were how libraries provide 
access to electronic journals, ways in which lists of archival holdings in each library can be 
shared, and the importance of the listserv for communicating with each other and off ering 
duplicate UCC and predecessor denominational materials. Th anks and appreciation were 
expressed to Allen Mueller upon his retirement as Director of the Luhr Library at Eden 
Th eological Seminary, St. Louis, for his contributions to the group and to ATLA. 

Submitted by Richard R. Berg, convener
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Worship in the Catholic Tradition: 
Th ursday, June 18, 2009

Solemn Morning Prayer 
for the Th ursday of the 11

th 

Week of the Year 
American Th eological Library Association Conference 

Saint Louis, Missouri Th e Old Cathedral  

Msgr. James Ramacciotti, presider 
Th e ATLA Choir, Seth Kasten, director 
Mary Beth Wittry, organist

Organ Prelude 
Pastorale Joel Martinson
“Th e Peace May be Exchanged” Daniel Locklair 

Introit 
Sicut Cervus G.P. da Palestrina 
 (ca. 1525-1594) 
Sicut cervus desiderat ad fontes aquarum, 
ita desiderat anima mea ad te, Deus. 

As the deer longs for running water, 
so longs my soul for Th ee, O God.

Invitatory
Presider God, come to my assistance. Lord, make haste to help me. 
 Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit.
All As it was in the beginning, is now, and will be forever,
 Amen. Alleluia.

All Creatures of Our God and King
All creatures of our God and King, Lift up your voice and with us sing:
Alleluia! Alleluia! O burning sun with golden beam
And silver morn with softer gleam: O praise him! O praise him!
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!

O rushing wind and breezes soft, O clouds that ride the winds aloft:
O praise him! Alleluia! O rising morn, in praise rejoice.
O lights of ev’ning, fi nd a voice.
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!
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O fl owing waters, pure and clear, Make music for the Lord to hear.
O praise him! Alleluia! O fi re so masterful and bright,
Providing us with warmth and light.
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!

Dear mother earth, who day by day Unfolds rich blessings on our way,
O praise him! Alleluia! Th e fruits and fl ow’rs that verdant grow,
Let them his praise abundant show.
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!

O ev’ry one of tender heart, Forgiving others, take your part,
O praise him! Alleluia! All you who pain and sorrow bear,
Praise God and lay on him your care.
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!

Psalm 87 
Antiphon I

Glorious things are said of you, O city of God. 

Choir  On the holy mountain is his city cherished by the Lord. 
 Th e Lord prefers the gates of Zion To all of Jacob’s dwellings. 
 Of you are told glorious things, O city of God! 

All  “Babylon and Egypt I will count among those who know me; 
 Philistia, Tyre, Ethiopia, these will be her children 
 and Zion shall be called ‘Mother’ for all shall be her children.” 

Choir  It is he, the Lord Most High, who gives each his place. 
 In his register of peoples he writes: “Th ese are her children,” 
 and while they dance they will sing: “In you all fi nd their home.” 

Choir  Glory to the Father and to the Son. and to the Holy Spirit. 

All  As it was in the beginning is now, and will be forever. A-men. 

Repeat Antiphon I

Canticle, Isaiah 40: 10-17
Antiphon II 

Th e Lord, the mighty conquer-or, will come; He will bring with him the prize of victory. 

Choir  Here comes with pow’r the God, who rules by his strong arm; 
 here is his re-ward with him, his recompense be-fore him. 

All  Like a shepherd he feeds his fl ock; 
 In his arms he gathers the lambs, 
 carrying them in his bosom, 
 and leading the ewes with care. 
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Choir Who has cupped in his hand the waters of the sea, 
 and marked off  the heavens with a span? 
 Who has held in a measure the dust of the earth, 
 weighed the mountains in scales 
 and the hills in a balance? 

All  Who has directed the spirit of the Lord, 
 or has instructed him as his counselor?  
 Whom did he consult to gain knowledge? 

Choir Who taught him the path of judgment, 
 or showed him the way of understanding?
 Behold, the nations count as a drop of the bucket, 
 as rust on the scales; 
 the coastlands weigh no more than powder. 

All  Lebanon would not suffi  ce for fuel, 
 nor its animals be enough for holocausts. 
 Before him all the nations are as nought, 
 as nothing and void he accounts them. 

Choir Glory to the Father and to the Son, 
 and to the Holy Spirit. 
 All as it was in the beginning is now, 
 and will be for ever. Amen. Repeat Antiphon II

Psalm 99 
Antiphon III 

Give praise to the Lord our God, bow down before his holy mountain. 

Choir  Th e Lord is king; the peoples tremble. 
 He is throned on the cherubim; the earth quakes. 
 Th e Lord is great in Zion. 
 He is supreme over all the peoples. 
 Let them praise his name, so terrible and great. 
 He is holy, full of power. 

All  You are a king who loves what is right; 
 You have established equity, justice, and right; 
 You have established them in Jacob. 

Choir  Exalt the Lord our God; 
 bow down before Zion, his footstool. He the Lord is holy. 

All  Among his priests were Aaron and Moses, 
 Among those who invoked his name was Samuel. 
 Th ey invoked the Lord and he  answered. 
 To them he spoke in the pillar of cloud. Th ey did his will; they kept the law,
  which he, the Lord, had given. 
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Choir  O Lord our God, you answered them. 
 For them you were a God who for-gives; 
 yet you punished all their off enses. 
 All Exalt the Lord our God; 
 bow down before his ho-ly mountain 
 for the Lord our God is holy.
Choir Glory to the Father, and to the Son, 
 and to the Ho-ly Spirit; 
 as it was in the beginning, is now, 
 and will be for e-ver. A-men. Repeat Antiphon III 

Give praise to the Lord our God, bow down before his ho-ly mountain. 

Reading:  1 Peter 4: 8-11a 
Let your love for one another be constant, for love covers a multitude of sins. 
Be mutually hospitable without complaining. 
As generous distributors of God’s manifold grace, 
put your gifts at the service of one another, each in measure he has received. 
Th e one who serves is to do it with the strength provided by God. 
Th us, in all of you God is to be glorifi ed through Jesus Christ. 

Homily 

Responsory 

Reader: From the depths of my heart I cry to you; hear me, O Lord. 
All: - From the depths of my heart I cry to you; hear me, O Lord. 
Reader: I will do what you desire; 
All:  - hear me, O Lord. 
Reader:  Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit; 
All:  - From the depths of my heart I cry to you; hear me, O Lord

Canticle of Zecharaiah
Blessed be the God of Israel, Th e ever living Lord,
Who comes in pow’r to save his own, His people Israel.
For Israel he raises up Salvation’s tow’r on high
In David’s house, who reigns as king and servant of the Lord.

Th rough holy prophets did he speak his word in days of old.
Th at he would save us from our foes And all who bear us ill. 
To our ancestors did he give His covenant of love;
so with us all he keeps his word in love that knows no end.

Of old he gave his solemn oath to Father Abraham:
His seed a mighty race should be, And bless’d for ever more.
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He vowed to set his people free From Fear of every foe
Th at we might serve him all our days In goodness, love and peace.

O tiny child, your name shall be Th e prophet of the Lord;
Th e way of God you shall prepare to make his coming known.
You shall proclaim to Israel Salvation’s dawning day,
When god shall wipe away all sins in his redeeming love.

Th e rising Sun shall shine on us To bring the light of day
To all who sit in darkest night And shadow of the grave.
Our footsteps God shall safely guide To walk the ways of peace.
His name for ever more be blessed Who lives and loves and reigns.

Intercessions 

Reader: Let us joyfully cry out in thanks to God the Father 
 Whose love guides and nourishes his people; 

All:  May you be glorifi ed, Lord, for all ages. 

Reader:  Most merciful Father, we praise you for your love,

All: - for you wondrously created us and even more wondrously 
 restored us to grace. 

Reader:  At the beginning of this day fi ll our hearts with zeal for serving you, 

All: - so that our thoughts and actions may redound to your glory. 

Reader: Purify our hearts of every evil desire, 
 - make us intent on doing your will. 

All: Open our hearts to the needs of all men, 
 -fi ll us with brotherly love. 

Th e Lord’s Prayer Closing Prayer 
All-powerful and ever-living God, 
shine with the light of your radiance 
on a people who live in the shadow of death. 
Let the dawn from on high break upon us; 
your Son our Lord Jesus Christ, 
who lives and reigns with you and the Holy Spirit, 
one God, for ever and ever. 
Amen. 

Blessing and Dismissal 

Postlude  Basse de Trompette  Clerambault
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Worship in the Pentecostal Tradition 
Friday, June 19, 2009

Call to Worship Rev. Garry Truman, MSBA, MLS, UGST Librarian

Opening Prayer Rev. James A. Littles, Jr., Ph.D., UGST Professor of 
Practical Th eology

Congregational Musical Selection Worship Leader Patrick Dotson, UGST Student

*“When I Th ink About the Lord”
When I think about the Lord
How He saved me, how He raised me
How He fi lled me with the Holy Ghost
How He healed me to the uttermost

When I think about the Lord
How He picked me up, turned me around
How He placed my feet
On solid ground

It makes me wanna shout
Hallelujah, thank you Jesus
Lord, You’re worthy
Of al the glory, all the honor, all the praise

* Written by James Huey, used by permission of CCLI

Prayer Requests Rev. James A. Littles, Jr.

Scripture Reading Numbers 7:62-66
Rev. Jeff rey Bickle, Ph.D. Candidate, UGST Assistant 
Professor of Biblical Studies

Sermon Rev. James A. Littles, Jr.

“Librarian Vocation in Times of Change” • Nehemiah 7:61-66

Th is morning we join together to off er ourselves as “living sacrifi ces”—an act of worship to 
the One who has called us to our work in theological and religious education. 

Our world is fi lled with massive migrations of individuals and families seeking respite 
from oppression, poverty, and perhaps hopelessness. In the United States the migration issue 
has become a politically and socially divisive issue due to the number of undocumented 
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workers. Th is crisis exists under the shadow of twin collapses in our largest city: the World 
Trade Center in 2001 and Wall Street in 2008. Fear associated with permeable borders and 
high unemployment makes those without the right papers to live in threat of discovery and 
deportation at any time.

A look at Israel’s return from Babylonian exile can serve as a lens for our own sense of 
dislocation at this time.

After spending many decades in a foreign land, the door was open for Israel to settle their 
homeland for the second time. Presenting evidence of familial descent was a serious challenge 
facing the migrants. Lay members of the community needed to ascertain their own identity 
against the threat of assimilation. Without knowing their story, their genealogy, they did not 
know who they were or their place as potential settlers in Canaan. For the priestly clan the 
crisis during the time of disorienting change was even more critical: lack of identity could serve 
to bring cultic contamination on all the people. 

Times of nonlinear change invariably challenge us to examine where we are from and 
where we are headed. While strategic planning and assessment rubrics are certainly valued in 
the contemporary theological education enterprise, perhaps exploring our various stories may 
be the more basic need in discovering ways God’s Spirit may be calling us at this time. Yes, 
the Holy Spirit can assist us even in our time of shrinking budgets, exploding technological 
challenges and opportunities, integration of on campus and distance learning programs, and 
uncertainties on how to wisely assist students and faculty in their information literacy needs.

Perhaps I am not the only one in the room who skipped over the genealogies in my reading 
of the Bible. Th e tangle of strange sounding names, various locations, and ‘discrepancies’ 
between the lists of generations cause us to quickly turn the page so the real story can continue. 
In our post modern world we may also be tempted to shy away from genealogies when we 
realize their ability to defi ne relationships, authenticate positions, and consolidate power.1

Ignoring the genealogies, however, may cause us to miss critical components of the story. 
Generation lists are memory devices, provide cause for celebration, and prepare the people 
for the next chapter in the story.2 Genealogies remained fl uid during their oral preservation 
period and became more settled when they were written down. In any case diff erences 
between genealogy lists provide windows through which we can get a glimpse of the writer’s 
self understanding.3 Reading Jesus’ genealogies as presented by Matthew and Luke provide 
an example of the beauty of genealogy diff erences. Th e two evangelists start with diff erent 
beginning points and include diff erent family members in the eff ort to set the stage for their 
respective accounts of Jesus’ life. Matthew chooses a mnemonic device of making three groups 
of 14, yet he chooses to leave the third group incomplete. He also includes several women in 
the genealogy to set the stage for gender as well as cultural integration that will take place in 
the gospel.

Genealogies are a part of the unfolding story plot. In Genesis three genealogies (Abraham, 
Jacob, and Joseph) advance the story while two genealogies (Ishmael and Esau) present a 
truncated story that separates a related people. Exodus and Numbers genealogies gather the 
people in preparation for the journey that looms more important than individuals themselves.4 
Nehemiah’s genealogy, fi nds a diff erent placement than its counter part in Ezra. Nehemiah’s 
genealogy follows the urban renewal project that has focused on rebuilding the Jerusalem’s 
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defense system. As it was an act of God to complete the building of the wall in 52 days, so 
it was an act of God to bring the people home. Undocumented people posed a threat to the 
story.

We too need to revisit our genealogies during times of change. Th is process is similar to 
our annual curriculum vita revision: material is added or deleted depending on the particular 
challenges we face at that specifi c time. In times of radical change this process of genealogy 
revision is begun by asking a simple question, “What in the world is God doing today?” Most 
of our theological traditions suggest the Creator continues to sustain creation. Our task is to 
recognize times of change provide the opportunity to reevaluate our assumptions and recognize 
God is at work beyond our current degree of understanding. Th e follow up question we must 
ask is, “How do we as theological librarians and educators participate in God’s work in the 
world today?” Th is honest refl ection calls to repentance and possibilities for transformation.

Considering our genealogies calls us to care for the past, ourselves, and provide both a 
solid foundation for those who will follow us. Family systems theory helps pastoral care givers 
understand the need to defocus the individual presenting problem and look at the interacting 
relationships that are at work.5 We draw strength and wisdom from the past. We care for 
ourselves in a way that brings wholeness. We also work strategically so that women and men 
will be able to continue the work in future circumstances that are beyond our ability to 
comprehend.

I think this would be a good time to realize our genealogies are often incomplete by 
themselves. Matthew’s genealogy list included women who were outside of the covenant 
people as a means to remind his contemporaries and us of God’s care for all people and our 
incompleteness without them. I belong to a faith tradition that has an ambivalent relationship 
with the academic theological enterprise; perhaps some of you have experienced similar branches 
in your own genealogy. Until the fi rst class began to study at Urshan Graduate School of 
Th eology in 2001 we did not have an opportunity to seek graduate theological preparation from 
within our own tradition. Th is is one of the reasons I earned my M.Div. from Eastern Baptist 
Th eological Seminary (now Palmer Th eological Seminary) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. By 
doing so I borrowed some of your longstanding genealogy to graft into my own story. For this 
I am deeply grateful, and I trust that I will be able to care for your contribution to my life by 
passing it on to my students. In doing so we all bring glory to God!

During your deliberations in this conference you are certainly addressing a number of 
shifting realities. All of our institutions face fi nancial challenges. We are experiencing a shift 
in the nature of teaching, learning, and research. Some of these shifts are in specifi c degree 
programs and delivery systems. Th e needs of faculty, students, and the publics we serve are 
never static, particularly in the post denominational world we serve today. Most of us face 
opportunities and challenges of collaboration; some of us are even called by the stewards and 
leaders of our institutions to consider combining our libraries and colleges or seminaries with 
other institutions. Please remember, however, the genealogies of your past position you to use 
these challenges to strengthen the genealogy you will hand to the next generation of scholars.

I am thankful that I serve with committed librarians like those represented in this room. 
You serve to fulfi ll a vital mission by accepting your own call to passionate yet “reasonable 
service”. Librarians document the various ways we have traveled through the ages. Your care 
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for our collective genealogy has moments of wonder and beauty as God’s work is clearly seen 
in the church as well as moments of sadness and shame when even the church has “worshiped 
and served the creature more than the Creator” (Romans 1:25). Only by faithfully maintaining 
the many woof and warp threads of our various tapestries are we able to off er hope through the 
church to the world today.

To fail at the task of maintaining our various genealogies is too painful to consider. As 
with the lay and priestly families in Nehemiah 7, we could loose our identity and suff er cultic 
contamination of all the people if our work is used only for our individual purposes. Th ank 
you for courageously shouldering the challenge to develop new solutions to informational 
literacy and access for all of us! I know my own institution is blessed by our librarian, Garry 
Truman. His eff orts to maintain the genealogies have called for him to speak prophetically in 
our faculty meetings and as a wise sage to individuals like me when he points out ways my 
syllabi can be strengthened by information literacy concerns. Your institutions are able to fulfi ll 
their missions by your faithful service as well. Just remember, that in times of change, when 
budgets are cut and the future looks uncertain, genealogies and those who tend them are even 
more important though they look like a good place to ‘save’ money. Th ank you for caring for 
our faculty, administrators, and students in God’s name.

At times we might wish we had access to the priest’s Urim and Th ummim to determine 
eff ective means of maintaining our genealogies. We do not have the luxury of rolling the die 
to determine what we need to remember, how it is easily accessed, and the means of evaluating 
the process. Th is is a critical time for discerning librarians to help us all work together under 
the direction of the Spirit. Th e genealogy of the earth is fi lled with moments when the Breath 
of God moves over chaos—we certainly need that Breath today!

Conclusion
We have come together to worship this morning from many traditions and institutions. 

Our various individual and corporate genealogies look quite diff erent, but I believe the call and 
courage is present in your membership to provide the documents, texts, archives, and access 
to all men and women who devote themselves to serving God, humanity, and even all creation 
through our various theological enterprises.

To God be the glory.
May we receive God’s peace as we join together to serve our world. 

Endnotes
1 Robert Wilson, “Genealogy, Genealogies,” Anchor Bible Dictionary 2 (1992): 929-932.
2 J. W. Wright, “Genealogies,” Dictionary of the Old Testament Pentateuch (Downers Grove, 

IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003), 345-350.
3 Wilson, “Genealogy, Genealogies.”
4 Wright, “Genealogies.”
5 John Patton, Pastoral Care: An Essential Guide (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2005).
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Worship Response to the Word

*“Lord I Give You My Heart”
Th is is my desire
To honor you
Lord, with all my heart
I worship you

All I have within me
I give you praise
All that I adore
Is in you

Lord I give you my heart
I give you my soul
I live for You alone
Every breath that I take
Every moment I’m awake
Lord, have your way in me

* Written by Reuben Morgan, used by permission of CCLI
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Worship in the Lutheran Tradition 
Saturday, June 20, 2009

Second Week After Pentecost
Chapel of St. Timoth and St. Titus, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri

Morning Prayer

Prelude

Opening Versicles Lutheran Service Book (LSB), p. 235

Antiphon and Venite pp. 235-36

Offi  ce Hymn LSB 726

Reading Job 38:1-11

Choir Jesus is My Heart’s Delight J.S. Bach

Jesus is my heart’s Delight; Precious Savior!
He beheld my soul’s sad plight; Precious Savior!
Gave me strength and hope so bright; Precious Savior!
Jesus, precious Savior!

Trusting in Th y love and grace; My Redeemer!
I have now in heav’n a place; My Redeemer!
Th ere I’ll see Th ee face to face; My Redeemer!
Jesus, my Redeemer.

Th ee I love, O Jesus mine; Loving Savior!
Th ou hast brought me joy sublime; Loving Savior!
Yes, my Savior, I am Th ine; Loving Savior!
Jesus, loving Savior! 

(chorale:) Let me ne’re from Th ee depart; Jesus Savior!
E’er possess and rule my heart; jesus Savior!
Th ou my Joy and Solace art: Jesus, Savior!
Jesus, Th ou my Savior!

Reading Mark 4:35-41

Canticle: Benedictus pp. 238-40
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Prayers p. 241
 Collect of the Day
 Additional Collects
 Collect for Grace
 Lord’s Prayer

Benedicamus and Benediction p. 241-42

Hymn LSB 819

Postlude

Liturgist: Dr. Erik Herrmann, Assistant Professor of Historical Th eology

Preacher: Dr. Dale Meyer, President and Professor of Practical Th eology

Choir: Th e ATLA Singers

Choir Director: Mr. Seth Kasten

Organist: Rev. Arthur Eichhorn
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Opening Prayer 
“We Seek Your Face”
Eternal Light, shine in our hearts. Eternal Goodness, deliver us from evil.
Eternal Power, be our support. Eternal Wisdom, scatter the darkness of our ignorance.
Eternal Pity, have mercy upon us, Th at with all our heart and mind
and soul and strength we may seek thy face, and be brought by thine
infi nite goodness into thy holy presence.
Amen

(Alcuin of York, 735-804)

In memoriam
Lyn Brown (Sandra Oslund)
Warren Kissinger (James C. Pakala) 
Robert A. Olsen, Jr. (Charles Bellinger) 
William Sheral Sparks (Logan Wright)

Closing Prayer
Bring us, O Lord our God, at our last awakening into the house and gate of heaven, to enter 
into that gate and dwell in that house, where there shall be no darkness or dazzling, but 
one equal light; no noise or silence, but one equal music; no fears or hopes, but one equal 
possession; no ends or beginnings, but one equal eternity; in the habitations of thy glory and 
dominion, world without end.
Amen

(John Donne, 1572-1631)

Kontakian of the Dead: “Give Rest” 
Kiev Melody
Give rest, O Christ, to your servants with your saints, 
where sorrow and pain are no more, 
neither sighing, but life everlasting. 
You only are immortal, 
the creator and maker of mankind, 
and we are mortal, formed of the earth, 
and to earth shall we return. 
For so you did ordain when you created me, saying: 
"You are dust, and unto dust shall you return." 
All we go down to the dust, 
yet even at the grave we make our song: 
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia! 
Give rest, O Christ, to Your servants with Your saints, 
where sorrow and pain are no more, 
neither sighing, but life everlasting! 
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Lyn S. Brown (1952–2008)
by Sandra Oslund, Bethel Seminary

Dr. Lyn S. Brown died unexpectedly Saturday, Nov. 29, 2008, at his home in Newtown, 
Pennsylvania. He was 55 years old. Lyn was born December 29, 1952, in Seattle, Washington. 
It was the day that his parents, Lester and Charlotte Brown, were celebrating their fi rst wedding 
anniversary. Over the next few years, he was joined by three brothers.

Lyn loved to go to school. He thought he was going to be a missionary doctor, so he began 
a course of study at the University of Washington. After a couple of years, he believed God 
wanted him to study for the ministry, so he transferred to Western Baptist Bible College in 
Oregon. Over the course of his life, Lyn earned a Master of Divinity degree from Northwest 
Baptist Seminary, a Ph.D. from California Graduate School of Th eology, a master’s degree in 
Library Science from the University of Washington, and an Ed.D. from Nova Southeastern 
University.

When Lyn fi rst met his wife, Kathy, she was the person who graded papers for a course he 
took. When interest began to spark between them, Kathy went back to see what kind of grades 
he had earned from her—and she was impressed! In God’s great kindness, he drew their hearts 
and lives together, and they were married in December of 1975. God blessed Lyn and Kathy 
with two great children—Chris and Deanna. 

Lyn began his ministry as a Pastor of Youth and Children in Seattle and then went on to 
pastor a church in the nearby suburbs. After ten years, Lyn felt drawn to pursuing a career as 
a librarian in Christian schools. In the following years, he served in that capacity for Pensacola 
Christian College; Washington Bible College and Capital Bible Seminary; Philadelphia College 
of Bible; and Bethel Seminary of the East. Working for Bethel Seminary of the East was a very 
special experience for Lyn. He felt that he worked with some of the fi nest, godliest people he 
had ever known. Lyn loved to travel, so the fact that his job involved driving trips to New 
England, New York, and the Washington, D.C. area every month just added to the pleasure of 
his job. Th e students came from a wide variety of backgrounds, and they enriched his life.

Eighteen years ago, Lyn joined the Army Reserves as a chaplain. He rose to the rank of 
Lieutenant Colonel as he served in a variety of Army units. His Army work took him to many 
states and to quite a few foreign countries. Most notably, he served more than two years in 
Iraq. Not only did he serve as a chaplain to Army personnel, but his ministry extended to the 
multi-national force stationed in Iraq. Worshipping God along with believers from all over the 
world seemed to him like a glimpse into heaven. Also, for many months, Lyn helped run the 
Department of Youth and Sport in the new government in Iraq. It was there that he developed 
close relationships with many Iraqis. Quite a few young professionals began calling themselves 
his Iraqi sons and daughters, and he stayed in contact with many of them after his return to 
the U.S. He even shepherded one young Iraqi man through the process of obtaining the fi rst 
Fulbright Scholarship awarded to an Iraqi citizen since the multi-national force arrived in Iraq.

Lyn joined a new Army Reserve unit soon after returning from Iraq—the 353rd Civil Aff airs 
Command on Staten Island. It was a wonderful fi t. Lyn made great friends there and he was of 
signifi cant benefi t to his unit. He spent a great deal of time mentoring younger chaplains.

He continued to enjoy his civilian job at Bethel Seminary of the East as well. Between 
the Army and his work for the seminary library, he traveled to 28 states and to two foreign 
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countries in the last two years of his life. Kathy was able to accompany him to over 20 states. 
He loved the “empty nest” years because Kathy was able to travel with him so often. 

Lyn infl uenced students far beyond teaching them how to study and prepare papers. He 
had student workers in his libraries who came from around the world. He was understanding 
and respectful of the diff erences in cultures and sought to help them do well in our culture. 
Th roughout Lyn’s library career, Kathy had several opportunities to work with him. Students 
often told Kathy that Lyn modeled for them kindness, gentleness, self-control, and excellence. 
Unbeknownst to them, students watched how Lyn and Kathy interacted, and many later told 
them of the impact of watching a loving couple who spoke kindly and respectfully to each 
other as they worked together. Kathy thought she was doing simple clerical work for Lyn in the 
libraries; she didn’t know that she and Lyn were putting on a marriage course!

One of Lyn’s passions was teaching students to fi nd the resources they needed so that they 
could follow in the footsteps of the writer of the Gospel of Luke who said, “Since I myself have 
carefully investigated everything from the beginning, it seemed good also to me to write an 
orderly account for you, most excellent Th eophilus, so that you may know the certainty of the 
things you have been taught.” Th e pastors and leaders who graduated from Lyn’s schools have 
a very precious and serious responsibility to study well and to communicate God’s truth. Lyn 
taught them how to do this with excellence.

Warren Kissinger (1922–2008)
by James C. Pakala, Covenant Th eological Seminary

Th e Reverend Warren S. Kissinger went to be with the Lord on December 14th at age 
86 at Washington Adventist Hospital, succumbing to cancer. He was best known to ATLA 
colleagues as a fi rst-rate subject cataloguer at the Library of Congress in the area of religion. 
Warren was born in Akron, Pennsylvania, and graduated from Elizabethtown College. As a 
conscientious objector during World War II, he served in a civilian public service program for 
more than three years. Warren graduated from Yale Divinity School in 1953 and received a 
master’s degree in theology in 1964 from Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Gettysburg.

Warren began pastoral ministry in 1954 in the Church of the Brethren and during his ministry 
served congregations in the Pennsylvania communities of Windber, Carlisle, and Drexel Hill. He 
also taught at Juniata College in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania for four years in the early 1960s.

In 1968 Warren received a master’s degree in library science from Drexel University in 
Philadelphia and joined the Library of Congress as a subject cataloguer in religion. He retired 
in 1993. For over 20 years he commuted by bicycle from his home in University Park. Upon 
retiring, he worked a year and a half as a part-time cataloguer for the U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection offi  ce. 

Warren and his wife, Jean Young Kissinger, worshipped at the Church of the Brethren in 
University Park. He also served as an interim and part-time pastor at several Church of the 
Brethren congregations in Washington, D.C., Maryland, and northern Virginia. 

He is survived by his wife of 57 years, eight grandchildren, and three of four children. A 
son, John Kissinger, died in November.

As a native of Pittsburgh who ended up living more years in southeastern Pennsylvania 
than in the city of my upbringing, I enjoyed talking with Warren about places we both knew 
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well, such as Hatfi eld, the home of Biblical Th eological Seminary and an area with Church of 
the Brethren congregations as well as Mennonite, Schwenckfelder, Evangelical Congregational, 
and others that are few and far between in some regions of our nation. 

Most special among memories Denise and I share is visiting Warren at the Library of 
Congress. He met us for lunch and gave us a fascinating behind-the-scenes look at cataloging 
operations and some other areas as well. How fast, accurate and rich his religion subject 
cataloguing was and remains, to the benefi t of every title he dealt with and countless individuals 
who benefi t accordingly. 

Th e Reverend Warren S. Kissinger, now with Jesus, remains among us through his earthly 
labors in cataloguing, just as the fruits of his pastoral ministry are not wood, hay and stubble, 
but gold, silver, and precious gems. 

Robert A. Olsen, Jr. (1924–2009)
by Charles Bellinger, Brite Divinity School Library

Robert A. Olsen, Jr., who was known as Bob, was born on April 16, 1924, in Detroit, 
Michigan. He died on March 1, 2009, in Fort Worth, Texas. Bob served in the U.S. Navy 
for two years during WWII. He earned a bachelor of arts degree in 1949 at the College of 
Wooster and a bachelor of divinity at McCormick Th eological Seminary in 1952. He pastored 
Presbyterian churches in New York, New Jersey, Oregon, Illinois, and Kansas. He earned a 
master’s degree in library science at Emporia State University in Kansas in 1965. Soon after, he 
became the Th eological Librarian at Brite Divinity School in Fort Worth, where he remained 
until his retirement in 1998 at the age of 74. Bob was a very active member of ATLA, serving 
as the Treasurer of the association for 15 years (1974-1989) in a voluntary capacity, 

A memorial service for Bob was held at Brite Divinity School on March 6, 2009. His family 
and friends expressed many fond memories of Bob and warm descriptions of his character. He 
was known as kind, loving, and trustworthy. He was very widely read, and was deeply engaged 
in cultural and political issues. He had much to share and to teach. He was a beloved father and 
grandfather who performed the baptisms and weddings of his children and grandchildren. He 
enjoyed leading times of singing and prayer at holiday gatherings. Dr. Walter Naff , who offi  ciated 
at the memorial service, said that “If you were a friend of Bob’s, you had a friend for life.”

Bob is survived by his wife, Anne Dixon Olsen, two daughters, two sons, and seven 
grandchildren.

William Sheral Sparks (1924-2008)
by Logan Wright, St. Paul School of Th eology

William Sheral Sparks was born October 30, 1924, in Alden Bridge, Louisiana, to Fred 
DeWitt Sparks and Truda Luvena Bradford. Dr. Sparks, Bill Sparks to those of you who 
remember him today, heard a call to ministry early in his life and in 1942 was an active minister 
in the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ). Ten years later, in 1952, he was ordained in the 
Methodist Church.
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Bill received his Bachelor of Divinity Degree in 1946 from Phillips University in Enid, 
Oklahoma. 0n August 8, 1947, he was married to Joy Eleanor Young, a union that was to last 
for almost 61 years. In 1948, one year after being married, Bill earned a Master of Divinity 
Degree from Christian Th eological Seminary in Indianapolis. He completed a three-year 
scholarship at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion and in 1958 received his 
Th .D. degree from Iliff  School of Th eology in Denver, Colorado. His 1957 dissertation is 
titled, “Th e Neo-Hebraic Apocalyptic Literature: A Study of the Apocalyptic Concepts in 
Selected Books.”

Not content with just a doctoral degree in Old Testament studies, Dr. Sparks entered 
the library science program at the University of Denver and received his master’s degree in 
1960. He then began a long and successful career in librarianship. From 1960 to 1966, he 
was a librarian at Kansas Wesleyan University in Salina, Kansas. In mid-1966, he accepted a 
position as associate librarian at Saint Paul School of Th eology in Kansas City, Missouri. It was 
a time of discernment and transition in the Saint Paul library, and in only three months Dr. 
Sparks found himself appointed as library director. He remained director of the library at Saint 
Paul School of Th eology for nearly 27 years, from October of 1966 until he retired on June 
30, 1993, Director Emeritus of Library and Information Services, and Professor Emeritus of 
Th eological Bibliography and Research.

Such are some of the main chronological markers in the life of Bill Sparks, but today we 
must also remember the man we knew. For example, no one in the Saint Paul library called 
him “Bill.” It was always just Dr. Sparks, out of respect, and I quickly adopted that practice 
when I interviewed at Saint Paul.

Dr. Sparks had a deep passion for library collection development, much to the ongoing 
benefi t of Saint Paul library users. Th at passion did not disappear with his retirement. Rather, 
every few weeks I would receive a stack of index cards for new purchases, each one complete 
with author, title, series, publisher, date, and of course ISBN, and all neatly written in pen. 
You see, Dr. Sparks eschewed typewriters and computers whenever possible, and it was always 
possible for him.

For a few years after his retirement, Dr. Sparks frequented the library for his ongoing 
personal and scholarly interests, as well as for the benefi t of his United Methodist Adult Sunday 
School class in Independence, Missouri, which he taught for many years. People wanted to 
be in his class because they always knew they would learn from him. When he moved to 
Lubbock, Texas, in the late 1990s, he taught another United Methodist Sunday School class 
and also found another following. Even after moving to Lubbock in the late 1990s, Dr. Sparks 
maintained contact with the library, continuing to send index cards for new purchases, and 
requesting that the latest books of interest to him be mailed as soon as possible. His notes 
and letters clearly indicate a longing to return some day, and to be closer to an intellectual 
environment that would continue to nurture him. Teaching and learning were natural parts of 
who Dr. Sparks was, and in most years at Saint Paul he taught a summer course on the book of 
Job. He would have had much to say about today’s Old Testament reading from Job 38:1-11.

Dr. Sparks and Joy adopted two children: David Frederick Sparks, now of Tripoli, Iowa; and 
Carol Eileen Sparks, who died on January 5, 1997, far too early. Th ere are two grandchildren, 
John Ryan Sparks and Ashley Kay Sparks, both of Tripoli, Iowa.
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Dr. Sparks was also an avid gardener and loved to work in his yard in Independence. He 
used to bring tomatoes, roses, and daff odils to the library, and would go so far as to name each 
one based on their unique characteristics.

An endearing aspect most often remembered about Dr. Sparks was his humor. In the 
library archives room, we still have posters of re-captioned cartoons and pictures that poke fun 
at bureaucratic aspects of the ordination process in the United Methodist Church. His humor 
tended toward a good-natured sarcasm and was perhaps cultivated through years of lean 
times in the library. Dr. Sparks was seldom without a good joke, often with bawdy or risqué 
undertones though never off ensive. He was especially fond of quoting his favorite author, 
Samuel Clemens. I can’t help but believe he is pleased to be remembered at this ATLA meeting 
so close to Hannibal and the Mississippi River.

What people enjoyed most about Dr. Sparks’ humor, which was always very funny, is how 
hard he himself laughed and how much he enjoyed the jokes and sarcasm. And it really didn’t 
matter how many times he had said it before. You still laughed right along with him.

A minister, educator, loving family man, long-time librarian and ATLA member, Dr. 
Sparks died on Sunday, June 15, 2008, at the age of 83, in Lubbock, Texas, following a brief 
battle with cancer and complications from pulmonary edema. His spirit was not dimmed, and 
his library account was still active.
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Appendix I: Annual Reports

Endowment Committee 
Annual Report 2008-2009

During the 2009 fundraising campaign, $3,105 was given to the Endowment Fund, and 
the corpus total on 3/31/09 was about $158,000.

Th e Endowment Committee (Mary Bischoff  was unable to attend) met on Th ursday, June 
17th, after the dinner for Lifetime Members. Th e committee discussed:

plans for the presentation at the Town Hall meeting,
the cost of fundraising operations (no charges are made against the Endowment Fund 
for these eff orts),
plans for the winter meeting via conference call (Monday, January 11th, 10:00am 
– noon,EST),
the possibility of including a development offi  cer from an ATLA member school to 
join the conference call for a discussion of developing legacy gifts,
the need for the ATLA Board to appoint a Lifetime Member of ATLA to the 
Endowment Committee to replace Elmer O’Brien, whose term of offi  ce will expire on 
Saturday of the 2010 ATLA Conference (Dennis Norlin agreed to provide a list of all 
ATLA Lifetime Members (ca. 100) to the Board for its review, and
the possibility of sending Endowment fundraising letters to the 124 institutional 
representatives who are not also individual members (decided to proceed with this).

Earlier in the year, the committee revised the fundraising letter and made plans for the 
dinner for Lifetime Members (only the O’Briens and Martin Marty were able to attend this 
year).

Respectfully submitted,

Roger Loyd, Chair
M. Patrick Graham
Elmer J. O’Brien
Mary Bischoff 

Professional Development Committee 
Annual Report 2008-2009

Th is document reports on the work of the Professional Development committee (PDC) for 
the period from the end of the ATLA annual conference in June 2008 through the conference 
in June 2009. Th e membership of the committee during that period consisted of Angela 
Morris (chair, member 07/2006-6/2009, Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary), Seth 

•
•

•

•

•

•
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Kasten (member 7/2007-6/2010, Union Th eological Seminary), Kris Veldheer (member 
7/2006-6/2009, Graduate Th eological Union), Timothy Lincoln (member 7/2008-6/2011 
Austin Presbyterian Th eological Seminary). Angela Morris has completed her service on the 
committee with the submission of this report. Kris Veldheer also fi nishes her term on the 
committee in June. New members of the PDC, after the June 2009 conference are Ellen Frost 
(member 7/2009-6/2012, Southern Methodist University) and Christina Torbert (member 
7/2009-6/2012, University of Mississippi ).

Th e committee met twice during the year at ATLA headquarters in Chicago. Th e fall 
meeting was held Oct. 16 and 17, 2008; the winter meeting March 23 and 24, 2009. Th e 
committee also met at the ATLA annual conference on June 19, 2009.
Th e PDC funded four grants for continuing education programs presented at several regional 
groups meetings.

Tennessee Th eological Library Association, $650.00 grant for the program “Jeepers, 
LEEPers! Teaching Th eological Librarianship Online through UIUC's LEEP Program,” 
October 17, 2008.
Minnesota Th eological Library Association, $500.00 grant for the program “Serials 
Management in a Changing Environment,” Nov. 13, 2008.
Southern California Th eological Library Association, $200.00 grant for the program 
“Copyright 2.0: Issues for Digital Natives,” October 10, 2008.
New York Th eological Library Association, $700.00 grant for the program “Web 2.0 
and Your Library: Figuring Out What Works,” Nov. 20, 2008.

For the last two years, a steady stream of grant proposals have been received and funded 
by the PDC. Hopefully, this activity will continue as it off ers a valuable way to explore topics 
relevant to the work of libraries in the twenty-fi rst century. At the spring meeting, changes to 
the guidelines for these grants were made. In recognition of the shrinking budgets of many of 
our member libraries, grant requests can also include a request for travel funds for members to 
attend their regional meetings if the meetings include a program funded in part by the PDC.

Th e PDC again subsidized the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Graduate School 
of Library and Information Science LEEP course “Scholarly Writing for LIS Professional.” Th e 
PDC subsidized $200 of the $300 cost per student. Twelve students were enrolled; eight were 
ATLA members, with the remaining four being non-ATLA members. Th e feedback received 
from eight of the students who took the class was again very positive. Hopefully, the PDC will 
continue to subsidize the cost of the class for members while that demand continues.

Th e PDC chair contributed a column to the last print issue of the ATLA Newsletter and 
another to the new on-line version of this publication.

Th e work of the Reference Module Task Force continues. At the fall meeting of the 
PDC  the task force was charged to “design a religious studies reference module that 1) uses 
recommendations from the fi rst task force and 2) uses ideas generated by the PDC at their 
October 2008 meeting. Th ose ideas included a list of possible members for the new task force 
and suggestions for the content of modules. In March 2009 the task force had a conference call 
to discuss the design of the module. Th e task force compiled data in April then met May 14-
15, 2009, to discuss the specifi c content of modules. Th e status of the task force’s work will be 
discussed at the June 2009 meeting at conference. If all goes well the modules will be available 
on the association’s new networking software and website in the near future. 

•

•

•

•
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 “Th e Leadership Development Program Scholarships for Mid-Career Librarians” is still in 
place. Unfortunately, no member requests for these funds have been received. Th e scholarship 
will fund the diff erence between the amount of support received by the applicant from their 
institution and the total cost of the program, up to a maximum of $1500. A list of leadership 
programs developed in the previous year has been updated to provide current information 
on recommended programs. At the spring meeting, several ideas were discussed on how to 
generate some interest in these funds. 

Th e program that the PDC had been nurturing that would engage retired ATLA members 
in mentoring both new librarians and librarians in new positions as library directors has a new 
home. Roger Loyd, as chair of the Endowment Committee, requested that that committee 
take over this initiative. Th e members of the PDC agreed that this is a logical transfer and 
are hopeful that the program will continue to develop under the Endowment Committee’s 
stewardship.

From July of 2008 through June of 2009, participants in the NACO Funnel Project 
added approximately 600 new headings; 150 existing headings were changed. Th ere were 
17 participants, with 13 of them active during this time. Th ese active participants represent 
11 institutions. Two new participants were added, while two other participants are awaiting 
training. One institution achieved independence. 

Th is year has been a busy and productive year for the PDC. It will be interesting to see what 
they accomplish next year.

Personally, it has been my pleasure to be a member of this committee for the past three 
years and be its chair during 2008-2009. Th e work of the committee is interesting and having 
the fl exibility to think outside the box and see initiatives actually bear fruit is very satisfying. 
I have enjoyed working with the various members of the committee during my tenure in 
the group and having the opportunity to work more closely with the ATLA staff , especially 
Barbara Kemmis, Dennis Norlin, and Sara Corkery. I look forward to what the committee will 
accomplish next year with Tim Lincoln as chair and Seth Kasten, Ellen Frost, and Christina 
Torbert as members.

Respectfully submitted,
Angela Morris, Chair
June 19, 2009

Publications Committee
Annual Report 2008-2009

by
Beth A. Bidlack, University of Chicago Library

Th e 2008-2009 Committee members, along with their terms, were Beth Bidlack (2007-
10), Amy Limpitlaw (partial term 2007-2009), and Michelle Spomer (2008-2011). Having 
completed a partial term due to the resignation of another Committee member, Amy agreed 
to serve full term from 2009-2012. Beth will continue to serve as chair during 2009-2010. In 
addition to brief lunch meetings at the 2008 and 2009 annual conferences, the Publications 
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Committee met in person twice this year (in October and February) at the ATLA offi  ces in 
Chicago. Th e charge of the Committee is two-fold: 1) to promote professional and scholarly 
publication by ATLA members through publication grants, programming at the annual 
conference, and other professional development opportunities; and 2) to foster and oversee 
publication of critical tools (such as the journal, Th eological Librarianship, the ATLA/Scarecrow 
book series, and various member publications) for use by members of the profession. 

Th is year the Committee fulfi lled its charge in a variety of ways.
At the 2008 annual conference, the Committee, along with the Editorial Board of 
Th eological Librarianship under the leadership of David Stewart and Ron Crown, 
launched ATLA’s new online journal—Th eological Librarianship. To date, three issues 
of the journal have been published. Th e Publications Committee continues working 
with the TL Editorial Board to defi ne the relationship between the journal and the 
Proceedings. Th is year the Committee has worked to get Th eological Librarianship 
indexed by the major library literature indexes. In an attempt to support scholarly 
writing among ATLA members, the Committee off ered a pre-conference workshop 
in 2008 entitled “Writing for Th eological Librarianship: ATLA’s Online Journal.” 
We encourage anyone interested in writing for the journal to contact one of the 
members of the Editorial Board—David Stewart, Ron Crown, Melody McMahon, 
Beth Sheppard, Andy Keck. Th eir contact information is on the ATLA website.
In another attempt to support and encourage writing among ATLA members, 
the Committee reviewed the curriculum and course evaluations for a professional 
development course “Scholarly Writing for Th eological Librarians,” off ered via the 
University of Illinois Graduate School of Library and Information Science. 
Th e Committee awarded two grants this year: $2,000 to Daniel Roland, Assistant 
Professor, School of Library and Information Science at Kent State University, for 
the project “Online Data Sources for Research in Religion: An Annotated Bibliog-
raphy” and $2,000 to Edward Mathews Assistant Professor, St. Nersess Armenian 
Seminary, for the project “Ephrem Armeniacus: A Complete Bibliography.”
Th e Committee worked with ATLA Member Services to ensure a smooth transition 
between the former quarterly print newsletter to the new monthly electronic 
newsletter.
Th e Committee received a fi nal report from Justin Harkins, former Scarecrow Press 
editor for ATLA book series, and continued to monitor the ATLA monographic 
series published by the Press.

Th e Committee’s goals for next year include working with Member Services on a survey 
that will provide ATLA members with information regarding salaries and benefi ts at ATLA 
member libraries and working with Member Services to test and improve the Sharepoint 
interface on the ATLA website. Two meetings are planned for next year—one in person in 
October 2009, and one via web conferencing in February 2010.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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Special Committee of the Association for International Collaboration 
Annual Report 2008-2009

Th e Committee met twice this year: November 6-7 in Chicago and in June before the 
ATLA Annual Conference.

Th e Committee observed that its Wiki was not accomplishing what we had intended for 
it (to serve as a training manual). Even the off er of $100 awards for the best entries was 
not successful. At its November meeting, the Committee decided to give another call for 
submissions. At the June meeting, the Committee decided to table the Wiki for the time being. 
We will revisit the concept once the SharePoint software is in place.

Th e Committee awarded an international collaboration grant of $1,000 to André Paris at 
the Saint Paul University in Ottawa for a project with the Ukrainian Catholic University on 
“Metropolitan Andrey Sheptystky’s Legacy: Collaborative Digital Initiative.”

Th e Committee hosted a round-table discussion at the 2009 annual conference on 
international collaboration eff orts (see separate report) and hosted a luncheon for international 
attendees.

Committee members attended the following conferences during 2008/2009:
Eileen Crawford attended the BETH annual conference in September 2008 in Leuven, 
Belgium
Elizabeth Johnson attended the International Book Fair in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Paul Stuehrenberg attended the Documentation, Bibliography, and Oral History 
(DABOH) section of the International Association for Mission Studies in Balanton, 
Hungary, in August 2008, where he presented papers “Mission Documentation in 
North America,” and “Economic, Political, and Legal Issues in Disseminating Material.” 
In December, he attended the biennial conference of the Pacifi c History Association 
in Suva, Fiji, where he gave a paper on “Th e Kenneth Scott Latourette Initiative for 
the Documentation of World Christianity.” In March 2009, he was invited to give the 
keynote address at the Forum of Asian Th eological Librarians (ForATL) held at Trinity 
Th eological College in Singapore. Th e address was on international collaboration by 
theological libraries.
Margaret Tarpley attended the IFLA Conference in Quebec City in August 2008 and 
the Christian Association of Librarians in Africa annual conference in Nairobi, Kenya, 
in July 2008, where she gave presentations on “Encouraging Cultural Sensitivity and 
Mutual Respect,” “Oral and Written Communication Tips in Research and Writing,” 
and a presentation on PowerPoint principles and tips. She also led a discussion on 
ATLA collaboration.

Paul Stuehrenberg (chair)
Margaret Tarpley (vice chair)
Elizabeth Johnson (secretary)
Eileen Crawford (Board representative)
Chris Beldan

•

•
•

•
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Special Committee of the Association for Diversity 
Annual Report 2008-2009

Mission: Promote ethnic diversity in the Association by
Off ering fi ve scholarships annually for a member of the Association who is identifi ed 
as an ethnic minority to take the Th eological Librarianship Course at the University 
of Illinois
Representing the Association at meeting of ALA Affi  liates Organizations
Gathering information about the diversity eff orts of other associations and explore 
possibilities for collaboration
Investigating potential connections between racial diversity and other forms of diversity 
within the association
Developing programs that welcome new members into the Association and assist them 
in becoming active members
Reporting of the committee’s eff orts to the ATLA Board of Directors and members 
through offi  cial reports, newsletter and web articles, and sessions at the ATLA Annual 
conference

Accomplishments
Awarded three scholarships
Sponsored one panel discussion at the 2009 annual conference
Submitted two articles to the newsletter
Members joined minority caucuses of the American Library Association and monitored 
their activities
Received applications for the 2009/10 scholarship
Sponsored a diversity reception at 2008 annual conference to acquaint members with 
the committee
Sponsored diversity reception after the opening reception at the 2009 conference

Future plans
Award fi ve scholarships for 2009/10
Submit article to Th eological Librarianship
Develop a mentoring program for new members
Develop a website to share resources
Communicate with members of the association through the newsletter
Off er a workshop or presentation at the 2010 Annual Conference
Promote the Diversity Discussion List

Members
Diana Brice, Chair
Cait Kokolus, Board Liaison
Susan Ebertz
Mayra Picos-Lee
Serge Danielson Francois
Dennis Norlin, Staff  Liaison

•

•
•

•

•
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•
•
•
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•
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Appendix II: Annual Conferences (1947–2009)

Year Place School

1947 Louisville, Kentucky Louisville Presbyterian Seminary
1948 Dayton, Ohio Bonebrake Th eological Seminary
1949 Chicago, Illinois Chicago Th eological Seminary
1950 Columbus, Ohio Evangelical Lutheran Seminary & Capital University
1951 Rochester, New York Colgate-Rochester Divinity School
1952 Louisville, Kentucky Southern Baptist Th eological Seminary
1953 Evanston, Illinois Garrett Biblical Institute
1954 Chicago, Illinois Chicago Th eological Seminary
1955 New York, New York Union Th eological Seminary
1956 Berkeley, California Pacifi c School of Religion
1957 Fort Worth, Texas Southwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary
1958 Boston, Massachusetts Boston University School of Th eology
1959 Toronto, Ontario Knox College
1960 St. Paul, Minnesota Bethel College and Seminary
1961 Washington, D.C.  Wesley Th eological Seminary
1962 Hartford, Connecticut Hartford Seminary Foundation
1963 Mill Valley, California  Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary
1964 Kansas City, Missouri St. Paul School of Th eology
1965 New York City, New York General Th eological Seminary
1966 Louisville, Kentucky Southern Baptist Th eological Seminary
1967 Chicago, Illinois McCormick Th eological Seminary
1968 St. Louis, Missouri Concordia Seminary
1969 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Pittsburgh Th eological Seminary
1970 New Orleans, Louisiana New Orleans Baptist Th eological Seminary
1971 Pasadena, California Pasadena College
1972 Waterloo, Ontario Waterloo Lutheran University
1973 Bethlehem, Pennsylvania Moravian Th eological Seminary
1974 Denver, Colorado Iliff  School of Th eology
1975 S. Hamilton, Massachusetts Gordon-Conwell Th eological Seminary
1976 Grand Rapids, Michigan Calvin Th eological Seminary
1977 Vancouver, British Columbia Vancouver School of Th eology
1978 Latrobe, Pennsylvania Saint Vincent College
1979 New Brighton, Minnesota Bethel Th eological Seminary
1980 Denver, Colorado Iliff  School of Th eology
1981 St. Louis, Missouri Christ Seminary—Seminex
1982 Toronto, Ontario Toronto School of Th eology
1983 Richmond, Virginia United Th eological Seminary in Virginia
1984 Holland, Michigan Western Th eological Seminary
1985 Madison, New Jersey Drew University
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Year Place School

1986 Kansas City, Kansas Rockhurst College
1987 Berkeley, California Graduate Th eological Union
1988 Wilmore, Kentucky Asbury Th eological Seminary
1989 Columbus, Ohio Trinity Lutheran Seminary
1990 Evanston, Illinois Garrett-Evangelical Seminary & 

  Seabury-Western Th eological Seminary
1991 Toronto, Ontario University of Toronto, Trinity College, & 
  Toronto School of Th eology
1992 Dallas, Texas Southern Methodist University
1993 Vancouver, British Columbia Vancouver School of Th eology, Regent College, &   
  Carey Th eological College
1994 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Pittsburgh Th eological Seminary, Reformed 
  Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, & Trinity 
  Episcopal School for Ministry
1995 Nashville, Tennessee Divinity Library of Vanderbilt University & 
  Tennessee Th eological Library Association
1996 Denver, Colorado Iliff  School of Th eology
1997 Boston, Massachusetts Boston University &  Boston Th eological Institute
1998 Leesburg, Virginia Virginia Th eological Seminary & Washington
  Th eological Consortium
1999 Chicago, Illinois ATLA &  Association of Chicago Th eological
  Schools (ACTS)
2000 Berkeley, California Graduate Th eological Union 
2001 Durham, North Carolina Divinity School at Duke University
2002 Saint Paul, Minnesota Minnesota Th eological Library Association
2003 Portland, Oregon Mount Angel Abbey
  George Fox Seminary
  Multnomah Biblical Seminary
  Western Seminary
2004 Kansas City, Missouri Kansas City Area Th eological Library Association
2005 Austin, Texas Southwest Area Th eological Library Association
2006 Chicago, Illinois American Th eological Library Association staff 
2007 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Southeastern Pennsylvania Th eological Library 
  Association
2008 Ottawa, Ontario Saint Paul University
2009 St. Louis, Missouri St. Louis Th eological Consortium Libraries
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Appendix III: Offi  cers of ATLA (1947–2009)

Term President Vice President/  Executive  Treasurer
  President Elect Secretary*

1947–48 L.R. Elliott Charles P. Johnson Robert F. Beach Ernest M. White
1948–49 L.R. Elliott Lucy W. Markley Robert F. Beach J. Stillson Judah
1949–50 Jannette Newhall Kenneth S. Gapp Robert F. Beach E.F. George
1950–51 Jannette Newhall O. Gerald Lawson Evah Ostrander E.F. George
1951–52 Raymond P. Morris Margaret Hort Evah Kincheloe Calvin Schmitt
1952–53 Raymond P. Morris Henry M. Brimm Esther George Calvin Schmitt
1953–54 Henry M. Brimm Robert F. Beach Esther George Calvin Schmitt
1954–55 Robert F. Beach Evah Kincheloe Alice Dagan Ernest M. White
1955–56 Robert F. Beach Helen Uhrlich Alice Dagan    Ernest M. White
1956–57 Helen B. Uhrlich Calvin Schmitt Alice Dagan Harold B. Prince
1957–58 Calvin Schmitt Decherd Turner Alice Dagan Harold B. Prince
1958–59 Decherd Turner Pamela Quiers Frederick Chenery Harold B. Prince
1959–60 Pamela Quiers Kenneth Quiers Frederick Chenery Harold B. Prince
1960–61 Kenneth Gapp Conolly Gamble Frederick Chenery Harold B. Prince
1961–62 Conolly Gamble  Donn M. Farris Frederick Chenery Harold B. Prince
1962–63 Donn M. Farris Jay S. Judah Frederick Chenery Harold B. Prince
1963–64 Jay S. Judah Charles Johnson Frederick Chenery Harold B. Prince
1964–65 Charles Johnson George H. Bricker Frederick Chenery Peter VandenBerge
1965–66 George H. Bricker Roscoe M. Pierson Th omas E. Camp Peter VandenBerge
1966–67 Roscoe Pierson Arthur E. Jones Th omas E. Camp Peter VandenBerge
1967–68 Arthur E. Jones Maria Grossmann Susan A. Schultz David Guston
1968–69 Maria Grossmann Harold B. Prince Susan A. Schultz David Guston
1969–70 Harold B. Prince Henry Scherer Susan A. Schultz David Guston
1970–71 Henry Scherer Genevieve Kelly Susan A. Schultz David Guston
1971–72 Genevieve Kelly Peter VandenBerge David J. Wartluft Warren Mehl
1972–73 Peter VandenBerge John D. Batsel David J. Wartluft Warren Mehl
1973–74 John D. Batsel Oscar C. Burdick David J. Wartluft Warren Mehl
1974–75 Oscar C. Burdick Roland E. Kircher David J. Wartluft Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1975–76 Roland E. Kircher Erich Schultz David J. Wartluft Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1976–77 Erich R.W. Schultz  John B. Trotti David J. Wartluft Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1977–78 John B. Trotti Elmer J. O’Brien David J. Wartluft Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1978–79 Elmer J. O’Brien G. Paul Hamm David J. Wartluft Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1979–80 Simeon Daly G. Paul Hamm David J. Wartluft Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1980–81 Simeon Daly Jerry Campbell David J. Wartluft Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1981–82 Jerry Campbell Robert Dvorak Albert Hurd Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1982–83 Robert Dvorak Martha Aycock Albert Hurd Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1983–84 Martha Aycock Ronald Deering Albert Hurd Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1984–85 Ronald Deering Sara Mobley Albert Hurd Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1985–86 Sara Myers Stephen Peterson Simeon Daly Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1986–87 Stephen Peterson Rosalyn Lewis Simeon Daly Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1987–88 Rosalyn Lewis Channing Jeschke Simeon Daly Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1988–89 Channing Jeschke H. Eugene McLeod Simeon Daly Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
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Offi cers

Term President Vice President/  Executive  Treasurer
  President Elect Secretary*

1989–90 H. Eugene McLeod James Dunkly Simeon Daly Robert A. Olsen, Jr.
1990–91 James Dunkly Mary Bischoff 
1991–92 James Dunkly Mary Bischoff 
1992–93 Mary Bischoff  Linda Corman
1993–94 Roger Loyd Linda Corman
1994–95 Roger Loyd Linda Corman
1995–96 Linda Corman M. Patrick Graham
1996–97 M. Patrick Graham Sharon A. Taylor
1997–98 M. Patrick Graham Dorothy G. Th omason
1998–99 Milton J (Joe) Coalter Dorothy G. Th omason
1999–2000 Milton J (Joe) Coalter William Hook
2000–01 William Hook Sharon Taylor
2001–02 Sharon Taylor Eileen Saner
2002–03 Eileen Saner Paul Schrodt
2003–04 Paul Schrodt Paul Stuehrenberg
2004–05 Paul Stuehrenberg Christine Wenderoth
2005–06 Christine Wenderoth Duane Harbin
2006–07 Duane Harbin Martha Lund Smalley
2007–08 Martha Lund Smalley David R. Stewart
2008–09 David R. Stewart Roberta A. Schaafsma

* Th is offi  cer was called Secretary until 1956–57, when the title was changed to Executive Secretary. 
When ATLA was reorganized in 1991, the Executive Secretary became a paid ATLA staff  position. 
In 1993, this position became Director of Member Services.
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Appendix IV: 2009 Annual Conference Hosts

ATLA gratefully acknowledges the local hosts for their hospitality and hard work to make the 
2009 Annual Conference possible.

Ever since the 1904 Saint Louis World’s Fair, these words have been sung innumerable times beckoning 
countless visitors to our city. Th ey were even sung in Rome by Saint Louis pilgrims who serenaded Pope 
John Paul II prior to his 1999 visit to the city. While your local host committee for this year’s Annual 
ATLA Conference considered cutting its own musical invitation, we thought it wiser instead to assure 
prospective attendees of a harmonious experience here where the Missouri and Mississippi rivers fl ow 
together by planning a well-balanced blend of both work and play.

Th e vista from the Millennium Hotel, our conference headquarters, dramatically unites Saint Louis’s past 
and present. Its juxtaposition of the Catholic Old Cathedral (where one of our worship services will take 
place) together with Saarinen’s soaring contemporary Arch encapsulates the city’s history in a single view. 
As the very name Saint Louis implies, the site was a frontier of faith for the French explorers who were 
ultimately succeeded by not only Lewis and Clark but all other pioneers and immigrants in their wake, 
making the city the veritable “Gateway to the West” that inspired the Arch’s design. Especially prominent 
among these arrivals was a large contingent of German Lutheran immigrants, the fruits of whose labors 
conference participants will experience through their day at Concordia Seminary.

From the very moment conference attendees arrive, the benefi t of the Metrolink light rail system will help 
ease travel and exploration throughout the city. Whether wishing to explore on your own or joining one 
of the many excursions planned from Wednesday through Friday, the diversity of the city will certainly 
surprise you. While some may want to experience our world-famous botanical gardens, others might 
prefer an evening baseball game (within walking distance of the hotel). Whatever you choose to do, don’t 
neglect to ride to the top of the Arch for the breath-taking view.

Th e members of the local host committee are working tirelessly to make this conference a memorable 
experience for all of you who will come to “meet us in Saint Louis.” Th rough all its events, from the 
sampling of local specialties at the opening reception to the fellowship of the closing banquet, we hope 
to make all of you feel as “at home” in Saint Louis as we do.

—Local Host Committee, 2009 ATLA Annual Conference 

Front row, left to right: Lyle E. Buettner (Concordia 
Seminary), Co-Chair James C. Pakala (Covenant 
Th eological Seminary), Andrew Sopko (Kenrick-Glennon) 
and Ron Crown (Saint Louis University). Back row: 
Garry Truman (Urshan Graduate School of Th eology), 
Eric R. Stancliff  (Concordia Seminary), and Co-Chair 
Allen Mueller (Eden Th eological Seminary).

Libraries of the St. Louis Th eological Consortium: Concordia Seminary Library; J. Oliver Buswell, Jr. Library, 
Covenant Th eological Seminary; Luhr Library, Eden Th eological Seminary; Charles L. Souvay Memorial Library, 
Kenrick-Glennon Seminary; Pius XII Memorial Library, Saint Louis University; Urshan Gateway Library, Urshan 
Graduate School of Th eology
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Institutional Representatives

Appendix V: 2009 Annual Conference Institutional and Affi  liate 
Institutional Member Representatives

Institutional Member 
Representative Attendees
Jackie Ammerman 
Anthony Amodeo 
Charles Bellinger 
Richard Berg 
David Berger 
Beth Bidlack 
Kenneth Boyd 
Mary Lou Bradbury 
Debra Bradshaw 
Christopher Brennan 
Claire Buettner 
Kelly Campbell 
Milton Coalter 
Linda Corman 
Ron Crown 
James W. Dunkly 
Susan Ebertz 
Teresa C. Ellis 
D. William Faupel 
Cheryl Felmlee 
John Garrett 
Neil Gerdes  
M. Patrick Graham 
Joanna Hause 
Elyse Hayes 
Julie Hines 
Derek Hogan 
William Hook 
Andrew Kadel 
Donald Keeney 
Bruce Keisling 
Mary Anne Knefel 
Cait Kokolus 
Daniel Kolb 
Alan Krieger 
J. Craig Kubic 
Daniel LaValla 
Liz Leahy 
Roger Loyd 
David Mayo 
Melody McMahon 
Kenneth McMullen 

Lorraine McQuarrie 
Don Meredith 
Sara Myers 
Claudette Newhall 
Laura Olejnik 
Lorraine Olley 
Philip O’Neill 
Sandra Oslund 
Paul Osmanski 
Brad Ost 
James Pakala 
Andre Paris 
Beth Perry 
Barbara Pfeifl e 
Richard Reitsma 
Terry Robertson 
Robert Roethemeyer 
Ernest Rubinstein 
Eileen Saner 
Roberta Schaafsma 
Beth Sheppard 
David Sherwood 
William Soll 
Andrew Sopko 
David Stewart 
Paul Stuehrenberg 
Norma Sutton 
Dennis Swanson 
Stephen Sweeney 
Sharon Taylor 
Margaret Van der Velde 
Steven Vanderhill 
Blake Walter 
John Weaver 
Christine Wenderoth 
Cecil White 
Stella Wilkins 
Laura Wood 
Logan S. Wright 
Patricia Yang 
Diana Yount 

Affi  liate Member 
Representative Attendee
Gerald L. Truman
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Appendix VI: 2009 Annual Conference Non-Member Presenters, 
On-Site Staff , and Non-Member Attendees

Non-Member Presenters
Kim Abrams
Robert M. Baum
Kurt Berends
Carolyn Cardwell
Barbara Carnes
Lynn Fields
Ruth Gaba
Patricia Gillespie
Marvin Huggins
Elizabeth Madson
David Miros 
Lora Mueller
Tracy Rochow Byerly
Sophie Schottler
Luther Smith, Jr.
Wayne Sparkman

On-Site Staff 
James J. Butler
Lavonne V. Cohen
Sara L. Corkery
Barbara J. Kemmis
Tami Luedtke
Judy Knop
Margot J. Lyon
Denise A.M. McFarlin
Dennis A. Norlin
Deana R. Rice
Laura Wrzesinski

Non-Member Attendees
Christopher Anderson 
Sara Baron 
Yuh-Fen Benda 
Susan Beyer  
Nina Chace 
Charles Croissant 
Carole DeVore 
Joanna DeYoung  
Odile Dupont 
Penelope Hall 
Ernest W. Heard 
Pamela Jervis 
Brent Koehn   
Jan Malcheski
Rebecca Miller 
Regie Powell 
Carol Reekie  
Irina Topping   
Kon Yang  
Shu-Pin Yang 
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Exhibitors and Sponsors

*Sponsor and Exhibitor

Conference Sponsors 

Abingdon Press

*ATLA Products and Services

BiblioLife

BRILL

Casalini Libri

Catholic Biblical Association of America

Concordia Publishing House

David C. Lachman

*EBSCO Publishing

Editorial Verbo Divino

Eisenbrauns, Inc.

Emery-Pratt Company

*Fortress Press

Harrassowitz

Hendrickson Publishers

InterVarsity Press

Th e Journal of Youth Ministry

Loome Th eological Booksellers

Midwest Library Service

Missouri Library Network Corp.

*OCLC - Online Computer Library 
Center, Inc.

Orthodox Witness

Th e Pilgrim Press

Puvill Libros - USA

Scarecrow Press

Th e Scholar’s Choice

SIL International

Stop Falling Productions

Stroud Booksellers

Th eological Book Network

Wabash Center for Teaching and Learning 
in Th eology and Religion

Walter de Gruyter, Inc.

Word Afl ame Press

ATLA Products and Services

CBIZ

Critchell, Miller & Petrus

CZ Marketing

EBSCO

First Bank and Trust

Fortress Press

Harbor Group Management Company

OCLC Online Computer Library Center

Protech

Vanderbilt University

Appendix VII: 2009 Annual Conference Exhibitors and Sponsors

Exhibitors and Advertisers
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Th is statistical record report is available in Excel spreadsheets at http://community.atla.com under Member 
Publications or upon request by writing memberrep@atla.com.

Appendix VIII: Statistical Records Report (2007–2008)

POPULATION SERVED AND LIBRARY STAFF

Institution Library
Type Students Faculty Prof

Staff 
Student

Staff 
Other
Staff 

Total
Staff 

ABILENE CHRISTIAN U c 79 11.67 11 16 12 39

ACADIA DIV COL c 63 9 9 7 26 42

ALLIANCE TH SEM b 342 28.96 1 1 1 3

AMBROSE SEM c 91 11 2 1 3 6

ANDERSON U a 100 8.14 6 24 5 35

ANDOVER NEWTON TH SCH a 178 21.6 2 1 3 6

ANDREWS U c 533 38.75 4 4 4 12

AQUINAS c 137 17.78 25 9 38 72

ASBURY TH SEM a 765 71.2 14 28 22 64

ASHLAND TH SEM b 472 45 2 5 1 8

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD TH 
SEM

a 301 20.16 2 4 3 9

ASSOC MENNONITE BIB SEM a 85 11.78 3 1 0 4

ATHENAEUM OHIO a 209 17 2 1 1 4

ATLANTIC SCH TH a 106 10.6 4 1 1 6

AUSTIN PRESBY TH SEM a 151 21.93 5 3 1 9

BANGOR TH SEM a 57 11.73 1 2 0 3

BAPTIST MISS ASSOC TH 
SEM

a 37 9 1 3 2 6

BARRY U a 47 29 7 0 24 31

BETHEL TH SEM b 752 44.88 7 2 5 14

BIBLICAL TH SEM a 174 11.11 1 1 2 4

BIBLIOTECA CENTRAL a 54 5 2 0 1 3

BIOLA U/TALBOT SCH THE c 565 73.55 9 17 13 39

BLESSED JOHN XXIII NAT SEM a 60 16 1 2 1 4

BOSTON U SCH TH a 260 24 7 10 2 19

BRITE DIV SCH c 184 24 1 0 0 1

CALVIN TH SEM d 210 23 9 10 10 29

CAMPBELL U c 164 14.8 1 1 1 3

CANADIAN SO BAPT a 30 8.3 1 1 1 3
CARDINAL BERAN LIBR/U ST THO a 333 11.88 0 0 0 0

CATHOLIC TH UNION a 222 35 4 3 3 10
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Population Served and Library Staff

Note: Library Type Defi nitions are as follows: a=Independent Library, b=Department/Department Branch, 
c=Integrated Library, and d=Shared Libary. A zero (0) may mean that the information is not applicable and/or not 
available. Statistics from ATS schools are printed as received from ATS.

Institution Library
Type Students Faculty Prof

Staff 
Student

Staff 
Other
Staff 

Total
Staff 

CATHOLIC U AMER b 264 43.4 2 14 2 18

CENTRAL BAPT TH SEM/KS a 89 8 1 0 1 2

CHICAGO TH SEM a 123 16.75 2 3 0 5

CHRIST THE KING SEM a 40 13 3 0 1 4

CHRISTIAN TH SEM a 173 29.6 5 3 3 11

CHURCH OF GOD TH SEM d 122 19.64 1 1 1 3

CINCIN CHRISTIAN U c 143 23 4 3 2 9

CLAREMONT SCH TH a 293 27.75 4 4 2 10

COLUMBIA INTL U c 199 17.5 4 4 5 13

COLUMBIA TH SEM a 264 25.2 6 0 8 14

CONCORDIA LUTH SEM/AB a 17 4 0 0 1 1

CONCORDIA SEM/MO a 527 31.5 5 7 6 18

CONCORDIA TH SEM/IN a 303 31.5 4 3 2 9
CORNERSTONE COL/GR BAPT SEM a 163 12.3 5 6 4 15

COVENANT TH SEM a 449 24.35 3 1 3 7

DALLAS TH SEM a 1146 74.8 4 5 6 15

DENVER SEM a 446 30.28 4 3 2 9

DOMINICAN HSE  STUDIES a 65 16.8 1 6 5 12

DREW U a 418 37 2 1 3 6

DUKE U DIV SCH b 497 51 3 1 2 6

EARLHAM d 62 9.5 8 7 5 20

EASTERN MENN U c 70 9.6 0 0 0 0

ECUMENICAL TH SEM a 75 6.36 1 1 1 3

EDEN TH SEM a 107 15.3 1 1 1 3

EMMANUEL SCH REL a 74 11.4 2 2 2 6

EMORY U/PITTS TH LIB b 459 58.5 7 4 13 24

EPISC DIV SCH a 50 11.25 5 10 1 16

EPISCOPAL TH SEM SW d 64 19 4 2 2 8

ERSKINE COL &  SEM c 168 21.94 3 3 3 9

EVANGELICAL SCH TH a 73 11.5 1 1 1 3

FLORIDA CTR TH STD a 32 3 1 0 2 3

FULLER TH SEM a 1957 168.21 6 3 11 20
GARDNERWEBB UNIVERSITY c 125 11.66 1 0 1 2

GARRETT EV/SEABURY W d 337 38.7 2 6 3 11

GENERAL TH SEM/NY a 99 9 3 2 4 9
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Th is statistical record report is available in Excel spreadsheets at http://community.atla.com under Member 
Publications or upon request by writing memberrep@atla.com.

Institution Library
Type Students Faculty Prof

Staff 
Student

Staff 
Other
Staff 

Total
Staff 

GEORGE FOX EVANGEL SEM b 131 10.96 2 1 3 6

GOLD GATE BAPT TH SEM a 703 39 4 3 4 11
GORDON-CONWELL TH SEM/MA a 1100 57.17 6 8 3 17

GRACE THEOL SEM c 80 7.5 3 2 2 7

GRAD TH UNION d 227 7.75 7 6 10 23
HAGGARD GRAD SCH OF THEO b 226 32.75 2 3 1 6

HARDING U GRAD SCH REL a 77 9 2 1 1 4

HARTFORD SEM a 93 20.66 2 1 3 6

HARVARD DIV SCH b 420 58.25 9 8 9 26
HELLENIC COL/HOLY CROSS a 116 14 4 3 1 8

HOOD TH SEM a 189 16.68 1 3 1 5

HOUSTON GRAD SCH OF TH a 100 9.8 1 0 6 7

HURON U COL c 42 9 0 0 0 0

ILIFF SCH TH a 238 18.7 3 3 2 8
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION/NJ a 181 14.67 1 2 2 5

ITC/ATLANTA U CTR d 458 24.25 23 9 52 84

JKM LIBRARY d 419 44.91 7 4 3 14

K.U. LEUVEN FAC TH b 970 190 5 3 3 11

KENRICK-GLENNON SEM a 69 13.5 2 1 2 5

KNOX COL/ON c 113 8.13 2 2 1 5

LANCASTER BIB COL a 760 62 4.71 3.18 1.47 9.36

LANCASTER TH SEM a 103 15.4 2 1 2 5

LELAND a 26 5.57 1 1 0 2

LEXINGTON TH SEM a 72 9 3 3 2 8
LINCOLN CHRISTIAN COL/SEM c 166 15 3 4 3 10

LOGOS EVAN SEM a 57 12.61 1 0 2 3

LOGSDON c 81 14 1 1 1 3

LOUISV PRESBY TH SEM a 131 29 3 2 5 10

LUTHER SEM/MN a 556 46.77 4 11 4 19

LUTHERAN TH SEM/GET a 152 16 2 1 3 6

LUTHERAN TH SEM/PHIL a 206 20 2 1 2 5
LUTHERAN TH SOUTHERN SEM a 135 14.4 2 2 1 5

MARS HILL a 193 12.27 2 1 2 5

MASTER’S SEMINARY a 276 18 2 10 4 16

MEADVILLE/LOMBARD a 56 7.4 2 1 1 4
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Population Served and Library Staff

Note: Library Type Defi nitions are as follows: a=Independent Library, b=Department/Department Branch, 
c=Integrated Library, and d=Shared Libary. A zero (0) may mean that the information is not applicable and/or not 
available. Statistics from ATS schools are printed as received from ATS.

Institution Library
Type Students Faculty Prof

Staff 
Student

Staff 
Other
Staff 

Total
Staff 

MEMPHIS TH SEM a 227 18.8 3 2 2 7
MENNONITE BRETH BIB SEM d 73 8 5 3 2 10

MERCER UNIV c 200 15.42 9 3 8 20

METHODIST TH SCH/OH a 165 23.5 2 15 1 18

MICHIGAN TH SEM a 98 4 1 2 0 3

MID-AMERICA BAPTIST/NY b 40 5 1 0 0 1

MIDW BAPT TH SEM a 237 22.9 5 3 0 8

MORAVIAN TH SEM c 47 8.33 0 1 0 1

MT ANGEL ABBEY a 42 29 2 0 4 6

MT ST MARYS COL & SEM c 144 13 1 2 1 4

MULTNOMAH BIB SEM a 163 17.3 0 0 0 0

N.  AMERICAN BAPT COL/AB a 43 8.66 1 1 3 5

N.  AMERICAN BAPT SEM/SD a 77 18 1 1 2 4

N. CENTRAL BIB U c 1128 38 1 4 4 9

N. PARK TH SEM c 142 21.4 8 9 7 24

N.W. BAPT SEM a 53 7 1 0 1 2

NASHOTAH HOUSE a 80 8 1 1 3 5

NAZARENE TH SEM a 144 20 1 3 2 6

NEW BRUNSWICK TH SEM a 136 13.88 3 1 1 5

NEW ORLNS BAPT TH SEM a 916 77.87 6 6 3 15

NEW YORK TH SEM d 152 7 1 1 0 2

NORTHEASTERN SEM c 80 6.8 6 5 6 17

NORTHERN SEM a 81 14.14 1 1 2 4

NOTREDAME a 81 17 2 0 0 2

OBLATE SCH OF TH a 138 20 2 0 4 6

ORAL ROBERTS U c 267 22 4 2 2 8

PALMER TH SEM a 240 32.5 2 0 3 5

PERKINS SCH TH/SMU a 290 35.5 7 5 9 21

PHILLIPS TH SEM a 98 11.93 3 1 1 5

PHOENIX SEM a 88 10.5 2 0 3 5

PITTSBURGH TH SEM a 232 26 7 2 2 11

PONT COL JOSEPHINUM a 82 9.8 2 1 1 4

PRINCETON TH SEM a 598 54.4 10 7 12 29

PROVIDENCE COL & SEM a 117 15.71 1 1 2 4
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Th is statistical record report is available in Excel spreadsheets at http://community.atla.com under Member 
Publications or upon request by writing memberrep@atla.com.

Institution Library
Type Students Faculty Prof

Staff 
Student

Staff 
Other
Staff 

Total
Staff 

REFORMED EPISCOPAL SEM a 9 10.5 1 0 1 2

REFORMED PRESBY TH SEM a 54 6 1 0 1 2

REFORMED TH SEM/MS a 602 53.31 5 6 4 15

REGENT COL d 324 24 3 2 2 7

REGENT U/VA c 458 29.24 1 2 2 5

REGIS COLLEGE a 105 16.25 2 0 2 4

S. EASTERN BAPT TH SEM a 871 63 5 10 7 22

S. WESTERN BAPT TH SEM a 1549 147.91 12 40 8 60

SAC  HEART SCH OF TH/WI a 135 14.88 1 0 0 1
SAMFORD U/BEESON DIV SCH c 124 17 1 0 0 1

SEATTLE U c 132 25.83 11 3 16 30

SEMIMMACNY a 87 9.6 2 0 1 3

SHAW c 196 16.5 1 0 2 3

SOUTHERN BAPT TH SEM a 1463 76 7 7 12 26
SS CYRIL & METHODIUS SEM a 21 6.5 2 0 1 3

ST ANDREWS COLL a 16 5 0 0 1 1

ST AUGUSTINES SEM a 93 17.6 2 1 0 3

ST CHARLES BORROM SEM a 87 11 3 0 4 7

ST JOHNS U/MN c 80 14 10 14 14 38

ST JOSEPHS SEM a 107 16 2 0 6 8

ST MARY SEM a 71 18 1 5 1 7

ST MEINRAD SCH OF TH d 143 18 3 1 2 6

ST PATRICKS SEM a 100 20 3 2 0 5

ST PAUL SCH TH/MO a 171 21.16 3 1 2 6
ST PAUL SEM/U OF ST THOMAS a 99 17.8 3 3 2 8

ST PETERS SEM a 31 17 1 1 1 3

ST TIKHONS ORTH TH SEM a 71 9.7 1 0 1 2

ST VINCENT DE PAUL a 62 13.75 3 1 0 4
ST VLADIMIRS ORTH THE SEM a 78 13 2 0 0 2

STJOHNVIANNEY a 107 20.5 3 0 1 4

STVINCENT c 70 11.25 4 3 6 13
TH COLL CANADIAN REF CHS a 17 4 1 0 0.1 1.1

TRINITY COL FAC DIV c 67 11.6 2 1 1 4

TRINITY EPIS SC  MIN a 74 11 2 3 1 6
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Population Served and Library Staff

Note: Library Type Defi nitions are as follows: a=Independent Library, b=Department/Department Branch, 
c=Integrated Library, and d=Shared Libary. A zero (0) may mean that the information is not applicable and/or not 
available. Statistics from ATS schools are printed as received from ATS.

Institution Library
Type Students Faculty Prof

Staff 
Student

Staff 
Other
Staff 

Total
Staff 

TRINITY LUTH SEM a 115 22 2 3 3 8

TURNER a 91 16 2 0 1 3

TYNDALE COL & SEM/ON c 286 27.33 4 2 6 12
U DUBUQUE CHAS C MYERS LIB c 102 23.07 5 5 5 15

U NOTRE DAME c 188 59.5 5 3 17 25

U ST MARY THE LAKE a 161 33.66 2 0 3 5

U ST MICHAELS COL c 152 15.8 2 1 2 5

U THE SOUTH SCH TH c 94 15 2 0 0 2

UNION TH SEM IN VA d 258 38 6 5 11 22

UNION TH SEM/NY b 224 28 6 6 6 18

UNITED TH SEM a 115 14 1 4 7 12

UNITED TH SEM/TW CITIES a 89 15.4 2 1 1 4

UNIV OF CHICAGO c 376 34 67 61 192 320

URSHAN GRAD SCHL THEO d 11 4.75 2 2 1 5

VANCOUVER SCH TH a 74 18.8 1 1 3 5

VANDERBILT U DIV SCH b 256 29.66 0 0 0 0
VICTORIA U/EMMANUEL COL b 103 14 1 1 1 3

VIRGINIA TH SEM a 158 21.7 6 2 4 12

WAKE FOREST UNIV c 103 20.7 0 0 1 1

WARTBURG TH SEM a 185 20.13 1 1 3 5

WASHBAPT a 98 7 1 3 0 4

WASHINGTON TH UNION a 100 24.5 1 0 3 4

WESLEY BIB SEM a 77 9.2 1 1 1 3

WESLEY TH SEM/DC a 435 31.67 4 2 0 6

WESTERN SEMINARY a 281 28.6 3 1 1 5

WESTERN TH SEM/MI a 170 18 4 2 2 8

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/ CA a 115 10.64 1 2 1 4

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/PA a 451 27.46 5 2 1 8
WILF LAURIER U/WATERLOO c 48 7.3 0 0 1 1

WINEBRENNER SEM d 71 10.3 1 0 2 3

YALE U DIV SCH b 351 43.75 9 5 9 23
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Th is statistical record report is available in Excel spreadsheets at http://community.atla.com under Member 
Publications or upon request by writing memberrep@atla.com.

Statistical Records Report (2007–2008)

FINANCIAL DATA

Institution Salary
Wages

Library
Materials Binding Total Lib

Expn
Total Inst

Expn

ABILENE CHRISTIAN U 934525 81380 7205 1052533 4983445

ACADIA DIV COL 0 39699 3500 43199 1959893

ALLIANCE TH SEM 115587 63884 0 186120 5425236

AMBROSE SEM 282727 112076 3401 434229 1889217

ANDERSON U 599737 273880 3328 938443 1575000

ANDOVER NEWTON TH SCH 249242 99615 2423 378171 8214617

ANDREWS U 456779 193292 7684 748683 9261895

AQUINAS 3746511 3151504 60055 7544766 4154125

ASBURY TH SEM 1570984 438249 10354 2557038 20686830

ASHLAND TH SEM 196571 160945 4500 371586 8131303

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD TH SEM 180381 128666 908 351908 5471705

ASSOC MENNONITE BIB SEM 156264 72739 1894 254799 4699791

ATHENAEUM OHIO 131650 75407 3753 260363 4057974

ATLANTIC SCH TH 237304 64904 0 330794 2361447

AUSTIN PRESBY TH SEM 337879 142950 5313 515396 8891592

BANGOR TH SEM 63930 26041 493 105466 2209542

BAPTIST MISS ASSOC TH SEM 95270 25133 1878 138139 1182901

BARRY U 797805 701575 10149 1823710 1652214

BETHEL TH SEM 618556 194145 4992 872356 14751380

BIBLICAL TH SEM 158149 53372 5745 240025 4015600

BIBLIOTECA CENTRAL 48456 6062 0 63741 328591

BIOLA U/TALBOT SCH THE 1426519 1098281 22355 2610045 21190030

BLESSED JOHN XXIII NAT SEM 56817 37445 2153 101073 2152138

BOSTON U SCH TH 392923 165214 6954 636243 9740862

BRITE DIV SCH 72940 125502 0 198442 7701241

CALVIN TH SEM 964327 1456683 44949 2675266 8960145

CAMPBELL U 71800 46541 276 149517 1879410

CANADIAN SO BAPT 67698 27659 0 105944 1738466
CARDINAL BERAN LIBR/U ST THO 116107 74453 1571 192241 926042

CATHOLIC TH UNION 288745 129749 5400 459939 10126090

CATHOLIC U AMER 178000 98199 46000 337199 161842000

CENTRAL BAPT TH SEM/KS 37294 27192 0 71839 2355221
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Financial Data

Note: Financial data is reported in U.S. dollars by U.S. and foreign institutions and in Canadian dollars by Canadian 
Institutions. A zero (0) may mean that the information is not applicable and/or not available. Statistics from ATS 
schools are printed as received from ATS.

Institution Salary
Wages

Library
Materials Binding Total Lib

Expn
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Expn

CHICAGO TH SEM 138056 26131 657 171016 5432699

CHRIST THE KING SEM 129774 110842 4881 255872 3024072

CHRISTIAN TH SEM 525612 180750 8668 756730 10791190

CHURCH OF GOD TH SEM 62013 38094 254 124060 3848901

CINCIN CHRISTIAN U 272417 92576 1209 464101 2993854

CLAREMONT SCH TH 337342 154652 4693 555939 8991701

COLUMBIA INTL U 357190 100086 2298 585940 3776073

COLUMBIA TH SEM 631364 229023 6876 959398 13544640

CONCORDIA LUTH SEM/AB 55978 20227 847 99538 1178583

CONCORDIA SEM/MO 636949 252205 6267 1626291 25042050

CONCORDIA TH SEM/IN 356855 111185 4922 520069 14048180
CORNERSTONE COL/ GR BAPT SEM 371594 317174 3535 800576 3339118

COVENANT TH SEM 287104 75279 1522 425210 10785780

DALLAS TH SEM 532089 269894 14941 850372 27504840

DENVER SEM 294000 131580 7274 449854 9898827

DOMINICAN HSE  STUDIES 176046 39216 3074 441527 2082200

DREW U 241479 189157 2537 465167 15902590

DUKE U DIV SCH 332187 266094 0 1193094 12936700

EARLHAM 872276 587241 9017 1646100 1601370

EASTERN MENN U 29253 22427 104 55783 2049197

ECUMENICAL TH SEM 68184 11376 0 81375 1999838

EDEN TH SEM 149525 90400 7124 345184 4642220

EMMANUEL SCH REL 166819 70122 7488 300482 4209546

EMORY U/PITTS TH LIB 1068473 548641 10661 1712563 23110520

EPISC DIV SCH 310301 100000 4000 543626 7168881

EPISCOPAL TH SEM SW 300802 56770 1057 402014 5374096

ERSKINE COL &  SEM 279218 175728 1962 523881 3346324

EVANGELICAL SCH TH 85866 51070 1568 151451 2396338

FLORIDA CTR TH STD 80128 47717 428 132221 741145

FULLER TH SEM 1076222 431282 42370 1886857 48264680

GARDNERWEBB UNIVERSITY 48000 40117 162 91961 2937467

GARRETT EV/SEABURY W 373675 171018 15000 642844 14165950

GENERAL TH SEM/NY 432936 97873 4150 586062 10566720

GEORGE FOX EVANGEL SEM 232308 73144 2772 326372 1498877
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GOLD GATE BAPT TH SEM 425091 197428 7028 738629 9418546
GORDON-CONWELL TH SEM/MA 514630 178632 6638 1151102 23466070

GRACE THEOL SEM 195905 154892 4685 438386 1124486

GRAD TH UNION 1074762 550909 6116 2873785 8845044
HAGGARD GRAD SCH OF THEO 249650 65600 0 315250 4326022

HARDING U GRAD SCH REL 170805 107329 5383 301685 2196578

HARTFORD SEM 172613 52012 717 249414 5427077

HARVARD DIV SCH 1653066 519795 72561 2595887 34983980

HELLENIC COL/HOLY CROSS 209898 64060 6858 835473 10770050

HOOD TH SEM 74592 28690 119 114249 2432041

HOUSTON GRAD SCH OF TH 70562 7557 0 78119 1215706

HURON U COL 10320 33120 1600 45040 985198

ILIFF SCH TH 281315 118699 5100 434608 7131414
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION/NJ 105801 65984 0 171785 6122050

ITC/ATLANTA U CTR 3548769 1471029 0 9444446 9511368

JKM LIBRARY 636578 175927 6580 901993 19937380

K.U. LEUVEN FAC TH 490000 331500 32000 880200 0

KENRICK-GLENNON SEM 206951 141686 8711 400520 3899291

KNOX COL/ON 156256 36200 3065 242660 3541944

LANCASTER BIB COL 215904 167839 1087 429478 11466270

LANCASTER TH SEM 214025 97335 3211 323577 3902559

LELAND 30499 22879 0 53378 867646

LEXINGTON TH SEM 311856 154044 2134 516859 5057133
LINCOLN CHRISTIAN COL/SEM 314816 82141 2220 437558 2319620

LOGOS EVAN SEM 104448 21987 0 126435 2653624

LOGSDON 86518 57854 798 154073 1768617

LOUISV PRESBY TH SEM 485974 245814 4900 736688 9240429

LUTHER SEM/MN 463991 195790 11281 731008 20282910

LUTHERAN TH SEM/GET 140000 44003 0 184003 5547560

LUTHERAN TH SEM/PHIL 196684 49682 6616 259841 11068920
LUTHERAN TH SOUTHERN SEM 184236 61970 4403 282323 5256815

MARS HILL 172000 51250 0 235750 4827780

MASTER’S SEMINARY 324850 298811 5000 684161 3500000

MEADVILLE/LOMBARD 151083 23942 1000 190563 3020342
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MEMPHIS TH SEM 196031 36787 5531 329180 5370048

MENNONITE BRETH BIB SEM 378268 393158 0 839785 3428533

MERCER UNIV 591967 68670 3269 671791 5318962

METHODIST TH SCH/OH 210298 61993 0 272291 5995727

MICHIGAN TH SEM 64800 61348 0 127337 2129084

MID-AMERICA BAPTIST/NY 0 10445 0 71862 0

MIDW BAPT TH SEM 251175 209320 2982 533430 5916444

MORAVIAN TH SEM 21700 47299 661 138223 2211951

MT ANGEL ABBEY 235351 94567 3540 607899 3876630

MT ST MARYS COL & SEM 76769 78982 1426 181481 2639000

MULTNOMAH BIB SEM 354308 188434 5867 595874 3669548

N.  AMERICAN BAPT COL/AB 191000 38555 0 255589 1117643

N.  AMERICAN BAPT SEM/SD 102899 50000 5531 202380 3822305

N. CENTRAL BIB U 215888 66645 1087 311857 19826990

N. PARK TH SEM 974870 436057 11294 1526607 4930395

N.W. BAPT SEM 96297 13284 484 115318 1387798

NASHOTAH HOUSE 165755 61202 2968 247811 3369270

NAZARENE TH SEM 231760 123652 2726 403584 4227602

NEW BRUNSWICK TH SEM 182316 83088 2113 326502 3709202

NEW ORLNS BAPT TH SEM 492100 230300 4500 898000 15746800

NEW YORK TH SEM 62000 75000 400 146600 4812594

NORTHEASTERN SEM 474626 273419 2915 829951 1320223

NORTHERN SEM 184347 50543 3006 278667 3725312

NOTREDAME 70585 26980 5215 102780 3453478

OBLATE SCH OF TH 168606 95799 5000 296543 3943307

ORAL ROBERTS U 257929 74126 822 388173 7727902

PALMER TH SEM 205961 59157 3705 293506 4376497

PERKINS SCH TH/SMU 987312 806294 21529 2597580 15138140

PHILLIPS TH SEM 105475 72974 1826 234919 4819240

PHOENIX SEM 214599 36515 2416 473947 4938738

PITTSBURGH TH SEM 532818 247085 19907 931544 9775483

PONT COL JOSEPHINUM 163691 88979 4222 294856 6130315

PRINCETON TH SEM 2098411 1112010 60901 4455474 50950570

PROVIDENCE COL & SEM 113991 79885 2251 222533 1984984
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REFORMED EPISCOPAL SEM 120450 4894 0 125344 952229

REFORMED PRESBY TH SEM 55312 37467 0 92779 907938

REFORMED TH SEM/MS 535656 150192 14400 844483 17015950

REGENT COL 336844 109487 3407 618862 8288323

REGENT U/VA 161963 178746 1743 386122 6529000

REGIS COLLEGE 218956 46711 2645 287644 2552234

S. EASTERN BAPT TH SEM 732853 215819 8514 998275 17718620

S. WESTERN BAPT TH SEM 900804 254683 8972 1397381 37700710

SAC  HEART SCH OF TH/WI 105042 26546 1383 160090 5786065

SAMFORD U/BEESON DIV SCH 56400 119922 0 176322 6402208

SEATTLE U 56942 104728 165 171868 5609147

SEMIMMACNY 141194 61127 708 239814 3857459

SHAW 81477 6285 0 87762 1768071

SOUTHERN BAPT TH SEM 817245 304454 17024 1353900 28193820

SS CYRIL & METHODIUS SEM 93500 22344 0 125221 1886108

ST ANDREWS COLL 51248 21988 0 88747 1242353

ST AUGUSTINES SEM 109901 35425 3320 153620 3343312

ST CHARLES BORROM SEM 352027 85232 5900 494471 3748747

ST JOHNS U/MN 1361784 481568 2693 2144604 3568167

ST JOSEPHS SEM 168217 89627 3675 301480 5487147

ST MARY SEM 86367 54579 5919 159938 2340844

ST MEINRAD SCH OF TH 233406 93727 1651 374918 5817102

ST PATRICKS SEM 177572 69317 2836 290989 4599207

ST PAUL SCH TH/MO 257421 99423 14158 431413 7600682

ST PAUL SEM/U OF ST THOMAS 318153 88037 3961 434103 4401720

ST PETERS SEM 103360 45695 6649 167751 1808623

ST TIKHONS ORTH TH SEM 33000 8605 0 47265 924694

ST VINCENT DE PAUL 105277 76245 5112 236384 3572075

ST VLADIMIRS ORTH THE SEM 132159 53279 3977 219067 4365353

STJOHNVIANNEY 200000 55500 3000 304000 3407691

STVINCENT 40903 38910 7670 149365 1959369

TH COLL CANADIAN REF CHS 0 32248 1213 94081 815258

TRINITY COL FAC DIV 264640 77000 3710 354670 2291500

TRINITY EPIS SC  MIN 166503 86310 8878 294953 4745270
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TRINITY LUTH SEM 284316 76268 1268 399033 7127911

TURNER 58477 23504 0 103456 1709924

TYNDALE COL & SEM/ON 484937 341423 4145 854969 12399180
U DUBUQUE CHAS C MYERS LIB 462776 266205 4496 909894 5309979

U NOTRE DAME 974147 1216299 9838 2406065 0

U ST MARY THE LAKE 255465 115593 7190 443716 8910462

U ST MICHAELS COL 272613 94843 13923 399705 2811488

U THE SOUTH SCH TH 180392 101689 7355 290836 8234911

UNION TH SEM IN VA 1026697 308060 21701 1463360 17129460

UNION TH SEM/NY 620262 283075 26254 929591 12075570

UNITED TH SEM 286932 65055 1891 375654 5208174

UNITED TH SEM/TW CITIES 168556 48519 1382 239884 3980874

UNIV OF CHICAGO 12221490 19560840 388469 36129060 18662000

URSHAN GRAD SCHL THEO 88572 27067 0 118237 829306

VANCOUVER SCH TH 180919 59000 5000 270128 3398554

VANDERBILT U DIV SCH 467287 254142 5345 1159174 12711590

VICTORIA U/EMMANUEL COL 153950 55928 4000 279578 4075831

VIRGINIA TH SEM 613294 260425 7646 978735 16260890

WAKE FOREST UNIV 51474 57123 625 117839 3336000

WARTBURG TH SEM 158211 60448 1249 262187 6518014

WASHBAPT 70000 35600 0 116000 972475

WASHINGTON TH UNION 128057 85726 3704 238053 4437592

WESLEY BIB SEM 65849 16832 0 90224 2308721

WESLEY TH SEM/DC 275543 164977 6744 503156 12158610

WESTERN SEMINARY 142694 39336 0 203588 5501816

WESTERN TH SEM/MI 309813 66424 4247 423869 8394565

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/ CA 97326 73252 0 170578 3869247

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/PA 382431 185481 6841 584957 9975060

WILF LAURIER U/WATERLOO 30139 21954 1833 59895 1319995

WINEBRENNER SEM 65854 24001 865 100671 1930394

YALE U DIV SCH 1359137 409121 1431 1896586 21214700
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LIBRARY HOLDINGS

Institution Bound
Vol Microforms AudVis

Media
Period
Subs

Other
Hold

ABILENE CHRISTIAN U 110471 240000 7640 315 0

ACADIA DIV COL 92672 0 0 162 0

ALLIANCE TH SEM 46374 6439 2095 251 152

AMBROSE SEM 107891 28689 1898 353 980

ANDERSON U 195087 116 4780 698 8443

ANDOVER NEWTON TH SCH 244624 13072 266 409 1373

ANDREWS U 178881 52772 23940 1682 38231

AQUINAS 1423408 1255344 4079 11847 170283

ASBURY TH SEM 339893 27089 33082 1125 63808

ASHLAND TH SEM 84619 622 1256 322 1576

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD TH SEM 95879 75725 5321 344 68

ASSOC MENNONITE BIB SEM 116362 1226 1736 455 648

ATHENAEUM OHIO 110072 1928 1700 291 31

ATLANTIC SCH TH 84295 160 2071 725 313

AUSTIN PRESBY TH SEM 161143 11440 7282 492 76

BANGOR TH SEM 43752 0 101 103 79

BAPTIST MISS ASSOC TH SEM 71429 947 7985 320 72052

BARRY U 353590 0 7743 988 83

BETHEL TH SEM 379438 4267 10772 844 118

BIBLICAL TH SEM 50379 0 1387 346 26

BIBLIOTECA CENTRAL 32053 188 0 314 92

BIOLA U/TALBOT SCH THE 320214 213647 10985 1069 7047
BLESSED JOHN XXIII NAT SEM 67214 0 8278 321 7

BOSTON U SCH TH 166944 31764 1001 506 2537

BRITE DIV SCH 203262 642473 27077 465 23

CALVIN TH SEM 640260 809013 3747 2100 162291

CAMPBELL U 34658 2265 95 70 1367

CANADIAN SO BAPT 35809 8378 2821 11413 11561
CARDINAL BERAN LIBR/U ST THO 68535 3208 284 337 5

CATHOLIC TH UNION 162189 197 1042 515 210

CATHOLIC U AMER 328181 25104 921 4072 313

CENTRAL BAPT TH SEM/KS 94583 10716 2728 124 601
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Institution Bound
Vol Microforms AudVis

Media
Period
Subs

Other
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CHICAGO TH SEM 119430 0 0 76 0

CHRIST THE KING SEM 168978 3508 1837 420 21086

CHRISTIAN TH SEM 235333 3063 7753 821 528

CHURCH OF GOD TH SEM 32806 14 111 83 7

CINCIN CHRISTIAN U 122987 47539 16772 305 86946

CLAREMONT SCH TH 202622 5690 719 620 178

COLUMBIA INTL U 127290 56958 7575 347 9322

COLUMBIA TH SEM 192495 43620 5065 876 3352

CONCORDIA LUTH SEM/AB 27618 207 931 262 130

CONCORDIA SEM/MO 258899 56324 11890 1052 13673

CONCORDIA TH SEM/IN 172307 19193 8282 712 4708
CORNERSTONE COL/GR BAPT SEM 126844 276101 6916 2690 1705

COVENANT TH SEM 83508 1586 2966 366 585

DALLAS TH SEM 214796 59166 10301 788 19364

DENVER SEM 160096 3200 3431 499 773

DOMINICAN HSE  STUDIES 72268 1294 805 302 20

DREW U 88322 57379 217 411 65826

DUKE U DIV SCH 384671 41606 0 716 88

EARLHAM 314721 232682 7951 2512 74

EASTERN MENN U 83591 38060 1493 405 860

ECUMENICAL TH SEM 38381 0 251 68 1636

EDEN TH SEM 93709 377 871 239 13

EMMANUEL SCH REL 144248 25680 4522 735 91

EMORY U/PITTS TH LIB 548936 120152 3562 1462 1346

EPISC DIV SCH 67235 319 354 487 25

EPISCOPAL TH SEM SW 112375 1382 3876 461 582

ERSKINE COL &  SEM 184605 62727 1511 646 16827

EVANGELICAL SCH TH 81951 215 872 552 1043

FLORIDA CTR TH STD 31934 0 254 259 23

FULLER TH SEM 414381 62976 1507 801 1812

GARDNERWEBB UNIVERSITY 34740 34004 716 100 1521

GARRETT EV/SEABURY W 496045 9579 1043 2002 2209

GENERAL TH SEM/NY 261664 1289 203 552 108

GEORGE FOX EVANGEL SEM 69945 5026 2425 256 584
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Other
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GOLD GATE BAPT TH SEM 177059 876 2690 389 44957
GORDON-CONWELL TH SEM/MA 304754 47787 10057 709 538

GRACE THEOL SEM 158888 23148 0 333 56

GRAD TH UNION 474398 284205 6826 1572 4953
HAGGARD GRAD SCH OF THEO 73841 0 0 363 105

HARDING U GRAD SCH REL 129212 20573 2654 1156 2962

HARTFORD SEM 92623 6660 498 308 48

HARVARD DIV SCH 511308 96102 911 1914 7841

HELLENIC COL/HOLY CROSS 66156 863 2989 717 643

HOOD TH SEM 37321 66 253 300 20

HOUSTON GRAD SCH OF TH 47088 0 359 7672 4390

HURON U COL 39229 0 0 0 0

ILIFF SCH TH 230362 60708 2635 535 1082
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION/NJ 67301 3187 4911 458 33

ITC/ATLANTA U CTR 419714 867237 8457 1076 51376

JKM LIBRARY 352415 119170 1412 630 40

K.U. LEUVEN FAC TH 1364905 15420 389 1525 113170

KENRICK-GLENNON SEM 80554 613 3670 307 230

KNOX COL/ON 80090 1977 0 213 0

LANCASTER BIB COL 147190 31627 4801 405 4847

LANCASTER TH SEM 151775 6539 1624 260 17

LELAND 13335 0 7128 0 196

LEXINGTON TH SEM 164781 10338 843 976 1043
LINCOLN CHRISTIAN COL/SEM 104031 5197 31259 366 6550

LOGOS EVAN SEM 49375 0 3381 176 275

LOGSDON 48539 0 0 52 0

LOUISV PRESBY TH SEM 169057 11851 5006 601 3097

LUTHER SEM/MN 257415 44889 2426 662 21

LUTHERAN TH SEM/GET 45739 6264 2106 462 1423

LUTHERAN TH SEM/PHIL 199477 26903 5439 472 3761
LUTHERAN TH SOUTHERN SEM 110471 76050 2033 351 27

MARS HILL 16316 0 1030 6 15

MASTER’S SEMINARY 135719 72000 838 520 56

MEADVILLE/LOMBARD 108196 320 0 145 5
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MEMPHIS TH SEM 87536 1252 953 376 245

MENNONITE BRETH BIB SEM 207688 330037 11991 1060 2722

MERCER UNIV 57656 2269 1142 305 138

METHODIST TH SCH/OH 142764 1862 4524 249 184

MICHIGAN TH SEM 68976 0 2626 205 113

MID-AMERICA BAPTIST/NY 60311 112 221 132 108

MIDW BAPT TH SEM 116754 3027 4196 371 5509

MORAVIAN TH SEM 43576 2200 65 280 81

MT ANGEL ABBEY 224313 65854 2670 301 18

MT ST MARYS COL & SEM 40638 5143 0 134 2

MULTNOMAH BIB SEM 99480 8005 5990 372 4901

N.  AMERICAN BAPT COL/AB 82914 0 367 1507 73

N.  AMERICAN BAPT SEM/SD 68787 0 1947 302 2

N. CENTRAL BIB U 73259 0 564 202 288

N. PARK TH SEM 265259 284862 8622 800 13762

N.W. BAPT SEM 22366 420 1864 106 25

NASHOTAH HOUSE 110864 3 611 286 390

NAZARENE TH SEM 109140 28672 1981 554 6860

NEW BRUNSWICK TH SEM 173572 0 212 298 14

NEW ORLNS BAPT TH SEM 289039 14722 32636 1109 58866

NEW YORK TH SEM 0 0 0 0 0

NORTHEASTERN SEM 131477 5532 1898 1892 438

NORTHERN SEM 53240 2759 1644 282 1952

NOTREDAME 93127 2779 751 163 34

OBLATE SCH OF TH 96755 0 238 408 15

ORAL ROBERTS U 85464 11151 5448 151 1156

PALMER TH SEM 146963 62 2182 383 0

PERKINS SCH TH/SMU 350207 136495 2023 1234 2496

PHILLIPS TH SEM 93292 3683 670 227 979

PHOENIX SEM 45542 6455 1299 156 30376

PITTSBURGH TH SEM 285204 86191 12777 870 6060

PONT COL JOSEPHINUM 143286 1887 3520 389 2353

PRINCETON TH SEM 638926 566774 3709 3720 4223

PROVIDENCE COL & SEM 71405 7946 3772 320 1060
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REFORMED EPISCOPAL SEM 23839 0 28 72 119

REFORMED PRESBY TH SEM 68604 744 1328 242 111

REFORMED TH SEM/MS 279518 131759 5072 1349 135

REGENT COL 126787 61093 10390 372 926

REGENT U/VA 143100 104569 2421 235 20335

REGIS COLLEGE 89815 0 0 301 0

S. EASTERN BAPT TH SEM 204895 103664 25184 797 25364

S. WESTERN BAPT TH SEM 533136 19182 53680 744 457234

SAC  HEART SCH OF TH/WI 103071 1394 6040 434 38
SAMFORD U/BEESON DIV SCH 264438 665361 0 1196 155808

SEATTLE U 68272 3104 328 235 312

SEMIMMACNY 59082 0 1203 272 70

SHAW 17347 1396 306 2 44

SOUTHERN BAPT TH SEM 394346 62855 104326 1875 437529

SS CYRIL & METHODIUS SEM 86180 25886 1645 185 43

ST ANDREWS COLL 43365 30 198 62 2210

ST AUGUSTINES SEM 37874 0 1507 175 16

ST CHARLES BORROM SEM 132558 1897 17605 575 1320

ST JOHNS U/MN 519071 64610 14041 1391 22564

ST JOSEPHS SEM 103319 10750 0 273 6

ST MARY SEM 75402 1401 1227 337 0

ST MEINRAD SCH OF TH 175972 10572 5286 326 39

ST PATRICKS SEM 123304 2194 2293 315 6179

ST PAUL SCH TH/MO 110792 3 974 590 2893
ST PAUL SEM/U OF ST THOMAS 109408 1365 68 336 315

ST PETERS SEM 70406 196 2005 249 0

ST TIKHONS ORTH TH SEM 49485 3524 490 238 948

ST VINCENT DE PAUL 83603 705 1554 342 7501
ST VLADIMIRS ORTH THE SEM 137041 2739 380 364 1

STJOHNVIANNEY 164267 362 2227 306 284

STVINCENT 106426 83887 4576 153 54
TH COLL CANADIAN REF CHS 30769 39 80 100 21

TRINITY COL FAC DIV 74922 3700 631 212 67

TRINITY EPIS SC  MIN 104195 0 5041 401 213
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TRINITY LUTH SEM 140827 3291 6532 434 414

TURNER 29709 267 823 194 183

TYNDALE COL & SEM/ON 107028 1535 3073 527 6904
U DUBUQUE CHAS C MYERS LIB 183336 20000 3315 393 657

U NOTRE DAME 351943 267110 580 647 4727

U ST MARY THE LAKE 192666 1946 844 439 2

U ST MICHAELS COL 147818 5947 565 211 22169

U THE SOUTH SCH TH 152380 11108 890 1321 50

UNION TH SEM IN VA 349740 34336 24475 942 24304

UNION TH SEM/NY 623671 167821 1829 1719 6867

UNITED TH SEM 147507 9481 8177 475 5452

UNITED TH SEM/TW CITIES 167814 8410 550 213 11

UNIV OF CHICAGO 8597153 3080279 58905 53308 35977

URSHAN GRAD SCHL THEO 41568 0 185 2195 59

VANCOUVER SCH TH 90972 1057 1831 232 5

VANDERBILT U DIV SCH 232644 29969 2209 784 4695
VICTORIA U/EMMANUEL COL 73156 5120 940 140 58

VIRGINIA TH SEM 196785 6825 3257 1053 2444

WAKE FOREST UNIV 23594 19295 419 501 123

WARTBURG TH SEM 93234 0 622 200 30

WASHBAPT 29254 0 335 50 42

WASHINGTON TH UNION 109121 559 301 478 23

WESLEY BIB SEM 52324 21 2279 276 3753

WESLEY TH SEM/DC 188698 10923 2456 594 667

WESTERN SEMINARY 54415 36807 4112 228 4212

WESTERN TH SEM/MI 118730 4637 1287 439 6831

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/ CA 74516 52242 1334 236 52

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/PA 139722 15158 3301 690 217

WILF LAURIER U/WATERLOO 24357 23917 596 379 10685

WINEBRENNER SEM 47640 0 676 105 45

YALE U DIV SCH 503274 258786 2921 1818 4397
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ABILENE CHRISTIAN U 19804 0 0

ACADIA DIV COL 3753 69 59

ALLIANCE TH SEM 8759 229 106

AMBROSE SEM 57802 136 63

ANDERSON U 62392 2939 3869

ANDOVER NEWTON TH SCH 14727 715 222

ANDREWS U 26121 4715 1882

AQUINAS 166807 10043 6757

ASBURY TH SEM 93873 1486 1388

ASHLAND TH SEM 28202 2229 1304

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD TH SEM 14503 235 46

ASSOC MENNONITE BIB SEM 9640 1140 259

ATHENAEUM OHIO 12312 311 85

ATLANTIC SCH TH 19223 619 249

AUSTIN PRESBY TH SEM 12737 638 95

BANGOR TH SEM 3297 1251 761

BAPTIST MISS ASSOC TH SEM 4889 3 2

BARRY U 21147 3629 3315

BETHEL TH SEM 42647 7002 5093

BIBLICAL TH SEM 3059 237 130

BIBLIOTECA CENTRAL 834 0 0

BIOLA U/TALBOT SCH THE 171668 9053 10988

BLESSED JOHN XXIII NAT SEM 3267 26 0

BOSTON U SCH TH 40163 300 468

BRITE DIV SCH 8134 951 410

CALVIN TH SEM 0 0 0

CAMPBELL U 8687 487 310

CANADIAN SO BAPT 5371 41 5

CARDINAL BERAN LIBR/U ST THO 7085 8 10

CATHOLIC TH UNION 17202 2600 951

CATHOLIC U AMER 1500 0 0

CENTRAL BAPT TH SEM/KS 3175 914 67
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Institution Circ 
Trans

ILL 
Sent

ILL 
Received

CHICAGO TH SEM 2196 97 168

CHRIST THE KING SEM 4563 13 36

CHRISTIAN TH SEM 49866 783 492

CHURCH OF GOD TH SEM 11000 1062 820

CINCIN CHRISTIAN U 4583 2828 1505

CLAREMONT SCH TH 49785 347 173

COLUMBIA INTL U 58892 1144 1078

COLUMBIA TH SEM 14992 925 470

CONCORDIA LUTH SEM/AB 978 146 742

CONCORDIA SEM/MO 30492 678 411

CONCORDIA TH SEM/IN 12623 2844 768

CORNERSTONE COL/ GR BAPT SEM 39289 4531 1100

COVENANT TH SEM 49911 3259 2218

DALLAS TH SEM 95422 1200 218

DENVER SEM 73035 1207 596

DOMINICAN HSE  STUDIES 3094 419 128

DREW U 9102 997 508

DUKE U DIV SCH 74334 0 0

EARLHAM 37284 2220 3234

EASTERN MENN U 3150 3377 43

ECUMENICAL TH SEM 2870 0 0

EDEN TH SEM 15369 1983 463

EMMANUEL SCH REL 9348 277 229

EMORY U/PITTS TH LIB 55248 774 731

EPISC DIV SCH 12182 411 59

EPISCOPAL TH SEM SW 6107 40 52

ERSKINE COL &  SEM 12672 13 1298

EVANGELICAL SCH TH 6120 631 12

FLORIDA CTR TH STD 632 52 30

FULLER TH SEM 109791 1193 1357

GARDNERWEBB UNIVERSITY 6414 41 41

GARRETT EV/SEABURY W 21675 1720 103

GENERAL TH SEM/NY 3624 285 105

GEORGE FOX EVANGEL SEM 7740 5658 3883
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Institution Circ 
Trans

ILL 
Sent

ILL 
Received

GOLD GATE BAPT TH SEM 21642 633 412

GORDON-CONWELL TH SEM/MA 131027 505 1207

GRACE THEOL SEM 16541 739 339

GRAD TH UNION 122800 312 391

HAGGARD GRAD SCH OF THEO 34508 2252 2260

HARDING U GRAD SCH REL 19960 1307 150

HARTFORD SEM 4061 1090 325

HARVARD DIV SCH 83285 888 149

HELLENIC COL/HOLY CROSS 41615 392 355

HOOD TH SEM 3657 20 46

HOUSTON GRAD SCH OF TH 2602 0 0

HURON U COL 0 0 0

ILIFF SCH TH 12652 1076 46

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION/NJ 3750 11 30

ITC/ATLANTA U CTR 23746 2527 2623

JKM LIBRARY 48787 1280 141

K.U. LEUVEN FAC TH 0 640 30

KENRICK-GLENNON SEM 6774 1165 308

KNOX COL/ON 7324 77 0

LANCASTER BIB COL 18826 340 238

LANCASTER TH SEM 14983 723 109

LELAND 270 0 1

LEXINGTON TH SEM 25079 354 174

LINCOLN CHRISTIAN COL/SEM 121186 2542 2607

LOGOS EVAN SEM 9248 0 0

LOGSDON 3452 185 35

LOUISV PRESBY TH SEM 16940 1393 146

LUTHER SEM/MN 28321 1670 1019

LUTHERAN TH SEM/GET 7428 1007 503

LUTHERAN TH SEM/PHIL 13728 400 101

LUTHERAN TH SOUTHERN SEM 10346 255 26

MARS HILL 6672 0 2322

MASTER’S SEMINARY 32549 517 122

MEADVILLE/LOMBARD 1740 28 29
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Institution Circ 
Trans

ILL 
Sent

ILL 
Received

MEMPHIS TH SEM 5948 202 141

MENNONITE BRETH BIB SEM 31215 435 535

MERCER UNIV 8515 541 266

METHODIST TH SCH/OH 21995 1084 1108

MICHIGAN TH SEM 13922 4 165

MID-AMERICA BAPTIST/NY 1496 88 57

MIDW BAPT TH SEM 8397 736 539

MORAVIAN TH SEM 3276 67 112

MT ANGEL ABBEY 18657 3309 416

MT ST MARYS COL & SEM 2189 125 246

MULTNOMAH BIB SEM 42948 1767 1418

N.  AMERICAN BAPT COL/AB 14663 99 370

N.  AMERICAN BAPT SEM/SD 6856 639 325

N. CENTRAL BIB U 10741 235 495

N. PARK TH SEM 101048 7643 6304

N.W. BAPT SEM 1925 1 61

NASHOTAH HOUSE 8255 851 237

NAZARENE TH SEM 9591 1556 1146

NEW BRUNSWICK TH SEM 5096 28 78

NEW ORLNS BAPT TH SEM 70000 950 250

NEW YORK TH SEM 0 0 0

NORTHEASTERN SEM 13869 2419 1901

NORTHERN SEM 6037 2960 1360

NOTREDAME 3249 5 13

OBLATE SCH OF TH 3196 383 149

ORAL ROBERTS U 56757 613 222

PALMER TH SEM 24158 332 354

PERKINS SCH TH/SMU 43671 399 207

PHILLIPS TH SEM 5059 254 756

PHOENIX SEM 10872 176 186

PITTSBURGH TH SEM 29449 900 537

PONT COL JOSEPHINUM 9221 320 162

PRINCETON TH SEM 102720 1232 179

PROVIDENCE COL & SEM 7203 159 157
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Institution Circ 
Trans

ILL 
Sent

ILL 
Received

REFORMED EPISCOPAL SEM 512 0 0

REFORMED PRESBY TH SEM 2859 496 63

REFORMED TH SEM/MS 60656 2110 741

REGENT COL 116739 32 271

REGENT U/VA 10760 1383 1449

REGIS COLLEGE 12522 62 0

S. EASTERN BAPT TH SEM 53494 2212 1267

S. WESTERN BAPT TH SEM 174121 3264 2826

SAC  HEART SCH OF TH/WI 6840 361 47

SAMFORD U/BEESON DIV SCH 41498 10293 5138

SEATTLE U 1624 80 83

SEMIMMACNY 3420 20 55

SHAW 1992 0 0

SOUTHERN BAPT TH SEM 102832 2055 1669

SS CYRIL & METHODIUS SEM 2931 123 184

ST ANDREWS COLL 1729 1 0

ST AUGUSTINES SEM 3486 30 0

ST CHARLES BORROM SEM 9806 389 141

ST JOHNS U/MN 63420 4953 2946

ST JOSEPHS SEM 3603 242 106

ST MARY SEM 2019 2 53

ST MEINRAD SCH OF TH 7727 612 236

ST PATRICKS SEM 3104 312 34

ST PAUL SCH TH/MO 13816 2488 736

ST PAUL SEM/U OF ST THOMAS 13390 1212 292

ST PETERS SEM 12672 207 18

ST TIKHONS ORTH TH SEM 3286 6 24

ST VINCENT DE PAUL 3686 8 33

ST VLADIMIRS ORTH THE SEM 3505 137 222

STJOHNVIANNEY 8500 300 150

STVINCENT 1425 126 91

TH COLL CANADIAN REF CHS 1937 7 4

TRINITY COL FAC DIV 18826 48 0

TRINITY EPIS SC  MIN 9484 137 197
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Institution Circ 
Trans

ILL 
Sent

ILL 
Received

TRINITY LUTH SEM 11563 899 533

TURNER 2100 0 210

TYNDALE COL & SEM/ON 83042 326 23

U DUBUQUE CHAS C MYERS LIB 29311 2151 2803

U NOTRE DAME 41232 3438 2801

U ST MARY THE LAKE 31746 826 453

U ST MICHAELS COL 17952 648 0

U THE SOUTH SCH TH 4277 1294 102

UNION TH SEM IN VA 33236 2676 429

UNION TH SEM/NY 12912 166 48

UNITED TH SEM 16257 507 236

UNITED TH SEM/TW CITIES 6935 399 520

UNIV OF CHICAGO 775141 50664 22312

URSHAN GRAD SCHL THEO 2432 0 0

VANCOUVER SCH TH 37222 29 0

VANDERBILT U DIV SCH 36673 2152 641

VICTORIA U/EMMANUEL COL 15010 98 0

VIRGINIA TH SEM 13531 367 106

WAKE FOREST UNIV 1754 138 107

WARTBURG TH SEM 8560 539 273

WASHBAPT 9800 0 0

WASHINGTON TH UNION 5094 0 5

WESLEY BIB SEM 2375 0 18

WESLEY TH SEM/DC 12592 292 199

WESTERN SEMINARY 6833 878 757

WESTERN TH SEM/MI 10390 341 159

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/ CA 8225 535 308

WESTMINSTER TH SEM/PA 32981 60 300

WILF LAURIER U/WATERLOO 4258 966 1049

WINEBRENNER SEM 7264 186 2

YALE U DIV SCH 47709 729 958
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* Terms of membership on the Board are indicated after the member’s name. Offi  ces are 
held for one year.

Appendix IX: ATLA Organizational Directory (2008–2009)

Offi  cers*

President: David R. Stewart (2008–11), Luther Seminary Library
Vice President: Roberta A. Schaafsma (2007–10), Southern Methodist University, Perkins 
School of Th eology, Bridwell Library
Secretary: Eileen Crawford (2008–11), Vanderbilt University, Divinity Library

Other Directors*

Cheryl Adams (2008-11), Library of Congress, Humanities and Social Sciences Division
Carisse Mickey Berryhill (2006–09), Abilene Christian University, Brown Library Special Collections
M. Patrick Graham (2008–11), Emory University, Pitts Th eology Library
Duane Harbin (2007–10), Southern Methodist University, Perkins School of Th eology
Cait Kokolus (2006-09), St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, Ryan Memorial Library
Saundra Lipton (2007–10), University of Calgary
Allen W. Mueller (2006-09), Eden Th eological Seminary, Luhr Library
James C. Pakala (2007–10), Covenant Th eological Seminary, Buswell Library
Laura C. Wood (2006–09), Harvard Divinity School, Andover-Harvard Th eological Library 

Association Staff  Directors

Executive Director: Dennis A. Norlin
Director of Business Development: Margot Lyon 
Director of Electronic Products and Services: Tami Luedtke
Director of Financial Services: Pradeep Gamadia
Director of Indexes: Cameron J. Campbell
Director of Member Services: Barbara Kemmis

Appointed Offi  cials and Representatives

Association Archivist: Martha Lund Smalley, Yale University Divinity School Library
Editor of ATLA Scarecrow Series: Dennis A. Norlin, ATLA
Representative to ALA Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access (CC:DA): 

Judy Knop, ATLA
Statistician/Records Manager: Director of Member Services, ATLA
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Board Committees
Endowment Committee:
Roger L. Loyd, Chair, Duke University Divinity School Library
Mary R. Bischoff , West Plains, Missouri
M. Patrick Graham, Emory University, Pitts Th eology Library
Elmer O’Brien, Boulder, Colorado

Nominating Committee:
M. Patrick Graham, Chair, Emory University, Pitts Th eology Library
James C. Pakala, Covenant Th eological Seminary, Buswell Library
Melody L. McMahon, Catholic Th eological Union

Special Committee of the Association

Special Committee of the Association for International Collaboration:
Paul Stuehrenberg, Chair, Yale University Divinity School Library
Margaret Tarpley, Vice-Chair, Vanderbilt University
Chris Beldan, Lancaster Th eological Seminary, Philip Schaff  Library
Elizabeth Johnson, Seminary of the Southwest
Eileen Crawford, Board Liaison, Vanderbilt University

Special Committee of the Association for Diversity:
Diana Brice, Chair, JKM Library
Susan Ebertz, Wartburg Th eological Seminary, Reu Memorial Library
Cait Kokolus, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, Ryan Memorial Library
Serge Danielson-Francois, Dearborn Heights, Michigan
Mayra Picos-Lee, Palmer Th eological Seminary, Austen K. DeBlois Library

Committees Appointed by the Executive Director

Annual Conference Committee:
John Weaver, Chair, Emory University, Pitts Th eology Library
Sara Myers, Vice-Chair, Columbia Th eological Seminary
Bruce Keisling, Southern Baptist Th eological Seminary, James P. Boyce Centennial Library
Matthew Ostercamp, Trinity International University
Eric R. Stancliff , Concordia Seminary Library

Education Committee:
Blake Walter, Chair, Northern Baptist Th eological Seminary, Brimson Grow Library
Sandy Ayer, Secretary, Ambrose University Seminary, Archibald-Th omson Library
Richard Lammert, Concordia Th eological Seminary,
Gerald Truman, Urshan Graduate School of Th eology
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Membership Advisory Committee:
Marsha Blake, Westminster Th eological Seminary, Montgomery Library
William J. Hook, Vanderbilt University, Divinity Library
Emily Knox, Student Member
Gerald L. Truman, Urshan Graduate School of Th eology Library 

Professional Development Committee:
Angela Morris, Chair, Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, Ernest Miller White Library
Seth Kasten, Union Th eological Seminary, Burke Library
Timothy Lincoln, Austin Presbyterian Th eological Seminary
Kristine Veldheer, Graduate Th eological Union Library

Publications Committee:
Beth Bidlack, Chair, University of Chicago Library
Amy Limpitlaw, Yale University Divinity School, Yale Divinity Library
Michelle Spomer, Haggard Graduate School of Th eology, Azusa Pacifi c University

Future Annual Conference Hosts
2010, June 16-19: Th eological Education Association of Mid-America Librarians (TEAM-A). 
Site: Louisville, KY

2011, June 8-11: Chicago Area Th eological Library Association (CATLA). Site: Chicago, IL

2012, June 27-30: Th eological Library Cooperative of Arizona (TLCA). Site: Scottsdale, AZ
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Appendix X: ATLA Membership Directory

Lifetime Members

Adamek, Patricia K., 1600 Central Ave, Wilmette, IL, 60091-2404. E-mail: padamek@gateway.net
Alt, Marti, 6036 Big Walnut, Galena, OH, 43021. E-mail: alt.1@osu.edu
Altmann, Th omas, 2808 N. Menomonee River Parkway, Milwaukee, WI, 53222-4544. E-mail: 

taltmann@yahoo.com
Baker-Batsel, John D., 2976 Shady Hollow West, Boulder, CO, 80304. Work: (303) 546-6736/ 

E-mail: jbbatsel@earthlink.net
Beff a, Pierre, President of BETH, La Piece, Chemin de la Rencontre, 13, CH 1273 Arzier, Suisse, 

Switzerland, . Work: ++41 22 366 24 80 / E-mail: pierrebeff a@bluewin.ch
Bollier, John A., 22 North Lake Dr, Apt. B1, Hamden, CT, 06517. E-mail: jabollier@comcast.net
Bracewell, R. Grant, 14304 20th Avenue, Surrey, BC, Canada, V4A 8P9. E-mail: brace1@telus.net
Burdick, Oscar, 568 High Eagle Ct., Walnut Creek, CA, 94595-3928. Work: (510) 524-0835/ 

E-mail: doburdick@att.net
Caldwell, Alva R., 2025 Ash Street, Waukegan, IL, 60087. E-mail: alvacaldwell@sbcglobal.net
Camp, Th omas E., 209 Carruthers Road, P.O. Box 820, Sewanee, TN, 37375-0820. Work: (615) 

598-5657 / E-mail: ecamp@seraph1.sewanee.edu
Chambers, Elizabeth, 627 Leyden Lane, Claremont, CA, 91711. Work: (909) 626-3226 
Chen, David W., Yu-Shan Th eological Seminary Library, 6600 198th Pl. SW, Lynnwood, WA, 

98036-5901. E-mail: yushanth@yushanth.org.tw
Cogswell, Robert E., Seminary of the Southwest, an Episcopal Seminary (SSW), 3913 Willbert Rd., 

Austin, TX, 78751-5214. E-mail: poetryplease@mail.utexas.edu
Collins, Evelyn, 81 St. Mary St., Toronto, ON, Canada, M5S 1J4. Work: (416) 926-7111 x3456 / 

Fax: (416) 926-7262 / E-mail: evelyn.collins@utoronto.ca
Crumb, Lawrence N., (retired) Associate Professor Emerit1674 Washington Street, Eugene, OR, 

97401. Work: (541) 344-0330 / E-mail: lcrumb@uoregon.edu
Culkin, Harry, I.C. Center, 7200 Douglaston Parkway, Douglaston, NY, 11362-1997.
Cummins, Carol P., 47 South Aberdeen Street, Arlington, VA, 22204. Work: (703) 892-5269 / Fax: 

(703) 370-0935 / E-mail: cpcummins@comcast.net
Daly, Simeon, 1 Hill Drive, St. Meinrad, IN, 47577-1002. E-mail: sdaly@saintmeinrad.edu
*Deering, Ronald F., 3111 Dunlieth Ct, Louisville, KY, 40241. E-mail: rondeering@bellsouth.net
Evins, Dorothy R., 4343 Lebanon Pike, Apt. 704, Hermitage, TN, 37076-1434. Work: (615) 

782-7300 
Foster, Julia A., 34 Willow Brook Way, Delaware, OH, 43015-3816. Work: (740) 363-3562 / 

E-mail: jufoster@midohio.net
Gericke, Paul, 482 Sletten Drive, Lawrenceville, GA, 30045. E-mail: pgericke@bellsouth.net
Gillette, Gerald W., 726 Loveville Road, Cottage #23, Hockessin, DE, 19707-1521. Work: (609) 

428-7434 
Gjellstad, Rolfe, Serials & Preservation Librarian, Yale University Divinity School Library, 60 Nicoll 

St, New Haven, CT, 06511. Work: (203) 432-5295 / Fax: (203) 432-3906 / E-mail: rolfe.
gjellstad@yale.edu

Green, David, 6103 Harwood, Oakland, CA, 94618. 
Hager, Lucille, Saxony Village, Apt. 208, 2825 Bloomfi eld Rd., Cape Girardeau, MO, 63703. 
Hamburger, Roberta, 4230 Pin Oak Ave., Enid, OK, 73703. E-mail: robertahamburger@sbcglobal.net
Hamm, G. Paul, Library Director, International School of Th eology, 18645 Seneca Road, Apple 

Valley, CA, 92307. E-mail: phamm@earthlink.net
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Hammerly, Hernan D., 4530 N. Shadowwood Dr., Bloomington, IN, 47404. E-mail: hernan.
hammerly@gmail.com

Henderson, Wm. T. & Kathryn L., 1107 E. Silver Street, Urbana, IL, 61801. Work: (217) 333-6191 
/ E-mail: wthender@uiuc.edu

Hilgert, Elvire, 250 Pantops Mountain Rd, Charlottesville, VA, 22911. E-mail: erhilgert@webr.us
Himrod, David K., Assistant Librarian for Reader Services, Th e United Library, 1718 Crain, Evanston, 

IL, 60202. Work: (847) 866-3910 / Fax: (847) 866-3957 / E-mail: dhimrod@garrett.edu
Howard, John V., 15(B) Palmerston Place, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, EH12 5AF. Work: 0131-

476-0631 / Fax: 031-667-9780 
Hunter, M. Edward, 5 Hillside Dr, Delaware, OH, 43015-1417. E-mail: ehunter@columbus.rr.com
Hurd, Albert E., 1457 Ridge Ave., Evanston, IL, 60201. 
Hwang, Shieu-yu, Fuller Th eological Seminary, Chinese Section, 135 N. Oakland Ave., Pasadena, 

CA, 91182. Work: (626) 584-5619 / Fax: (626) 584-5613 / E-mail: syhwang@fuller.edu
Ibach, Robert D., 3345 N. Old Farm Rd. E, Warsaw, IN, 46582. Work: (214) 841-3751 / Fax: 

(214) 841-3745 / E-mail: ibach@embarqmail.com
Irvine, James S., 155 Medford Leas, Medford, NJ, 08055. Work: (609) 654-3155 / E-mail: 
Jeschke, Channing R., Margaret A. Pitts Professor, Emerit10210 Rosemont Court, Ft. Myers, FL, 

33908. 
Johnson, Elinor C., 1585 Ridge Avenue, Apt. 504-05, Evanston, IL, 60201. 
Jones, Charles E., 12300 Springwood Drive, Oklahoma City, OK, 73120. Work: (405) 751-0574 
Kendrick, Alice M., 117 North Brookside Ave., Freeport, NY, 11520. Work: (516) 379-9524  
Koch, R. David, 433 South Kinzer Ave., 464 VSA, New Holland, PA, 17557-9360. Work: (610) 

495-7767 
Latimer, Myrta, 5525 Full Moon Drive, Fort Worth, TX, 76132-2309. Work: (817) 923-1921 
Leach, R. Virginia, 1400 Dixie Road, #1805, Mississauga, ON, Canada, L5E 3E1. Work: (905) 

274-8064 
Leidenfrost, Th eodore E., 826 South Lynn Street, Moscow, ID, 83843-3519. Work: (208) 883-

7629 / E-mail: todor@turbonet.com
Lewis, Rosalyn, United Methodist Publishing House, 9300 Sawyer Brown Rd., Nashville, TN, 

37221. E-mail: rlewistn@bellsouth.net
Liboiron, Carol, 7 Gale Cres. Unit B8, St. Catharines, ON, Canada, L2R 7M8. Work: (905) 688-

2362 / Fax: (905) 688-9744 
Markham, Robert P., 2101 S. Garfi eld Ave., Apt. 128, Loveland, CO, 80537. 
Matthews, Donald, 156 Hart Avenue, Doylestown, PA, 18901. E-mail: donnath@verizon.net
McClain, David C., Cataloging Librarian, Murphy Memorial Library, 538 Venard Rd, Clarks Summit, 

PA, 18411. Work: (570) 585-9280 / Fax: (570) 585-9244 / E-mail: dmcclain@bbc.edu
McLeod, H. Eugene, 533 North Wingate Street, Wake Forest, NC, 27587. Work: (919) 556-5660 

/ E-mail: genemcleod@earthlink.net
McWhirter, David I., 2539 Patriot Heights, Colorado Springs, CO, 80904. E-mail: dianmcwhir@

aol.com
Miller, Sarah L., Librarian, Denver Seminary, Carey S. Th omas Library, 6399 S. Santa Fe Drive, 

Littleton, CO, 80120. Work: (303) 762-6963 / Fax: (303)762-6950 / E-mail: sarah@
denverseminary.edu

*Mueller, Allen W., 10900 Village Grove Dr., #C, St. Louis, MO, 63123-5987. E-mail: amueller@
eden.edu

*O’Brien, Betty A., 4840 Th underbird Drive, Apt. 281, Boulder, CO, 80303. Work: (303) 543-
6098 / E-mail: baobrien@aol.com
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*O’Brien, Elmer J., 4840 Th underbird Drive, Apt. 281, Boulder, CO, 80303-3829. Work: (202) 
885-8696 / E-mail: ejobr@aol.com

Olson, Carol A., 475 Doverwood Drive, Reynoldsburg, OH, 43068-1166. Work: (614) 864-2953 
/ Fax: (614) 238-0263 / E-mail: caolson@copper.net

O’Malley, Kenneth, Catholic Th eological Union, Paul Bechtold Library, 5401 South Cornell 
Avenue, Chicago, IL, 60615-5698. Work: (773) 371-5460 / Fax: (773) 753-5340 / E-mail: 
omalleyk@ctu.edu

Oostenink, Dick J., 1761 Edgewood Avenue SE, Grand Rapids, MI, 49506-5110.  
Osborn, Walter, 4216 N. Sacramento, Chicago, IL, 60618. Work: (773) 267-1002 / E-mail: 

walterosborn@sbcglobal.net
Papademetriou, George, 20 Lantern Lane, Needham, MA, 02492. Work: (617) 850-1237 / E-mail: 

frgeorgepapadem@hotmail.com
Pentek, Stephen P., 33 A Clark Street, Randolph, MA, 02368. E-mail: spentek@verizon.net
Platt, Warren C., Librarian, 255 West 23rd Street, Apt. 3DE, New York, NY, 10011. Work: (212) 

930-0067 / E-mail: warrencplatt@gmail.com
Prince, Harold B., Presbyterian Home, 117E, Clinton, SC, 29325. Work: (864) 833-6676
Randall, Laura H., 11 Howell Mill Plantation, NW, Atlanta, GA, 30327. E-mail: LHRandall@

msn.com
Robarts, William M., 44 Summer Street, Lancaster, NH, 03584. 
Rowe, Kenneth, Methodist Research Librarian, 6136 Upper Mountain Road, New Hope, PA, 

18938. E-mail: kenrowe@yahoo.com
Runyon, Cynthia, 763 Houston Mill Road, #5, Atlanta, GA, 30329-4236. E-mail: libcgr@emory.edu
Russell, Barbara, 1010 Wiggins Pkwy Apt. #2143, Mesquite, TX, 75150-1488. E-mail: bjro106@

yahoo.com
Sayre, John L., 1413 West Stone, Raymore, MO, 64083. Work: (816) 322-4922 / E-mail: 

johnlsayre@comcast.net
Schrodt, Paul, Librarian, Methodist Th eological School in Ohio, 7057 Cloverdale Lane, ColumbOH, 

43015. Work: (740) 362-3435 / Fax: (740) 362-3456 / E-mail: pschrodt@mtso.edu
Schultz, Erich R., Waterpark Place, 1502-6 Willow Street, Waterloo, ON, Canada, N2J 4S3. E-

mail: ErichRWSchultz@aol.com
Selinger, Suzanne, Th eological Librarian/Assoc. Prof. Historical Th eology, Drew University, Library, 

36 Madison Avenue, Madison, NJ, 07940. Work: (973) 408-3472 / Fax: (973) 408-3770 / E-
mail: sselinge@drew.edu

Simmons, R. Daniel, Consultant, 100 Water Street, Williamstown, WV, 26187. Work: (304) 375-
3822 / Fax: (304) 375-3822 / E-mail: rdsimmons@suddenlink.net

Smith, Newland F., Th e United Library, 2323 McDaniel Avenue, Apt. 3133, Evanston, IL, 60201. 
Fax: (847) 328-9624 / E-mail: n-smith1@seabury.edu

Spoor, Richard D., 163 Belgo Road, PO Box 391, Lakeville, CT, 06039-0391. Work: (860) 435-
8971 / Fax: (860) 435-0215 / E-mail: rdspoor@sbcglobal.net

Sugg, Martha A., 4101 Nine Mile Road, Richmond, VA, 23223. E-mail: Suggrichmond@aol.com
Suput, Ray R., 330 West Henderson Road, ColumbOH, 43214. Work: (614) 268-8032
Swayne, Elizabeth, 3 Dean’s Walk, St. Asaph, Clwyd, United Kingdom, LL17 0NE. Work: 011-

745-583145 
Swora-Gober, Tamara, 906 Campbell Lane, Wyndmoor, PA, 19038-8005. Work: (202) 707-6293 / 

Fax: (202) 707-3764 / E-mail: tswora@earthlink.net
Th omas, Page A., Director, Center for Methodist Studies, Bridwell Library, Southern Methodist 

University, P.O. Box 750476, Dallas, TX, 75275-0476. Work: (214) 768-2363 / Fax: (214) 
768-4295 / E-mail: pthomas@smu.edu
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Th omason, Dorothy G., Head, Cataloging Department, Union Th eological Seminary & P.S.C.E., 
William Smith Morton Library, 3401 Brook Road, Richmond, VA, 23227. Work: (804) 278-
4314 / Fax: (804) 278-4375 / E-mail: thomason@union-psce.edu

Tomlinson, Joy, 3 Hidden Lane, Doylestown, PA, 18901-2133. E-mail: Joyful6000@comcast.net
Trotti, John B., 3401 Brook Road, Richmond, VA, 23227. E-mail: jtrotti@union-psce.edu
Troutman, Joseph E., President, Robert W. Woodruff  Library, Atlanta University Center, 111 James 

P. Brawley Drive, S.W., Atlanta, GA, 30314. E-mail: bost@auctr.edu
Wente, Norman G., 5800 Saint Croix Avenue N. Apt. C620, Minneapolis, MN, 55422-4697. 

Work: (612) 781-3980 / E-mail: plantguynorm@yahoo.com
Westerhaus, Martin O., Librarian, 6633 West Wartburg Circle, Mequon, WI, 53092. Work: (414) 

242-2331 
Whittlesey, Karen L., 2067 Canterbury Rd, Emporia, KS, 66801-5316. E-mail: wegie5@yahoo.com
Willard, Louis Charles, 970 Villeroy Greens Drive, PO Box 5040, Sun City Center, FL, 33571-

5040. Work: (412) 788-6505 ext. 226 / Fax: (412) 788-1101 / E-mail: charles@willard.cc
Williams, Roger M., 10607 W. El Capitan Circle, Sun City, AZ, 85351-1831. E-mail: rWilliams@

suncitynaz.org
Womack, Anne, Vanderbilt University, 419 21st Ave, South, Nashville, TN, 37240-0007. Work: 

(615) 322-2865 / Fax: (615) 343-2918 / E-mail: anne.womack@vanderbilt.edu
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Abel-Kops, Chad P., 19 Pebble Beach Dr., Bedford, NH, 03110-6126. E-mail: abelkops@gmail.com
*Adams, Cheryl L., Reference Specialist, Religion, 451 Hampton Ct., Falls Church, VA, 22046. 

Work: (202) 707-8476 / Fax: (202) 707-1957 / E-mail: cada@loc.gov
Adams, Nancy R., Technical Services Librarian, Palmer Th eological Seminary, Austen K. DeBlois 

Library, 6 Lancaster Avenue, Wynnewood, PA, 19096. Work: (484) 384-2992 / Fax: (610) 645-
5707 / E-mail: nadams@eastern.edu

Afandi, Toni, Jl. Kedoya Raya No. 18, Jakarta, (Non U.S.) Indonesia 14350. Work: +622158357684 
/ E-mail: toni.afandi@gmail.com

*Alexander, Karen J., Circulation/ILL Coordinator, Luther Seminary, 2481 Como Ave., St. Paul, MN, 
55108. Work: (651) 641-3301 / Fax: (651) 641-3280 / E-mail: kalexander001@luthersem.edu

*Ammerman, Jackie W., Head Librarian, Boston University School of Th eology Library, 745 
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA, 02215-1404. Work: (617) 353-1321 / Fax: (617) 358-
0699 / E-mail: jwa@bu.edu

*Amodeo, Anthony J., Associate Librarian, Loyola Marymount University, Loyola Marymount 
University, One LMU Drive, Los Angeles, CA, 90045-2659. Work: (310) 338-7681 / Fax: (310) 
338-4366 / E-mail: aamodeo@lmu.edu

Anderson, Cliff ord B., Curator of Special Collections, Princeton Th eological Seminary, P.O. Box 
111, Princeton, NJ, 08542-0111. Work: (609) 497-3642 / Fax: (609) 497-1826 / E-mail: 
cliff ord.anderson@ptsem.edu

Anderson, Norman E., 18 Tenney Road, Rowley, MA, 01969. Work: (978) 948-2955 / E-mail: 
walkswithastick@comcast.net

Andrilli, Ene, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, 374 Cinnamon Drive, Huntingdon Valley, PA, 
19006. Work: (610) 785-6274 / Fax: (610) 664-7913 / E-mail: eandrill@adphila.org

Ashcroft, Meg, Library Director, Th e Norbertine Library, 5825 Coors Blvd. SW, Albuquerque, NM, 
87121-6700. Work: (505) 873-4399 ext. 204/E-mail: MAshcroft@norbertinecommunity.org

Ayer, H.D. Sandy, Director of Library Services, Ambrose Seminary, 150 Ambrose Circle SW, 
Calgary, AB, Canada, T3H 0L5. Work: (403) 410-2947 / Fax: (403) 571-2556 / E-mail: sayer@
ambrose.edu

Badke, William B., Associate Librarian, Trinity Western University Library, 7600 Glover Road, 
Langley, BC, Canada, V2Y 1Y1. Work: (604) 888-7511, x 3906 / Fax: (604) 513-2063 / E-mail: 
badke@twu.ca

Bainbridge, Dana, Minister, 80 South Fifth Street, San Jose, CA 95112. Work: 408-294-2944 / Fax: 
408-294-6893 / E-mail: danabainbridge@gmail.com

Banazak, Gregory A., SS. Cyril and Methodius Seminary, 6400 Livernois Road, Troy, MI, 48098. 
Work: (248) 683-0419 / Fax: (248) 683-0526 / E-mail: gbanazak@hotmail.com

Banz, Clint, Library Director, Northwest Baptist Seminary, Robert Powell Memorial Library, 4301 
North Stevens St., Tacoma, WA, 98407. Work: (253) 759-6104 / Fax: (253) 759-3299 / E-mail: 
cbanz@nbs.edu

*Bartholomew, Jennifer K., Electronic Services Librarian, Luther Seminary, 2481 Como Avenue, 
St. Paul, MN, 55108. Work: 651-641-3458 / Fax: 651-641-3280 / E-mail: jbartholomew001@
luthersem.edu

Battles de Ramos, Stacey L., Boston University, School of Th eology Library, 745 Commonwealth 
Ave., Boston, MA, 02128. Work: (617) 353-1310 / E-mail: sbattles@bu.edu

*Beermann, William H., Cataloger, JKM Library, 1100 East 55th Street, Second Floor - West Wing, 
Chicago, IL, 60615. Work: (773) 256-0739 / Fax: (773) 256-0737 / E-mail: wbeermann@
jkmlibrary.org
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*Beldan, A. Chris, Associate Librarian, Lancaster Th eological Seminary, Lancaster Th eological 
Seminary, Philip Schaff  Library, 555 West James Street, Lancaster, PA, 17603. Work: (717) 290-
8755 / E-mail: cbeldan@lancasterseminary.edu

Belk, Anne, Librarian, Mars Hill Graduate School, 2501 Elliott Ave., Seattle, WA, 98121. Work: 
(206) 876-6100 / Fax: (206) 876-6195 / E-mail: abelk@mhgs.edu

*Bellinger, Charles, Brite Divinity School Library, TCU Box 298400, Fort Worth, TX, 76129. 
Work: (817) 257-7668 / Fax: (817) 257-7282 / E-mail: c.bellinger@tcu.edu

*Benda, Chris, Vanderbilt University, Divinity Library, 419 21st Avenue, South, Nashville, TN, 
37203-2427. Work: (615) 343-2544 / E-mail: chris.benda@vanderbilt.edu

Benedetto, Robert, Library Director, Graduate Th eological Union, Library, 2400 Ridge Rd., Berkeley, 
CA, 94709. Work: (510) 649-2540 / Fax: (510) 649-2508 / E-mail: rbenedetto@gtu.edu

*Bennett, Miranda H., Instruction Librarian, Research and Instructional Services, 114 University 
Libraries, Houston, TX, 77204-2000. Work: (713) 743-9633 / E-mail: mhenry4@uh.edu

Benoy, Eric, Reference Collection Development Librarian / Music Librarian, New Orleans Baptist 
Th eological Seminary, John T. Christian Library, 4110 Seminary Place, New Orleans, LA, 
70126. Work: (504) 816-8018 / Fax: (504) 816-8429 / E-mail: refl ib@nobts.edu

Berg, Lynn A., Director of Technical Services, New Brunswick Th eological Seminary, Gardner A. 
Sage Library, 21 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, NJ, 08901-1159. Work: (732) 247-5243 ext. 
3 / Fax: (732) 249-5412 / E-mail: lberg@nbts.edu

*Berg, Richard R., Director of Library Services, Lancaster Th eological Seminary, Philip Schaff  
Library, 555 West James Street, Lancaster, PA, 17603. Work: (717) 290-8704 / Fax: (717) 393-
4254 / E-mail: rberg@lancasterseminary.edu

*Berryhill, Carisse M., Special Collections Librarian, Abilene Christian University, Brown Library, 
ACU Box 29208, Abilene, TX, 79699-9208. Work: (325) 674-2538 / Fax: (325) 674-2202 / 
E-mail: cmb04c@acu.edu

*Bidlack, Beth, Bibliographer for Religion and Philosophy, University of Chicago, JRL 461, 1100 
East 57th St., Chicago, IL, 60637. Work: (773) 702-8442 / E-mail: bbidlack@uchicago.edu

*Bischoff , Mary R., 2801 West Highway 160, West Plains, MO, 65775-6511. E-mail: mrbischoff @
centurytel.net

Bjornson, Aija, Cataloger, Trinity Lutheran Seminary, Hamma Library, 2199 East Main Street, 
ColumbOH, 43209-2334. Work: (614) 384-4642 / Fax: (614) 238-0263 / E-mail: abjornson@
trinitylutheranseminary.edu

Black, Michael, Research Fellow, Blackfriars Hall, 64 St. Giles, Oxford, United Kingdom, OX13LY. 
Work: 44 (01865 278441 / E-mail: blackoxford@gmail.com

*Blake, Marsha J., Reference Librarian, Westminster Th eological Seminary, Montgomery Library, 
P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA, 19118. Work: (215) 935-3880 / Fax: (215) 887-5404 / E-
mail: mblake@wts.edu

Blaylock, James C., Library Director, Baptist Missionary Association Th eological Seminary, Kellar 
Library, 1530 E. Pine Street, P.O. Box 670, Jacksonville, TX, 75766. Work: (903) 586-2501, x 
232 / Fax: (903) 586-0378 / E-mail: jblaylock@bmats.edu

*Blocher, Joan, Asst. Librarian, University of the South Library/School of Th eology, duPont Library, 735 
University Ave., Sewanee, TN, 37375. Work: (931) 598-1778 / E-mail: jobloche@sewanee.edu

*Boddy, Michael P., Head of Special Collections, Burke Library, Columbia University, 3041 
Broadway, New York, NY, 10027. Work: (212) 851-5609 / Fax: (212) 851-5613 / E-mail: 
mboddy@uts.columbia.edu

Boyd, Evan E., Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato, 731 Heron Drive, Apt 
204, Mankato, MN, 56001. E-mail: evan.boyd@gmail.com
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*Boyd, Kenneth A., Dean of Information Services, Asbury Th eological Seminary, B.L. Fisher Library, 
204 North Lexington Avenue, Wilmore, KY, 40390-1199. Work: (859) 858-3581 / E-mail: ken.
boyd@asburyseminary.edu

*Bradford, Michael L., Serials and Electronic Resources Librarian, Harvard Divinity School, 
Andover-Harvard Th eological Library, 45 Francis Avenue, Cambridge, MA, 02138. Work: (617) 
384-7826 / Fax: (617) 496-4111 / E-mail: mbradford@hds.harvard.edu

*Bradshaw, Debra L., Director of Library Services, Nazarene Th eological Seminary, William 
Broadhurst Library, 1700 E. Meyer Blvd., Kansas City, MO, 64131. Work: (816) 268-5472 / 
Fax: (816) 268-5475 / E-mail: dlbradshaw@nts.edu

Bramah, Michael, Head of Cataloguing, University of St. Michael’s College, John M. Kelly Library, 
113 St. Joseph Street, Toronto, ON, Canada, M5S 3C2. Work: (416) 926-1300, x 3242 / Fax: 
(416) 926-7262 / E-mail: michael.bramah@utoronto.ca

*Brennan, Christopher P., Library Director, New Brunswick Th eological Seminary, Gardner A. Sage 
Library, 21 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, NJ, 08901-1159. Work: (732) 246-5604 / Fax: 
(732) 249-5412 / E-mail: cbrennan@nbts.edu

*Brice, Diana L., Serials and Acquisitions Librarian, JKM Library, 1100 East 55th Street, Chicago, 
IL, 60615. Work: (773) 256-0720 / Fax: (773) 256-0737 / E-mail: dbrice@jkmlibrary.org

*Brigham, Jeff rey L., Technical Services Librarian & Interim Co-Director, Andover Newton 
Th eological School, Trask Library, 169 Herrick Road, Newton Centre, MA, 02459. Work: (617) 
964-1100, x 255 / Fax: (617)467-3051 / E-mail: jbrigham@ants.edu

Brouwer, Els, Smidsweg 10, Ermelo, Netherlands, 3852XB. E-mail: elsbrjam@yahoo.com
Brown, Terrence N., Director of Library Services, Mid-America Baptist Th eological Seminary, Ora 

Byram Allison Memorial Library, 2095 Appling Road, Cordova, TN, 38016. Work: (901) 751-
3009 / Fax: (901) 751-8454 / E-mail: tbrown@mabts.edu

Browning, M. T., Head of Technical Services/Lead Cataloger, Pittsburgh Th eological Seminary, 
Cliff ord E. Barbour Library, 616 North Highland Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA, 15206-2596. Work: 
(412) 362-5610 / Fax: (412) 362-2329 / E-mail: tbrowning@pts.edu

Bryant, Moira L., Library Manager, Centre for Ministry, 16 Masons Drive, North Parramatta, 
NSW, Australia, 2151. Work: 61 2 8838 8940 / Fax: 61 2 9683 6617 / E-mail: moirab@nsw.
uca.org.au

Budde, Mitzi J., Head Librarian, Virginia Th eological Seminary, Bishop Payne Library, 3737 
Seminary Road, Alexandria, VA, 22304. Work: (703) 461-1756 / Fax: (703) 370-0935 / E-mail: 
mjbudde@vts.edu

Budrew, John, Library Director, Florida Center for Th eological Studies, Library, 111 NE First St., 
7th Floor, Miami, FL, 33132. Work: (305) 379-3777, x 210 / Fax: (305) 379-0012 / E-mail: 
budrew@fcts.edu

*Buettner, Lyle E., Special Collections, Concordia Seminary, 801 Seminary Place, St. Louis, MO, 
63105. Work: (314) 505-7035 / Fax: (314) 505-7046 / E-mail: buettnerl@csl.edu

Buffi  ngton, Cynthia D., Partner, Th e Arsenal #4 - Box 314, 2375 Bridge Street, Philadelphia, PA, 
19137. Work: (215) 744-6734 / Fax: (215) 744-6137 / E-mail: cynthy@prbm.com

Bundy, David D., Director, Fuller Th eological Seminary, McAlister Library, 135 North Oakland 
Avenue, Pasadena, CA, 91182. Work: (626) 584-5219 / Fax: (626) 584-5672 / E-mail: bundy@
fuller.edu

Burnam, Paul, Director, Methodist Th eological School in Ohio, 627 Brook Run Dr., Westerville, OH, 
43081-3650. Work: (740) 362-3435 / Fax: (740) 362-3456 / E-mail: pburnam@mtso.edu

Butterworth, Don, Asbury Th eological Seminary, B.L. Fisher Library, 204 North Lexington Ave., 
Wilmore, KY, 40390-1199. Work: (859) 858-2227 / E-mail: don.butterworth@asburyseminary.edu
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Byers, Keith T., 1635 Central St., Orangeburg, SC, 29115-3321. E-mail: turbotortoise@yahoo.com
Calloway, Heather K., Archivist/Librarian, 4916 40th Place, Hyattsville, MD, 20781. E-mail: 

heather@myfranciscan.com
Campbell, Donna R., Acquisitions and Cataloging Librarian, Westminster Th eological Seminary, 

Montgomery Library, Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA 19118. Work: (215) 935-3872 / Fax: (215) 
887-3412 / E-mail: dcampbell@wts.edu

*Campbell, Kelly, Director of Library Services, Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, 201 
Seminary Drive, #939, Mill Valley, CA, 94941-3197. Work: (415) 380-1678 / Fax: (415) 380-
1652 / E-mail: kellycampbell@ggbts.edu

Carlson, George, Orradre Library, 500 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA, 95053-0500. Work: (408) 
554-5436 / E-mail: gcarlson@scu.edu

Carpenter, Van, Director of Library Services, Northland International University, W9898 Pike 
Plains Road, Dunbar, WI, 54119. Work: (715) 324-6900, x5502 / Fax: (715) 324-6133 / E-
mail: van.carpenter@ni.edu

Carreon, Rachel G., University Libraries, 100 Main Library, Iowa City, IA, 52242. Work: (319) 
335-6441 / E-mail: rachel-carreon@uiowa.edu

Carter, Duane M., Serials Librarian, Seminary of the Southwest, an Episcopal Seminary (SSW), 
Harold & Patricia Booher Library, P.O. Box 2247, Austin, TX, 78768-2247. Work: (512) 439-
0349 / Fax: (512) 472-4620 / E-mail: dcarter@ssw.edu

*Cashore, Th omas J., Librarian, 1323 East Ewing Avenue, South Bend, IN, 46613. Work: (574) 
631-5046 / Fax: (574) 631-9233 / E-mail: tcashore@nd.edu

*Cassens, David E., Director, Pius XII Memorial Library, 3650 Lindell Blvd., St.Louis, MO, 63108. 
Work: (314) 977-3095 / Fax: (314) 977-3587 / E-mail: dcassens@slu.edu

*Chace, Myron B., Chief, Preservation Reformatting Division, 7720 Timbercrest Drive, Rockville, 
MD, 20855-2039. Work: (202) 707-9501 / Fax: (202) 707-6449 / E-mail: mchace@loc.gov

Chang, Sheng Chung, Logos Evangelical Seminary Library, 714 Winthrop Rd., San Marino, CA, 
91713. Work: (626) 571-5100 x147 / Fax: (626) 571-5119 / E-mail: shengchung@sbcglobal.net

Cheatham, Gary L., Assistant Professor of Library Services, P.O. Box 678, Tahlequah, OK, 74465. 
Work: (918) 444-3265 / Fax: (918) 458-2197 / E-mail: cheatham@nsuok.edu

*Cheek, Richard O., Systems Librarian, Box 61309, 500 W. University, Shawnee, OK, 74804. 
Work: (405) 878-2249 / Fax: (405) 878-2256 / E-mail: richard.cheek@okbu.edu

Cho, Kyunghyun, Librarian, Fuller Th eological Seminary, McAlister Library, 135 North Oakland Ave., 
Pasadena, CA, 91182. Work: (626) 584-5274 / Fax: (626) 584-5613 / E-mail: kcho@fuller.edu

Churchill, S. Craig, Th eological Librarian, Abilene Christian University, ACU Box 29208, Abilene, 
TX, 79699-9208. Work: (325) 674-2347 / Fax: (325) 674-2202 / E-mail: churchillc@acu.edu

Clements, Betty H., Reference Librarian, Claremont School of Th eology, 1325 N. College Ave., 
Claremont, CA, 91711. Work: (909) 447-2511 / Fax: (909) 447-2515 / E-mail: bclements@cst.edu

*Coalter, Milton J., Librarian, Union Th eological Seminary & P.S.C.E., 3401 Brook Road, Richmond, 
VA, 23227. Work: 804-278-4311 / Fax: 804-278-4375 / E-mail: jcoalter@union-psce.edu

Cooper, Hope, Wesley Th eological Seminary, Th e Library, 4500 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, DC, 20016-5696. Work: (202) 885-8690 / Fax: (202) 885-8691 / E-mail: 
hcooper@wesleyseminary.edu

*Corman, Linda, Director, John W. Graham Library, Trinity College & Wycliff e College, Trinity 
College, 6 Hoskin Avenue, Toronto, ON, Canada, M5S 1H8. Work: (416) 978-4398 / Fax: 
(416) 978-2797 / E-mail: linda.corman@utoronto.ca

Cox, Jamie, Director, Heritage Christian University, Heritage Christian University, Overton Memorial 
Library, P.O. Box HCU, Florence, AL, 35630. Work: (256) 766-6610 / E-mail: jcox@hcu.edu
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*Crawford, Eileen K., Associate Director, Collections Librarian, Vanderbilt University, 419 21st 
Ave. S., Nashville, TN, 37203. Work: (615) 343-9880 / Fax: (615) 343-2918 / E-mail: eileen.
k.crawford@vanderbilt.edu

Creamer, Deborah B., Director, Iliff  School of Th eology, Ira J. Taylor Library, 2233 South University 
Boulevard, Denver, CO, 80210. Work: (303) 765-3178 / Fax: (303) 777-0164 / E-mail: 
dcreamer@iliff .edu

*Creed, Carissa M., Assistant Librarian, 1659 Shoreview Ave., San Mateo, CA, 94401. E-mail: 
ccreed@gtu.edu

Crocco, Stephen D., Librarian, Princeton Th eological Seminary, Speer Library, P.O. Box 111, 
Princeton, NJ, 08542-0111. Work: (609) 497-7931 / Fax: (609) 497-1826 / E-mail: stephen.
crocco@ptsem.edu

*Crown, Ron, Reference Librarian, St. Louis University, Pius XII Library, 3650 Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, 
MO, 63108-3302. Work: (314) 977-3083 / Fax: (314) 977-3108 / E-mail: crownrw@slu.edu

Cullinan, William H., 2200 Benjamin Franklin #N1006, Philadelphia, PA, 19130. E-mail: 
wcullina2002@yahoo.com

Cullnane, Chris W., Cataloger, Reformed Th eological Seminary-Jackson, MS, Library, 5422 Clinton 
Boulevard, Jackson, MS, 39209-3099. Fax: (601) 922-1153 / E-mail: ccullnane@belhaven.edu

Cushing, Karen, Librarian, 1888 Bartlett Road, Memphis, TN, 38134-6407. Work: 9013800122 / 
E-mail: karen@pleasantviewschool.com

Dale, Robert J., 507-95 Main Street, Ottawa, ON Canada K1S 1B8. Work: 613-656-5735 / E-
mail: robertjdale@gmail.com

D’Angelo, Mary K., 1003 Abberley Circle, Hendersonville, TN, 37075. E-mail: marykdangelo@
gmail.com

*Danielson-Francois, Serge, Librarian, 4426 Cornell St, Dearborn Heights, MI, 48125. Work: 
(313) 562-1990 / Fax: (313) 562-9361 / E-mail: serge@divinechildhighschool.org

Darlack, James M., Library Assistant for Public Services, Gordon-Conwell Th eological Seminary, 
Goddard Library, 130 Essex Street, South Hamilton, MA, 01982-2317. Work: (978) 646-4004 
/ Fax: (978) 646-4567 / E-mail: jdarlack@gcts.edu

Daught, Gary F., Director of Library Services, P.O. Box 600, 200 Blowers Blvd., Milligan College, 
TN, 37682. Work: (423) 461-8900 / Fax: (423) 461-8984 / E-mail: GFDaught@milligan.edu

Davis, Melissa D., Head of Technical Services, Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, Ernest 
Miller White Library, 1044 Alta Vista Road, Louisville, KY, 40205-1798. Work: (502) 992-
9397 / Fax: (502) 895-1096 / E-mail: mdavis@lpts.edu

*de Guzman Dalman, Ruth E., Reference Librarian, 5549 Girard Avenue N, Brooklyn Center, MN, 
55430. E-mail: redalman@comcast.net

*Decoorne, Kristof, Katholieke Universiteit te Leuven/Faculty of Th eol., Maurits Sabbe Library, St. 
Michielsstraat 6 Box 3102, Leuven, Belgium, 3000. Work: +32 16 323805 / Fax: +32 16 323862 
/ E-mail: Kristof.Decoorne@theo.kuleuven.be

*Deeds, Leland, Librarian for Academic Computing Support, Union Th eological Seminary & 
P.S.C.E., William Smith Morton Library, 3401 Brook Road, Richmond, VA, 23227. Work: 
(804) 278-4217 / Fax: (804) 278-4375 / E-mail: ldeeds@union-psce.edu

*Deluca Voth, Mariel, Library Director, Bethel Seminary San Diego Library, 6116 Arosa Street, 
San Diego, CA, 92115-3902. Work: (619) 582-8188, x 232 / Fax: (619) 583-9114 / E-mail: 
marielvoth@aol.com

Derksen, James A., Newman Th eological College, #172, 2257 Premier Way, Broadmoor Place, IV, 
Sherwood Park, AB, Canada, T8H 2M8. Work: (780) 447-2993 / Fax: (780) 467-5858 / E-
mail: jim.derksen@newman.edu

*Derrenbacker, Cynthia E., 496 Brenda Drive, Sudbury, ON, Canada, P3E 5G7. E-mail: 
cderrenbacker@gmail.com
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d’Esterhazy, John, 7615 Stage Rd., McClure, PA, 17841. Work: (570) 658-7259 / E-mail: 
revjdesterhazy@yahoo.com

Dinkens, Kevin W., 4702 N. College Ave., Indianapolis, IN, 46205. Work: 317-201-1953 / E-mail: 
mournblade19@yahoo.com

Dissmeyer, Timothy H., Chaplain, 4406 Rolling Meadows Rd., Ellicott City, MD, 21043. Work: 
410-719-8670 / E-mail: tdissmeyer@aol.com

*Dixon, Clay-Edward, Head of Collection Development, Graduate Th eological Union, Library, 
2400 Ridge Road, Berkeley, CA, 94709. Work: (510) 649-2509 / Fax: (510) 649-2508 / E-mail: 
cedixon@gtu.edu

Dobias, Dale C., Assistant Director of the Library, United Th eological Seminary of the Twin Cities, 
Spencer Library, 3000 Fifth Street NW, New Brighton, MN, 55112. Work: (651) 255-6144 / 
Fax: (651) 633-4315 / E-mail: ddobias@unitedseminary.edu

Doerksen, Brad, Library Director, Briercrest Seminary, 510 College Drive, Caronport, SK, Canada, 
S0H 0S0. Work: (306) 756-3262 / E-mail: bdoerksen@briercrest.ca

Doncevic, John, Library Director, 106 Fairview Avenue, Ambridge, PA, 15003. Work: (724) 847-
6692 / Fax: (724) 847-6687 / E-mail: jgdoncev@geneva.edu

Dorn, Knut, Taunusstr. 5, PO Box 2929, Wiesbaden, Germany, 65019. E-mail: kdorn@harrassowitz.de
Dryden, Sarah, Public Services Assistant, Vanderbilt University, Divinity Library, 419 21st Avenue, 

SouthNashville, TN 37240-0007. Work: (615) 322-2865 / Fax: (615) 343-2918 / E-mail: sarah.
e.dryden@vanderbilt.edu

*†Duncan, Howertine L. Farrell, Head of Public Services, Wesley Th eological Seminary Library, 
4500 Massachusetts Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20016-5690. Work: (202) 885-8696 / Fax: 
(202) 885-8691 / E-mail: hduncan@wesleyseminary.edu

*Dunkly, James W., Th eology Librarian & Associate University Librarian, University of the South 
Library/School of Th eology, Library, 735 University Avenue, Sewanee, TN, 37383-1000. Work: 
(931) 598-1267 / Fax: (931) 598-1702 / E-mail: jdunkly@sewanee.edu

*Durham, Erica E., 2855 Monticello Place, Decatur, GA, 30030. E-mail: durham.erica@gmail.com
Ebbers, Susan K., Director of the Library/Professor, United Th eological Seminary of the Twin 

Cities, Th e Spencer Library, 3000 Fifth Street, NW, New Brighton, MN, 55112. Work: (651) 
255-6143 / Fax: (651) 633-4315 / E-mail: sebbers@unitedseminary.edu

*Ebertz, Susan, Wartburg Th eological Seminary, 333 Wartburg Pl., P.O. Box 5004, Dubuque, IA, 52004-
5004. Work: (563) 589-0265/Fax: (563) 589-0333/E-mail: sebertz@wartburgseminary.edu

*Eilers, Catherine, Technical Services Librarian, 5123 E. Truman Rd., Kansas City, MO, 64127-
2440. Work: (816) 245-4868 / E-mail: catherineeilers@hotmail.com

*Elder, Jane L., Reference Librarian, Bridwell Library, 12111 Landlock Dr., Dallas, TX, 75218. 
Work: (214) 768-4046 / E-mail: jelder@smu.edu

*Eldevik, Bruce, Reference Librarian, Luther Seminary, Library, 2481 Como Avenue, St. Paul, MN, 
55108. Work: (651) 641-3226 / Fax: (651) 641-3280 / E-mail: beldevik@luthersem.edu

*Elia, Anthony J., Academic Technology Librarian, JKM Library, 1100 East 55th Street, Chicago, 
IL, 60615. Work: (773) 256-0733 / Fax: (773) 256-0737 / E-mail: aelia@jkmlibrary.org

*Ellis, Teresa C., Th eology Librarian, Logsdon Seminary, Hardin-Simmons University, P.O. Box 
16195, Abilene, TX, 79698. Work: (325) 671-2159 / Fax: (325) 677-8351 / E-mail: tellis@
hsutx.edu

*Engelson, Leslie A., Associate Librarian of Technical Services, D.V. Hurst Library, 5520 108th St. 
NE-P.O. Box 579, Kirkland, WA, 98083-0579. Work: (425) 889-5339 / Fax: (425) 889-7801 / 
E-mail: leslie.engelson@northwestu.edu

Episcopio, Rosemarie, 92 Fourth St, Garden City, NY 11530. Work: 516-741-5209 / E-mail: 
sgalr@aol.com

† deceased
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Erdel, Timothy P., Assoc. Prof. of Religion and Philosophy/Archivist/Th eol. Librarian, Missionary 
Church Archives & Historical Collections at Bethel College, 56111 Francis Avenue, Mishawaka, 
IN, 46545-7507. Fax: (574) 257-3499 / E-mail: erdelt@bethelcollege.edu

*Estelle-Holmer, Suzanne M., Reference & Instructional Services Librarian, Yale University Divinity 
School Library, Yale Divinity School, 409 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT, 06511. Work: (203) 
432-6374 / Fax: (203) 432-3906 / E-mail: suzanne.estelle-holmer@yale.edu

Falla, Bonnie J., Public Services/Reference/Seminary Liaison, Moravian Th eological Seminary, 
Reeves Library, 1200 Main Street, Bethlehem, PA, 18018. Work: (610) 861-1676 / Fax: (610) 
861-1577 / E-mail: fallab@moravian.edu

*Farrell, Michael W., Technical Services Librarian, Reformed Th eological Seminary-Florida, 1231 
Reformation Dr., Oviedo, FL, 32765. Work: (407) 366-5732, x 235/E-mail: mfarrell@rts.edu

*Faupel, D. William, Director of the Library, Wesley Th eological Seminary, Th e Library, 4500 
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC, 20016-5696. Work: (202) 885-8690 / Fax: 
(202) 885-8691 / E-mail: bfaupel@wesleyseminary.edu

Feider, Lynn A., Library Director, Lutheran Th eological Southern Seminary, Lineberger Memorial 
Library, 4201 North Main Street, Columbia, SC, 29203-5898. Work: (803) 461-3220 / Fax: 
(803) 461-3278 / E-mail: lfeider@ltss.edu

*Felmlee, Cheryl A., Director of Library Services, Alliance Th eological Seminary, 350 North 
Highland Avenue, Nyack, NY, 10960. Work: (845) 770-5764 / Fax: (845) 358-2651 / E-mail: 
cheryl.felmlee@nyack.edu

*Fieg, Eugene C., Cataloger, Claremont School of Th eology, Library, 1325 North College Avenue, 
Claremont, CA, 91711. Work: (909) 447-2513 / E-mail: gfi eg@cst.edu

Finlayson, Alexander, Library Director, Westminster Th eological Seminary, P.O. Box 27009, Philadelphia, 
PA, 19118. Work: (215) 572-3823/Fax: (215) 887-5404/E-mail: sfi nlayson@wts.edu

Fisher, Diane, Reference Librarian, 1715 Webster Ct., Wheaton, IL, 60187. E-mail: dialfi sher@
yahoo.com

Fluet, Aura A., Interim Director, Th eology Reference and Collection Development Librarian, 
Episcopal Divinity School Library, 99 Brattle St., Cambridge, MA, 02138-3402. Work: (617) 
682-1523 / Fax: (617) 349-3603 / E-mail: afl uet@eds.edu

Fogler, Elizabeth R., Media Cataloger, Asbury Th eological Seminary, 206 Th acker Dr., Wilmore, 
KY, 40390. E-mail: bethfogler@hotmail.com

*Fowler, Kathryn E., Technical Services Librarian, Austin Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, Stitt 
Library, 100 East 27th Street, Austin, TX, 78705-5797. Work: (512) 404-4876 / Fax: (512) 
322-0901 / E-mail: kfowler@austinseminary.edu

*Friede, Eric, Assistant Divinity Librarian for Tech. Services, Yale University Divinity School Library, 
409 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT, 06511. Work: (203) 432-5295 / Fax: (203) 432-3906 / 
E-mail: eric.friede@yale.edu

Froese, Victor, Associate Librarian, 500 Shaftesbury Blvd., Winnipeg, MB, Canada, R3P 2N2. 
Work: (204) 487-3300 / Fax: (204) 837-7415 / E-mail: vfroese@cmu.ca

*Frost, Ellen L., Acquisitions Librarian, Bridwell Library, SMU, P.O. Box 750476, Dallas, TX, 
75275-0476. Work: (214) 768-3749 / Fax: (214) 768-4295 / E-mail: efrost@smu.edu

Fry, Linda L., Associate Librarian, 492 Connor Drive, Mansfi eld, OH, 44905. E-mail: cceseven@
embarqmail.com

Frymark, Kathy, St. Francis Seminary, Salzmann Library, 3257 South Lake Drive, St. Francis, WI, 
53235. Work: (414) 747-6478 / Fax: (414) 747-6483 / E-mail: kfrymark@sfs.edu

*Gaba, Ruth, Information Literacy Instruction/Reference Librarian, Concordia University 
Wisconsin, Rincker Library, 12800 North Lake Shore Drive, Mequon, WI, 53097-2402. E-
mail: Ruth.Gaba@cuw.edu
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Garcia, Maria M., Associate Director, Oblate School of Th eology, D. E. O’Shaughnessy Library, 285 
Oblate Drive, San Antonio, TX, 78216-6693. Work: (210) 341-1366 / Fax: (210)979-6520 / 
E-mail: magda@ost.edu

*Garrett, John M., Th eological Librarian, Beeson Divinity School, Samford University, 800 
Lakeshore Drive, Birmingham, AL, 35229. Work: (205) 726-4004 / Fax: (205) 726-4056 / E-
mail: jmgarret@samford.edu

*Gerdes, Neil W., Library Director, Meadville Lombard Th eological School, Hammond Library, 
5757 S. University Avenue, Chicago, IL, 60637. Work: (773) 322-0247 / Fax: (773) 753-1323 
/ E-mail: ngerdes@ctschicago.edu

Gerling, W. James, Pastor, 24 Park Place, Geneva, NY, 14456. Work: 315-789-1343 / Fax: 315-789-
1876 / E-mail: wjg@rochester.rr.com

Gilliland, David, 10 Kensington Manor, Dollingstown Lurgan Craigavon, United Kingdom BT66 
7HR. Work: 02838329214 / E-mail: dgill-lurgan@tiscali.co.uk

Ginkel, Nadine, Library Administrator, Denver Seminary, Library, 6399 S. Santa Fe Drive, 
Littleton, CO, 80235. Work: (303) 762-6955 / Fax: (303)762-6950 / E-mail: nadine.ginkel@
denverseminary.edu

*Gonzalez, Lisa, Catholic Th eological Union, 5802 S. Western Ave., Clarendon Hills, IL, 60514. 
Work: (773) 371-5463 / Fax: (773) 753-5340 / E-mail: lgonzalez@ctu.edu

Goodwin, Cheryl M., Library Director, Mars Hill Graduate School, 2501 Elliott Ave., Seattle, WA, 
98121. Work: (206) 876-6119 / Fax: (206) 876-6193 / E-mail: cgoodwin@mhgs.edu

Goryacheva, Svetlana A., Chief Librarian, 3/5, Vozdvizhenka Street, Room A-212, Moscow, Russian 
Federation, 119019. Work: (7 495) 622-86-38 / E-mail: sg@hotmail.ru

*Grafton, Karla F., Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA, 19118. E-mail: kgrafton@wts.edu
Gragg, Douglas L., Director of Library and IT Services, Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, 

Ernest Miller White Library, 1044 Alta Vista Road, Louisville, KY, 40205-1798. Work: (502) 
992-9343 / Fax: (502) 895-1096 / E-mail: dgragg@lpts.edu

*Graham, M. Patrick, Director, Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University, 505 Kilgo Circle, Atlanta, 
GA, 30322-2810. Work: (404) 727-4165 / Fax: (404) 727-1219 / E-mail: libmpg@emory.edu

Grant, Elizabeth M., Head of Cataloging & Acquisitions, University of the South Library/School 
of Th eology, 97 Hilton Street, Monteagle, TN, 37356. Work: (931) 598-1663 / Fax: (931) 598-
1702 / E-mail: bgrant@sewanee.edu

Gray, Sherman W., 364 Fish Rock Road, Southbury, CT, 06488. E-mail: swghnc@aol.com
Griffi  n, Jeff ery, Dean of Libraries, New Orleans Baptist Th eological Seminary, John T. Christian 

Library, 4110 Seminary Place, New Orleans, GA, 70126. Work: (504) 816-8018 / Fax: (504) 
816-8429 / E-mail: jgriffi  n@nobts.edu

*Grover, Lisa, Technical Services Librarian, Denver Seminary, 3096 W. Prentice Avenue, Unit C, 
Littleton, CO, 80123. Work: (303) 762-6966 / Fax: (303) 762-6950 / E-mail: lisa.grover@
denverseminary.edu

*Guebert, Lois, Technical Services Librarian, University of St. Mary of the Lake, Feehan Memorial 
Library, 1000 East Maple Avenue, Mundelein, IL, 60060. Work: (847) 970-4823 / Fax: (847) 
566-5229 / E-mail: lguebert@usml.edu

*Gunn, Shirley A., Director of Publications, Nigeria Baptist Convention, 2432 Westover Drive, 
Reidsville, NC, 27320-7015. Work: (336) 342-0951 / E-mail: mamagunn43@yahoo.com

Guyette, Fred, Librarian, Erskine College and Seminary, McCain Library, One Depot Street - 
PO Box 188, Due West, SC, 29639. Work: (864) 379-8898 / Fax: (864) 379-2900 / E-mail: 
fguyette@erskine.edu

*Hackney, Carrie M., Divinity Librarian, Howard University School of Divinity, Library, 1400 
Shepherd Street, N.E., Washington, DC, 20017. Work: (202) 806-0760 / Fax: (202) 806-0711 
/ E-mail: chackney@howard.edu
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Hagen, Loren R., Catalog Librarian, Th e United Library, Garrett-Evan. & Seabury-Western Sem., 
2121 Sheridan Rd., Evanston, IL, 60304. Work: (847) 866-3897 / E-mail: lha333@garrett.edu

Hamilton, Barry, Th eological Librarian/Associate Professor, Roberts Wesleyan College - Northeastern 
Seminary, 2301 Westside Drive, Rochester, NY, 14624. Work: (585) 594-6893 / E-mail: 
hamilton_barry@roberts.edu

Hammer, Claudine, Librarian, 43326 Mission Boulevard, Freemont, CA, 94539. Work: (510) 657-
2468 / E-mail: qhrcparker@msjdominicans.org

Hanson, Susanah, Library Director, Trinity Episcopal School for Ministry, Library, 311 Eleventh St., 
Ambridge, PA, 15003. Work: (724) 266-3838/Fax: (724) 266-4617/E-mail: shanson@tsm.edu

*Hanusek, Denise M., Cataloging Librarian, Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University, 505 Kilgo 
Circle, Atlanta, GA, 30322-2810. Work: (404) 727-1220 / Fax: (404) 727-1219 / E-mail: 
dhanuse@emory.edu

*Harbin, Duane, Assistant Dean for Instruct. Technology & Institutional Research, Bridwell Library, 
Southern Methodist University, P.O. Box 750133, Dallas, TX, 75275-0133. Work: (214) 768-
2663 / Fax: (214) 768-2117 / E-mail: dharbin@mail.smu.edu

Harding, Oliver L., Acting Librarian, Pentecost Evangelical Church, 13 Elliot Street Brookfi elds, 
Freetown, Sierra Leone, . Work: 232 22 229471 / E-mail: oltharding@yahoo.com

Hargis, Hilary, 1044 Summitview Place, Bloomington, IL, 47401. E-mail: hkageler@spu.edu
Harkins, Robert J., Indexer-Analyst, American Th eological Library Association, 555 Harding Place, 

Nashville, TN, 37211. Work: (312) 775-9431 / Fax: (312) 454-5505 / E-mail: robert.j.harkins@
vanderbilt.edu

*Harris, Laura W., Public Services Librarian, Iliff  School of Th eology, 2233 S. University Blvd., 
Denver, CO, 80210. Work: (303) 765-3179 / E-mail: lharris@iliff .edu

Harrison, Mark A., 6001 Topke Place, N.E. #132, Albuquerque, NM, 87109. E-mail: markandersh@
gmail.com

Harty, Kathleen, Director of the Library, Sacred Heart School of Th eology, Leo Dehon Library, P.O. 
Box 429 - 7335 South Hwy. 100, Hales Corners, WI, 53130-0429. Work: (414) 425-8300, x 
7280 / Fax: (414) 529-6992 / E-mail: kharty@shst.edu

*Hause, Joanna, Southeastern University, Steelman Library, 1000 Longfellow Blvd., Lakeland, FL, 
33801. Work: (863) 667-5062 / Fax: (863) 669-4160 / E-mail: samkimo@hotmail.com

*Hayes, Elyse B., Director of Library and Information Services, Seminary of the Immaculate 
Conception, Library, 440 West Neck Road, Huntington, NY, 11743. Work: (631) 423-0483, x 
140 / Fax: (631) 423-2346 / E-mail: ehayes@icseminary.edu

*Haymes, Don, Assistant Librarian for Serials and Archives, Christian Th eological Seminary Library, 
1000 West 42nd Street, Box 88267, Indianapolis, IN, 46208. Work: (317) 931-2368 / E-mail: 
don.haymes@cts.edu

*Hess, Bradley C., Technical Services Librarian, Concordia Seminary, 212 Windridge, Collinsville, 
IL, 62234. Work: (314) 505-7042 / E-mail: hessb@csl.edu

*Hines, Julie, Regional Campus Librarian, Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, AZ Regional 
Campus Library, 2240 N. Hayden Rd. Suite 101, Scottsdale, AZ, 85257. Work: (480) 941-1993 
/ E-mail: azlibrary@ggbts.edu

Ho, Maria, Technical Services Librarian, Tyndale University College & Seminary, J. William Horsey 
Library, 25 Ballyconnor Court, Toronto, ON, Canada, M2M 4B3. Work: (416) 226-6620, x 
6704 / Fax: (416) 226-6746 / E-mail: mho2@tyndale.ca

Hodges, Wayne, 4 Joel Crt., Bayswater, Australia, VIC 3153. E-mail: waynekhodges@yahoo.com.au
Hoff man, Donald H., Indexer, 2110 N. Oak Park Ave., Chicago, IL, 60707. Work: (312) 421-

5900, x 528 / Fax: (312) 421-7124 / E-mail: donald.hoff man@ignatius.org
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*Hogan, Derek, Th eological Reference Librarian & Assistant Professor of New Testament, Campbell 
University, P.O. Box 98, Buies Creek, NC, 27506. Work: (910) 814-4387 / Fax: (910) 893-1470/ 
E-mail: hogand@campbell.edu

Holifi eld, David A., Western Seminary Sacramento Library Director, Western Seminary Sacramento, 
Western-Arcade Library, 2924 Becerra Way, Sacramento, CA, 95821. Work: (916) 488-3720 x7 
/ Fax: (916) 488-3735 / E-mail: dholifi eld@westernseminary.edu

*Holl, Scott T., Assistant Librarian, 1515 Lafayette Avenue, Unit 504, St. Louis, MO, 63104. E-
mail: sholl58@sbcglobal.net

Holmgren, Barrett, 69 Slate Creek Drive, Apt. 3, Cheektowaga, NY, 14227. E-mail: barretth767@
hotmail.com

*Hook, William J., Director, Divinity Library, Assistant Dean for Collections, Vanderbilt Universit, 
Vanderbilt University, 419 21st Avenue South, Nashville, TN, 37203-2427. Work: (615) 343-
8350 / Fax: (615) 343-2918 / E-mail: bill.hook@vanderbilt.edu

Hopkins, Barry C., Assistant Librarian for Public Services, JKM Library, 1100 East 55th Street, 
Chicago, IL, 60615. Work: (773) 256-0738 / Fax: (773) 256-0737 / E-mail: bhopkins@
jkmlibrary.org

Hopper, Matthew T., Graduate Teaching Assistant, 105 College Station Rd., Apt. C211, Athens, 
GA, 30605. E-mail: mthopper@uga.edu

Hotte, Carol, 416 Woodland Ave, Ottawa, Canada K2B 5E2. Work: 613 828-6272 / E-mail: 
amhotte@yahoo.ca

Hovda, Bethany, Crowell Library, 820 N. Lasalle Blvd., Chicago, IL, 60610. E-mail: bethany.
hovda@moody.edu

*Howie, Judy, Reference Librarian, Midwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary, Library, 5001 North 
Oak Street Traffi  cway, Kansas City, MO, 64118. E-mail: jhowie@mbts.edu

Hunn, Debbie, Assistant Public Services Librarian, Dallas Th eological Seminary, Turpin Library, 
3909 Swiss Avenue, Dallas, TX, 75204. Work: (214) 841-3752 / Fax: (214) 841-3745 / E-mail: 
dhunn@dts.edu

Jacobs, Th omas, Collection Management Librarian, Denver Seminary, Carey S. Th omas Library, 
6399 S. Santa Fe Drive, Littleton, CO, 80120. Work: (303) 762-6956 / Fax: (303) 762-6950 / 
E-mail: tom.jacobs@denverseminary.edu

James, Paul M., Head of Library & Learning Resources, 1 Ridgewood Drive, Sutton Coldfi eld, West 
Midlands, United Kingdom, B75 6TR. Work: 0121-3608118 / Fax: 0121-366-6786 / E-mail: 
library@maryvale.ac.uk

Jerose, Terese M., Assistant Director, Southeastern Baptist Th eological Seminary Library, 114 N. 
Wingate Street, Wake Forest, NC, 27587. Work: (919) 761-2321 / Fax: (919) 761-2150 / E-
mail: tjerose@sebts.edu

*Johns, Warren H., 11072 Anderson St., Loma Linda, CA, 92350. Work: 909-558-7524 / Fax: 909-
558-4925 / E-mail: wjohns@llu.edu

Johnson, Alicia, Public Services Librarian, Baptist Missionary Association Th eological Seminary, 
Kellar Library, 1530 E. Pine Street, P.O. Box 670, Jacksonville, TX, 75766. Work: (903) 586-
2501, x 232 / Fax: (903) 586-0378 / E-mail: alicia@bmats.edu

*Johnson, Elizabeth, Head of Technical Services, Seminary of the Southwest, an Episcopal Seminary 
(SSW), P.O. Box 2247, Austin, TX, 78765. Work: (512) 439-0350 / Fax: (512) 472-4620 / E-
mail: ejohnson@ssw.edu

Johnson, Mary Jean, Library Director, 130 College View Drive, Bluff ton, OH, 45817. Work: (419) 
358-3396 / Fax: (419) 358-3384 / E-mail: johnsonmj@bluff ton.edu

*Johnson, Tammy L., Technical Services Librarian, Columbia Th eological Seminary, 1181 G 
Church Street, Decatur, GA, 30030. Work: (404) 687-4612 / Fax: (404) 687-4687 / E-mail: 
johnsont@ctsnet.edu
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Jordahl, Ron, Library Director, 3000 Tilley Morris Road, Matthews, NC, 28105. Work: (704) 847-
5600 x208 / Fax: (704) 845-1747 / E-mail: rjordahl@ses.edu

Joyce, Donald J., Library Director, Oblate School of Th eology, Donald E. O’Shaughnessy Library, 
285 Oblate Drive, San Antonio, TX, 78216-6693. Work: (210) 341-1366 / Fax: (210) 341-
4520 / E-mail: djoyce@ost.edu

Kaceli, Stephanie S., Assistant Director, Technical Services, Philadelphia Biblical University, Masland 
Learning Resource Center, 200 Manor Ave., Langhorne, PA, 19047. Work: (215) 702-4376 / 
Fax: (215) 702-4374 / E-mail: stephaniekaceli@pbu.edu

*Kadel, Andrew G., Director of St. Mark’s Library, General Th eological Seminary, St. Mark’s Library, 
175 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY, 10115. Work: (212) 929-3938 / Fax: (212) 924-9304 / E-
mail: kadel@gts.edu

*Kalnins, Renata Z., Reference Librarian, Harvard Divinity School, Andover-Harvard Th eological 
Library, 45 Francis Avenue, Cambridge, MA, 02138. Work: (617) 384-7488 / Fax: (617) 496-
4111 / E-mail: renata_kalnins@harvard.edu

Kamilos, Charles D., Portland Center Librarian, George Fox Evangelical Seminary Library, 12753 
S.W. 68th Avenue, Portland, OR, 97223. Work: (503) 554-6131 / Fax: (503) 554-6134 / E-
mail: ckamilos@georgefox.edu

*Kasten, Seth, Head of Reference & Collection Development, Burke Library, 700 West End Ave. 
Apt. 14A, New York, NY, 10025. Work: (212) 851-5607 / E-mail: skasten@uts.columbia.edu

*Keck, Andrew, Associate Director, Duke University Divinity School, Divinity School Library, Box 
90972, Durham, NC, 27708-0972. Work: (919) 660-3549 / Fax: (919) 681-7594 / E-mail: 
andy.keck@duke.edu

*Keeney, Donald E., Seminary of the Southwest, an Episcopal Seminary (SSW), Harold & Patricia 
Booher Library, P.O. Box 2247, Austin, TX, 78768-2247. Work: (512) 439-0315 / Fax: (512) 
472-4620 / E-mail: dkeeney@ssw.edu

*Keillor, William A., Acquisitions Coordinator, Luther Seminary, Library, 2481 Como Avenue, 
St. Paul, MN, 55108. Work: (651) 641-3263 / Fax: (651) 641-3280 / E-mail: wkeillor001@
luthersem.edu

*Keisling, Bruce L., Associate Vice President for Academic Resources and Seminary Librarian, Southern 
Baptist Th eological Seminary, James P. Boyce Centennial Library, 2825 Lexington Rd., Louisville, 
KY, 40280. Work: (502) 897-4807/Fax: (502) 897-4600/E-mail: bkeisling@sbts.edu

*Kemmis, Barbara, Director of Member Services, American Th eological Library Association, 5812 
North Ridge Avenue, Chicago, IL, 60660. Work: (312) 775-9415 / Fax: (312) 454-5505 / E-
mail: bkemmis@atla.com

Kiff meyer, Jennifer W., Reference/Th eological Librarian, Earlham College, Drawer 198, 801 
National Road West, Richmond, IN, 47374. Work: (765) 983-1408 / Fax: (765) 983-1304 / 
E-mail: kiff mje@earlham.edu

Killoran, Amy, 407 W. Green, Apt. 2, Urbana, IL, 61801. Work: (217) 333-2641 / E-mail: killoran@
illinois.edu

*Kim, Hae-Sook, Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, 201 Seminary Drive, Mill Valley, CA, 
94941-3197. Work: (415) 380-1673 / E-mail: haesookkim@ggbts.edu

*Klemme, Becky, Circulation Supervisor, Luhr Library, 475 E. Lockwood Ave., St. Louis, MO, 
63119. Work: (314)252-3134 / Fax: (314) 252-3131 / E-mail: bklemme@eden.edu

Klenklen, Jonathan A., Acquisitions Librarian, Wesley Th eological Seminary, Th e Library, 4500 
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC, 20016-5690. Work: (202) 885-8692 / Fax: 
(202) 885-8691 / E-mail: aklenklen@wesleyseminary.edu

*Knop, Judy, Digitization Coordinator, American Th eological Library Association, 300 S. Wacker 
Drive, Suite 2100, Chicago, IL, 60606-6701. Work: (312) 775-9495 / Fax: (312) 454-5505 / 
E-mail: jknop@atla.com
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Koehler, Amy, Public Services Librarian, Moody Bible Institute, Crowell Library, 820 N. LaSalle 
Blvd., Chicago, IL, 60610-3284. Work: (312) 329-4139 / Fax: (312) 329-8959 / E-mail: amy.
koehler@moody.edu

*Kokolus, Cait, Director of Library Services, St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, Ryan Memorial 
Library, 100 East Wynnewood Road, Wynnewood, PA, 19096-3012. Work: (610) 785-6280 / 
Fax: (610) 664-7913 / E-mail: ckokolus@adphila.org

*Kolb, Daniel, Library Director, Saint Meinrad School of Th eology, Archabbey Library, 200 Hill 
Drive, St. Meinrad, IN, 47577-1011. Work: (812) 357-6566 / Fax: (812) 357-6398 / E-mail: 
dkolb@saintmeinrad.edu

Kooy, Brian K., Liaison / Reference Librarian, 802 Blandenburg Road, Apartment B, Carrollton, 
GA, 30116. Work: (404) 413-2862 / Fax: (404) 413-2851 / E-mail: bkooyusa@yahoo.com

Kordesh, Kathleen M., Reference Librarian, Th e United Library, Garrett-Evan. & Seabury-Western 
Sem., 2121 Sheridan Road, Evanston, IL, 60201. Work: (847) 866-3870 / Fax: (847) 866-3894 
/ E-mail: k-kordesh@garrett.edu

Krahn, Allan E., Coordenador da Biblioteca, Caixa Postal 14, Sao Leopoldo, RS, Brazil, 93001-970. 
Work: 55-51-2111-1400 / Fax: 55-51-2111-1411 / E-mail: malkra@est.edu.br

Kraus Peter L., Associate Librarian, 2545 Melbourne St., Salt Lake City, UT, 84106. Work: (801) 
832-0476 / E-mail: peter.kraus@utah.edu

Krauss, Robert M., Electronic Resources & Serials Librarian, Biola University Library, 14832 Mansa 
Drive, La Mirada, CA, 90638. Work: (562) 903-4837 / Fax: (562) 903-4840 / E-mail: bob.
krauss@biola.edu

Kroll, Anna L., Seminary Cataloging Librarian, Th e Master’s Seminary, 13248 Roscoe Blvd., Sun 
Valley, CA, 91352. Work: (818) 909-5623 / Fax: (818) 909-5680 / E-mail: akroll@tms.edu

Krueger, Karl, Library Director & Associate Professor, Lutheran Th eological Seminary at 
Philadelphia, Krauth Memorial Library, 7301 Germantown Avenue, Philadelphia, PA, 19119-
1974. Work: (215) 248-6330 / Fax: (215) 248-6327 / E-mail: kkrueger@ltsp.edu

Krupp, Robert, Library Director, Western Seminary, 310 Second Street South, Naples, FL, 34102. 
Work: (800) 547-4546 / E-mail: rakrupp@westernseminary.edu

*Kubic, J. Craig, Library Director, Midwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary, Library, 5001 North 
Oak Street Traffi  cway, Kansas City, MO, 64118. Work: (816) 414-3730 / Fax: (816) 414-3790 
/ E-mail: ckubic@mbts.edu

LaBarge, Christopher W., 25349 Sandy Point Rd, Greensboro, MD, 21639. Work: 302-331-3441 
/ E-mail: cwlabarge@aol.com

Labosier, Jeremy W., Assistant Librarian, Bethel Seminary of the East, 2325 Maryland Rd., Suite 
225, Willow Grove, PA 19090. Work: (215) 659-1000 / Fax: (215) 659-1066 / E-mail: jeremy-
labosier@bethel.edu

*Lammert, Richard A., Technical Services Librarian, Concordia Th eological Seminary, 3 Coverdale 
Place, Fort Wayne, IN, 46825-4928. Work: (260) 452-3148 / Fax: (260) 452-2126 / E-mail: 
richard.lammert@ctsfw.edu

Lane, Beverly S., Assistant Librarian, Pontifi cal College Josephinum, A.T. Wehrle Memorial Library, 
7625 North High Street, ColumbOH, 43214. Work: (614) 985-2291 / Fax: (614) 885-2307 / 
E-mail: bslane@pcj.edu

Larrondo, Silvia, Assistant Librarian for Public Services, Northern Seminary, Brimson Grow Library, 
680 East Butterfi eld Road, Lombard, IL, 60148. Work: (630) 620-2116 / Fax: (630) 620-2170 
/ E-mail: slarrondo@seminary.edu

*LaValla, Daniel, Director of Library Services, Biblical Th eological Seminary Library, 200 North 
Main Street, Hatfi eld, PA, 19440. Work: (215) 368-5000, x 120 / Fax: (215) 368-6906 / E-mail: 
dlavalla@biblical.edu
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*Le May, Neil C., Director, St. Paul Seminary-University of St. Th omas, 2067 Shepard Rd. #201, St. 
Paul, MN, 55116. Work: (651) 962-5451 / Fax: (651) 962-5460 / E-mail: nclemay@stthomas.edu

Lee, Seong Heon, Assistant Librarian, Chicago Th eological Seminary, Hammond Library, 5757 
South University Avenue, Chicago, IL, 60615. Work: (773) 332-0246 / E-mail: shlee@
ctschicago.edu

Lewis, Veronica M., Library Director, T.S. Rendall Library, Box 4000, Th ree Hills, AB, Canada, 
T0M 2N0. Work: (403) 443-5511 x 3343 / Fax: (403) 443-5540 / E-mail: veronica.lewis@
prairie.edu

Lieb, Lucy J., Librarian, 171 W. North, Centro, Crestview, FL, 32536-2339. Work: (850) 689-8923/ 
E-mail: ljlieb@gmail.com

*Limpitlaw, Amy E., Research and Electronic Services Librarian, Yale University Divinity School 
Library, 409 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT, 06511. Work: (203) 432-6374 / Fax: (203) 432-
3906 / E-mail: amy.limpitlaw@yale.edu

Lincoln, Gerald E., Library Director, Lancaster Bible College Library, 901 Eden Rd., Lancaster, PA, 
17601-5036. Work: (717) 560-2800, x 5362 / Fax: (717) 560-8236 / E-mail: glincoln@lbc.edu

Lincoln, Timothy D., Director of Library, Austin Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, Stitt Library, 
100 East 27th Street, Austin, TX, 78705-5797. Work: (512) 472-6736 / Fax: (512) 322-0901 / 
E-mail: tlincoln@austinseminary.edu

*Lipton, Saundra R., Philosophy and Religious Studies Librarian and Head, Arts, Humanities and 
Social Sciences Liaison Se, MLB 331B, 2500 University Drive, N.W., Calgary, AB, Canada, 
T2N 1N4. Work: (403) 220-3793 / Fax: (403) 282-6024 / E-mail: lipton@ucalgary.ca

*Litwak, Kenneth, Adjunct Reference Librarian, Azusa Pacifi c University, 2179 E. Bodillo St., Covina, 
CA, 91724. Work: (626) 815-6000 ext. 3148 / Fax: (626) 815-5064 / E-mail: klitwak@apu.edu

*Locher, Sylvia L., Head Librarian, Ashland Th eological Seminary, ATS Library, 910 Center St., Ashland, 
OH, 44805. Work: (419) 289-5168 / Fax: (419) 289-5969 / E-mail: slocher@ashland.edu

*Loyd, Roger L., Director, Divinity Library, Duke University Divinity School, Divinity School 
Library, Box 90972, Durham, NC, 27708-0972. Work: (919) 660-3452 / Fax: (919) 681-7594/ 
E-mail: roger.loyd@duke.edu

*Lu, Cindy S., 211 Fresh Ponds Road, East Brunswick, NJ, 08816. E-mail: cindyluwu@gmail.com
Lubienecki, Teresa, Director of the Library, Christ the King Seminary Library, P.O. Box 607, East Aurora, 

NY, 14052-0607. Work: (716) 655-7098 / Fax: (716) 652-8903 / E-mail: tlubienecki@cks.edu
*Lutzweiler, James, Southeastern Baptist Th eological Seminary Library, 101 Th ornwood Rd., 

Jamestown, NC, 27282. Work: (919) 863-8249 / Fax: (919) 761-2150 / E-mail: jlutzweiler@
sebts.edu

Lynch, James R., P.O. Box 156, Newton, KS, 67114-0156. Work: (316) 284-5304 / Fax: (316) 
284-5843 / E-mail: jlynch@igc.org

*Lyons, Patricia M., Library Director, St. John’s Seminary, Doheny Library, 5012 Seminary Rd., 
Camarillo, CA, 93012. Work: (805) 482-2755, x 1081 / Fax: (805) 987-0885 / E-mail: plyons@
stjohnsem.edu

*Maddox, Cheryl M., Public Services Librarian, Christian Th eological Seminary Library, 1000 West 
42nd St., Indianapolis, IN, 46208. Work: (317) 931-2367 / Fax: (317) 931-2363 / E-mail: 
cmaddox@cts.edu

Madigan, Karen, Public Services Librarian, Virginia Th eological Seminary, 4506 Taney Ave. #203, 
Alexandria, VA, 22304. Work: (703) 461-1733 / E-mail: karenmdgn@gmail.com

Mark, Joy, Faculty Information Commons, Asbury Th eological Seminary, 3500 Beaver Place Road, 
Shillito Park Apts #23, Lexington, KY, 40503. Work: (859) 858-2229 / E-mail: joy.mark@
asburyseminary.edu
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Masic, Miriam, Librarian, Mardigian Library, 4901 Evergreen Road, Dearborn, MI, 48128. Work: 
(313) 593-5597 / Fax: (313) 593-5561 / E-mail: gunnm@umd.umich.edu

Mathis, Rebekah, Library Director, 3966 McKinney Avenue, Dallas, TX, 75204. Work: (214) 521-
5102 / E-mail: rgmrjm@msn.com

Matiachuk, Richard, 8660 Delaware Rd., Richmond, BC, Canada, V7C 4Y3. E-mail: rmdirect@
telus.net

*Mayo, David, Union-PSCE at Charlotte, Everett Library, 1900 Selwyn Avenue, Charlotte, NC, 
28274. Work: (704) 337-2589 / E-mail: mayod@queens.edu

Mazuk, Melody, Library Director, Palmer Th eological Seminary, Austen K. DeBlois Library, 6 E. 
Lancaster Avenue, Wynnewood, PA, 19096. Work: (484) 384-2947 / Fax: (610) 649-3834 / 
E-mail: mazuk@eastern.edu

*McCaff rey, Colin, Philosophy, Classics, and Linguistics Librarian, Washington University, 6410 
Cates Ave, 2W, St. Louis, MO, 63130. Work: (314) 935-5492 / E-mail: colinjm@gmail.com

McDavid, Lisa, Technical Services Librarian, Christian Th eological Seminary Library, 1000 West 42nd 
St., Box 88267, Indianapolis, IN, 46208. Work: (317) 931-2365 / E-mail: lmcdavid@cts.edu

McFadden, Robert J., Assistant Librarian for Public Services & Archivist, Gordon-Conwell 
Th eological Seminary, 50 Howe St., Ipswich, MA, 01938. Work: (978) 646-4074 / E-mail: 
rmcfadden@gcts.edu

McFerran, Noel S., Head of Public Services, University of St. Michael’s College, John M. Kelly 
Library, 113 St. Joseph Street, Toronto, ON, Canada, M5S 1J4. Work: (416) 926-7114 / Fax: 
(416) 926-7262 / E-mail: noel.mcferran@utoronto.ca

McGinniss, Jeremy M., Director of Library Services, 400 Riverside Drive, Johnson City, NY, 13790. 
Work: (267) 994-6724 / E-mail: jmcginniss@davisny.edu

McGuin, Herbert W., Reference Instruction Librarian, SLU 10896, Hammond, LA 70402. Work: 
985-549-3952 / Fax: 985-549-3995 / E-mail: hmcguin@selu.edu

McIntosh-Doty, Mikail M., Head of Public Services, Seminary of the Southwest, an Episcopal 
Seminary (SSW), Harold & Patricia Booher Library, P.O. Box 2247, Austin, TX, 78768-2247. 
Work: (512) 439-0379 / Fax: (512) 472-4620 / E-mail: mmdoty@ssw.edu

Mckee, Gabriel, 146 Leff erts Ave., Brooklyn, NY, 11225. E-mail: gabrielmckee@gmail.com
*McMahon, Melody L., Director of the Library, Catholic Th eological Union, Paul Bechtold 

Library, 5401 South Cornell Ave., Chicago, IL, 60615-5698. Work: (773) 371-5460 / E-mail: 
mmcmahon@ctu.edu

McMillin, James A., Associate Director, Bridwell Library, 4304 Stanhope, Dallas, TX, 75205. Work: 
(214) 768-4364 / Fax: (214) 219-5504 / E-mail: jamcmill@smu.edu

*McMullen, Kenneth J., Library Director, Reformed Th eological Seminary - Charlotte, NC, Library, 
2101 Carmel Road, Charlotte, NC, 28173. Work: (704) 688-4230 / Fax: (704) 336-9295 / E-
mail: kmcmullen@rts.edu

*McQuarrie, Lorraine, Librarian, Bangor Th eological Seminary, 159 State Street, Portland, ME, 
04101. Work: (207) 942-6781, x 203 / Fax: (207) 874-2214 / E-mail: lmcquarrie@bts.edu

Meadors, Everett, 642A Westmoreland Dr., Vernon Hills, IL, 60061. E-mail: emeadors@gmail.com
*Meredith, Don L., Head Librarian, Harding University Graduate School of Religion, L.M. Graves 

Memorial Library, 1000 Cherry Road, Memphis, TN, 38117. Work: (901) 761-1354 / Fax: 
(901) 761-1358 / E-mail: hgslib@hugsr.edu

Michael, Joshua B., Library Director, Murphy Memorial Library, 538 Venard Road, Clarks Summit, 
PA, 18411. Work: (570) 585-9220 / Fax: (570) 585-9244 / E-mail: jmichael@bbc.edu

Michaels, Stephen E., Electronic Services & Systems Librarian, 9632 Meadowland Ct., Zeeland, MI, 
49464. Work: (616) 392-8555 / Fax: (616) 392-8889 / E-mail: steve.michaels@westernsem.edu

Miller, Lisa C., Methodist Collection Cataloger, Drew University, Library, 36 Madison Avenue, 
Madison, NJ, 07940. Work: (973) 408-3673 / E-mail: lmiller@drew.edu
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*Miller, William C., Director, Accreditation and Institutional Evaluation, Association of Th eological 
Schools, 10 Summit Park Drive, Pittsburgh, PA, 15275. Work: (412) 788-6505, X247 / Fax: 
(412) 788-6510 / E-mail: miller@ats.edu

Minar, Kathryn, Librarian, 101 Civic Center Dr. N.E., Apt. 126, Rochester, MN, 55906. Work: 
(507) 282-7441

Minkin, Rachel M., 2331 Knob Hill Drive, #6-21, Okemos, MI, 48864. Fax: (925) 588-5229 / 
E-mail: rktoothis@gmail.com

*Morris, Angela G., Head of Public Services, Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, 1044 
Alta Vista Road, Louisville, KY, 40205. Work: (502) 992-9391 / Fax: (502) 895-1096 / E-mail: 
amorris@lpts.edu

Morrison, Sara M., ILL/Cataloging Librarian, Erskine College and Seminary, McCain Library, 
PO Box 188, Due West, SC, 29639. Work: (864) 379-8898 / Fax: (864) 379-2900 / E-mail: 
morrison@erskine.edu

Morton, Russell S., Research Librarian, Ashland Th eological Seminary, 910 Center Street, Ashland, 
OH, 44805. Work: (419) 289-5434 / Fax: (419) 289-5969 / E-mail: rmorton2@ashland.edu

Moser, Carylyn G., P.O. Box 81703, Pittsburgh, PA, 15217-0703. Work: (215) 635-5252 / E-mail: 
BookladyGwyn@aol.com

Muether, John, Director, Reformed Th eological Seminary - Florida, Library, 1231 Reformation Dr., 
Oviedo, FL, 32765. Work: (407) 366-9493 / Fax: (407) 366-9425 / E-mail: jmuether@rts.edu

Mullarkey, Colleen A., 1100 East 57th Street, Dissertation Offi  ce, Rm 100 B, Chicago, IL, 60637. 
Work: (773) 702-7404 / E-mail: mert7sm@yahoo.com

Mullen, Grace E., Archivist, Assistant Librarian, Westminster Th eological Seminary, Montgomery 
Library, Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA, 19118. Work: (215) 572-3822 / Fax: (215) 572-3822 / 
E-mail: gmullen@wts.edu

Murray, Michael D., Assistant Provost for Library Services, Fuller Th eological Seminary, David 
Allan Hubbard Library, 135 North Oakland Avenue, Pasadena, CA, 91182. Work: (626) 584-
5219 / Fax: (626) 304-3714 / E-mail: mdmurray@fuller.edu

Mushenheim, Cecilia A., Research Assistant/Cataloger, University of Dayton, 1227 Tip Top Avenue, 
Dayton, OH, 45410-2647. Work: (937) 229-4294 / Fax: (937) 229-4258 / E-mail: cecilia.
mushenheim@notes.udayton.edu

*Myers, Sara J., Director of Library, Columbia Th eological Seminary, John Bulow Campbell Library, 
701 S. Columbia Drive - Box 520, Decatur, GA, 30031-0520. Work: (404) 687-4547 / Fax: 
(404) 687-4687 / E-mail: myerss@ctsnet.edu

*Nipper, Elena, 2019 Tustin Avenue, Apt. C, Costa Mesa, CA, 92627. Work: (714) 556-3610 
x2403 / Fax: (714) 966-5478 / E-mail: enipper@vanguard.edu

Nolan, David, Pastor, 2 Oak Street, Beacon, NY, 12508. Work: 845 838-0915 / Fax: 854 838-0919 
/ E-mail: DavidENolan@aol.com

*Norlin, Dennis A., Executive Director, 125 Homewood Drive, Libertyville, IL, 60048-2121. 
Work: (312) 454-5100 / Fax: (312) 454-5505 / E-mail: dnorlin@atla.com

Nowacki, John R., P.O. Box 10454, Fargo, ND, 58106-0454. Work: (701) 271-1221 / Fax: (701) 
271-1250 / E-mail: jnowacki@cardinalmuench.org

Nyman, Bill, Reference Librarian, Prairie Bible Institute, Box 4000, Th ree Hills, AB Canada T0M 
2N0. Work: 403-443-8029 / E-mail: bill.nyman@prairie.edu

Nyrose, Eric, Learning Resource Coordinator, 635 Northmount Dr. NW, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 
T2K 3J6. Work: (403) 282-2994 / Fax: (402) 282-3084 / E-mail: enyrose@abc-ca.org

O’Brien, Karen L., 1125 Sherren Street W, Roseville, MN, 55113. E-mail: klobrien2@aol.com
*Olejnik, Laura P., Director, University of St. Th omas Graduate School of Th eology, Cardinal Beran 

Library, 9845 Memorial Drive, Houston, TX, 77024-3407. Work: (713) 686-4345 x248 / Fax: 
(713) 681-7550 / E-mail: olejnik@stthom.edu
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*Olley, Lorraine H., Library Director, University of St. Mary of the Lake, Feehan Memorial Library, 
1000 East Maple Ave., Mundelein, IL, 60060. Work: (847) 970-4833 / E-mail: lolley@usml.edu

Olsen, Lisa M., 5481 Rendon St., ColumbOH, 43221. E-mail: cookiedoughlis@yahoo.com
Olson, Mary I., Library Assistant, Iliff  School of Th eology, Ira J. Taylor Library, 2233 South 

University BoulevardDenver, CO 80210-4796. Work: (303) 765-3170 / Fax: (303) 777-0164 / 
E-mail: molson@iliff .edu

Olson, Ray A., Director, Trinity Lutheran Seminary, Hamma Library, 2199 East Main Street, 
ColumbOH, 43209-2334. Work: (614) 384-4640 / Fax: (614) 238-0263 / E-mail: rolson@
trinitylutheranseminary.edu

Olston, Julie A., Library Manager, Moore Th eological College, 32 Florence St., St. Peters, Australia, 
NSW 2044. Work: +61 2 9577 9897 / Fax: +61 2 9577 9898 / E-mail: Julie.Olston@moore.edu.au

*O’Neill, Philip M., Senior Reference Librarian, Barry University, 9619 Fontainebleau Blvd., # 601, 
Miami, FL, 33172. Work: (305) 899-3762 / Fax: (305) 899-3771 / E-mail: poneill@mail.barry.edu

*Oslund, Sandra, Library Director, Bethel Seminary, St. Paul Library, 3949 Bethel Drive, St. Paul, 
MN, 55112. Work: (651) 638-6127 / Fax: (651) 638-6006 / E-mail: s-oslund@bethel.edu

*Ost, Brad, Religion, Philosophy and Th eology Librarian, Robert W. Woodruff  Library, Atlanta 
University Center, 111 James P. Brawley Dr. SW, Atlanta, GA, 30314. Work: (404) 978-2068 / 
E-mail: bost@auctr.edu

*Ostercamp, Matthew J., Head of Technical Services, Trinity International University, 6054 N. 
Claremont Ave. 2S, Chicago, IL, 60659. Work: (847) 317-4005 / Fax: (847) 317-4012 / E-mail: 
mosterca@tiu.edu

*Owen, Sheila A., Associate Librarian, Harding University Graduate School of Religion, L.M. 
Graves Memorial Library, 1000 Cherry Road, Memphis, TN, 38117. Work: (901) 432-7714 / 
Fax: (901) 761-1358 / E-mail: sowen@harding.edu

Oyler, John, 5100 NE 68th Terrace, Kansas City, MO, 64119. Work: (816) 245-4861 / E-mail: 
joyler@swbell.net

Pachella, Richard, 310 Euclid Avenue, Hackensack, NJ, 07601. 
*Pakala, Denise M., Associate Librarian for Technical Services, Covenant Th eological Seminary, 

12330 Conway Road, St. Louis, MO, 63141-8697. Work: (314) 434-4044 ext.4104 / Fax: 
(314) 434-4116 / E-mail: denise.pakala@covenantseminary.edu

*Pakala, James C., Library Director, Covenant Th eological Seminary, Buswell Library, 12330 
Conway Road, St. Louis, MO, 63141-8697. Work: (314) 434-4044 ext.4101 / Fax: (314) 392-
4116 / E-mail: jim.pakala@covenantseminary.edu

Pakhtigian, Alice, Readers’ Services Librarian, 38 N. Harwood Ave., Upper Darby, PA, 19082. 
Work: (215) 702-4375 / E-mail: apakhtigian@pbu.edu

*Paris, Andre, Chief Librarian, St. Paul University, Jean-Leon Allie Library, 223 Main St., Ottawa, ON, 
Canada, K1S 1C4. Work: (613) 236-1393, x 2220 / Fax: (613) 751-4031 / E-mail: aparis@ustpaul.ca

Parrish, Lila, Public Services Librarian, Austin Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, Stitt Library, 100 
E. 27th Street, Austin, TX, 78705. Work: (512) 404-4878 / Fax: (512) 322-0901 / E-mail: 
lparrish@austinseminary.edu

*Penner, Cornelia, Liaison Librarian, Humanities and Social Sciences Library, 3459 McTavish, 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H3A 1Y1. Work: (514) 398-7644 / E-mail: cornelia.penner@
mcgill.ca

Perez, Alvaro, Library Director, La Biblioteca, Apdo. 901-1000, San Jose, Costa Rica. E-mail: 
alvaroperez@ice.co.cr

*Perisho, Stephen Z., Th eology/Humanities/Fine Arts Librarian, SPU Library, 3307 Th ird Ave. West, 
Seattle, WA, 98119-1997. Work: (206) 281-2417 / Fax: (206) 281-2936 / E-mail: sperisho@spu.edu
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Pesch, Christine, Serials & Perservation Librarian, Yale University Divinity School Library, Yale 
University, Divinity School Library, 409 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT, 06511. Work: (203) 
432-5295 / Fax: (203) 432-3906 / E-mail: christine.pesch@yale.edu

*Pfeifl e, Barbara E., Associate Librarian, Lexington Th eological Seminary, Bosworth Memorial 
Library, 631 South Limestone Street, Lexington, KY, 40508. Work: (859) 280-1224 / Fax: (859) 
281-6042 / E-mail: bpfeifl e@lextheo.edu

Phillips, Robert L., Associate Dean of Libraries, Southwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary, 4604 
Darla Drive, Fort Worth, TX, 76132-2510. Work: (817) 923-1921, x 2759 / Fax: (817) 921-
8765 / E-mail: rphillips@swbts.edu

*Picos-Lee, Mayra G., Instructional Librarian, Palmer Th eological Seminary, Austen K. DeBlois 
Library, 6 Lancaster Avenue, Wynnewood, PA, 19096. Work: (484) 384-2946 / E-mail: 
mpicosle@eastern.edu

Pinzino, Jane Marie, Humanities Research Librarian, FSU Libraries, Strozier Library, 116 Honors 
Way, Tallahassee, FL, 32306. Work: (941) 323-3802 / E-mail: jmpinzino@gmail.com

Pitrucha, Matthew K., 2310 Cherrywood Drive, Taylor, TX, 76574. Work: 512-869-9902 / E-mail: 
itrucha1@yahoo.com

*Pollard, Russell O., Collections Management Librarian, Harvard Divinity School, Andover-
Harvard Th eological Library, 45 Francis Avenue, Cambridge, MA, 02138. Work: (617) 495-
5910 / Fax: (617) 496-4111 / E-mail: russell_pollard@harvard.edu

Pongener, Sylvia, Technical Services Librarian, Northern Seminary, Brimson Grow Library, 680 East 
Butterfi eld Road, Lombard, IL, 60148. Work: (630) 620-2153 / Fax: (630) 620-2170 / E-mail: 
spongener@seminary.edu

*Porter, Jared L., Director of Information Commons, Asbury Th eological Seminary, 204 North 
Lexington Avenue, #942, Wilmore, KY, 40390-1199. Work: (859) 858-2373 / Fax: (859) 858-
2330 / E-mail: jared.porter@asburyseminary.edu

Posey, Susann, Librarian Cataloger, Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Gettysburg, 14042 Crest 
Ave., Waynesboro, PA, 17268. Work: (717) 334-3032 / E-mail: sposey@ltsg.edu

*Powell, David R., Assistant Librarian, Methodist Th eological School in Ohio, 3247 Hyatts Rd., 
Powell, OH, 43065. Work: (740) 362-3438 / Fax: (740) 362-3456 / E-mail: dpowell@mtso.edu

*Powell, Tracy, Periodicals and Reference Librarian, Pitts Th eology Library, 510 Coventry Road #5C, 
Decatur, GA, 30030. Work: (404) 727-1221 / Fax: (404) 727-1219 / E-mail: tracy.n.powell@
gmail.com

Power, Th omas P., Th eological Librarian, John W. Graham Library, Trinity College & Wycliff e 
College, Trinity College, 6 Hoskin Avenue, Toronto, ON, Canada, M5S 1H8. Work: (416) 
978-2653 / E-mail: thomas.power@utoronto.ca

*Powers, Clair E., Technical Services / Reference Librarian, Phillips Th eological Seminary, Library, 
901 North Mingo Road, Tulsa, OK, 74116. Work: (918) 270-6431 / Fax: (918) 270-6490 / E-
mail: clair.powers@ptstulsa.edu

*Presutti, Robert, Curator of Archives and Manuscripts, Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University, 
505 Kilgo Circle, Atlanta, GA, 30322-2810. Work: (404) 727-4166 / Fax: (404) 727-1219 / 
E-mail: rpresut@emory.edu

Pries, Joan, Public Services Librarian, Regent College, 5800 University Blvd., Vancouver, BC, 
Canada, V6T 2E4. Work: (604) 221-3341 / Fax: (604) 224-3097 / E-mail: jpries@regent-
college.edu

Prosser, Aaron G., Assistant Reference Librarian, 1313 S. Yow Mill Road, Toccoa, GA, 30577. 
Work: 706-886-7299, x5345 / E-mail: aprosser@tfc.edu

Putman, Clyde R., Head of Circulation, Bridwell Library, Southern Methodist University, P.O. 
Box 750476, Dallas, TX, 75275-0476. Work: (214) 768-3441 / Fax: (214) 768-4295 / E-mail: 
cputman@smu.edu
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*Rasoarivonjy, Emma C., Librarian, 727 E. 60th Street, Apt. #1102, Chicago, IL, 60637. Work: 
(773) 684-1257 / E-mail: mifohazare@gmail.com

Raszewski, Th omas, Library Operations Director & Librarian, St. Mary’s Seminary & University, 
Knott Library, 5400 Roland Avenue, Baltimore, MD, 21210-1994. Work: (410) 864-3621 / 
Fax: (410) 435-8571 / E-mail: traszewski@stmarys.edu

Reese, Janet I., Collection Development Library Assistant, Golden Gate Baptist Th eological 
Seminary, Library, 201 Seminary Drive, Mill Valley, CA, 94941-3197. Work: (415) 380-1668 / 
Fax: (415) 380-1652 / E-mail: janetreese@ggbts.edu

Reisig, Jerry L., Director of Library Services, New York Th eological Seminary, Library, 475 Riverside 
Drive, Suite 500, New York, NY, 10115. Work: (212) 870-1213 / E-mail: jerry.reisig@nyts.edu

Relyea, Robert J., 1225 Vienna Dr 972, Sunnyvale, CA, 94089. Work: 408-736-4848 / E-mail: 
bob@relyea.com

Rendle, Hugh, Library Director, Tyndale University College & Seminary, J. William Horsey Library, 
25 Ballyconnor Court, Toronto, ON, Canada, M2M 4B3. Work: (416) 226-6620, x 6716 / Fax: 
(416) 226-6746 / E-mail: hrendle@tyndale.ca

Rhoden, Laura, Library Director, Aubrey Payne Library, P. O. Box 777, Winston-Salem, NC, 
27102. Work: (336) 744-0900 / Fax: (336) 744-0901 / E-mail: laura@carolina.edu

Richards, Leonard J., 1101 Linden Lane 149837, Faribault, MN, 55021-6400. E-mail: 
Roberts, Paul A., Library Director, Southeastern Bible College, Gannett-Estes Library, 2545 

Valleydale Road, Birmingham, AL, 35244-2083. Work: (205) 970-9221 / Fax: (205) 970-9207 
/ E-mail: proberts@sebc.edu

*Robertson, Terry, Seminary Librarian, Andrews University, James White Library, 4190 Administration 
Dr., Berrien Springs, MI, 49103. Work: (269) 471-3269 / E-mail: trobtsn@andrews.edu

Robinson, John C., Information Specialist, Baylor University Library, One Bear Place #97148, 1312 
South 3rd Street, Waco, TX, 76798-7148. Work: (254) 710-2339 / Fax: (254) 710-3116 / E-
mail: john_robinson@baylor.edu

Robinson, Kim, Senior Librarian Acquisitions, 1 King Street, Newtown, NSW, Australia, 2042. 
Work: 61-2-9577-9899 / Fax: 61-2-9577-9898 / E-mail: Kim.Robinson@moore.edu.au

Robinson, Marcia, Department of Religion, 501 Hall of Languages, Syracuse, NY, 13244. Work: 
(315) 443-3861 / E-mail: mrobin03@syr.edu

Robison, Mary, 548 W 50th St, Apt 3RW, New York, NY, 10019. Work: (646) 530-3604 / E-mail: 
m.robison3@gmail.com

Rod, Janice M., Th eology Catalog Librarian/Head Cataloger, Saint John’s University, Alcuin Library, 
Box 2500, Collegeville, MN, 56321. Work: (320) 363-2617 / E-mail: jrod@csbsju.edu

Rosauer, Gregory J., 1301 Violet Lane, Batavia, IL, 60510. Work: 630-406-0105 / E-mail: ypeyopi@
gmail.com

*Roser, Melissa, Reference/Instruction Librarian & Biliographer, Richardson Library, 2350 N. 
Kenmore, Chicago, IL, 60614. Work: (773) 325-4668 / E-mail: mroser@depaul.edu

*Rubinstein, Ernest, Librarian, Drew University, Library, 36 Madison Avenue, Madison, NJ, 07940. 
Work: (973) 408-3472 / E-mail: erubinst@drew.edu

*Runis, Alice I., Technical Services Librarian, Iliff  School of Th eology, Ira J. Taylor Library, 2201 
South University Boulevard, Denver, CO, 80210-4796. Work: (303) 765-3174 / Fax: (303) 
777-0164 / E-mail: arunis@iliff .edu

Salangsang, Ruth, Librarian, Sue Fox Library, Ortigas Ave. Ext. Kaytikling, Taytay, Rizal, Philippines, 
1920. Work: (632) 284-3741 / Fax: (632) 658-4510 / E-mail: rsalangsang@apnts.org

Samokishyn, Marta, St. Paul University, 223 Main Street, Ottawa, ON, Canada, K1S 1C4. Work: 
(613) 236-1393 x2313 / E-mail: msamokishyn@ustpaul.ca

Sanderson, Sherri, 43 Rustic Crescent, Orangeville, ON, Canada, L9W 1T1. E-mail: 
sherrisanderson@yahoo.com
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*Saner, Eileen K., Director of the Library, Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary, Library, 3003 
Benham Avenue, Elkhart, IN, 46517-1999. Work: (574) 296-6233 / Fax: (574) 295-0092 / E-
mail: esaner@ambs.edu

Santos, Rachel D., Librarian, 5134 Ewing Av N, Brooklyn Center, MN 55429. E-mail: rsantos@
hclib.org

*Schaafsma, Roberta A., Director of Bridwell Library and J.S. Bridwell Endowed Librarian, Bridwell 
Library, 7925 Briar Brook Court, Dallas, TX, 75218. Work: (214) 768-1867 / Fax: (214) 768-
4295 / E-mail: schaafsm@smu.edu

Schemper, Lugene, Calvin Th eological Seminary, Hekman Library, 1855 Knollcrest Circle SEGrand 
Rapids, MI 49546. Work: (616) 526-6121 / Fax: (616) 526-6470 / E-mail: lschempe@calvin.edu

Schutt, Melissa, Assistant University Librarian, 1634 Monument Ave. Apt. 1, Richmond, VA, 
23220. E-mail: mcschutt@hotmail.com

Sellan, Yesan, Chief Librarian, Kothanur PO, Dodda Gubbi Cross Rd, Box 7747, Bangalore, KAR, 
India, 560077. Work: 91-80-28465649 / Fax: 91-80-28465412 / E-mail: library@saiacs.org

Sepulveda, Mary L., Coordinator of Collection Development, Seattle University, A.A. Lemieux 
Library, 901 12th Street, Seattle, WA, 98122-4340. Work: (206) 296-6209 / Fax: (206) 296-
2572 / E-mail: mlinden@seattleu.edu

Shaff er, Kenneth M., Director, Brethren Historical Library and Archives, 1451 Dundee Ave, Elgin, IL, 
60120-1694. Work: (847) 742-5100, x 294 / Fax: (847) 742-6103 / E-mail: kshaff er@brethren.org

Shaff ett, John E., Library Director, Baptist College of Florida, Ida J. MacMillan Library, 5400 
College Drive, Graceville, FL, 32440-1898. Work: (850) 263-9049 / Fax: (850) 263-5704 / E-
mail: jeshaff ett@baptistcollege.edu

*Sheppard, Beth M., Th e United Library, Garrett-Evan. & Seabury-Western Sem., 2121 Sheridan 
Road, Evanston, IL, 60201. Work: (847) 866-3877 / Fax: (847) 866-3957 / E-mail: beth.
sheppard@garrett.edu

Shoemaker, Lorna A., Director of the Library, Asst. Professor of Church History, Christian 
Th eological Seminary Library, 1000 West 42nd Street, Box 88267, Indianapolis, IN, 46208. 
Work: (317) 931-2365 / Fax: (317) 931-2363 / E-mail: lshoemaker@cts.edu

Shotts, D’Anna, 10433 North 1200th St, Martinsville, IL, 62442. E-mail: mallamadks@aol.com
*Shrauner, Ryan D., Cataloger, Lexington Th eological Seminary, 602 Cardinal Lane, Lexington, 

KY, 40503. E-mail: ryanshrauner@insightbb.com
Shufeldt, Patricia S., Volunteer Librarian, 24 Rice St., Greenvile, SC, 29605. Work: (864) 616-7676 

/ Fax: (864) 242-9157 church / E-mail: pashuf@charter.net
*Shuman, Brady, Technical Services Specialist, Covenant Th eological Seminary, Buswell Library, 

12330 Conway Road, St. Louis, MO, 63141-8697. Work: (314) 434-4044 ext.4105 / Fax: 
(314) 392-4116 / E-mail: brady.shuman@covenantseminary.edu

Shute, Daniel J., Librarian, Th e Presbyterian College, Montreal, 3495 University Street, Montreal, 
PQ, Canada, H3A 2A8. Work: (514) 288-5256, x 203 / E-mail: dshute@presbyteriancollege.ca

*Siedlecki, Armin, Head of Cataloging, Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University, 505 Kilgo Circle, 
Atlanta, GA, 30322-2810. Work: (404) 727-5088 / E-mail: asiedle@emory.edu

Siegel, Joseph, Librarian, Urbana Th eological Seminary, 314 E.Daniel, Champaign, IL, 61820. 
Work: (312) 365-9005 / E-mail: jsiegel@urbanaseminary.org

*Siemon, Jeff , Digital Resources Librarian, Fuller Th eological Seminary, 135 North Oakland Ave, 
Pasadena, CA, 91182. Work: (626) 584-5221 / Fax: (626) 584-5613 / E-mail: jsiemon@fuller.edu

Sinnott, Lindsey, Azusa Pacifi c University, 145 S. Wabash Ave., Glendora, CA, 91741. Work: (480) 
688-2961 / E-mail: lindsey.sinnott@gmail.com

Skinner, Michael, Baylor University Library, One Bear Place #97148, 1312 South 3rd StreetWaco, 
TX 76798-7148. Work: (254) 710-2968 / Fax: (254) 710-3116 / E-mail: Michael_Skinner@
baylor.edu
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Skinner, Timothy L., 1501 Winchester, B200, Columbia, SC, 29203. E-mail: msnsed@yahoo.com
Skreslet, Paula Y., Union Th eological Seminary & P.S.C.E., William Smith Morton Library, 3401 

Brook Road, Richmond, VA, 23227. Work: (804) 278-4333 / Fax: (804) 278-4375 / E-mail: 
pskreslet@union-psce.edu

*Skypeck, James R., Head of Public Services, Boston University School of Th eology Library, 745 
Commonwealth Avenue, Second Floor, Boston, MA, 02215. Work: (617) 353-5357 / Fax: (617) 
358-0699 / E-mail: jrsky@bu.edu

Slaven, Patrick P., Reference Librarian, General Th eological Seminary, 175 Ninth Avenue, New 
York, NY, 10011. Work: (212) 243-5151 ext. 323 / E-mail: slaven@gts.edu

Smalley, Martha L., Special Collections Librarian, Yale University Divinity School Library, 409 
Prospect Street, New Haven, CT, 06511. Work: (203) 432-5289 / Fax: (203) 432-3906 / E-mail: 
martha.smalley@yale.edu

Smeeton, Donald D., Resources and Public Services Librarian, Eastern Mennonite University, 2190 
Secrist Lane, Harrisonburg, VA, 22801. Work: (540) 432-4170 / Fax: (540) 432-4977 / E-mail: 
donald.smeeton@emu.edu

Smith, Eileen L., Catalog Librarian, 230 Treadwell St., Unit 701, Hamden, CT, 06517. Work: (203) 
432-8383 / E-mail: e.smith@yale.edu

Smith, Kevin L., Scholarly Communications Offi  cer, Duke University Divinity School, 4906 Fortunes 
Ridge Dr, Durham, NC, 27713. Work: (919) 668-4451 / E-mail: kevin.l.smith@duke.edu

Smith, Paul M., Director, Western Th eological Seminary, Beardslee Library, 101 East 13th Street, 
Holland, MI, 49423-3696. Work: (616) 392-8555, x 143 / Fax: (616) 392-8889 / E-mail: paul.
smith@westernsem.edu

*Snavely, Iren L., Access Services Supervisor, 3934 Gateway Drive, Apt. A-3, Philadelphia, PA, 
19145. Work: (717) 214-8185 / E-mail: isnavely@state.pa.us

Soler, Eleanor W., Retired Librarian (NYTS), 670 Stratford Green Way, Avondale Estates, GA, 
30002-1368. E-mail: eleanorsoler@bellsouth.net

*Soll, William, Director, Eden Th eological Seminary, 809 Lynda Court, Kirkwood, MO, 63122. 
Work: (314) 252-3132 / Fax: (314) 731-7044 / E-mail: willsoll@yahoo.com

Sonsteby, Alexander, 515 University Drive S., Fargo, ND, 58103. Work: (218) 299-3237 / E-mail: 
sonsteby@cord.edu

Spaulding, Janet, Librarian, 5121 Brookstone Ln, Indianapolis, IN, 46268. E-mail: jmspauld@aol.com
Spencer, Bette A., Acquisitions Librarian, Virginia Th eological Seminary, 5903 Mount Eagle Dr. 

#1403, Alexandria, VA, 22303-2532. Work: (703) 461-1853 / Fax: (703) 370-0935 / E-mail: 
bspencer@vts.edu

Spencer, Stephen, Collection Development Librarian, Buswell Library, 501 College Ave., Wheaton, 
IL, 60187. Work: (630) 752-7104 / E-mail: stephen.r.spencer@wheaton.edu

*Spomer, Michelle Y., Associate Professor, Reference & Instruction Librarian, Haggard Graduate 
School of Th eology Library, Azusa Pacifi c University Libraries, 901 East Alosta - P.O. Box 7000, 
Azusa, CA, 91702-7000. Work: (626) 387-5777 / E-mail: mspomer@apu.edu

Sponberg, Susan E., Cataloger/Th eology Collection Development Librarian, Marquette University, 
Raynor Memorial Libraries, P.O. Box 3141, Milwaukee, WI, 53201-3141. Work: (414) 288-
5482 / E-mail: susan.sponberg@marquette.edu

Spore-Alhadef, Mary K., Audio Visual Librarian, 4170 A Byron Street, Palo Alto, CA, 94306. Work: 
(650) 780-7056 / Fax: (650) 780-7069 

*Stancliff , Eric R., Public Services Librarian, Concordia Seminary, Library, 801 Seminary Place, St. 
Louis, MO, 63105. Work: (314) 505-7033 / Fax: (314) 505-7046 / E-mail: stancliff e@csl.edu

Starkey, Edward, University Librarian, Copley Library, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, CA, 92110. 
Work: (619) 260-2369 / Fax: (619) 260-4617 / E-mail: estarkey@sandiego.edu
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*Stewart, David R., Director of Library Services, Luther Seminary, Library, 2481 Como Ave, St. Paul, 
MN, 55108. Work: (651) 641-3592 / Fax: (651) 641-3280 / E-mail: dstewart@luthersem.edu

*Stewart, T. Wesley, 10720 Indian Village Drive, Alpharetta, GA, 30022-6500. E-mail: twjbstewart@
netzero.net

Stokes, Th omas E., Librarian, Emmanuel School of Religion, Library, One Walker Dr, Johnson City, 
TN, 37601-9438. Work: (423) 461-1541 / Fax: (423) 926-6198 / E-mail: stokest@esr.edu

Stover, Mark, San Diego State University Library, 5500 Campanile Dr., San Diego, CA, 92182-
8050. Work: (619) 594-2131 / E-mail: mstover@mail.sdsu.edu

Streese, Germano G., Reference & Instruction Librarian, 608 5th Avenue, Decorah, IA, 52101. 
Work: (563) 387-2223 / Fax: (563) 382-1657 / E-mail: strege01@luther.edu

*Stuehrenberg, Paul F., Divinity Librarian, Yale University Divinity School Library, 409 Prospect 
Street, New Haven, CT, 06511. Work: (203) 432-5292 / Fax: (203) 432-3906 / E-mail: paul.
stuehrenberg@yale.edu

*Stutzman, Karl, Access Services Librarian, Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary, 3003 Benham 
Ave, Elkhart, IN, 46517. Work: (574) 296-6280 / E-mail: kstutzman@ambs.edu

*Sutton, Norma S., Professor of Th eological Bibliography, North Park Th eological Seminary, 
Brandel Library, 3225 W. Foster Avenue, Chicago, IL, 60625. Work: (773) 244-6239 / Fax: 
(773) 244-4891 / E-mail: nsutton@northpark.edu

*Swanson, Dennis M., Director, Th e Master’s Seminary, 13248 Roscoe Boulevard, Sun Valley, CA, 
91352. Work: (818) 909-5634 / Fax: (818) 909-5680 / E-mail: dswanson@tms.edu

*Sweeney, Stephen V., Reference & Acquisitions Librarian, St. John Vianney Seminary, Cardinal 
Staff ord Library, 1300 South Steele Street, Denver, CO, 80210-2599. Work: (303) 715-3234 / 
Fax: (303) 715-2037 / E-mail: stephen.sweeney@archden.org

Sweet, Frederick C., Library Director, Cornerstone University & Grand Rapids Th eological 
Seminary, Miller Library, 1001 East Beltline, N.E., Grand Rapids, MI, 49525-5897. Work: 
(616) 254-1662 / Fax: (616) 222-1405 / E-mail: fsweet@cornerstone.edu

Taitt, Glenroy, Librarian II, L.P. 57 Alta Gracia Road, Maracas Valley, Trinidad, Tabago, West Indies, 
Work: (868) 662-2002, x 3506 / Fax: (868) 662-9238 / E-mail: Glenroy.Taitt@sta.uwi.edu

*Tarpley, Margaret, Associate in Surgery, Vanderbilt University, Vanderbilt University, Dept. of 
Surgery, D-4314 MCN, Nashville, TN, 37232-2730. Work: (615) 322-1648 / Fax: (615) 322-
0689 / E-mail: margaret.tarpley@vanderbilt.edu

*Taylor, Sharon A., Director of the Cliff ord E. Barbour Library, Pittsburgh Th eological Seminary, 
616 North Highland Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA, 15206-2596. Work: 412- 441-3304 x2180 / Fax: 
(412) 362-2329 / E-mail: staylor@pts.edu

Terry, Barbara W., Library Consultant, 2660 Dowdy Ferry Rd, Dallas, TX, 75217. E-mail: 
bterry49@hotmail.com

*Teske, Mary Ann R., Catalog Librarian, Luther Seminary, Library, 2481 Como Avenue, St. Paul, 
MN, 55108. Work: (651) 641-3446 / Fax: (651) 641-3280 / E-mail: mteske@luthersem.edu

*Teusink, Muriel H., Teacher/Librarian, SIM International, PO Box 127, ADDIS ABEBA, 
ETHIOPIA, 00001. Work: 517-914-7923 / E-mail: muriel.teusink@sim.org

Tews, Annette M., 1915 St. Clair Ave #4, St. Paul, MN, 55105. E-mail: amtews2004@yahoo.com
Th omas, Mark E., 2116 E. EL Parque, Tempe, AZ, 85282. E-mail: bookmen3@msn.com
Th omas, Vance M., Director of the Library, Central Baptist Th eological Seminary, 6601 Monticello 

Road., Shawnee, KS, 66226. Work: (913) 667-5729 / Fax: (913) 667-5789 / E-mail: vmthomas@
cbts.edu

*Th ompson, Joseph D., Educational Archivist, African American Studies, Washington University 
in St. Louis, Campus Box 1109, St. Louis, MO, 63130. Work: 314-935-8739 / E-mail: joseph.
thompson@wustl.edu
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*Tippey, Paul A., Asbury Th eological Seminary, Information Commons, 204 North Lexington 
Avenue, Wilmore, KY, 40390-1199. Work: (859) 858-2299 / Fax: (859) 858-2330 / E-mail: 
paul.tippey@asburyseminary.edu

*Tonkiss Cameron, Ruth, Archivist/Library Associate, Burke Library, 99 Claremont Avenue #301, 
New York, NY, 10027. Work: (212) 851-5612 / Fax: (212) 851-5613 / E-mail: rcameron@uts.
columbia.edu

*Torbert, Christina A., Head of Serials, University of Mississippi, 138 Shelbi Drive, Oxford, MS, 
38655. Work: (662) 915-7059 / Fax: (662) 915-6744 / E-mail: caltheat@yahoo.com

*Truman, Gerald L., Director of Library Services, Urshan Graduate School of Th eology, Library, 704 
Howdershell Road, Florissant, MO, 63031. Work: (314)838-8858 (1)5201 / Fax: (314)921-
9203 / E-mail: gtruman@ugst.org

* Tryon, Howard, Head of Acquisitions, Midwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary, Library, 5001 N. 
Oak Street Traffi  cway, Kansas City, MO, 64118. Work: (816) 414-3726 / Fax: (816) 414-3790 / 
E-mail: rtryon@mbts.edu

Tsamis, William J., 1292, 1292 Raleigh Ct, Tarpon Springs, FL, 34689. Work: 727-938-4427 / 
E-mail: billtsamis@aol.com

Tuck, Sherrie, Cataloger, 1257 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA, 02476. Work: (617) 495-
8548 / Fax: (617) 496-8340 / E-mail: stuck@radcliff e.edu

* Ulrich, Jennifer M., Technical Services, Eastern Mennonite University, Hartzler Library, 1200 
Park Road, Harrisonburg, VA, 22802. Work: (540) 432-4173 / Fax: (540) 432-4977 / E-mail: 
ulrichjm@emu.edu

* Umoh, Linda, Head of Cataloging Bridwell Library Perkins, Bridwell Library, Perkins School of 
Th eology - SMU, P.O. Box 750476, Dallas, TX, 75275-0476. Work: (214) 768-2635 / Fax: 
(214) 768-4295 / E-mail: lumoh@smu.edu

* Veldheer, Kristine J., Head of Public Services, Graduate Th eological Union, Library, 2400 Ridge Rd, 
Berkeley, CA, 94709. Work: (510) 649-2504 / Fax: (510) 649-2508 / E-mail: veldheer@gtu.edu

Veracka, Peter G., Director of the Library, Pontifi cal College Josephinum, 217 Blenheim Rd, 
ColumbOH, 43214. Work: (614) 985-2290 / Fax: (614) 885-2307 / E-mail: pveracka@pcj.edu

Verbesey, J. Robert, Director of Library Services, Canizaro Library, 5251 Avila Avenue, Ave Maria, 
FL, 34142. Work: (239) 280-2590 / E-mail: jrv@avemaria.edu

Vorp, Donald M., Collection Development Librarian, Princeton Th eological Seminary, Speer 
Library, P.O. Box 111, Princeton, NJ, 08542-0111. Work: (609) 497-7935 / Fax: (609) 497-
1826 / E-mail: don.vorp@ptsem.edu

* Voskuil, Bart, Associate Librarian, Mid-America Reformed Seminary, 229 Seminary Drive, Dyer, 
IN, 46311. Work: (219) 864-2400 / Fax: (219) 864-2409 / E-mail: bvoskuil@midamerica.edu

Walden, Sydney L., Reference Librarian for Th eology & Philosophy, Duquesne University, Gumberg 
Library, 600 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA, 15282. Work: (412) 396-5351 / Fax: (412) 396-
5350 / E-mail: waldens@duq.edu

Walker, Elaine T., Circulation Librarian, Claremont School of Th eology, Library, 1325 North 
College Avenue, Claremont, CA, 91711. Work: (909) 447-2510 / Fax: (909) 447-6292 / E-
mail: ewalker@cst.edu

Walker, Leslie C., Assistant Librarian, Lutheran Th eological Southern Seminary, Lineberger 
Memorial Library, 4201 North Main Street, Columbia, SC, 29203-5898. Work: (803) 461-
3270 / Fax: (803) 461-3278 / E-mail: lwalker@ltss.edu

* Walter, Blake, Director, Northern Seminary, Brimson Grow Library, 680 East Butterfi eld Rd, Lombard, 
IL, 60148. Work: (630) 620-2115 / Fax: (630) 620-2170 / E-mail: bwalter@seminary.edu

* Warden, Marian M., Chair, Friends of the Burke Library, 161 West 61st Street, Apt. 5G, New 
York, NY, 10023. E-mail: mimWarden@aol.com
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* Weaver, John B., Library Director, Burke Library, Union Th eological Seminary, 3041 Broadway 
at 121st Street, New York, NY, 10027-5710. Work: (212) 851-5611 / Fax: (212) 851-5613 / 
E-mail: jbw2137@columbia.edu

* Webb, Lee G., Librarian, Oklahoma City University, Dulaney-Browne Library, 2501 N. 
Blackwelder, Oklahoma City, OK, 73106. E-mail: leegwebb@gmail.com

Webster, Jeff erson P., Collection Development Librarian, Dallas Th eological Seminary, Turpin 
Library, 3909 Swiss Avenue, Dallas, TX, 75204. Work: (214) 841-3748 / Fax: (214) 841-3745 / 
E-mail: jwebster@dts.edu

Weimer, Ferne, Library Director, 6615 Nyman Drive, Dallas, TX, 75236. Work: (972) 708-7416 / 
Fax: (972) 708-7292 / E-mail: ferne.weimer@juno.com

* Wells, Donna J., Head of Technical Services, Southeastern Baptist Th eological Seminary Library, 
114 N. Wingate Street, Wake Forest, NC, 27587. Work: (919) 761-2253 / Fax: (919) 761-2150 / 
E-mail: dwells@sebts.edu

Wells, Keith P., Director, Denver Seminary, Carey S. Th omas Library, 6399 S. Santa Fe Drive, 
Littleton, CO, 80120. Work: (303) 762-6963 / Fax: (303)762-6950 / E-mail: Keith.Wells@
denverseminary.edu

* Wenderoth, Christine, Director of the JKM Library, JKM Library, 1100 East 55th St, Chicago, IL, 
60615. Work: (773) 256-0735 / Fax: (773) 256-0737 / E-mail: CWenderoth@jkmlibrary.org

* White, Cecil R., Library Director, St. Patrick’s Seminary, 229 Rome Place, Hayward, CA, 94544. 
Work: (650) 323-5447 / Fax: (650) 322-5447 / E-mail: cecilrwhite@hotmail.com

Whitney, David B., Chair, Board of Advisers of Th e Pealing Chord, 8 Ellen Dr. K. Twp., Wyoming, 
PA, 18644-9390. E-mail: pealingchord@yahoo.com

Wigner, Daniel E., Coordinator of Distance Library Services / Instructor in Library Science, 
Wayland Baptist University - Texas, 1900 West 7th Street, Plainview, TX, 79072. Work: (806) 
291-3701 / Fax: (806) 291-1964 / E-mail: wignerd@wbu.edu

Wild, Larry C., Library Director, Benjamin P. Browne Library, 1151 N. State Street, Elgin, IL, 
60123-1498. Work: (847) 628-2036 / Fax: (847) 628-2045 / E-mail: lwild@Judsonu.edu

* Willard, Christine, Reference and Digital Services Librarian, Bridwell Library, P.O. Box 750476, 
Dallas, TX, 75275. Work: (214) 768-7379 / Fax: (214) 768-4295 / E-mail: cwillard@smu.edu

Williams, Audrey, Regent College, Regent College, John Richard Allison Library, 5800 University 
Boulevard, Vancouver, BC, Canada, V6T 2E4. Work: (604) 221-3364 / Fax: (604) 224-3097 / 
E-mail: audrey@regent-college.edu

Williamson, Jane K., Assistant Library Director, Memphis Th eological Seminary, 7989 Claredale 
Drive, Bartlett, TN, 38133. Work: (901) 458-8232 ext. 131 / Fax: (901) 458-4051 / E-mail: 
jwilliamson@MemphisSeminary.edu

* Wilson, Gillian, Librarian, United Th eological College of the West Indies, P.O. Box 136, Mona, 
Kingston, 7, Jamaica, . Work: (876) 927-2868 / E-mail: gillyw31@hotmail.com

Winkler, Steven E., Pastor, 100 Stokes Road, Medford Lakes, NJ, 08055. Work: 609-654-4220 / 
E-mail: pccsw@verizon.net

Winslow, Janet, 11029 Tinker Ave., Tujunga, CA 91042. Work: 818-353-2500 / E-mail: 
pastorjanet@verizon.net

* Wishart, Karen, Th eology Librarian, Victoria University, 75 Queen’s Park Crescent East, Toronto, 
ON, Canada, M5S 1K7. Work: (416) 585-4551 / Fax: (416) 585-4516 / E-mail: karen.wishart@
utoronto.ca

Woloschak, Gayle E., Professor, 303 E Chicago Ave, Chicago, IL 60611. Work: 3125034322 / E-
mail: g-woloschak@northwestern.edu

* Wood, Laura C., Director, Harvard Divinity School, Andover-Harvard Library, 45 Francis Avenue, 
Cambridge, MA, 02138. Work: (617) 495-2802 / Fax: (617) 496-4111 / E-mail: lwood@hds.
harvard.edu
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* Woodruff  Tait, Jennifer L., Adjunct professor, 1541 Cherry Street, Huntington, IN, 46750. E-
mail: profj enn@juno.com

Wortman, James A., P.O. Box 770, 418 East Main Street, Taylors, SC, 29687. Work: (864) 322-
2717 / Fax: (864) 322-2719 / E-mail: awortman@gpts.edu

* Wright, Logan S., Director, St. Paul School of Th eology, Dana Dawson Library, 5123 Truman 
Road, Kansas City, MO, 64127. Work: (816) 245-4851 / Fax: (816) 483-9605 / E-mail: 
lswright@spst.edu

* Wunderlich, Cliff ord S., Head of Access and Research Services, Harvard Divinity School, Andover-
Harvard Th eological Library, 45 Francis Avenue, Cambridge, MA, 02138-1911. Work: (617) 
496-5409 / Fax: (617) 496-4111 / E-mail: cwunderlich@hds.harvard.edu

Young, Nancy K., 2600 Swede Ave., Midland, MI 48642. Work: 9894302185 / E-mail: davnan2@
sbcglobal.net

Yessin, Gary R., 556 Little River Loop, Apt. 234, Altamonte Springs, FL, 32714. E-mail: gyessin@cs.com
* Yount, Diana, Associate Director, Andover Newton Th eological School, Trask Library, 169 Herrick 

Road, Newton Centre, MA, 02459. Work: (617) 964-1100, x 252 / Fax: (617) 965-9756 / E-
mail: dyount@ants.edu

Yu, Nancy, Catalog Librarian, Southeastern Baptist Th eological Seminary Library, 114 N. Wingate 
Street, Wake Forest, NC, 27587. Work: (919) 761-2255 / Fax: (919) 761-2150 / E-mail: nyu@
sebts.edu

* Zakharov, Luba V., Reference and Serials Librarian, Duke University Divinity School, Library, 
Box 90972, Durham, NC, 27708-0972. Work: (919) 660-3491 / Fax: (919) 681-7594 / E-mail: 
Luba.zakharov@duke.edu

Zalewski, Wojciech, Bibliographer for Religious Studies/Retired, 162 Highland Ave., San Carlos, 
CA, 94070. Work: (650) 723-9274 / E-mail: zalewski@stanford.edu

Zang, James T., 7197 Woodmore Court, Lockport, NY 14094. Work: 716-434-0853 / E-mail: 
sonia_stanley44@yahoo.com

Zhong, Jessie, Technical Services Librarian, Dallas Th eological Seminary, Turpin Library, 3909 Swiss 
Avenue, Dallas, TX, 75204. Work: (214) 841-3746 / Fax: (214) 841-3745 / E-mail: jzhong@
dts.edu

* Ziebart, Patricia S., Reference & Electronic Services Librarian, Pitts Th eology Library, 1788 
Samaria Trail, Tucker, GA, 30084. Work: (404) 727-5094 / E-mail: pziebar@emory.edu
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Abaraoha, Princeton E., 2714 Martsy CT, Arlington, TX, 76014. Work: 214-251-9830 / Fax: 214-
594-5771 / E-mail: princetona@yahoo.com

Bales, John, Library Director, Westminster Th eological Seminary, Library, 1725 Bear Valley Parkway, 
Escondido, CA, 92027-4128. Work: (760) 480-8474 / Fax: (760) 480-0252 / E-mail: jbales@
wscal.edu

Baxter, Heidi, 3421 Cloer Drive, Fort Worth, TX, 76109. E-mail: h.baxter@tcu.edu
Blackburn, Alexis L., 2700 Masemure Ct., Apt. G, Louisville, KY, 40220. E-mail: alix.blackburn@

gmail.com
Boyd, Evan E., Memorial Library, Minnesota State University, Mankato, 731 Heron Drive, Apt 

204, Mankato, MN, 56001. E-mail: evan.boyd@gmail.com
Bradley, Eric M., Instructional Services / Outreach Librarian, Cornerstone University & Grand 

Rapids Th eological Seminary, 547 Livingston Ave NE Apt 1, Grand Rapids, MI, 49503-1578. 
Work: 616-254-1650, x1628 / Fax: 616-222-1405 / E-mail: eric_m_bradley@cornerstone.edu

Brevet, Michael, 18 Webb Avenue, Ocean Grove, NJ, 07756. Work: 732-754-3227 / E-mail: m_
brevet@yahoo.com

*Buescher-Milligan, Kathleen, 5503 Kenrick Meadow Lane, Saint Louis, MO, 63119-5725. Work: 
314-918-0962 / Fax: 314-968-3592 / E-mail: kbueschermilligan@gmail.com

Cain, Laura M., 5621 N. Buckskin Pass Drive, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 80917. E-mail: 
rosealee2660@yahoo.com

Camp, Bryant, Academic Technician, 735 University Ave., Sewanee, TN, 37375. Work: (931) 598-
3312 / Fax: (931) 598-3220 / E-mail: wbryantcamp@gmail.com

Daubenmire, Michael, 8800 Sierra College Blvd., Apt. 1724, , Roseville, CA, 95661. Work: (916) 
874-5745 / E-mail: msdaubenmire@gmail.com

Davis, Jim, 102 Oktibbeha Drive, Starkville, MS, 39759. Work: (662) 507-0755 / E-mail: jim.
davis@uscm.org

*Decoorne, Kristof, Katholieke Universiteit te Leuven/Faculty of Th eol., Maurits Sabbe Library, St. 
Michielsstraat 6 Box 3102, Leuven, Belgium, 3000. Work: +32 16 323805 / Fax: +32 16 323862 
/ E-mail: Kristof.Decoorne@theo.kuleuven.be

DeVivo, Dennis G., 304 East 93rd Street, Apt. 5A 3B, New York, NY, 10128. E-mail: playahata1332@
aol.com

*Flores, Daniel F., P.O. Box 64394, Fort Worth, TX, 76164. E-mail: dff 25@drexel.edu
Garner, Steve, 12315 Garrett Rd, Houston, TX, 77044. Work: 281-458-7826 / E-mail: stevelr35@

hotmail.com
Genzano, Mario, 995 Andover St., Tewksbury, MA, 01876. Work: 570-242-4199 / E-mail: 

jesussavior777@gmail.com
Grant, Jeff rey, 15 East Putnam Avenue, #370, Greenwich, CT, 06830. Work: 203-339-5887 / E-

mail: jgrant910@yahoo.com
Greeson, Daniel J., Library Science Student, 2231 N. Martha, Bloomington, IN, 47408. E-mail: 

dangreeson@gmail.com
Harder-Gissing, Laureen, 246 Duke St East, Kitchener, ON, Canada, N2H 1B3. Work: 519-745-

8458 X225 / E-mail: laureenhg@gmail.com
Holmgren, Barrett, 69 Slate Creek Drive, Apt. 3, Cheektowaga, NY, 14227. E-mail: barretth767@

hotmail.com
Kinney, Robert S., Graduate Student, 212 East Lake Shore Drive, Edelstein, Illinois, 61526. E-mail: 

rkinney@simeontrust.org
*Knox, Emily, 116 Raritan Ave., Apt. 1, Highland Park, NJ, 08904-2402. E-mail: ejknox@eden.

rutgers.edu
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Lowe, Jonathan D., 31 Pembroke Green, Lea, Malmesbury, Wiltshire, England, SN16 9PB. E-mail: 
pergamum@gmail.com

Luna, Ilene, 95 E. Hampton, Fresno, CA, 93704. Work: 559 226-7338 / E-mail: luna.i@sbcglobal.
net

Luxton, Eric J., 12 Lorna Street, Browns Plains, Australia, 4118. Work: 0734024393 / E-mail: 
eluxton@optusnet.com.au

Maynard, Genevieve M., 140 Central Ave., Lancaster, NY, 14086. E-mail: princessistra@yahoo.com
McMillen, Mary A., PO Box 256, 205 Hawley St, Lockport, NY, 14095-0256. E-mail: marymacny@

verizon.net
Messler, Kristina L., 1262 Park Ave, Eugene, OR, 97404. E-mail: kristy.messler@gmail.com
Milas, Th eodore P., 737 E. 7th Avenue, Apt. C, Tallahassee, FL, 32303. E-mail: theodoremilas@

gmail.com
*Miller, David W., 7238 Strudwick Drive, Th eodore, AL, 36582. Work: (251) 653-7235 / Fax: 

(251) 653-5847 / E-mail: dave.miller@aya.yale.edu
Murillo, David J., Student, 3300 N. Cottonwood St., Orange, CA, 92865. E-mail: david.murillo@

eagles.cui.edu
Ness, Louisett M., Deacon, , 466 W. Jackson, Woodstock, IL, 60098. Work: (815) 337-6250 / Fax: 

(815) 337-6250 / E-mail: whistlestop466@comcast.net
Nikolova-Houston, Tatiana N., 2100 Rio Grande, Austin, TX, 78705. E-mail: gabrovo61@yahoo.com
Nott, Phillip S., 50 Beaver Ridge Drive, Youngsville, NC, 27596. E-mail: hhllnn4@gmail.com
*Ott, Zachary, University of Wisconsin-Madison-SLIS, E4543 Blackbird Ct., La Valle, WI, 53941. 

E-mail: zott@wisc.edu
*Parker, Th omas R., Technical Services, 1000 Holt Avenue, Box #2744, Winter Park, FL, 32789. 

E-mail: tparker@rollins.edu
Pelton, Stephen L., 46 Heather Dale Chase, Henrietta, NY, 14467. E-mail: pelton_s@yahoo.com
Pinzino, Jane Marie, Humanities Research Librarian, FSU Libraries, Strozier Library, 116 Honors 

Way, Tallahassee, FL, 32306. Work: (941) 323-3802 / E-mail: jmpinzino@gmail.com
Poole, Nancy O., 16 Overlook Street, Greensboro, NC, 27403. E-mail: nkpoole@uncg.edu
*Ramsey, Kathy B., 13590 Arnold, Redford, MI, 48239. Work: (313) 657-2368 / E-mail: 

kbramsey54@yahoo.com
*Ramsey, Rebecca, University of Iowa, School of Library & Info. Science, 3087 Library, Iowa City, 

IA, 52242-1420. Work: 319-335-5709 / E-mail: rebecca-ramsey@uiowa.edu
Rempel, Jenny L., 1139 E. Brooks St. #4, Norman, OK, 73071. Work: (405) 325-3921 / Fax: (405) 

325-7648 / E-mail: rempeljl@gmail.com
Riches, Jonathan S.,  Reformed Episcopal Seminary, 213 Olive Ave., Horsham, PA, 19044. Work: 

610-292-9852 / Fax: 610-292-9853 / E-mail: jonathan.riches@reseminary.edu
Robinson, Blake, 4629 Bayard St., Apt. 309, Pittsburg, PA, 15213. E-mail: blakearobinson@gmail.com
Rosser, Christopher M., 2501 E. Memorial Rd., Edmond, OK, 73013. Work: (405) 424-5312 / 

Fax: (405) 425-5313 / E-mail: chris.rosser@oc.edu
Schoneboom, Nichole, Reformed Th eological Seminary - Washington, DC, 1028 Balls Hill Road, 

McLean, VA, 22101. Work: 703-448-3393 / E-mail: Schoneboomnl@gmail.com
*Schottler, Sophie, College of St. Catherine, 2028 Yorkshire Ave. #203, St. Paul, MN, 55116. E-

mail: s_schottler@hotmail.com
Snevajs, Ondrej, Mgr.,  Rooseveltova 23, Olomouc, Olomoucky Kraj, Czech Republic, 77900. E-

mail: ondrej.snevajs@email.cz
Stayer, Caren C., 1982 Aberdeen Drive, Columbus, OH, 43220. E-mail: ccalendi@kent.edu
Stokum, Katrina B., Student, , Apt. 204A, 990 East Main Street, Clarion, PA, 16214. Work: (724) 

244-2403 / E-mail: s_kbstokum@clarion.edu
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Th omas, Vance M., Director of the Library, Central Baptist Th eological Seminary, 6601 Monticello 
Rd., Shawnee, KS, 66226. Work: (913) 667-5729 / Fax: (913) 667-5789 / E-mail: vmthomas@
cbts.edu

Th ompson, Ronald, 866 Odonnell Ave., Scotch Plains, NJ, 07076. Work: 908-477-4706 / E-mail: 
novnor@comcast.net

*Totty, Katherine, 627 Sugar Trail Ct., St. Peters, MO, 63376. Work: 314-420-3552 / E-mail: 
tottyk@umsl.edu

Treece, Sharon L., 24 City Limits Circle, Emeryville, CA, 94608. E-mail: sharontreece@yahoo.com
Tremblett, Tony, Technical Services, Regent College, John Richard Allison Library, 5800 University 

Blvd.,  Vancouver, BC, Canada, V6T 2E4. Work: (604) 221-3397 / Fax: (604) 224-3097 / E-
mail: tonyt@regent-college.edu

Vergel, Alfredo, Library Assistant, 141-21 Union Turnpike 3C, Flushing, NY, 11367. Work: (516) 
465-1724 / E-mail: vergela1@gmail.com

Waldrop, Jeff rey A.,  Fuller Th eological Seminary, McAlister Library, 135 North Oakland Avenue, Pasadena, 
CA, 91182. Work: (626) 584-5219 / Fax: (626) 584-5627 / E-mail: Jeff reyW@fuller.edu
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A. Webb Roberts Library see Southwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary
A.A. Lemieux Library see Seattle University
A.P. Mahoney Library see St. Peter’s Seminary 
A.R. Wentz Library see Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Gettysburg
A.T. Wehrle Memorial Library see Pontifi cal College Josephinum
Abilene Christian University, 221 Brown Library, ACU Box 29208, Abilene, TX  79699-9208. 

(325) 674-2347; Fax: (325) 674-2202; S. Craig Churchill; E-mail: churchillc@acu.edu; www.
acu.edu

Acadia University, Vaughan Memorial Library, P.O. Box 4, Wolfville, NS Canada B4P 2R6. (902) 
585-1718; Fax: (902) 585-1748; Melissa Kendrick; E-mail: melissa.kendrick@acadiau.ca; adc.
acadiau.ca/

Alcuin Library see Saint John’s University 
Alliance Th eological Seminary, 350 North Highland Avenue, Nyack, NY  10960. (845) 770-5700 

x7570; Fax: (845) 358-2651; Cheryl A. Felmlee; E-mail: cheryl.felmlee@nyack.edu; www.nyack.
edu/library

Alumni Memorial Library see SS. Cyril and Methodius Seminary 
Ambrose Seminary, 150 Ambrose Circle SW, Calgary, AB Canada T3H 0L5. (403) 410-2947; Fax: 

(403) 571-2556; H.D. Sandy Ayer; E-mail: sayer@ambrose.edu; www.ambrose.edu
Amridge University, Library, 1200 Taylor Road, Montgomery, AL  36117. (334) 277-2277, 

x7546; Fax: (334) 387-3878; Terence Sheridan; E-mail: library@amridgeuniversity.edu; www.
amridgeuniversity.edu

Anderson University, School of Th eology Library, 1100 East Fifth Street, Anderson, IN  46012-
3462. (765) 641-4275; Fax: (765) 641-3850; Jackie DeLong; E-mail: tbj@anderson.edu; http://
library.anderson.edu

Andover-Harvard Th eological Library see Harvard Divinity School 
Andover Newton Th eological School, Trask Library, 169 Herrick Road, Newton Centre, MA  

02459. (617) 964-1100 x 252; Fax: (617) 965-9756; Diana Yount; E-mail: dyount@ants.edu; 
www.ants.edu

Andrews University, James White Library, 1400 Library Road, JWL 275, Berrien Springs, MI  
49104-1400. (269) 471-3269; Terry Robertson; E-mail: trobtsn@andrews.edu; www.andrews.
edu/library/

Archabbey Library see Saint Meinrad School of Th eology
Archabbey Seminary Library see St. Vincent College 
Archbishop Ireland Memorial Library see St. Paul Seminary - University of St. Th omas 
Asbury Th eological Seminary, B.L. Fisher Library, 204 North Lexington Avenue, Wilmore, KY  

40390-1199. (859) 858-2232; Fax: (859) 858-2350; Kenneth A. Boyd; E-mail: ken.boyd@
asburyseminary.edu; www.asburyseminary.edu/information/

Ashland Th eological Seminary, Darling Memorial Library, 910 Center Street, Ashland, OH  44805. 
(419) 289-5168; Fax: (419) 289-5969; Russell S. Morton; E-mail: rmorton2@ashland.edu; 
www.ashland.edu/seminary/home.html

Assemblies of God Th eological Seminary, Cordas C. Burnett Library, 1435 North Glenstone Avenue, 
Springfi eld, MO  65802. (417) 268-1000; Joseph F. Marics; E-mail: jmarics@agseminary.edu; 
www.agts.edu

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary, Library, 3003 Benham Avenue, Elkhart, IN  46517-1999. 
(574) 296-6233; Fax: (574) 295-0092; Eileen K. Saner; E-mail: esaner@ambs.edu; www.ambs.
edu/library
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Athenaeum of Ohio / Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary, Eugene H. Maly Memorial Library, 6616 Beechmont 
Avenue, Cincinnati, OH  45230-2091. (513) 231-2223, x135/6; Fax: (513) 231-3254; Tracy 
Koenig; E-mail: tkoenig@athenaeum.edu; www.athenaeum.edu

Atlantic School of Th eology Library, 660 Francklyn Street, Halifax, NS Canada B3H 3B5. (902) 
496-7948; Fax: (902) 423-7941; Joyce Th omson; E-mail: jthomson@astheology.ns.ca; www.
astheology.ns.ca/library

Austen K. DeBlois Library see Palmer Th eological Seminary 
Austin Graduate School of Th eology, 7640 Guadalupe St., Austin, TX  78752-1333. (512) 476-2772 

x144; Fax: (512) 476-3919; Todd Hall; E-mail: thall@austingrad.edu; www.austingrad.edu
Austin Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, Stitt Library, 100 East 27th Street, Austin, TX  

78705-5797. (512) 472-6736; Fax: (512) 322-0901; Timothy D. Lincoln; E-mail: tlincoln@
austinseminary.edu; www.austinseminary.edu

Australian Lutheran College, Lohe Memorial Library, 104 Jeff cott Street, North Adelaide, SA,  
Australia 5006. 08-8267 7377; Fax: 08-8267 7384; Blan MacDonagh; E-mail: library@alc.edu.
au; www.alc.edu.au

Azusa Pacifi c University Libraries see Haggard Graduate School of Th eology Library
B.L. Fisher Library see Asbury Th eological Seminary  
Bangor Th eological Seminary, 159 State Street, Portland, ME  04101. (207) 942-6781 x203; Fax: 

(207) 874-2214; Lorraine McQuarrie; E-mail: lmcquarrie@bts.edu; www.bts.edu
Baptist Missionary Association Th eological Seminary, Kellar Library, 1530 E. Pine Street, P.O. Box 

670, Jacksonville, TX  75766. (903) 586-2501, x 232; Fax: (903) 586-0378; James C. Blaylock; 
E-mail: jblaylock@bmats.edu; www.bmats.edu

Barry University, Monsignor W. Barry Memorial Library, 11300 N.E. Second Avenue, Miami 
Shores, FL  33161-6695. (305) 899-3762; Fax: (305) 899-3771; Philip M. O’Neill; E-mail: 
poneill@mail.barry.edu; www.barry.edu/libraryservices/default.htm

Baylor University Library, One Bear Place #97148, 1312 South 3rd Street, Waco, TX  76798-7148. 
(254) 710-2968; Fax: (254) 710-3116; William B. Hair; E-mail: bill_hair@baylor.edu; www.
baylor.edu/

Beardslee Library see Western Th eological Seminary 
Beeson Divinity School, Samford University, 800 Lakeshore Drive, Birmingham, AL  35229. 

(205) 726-4004; Fax: (205) 726-4056; John M. Garrett; E-mail: jmgarret@samford.edu; www.
beesondivinity.com

Benedictine College Library, 1020 North 2nd Street, Atchison, KS  66002-1499. (913) 360-
7511; Fax: (913) 367-6102; Steven E. Gromatzky; E-mail: sgromatzky@benedictine.edu; www.
benedictine.edu

Benner Library see Olivet Nazarene University 
Bethel Seminary, Th e Carl H. Lundquist Library, 3949 Bethel Drive, St. Paul, MN  55112. (651) 

638-6127; Fax: (651) 638-6006; Sandra Oslund; E-mail: s-oslund@bethel.edu; seminary.bethel.
edu/library

Bethel Seminary San Diego Library, 6116 Arosa Street, San Diego, CA  92115-3902. (619) 582-
8188, x 124; Fax: (619) 583-9114; Mary Lou Bradbury; E-mail: ml-bradbury@bethel.edu; 
www.bethel.edu/seminary_academics/semlibrary/home.htm

Biblical Th eological Seminary Library, 200 North Main Street, Hatfi eld, PA  19440. (215) 368-
5000, x 120; Fax: (215) 368-6906; Daniel LaValla; E-mail: dlavalla@biblical.edu; library.
biblical.edu

Biblioteca Padre Martín J. Berntsen see Centro de Estudios Dominicos del Caribe 
Biola University Library, 13800 Biola Avenue, La Mirada, CA  90639. (562) 903-4837; Fax: (562) 

903-4840; Robert M. Krauss; E-mail: bob.krauss@biola.edu; www.biola.edu/library
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Bishop Payne Library see Virginia Th eological Seminary 
Blessed John XXIII National Seminary, Library, 558 South Avenue, Weston, MA  02493. (781) 

899-5500x128; Fax: (781) 899-9057; Jacqueline Miller; E-mail: srmiller@BlessedJohnXXIII.
edu; www.blessedjohnxxiii.edu/library/library.html

Boston University School of Th eology Library, 745 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA  02215. 
(617) 353-1321; Fax: (617) 358-0699; Jackie W. Ammerman; E-mail: jwa@bu.edu; www.
bu.edu/sth/library

Bosworth Memorial Library see Lexington Th eological Seminary 
Brandel Library see North Park Th eological Seminary 
Brethren Historical Library and Archives, 1451 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, IL  60120-1694. (847) 

742-5100, x 294; Kenneth M. Shaff er; E-mail: kshaff er_gb@brethren.org; www.brethren.org/
genbd/bhla/

Bridwell Library, Southern Methodist University, P.O. Box 750476, Dallas, TX  75275-0476. (214) 
768-1867; Fax: (214) 768-4295; Roberta A. Schaafsma; E-mail: schaafsm@mail.smu.edu; www.
smu.edu/bridwell/

Brigham Young University, 2247 Harold B. Lee Library, Provo, UT  84602. (801) 422-6118; Fax: 
(801) 422-0466; Ryan L. Combs; E-mail: ryan_combs@byu.edu; www.byu.edu

Brimson Grow Library see Northern Seminary 
Brite Divinity School Library, Texas Christian University, P.O. Box 298400, Fort Worth, TX  

76129. (817) 257-7668; Fax: (817) 257-7282; Charles Bellinger; E-mail: c.bellinger@tcu.edu; 
www.brite.tcu.edu

Brown Library see Abilene Christian University
Th e Bruening-Marotta Library see St. Mary Seminary 
Burke Library, Columbia University, 3041 Broadway, New York, NY  10027-5710. (212) 854-

1341; Fax: (212) 280-1456; John B. Weaver; E-mail: jbw2137@columbia.edu; www.columbia.
edu/cu/lweb/indiv/burke/

Buswell Library see Covenant Th eological Seminary
Buswell Memorial Library see Wheaton College  
Calvary Baptist Th eological Seminary Library, 1380 Valley Forge Road, Lansdale, PA  19446. (215) 

368-7538, x 37; Fax: (215) 368-1003; George Coon; E-mail: librarian@cbs.edu; www.cbs.edu
Calvin Th eological Seminary, Hekman Library, 1855 Knollcrest Circle SE, Grand Rapids, MI  

49546. (616) 526-6121; Fax: (616) 526-6470; Lugene Schemper; E-mail: lschempe@calvin.
edu; library.calvin.edu

Campbell University, Campbell University Library, 191 Main St. - P.O. Box 98, Buies Creek, NC  
27506. (910) 814-4387; Fax: (910) 893-1470; Derek Hogan; E-mail: hogand@campbell.edu; 
www.lib.campbell.edu

Canadian Southern Baptist Seminary, Keith C. Wills Library, 200 Seminary View, Cochrane, AB 
Canada T4C 2G1. (403) 932-6622 x250; Fax: (403) 932-7049; Kathy Seidler; E-mail: kathy.
seidler@csbs.ca; www.csbs.edu

Cardinal Beran Library see University of St. Th omas Graduate School of Th eology 
Cardinal Staff ord Library see St. John Vianney Seminary 
Carey S. Th omas Library see Denver Seminary 
Th e Carl H. Lundquist Library see Bethel Seminary 
Catholic Th eological Union, Paul Bechtold Library, 5401 South Cornell Avenue, Chicago, IL  60615-

5698. (773) 371-5460; Fax: (773) 753-5340; Melody L. McMahon; E-mail: mmcmahon@ctu.
edu; www.ctu.edu

Catholic University of America, Mullen Library, Serials Dept., 620 Michigan Ave., N.E., 
Washington, DC  20064. (202) 319-5554; Fax: (202) 319-4735; Ela Rymsza-Pawlowska; E-
mail: pawlowska@cua.edu; libraries.cua.edu/
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Th e Catholic University of America see John Paul II Institute 
Central Baptist Th eological Seminary, Library, 900 Forestview Lane, N, Plymouth, MN  55441. 

(763) 417-8264; Fax: (763) 417-8258; L. Mark Bruff ey; E-mail: mbruff ey@centralseminary.
edu; www.centralseminary.edu

Central Baptist Th eological Seminary, 6601 Monticello Road, Shawnee, KS  66226-3513. (913) 
667-5704; Fax: (913) 371-8110; Paul W. Stevens; E-mail: pwstevens@cbts.edu; www.cbts.edu

Centro de Estudios Dominicos del Caribe, Biblioteca Padre Martín J. Berntsen, P.O. Box 1968, 
Bayamon, PR  00960-1968. (809) 787-1826; Fax: (809) 798-2712; Ada Ma Pagan; E-mail: 
apagan@cedoc.edu; www.cedoc.edu/

Charles C. Myers Library see University of Dubuque 
Chicago Th eological Seminary, Hammond Library, 5757 South University Avenue, Chicago, 

IL  60637. (773) 752-5757, x 247; Fax: (773) 752-7194; Neil W. Gerdes; E-mail: ngerdes@
ctschicago.edu; www.ctschicgao.edu

Christ the King Seminary Library, P.O. Box 607, East Aurora, NY  14052-0607. (716) 655-7098; 
Fax: (716) 652-8903; Teresa Lubienecki; E-mail: tlubienecki@cks.edu; www.cks.edu

Christian Th eological Seminary Library, 1000 West 42nd Street, Box 88267, Indianapolis, IN  
46208. (317) 931-2365; Fax: (317) 923-2363; Lorna A. Shoemaker; E-mail: lshoemaker@cts.
edu; www.cts.edu

Church of God Th eological Seminary, 260 11th Street N.E., Cleveland, TN  37311. (423) 614-
8551; Fax: (423) 614-8555; Barbara McCullough; E-mail: mccullough@leeuniversity.edu; 
library.leeuniversity.edu

Cincinnati Christian University, George Mark Elliot Library, 2700 Glenway Avenue - P.O. Box 
043200, Cincinnati, OH  45204-3200. (513) 244-8680; James H. Lloyd; E-mail: jim.lloyd@
CCUniversity.edu; www.ccuniversity.edu

Claremont School of Th eology, Library, 1325 North College Avenue, Claremont, CA  91711. 
(909) 447-2512; Fax: (909) 447-6249; John Dickason; E-mail: jdickason@cst.edu; www.cst.
edu/library

Cliff ord E. Barbour Library see Pittsburgh Th eological Seminary 
Cline-Tunnell Library see Western Seminary
Columbia International University, G. Allen Fleece Library, 7435 Monticello Rd., Columbia, SC  

29203. (803) 807-5101; Fax: (803) 744-1391; Jo Ann Rhodes; E-mail: jrhodes@ciu.edu; www.
ciu.edu/library

Columbia Th eological Seminary, John Bulow Campbell Library, 701 S. Columbia Drive - Box 
520, Decatur, GA  30031-0520. (404) 687-4547; Fax: (404) 687-4687; Sara J. Myers; E-mail: 
myerss@ctsnet.edu; www.ctsnet.edu/library.aspx

Columbia University see Burke Library 
Community of Christ Library, 1001 W. Walnut, Independence, MO  64050. (816) 633-1000, 

x2399; Fax: (816) 521-3089; Sue McDonald; E-mail: smcdonald@cofchrist.org; www.cofchrist.
org/templeschool/library

Conception Seminary College, Conception Abbey & Seminary Library, P.O. Box 501, Conception, 
MO  64433-0501. (660) 944-2860; Fax: (660) 944-2800; Th omas Sullivan; E-mail: thomas@
conception.edu; www.conception.edu/

Concordia Lutheran Seminary Library, 7040 Ada Boulevard, Edmonton, AB Canada T5B 4E3. 
(780) 474-1468; Fax: (780) 479-3067; Edward Kettner; E-mail: ekettner@concordiasem.ab.ca; 
www.concordiasem.ab.ca/

Concordia Seminary, Library, 801 Seminary Place, St. Louis, MO  63105. (314) 505-7040; Fax: (314) 
505-7046; David O. Berger; E-mail: bergerd@csl.edu; www.csl.edu/resources_library.aspx
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Concordia Th eological Seminary, Walther Library, 6600 North Clinton St., Fort Wayne, IN  
46825-4996. (260) 452-2146; Fax: (260) 452-2126; Robert V. Roethemeyer; E-mail: robert.
roethemeyer@ctsfw.edu; www.ctsfw.edu/library

Concordia University, Concordia University Library, 1530 Concordia West, Irvine, CA  92612-
3299. (949) 854-8002; Fax: (949) 854-6893; Carolina N. Barton; E-mail: carolina.barton@cui.
edu; www.cui.edu

Congregational Library of the American Congregational Association, 14 Beacon Street, Boston, MA  
02108. (617) 523-0470; Fax: (617) 523-0491; Claudette Newhall; E-mail: cnewhall@14beacon.
org; www.14beacon.org

Cordas C. Burnett Library see Assemblies of God Th eological Seminary 
Cornerstone University & Grand Rapids Th eological Seminary, Miller Library, 1001 East Beltline, 

N.E., Grand Rapids, MI  49525-5897. (616) 222-1362; Fax: (616) 222-1405; Frederick C. 
Sweet; E-mail: fred_sweet@cornerstone.edu; www.cornerstone.edu/

Corrigan Memorial Library see St. Joseph’s Seminary, Dunwoodie 
Covenant Th eological Seminary, Buswell Library, 12330 Conway Road, St. Louis, MO  63141-8697. 

(314) 434-4044; Fax: (314) 434-4819; James C. Pakala; E-mail: jim.pakala@covenantseminary.
edu; www.covenantseminary.edu/

Crowell Library see Moody Bible Institute 
Dallas Th eological Seminary, Turpin Library, 3909 Swiss Avenue, Dallas, TX  75204. (214) 841-

3751; Fax: (214) 841-3745; Marvin T. Hunn; E-mail: mhunn@dts.edu; library.dts.edu
Dana Dawson Library see St. Paul School of Th eology 
Darling Memorial Library see Ashland Th eological Seminary 
David Lipscomb University, Library, 3901 Granny White Pike, Nashville, TN  37204-3951. (615) 

269-1000, x 2441; Fax: (615) 269-1807; David Howard; E-mail: david.howard@lipscomb.edu; 
www.lipscomb.edu/

Denver Seminary, Carey S. Th omas Library, 6399 S. Santa Fe Drive, Littleton, CO  80120. (303) 
762-6963; Fax: (303)762-6950; Keith P. Wells; E-mail: Keith.Wells@denverseminary.edu; www.
denverseminary.edu

Dominican Th eological Library, Library, 487 Michigan Avenue, N.E., Washington, DC  20017-
1584. (202) 529-5300; Bernard Mulcahy; E-mail: bmulcahy@dhs.edu; www.dhs.edu

Donald E. O’Shaughnessy Library see Oblate School of Th eology 
Drew University, Library, 36 Madison Avenue, Madison, NJ  07940. (973) 408-3472; Ernest 

Rubinstein; E-mail: erubinst@drew.edu; www.depts.drew.edu/lib/
Duke University Divinity School, Library, Box 90972, Durham, NC  27708-0972. (919) 660-3452; 

Fax: (919) 681-7594; Roger L. Loyd; E-mail: roger.loyd@duke.edu; www.divinity.duke.edu
Duquesne University, Gumberg Library, 600 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA  15282. (412) 396-5260; 

Fax: (412) 396-5350; Bridget Euliano; E-mail: miller6677@duq.edu; www.library.duq.edu
Eastern Mennonite University, Hartzler Library, 1200 Park Road, Harrisonburg, VA  22802. (540) 

432-4170; Fax: (540) 432-4977; Donald D. Smeeton; E-mail: donald.smeeton@emu.edu; www.
emu.edu/library

Ecumenical Th eological Seminary, Library, 2930 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, MI  48201. (313) 
831-5200, x 222; Fax: (313) 831-1353; Sarah Hobig; E-mail: shobig@etseminary.edu; www.
etseminary.org

Eden Th eological Seminary, Luhr Library, 475 East Lockwood Avenue, Webster Groves, MO  
63119. (314) 252-3132; Fax: (314) 252-3131; William Soll; E-mail: willsoll@yahoo.com; 
library-webster.edu/luhr_library

Emmanuel School of Religion, Library, One Walker Drive, Johnson City, TN  37601-9438. (423) 
461-1541; Fax: (423) 926-6198; Th omas E. Stokes; E-mail: stokest@esr.edu; www.esr.edu
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Emory University see Pitts Th eology Library 
Episcopal Divinity School Library, 99 Brattle Street, Cambridge, MA  02138. (617) 349-3602 

x523; Fax: (617) 349-3603; Aura A. Fluet; E-mail: afl uet@eds.edu; www.edswjst.org/
Ernest Miller White Library see Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary 
Erskine College and Seminary, McCain Library, One Depot Street - PO Box 188, Due West, SC  29639. 

(864) 379-8898; John F. Kennerly; E-mail: kennerly@erskine.edu; www.erskine.edu/library
Eugene H. Maly Memorial Library see Athenaeum of Ohio / Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Library, 8765 West Higgins Road, Chicago, IL  60631. 

(773) 380-2811; Fax: (773) 380-1465; Claire H. Buettner; E-mail: claire.buettner@elca.org; 
www.elca.org/library

Evangelical Th eological Seminary, Rostad Library, 121 South College Street, Myerstown, PA  
17067-1006. (717) 866-5775; Fax: (717) 866-4667; Terry Heisey; E-mail: theisey@evangelical.
edu; www.evangelical.edu

Everett Library see Union-PSCE at Charlotte 
Faith Baptist College & Th eological Seminary, John L. Patten Library, 1900 N.W. Fourth Street, 

Ankeny, IA  50023-2152. (515) 964-0601; Fax: (515) 964-1638; John Hartog; E-mail: 
hartogj3@faith.edu; www.faith.edu/seminary

Faith Evangelical Lutheran Seminary, 3504 North Pearl, P.O. Box 7186, Tacoma, WA  98407-0186. 
(253) 752-2020; Fax: (253) 752-1790; M. L. Smith-Henry; E-mail: librarian@FaithSeminary.
edu; www.faithseminary.edu

Feehan Memorial Library see University of St. Mary of the Lake 
Florida Center for Th eological Studies, Library, 111 NE First St., 7th Floor, Miami, FL  33132. 

(305) 379-3777 x210; John Budrew; E-mail: fctslib@fcts.edu; www.fcts.edu
Freed-Hardeman University, Loden-Daniel Library, 158 E. Main Street, Henderson, TN  38340. (731) 

989-6067; Fax: (731) 989-6065; Wade E. Osburn; E-mail: wosburn@fhu.edu; www.fhu.edu/library
Fuller Th eological Seminary, McAlister Library, 135 North Oakland Avenue, Pasadena, CA  91182. 

(626) 584-5219; Fax: (626) 584-5672; David D. Bundy; E-mail: bundy@fuller.edu; www.fuller.edu
G. Allen Fleece Library see Columbia International University
Gardner A. Sage Library see New Brunswick Th eological Seminary  
Gardner-Webb University, M. Christopher White School of Divinity, P.O. Box 836 - West Branch 

Avenue, Boiling Springs, NC  28017. (704) 406-4290; Fax: (704) 406-4623; Mary Roby; E-
mail: mroby@gardner-webb.edu ; www.gardner-webb.edu

Garrett-Evangelical Th eological Seminary see Th e United Library, Garrett-Evangelical & Seabury-Western
General Th eological Seminary, St. Mark’s Library, 175 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY  10011. (212) 

243-5150, x 211; Andrew G. Kadel; E-mail: kadel@gts.edu; www.gts.edu
George Fox Evangelical Seminary Library, 12753 Southwest 68th Avenue, Portland, OR  97223. 

(503) 554-6131; Charles D. Kamilos; E-mail: ckamilos@georgefox.edu; www.georgefox.edu/
academics/seminary/library.htm

George Mark Elliot Library see Cincinnati Christian University
Georgetown University see Woodstock Th eological Center Library 
Goddard Library see Gordon-Conwell Th eological Seminary  
Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, Library, 201 Seminary Drive, #939, Mill Valley, CA  

94941-3197. (415) 380-1678; Fax: (415) 380-1652; Kelly Campbell; E-mail: kellycampbell@
ggbts.edu; www.ggbts.edu/

Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, Arizona Regional Campus Library, 2240 N. Hayden 
Road, Suite 101, Scottsdale, AZ  85257-2840. (480) 941-1993; Fax: (480) 945-4199; Julie 
Hines; E-mail: azlibrary@ggbts.edu; www.ggbts.edu
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Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, Southern California Regional Campus, 251 S. 
Randolph Avenue, Suite A, Brea, CA  92821. (714) 256-1311, x 27; Fax: (714) 256-0292; 
Harvey Martindill; E-mail: harveymartindill@ggbts.edu; www.ggbts.edu

Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, Rocky Mountain Campus, 7393 S. Alton Way, 
Centennial, CO  80112. (303) 779-6431, x 13; Fax: (303) 779-6432; Barbara Russo; E-mail: 
barbararusso@ggbts.edu; www.ggbts.edu

Golden Gate Baptist Th eological Seminary, Pacifi c Northwest Campus Library, 3200 NE 109th 
Avenue, Vancouver, WA  98682-7749. (360) 882-2200; Fax: (360) 882-2275; Patricia J. Yang; 
E-mail: pnwlibrary@ggbts.edu; www.ggbts.edu

Gordon-Conwell Th eological Seminary, Goddard Library, 130 Essex Street, South Hamilton, MA  
01982-2317. (978) 646-4075; Fax: (978) 646-4567; Meredith M. Kline; E-mail: mmkline@
gcts.edu; www.gcts.edu

Gordon-Conwell Th eological Seminary-Charlotte, Library, 14542 Choate Circle, Charlotte, NC  
28273. (704) 527-9909; Fax: (704) 527-8577; Robert J. Mayer; E-mail: bmayer@gcts.edu; 
www.gordonconwell.edu/charlotte/

Grace Th eological Seminary, Morgan Library, 200 Seminary Drive, Winona Lake, IN  46590. 
(574)372-5100 ext.6291; William E. Darr; E-mail: wedarr@grace.edu; www.grace.edu

Graduate Th eological Union, Library, 2400 Ridge Road, Berkeley, CA  94709. (510) 649-2540; 
Fax: (510) 649-2508; Robert Benedetto; E-mail: rbenedetto@gtu.edu; www.gtu.edu/library-1

Grand Rapids Th eological Seminary see Cornerstone University & Grand Rapids Th eological 
Seminary, Miller Library

Gumberg Library see Duquesne University
Fr. Georges Florovsky Library see St. Vladimir’s Orthodox Th eological Seminary  
Haggard Graduate School of Th eology Library, Azusa Pacifi c University Libraries, 901 East Alosta 

- P.O. Box 7000, Azusa, CA  91702-7000. (626) 815-6000 ext. 5641; Fax: (626) 815-5064; Liz 
Leahy; E-mail: lleahy@apu.edu; www.apu.edu

Hamma Library see Trinity Lutheran Seminary 
Hammond Library see Chicago Th eological Seminary 
Harding University Graduate School of Religion, L.M. Graves Memorial Library, 1000 Cherry 

Road, Memphis, TN  38117. (901) 761-1354; Fax: (901) 761-1358; Don L. Meredith; E-mail: 
dmeredith@harding.edu; www.hugsr.edu

Harold & Patricia Booher Library see Seminary of the Southwest, an Episcopal Seminary 
Harold B. Lee Library see Brigham Young University
Hartford Seminary, Library, 77 Sherman Street, Hartford, CT  06105. (860) 509-9560; Fax: (860) 

509-9509; Steven P. Blackburn; E-mail: sblackburn@hartsem.edu; www.hartsem.edu
Hartzler Library see Eastern Mennonite University 
Harvard Divinity School, Andover-Harvard Th eological Library, 45 Francis Avenue, Cambridge, 

MA  02138. (617) 495-2802; Fax: (617) 496-4111; Laura C. Wood; E-mail: laura_wood@
harvard.edu; www.hds.harvard.edu/library/

HealthCare Chaplaincy, Spears Center for Pastoral Research Library, 307 East 60th Street, New 
York, NY  10022. (212) 644-1111, x235; Fax: (212) 486-1440; Helen Tannenbaum; E-mail: 
htannenbaum@healthcarechaplaincy.org; www.healthcarechaplaincy.org

Hekman Library see Calvin Th eological Seminary 
Hellenic College/Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Th eology, Library, 50 Goddard Avenue, 

Brookline, MA  02146. (617) 850-1243; Fax: (617) 850-1470; Joachim Cotsonis; E-mail: 
jcotsonis@hchc.edu; www.hchc.edu/holycross/campus_life/library.html

Hiebert Library see Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary 
Hesburgh Library see University of Notre Dame
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Holy Apostles College and Seminary, Library, Cromwell, CT  06416-2027. (860) 632-3009; Fax: 
(860) 632-3090; Clare Adamo; E-mail: library@holyapostles.edu; www.holyapostles.edu

Holy Cross Greek Orthodox School of Th eology see Hellenic College/Holy Cross Greek Orthodox 
School of Th eology

Hood Th eological Seminary, Library, 1810 Lutheran Synod Drive, Salisbury, NC  28144. (704) 
636-6840; Cynthia D. Keever; E-mail: ckeever@hoodseminary.edu; www.hoodseminary.edu

Hugh J. Phillips Library see Mount Saint Mary’s College and Seminary 
Huron University College, Silcox Memorial Library, 1349 Western Road, London, ON Canada 

N6G 1H3. (519) 438-7224, x 209; Fax: (519) 438-3938; Pamela MacKay; E-mail: pmackay@
uwo.ca; www.huronuc.on.ca/theology/

Iliff  School of Th eology, Ira J. Taylor Library, 2233 South University Boulevard, Denver, CO  
80210-4796. (303) 765-3178; Fax: (303) 777-0164; Deborah B. Creamer; E-mail: dcreamer@
iliff .edu; www.iliff .edu/research

Indiana Wesleyan University, Library, 4201 South Washington St., Marion, IN  46953. (765) 677-
2184; Fax: (765) 677-2767; Sheila O. Carlblom; E-mail: sheila.carlblom@indwes.edu; www.
indwes.edu/library

Ira J. Taylor Library see Iliff  School of Th eology
JKM Library, 1100 East 55th Street, Chicago, IL  60615. (773) 256-0735; Fax: (773) 256-0737; 

Christine Wenderoth; E-mail: CWenderoth@jkmlibrary.org; www.jkmlibrary.org
J. William Horsey Library see Tyndale University College & Seminary 
James P. Boyce Centennial Library see Southern Baptist Th eological Seminary  
James White Library see Andrews University
Jean-Leon Allie Library see St. Paul University 
Jessie C. Eury Library see Lincoln Christian College and Seminary 
John Bulow Campbell Library see Columbia Th eological Seminary
John L. Patten Library see Faith Baptist College & Th eological Seminary
John M. Kelly Library see University of St. Michael’s College
John Richard Allison Library see Regent College 
John T. Christian Library see New Orleans Baptist Th eological Seminary 
John W. Dickhaut Library see Methodist Th eological School in Ohio   
John Paul II Institute, Th e Catholic University of America, McGivney Hall, Washington, DC  20064. 

(202) 526-3799; Joseph Atkinson; E-mail: jatkinson@johnpaulii.edu; www.johnpaulii.edu
John W. Graham Library, Trinity College & Wycliff e College, 6 Hoskin Avenue, Toronto, ON 

Canada M5S 1H8. (416) 978-2653; Fax: (416) 978-2797; Linda Corman; E-mail: linda.
corman@utoronto.ca; www.trinity.utoronto.ca/

Kaiser-Ramaker Library see Sioux Falls Seminary 
Keith C. Wills Library see Canadian Southern Baptist Seminary 
Kellar Library see Baptist Missionary Association Th eological Seminary 
Kenrick / Glennon Seminary, Library, 5200 Glennon Drive, St. Louis, MO  63119. (314) 792-

6129; Fax: (314) 792-6500; Andrew J. Sopko; E-mail: sopko@kenrick.edu; www.kenrick.edu/
library.html

Kino Library, 400 East Monroe, Phoenix, AZ  85004. (602) 354-2312; Fax: (602) 354-2251; Darcy 
Peletich; E-mail: dpeletich@diocesephoenix.org www.diocesephoenix.org/kino/library.asp

Knott Library see St. Mary’s Seminary & University 
Knox College, 59 St. George Street, Toronto, ON Canada M5S 2E6. (416) 978-2791; Fax: (416) 

971-2133; M. Beth McCutcheon; E-mail: mb.mccutcheon@utoronto.ca; www.utoronto.ca/
knox/

Krauth Memorial Library see Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Philadelphia
Kuehner Memorial Library see Reformed Episcopal Seminary 
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L.M. Graves Memorial Library see Harding University Graduate School of Religion 
Lancaster Bible College Library, 901 Eden Road, Lancaster, PA  17601-5036. (717) 560-8250; Fax: 

(717) 560-8213; Gerald E. Lincoln; E-mail: glincoln@lbc.edu; www.lbc.edu
Lancaster Th eological Seminary, Philip Schaff  Library, 555 West James Street, Lancaster, PA  17603. 

(717) 290-8704; Fax: (717) 393-4254; Richard R. Berg; E-mail: rberg@lancasterseminary.edu; 
www.lancasterseminary.edu

Leo Dehon Library see Sacred Heart School of Th eology 
Lexington Th eological Seminary, Bosworth Memorial Library, 631 South Limestone Street, 

Lexington, KY  40508. (859) 280-1224; Fax: (859) 281-6042; Barbara E. Pfeifl e; E-mail: 
bpfeifl e@lextheo.edu; www.lextheo.edu

Lincoln Christian College and Seminary, Jessie C. Eury Library, 100 Campus View Drive, Lincoln, 
IL  62656. (217) 732-7788 x2281; Fax: (217) 732-5914; Nancy J. Olson; E-mail: nolson@lccs.
edu; www.lccs.edu/library/

Lineberger Memorial Library see Lutheran Th eological Southern Seminary  
Loden-Daniel Library see Freed-Hardeman University 
Logos Evangelical Seminary Library, 9378 Telstar Avenue, El Monte, CA  91108. (626) 571-

5100 x147; Fax: (626) 571-5119; Sheng Chung Chang; E-mail: shengchung@les.edu; 
http://library.logos-seminary.edu

Logsdon Seminary, Rupert & Pauline Richardson Library, Box 16195, Abilene, TX  79698-6235. 
(325) 671-2159; Fax: (325) 677-8351; Teresa C. Ellis; E-mail: tellis@hsutx.edu

Lohe Memorial Library see Australian Lutheran College
Louisville Presbyterian Th eological Seminary, Ernest Miller White Library, 1044 Alta Vista Road, 

Louisville, KY  40205-1798. (502) 895-3411; Fax: (502) 895-1096; Douglas L. Gragg; E-mail: 
dgragg@lpts.edu; www.lpts.edu/

Loyola Marymount University, One LMU Drive, Los Angeles, CA  90045-2659. (310) 338-7681; 
Anthony J. Amodeo; E-mail: aamodeo@lmu.edu

Luhr Library see Eden Th eological Seminary 
Luther Seminary, Library, 2481 Como Avenue, St. Paul, MN  55108. (651) 641-3592; Fax: (651) 

641-3280; David R. Stewart; E-mail: dstewart@luthersem.edu; www.luthersem.edu/library/
Lutheran Seminary Program in the Southwest, LSPS/Seminex Library, 333 Wartburg Place - P.O. 

Box 5004, Dubuque, IA  52004-5004. (512) 477-2666; Fax: (512) 477-6693; Susan Ebertz; 
E-mail: sebertz@wartburgseminary.edu; www.lsps.edu

Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Gettysburg, A.R. Wentz Library, 66 Seminary Ridge, Gettysburg, 
PA  17325. (717) 334-3014; Fax: (717) 334-3469; Briant Bohleke; E-mail: bbohleke@ltsg.edu;  
www.easterncluster.org

Lutheran Th eological Seminary at Philadelphia, Krauth Memorial Library, 7301 Germantown 
Avenue, Philadelphia, PA  19119-1974. (215) 248-6330; Fax: (215) 248-4577; Karl Krueger; 
E-mail: kkrueger@ltsp.edu; www.ltsp.edu

Lutheran Th eological Southern Seminary, Lineberger Memorial Library, 4201 North Main Street, 
Columbia, SC  29203-5898. (803) 461-3220; Fax: (803) 786-6499; Lynn A. Feider; E-mail: 
lfeider@ltss.edu; www.ltss.edu/

M. Christopher White School of Divinity see Gardner-Webb University 
Marist College Library, 815 Varnum Street, NE, Washington, DC  20017. (202) 687-7513; Paul 

Osmanski; E-mail: osmanskp@georgetown.edu
Marquette University, Memorial Library, P.O. Box 3141, Milwaukee, WI  53201-3141. (414) 288-3542; Fax: 

(414) 288-5324; Susan E. Sponberg; E-mail: susan.sponberg@marquette.edu; www.marquette.edu
Maryknoll Society Library, 55 Ryder Road, P.O. Box 305, Maryknoll, NY  10545-0305. (914) 

941-7636, x2615; Fax: (914) 944-3605; Richard Baker; E-mail: societylibrary@maryknoll.org; 
www.maryknoll.org
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Masland Learning Resource Center see Philadelphia Biblical University 
Th e Master’s Seminary, 13248 Roscoe Boulevard, Sun Valley, CA  91352. (818) 909-5634; Fax: 

(818) 909-5680; Dennis M. Swanson; E-mail: dswanson@tms.edu; www.tms.edu
McAlister Library see Fuller Th eological Seminary 
McCain Library see Erskine College and Seminary 
McKeon Memorial Library see St. Patrick’s Seminary 
Meadville Lombard Th eological School, Library, 5701 South Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago, IL  60637. 

(773) 256-3000, x 225; Neil W. Gerdes; E-mail: ngerdes@meadville.edu; www.meadville.edu
Memphis Th eological Seminary, Library, 168 East Parkway South, Memphis, TN  38104. (901) 

334-5812; Fax: (901) 458-4051; Steven R. Edscorn; E-mail: sedscorn@MemphisSeminary.edu; 
www.memphisseminary.edu/library/

Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary, Hiebert Library, 1717 South Chestnut Avenue, Fresno, CA  
93702. (559) 453-2121; Fax: (559) 453-2124; Anne Guenther; E-mail: aguenthe@fresno.edu; 
www.mbseminary.com

Mercer University, Swilley Library, 3001 Mercer University Drive, Atlanta, GA  30341. (678) 547-
6435; Fax: (678) 547-6270; Beth Perry; E-mail: perry_sb@mercer.edu; swilley.mercer.edu

Memorial Library see United Th eological Seminary 
Methodist Th eological School in Ohio, John W. Dickhaut Library, 3081 Columbus Pike - P.O. 

Box 8004, Delaware, OH  43015-8004. (740) 362-3435; Fax: (740) 362-3456; Paul Burnam; 
E-mail: pburnam@mtso.edu; www.mtso.edu/library/index.htm

Michigan Th eological Seminary, 41550 East Ann Arbor Trail, Plymouth, MI  48170. (734) 207-9581 
ext. 323; Fax: (734) 207-9582; Ken R. Solomon; E-mail: ksolomon@mts.edu; www.mts.edu

Mid-America Baptist Th eological Seminary, Ora Byram Allison Memorial Library, 2095 Appling 
Road, Cordova, TN  38016. (901) 751-8453; Fax: (901) 751-8454; Terrence N. Brown; E-mail: 
tbrown@mabts.edu; www.mabts.edu

Mid-America Baptist Th eological Seminary Northeast Branch, N.E. Branch Library, 2810 Curry 
Road, Schenectady, NY  12303. (518) 355-4000; Fax: (518) 355-8298; J. James Mancuso; E-
mail: jimancuso@mabtsne.edu; www.mabts.edu

Midwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary, Library, 5001 North Oak Street Traffi  cway, Kansas City, 
MO  64118. (816) 453-4600, x213; J. Craig Kubic; E-mail: ckubic@mbts.edu; www.mbts.edu

Miller Library see Cornerstone University & Grand Rapids Th eological Seminary 
Missionary Church Archives & Historical Collections at Bethel College, 1001 Bethel Circle, 

Mishawaka, IN  46545. (574) 257-2570; Fax: (574) 257-3499; Timothy P. Erdel; E-mail: 
erdelt@bethelcollege.edu; www.bethelcollege.edu/acadb/library/archives/home.htm

Mitchell Library see Multnomah Biblical Seminary 
Moody Bible Institute, Crowell Library, 820 N. LaSalle Blvd., Chicago, IL  60610-3284. (312) 329-

4140; Fax: (312) 329-8959; Jim Preston; E-mail: james.preston@moody.edu; www.moody.edu
Mordecai M. Kaplan Library see Reconstructionist Rabbinical College 
Morgan Library see Grace Th eological Seminary 
Moravian Th eological Seminary, Reeves Library, 1200 Main Street, Bethlehem, PA  18018. (610) 

861-1540; Fax: (610) 861-1577; David Schappert; E-mail: dschappert@moravian.edu; www.
moravianseminary.edu

Mount Angel Abbey, Library, One Abbey Drive, St. Benedict, OR  97373. (503) 845-3102; Fax: 
(503) 845-3500; Victoria Ertelt; E-mail: victoriae@mtangel.edu; www.mtangel.edu

Mount Saint Mary’s College and Seminary, Hugh J. Phillips Library, 16300 Old Emmitsburg Rd., 
Emmitsburg, MD  21727. (301) 447-6122; D. Steven Rockwood; E-mail: rockwood@msmary.
edu; www.msmary.edu

Mount St. Mary’s Seminary see Athenaeum of Ohio / Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary, Eugene H. Maly 
Memorial Library
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Monsignor James C. Turro Seminary Library, Seton Hall University, 400 South Orange Avenue, 
South Orange, NJ  07079. (973) 761-9198; Fax: (973) 761-9584; Stella Wilkins; E-mail: 
wilkinst@shu.edu; http://theology.shu.edu

Monsignor W. Barry Memorial Library see Barry University
Montgomery Library see Westminster Th eological Seminary
Mullen Library see Catholic University of America  
Multnomah Biblical Seminary, Mitchell Library, 8435 N.E. Glisan, Portland, OR  97220. (503) 

251-5323; Philip Johnson; E-mail: pjohnson@multnomah.edu; www.multnomah.edu
Nashotah House, Library, 2777 Mission Road, Nashotah, WI  53058-9793. (262) 646-6534; Fax: 

(262) 646-6504; David G. Sherwood; E-mail: dsherwood@nashotah.edu; www.nashotah.edu
National Humanities Center Library, 7 Alexander Drive, P.O. Box 12256, Research Triangle Pk, NC  

27709-2256. (919) 549-0661; Fax: (919) 549-8396; Eliza S. Robertson; E-mail: erobertson@
nationalhumanitiescenter.org; www.nhc.rtp.nc.us

Nazarene Th eological Seminary, William Broadhurst Library, 1700 E. Meyer Blvd., Kansas City, 
MO  64131. (816) 268-5471; Fax: (816) 268-5475; Debra L. Bradshaw; E-mail: dlbradshaw@
nts.edu; www.nts.edu

New Brunswick Th eological Seminary, Gardner A. Sage Library, 21 Seminary Place, New Brunswick, 
NJ  08901-1159. (732) 246-5604; Fax: (732) 247-1356; Christopher P. Brennan; E-mail: 
cbrennan@nbts.edu; www.nbts.edu

New Orleans Baptist Th eological Seminary, John T. Christian Library, 4110 Seminary Place, New 
Orleans, GA  70126. (504) 816-8018; Fax: (504) 816-8429; Jeff ery Griffi  n; E-mail: jgriffi  n@
nobts.edu; www.nobts.edu

North Central University, T.J. Jones Information Resource Center, 910 Elliot Avenue South, 
Minneapolis, MN  55404-1391. (612) 343-4490; Fax: (612) 343-8069; Joy E. Jewett; E-mail: 
joy.jewett@northcentral.edu; www.northcentral.edu

North Park Th eological Seminary, Brandel Library, 3225 West Foster Avenue, Chicago, IL  60625. 
(773) 244-6239; Fax: (773) 244-4891; Norma S. Sutton; E-mail: nsutton@northpark.edu; 
www.northpark.edu

Northern Seminary, Brimson Grow Library, 680 East Butterfi eld Road, Lombard, IL  60148. (630) 620-
2115; Fax: (630) 620-2170; Blake Walter; E-mail: bwalter@seminary.edu; www.seminary.edu/bgl

Northwest Baptist Seminary, Powell Memorial Library, 4301 North Stevens, Tacoma, WA  98407. 
(253) 759-6104; Fax: (253) 759-3299; Clint Banz; E-mail: cbanz@nbs.edu; www.nbs.edu/
Home.htm

Notre Dame Seminary, Library, 2901 S. Carrollton Avenue, New Orleans, LA  70118. (504) 866-
7426, x 3700; Fax: (504) 866-6260; George Dansker; E-mail: librarian@nds.edu; www.nds.edu

Oblate School of Th eology, Donald E. O’Shaughnessy Library, 285 Oblate Drive, San Antonio, 
TX  78216-6693. (210) 341-1366; Fax: (210) 341-4519; Donald J. Joyce; E-mail: djoyce@ost.
edu; www.ost.edu

Olivet Nazarene University, Benner Library, One University Ave., Bourbonnais, IL  60914. (815) 939-
5211; Fax: (815) 939-5170; Pamela Greenlee; E-mail: pgreenle@olivet.edu; library.olivet.edu

Ora Byram Allison Memorial Library see Mid-America Baptist Th eological Seminary 
Oral Roberts University School of Th eology, P.O. Box 2187, Tulsa, OK  74171. (918) 495-6894; 

William Jernigan; E-mail: ddorries@oru.edu; oru.edu/university/library/
Palmer Th eological Seminary, Austen K. DeBlois Library, 6 Lancaster Avenue, Wynnewood, PA  

19096. (484) 384-2946; Melody Mazuk; E-mail: mazuk@eastern.edu; www.palmerseminary.edu
Paul Bechtold Library see Catholic Th eological Union 
Philadelphia Biblical University, Masland Learning Resource Center, 200 Manor Ave., Langhorne, 

PA  19047. (215) 702-4376; Fax: (215) 702-4374; Stephanie S. Kaceli; E-mail: stephaniekaceli@
pbu.edu; www.library.pbu.edu
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Phillips Th eological Seminary, Library, 901 North Mingo Road, Tulsa, OK  74116. (918) 270-6459; 
Fax: (918) 270-6490; Sandy Shapoval; E-mail: sandy.shapoval@ptstulsa.edu; www.ptstulsa.edu

Phoenix Seminary, Library, 4222 E. Th omas Road, Suite 100, Phoenix, AZ  85018. (602) 
850-8070, x 113; Fax: (602) 850-8085; Douglas R. Olbert; E-mail: drolbert@ps.edu; 
www.phoenixseminary.edu

Pitts Th eology Library, Emory University, 505 Kilgo Circle, Atlanta, GA  30322-2810. (404) 727-4166; 
Fax: (404) 727-1219; M. Patrick Graham; E-mail: libmpg@emory.edu; www.pitts.emory.edu

Pittsburgh Th eological Seminary, Cliff ord E. Barbour Library, 616 North Highland Avenue, 
Pittsburgh, PA  15206-2596. (412) 441-3304; Fax: (412) 362-2329; Sharon A. Taylor; E-mail: 
staylor@pts.edu; www.pts.edu

Pius XII Memorial Library see St. Louis University 
Pontifi cal College Josephinum, A.T. Wehrle Memorial Library, 7625 North High Street, Columbus, 

OH  43235-1498. (614) 885-5585; Fax: (614) 885-2307; Peter G. Veracka; E-mail: pveracka@
pcj.edu; www.pcj.edu

Powell Memorial Library see Northwest Baptist Seminary 
Presbyterian Historical Society, 425 Lombard Street, Philadelphia, PA  19147-1516. (215) 627-1852; 

Fax: (215) 627-0509; Margery N. Sly; E-mail: msly@history.pcusa.org; www.history.pcusa.org
Princeton Th eological Seminary, Speer Library, P.O. Box 111, Princeton, NJ  08542-0111. (609) 497-

7931; Fax: (609) 497-1826; Donald M. Vorp; E-mail: don.vorp@ptsem.edu; www.ptsem.edu
Providence College & Seminary, Library, Otterburne, MB Canada R0A 1G0. (204) 433-7488; Fax: 

(204) 433-7158; Terry Kennedy; E-mail: terry.kennedy@prov.ca; www.prov.ca/library
Queen’s Th eological College Library - Acquisitions/Serials, B100 Mackintosh-Corry Hall, Queen’s 

University Libraries, Kingston, ON Canada K7L 5C4. (613) 533-6000 ext. 74540; Fax: (613) 
533-6819; Jane Philipps; E-mail: Jane.Philipps@queensu.ca; library.queensu.ca

Reconstructionist Rabbinical College, Mordecai M. Kaplan Library, 1299 Church Rd., Wyncote, 
PA  19095. (215) 576-0800, x234; Fax: (215) 576-6143; Debbie Stern; E-mail: dstern@rrc.edu; 
www.rrc.edu

Redeemer Seminary, Library, 3838 Oak Lawn, Suite 200, Dallas, TX  75219. (214) 373-7688; 
Fax: (214) 373-0907; Steven Vanderhill; E-mail: svanderhill@redeemerseminary.org; www.
redeemerseminary.org

Reeves Library see Moravian Th eological Seminary 
Reformed Episcopal Seminary, Kuehner Memorial Library, 826 Second Ave., Blue Bell, PA  19422. 

(610) 292-9852; Fax: (610) 292-9853; Jonathan S. Riches; E-mail: jonathan.riches@reseminary.
edu; www.reseminary.edu

Reformed Presbyterian Th eological Seminary Library, 7418 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA  15208-2594. 
(412) 731-8690; Fax: (412) 731-4834; Th omas G. Reid; E-mail: treid@rpts.edu; www.rpts.edu

Reformed Th eological Seminary - Charlotte, NC, 2101 Carmel Road, Charlotte, NC  28173. (704) 
688-4230; Fax: (704) 336-9295; Kenneth J. McMullen; E-mail: kmcmullen@rts.edu

Reformed Th eological Seminary - Florida, 1231 Reformation Drive, Oviedo, FL  32765. (407) 366-
9493; Fax: (407) 366-9425; John Muether; E-mail: jmuether@rts.edu; www.rts.edu

Reformed Th eological Seminary - Jackson, MS, Library, 5422 Clinton Boulevard, Jackson, MS  
39209-3099. (601) 923-1615; Fax: (601) 923-1621; Kenneth R. Elliott; E-mail: kelliott@rts.
edu; www.rts.edu

Regent College, John Richard Allison Library, 5800 University Boulevard, Vancouver, BC Canada 
V6T 2E4. (604) 221-3340; Fax: (604) 224-3097; Joan Pries; E-mail: cderrenbacker@regent-
college.edu; www.regent-college.edu

Regent University, Library, 1000 Regent University Drive, Virginia Beach, VA  23464-9890. 
(757) 226-4184; Fax: (757) 226-4167; Robert J. Sivigny; E-mail: robesiv@regent.edu; 
www.regent.edu/lib
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Regis College, Regis College Library, 100 Wellesley Street West, Toronto, ON Canada M5S 2Z5. 
(416) 922-5474, x 233; Fax: (416) 922-2898; Teresa Helik; E-mail: teresa.helik@utoronto.ca; 
www.regiscollege.ca/library/

Reu Memorial Library see Wartburg Th eological Seminary 
Robert W. Woodruff  Library, Atlanta University Center, 111 James P. Brawley Drive, S.W., Atlanta, 

GA  30314. (404) 978-2068; Fax: (404) 577-5158; Brad Ost; E-mail: bost@auctr.edu; www.
auctr.edu

Roberts Wesleyan College - Northeastern Seminary, B. Th omas Golisano, 2301 Westside Drive, 
Rochester, NY  14624. (585) 594-6893; Fax: (585) 594-6543; Barry Hamilton; E-mail: 
hamilton_barry@roberts.edu; www.nes.edu

Rolfi ng Memorial Library see Trinity International University 
Rostad Library see Evangelical Th eological Seminary
Rupert & Pauline Richardson Library see Logsdon Seminary
Ryan Memorial Library see St. Charles Borromeo Seminary   
Sacred Heart School of Th eology, Leo Dehon Library, P.O. Box 429 - 7335 South Hwy. 100, Hales 

Corners, WI  53130-0429. (414) 425-8300; Fax: (414) 529-6992; Kathleen Harty; E-mail: 
kharty@shst.ed; www.shst.eduu

Saint John’s University, Alcuin Library, Box 2500, Collegeville, MN  56321. (320) 363-2579; 
Stefanie Weisgram; E-mail: sweisgram@csbsju.edu; www.csbsju.edu/

Saint Meinrad School of Th eology, Archabbey Library, 200 Hill Drive, St. Meinrad, IN  47577-
1011. (812) 357-6566; Fax: (812) 357-6398; Daniel Kolb; E-mail: dkolb@saintmeinrad.edu; 
www.saintmeinrad.edu

Salvation Army College for Offi  cer Training, 100-290 Vaughan St., Winnepeg, MB Canada R3B 
2L9. (204) 924-4890; Fax: (204) 924-4873; Michael Th iessen; E-mail: vingle@boothcollege.ca

Salzmann Library see St. Francis Seminary 
Samford University see Beeson Divinity School 
Saskatoon Th eological Union Libraries, c/o St. Andrew’s College, 1121 College Drive, Saskatoon, 

SK Canada S7N 0W3. (306) 966-8993; Fax: (306) 966-8981; Sarah Benson; E-mail: sarah.
benson@usask.ca; www.usask.ca/stu/library_stu/about/index.htm

Schalm Memorial Library see Taylor College and Seminary
Seabury-Western Th eological Seminary see Th e United Library, Garrett-Evangelical & Seabury-

Western Seminary 
Seattle University, A.A. Lemieux Library, 901 12th Street, Seattle, WA  98122-4340. (206) 296-

6209; Fax: (206) 296-2572; Mary L. Sepulveda; E-mail: mlinden@seattleu.edu; www.seattleu.
edu/admissions/gradad/progs/its.htm

Seminary of the Immaculate Conception, Library, 440 West Neck Road, Huntington, NY  11743. 
(631) 423-0483, x140; Fax: (631) 423-2346; Elyse B. Hayes; E-mail: ehayes@icseminary.edu; 
www.icseminary.edu

Seminary of the Southwest, an Episcopal Seminary (SSW), Harold & Patricia Booher Library, P.O. 
Box 2247, Austin, TX  78768-2247. (512) 478-5212; Fax: (512) 472-4620; Donald E. Keeney; 
E-mail: dkeeney@ssw.edu; www.ssw.edu

Seton Hall University see Monsignor James C. Turro Seminary Library 
Silcox Memorial Library see Huron University College 
Sioux Falls Seminary, Kaiser-Ramaker Library, 1525 South Grange Avenue, Sioux Falls, SD  57105-

1526. (605) 274-2733; Fax: (605) 335-9090; Richard Reitsma; E-mail: rreitsma@sfseminary.
edu; www.sfseminary.edu

Southeastern Baptist Th eological Seminary Library, 114 N. Wingate Street, Wake Forest, NC  
27587. (919) 761-2250; Fax: (919) 761-2150; Shawn C. Madden; E-mail: smadden@sebts.
edu; library.sebts.edu
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Southeastern University, Steelman Library, 1000 Longfellow Blvd., Lakeland, FL  33801. (863) 667-
5062; Fax: (863) 669-4160; Joanna Hause; E-mail: samkimo@hotmail.com; www.seuniversity.edu

Southern Baptist Th eological Seminary, James P. Boyce Centennial Library, 2825 Lexington Road, 
Louisville, KY  40280. (502) 897-4807; Fax: (502) 897-4600; Bruce L. Keisling; E-mail: 
bkeisling@sbts.edu; www.sbts.edu

Southern Methodist University see Bridwell Library 
Southwestern Baptist Th eological Seminary, A. Webb Roberts Library, Box 22490, Fort Worth, TX  

76122-0490. (817) 923-1921 x2770; Fax: (817) 921-8765; C. Berry Driver; E-mail: bdriver@
swbts.edu; www.swbts.edu

Spears Center for Pastoral Research Library see HealthCare Chaplaincy 
Speer Library see Princeton Th eological Seminary
Th e Spencer Library see United Th eological Seminary of the Twin Cities  
SS. Cyril and Methodius Seminary, Alumni Memorial Library, 3535 Indian Trail, Orchard 

Lake, MI  48324. (248) 683-0524; Fax: (248) 683-0526; Judy Edwards; E-mail: library@
orchardlakeschools.com; www.sscms.edu

St. Augustine’s Seminary, Library, 2661 Kingston Road, Scarborough, ON Canada M1M 1M3. (416) 
261-7207 x236; Barbara Geiger; E-mail: library_sas@rogers.com; www.staugustines.on.ca

St. Charles Borromeo Seminary, Ryan Memorial Library, 100 East Wynnewood Road, Wynnewood, 
PA 19096-3012. (610) 785-6280; Fax: (610) 664-7913; Cait Kokolus; E-mail: ckokolus@
adphila.org; www.scs.edu

St. Francis Seminary, Salzmann Library, 3257 South Lake Drive, St. Francis, WI  53235. (414) 747-
6478; Fax: (414) 747-6442; Kathy Frymark; E-mail: kfrymark@sfs.edu; www.sfs.edu

St. Jerome’s University, St Jerome’s University Library, 290 Westmount Rd. N., Waterloo, ON Canada 
N2L3G3. (519) 884-8111 ext.28271; Lorna Rourke; E-mail: lerourke@uwaterloo.ca; www.sju.ca

St. John Vianney Seminary, Cardinal Staff ord Library, 1300 South Steele Street, Denver, CO  
80210-2599. (303) 715-3192; Stephen V. Sweeney; E-mail: stephen.sweeney@archden.org; 
www.archden.org/library

St. John’s College Library, University of Manitoba, 92 Dysart Road, Winnipeg, MB Canada R3T 
2N2. (204) 474-6817/7134; Fax: (204) 261-0187; Lyle Ford; E-mail: ellis@ms.umanitoba.ca; 
www.umanitoba.ca/libraries/units/stjohns

St. Joseph’s Seminary, Dunwoodie, Corrigan Memorial Library, 201 Seminary Avenue, Yonkers, NY  
10704-1896. (914) 968-6200 x8256; Fax: (914) 968-8787; Monica Wood; E-mail: mwood@
corriganlibrary.org; stjoe.library.net

St. Louis University, Pius XII Memorial Library, 3650 Lindell, St. Louis, MO  63108. (314) 977-
3083; Fax: (314) 977-3108; Ron Crown; E-mail: crownrw@slu.edu; www.slu.edu

St. Mark’s College, Library, 5935 Iona Drive, Vancouver, BC Canada V6T 1J7. (604) 822-4463, x 
109; Cristina Drego; E-mail: library@stmarkscollege.ca

St. Mark’s Library see General Th eological Seminary 
St. Mary Seminary, Th e Bruening-Marotta Library, 28700 Euclid Avenue, Wickliff e, OH  44092-

2585. (440) 943-7665; Fax: (440) 585-3528; Alan K. Rome; E-mail: akrome@dioceseofcleveland.
org; www.stmarysem.edu

St. Mary’s Seminary & University, Knott Library, 5400 Roland Avenue, Baltimore, MD  21210-
1994. (410) 864-3621; Fax: (410) 435-8571; Th omas Raszewski; E-mail: traszewski@stmarys.
edu; www.stmarys.edu

St. Patrick’s Seminary, McKeon Memorial Library, 320 Middlefi eld Road, Menlo Park, CA  94025. 
(650) 323-5447; Fax: (650) 322-0997; Cecil R. White; E-mail: cecilrwhite@hotmail.com; www.
stpatricksseminary.org/
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St. Paul School of Th eology, Dana Dawson Library, 5123 Truman Road, Kansas City, MO  64127. 
(816) 245-4851; Fax: (816) 483-9605; Logan S. Wright; E-mail: lswright@spst.edu; www.spst.
edu/Academics/Library.htm

St. Paul Seminary - University of St. Th omas, Archbishop Ireland Memorial Library, 2260 Summit 
Avenue, St. Paul, MN  55105-1094. (651) 962-5450; Fax: (651) 962-5460; Curt Le May; E-
mail: nclemay@stthomas.edu; www.stthomas.edu/libraries/ireland

St. Paul University, Jean-Leon Allie Library, 223 Main Street, Ottawa, ON Canada K1S 1C4. (613) 236-
1393; Fax: (613) 751-4031; Andre Paris; E-mail: aparis@ustpaul.ca; allie.ustpaul.uottawa.ca/html/

St. Peter’s Seminary, A.P. Mahoney Library, 1040 Waterloo Street, N., London, ON Canada N6A 
3Y1. (519) 432-1824, x 245; Fax: (519) 439-5172; J. Claire Callaghan; E-mail: callagha@uwo.
ca; www.stpetersseminary.ca/seminary/index.htm

St. Th omas University, 16401 NW 37th, University Library, Miami Gardens, FL  33054. (305) 
628-6667; Fax: (305) 628-6666; Isabel Medina-Pascu; E-mail: imedina@stu.edu; www.stu.edu

St. Tikhon’s Orthodox Th eological Seminary, P.O. Box 130, South Canaan, PA  18459. (570) 937-
4411; Fax: (570) 937-3100; Sergei Arhipov; E-mail: sdarhipov@stots.edu; www.stots.edu

St. Vincent College, Archabbey Seminary Library, 300 Fraser Purchase Road, Latrobe, PA  15650-
2690. (724) 537-4553; Fax: (724) 537-4558; David Kelly; E-mail: david.kelly@email.stvincent.
edu; www.stvincent.edu

St. Vladimir’s Orthodox Th eological Seminary, Fr. Georges Florovsky Library, 575 Scarsdale Road, 
Crestwood, NY  10707. (914) 961-9175; Fax: (914) 961-4507; Eleana Silk; E-mail: esilk@aol.
com; www.svots.edu

Steelman Library see Southeastern University 
Stitt Library see Austin Presbyterian Th eological Seminary 
Swilley Library see Mercer University
T.J. Jones Information Resource Center see North Central University 
Taylor College and Seminary, Schalm Memorial Library, 11525-23 Avenue, Edmonton, AB Canada 

T6J 4T3. (780) 431-5236; Fax: (780) 988-9620; Wayne D. Wicks; E-mail: wayne.wicks@taylor-
edu.ca; www.taylor-edu.ca

Texas Christian University see Brite Divinity School Library  
Th eological College of the Canadian Reformed Churches, 110 West 27th Street, Hamilton, ON 

Canada L9C 5A1. (905) 575-3688; Fax: (905) 575-0799; Margaret Van Der Velde; E-mail: 
mvandervelde@seminary.canrc.org; www.theologicalcollege.ca

Th eology and Ministry Library of Boston College, 140 Commonwealth Avenue, Chestnut Hill, MA  
02467-3810. (617) 552-6540; Fax: (617) 552-6549; Esther Griswold; E-mail: griswole@bc.edu; 
www.bc.edu/libraries/collections/theology.html 

Trask Library see Andover Newton Th eological School
Trinity College see John W. Graham Library, Trinity College & Wycliff e College
Trinity Episcopal School for Ministry, Library, 311 Eleventh Street, Ambridge, PA  15003. (724) 

266-3838; Fax: (724) 266-4617; Susanah Hanson; E-mail: shanson@tesm.edu; www.tesm.edu
Trinity International University, Rolfi ng Memorial Library, 2065 Half Day Road, Deerfi eld, IL  

60015-1283. (847) 317-4000; Fax: (847) 317-4012; Rob Krapohl; E-mail: rkrapohl@tiu.edu; 
www.tiu.edu/library/

Trinity Lutheran Seminary, Hamma Library, 2199 East Main Street, Columbus, OH  43209-2334. 
(614) 235-4136; Fax: (614) 238-0263; Ray A. Olson; E-mail: rolson@trinitylutheranseminary.
edu; www.trinitylutheranseminary.edu

Turpin Library see Dallas Th eological Seminary 
Tyndale University College & Seminary, J. William Horsey Library, 25 Ballyconnor Court, Toronto, 

ON Canada M2M 4B3. (416) 226-6380; Fax: (416) 226-6746; Hugh Rendle; E-mail: hrendle@
tyndale.ca; www.tyndale.ca
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Unifi cation Th eological Seminary, UTS Library, 30 Seminary Drive, Barrytown, NY  12571. (845) 
752-3000 x232; Fax: (845) 752-3021; Keisuke Noda; E-mail: dpknoda@aol.com; www.uts.edu

Union Th eological Seminary & P.S.C.E., William Smith Morton Library, 3401 Brook Road, 
Richmond, VA  23227. (804) 278-4311; Fax: (804) 278-4375; Milton J. Coalter; E-mail: 
jcoalter@union-psce.edu; www.libraryunion-psce.edu

Union-PSCE at Charlotte, Everett Library, 1900 Selwyn Avenue, Charlotte, NC  28274. (704) 
337-2589; Fax: (704) 337-2517; David Mayo; E-mail: mayod@queens.edu; www.queens.edu/
library/

Th e United Library, Garrett-Evangelical & Seabury-Western Seminary, 2121 Sheridan Road, 
Evanston, IL  60201. (847) 866-3877; Fax: (847) 866-3957; Beth M. Sheppard; E-mail: beth.
sheppard@garrett.edu; www.garrett.edu/library/

United Th eological Seminary, Memorial Library, 4501 Denlinger Rd., Trotwood, OH  45426. 
(937) 529-2201 x3400; Fax: (937) 529-2246; Sarah D. Blair; E-mail: sblair@united.edu; library.
united.edu

United Th eological Seminary of the Twin Cities, Th e Spencer Library, 3000 Fifth Street, NW, 
New Brighton, MN  55112. (651) 633-4311; Fax: (651) 633-4315; Susan K. Ebbers; E-mail: 
sebbers@unitedseminary.edu; www.unitedseminary.edu

University of Chicago, University of Chicago Library, 1100 E. 57th Street, Chicago, IL  60637. 
(773) 702-8442; Fax: (773) 702-6623; Beth Bidlack; E-mail: bbidlack@uchicago.edu; www.lib.
uchicago.edu

University of Dubuque, Charles C. Myers Library, 2000 University Avenue, Dubuque, IA  52001. 
(563) 589-3100; Mary Anne Knefel; E-mail: mknefel@dbq.edu; www.dbq.edu/library

University of Manitoba see St. John’s College Library 
University of Notre Dame, Hesburgh Library, Collection Development Department, Notre Dame, 

IN  46556. (574) 631-6663; Fax: (574) 631-6772; Alan D. Krieger; E-mail: krieger.1@nd.edu; 
graduateschool.nd.edu/html/programs/theology.html

University of St. Mary of the Lake, Feehan Memorial Library, 1000 East Maple Avenue, Mundelein, 
IL  60060. (847) 970-4833; Fax: (847) 566-5229; Lorraine H. Olley; E-mail: lolley@usml.edu; 
www.usml.edu

University of St. Michael’s College, John M. Kelly Library, 113 St. Joseph Street, Toronto, ON 
Canada M5S 1J4. (416) 926-7114; Fax: (416) 926-7262; Noel S. McFerran; E-mail: noel.
mcferran@utoronto.ca; www.utoronto.ca/stmikes/

University of St. Th omas see St. Paul Seminary - University of St. Th omas, Archbishop Ireland 
Memorial Library

University of St. Th omas Graduate School of Th eology, Cardinal Beran Library, 9845 Memorial 
Drive, Houston, TX  77024-3407. (713) 686-4345; Fax: (713) 681-7550; Laura P. Olejnik; E-
mail: olejnik@stthom.edu; www.stthom.edu/stmary

University of the South Library/School of Th eology, 735 University Avenue, Sewanee, TN  37383-
1000. (931) 598-1267; Fax: (931) 598-1702; James W. Dunkly; E-mail: jdunkly@sewanee.edu; 
www.sewanee.edu

Vancouver School of Th eology, VST Library, 6000 Iona Drive, Vancouver, BC Canada V6T 1L4. 
(604) 822-9427; Fax: (604) 822-9212; Gillian McLeod; E-mail: gmcleod@vst.edu; www.vst.edu

Vanderbilt University, Divinity Library, 419 21st Avenue, South, Nashville, TN  37240-0007. (615) 
322-2865; Fax: (615) 343-2918; William J. Hook; E-mail: bill.hook@vanderbilt.edu; divinity.
library.vanderbilt.edu/

Vaughan Memorial Library see Acadia University 
Victoria University, (Emmanuel College) Library, 71 Queen’s Park Crescent East, Toronto, ON 

Canada M5S 1K7. (416) 585-4472; Fax: (416) 585-4591; Robert C. Brandeis; E-mail: robert.
brandeis@utoronto.ca; vicu.utoronto.ca/emmanuel/
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Virginia Th eological Seminary, Bishop Payne Library, 3737 Seminary Road, Alexandria, VA  22304. 
(703) 461-1731; Fax: (703) 370-0935; Mitzi J. Budde; E-mail: mjbudde@vts.edu; www.vts.
edu/library/welcome

Walther Library see Concordia Th eological Seminary 
Wake Forest University, Z. Smith Reynolds Library, Box 7777, Winston-Salem, NC  27109. (336) 

758-5755; Fax: (336) 758-5605; Megan Mulder; E-mail: snowse@wfu.edu; www.wfu.edu
Wartburg Th eological Seminary, Reu Memorial Library, P.O. Box 5004 - 333 Wartburg Place, 

Dubuque, IA  52004-5004. (563) 589-0267; Fax: (563) 589-0333; Susan Ebertz; E-mail: 
sebertz@wartburgseminary.edu; www.wartburgseminary.edu

Washington Th eological Union, Th e Library, 6896 Laurel Street, N.W., Washington, DC  20012-
2016. (202) 541-5208; Fax: (202) 726-1716; Alexander Moyer; E-mail: moyer@wtu.edu; www.
wtu.edu

Wesley Biblical Seminary, Library, 787 E. Northside Drive, Jackson, MS  39206. (601) 366-8880, 
x120; Fax: (601) 366-8832; Dan Burnett; E-mail: dburnett@wbs.edu; www.wbs.edu

Wesley Th eological Seminary, Th e Library, 4500 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC  
20016-5696. (202) 885-8690; Fax: (202) 885-8691; D. William Faupel; E-mail: bfaupel@
wesleyseminary.edu; www.wesleyseminary.edu

Western Seminary, Cline-Tunnell Library, 5511 S.E. Hawthorne Boulevard, Portland, OR  97215. 
(503) 517-1838; Fax: (503) 517-1801; Robert Krupp; E-mail: rakrupp@westernseminary.edu; 
www.westernseminary.edu

Western Th eological Seminary, Beardslee Library, 101 East 13th Street, Holland, MI  49423-3696. 
(616) 392-8555; Fax: (616) 392-8889; Paul M. Smith; E-mail: paul.smith@westernsem.edu; 
www.westernsem.org

Westminster Th eological Seminary, Library, 1725 Bear Valley Parkway, Escondido, CA  92027-4128. 
(760) 480-8474; Fax: (760) 480-0252; John Bales; E-mail: jbales@wscal.edu; www.wscal.edu

Westminster Th eological Seminary, Montgomery Library, Box 27009, Philadelphia, PA  19118. 
(215) 572-3823; Fax: (215) 887-5404; Alexander Finlayson; E-mail: sfi nlayson@wts.edu; www.
wts.edu/library

Wheaton College, Buswell Memorial Library, 501 College Avenue, Wheaton, IL  60187. (630) 
752-5101; Fax: (630) 752-8555; Lisa Richmond; E-mail: lisa.t.richmond@wheaton.edu; www.
wheaton.edu

Wilfrid Laurier University/Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, Library, LP29309, 75 University Avenue 
West, Waterloo, ON Canada N2L 3C5. (519) 884-0719, x 3419; Fax: (519) 884-8023; Diane 
E. Peters; E-mail: dpeters@wlu.ca; info.wlu.ca/~wwwsem/

William Broadhurst Library see Nazarene Th eological Seminary
William Smith Morton Library see Union Th eological Seminary & P.S.C.E.  
Winebrenner Th eological Seminary Library, 950 N. Main Street, Findlay, OH  45840. (419) 

434-4260; Fax: (419) 434-4267; Margaret Hirschy; E-mail: library@winebrenner.edu; www.
winebrenner.edu

Woodstock Th eological Center Library, Georgetown University, G.U. Box 571170, Washington, 
DC  20057-1170. (202) 687-7473; Paul Osmanski; E-mail: osmanskp@georgetown.edu www.
georgetown.edu/users/jlh3/lib.htm

Wycliff e College see John W. Graham Library, Trinity College & Wycliff e College
Yale University Divinity School Library, 409 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT  06510. (203) 432-

5290; Fax: (203) 432-3906; Paul F. Stuehrenberg; E-mail: paul.stuehrenberg@yale.edu; www.
library.yale.edu/div/

Z. Smith Reynolds Library see Wake Forest University 
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Alliance Bible Seminary, Wu Mo Tak Memorial Library, 22 Peak Rd., Cheung Chau, Hong Kong,    
China-SAR. (852) 2981-0345; Fax: (852) 2981-9777; Judy L. Tien; jtien@abs.edu; www.abs.edu

Bibliothek der Th eologischen - Hochschule Friedensau, Ahornstraße 3, 39291, Friedensau, Sachsen-
Anhalt Germany. 011 49 3921 916-147; Fax: 011 49 3921 916-159; Ralph Koehler; E-mail: 
Ralph.Koehler@Th H-Friedensau.de; www.Th H-Friedensau.de

Bibliotheek Th eologische Universiteit, Broederweg 15, Kampen, 8261 GS Netherlands. 31 38 
4471720; Fax: 31 38 4471711; G.D. Harmanny; bibliotheek@tukampen.nl; www.tukampen.
nl/bibliotheek

China Graduate School of Th eology, CGST Library, 5 Devon Road, Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong,    
China-SAR. 852-27946799; Fax: 852-27946790; Catherina Cheng; catherina.cheng@cgst.edu; 
www.cgst.edu/library

Evangelische Th eologische Faculteit, St. Jansbergsesteenweg 95/97, Leuven, B-3001 Belgium. 
32(0)16200895; Fax: 32(0)16200943; Marjorie Webber; library@etf.edu; www.etf.edu

Faculty of Humanities, Tilburg Ulniversity Library, Warandelaan 2, Tilburg, 5000 LE Netherlands. 
+31134662458; T.J.M. van Aanholt; trees.vanaanholt@uvt.nl; www.tilburguniversity.nl/services/
lis/collections/humanities/

Franciscan Friars of the Atonement, Centro Pro Unione, Via S. Maria Dell’Anima, 30, Rome,   
00186 Italy. 39-0616879552; Fax: 39-06168133668; Loredana Nepi; loredana@pro.urbe.it; 
www.prounione.urbe.it

Katholieke Universiteit te Leuven/Faculty of Th eol., Bibliotheek Godgeleerdheid - [VAT BE 
41905217], St. Michielstraat 2-6, Leuven, B-3000, Belgium. 32-16-283813; Fax: 32-16-
283862; Etienne D’Hondt; etienne.dhondt@theo.kuleuven.be; www.kuleuven.be

North American College, Library, 00120, Vatican City, Europe. 3906-684-93-842; Fax: 3906-686-
7561; Rebecca Abel; rabel@pnac.org; www.pnac.org

Protestant Th eological Faculty, Charles University in Prague, Cerna 9/646 - P.O. Box 529, Prague 1,   
CZ-115 55 Czech Republic. (0420 2) 21988105; Fax: (0420 2) 21988215; Barbora Drobikova; 
barbora@etf.cuni.cz; www.etf.cuni.cz/~library/

Singapore Bible College, 9-15 Adam Road, Singapore,    Singapore. (65) 6559-1540; Fax: (65) 
6559-1550; Jan Shen; jan@sbc.edu.sg; www.sbc.edu.sg

St. Willibrordsabdij Library, 7004 Jl Doetinchem, Slangenburg, Doetinchem, Netherlands. 0315-
298268; Fax: 0315-298798; Dom G. Helwig; info@willibrords-abbey.nl; www.willibrords-abbey.nl

Th e Library at Queen’s, 10 College Park, Belfast, N. Ireland  BT7 1LP United Kingdom. 01232 
273604; Fax: 01232 323340; Deirdre Wildy; d.wildy@qub.ac.uk; www.qub.ac.uk

Trinity Th eological College, 490 Upper Bukit Timah Road, Singapore, 678093 Singapore.  Michael 
C. Mukunthan; mike@ttc.edu.sg; www.ttc.edu.sg

Tyndale Th eological Seminary-Tyndale Library, Egelantierstraat 1, 1171 JM, Badhoevedorp,    
Netherlands. 31 20 659 64 55; Fax: 31 20 659 8303; Shirley Baldwin; library@tyndale.nl; www.
tyndale-europe.edu

World Council of Churches Library, 150, Route De Ferney, P.O. Box 2100/CH-1211, Geneva,   2 
Switzerland. 4122-7916278; Andreas Waldvogel; library@wcc-coe.org; www.wcc-coe.org

Yu-Shan Th eological Seminary Library, 28 Chih-Nan Road, Sec. 1, Shou-Feng, Hualien 974 
Taiwan. 03-864-1101; Fax: 03-864-1007; David W. Chen; yushanth@yushanth.org.tw; www.
yushanth.org.tw
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Anna Maria College, Mondor-Eagen Library, 50 Sunset Lane, Paxton, MA 01612. (508) 849-3405; 
Ruth Pyne; E-mail: rpyne@annamaria.edu; www.annamaria.edu

B.H. Carroll Th eological Institute, 120 East Abram Street, Arlington, TX 76010. (817) 274-4284; 
Don Day; E-mail: dday@bhcti.org

Baptist College of Florida, Ida J. MacMillan Library, 5400 College Drive, Graceville, FL 32440-1898. 
(850) 263-9049; Fax: (850) 263-5704; John E. Shaff ett; E-mail: jeshaff ett@baptistcollege.edu

Blessed Edmund Rice School for Pastoral Ministry, Anne Nevins Diocesan Library, 10299 SW Peace 
River St., Acadia, FL 34269. (941) 766-7334; Jerry Fraser; E-mail: ricenevinslib@nut-n-but.net; 
www.riceschool.org

Canisius College, Library, 2001 Main Street, Buff alo, NY 14208. (716) 888-2937; Barbara Boehnke; 
E-mail: boehnkeb@canisius.edu; www.canisius.edu

CESNA Library, 1520 W. Cameron Ave. Suite 275, West Covina, CA 91790. (626) 917-9482 ext. 
222; Fax: (626) 851-1371; Tiff any Hou; E-mail: tiff anyh@cesnac.org; ww.cesnac.org

Th e Christian and Missionary Alliance National Archives, 8595 Explorer Drive, PO Box 35,000, 
Colorado Springs, CO 80920. (719) 599-5999; Jenn Whiteman; E-mail: archives@cmalliance.org; 
www.cmalliance.org

City Seminary of Sacramento, 2020 Sixteenth Avenue, Sacramento, CA 95822. (916) 341-4168; 
Wayne C. Johnson; E-mail: annuity@cityseminary.org; www.cityseminary.org

Colorado Christian University, Clifton Fowler Library, 8787 W. Alameda Avenue, Lakewood, 
CO 80226. (303) 963-3254; Gayle Gunderson; E-mail: ggunderson@ccu.edu; www.ccu.edu/
library

Faith Th eological Seminary, 529 Walker Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21212. (410) 592-9882; Mary K. 
Finnegan; E-mail: fts@faiththeological.org

Friends Historical Library of Swarthmore College, 500 College Avenue, Swarthmore, PA 
19081-1399. (610) 328-8552; Barbara E. Addison; E-mail: baddiso1@swarthmore.edu; www.
swarthmore.edu/Library/friends

Graduate Th eological Foundation, Dodge House, 415 Lincoln Way East, Mishawaka, IN 46544. 
(800) 423-5983; John H. Morgan; E-mail: president@gtfeducation.org; www.gtfeducation.org

Heritage Christian University, Overton Memorial Library, P.O. Box HCU, Florence, AL 35630. 
(256) 766-6610; Jamie Cox; E-mail: jcox@hcu.edu

Hong Kong Baptist University Library, 34 Renfrew Road, Kowloon Tong,  Hong Kong . 852-2339-
7965; Wing Yan Woo; E-mail: wing_woo@hkbu.edu.hk; www.hkbu.edu.hk/lib/

Hope International University, 2500 E. Nutwood Avenue, Fullerton, CA 92831-3104. (714) 879-
3901 x 1212; Fax: (714) 879-1041; Robin R. Hartman; E-mail: rhartman@hiu.edu

Institute of Lutheran Th eology, 910 4th Street, Brookings, SD 57006. (605) 692-9337; Fax: (605) 
692-1460; Rev. Douglas Morton; E-mail: dmorton@instituteofl utherantheology.org; www.
institueofl utherantheology.org

Interchurch Center, Ecumenical Library, 475 Riverside Drive, Room 900, New York, NY 10115. 
(212) 870-3804; Tracey Del Duca; E-mail: tdelduca@interchurch-center.org

JLF University, Virtual Library, 8910 Miramar Pkwy #305, Miramar, FL 33025. (954) 436-4738; 
Joseph Lafortune; E-mail: healthstudies2000@yahoo.com

John Leland Center for Th eological Studies, Alma Hunt Th eological Library, 405 N. Washington 
St Suite 200, Falls Church, VA 22046. (703) 812-4757; Jennifer Foucher; E-mail: librarian@
leland.edu; johnlelandcenter.edu

Korean Bible Society, Inform. Res. Ctr. for Biblical Studies, 1365-16, Seocho 2-Dong, Seocho-ku, 
Seoul, South Korea 137-072. Park Jin Hee; E-mail: jhpark@bskorea.or.kr
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Lourdes College, Duns Scotus Library, 6832 Convent Blvd., Sylvania, OH 43560. (419) 824-3762; 
Fax: (419) 824-3511; Sister Sandra Rutkowski; E-mail: srutkowski@lourdes.edu

Mars Hill Graduate School, 2501 Elliott Ave., Seattle, WA 98121. (206) 876-6119; Fax: (206) 876-
6193; Cheryl M. Goodwin; E-mail: cgoodwin@mhgs.edu; www.mhgs.edu

Midwest University, 851 Parr Road, Wentzville, MO 63385. (636) 327-4645; Fax: ; James Song; 
E-mail: librarian@midwest.edu; www.midwest.edu

New Life Th eological Seminary, P.O. Box 790106, Charlotte, NC  28206. (704) 334-6882 Fax: 
(704) 334-6885; Virginia Faye Taylor; E-mail: fayeinhaiti@hotmail.com

Northland Baptist Bible College Library, W9898 Pike Plains Road, Dunbar, WI 54119. (715) 
324-6900, x5502; Fax: (715) 324-6133; Van Carpenter; E-mail: van.carpenter@ni.edu; 
libcat.ni.edu; www.ni.edu

Northwestern College, Berntsen Library, 3003 Snelling Avenue North, St. Paul, MN 55112. (651) 
631-5343; Ruth A. McGuire; E-mail: ramcguire@nwc.edu; www.nwc.edu

Ohio Dominican University, Spangler Library, 1216 Sunbury Road, Columbus, OH 43219. (614) 
251-4737; James E. Layden; E-mail: laydenj@ohiodominican.edu; www.ohiodominican.edu

Pacifi c Rim Bible College, 290 Sand Island Access Road, Honolulu, HI 96819. 808-853-1040; 
Carrie Young; E-mail: carriey@prbc-hawaii.edu; www.prbc-hawaii.edu

Rio Verde University, 3214 North University Avenue, Unit #435, Provo, UT 84604. (801) 607-
5025; Moishe Leone Cordoba; E-mail: rvuedu@hotmail.com; www.rioverdeuniversity.org

Salvation Army, Crestmont College Library, 30840 Hawthorne Blvd., Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 
90275. (310) 544-6475; Misty Jesse; E-mail: misty.jesse@usw.salvationarmy.org

Th e Salvation Army, Booth College Library, PO Box 63, Bexley North, NSW Australia 2207. (02) 
9502-0419; Th e Librarian; E-mail: boothcollege.library@aue.salvationarmy.org

School of Urban Missions, 735 105th Avenue, Oakland, CA 94603. (888) 567-6174; Ken Searle; 
E-mail: ksearle@sum.edu

Shepherds Th eological Seminary, 6051 Tryon Road, Cary, NC 27511. (919) 573-1552; Samuel 
C. Winchester; E-mail: swinchester@shepherdsseminary.org; weblibrary.shepherdsseminary.org/
opac/shepherds/

Smeltzer-Bell Research Center, Pelletier Library, Allegheny College, Meadville, PA 16335. (814) 337-
5007; William L. Waybright; E-mail: uma@allegheny.edu; www.allegheny.edu/resources/library

Southeast Pastoral Institute, 7700 SW 56 Street, Miami, FL 33155. (305) 279-2333; Phillip M. 
O’neill; E-mail: sepimiami@aol.com; www.sepimiami.org

Southeastern Bible College, Gannett-Estes Library, 2545 Valleydale Road, Birmingham, AL 35244-
2083. (205) 970-9221; Fax: (205) 970-9207; Mr. Paul A. Roberts; E-mail: proberts@sebc.edu; 
www.sebc.edu

St. Francis Retreat Center, Pastoral Resource Center, 703 E. Main Street, DeWitt, MI 48820-9404. 
(517) 669-8321 ext. 37; Terry Feuka; E-mail: 

St. Michael’s College Library, Box L, One Winooski Park, Colchester, VT 05439. Laura Crain; E-
mail: lcrain@smcvt.edu; www.smcvt.edu/library/

St. Vincent de Paul Regional Seminary Library, 10701 South Military Trail, Boynton Beach, 
FL 33436. 561-732-4424; Fax: 561-737-2205; Arthur Quinn; E-mail: aquinn@svdp.edu; 
www.svdp.edu; www.svdp.edu

Taylor University, Zondervan Library, 236 W. Reade Avenue, Upland, IN 46989. Daniel Bowell; 
E-mail: dnbowell@taylor.edu; www.tayloru.edu

Th eosophical Society in America, Henry S. Olcott Memorial Library, PO Box 270-1926 North 
Main Street, Wheaton, IL 60187-0270. (630) 668-1571, x305; Marina Maestas; E-mail: 
library@theosophical.org; www.theosophical.org
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Toccoa Falls College, Seby Jones Library, PO Box 800 749-325 Chapel Drive, Toccoa Falls, GA 30598. 
(706) 886-6831 ext. 5337; Sara A. Dodge; E-mail: sdodge@tfc.edu; www.tfc.edu/library

Unity School of Christianity, Unity Library, 1901 NW Blue Parkway, Unity Village, MO 64065. 
(816) 251-3503; Linda Bray; E-mail: braylm@unityonline.org

University of Sacramento, 1531 I Street, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95814. (916) 443-4760; Alev 
Akman; E-mail: info@universityofsacramento.org

Urshan Graduate School of Th eology, Library, 704 Howdershell Road, Florissant, MO 63031. 
(314)838-8858 (1)5201; Fax: (314)921-9203; Gerald L. Truman; E-mail: gtruman@ugst.org; 
www.ugst.org

Virginia Wesleyan College, 1584 Wesleyan Dr., Norfolk, VA 23502. (757) 455-3220; Jan Pace; 
E-mail: jpace@vwc.edu

Washington Baptist College and Seminary, 4302 Evergreen Lane, Annandale, VA 22003. (703) 
333-5904; Jei Whan Lee; E-mail: jwlee@wbcs.edu; www.wbcs.edu

William and Catherine Booth College, Suite 300, 290 Vaughan Street, Winnipeg, MB Canada R3B 
2L9. (204) 924-4857; Meagan Morash; E-mail: mmorash@boothcollege.ca

William Carey International University, Latourette Library, 1539 E. Howard, Pasadena, CA 91104-
2698. (626) 398-2156; Laura Raab; E-mail: library@wciu.edu; www.wciu.edu

William Jessup University Library, 333 Sunset Blvd., Rocklin, CA 95765. (916) 577-2292; Kevin 
Pischke; E-mail: kpischke@jessup.edu; www.jessup.edu
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Contact information as of 11/24/09. For the most current information, see the directories at http://community.atla.com.

Affi  liate Members—Organizations and Businesses

Abingdon Press, 201 Eighth Ave., South, PO Box 801, Nashville, TN  37202. (615) 749-6290; Fax: 
(615) 749-6061; Ashley Miller; acmiller@abingdonpress.com; www.abingdonpress.com

Adam Matthew Publications, Pelham Hoe, London Road, Marlborough, Wiltshire  SN8 2AA 
United Kingdom. 44-0-1672 511921; Fax: 44-0-1672-511663; William Pidduck; bill@ampltd.
co.uk; www.ampltd.co.uk

Alexander Street Press, 3212 Duke Street - Suite 100, Alexandria, VA  22314. (703) 212-8520 ext. 
116; Meg Keller; mkeller@alexanderstreet.com.; www.alexanderstreet.com

Association of Th eological Schools, 10 Summit Park Drive, Pittsburgh, PA  15275-1103. (412) 788-
6505; Fax: (412) 788-6510; Daniel Aleshire; miller@ats.edu; www.ats.edu

Baylor University Press, One Bear Place #97363, Waco, TX  76798-7363. (254) 710-4800; Fax: 
(254) 710-3440; Jennifer Hannah; jennifer_hannah@baylor.edu; www.baylorpress.com

Bibliolife, 33 Cannon Street, Suite 101, Charleston, SC  29403. 843-408-2303; Mitchell Davis; 
mitchell@bibliolife.com 

Books for Libraries, Inc., 28064 Avenue Stanford Unit L, Santa Clarita, CA  91355. (800) 321-
5596; James F. Stitzinger; jstitz@pacbell.net; http://booksforlibraries.com

Brill Academic Publishers, Inc., 112 Water Street, Suite 601, Boston, MA  02109. (617) 263-2323; 
Fax: (617) 263-2324; Steve Dane; sdane@brilla.com; www.brill.nl

Casalini Libri, 2104 Hockley Dr., Hingham, MA  02043. 781-740-8355; Fax: ; Kathryn Paoletti; 
kpaoletti@casalini.it; www.casalini.it

Congregational Resource Guide, Th e Alban Institute, 2121 Cooperative Way, Suite 100, Herndon, 
VA  20171. (703) 964-2700 x 277; Fax: (703) 964-0370; Claudia Greer; cgreer@alban.org; 
www.congregationalresources.org

Cummins Memorial Th eological Seminary, 705 South Main Street, Summerville, SC  29483. (843) 
873-3451; Fax: (843) 875-6200; Alfredia D. Doiley; ADoiley@sc.rr.com 

Editorial Verbo Divino, Avda. Pamplona, 41, Estella, Navarre  31200 Spain. +34.948.5565.11; Fax: 
+34.948.5545.06; Adam P. Richter; adam@verbodivino.es; www.verbodivino.es

Gage Postal Books, PO Box 105, Westcliff -on-Sea, Essex  SS0 8EQ United Kingdom. 01702 
715133; Fax: 01702 715133; Simon Routh; gagebooks@clara.net; www.gagebooks.com

InterVarsity Press, 430 East Plaza Drive, Westmont, IL  60559. (630) 734-4018; Fax: (630) 734-
4200; Kristie Berglund; kberglund@ivpress.com; www.ivpress.com

Liturgical Press, c/o St. John’s Abbey, P.O. Box 7500, Collegeville, MN  56321. (320) 363-2227; 
Fax: (320) 363-3278; Michelle Verkuilen; mverkuilen@osb.org; www.litpress.org

Loome Th eological Booksellers, 320 Fourth Street North, , Stillwater, MN  55082. (612) 430-1092; 
Christopher Hagen; books@loomebooks.com; www.loomebooks.com

Salt Lake Th eological Seminary, SLTS Library, P.O. Box 2096 - 699 East South Temple, Salt Lake 
City, UT  84110-2096. (801) 581-1900; Fax: (801) 521-6276; James L. Wakefi eld; jwakefi eld@
slts.edu; www.slts.edu

Society of Biblical Literature, 825 Hoton Mill Road, Suite 350, Atlanta, GA  30329. (404) 727-3038; 
Fax: (404) 727-3101; Kent H. Richards; kent.richards@sbl-site.org; www.sbl-site.org

Spanish Publishing Services, 4343 N. Clarendon, #1002, Chicago, IL  60613-1578. (773) 878-
2117; Tomas Bissonnette; servicioseditoriales@juno.com 

Swedenborg Foundation, 320 North Church St., West Chester, PA  19380. (610) 430-3222, x 12; Fax: 
(610) 430-7982; Stephanie Ford; director@swedenborg.com; www.swedenborg.com

Th e Pilgrim Press, 700 Prospect, Cleveland, OH  44115. (216) 736-3759; Timothy G. Staveteig; 
stavetet@ucc.org; www.pilgrimpress.com

Th e Scholar’s Choice, 1260 Sibley Tower, Rochester, NY  14604. Tom Prins; tom@scholarschoice.
com; www.scholarschoice.com
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Th eological Book Network, 3529 Patterson Avenue, SE, Grand Rapids, MI  49512. (616) 
532-3890; Fax: (616) 237-5967; Kurt Berends; kurt@theologicalbooknetwork.org; www.
theologicalbooknetwork.org

TREN - Th eological Research Exchange Network, PO Box 30183, Portland, OR  97294-3183.  
Robert W. Jones; rwjones@tren.com; www.tren.com

USAMadrid Books, P.O. Box 4825, Chicago, Illinois  60680-4825. 312-404-3274; Fax: 480-287-
9562; Pilar Pardo; pilarpardo9@yahoo.es; www.usamadrid.com

Westminster John Knox Press, 100 Witherspoon Street, , Louisville, KY  40202-1396. (502) 569-
5514; Fax: (502) 569-5113; Michele Blum; mblum@presbypub.com; www.wjkbooks.com

Windows Booksellers/WIPF & Stock Publishers, 199 West 8th Avenue, Suite 1, Eugene, OR  97401. 
(541) 485-0014; Katrina Stewart; katrina@theologybooks.com; www.theologybooks.com
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Appendix XI: Association Bylaws

Article 1. Membership
1.1 Classes of Membership. Th e Association shall have six (6) classes of membership: 

institutional, international institutional, affi  liate, individual, student, and lifetime.
1.2 Institutional Members. Libraries of institutions which wish to support the mission and 

purposes of the Association shall be eligible to apply for institutional membership if they meet 
one of the following criteria:

Institutions holding accredited membership in the Association of Th eological 
Schools in the United States and Canada;
Institutions accredited regionally*, that are engaged in graduate theological educa-
tion or religious studies primarily beyond the undergraduate level;
Regionally accredited universities* with religious studies programs that also have a 
librarian or subject bibliographer in the area of religion;
Non-degree granting organizations maintaining collections primarily of theological, 
religious, or ecclesiastical research material.

Applications for institutional membership from institutions which do not fi t into one of 
these four categories may be referred to the Board of Directors, which may approve membership 
status in cases where these criteria are judged by the Board to be inappropriate.

Institutional members are entitled to attend meetings of the Association, to vote in 
Association voting matters, to participate in Association programs, and to receive those 
publications of the Association that are distributed to the membership. An institutional 
member may send one (1) offi  cial delegate to meetings of the Association to represent its 
interests in the aff airs of the association and to cast its vote in Association voting matters, and 
may send other representatives as desired. An institutional member shall designate its offi  cial 
delegate in writing to the Association as needed.

1.3 International Institutional Members. Th eological libraries and organizations outside of 
the United States and Canada that wish to support the mission and purposes of the Association 
may apply for international institutional membership if they meet one of the following 
criteria:

are engaged in professional theological education;
have graduate religious studies programs that also have a professional librarian or 
subject bibliographer in the area of religion/theology;
are non-degree granting organizations maintaining collections primarily of theo-
logical, religious or ecclesiastical research materials.

International institutional members are eligible for the same benefi ts as institutional 
members with the exception that international institutional members are not eligible to 
appoint institutional representatives to the meetings of the Association and are not entitled 
to vote. International theological libraries and organizations that are eligible as international 
institutional members are not eligible for any other membership class. Membership as an 
ATLA international institutional member establishes only that the institution supports the 
mission and purposes of the Association.

a)

b)

c)

d)

a)
b)

c)
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1.4 Affi  liate Members. Organizations that do not qualify for regular institutional or 
international institutional Association membership, but are supportive of theological 
librarianship and the purposes and work of the Association shall be eligible to apply for affi  liate 
membership in the Association. Affi  liate members are not eligible to appoint institutional 
representatives to the annual meetings of the Association and are not entitled to vote. Dues 
for affi  liate membership are equal to the lowest established amount for full institutional 
members.

1.5 Individual Members. Any person who is engaged in professional library or bibliographic 
work in theological or religious fi elds, or who has an interest in the literature of religion, 
theological librarianship, and the purposes and work of the Association shall be eligible to 
apply for individual membership in the Association. Individual members are entitled to attend 
meetings of the Association, to vote in Association voting matters, to serve as directors or as 
members or chairpersons of the Association’s committees or interest groups, and to receive 
those publications of the Association that are distributed to the membership.

1.6 Student Members. Any student enrolled in a graduate library school program or a graduate 
theological or religious studies program who is carrying a half-time class load or greater shall 
be eligible to apply for student membership in the Association. A person engaged in full-time 
employment in a library or elsewhere shall not be eligible to apply for student membership 
in the Association. Student members are entitled to attend meetings of the Association, to 
be members of interest groups, and to receive those publications of the Association that are 
distributed to the membership, but are not entitled to vote.

1.7 Lifetime Members. Lifetime members are individual members who have all the rights 
and privileges of individual membership and who are exempt from paying dues. Th ere are two 
ways to become a lifetime member:

Any person who has paid dues for at least ten (10) consecutive years of individual 
membership in the Association immediately preceding his/her retirement may be-
come a lifetime member of the Association.
Any person who has made an outstanding contribution to the advancement of the 
work of the Association may be nominated by the Board of Directors and be elected 
a lifetime member of the Association by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the membership 
at any annual meeting of the Association.

1.8 Approval. Th e Board of Directors shall establish how applications for membership 
are approved and how institutions and individuals are received into membership in the 
Association.

1.9 Dues. Th e Board of Directors shall establish the annual dues for individual, student, 
institutional, international institutional, and affi  liate members of the Association, subject 
to the ratifi cation of the members at the next following annual or special meeting of the 
Association.

1.10 Suspension. Members failing to pay their annual dues within ninety (90) calendar days 
of the beginning of the Association’s fi scal year shall be automatically suspended and shall lose 
all rights, including voting rights. A member thus suspended may be reinstated by payment of 
that member’s unpaid dues before the end of the fi scal year in which the suspension occurred, 
which reinstatement shall be eff ective when payment is received by the Association. Members 

a)

b)
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may be suspended for other causes by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Board of Directors and 
may be reinstated by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Board.

*Regional Accreditation agencies referred to in clause 1.2b:

Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA)
New England Association of Schools and Colleges Commission on Institutions of Higher 
Education (HEASC-CIHE)
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Institutions of Higher 
Education (NCA)
Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges Commission on Colleges
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACS)
Western Association of Schools and Colleges Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges 
and Universities (WASC-Sr.)
or the equivalent in Canadian jurisdictions.

Article 2. Membership Meetings
2.1 Annual Meetings. Th e association shall hold an annual meeting of the membership in 

April, May, June, July, or August of each year for the purpose of transacting business coming 
before the association. Th e board of directors shall set the place, time, and date, which shall, 
normally, be in June, of each annual meeting. If the date of the annual meeting is set prior to 
or after the month of June, the timetable for the nomination and election of directors, as set 
forth in these bylaws, shall be adjusted accordingly.

2.2 Special Meetings. Special meetings of the association may be called at the discretion 
of the board of directors. All members of the association shall receive notifi cation of a special 
meeting at least fi fteen (15) calendar days before the date of each meeting.

2.3 Quorum. Twenty-fi ve (25) offi  cial delegates of institutional members of the association 
and seventy-fi ve (75) individual members of the association shall constitute a quorum at annual 
and special meetings of the association.

2.4 Admission to Meetings. Membership meetings shall be open to all members of the 
association and to those interested in the work of the association

Article 3. Offi  cers
3.1 President, Vice President, and Secretary. Th e board of directors shall, prior to the close of 

the annual meeting of the association, elect from its own number a president, a vice president, 
and a secretary of the association. Each person so elected shall serve for one (l) year or until 
his or her successor is elected and qualifi es, and may serve successive terms not to exceed his or 
her elective term as director. Th e president. vice president, and secretary of the association shall 
serve, respectively, as the president, vice president, and secretary of the board of directors.

3.2 Duties. Th e offi  cers of the association shall perform the duties prescribed in these 
bylaws and by the parliamentary authority specifi ed in these bylaws. Th e president of the 
association shall preside at all meetings of the association and of the board of directors, and 
shall lead the board of directors in discharging its duties and responsibilities. Th e vice president 
of the association shall, in the absence or disability of the president, perform the duties and 
exercise the powers of the president. Th e secretary of the association shall be the custodian of 
the association’s records, except those specifi cally assigned or delegated to others, shall have 

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
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the duty to cause the proceedings of the meetings of the members and of the directors to be 
recorded, and shall carry out such other duties as are specifi ed in these bylaws or required by 
the board of directors.

3.3 Vacancies. In the event of a vacancy in the offi  ce of vice president or secretary of the 
association, the board of directors shall appoint from its own number a replacement to fi ll the 
vacancy.

3.4 Executive Director. Th ere shall be an executive director of the association appointed 
by the board of directors to serve at the pleasure of the board of directors; if terminated as 
such, such termination shall be without prejudice to the contract rights of such person. Th e 
executive director shall be chief executive offi  cer of the association. Th e executive director shall 
meet regularly with the board of directors, with voice but without vote. Th e executive director 
shall, ex offi  cio, be an assistant secretary of the association, empowered to certify to corporate 
actions in the absence of the secretary. Th e executive director, in addition to appointing and 
overseeing staff , shall be responsible to the board of directors for the administration of programs, 
services, and other activities of the association; shall see that all orders and resolutions of the 
board are carried into eff ect; shall appoint members of special and joint committees other than 
board committees, representatives to other organizations, and other offi  cials and agents of the 
association, and oversee their work.

Article 4. Board of Directors
4.1 General. Th e aff airs of the association shall be managed under the direction of the 

board of directors.
4.2 Number and Qualifi cation. Th e board of directors shall consist of twelve (12) directors, 

organized in three (3) classes of four (4) directors each. Four (4) directors shall be elected by 
the membership of the association each year. A director shall be an individual member of the 
association at the time of election and shall cease to be a director when and if he or she ceases 
to be a member. No director shall serve as an employee of the association or, with the exception 
of committees of the board and the nominating committee, as a chairperson of any of the 
association’s committees or interest groups.

4.3 Nomination and Balloting. Th e nominating committee shall report to the secretary of 
the association by October 1 of each year a slate of at least six (6) nominations for the four (4) 
places to be fi lled on the board of directors. Th ese nominations shall be reported in writing by 
the secretary of the association to the membership no later than the next following October 
l5. Nominations other than those submitted by the nominating committee may be made by 
petition signed by no fewer than ten (10) individual members of the association and shall be 
fi led with the secretary of the association no later than the next following December 1. Th ese 
nominations shall be included on the ballot with the nominees presented by the nominating 
committee. No nomination shall be presented to the membership of the association without 
the express consent of the nominee. Ballots, including biographical data on the nominees, shall 
be sent by the secretary of the association to all institutional and individual members of the 
association, posted no later than the next following January 15. Ballots shall be returned to the 
secretary of the association no later than the next following March 1.

4.4 Teller’s Committee and Election. A teller’s committee, appointed by the secretary of 
the association, shall meet during March to count the ballots and report the result to the 
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secretary of the association by the next following April 1. Th e secretary of the association 
shall immediately inform the president of the association of the result of the balloting. Each 
institutional member of the association shall be entitled to one (1) ballot, and each individual 
member of the association shall be entitled to one (1) ballot. Candidates receiving the highest 
number of votes for the number of vacant positions shall be declared elected. If a tie occurs, 
the teller’s committee shall select from among the tied candidates by lot. Th e acceptance by 
the membership of the secretary of the association’s report to the next annual meeting of the 
association of the result of the balloting shall constitute the election of the new directors.

4.5 Term of Offi  ce. Each director shall serve for a term of three (3) years or until his or 
her successor is elected and qualifi es. Th e term of each director shall commence with the 
adjournment of the annual meeting of the association at which the director was elected.

No director shall serve more than two (2) consecutive terms, except that a director 
appointed to fi ll an unexpired term of eighteen (18) months or less may then be elected to two 
(2) consecutive three (3)-year terms.

4.6 Vacancies. Th e board of directors shall appoint a qualifi ed individual member of the 
association to fi ll the unexpired term of a director who vacates his or her position on the 
board.

4.7 Meetings. Regular meetings of the board of directors shall be held at least once each 
year. Special meetings of the board of directors may be called by the president or at the request 
of three (3) or more other directors. Notices of all meetings shall be mailed to each director at 
least ten (10) calendar days in advance or electronically or personally delivered at least three 
(3) calendar days in advance. Meetings of the board of directors may be held by conference 
telephone or other communications equipment by means of which all persons participating in 
the meeting can communicate with each other. Participation in such meeting shall constitute 
attendance and presence in person at the meeting of the person or persons so participating.

4.8 Committees of the Board. Th e president of the board of directors may appoint committees 
of the board as needed. Th ese committees may consist of both directors and non-directors, 
but a majority of the membership of each shall be directors, and a director shall serve as 
chairperson.

4.9 Compensation. A director shall receive no fee or other emolument for serving as director 
except for actual expenses incurred in connection with the aff airs of the association.

4.10 Removal. Any director or the entire board of directors may be removed with or without 
cause by the affi  rmative vote of two thirds (2/3) of the votes present and voted by offi  cial 
delegates of institutional members and individual members at annual or special meetings of 
the association, provided that written notice of such meeting has been delivered to all members 
entitled to vote and that the notice states that a purpose of the meeting is to vote upon the 
removal of one or more directors named in the notice. Only the named director or directors 
may be removed at such meeting.

4.11 Admission to Meetings and Availability of Minutes. All meetings of the board of directors 
shall be open to all members of the association, except that the directors may meet in executive 
session when personnel matters are considered. Actions taken during executive session shall 
become part of the minutes of the board. All minutes of the board shall be available to all 
members of the association, except for deliberations about personnel matters when the board 
is in executive session.
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Article 5. Employed Personnel
Th e executive director shall appoint and oversee staff . No employee of the association shall 

serve as a director or as a chairperson of any of the association’s committees.

Article 6. Fiscal Audit
Th e accounts of the association shall be audited annually in accordance with generally 

accepted accounting standards and principles by an independent certifi ed public accountant. 
Copies of the reports of such audits shall be furnished to any institutional or individual 
member of the association upon written request; and the books of the association shall be 
open for review by any such member upon written request.

Article 7. Committees
7.1 General. Th e association may have three kinds of committees: standing, special, and 

joint.
7.2 Standing Committees. Th ere shall be a nominating committee consisting of three (3) 

individual members of the association appointed by the board of directors, one (1) of whom 
shall be a member of the board of directors. Each nominating committee member shall serve for 
a non-renewable term of three (3) years or until his or her successor is appointed and qualifi es. 
One (1) member of this committee shall be appointed each year. Th e senior member of the 
committee shall serve as the chairperson. Th e duty of this committee shall be to nominate 
candidates for election to the board of directors. Th e board of directors may establish other 
standing committees as needed.

7.3 Special Committees. Th e board of directors may authorize the establishment of special 
committees to advance the work of the association as needed. Th e board shall be responsible 
for developing mandates or guidelines for such committees, and the executive director shall be 
responsible for appointing persons to serve on the committees and overseeing their work. Special 
committees may consist of both individual members of the association and non-members, but 
a majority of each such committee shall be individual members, and an individual member 
shall serve as chairperson.

7.4 Joint Committees. Th e board of directors may authorize the establishment of joint 
committees of the association with other associations as needed. Th e board shall be responsible 
for developing mandates or guidelines for the association’s participation in such committees, 
and the executive director shall be responsible for appointing persons to serve on such 
committees and overseeing their work. Persons appointed to serve on joint committees shall 
be individual members of the association.

Article 8. Interest Groups
8.1 General. Groups that further the professional interests of members of the association 

may be formed by members of the association at any time. Membership in interest groups shall 
be open to all individual and student members of the association.

8.2 Organization and Program. Each interest group shall attract its own members, develop 
its own agenda, and establish a suitable organizational structure as documented in its by-laws, 
including a rotating steering committee composed of individual members of the association 
and having an elected chairperson. Th e steering committee shall oversee the work of the group; 
and the chairperson of the steering committee shall serve as the liaison between the interest 
group and the association’s board of directors.
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8.3 Recognition. Provided it has established appropriate by-laws, selected a steering 
committee and elected a chairperson, an interest group may petition the board of directors for 
formal recognition.

8.4 Support. Th e board of directors shall establish the means by which interest groups are 
encouraged and sustained. Recognized interest groups may request fi nancial and administrative 
support for their work, may request inclusion in conference programs, and may sponsor special 
activities.

Article 9. Publications
Th e association’s publications of record shall be the Newsletter and the Proceedings. Other 

publications may bear the association’s name only with the express permission of the board of 
directors.

Article 10. Quorum and Voting
Unless otherwise permitted or required by the articles of incorporation or by these bylaws:

a majority of members entitled to vote shall constitute a quorum for the transaction 
of business by the association, its board of directors. and its committees;
an affi  rmative vote of a majority of the votes present and voted by members entitled 
to vote shall be the act of the members;
voting by proxy shall not be permitted. In matters to be voted upon by the 
membership, each institutional member shall be entitled to one (1) vote to be cast 
by its offi  cial delegate, and each individual member shall be entitled to one (1) 
vote. Individual members who are also offi  cial delegates of institutional members 
are entitled to two (2) votes; this being the case, the presiding offi  cer, when putting 
matters to a vote at annual or special meetings of the association, shall require that 
offi  cial delegates of institutional members and individual members vote or ballot 
separately, to ensure that those who are entitled to do so have the opportunity to 
cast both votes.

Article 11. Parliamentary Authority
Th e rules contained in the latest edition of Robert’s Rules of Order shall govern the 

association in all cases to which they are applicable and in which they are not inconsistent with 
the articles of incorporation or these bylaws.

Article 12. Amendments
12.1 General. Th ese bylaws may be altered, amended, or repealed and new bylaws may 

be adopted by members entitled to vote at any annual or special meeting of the association, 
provided the required notice has been given.

12.2 Notice. Amendments must be presented in writing to the voting members present at 
annual or special meetings of the association no later than the day before the business session 
at which the vote is to be taken.

Revised June 2006

a)

b)

c)
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Appendix XII: Covenant Seminary Tour, a.k.a. “Th e Buscapade”

Although originally envisioned as a van load of fewer than a dozen people, the tour of Covenant 
Seminary became an excursion with a waiting list by March 2, the day after registration for the 2009 
Conference opened. 

In the end, approximately fi fty people were signed up to visit Covenant Th eological Seminary 
on Saturday, June 20. However, when the attendees actually departed from Concordia’s campus 
at 2:45 p.m., that number was down by a dozen or more. It may have been just as well, because 
even with division into four subgroups, the tours needed to be expeditious. Two of the subgroups 
separately visited Buswell Library while the other two separately explored Founders Hall, which 
opened in fall 2008 and now is the largest building on Covenant’s campus. Each subgroup had a 
seminary guide and a second person assigned to bring up the rear. Th e groups met up at the halfway 
mark, for a very brief look at Rayburn Chapel (1975) and its recently upgraded interior and 150-
year-old organ.

When everyone was back on the bus, it pulled out by a diff erent route than that which it had 
taken to enter the campus. 

Th e bus got hung up. 
Owing to a dip in the road, two steel undercarriage guards at the rear of the bus prevented the 

only four wheels with power from making contact with the ground. Th us, even though another four 
rear wheels immediately behind the suspended wheels were fi ne, the bus was stuck. Library staff  
wheeled out carts with water for the stalled passengers. Th e staff  also tried to insert wooden book-
blocks under the wheels to gain some traction. Fortunately, Jim Pakala was twice dissuaded from 
trying to push the bus with his Geo Tracker. 

Barbara Kemmis phoned for cabs, some cars were used, and everyone got back to the hotel 
on time for the closing banquet—well before the bus company arrived with a second bus to move 
the one that was stuck. Meanwhile, photos were already turning up on FaceBook and other social 
networking sites. 

During the banquet, an attendee from Perkins at SMU was heard to remark, “What an 
adventure! And I loved it. Covenant’s campus was beautiful but I would have forgotten it. Now I 
never will.” 

photo: Tony Amodeo
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In the Memorial Tributes section, p. 378, David J. Wartluft was erroneously identifi ed as 
David A. Wartluft.

Publication of Part I and Part II of the roundtable presentation below was mistakenly omitted 
from the 2008 ATLA Summary of Proceedings. It is published below in its entirety:

Virtual Belief? Exploring Religion and Librarianship in the 
Cyber World of Second Life (Part I)

by
Kris Veldheer, Graduate Th eological Union

In the world of Second Life, the line between what is real and what is virtually real becomes 
blurred. Real humans assume an avatar of their own design who will take their place in the 
virtual world. Who you are in Second Life may or may not be who you are in real life. In this 
so-called Second Life, you will fi nd real money being spent, real estate being bought and sold, 
and a vibrant economy. You can fi nd entertainment in a club, places to meet people interested 
in the same things you are, places to learn through virtual universities, and what we will focus 
on today—libraries and places to go to church. It seems if you can fi nd it in real life, you can 
probably fi nd it in Second Life, too. 

Many universities and libraries have gotten into Second Life. What are they using it for and 
how does it aff ect teaching and learning? For the purposes of this paper, I found no quantitative 
research beyond usage statistics and fi nancial data about how much people are spending in 
Second Life. However, there is a great deal of qualitative and anecdotal evidence drawn from 
people’s experiences in Second Life. We come to you today in two parts. I will explore the uses 
of Second Life in educational and library terms: what people are doing “in world” to enhance 
learning, meet student needs, and even teach classes. Michelle will then lead you into ways 
people are experiencing religion through Second Life, from building churches to holding Bible 
studies. Remember, what you can do in real life you can probably do in Second Life.

First some numbers. According to http://www.lindenlabs.com, the offi  cial home of Second 
Life, as of June 2008 there are 14,124,701 residents in Second Life. Each resident is a uniquely 
named avatar with the right to log into the Second Life world, trade Linden dollars, and visit 
the community pages. Th is is not a one-to-one correlation to actual human beings, and it 
doesn’t mean they are all in there at once, or even tell us how often people use Second Life. 
Similarly, the total amount of Linden dollars in circulation in Second Life is $5,112,748,752.00 
($19,366,472.54 in real U.S. dollars). In May of 2008, 518 Second Life residents had Linden 
dollar transactions of over $1,000,000.00 Th ere were 383,085 residents of Second Life who 
spent Linden dollars there in May of 2008. In May 2008, $27,675,470.00 Linden dollars were 
spent on land alone. As of June 25, 2008, the closing rate according to the LindeX Exchange 
was 264 Linden dollars to $1 United States. Th is does not include transactions outside the 
purview of Second Life in such places as PayPal. “People can visit Second Life free by logging 
in to its Web site and creating an avatar, but educators usually spend about $1,000 to own 
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virtual ‘land,’ and many shell out hundreds of dollars more buying virtual goods like furniture 
and clothing.”1 How can people spend money? Well, it seems most of it is spent on real estate, 
buying land to build schools, homes, classrooms, etc. Another big source of spending is buying 
things that are for sale by other Second Lifers. In short, it is a booming virtual economy using 
real dollars to buy Linden dollars to spend. People are paying to play. But this begs me to ask 
what purposes are faculty—and more important for our discussion, librarians—using Second 
Life for? Why is this seemingly so popular that people would spend their money on something 
virtual?

Here is a short list of some of the things faculty members are doing in Second Life:
A writing coach meets with students and helps them explore their writing by getting 
them to write about their experiences in Second Life. Th ey meet in the writing 
coach’s offi  ce in Second Life where they discuss the writing and map out strategies for 
improvement.
An architect has students explore the various building styles in Second Life and then 
asks students to construct virtual buildings of their own. Second Life provides a 3-D 
environment where students can build structures and then meet with the architect in 
Second Life to discuss their buildings. Students can also test their ideas with avatars to 
see if they actually put the staircase in the right place!
Th e literature scholar invites students to visit themed worlds within Second Life to 
experience the world of the literature they are reading. If students are reading Dante’s 
Inferno, let them explore a 3-D model of the abyss. Th en let them imagine Dante’s Inferno 
as a middle-class neighborhood and build their own hellish houses in Second Life.
Th e campus planner buys land in Second Life and creates the ideal campus. Th is ideal 
campus then becomes the place for students to be taught and experiment on their 
own.
Th e technologist allows students to work on group projects. Also, the technology is 
harnessed to allow students to “speak” in public and then the listeners vote if they 
agree or disagree with the speaker by moving to one side of the dais or the other.

In her article “Professor Avatar,” Andrea Foster points out that 

professors use Second Life to hold distance-education classes, saying that 
communication among students actually gets livelier when they assume digital 
personae. Anthropologists and sociologists see the virtual world as a laboratory for 
studying human behavior. University architects use it as a canvas on which to explore 
design. Business professors see it as a testing ground for budding entrepreneurs. 
Although their pursuits are serious, scholars often have fancifully named avatars, 
such as Radar Radio and Intellagirl Tully, to refl ect their personalities and interests. 
More than 150 colleges in the United States and 13 other countries have a presence 
in Second Life.”2 

Some faculty members are fi nding Second Life to be an inventive playground where they 
and their students can experiment with new ideas and new ways of teaching. It is a place to 

1 Andrea L. Foster, “Professor Avatar (Edward L. Lamoureux).” Th e Chronicle of Higher 
Education,  54.4 (Sept 21, 2007)

2 Ibid.

•
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encourage group projects, meet with students, and encourage collaborative learning.
Libraries are also getting in the act. Most people agree that a Second Life library is defi nitely 

Web 2.0. A short list of the ways a Second Life Library is being used includes:
An art gallery
Book talks and authors as visitors and as events
An information literacy and library research skills class
A huge theater
A training and education space
A "walk-in book"
Searchable databases such as PubMed
OCLC database trials
Wine and cheese parties (yes—virtual food)
Dances
An artists’ discussion, with books and art
Chats with fellow patrons, locally and globally
Books and magazines
Reference

It has been reported that virtual reference works very well in Second Life. Reference 
librarians can either chat with the patron or now, with voice, there is also the ability to 
have a conversation with a library user. Th e librarian can even walk with the patron to the 
reference collection and help them select the appropriate books. Patrons can also browse virtual 
collections and meet in Second Life for book talks or book groups. 

If anyone has ever created their own avatar and looked around in Second Life, it is a 
fascinating place with a wide variety of people and activities taking place. However, there is, 
as with everything, a downside to Second Life as well. Let me raise three issues with Second 
Life that were supported by my research: technical issues, legal/liability issues, and pedagogical 
issues. I am not intending to dissuade the Second Life enthusiast, but I do have second 
thoughts.

Th e technical issues with Second Life abound. Let me relate a personal example of teaching 
with Second Life from March 2008. I was co-teaching a session on religion in Second Life, 
and four of us with avatars logged in and met online. Despite having high-speed internet 
connections and the new hardware, each of us experienced at least one or more computer 
crashes requiring a restart of our systems. On some level it was a great teaching tool because 
it allowed me to demonstrate one of the downsides to Second Life. On the other hand, it was 
truly frustrating. In 2007, Patricia Deubel wrote that 

SL users sometimes experience a lag due to lower bandwidth, or extremely high 
SL use at the time. Processing speed is slow. Sometimes logging-in is not possible. 
Software updates might need to be downloaded frequently. Most of SL is made up of 
thousands of disconnected regions, most of which must be searched for by name and 
then teleported into. Th e problem lies with the processor associated with each region, 
as each processor on Linden Lab’s servers can handle a maximum of only 70 avatars 
at a time; more than that and the service slows to a crawl, some avatars disappear, or 
the island simply vanishes. Th is means that adopters must be aware of the technology 

•
•
•
•
•
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•
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•
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•
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limitations and work around those for large group meetings, and also determine what 
SL is planning to do to advance its software, and when those enhancements might 
become available.3

As with many virtual worlds, Second Life doesn’t have all of the bugs out yet. If you choose 
to teach and/or work in Second Life, these are some of the technical issues to overcome.

Secondly there are legal and liability issues with Second Life. Th ese include opening 
students to the possibility of online harassment and students engaging in inappropriate or 
disruptive behaviors. In eff ect, when faculty make assignments in Second Life, they have no 
control over where the students actually go or how long they stay “in world” while completing 
the assignment. Patricia Deubel remarks, “Th us, it is understandable that educators have 
noted concerns about the liabilities of schools and universities if their students fi nd their way 
into areas not appropriate for their age level or if students engage in inappropriate, disruptive 
behaviors while in Second Life.”4 You could argue in fact that we are working with graduate 
students and presumably they are all past the age of consent. However, for those of us who 
work with future professors, are they being made aware of the risks and responsibilities of 
virtual worlds like Second Life? 

When it comes to Second Life, we’re not only talking about money. We’re talking 
about whether you will be held accountable for introducing your students and/or 
employees to a virtual world that accepts little responsibility for anything that hap-
pens among avatars, including online harassment and assault. Based on its terms 
of service. Linden Lab may have anticipated those questions. It identifi es itself as 
a distributor of content and, as such, ‘has very limited control, if any, over the 
quality, safety, morality, legality, truthfulness, or accuracy of various aspects of the 
Service.’ Th at burden may fall on you.5

Finally there are pedagogical issues with Second Life. How does one teach in a virtual 
world? Does your avatar meet with student avatars in a virtual offi  ce or classroom? From 
personal experience, I have often found libraries deserted and campuses with no inhabitants. 
Th e Library School at San Jose State University teaches a class on and in Second Life, but 
according to a student who took the class, all they did the entire semester was try to learn 
how to navigate in Second Life and build an object. I, for one, don’t fi nd too much library 
learning in that. “Some educators leave the virtual world frustrated that they cannot easily 
move around, communicate, or fi nd regions populated with avatars. Second Life has several 
million members, but only about 430,000 of them log into the site over a given week. So at any 
one time, many regions are deserted.”6 Despite some of its more ardent fans, Second Life still is 
not a stable medium for instruction nor can it serve as a substitute classroom.

3 Patricia Deubel. “Virtual Worlds: A Next Generation for Instruction Delivery.” Journal of 
Instructional Delivery Systems, v. 21 no. 2 (2007): 6-12.

4 Ibid.
5 Michael J. Bugeja, “Second Th oughts about Second Life.” Education Digest (January 

2008):18-22.
6 Foster, “Professor Avatar (Edward L. Lamoureux).”
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Second Life has both friends and foes. Where you stand on using it will obviously be 
dependent on your situation. As Andrea Foster, who is a fan of Second Life, points out, “Not 
every educator who has explored Second Life has come away impressed. Many complain that 
the virtual world is beset by technical problems, is a waste of time, or is largely a playground 
for sexual experimentation.”7 I believe Second Life has a long way to go before it can become 
a reliable venue for teaching and learning. 
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Virtual Belief? Exploring Religion and Librarianship in the Cyber World 
of Second Life (Part II: Religion in Second Life)

by
Michelle Spomer, Asuza Pacifi c University

Second Life, an Internet-based virtual world, is one of the newest “places” where religion 
has a strong presence. While much has been written about religion and virtual reality, there 
isn’t much written specifi cally about religion in Second Life. Th is paper is both a survey of 
religion and religious practices in Second Life, as well as an attempt to briefl y consider some of 
the issues that concern religion in a virtual reality environment such as Second Life.

Religion has been “online,” in some form or another, for the past three decades. In the late 
1970s, MODEM technology fostered some of the fi rst social networks via electronic bulletin 
boards (BBS).1 One such BBS was called “ORIGINS,” and it promoted all sorts of religious 
discussion among people from widely diverse religious backgrounds and experience.2 In the 
mid 1990s, the World Wide Web came into existence and ushered in a proliferation of religious 
websites, the majority of which were homegrown and unoffi  cial.3 Since then, religion has had 
an online presence that has kept pace with new technologies and online media. Internet users 
can listen to sermon podcasts, read digital images of sacred texts, play religious games, witness 
virtual baptisms, and chat with online ministers. 

Before examining the topic of religion in Second Life, it is useful to consider what sorts 
of people pursue religion online, and what exactly these people are pursuing. While the 
literature doesn’t yet include much about religion in Second Life, there is plenty to be found 
on the topic of religion and the Internet, as well as religion and virtual reality. A 2001 Pew 
Internet and American Life Project report explored how Americans pursue religion online.4 
Th e report noted that “about 28 million Americans, or 25% of the Internet population, visit 
religious cyberspace, with more than 3 million seeking spiritual material on any given day.”5 
Ninety-one percent of these “religion surfers” were Christian, and the remaining 9% were 
Jewish, Buddhist, Muslim, no affi  liation, and other.6 Perhaps the most compelling part of 
the report can be found in a table that summarizes the activities of religion surfers. Th e most 
common activity for religion surfers was looking for information about their own faiths or 
other faiths. Other activities included emailing prayer requests, downloading sermons, fi nding 
new churches, participating in online worship, buying religious items, and even using faith-
oriented matchmaking services.7

Even though Second Life went public in 2003, much of the Pew report data still seems 
to correspond to residents in Second Life. For this paper, Second Life was explored and 

1 Lorne L. Dawson and Douglas E .Cowan, eds., Religion Online: Finding Faith on the 
Internet (New York: Routledge, 2004), 24.

2  Ibid.
3  Ibid., 25-26.
4  Elena Larsen, “CyberFaith: How Americans Pursue Religion Online,” Pew Internet and 

American Life Project, 2001, http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_CyberFaith_Report.pdf 
5  Ibid., 6.
6  Ibid., 8.
7  Ibid., 13.
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experienced before reviewing the literature in order to obtain a more personal and somewhat 
unbiased perspective. By far, the most overwhelming aspect of religion in Second Life is the 
vast amount of religious information made available in a variety of ways. It is clear that much 
of the information that religion surfers look for on the Internet is also provided in Second Life. 
Other areas of religious signifi cance in Second Life include worship and prayer, fellowship and 
networking, proselytizing, and architecture and art.

Religious Information
Several religious aspects of Second Life proved to be somewhat, if not wildly, limited. 

Worship services, for example, can be limited by the absence of sacraments, or by the lack 
of real face-to-face interaction. Religious information, however, seems to be less limited in 
both content and presentation. Religious information in Second Life consists of such things 
as a list of Unitarian Universalist beliefs, links to Internet sites related to Judaism, the text of 
a Compline liturgy, the history of the Book of Mormon, or instructions on how to behave in 
a worship service. Most information is obtained by interacting with some object (usually by 
touching something), which produces a “notecard.” Th ese are popup windows that contain 
text, such as instructions, links to websites, texts of particular books, etc. Depending on who 
created the information and what the purpose of it is, the content is every bit as accurate or 
misleading as information found on the Internet. Th e same evaluative skills must be applied to 
information found in Second Life. 

Th ere are both positive and negative ways in which the process of fi nding religious 
information in Second Life is set apart from fi nding similar information on the Internet. 
One of the best things about Second Life is its inherent interactive nature. Discovering 
information through a Second Life avatar can be a much more “valued added” experience than 
simply clicking on a hyperlink on a website. An avatar can sit in a comfortable chair while 
watching a video, or touch an ornate religious relic, or teleport to a library in order to receive 
desired information. Th e process by which religious information is discovered can often be as 
illuminating (if not entertaining) as the information itself. On the negative side, Second Life 
doesn’t have nearly the amount of information that a search engine like Google has, nor is the 
Second Life search engine as sophisticated as Google. Searching for particular information in 
Second Life involves thinking more in terms of people or places rather than keywords, and this 
can be quite cumbersome and frustrating. 

Worship and Prayer
Worship and prayer can be found in several diff erent religious venues in Second Life. Th e 

Anglican Cathedral of Second Life holds two Sunday services and a midweek service that are 
quite similar to what one would fi nd in real life. Th e words from the liturgy show up via the 
chat function, and one may also hear the voice of the reverend (who is standing at the front 
of the congregation). After the service, worship participants gather in front of the church 
and talk with one another. Th e services include readings from the Old and New Testaments, 
a homily, canticles, prayers, and confession (usually the liturgy is from either Compline or 
Evening Prayer). However, in none of these services will you fi nd the sacraments of baptism 
or the Eucharist. 

LifeChurch.tv in Second Life provides a completely diff erent sort of worship service than 
the Anglican Cathedral. In keeping with its real-life counterpart, the LifeChurch.tv worship 
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service is like what one might fi nd in a typical evangelical Christian church. Four “experiences” 
are off ered—three on Sunday and one on Tuesday. At the prescribed time, the three screens 
in the front of the LifeChurch.tv sanctuary show live video of a real-time worship service. 
Animations are provided that can be applied to avatars to enable them to raise their hands, 
bow their heads, or even do back fl ips as acts of worship. Th e service includes a lengthy time 
of contemporary worship music, a sermon, and prayer. Th e experience is very similar to what 
one sees on television on any given Sunday morning.

Worship in Second Life is fairly limited, but should not be completely dismissed as a valid 
expression. Most people would agree that a “live” worship service is the ideal, and that face-
to-face engagement with other worshippers should be part of the overall experience. Th ere are 
theological issues that would be of concern to some, such as how to provide the sacraments. 
Second Life worship certainly has its problems. If too many people are logging into Second 
Life, for example, there can be bandwidth issues. In one of the Anglican Church worship 
services, the reverend had problems logging into Second Life, which caused the service to start 
later. Despite these sorts of issues, worship in Second Life can be compared to worship services 
that one fi nds on television, or live video on a website. Worship in Second Life can even be seen 
to be superior to these in that worshippers can interact with others through the chat feature. 

Even more so than worship in Second Life, prayer is something that one can do in a variety 
of settings. It is common to fi nd churches, temples, and mosques that off er nothing but the 
opportunity to pray. Many such buildings are beautiful, both inside and outside, and thus off er 
environments conducive to prayer and meditation. Th ere are usually pillows, kneelers, or other 
objects on which to pray, and these almost always have the word “pray” hovering above them. 
When this word is clicked, the avatar kneels down, bows its head, and puts its hands together in 
a gesture of prayer. Th e Abundant Life Ministries (ALM) CyberChurch in Second Life off ers to 
pray for particular requests. By clicking on a sign, one can receive a notecard with instructions 
on how to use Second Life chat for prayer requests. Using a particular syntax, prayer requests 
can be anonymously submitted to people from the real life ALM Church. Hope House has a 
prayer “room” on a cloud, and, in addition to the pillows on which to pray, also provides audio 
answers to questions such as “What is prayer?” and “When do I pray?” As with worship in 
Second Life, prayer in Second Life may also pose theological problems for some.

Fellowship and Networking
Another aspect of religion in Second Life is fellowship and networking. Although these 

terms may seem to have roughly the same meaning, there is a distinction in this paper. 
Fellowship is what occurs in the context of a religious event, such as a worship service or a 
Bible study. Networking takes place outside the context of a religious event, and includes such 
activities as joining religious groups for the purpose of meeting like-minded people, or meeting 
a friend at a Christian coff ee house. Outside of fi nding religious information, it appears that 
the other major religious use of Second Life is fellowship and networking. It is easy to fi nd 
evidence of religious fellowship in Second Life. When one attends a worship service, there will 
usually be people chatting before and after who have obviously befriended each other in that 
context. Residents greet each other, ask how the week went, inquire about each others’ families, 
make plans to meet in Second Life later on, etc. Th is is very similar to what takes place in real 
life in a worship service environment. 
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Networking happens most commonly in the context of groups. Religious Second Life 
groups are created around such things as specifi c religions or denominations (e.g., the “LDS 
Friends of Second Life” group), particular interests (e.g., the “Emerging Church” group), 
specifi c ministries (e.g., the “Agape Counseling Center” group), etc. Second Life residents can 
join these groups and communicate with group members. Group members can also meet each 
other for specifi c group events, or for one-on-one interaction. 

Proselytizing
As might be expected, Christianity is by far the religion that proselytizes the most in Second 

Life. Most other religious groups in Second Life seem to be more interested in providing 
information about their religion rather than converting people. IslamOnline.net, which has 
a Second Life presence, provides information related to converting to Islam, but a website 
visitor really has to look for this information. IslamOnline.net has created a “virtual hajj” in 
Second Life and has included a lot of information about Islam, but overt proselytizing doesn’t 
appear to be a goal. Th is is true for most of the other non-Christian religious sites and groups 
in Second Life.

Christian proselytizing in Second Life ranges from information in various formats (e.g., 
evangelistic “posters” on the walls of the Dokimos Cafe) to avatars who talk with other Second 
Life residents about their faiths (e.g., Yesha Christian Ministry). Th ere are also bible studies, 
prayer, and counseling that are provided to support new converts. Several of the evangelical 
groups in Second Life appear to be making a substantial eff ort to connect residents to ministries 
and churches in real life.

Architecture and Art
Second Life provides almost unlimited opportunity to be creative. Many people have taken 

full advantage of this and have produced impressive and beautiful works of religious art. One 
of the best examples of this is the Sistine Chapel replica on Vassar Island (Vassar College’s 
Second Life presence). No religious services are conducted here, nor are there any places set 
aside for prayer. Th e replica is simply a shell to look at and admire. Th ere are many such “shells” 
in Second Life. St. Paul’s Cathedral is another of these. It is full of rich, colorful icons, mosaics 
and tapestries, but there are no prayer or worship service opportunities provided.

Th ere are also more functional spaces that contain religious art or are themselves architectural 
works of art. Th e Church of the Holy Cross, an Orthodox cathedral, is a beautiful building 
both inside and out. Gold onion domes and lavishly carved doors adorn the exterior of the 
church, while several well-known icons can be found inside. Residents can pray here as well as 
admire the art. Th e Al Andalus Mequita mosque is another example of attractive architecture 
combined with the opportunity to pray.

Some of the religious art found in Second Life is accompanied by information, which 
provides an educational experience. Near the Church of the Holy Cross, there is a small shrine 
that contains several examples of Byzantine icons. A sign outside the shrine directs residents 
to “Waysha’s Icon Workshop” website where one can read about how icons are made. When 
one touches a particular painting in the Sistine Chapel replica, a note appears that lists the 
painting’s title and the artist. In addition to this, a notecard is provided that gives a brief history 
of the Sistine Chapel. 
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Positives, Negatives, and Other Issues Concerning Religion in Second Life
Th e literature on virtual reality and religion is already quite substantial and continues to grow. 

Much of this is included in the bibliography so that readers may study this subject in more depth. 
Th is paper will only touch on some of the issues raised by religion in Second Life.

Th ose who espouse a utopian view of Second Life might say that “[Th e Internet is] where 
people from diverse backgrounds [can] meet in ways that [transcend] the physical and social 
limitations of their daily lives.”8 Th e same could easily be said about Second Life. In this 
environment, residents can think “outside the box” and create religious experiences that they 
could never accomplish in their real lives. Second Life can also be a more convenient and safer 
way to experience and discover religion for those who have diffi  culty doing this is real life. 
Inhibitions tend to be diminished in Second Life. 

On the other hand, a dystopian perspective might agree that “[Th e Internet indulges] an 
illusion of sociality that [is] superfi cial and [furthers] the real alienation of modern individuals 
from themselves, their families, their friends and coworkers, and their neighborhoods. Th e 
anonymity of communicating online [allows] for deception . . . ”9 Certainly those who 
encounter residents in Second Life will wonder how accurately these residents are representing 
themselves, both in their appearances and in what they say about themselves. While the 
number of religious experiences that one can create in Second Life may seem limitless, most of 
the current ones are not yet good substitutes for what one can experience in real life. 

Mark Brown, the founder of the Anglican Cathedral in Second Life, wrote the following:

A few questions among many that require thinking through include:

How truthful is it to be represented by a fantasy avatar such as a dragon or 
hedgehog?
How does one actually off er genuine pastoral care without ever physically 
meeting?
Can one off er the sacraments, in particular the dominical sacraments of baptism 
and Eucharist?

Th ese questions highlight the perennial challenge facing the church: to maintain cultural 
relevance whilst retaining the core message and identity. Can we truly be an Anglican 
Church if we never off er the dominical sacraments? Do we re-write our theology and 
re-defi ne our laws to accommodate the new reality? Engaging in incarnational mission 
requires a certain fl exibility to respond to what is, rather than what was. But I don’t 
see this as rejecting our identity as a church, but rather being prepared to re-order to 
facilitate engagement. Th e challenge is to move forward retaining a clear sense of who 
we are whilst creating multiple paths into the church community.10

Brown clearly sees Second Life as simply a diff erent place for the Church to meet, and is 
willing to explore the diffi  cult traditional and theological issues that are raised.

8 Dawson and Cowan, Religion, 8.
9 Ibid.
10  Mark Brown, “Christian Mission to a Virtual World,” BrownBlog, http://brownblog.

info/wp-content/plugins/wp-downloadMonitor/user_uploads/Christian_Mission_to_a_
Virtual_World.pdf 

•

•

•
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In Cyberspace—Cyberethics—Cybertheology, Nathan D. Mitchell explores some of the 
challenges that face Christians in this new age of technology. Th ese challenges include the 
decentralization of power and authority, a changing defi nition of “belonging,” the blurring of 
what is considered “public” and “private,” the lack of control over the quality of content and 
who has access to it, and what constitutes “community.”11 Mitchell encourages Catholics to not 
“behave as Luddites, raging against technology,” but to “admit . . . that God may be working 
through the Information Revolution, and not around it.”12 Certainly religion in Second Life 
deserves such consideration.

Th e exploration of religion in Second Life is a fascinating and often rewarding experience. 
In many cases, religious acts such as worship and prayer can be eff ective substitutes for their 
real-life counterparts. Th ere is no doubt, however, that religion in Second Life has signifi cant 
limitations that need more consideration or improvement. Th eological issues, such as the real 
presence of Christ in the Eucharist, need to be reconsidered in relation to virtual environments. 
Religion in Second Life is clearly a subject worthy of further research.

11  Nathan D. Mitchell, “Ritual and New Media,” in Cyberspace—Cyberethics—Cybertheology, 
eds. Eric Borgman, Stephan van Erp, and Hille Haker, 91-98, (London: SCM Press, 
2005), 95-97.

12  Ibid., 98.
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Appendix: Religious Sites in Second Life
In order to visit these Second Life sites, use one of the following sets of instructions (all 

assume that the user has logged into Second Life):
Click on “Search,” copy the name of the site (e.g., “ALM CyberChurch”), paste it into 
the search box, click “search,” click on the correct item in the resulting list, and then 
click “Teleport.”
Click on “Search,” copy the name of the region (e.g., “Truth”), paste it into the search 
box, click “search,” and click on the correct “Region” item in the resulting list—click 
on “Map,” adjust the coordinates in the “Location” section to match the numbers that 
follow the region name, and click “Teleport.”
Enter the SLURL into a browser, and then click on the “teleport now” button in the 
resulting SL dialog box.

Christian
ALM CyberChurch, Truth (124, 142, 25)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Truth/124/142/25 

Calvary Chapel Second Life, Fharsine (128, 125, 66)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Fharsine/128/125/66 

Catholic Now, Oro (96, 217, 27)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Oro/96/217/27 

Church of the Holy Cross, Schilli (141, 24, 501)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Schilli/141/24/501 

Dokimos Cafe, Truth (122, 65, 27)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Truth/122/65/27 

Epiphany Island - Home of the Anglican Cathedral in SL, Epiphany (95, 147, 50)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Epiphany/95/147/50 

Franciscan Catholic Center, Halley (105, 241, 28)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Halley/105/241/28 

Hope House, Noru (98, 146, 225)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Noru/98/146/225 

Koinonia Congregational Church, Xenia (128, 128, 0)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Xenia/128/128/0 

LifeChurch.tv, Experience Island (166, 109, 27)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Experience%20Island/166/109/27 

Reformation Library & Seminary in Chilbo, Chilbo (230, 8, 91)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Chilbo/230/8/91 

•

•

•
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St. Paul’s Cathedral SL Public Land Preserve, Grace (79, 225, 128)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Grace/79/225/128 

United Methodist Church in Second Life, Xenia (101, 169, 25)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Xenia/101/169/25 
(Wesley Memorial Chapel is located here)

Yesha - A Christian Ministry, Yesha (129, 129, 45)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Yesha/129/129/45 

Mormon
LDS Friends Welcome Plaza, Adam ondi Ahman (192, 123, 26)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Adam%20ondi%20Ahman/192/123/26 

Mormon Tabernacle, Adam ondi Ahman (227, 79, 26)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Adam%20ondi%20Ahman/227/79/26 

Unitarian Universalist
First Unitarian Universalist Church of Second Life, Modesta (129, 77, 65)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Modesta/129/77/65 

Buddhist
Dharma Gate Monastery, Mieum (43, 199, 78)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Mieum/43/199/78 

Open Buddhist Dharma Library, Momil (19, 32, 69)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Momil/19/32/69 

Zen Retreat, Rieul (231, 239, 75)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Rieul/231/239/75 

Hindu
Devandrashika Hindu Temple, Anglia (80, 27, 21)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Anglia/80/27/21 

Mahalakshmi Temple, Cheiron (160, 118, 27)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Cheiron/160/118/27 

Jewish
Jewish Holocaust Museum, Holy City (44, 183, 28)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Holy%20City/44/183/28 

Second Life Synagogue- Temple B, Nessus (24, 154, 103)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Nessus/24/154/103 
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Muslim
Al Andalus Mezquita, Al Andalus Generalife (13, 174, 59)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Al%20Andalus%20Generalife/13/174/59 

IslamOnline.net Virtual Hajj, IslamOnline dot Net (35, 63, 21)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/IslamOnline%20dot%20Net/35/63/21 

!Mosque Aisha Bint Abi Bakr - Sanatos, Little Goa (180, 103, 23)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Little%20Goa/180/103/23 

Multi-faith/Other
Th e Cijian Temple (Daoist), Mieum (74, 115, 81)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Mieum/74/115/81 

First Church of Atheism, Dowden (194, 98, 65)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Dowden/194/98/65 

Info Island, Info Island (146, 134, 33)
[Peace Park Religious Resources]
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Info%20Island/146/134/33 

Sacred Grounds - Interfaith Garden, Qoheleth (70, 149, 23)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Qoheleth/70/149/23 

Vassar Island, Vassar (128, 128, 0) 
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Vassar/128/128/0
(this is where the Sistine Chapel replica is located)
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